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Resumen 

El veloz crecimiento de la sociedad durante los últimos siglos, fue génesis del uso 

excesivo e inmensurable de energía fósil. A la par de su desarrollo, la colectividad 

moderna se vio en la necesidad de obtener más energía mientras que las reservas de 

energéticos no renovables menguaban. Durante este proceso nuevas potencias han 

emergido, como una fuerza movilizadora en los mercados internacionales y en la 

geopolítica mundial. Dependientes y exigentes de una parte del botín, como ente de 

seguridad y liderazgo.  

El trabajo analiza el aumento del consumo energético en el mundo dentro el periodo 

2010-2035, con prospectiva enfocada al uso y explotación de gas natural y petróleo. 

Así como sus implicaciones en la relación geopolítica para cada región y país. 

Incluyendo  

Para la situación, México se ve influenciado principalmente, por los movimientos y 

posturas tomadas por los países pertenecientes a Norte América (EE.UU. y Canadá). 

Por lo que su legislación energética, principalmente del sector hidrocarburos, será 

cuestión prioritaria para encaminar a México a un desarrollo incluyente, estable y 

competitivo.  

Palabras clave: México, industria petrolera, legislación energética, demanda 

energética, competitividad, energía, Norte América. 

Abstract 

The work analyzes the energy projections in the world, the increase in energy 

consumption (focused on gas and oil), with a prospective to 2035.  

Consistent with the pattern of recent decades, the population growth is assumed to 

remain the main engine of global energy consumption. Is a key driver of future energy 

trends, has a direct effect on the size and composition of energy demand and an 

indirect effect by influencing economic growth and development. 

Mexico is mainly influenced by geopolitics, taken in North America (U.S. and 

Canada). Certainly the energy, primarily the hydrocarbons legislation, represents a 

major problem, to route to Mexico to an inclusive, stable and competitive 

development. 

Key words: Mexico, oil industry, economic policies, energy, energy demand, 

Competitiveness, North America.  
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JUSTIFICACIÓN Justificación 

• Realizar un documento de consulta dirigido al estudiante o egresado de la carrera 
de Ingeniería Petrolera (o interesados en el tema), para incrementar su 
conocimiento y contribuir con una visión actual, respecto a la situación energética 
mundial y su efecto directo en la legislación y competitividad de la industria del 
petróleo y gas natural en México. 

Objetivos 

• Analizar los aspectos presentes en el panorama energético mundial, que influyen de 
manera directa en México y establecer las ventajas competitivas que se pueden 
presentar en un futuro respecto al mercado regional del gas natural. Así también, 
escrutar los estados de reservas, producción y consumo de gas natural y petróleo a 
nivel mundial y nacional, que permitan entender las posturas de los bloques 
productores y consumidores ante una época de declinación de recursos 
convencionales. 

Alcance 

• En el presente estudio trata de un análisis por bloques. En primer lugar, un bloque 
OPEP correspondiente a la Organización de los Países Exportadores de Petróleo y a 
la OCDE (Organización para la Cooperación y el Desarrollo Económicos), el 
segundo bloque corresponde a los principales países productores y los países con 
mayor consumo. Para entender en un principio la posición que ocupa México en el 
esquema mundial.  

 

• Una vez entendido se analizará como estos aspectos han influido en el desarrollo de 
legislaciones y planes de explotación para el mismo y finalmente el estudio 
permitirá realizar una comparativa de la competitividad regional de América del 
Norte en el ámbito del gas natural. 

Limitaciones  

• En este estudio se tomaron cifras y datos pertenecientes a los siguientes organismos 
internacionales: Agencia Internacional de Energía por sus siglas en ingles IEA, la  
Administración de Información de Energía de los Estados Unidos (EIA) y el 
documento WEO 2011 (World Energy Outlook) publicado por la IEA. Algunas de 
las fuentes referenciadas en México presentaron variaciones significativas en las 
cifras. Ante esto es conveniente aclarar que fue impracticable el desarrollar con 
detalle algunos aspectos, por ser un tópico complejo y sujeto a continuas 
variaciones. Con lo que el presente trabajo, queda sujeto a críticas y futuras 
modificaciones por la evolución del tema.  
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Introducción  

La presente investigación parte de dos incipientes ideas: La problemática por el abasto y demanda 

continúa de energía y el papel que México logrará jugar ante el devenir energético. La segunda, el 

incentivo de compartir conocimientos con los estudiantes de la carrera de ingeniería petrolera pero 

también con cualquier interesado en el tema, pueda vislumbrar la importancia que representa este 

energético para el mundo y en particular para México.  

Hoy el petróleo está nuevamente por encima de los $100 dólares el barril ($104.35 junio 2014, 

referenciado a WTI), el gas natural alcanzó los $4.66 dólares por millón de BTU (Henry Hub, abril 

2014), el cobre, algodón, trigo y maíz siguen estas tendencias de aumento. En conjunto, los precios 

de las materias primas han aumentado en los últimos años, haciendo énfasis en aquellos 

correspondientes a los recursos energéticos. 

Creer que se puede vivir perpetuamente en un mundo finito con recursos que tienen límites físicos y 

restringidos, es la condición con la que se ha morado el planeta. Si bien a lo largo de 150 años los 

recursos energéticos, principalmente el petróleo han sido factor primordial para el desarrollo de la 

humanidad, permitiendo el acceso a una energía focalizada y de bajo costo, que se presume como el 

motor de las sociedades del siglo XX y XXI. 

Los mercados han hablado en este mundo finito, el crecimiento constante de la población, la 

emergencia de nuevas economías y la oferta limitada de materias primas, generan picos en el precio 

de estos, promoviendo sociedades en las que la generación de riqueza se basa en el consumo de 

grandes cantidades de energía. El mundo se encuentra sesgado. Pues el consumo de energía 

acompaña al crecimiento de la producción industrial, doméstico y de transporte, reflejado en un 

aumento en las necesidades económicas y sociales de la población, un desigual abastecimiento de 

energía, especialmente para países con estructuras económicas incapaces para la explotación de 

recursos, elevados precios para el petróleo, baja competitividad en el costo del gas natural y 

crecientes déficits comerciales. 

La cotidianidad reescribe muchos de los principios más arraigados del sector energético. Una 

correcta combinación de formulación de políticas, tecnologías e inversión puede transformar la 

matriz energética, de modo que las mejoras en calidad de vida sean equitativas para la población 

mundial, pero que mantenga un desarrollo sustentable y sostenido. Para la situación, México forma 

parte de este escenario. El tener una historia en la explotación de hidrocarburos es un estigma que lo 

puede catapultar o abatir.  

Este estudio se enfocó al análisis de la influencia política regional, así como panoramas 

internacionales que influirán en la postura legislativa existente en México, mientras que la 

aceptación de una reforma a estas jurisdicciones prepara al país para la participación de capital 

privado nacional e internacional. Que podría desembocar en una integración regional del bloque de 

América del Norte. Se estructuraron tres capítulos y un cuarto, referente a un caso de estudio. 
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El primer capítulo se dedico al análisis de las tendencias energéticas actuales y sus perspectivas de 

acuerdo al World Energy Outlook (WEO-2011), prestando especial interés en el gas natural y 

petróleo, analizando: recursos, producción, demanda, procesamiento y comercio internacional.  

El objetivo de este primer capítulo es describir de manera breve el espectro del balance energético a 

nivel mundial y las implicaciones que tendrán las tendencias energéticas y climáticas en 2035. Se 

postularon tres escenarios energéticos que contrastados ofrecen soluciones y orientación en el 

diseño de políticas que coadyuven el desarrollo sostenible energético y de tecnologías que 

disminuyan el impacto ambiental, de bajo costo y de procesamiento sencillo. Mientras el petróleo 

siga como la principal fuente de energía, éste permanecerá en los planes de desarrollo de todos los 

países cuyo grado de industrialización se encuentre ligado a este. 

El capítulo segundo, tiene como finalidad ofrecer una visión general del sector petrolero en México,  

la situación actual de PEMEX, el contenido y perspectivas de la reforma energética aprobada por el 

Congreso mexicano en diciembre de 2013. Así también discutir los problemas específicos que 

enfrenta la industria nacional del petróleo y gas. Fundamentado en la historia de México y su 

estrecha relación con el petróleo. En éste se tomarán y explicarán los focos rectores en el ámbito 

petrolero de México, las pautas permisibles que tuvieron lugar para generar el marco regulatorio 

actual, la inserción de PEMEX en el escenario: su regulación y las condiciones de las reservas 

nacionales de hidrocarburos.  

Uno de los principales problemas al analizar la situación del petróleo en México, al menos del 

sexenio de López Portillo al actual de Enrique Peña Nieto, es la posición que asumen los diferentes 

actores y analistas de esta vital industria. Si leemos la posición oficial, los puntos de vista son 

oficialistas y limitados; si analizamos la posición empresarial (apoyada por el PAN y ahora también 

por segmentos del PRI), la mayoría se sienten insatisfechos por la apertura del sector al capital 

privado nacional e internacional; si atendemos las opiniones de los actores de izquierda, 

prácticamente critican cualquier acción gubernamental en la materia.  

Si profundizamos sobre la condición económica y financiera en que ha quedado el país después de 

varios sexenios desastrosos, llegamos a la conclusión que los espacios de acción cada vez se 

reducen más. Al margen de ideologías, la realidad nos demuestra que los principales campos que 

abastecen la producción nacional están en declinación. Bajo estas premisas se analizó lo que en 

materia de petróleo el país vivió y las reformas jurídicas que se llevaron a cabo a partir del sexenio 

de Miguel de la Madrid.  

El capítulo tres tiene el objetivo de sintetizar la legislación vigente en México y así analizar los 

escenarios y propuestas de modificación a esta. Para poder vislumbrar el beneficio general del país 

que conlleva, haciendo énfasis en los modelos de contratación que se exhibirán al surgir una 

reforma en 2013 que permite la participación de otros actores en el sector petrolero nacional y su 

contraste con la situación actual, con PEMEX como operador único. 

El cuarto capítulo corresponde a un caso de estudio, donde se utilizó el Índice de Especialización en 

la Producción (IEP), para analizar la competitividad regional del mercado de gas natural en 

América del Norte. Y así poder estimar las consecuencias de una integración regional entre Canadá, 
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Estados Unidos y México. En un orbe donde las diferencias regionales en el precio por la energía 

inciden en la competitividad. ¿México cuenta con lo necesario?  

Se prevé que los combustibles fósiles sigan satisfaciendo una parte preponderante de la demanda 

mundial de energía, por encima de las limitaciones de los yacimientos o de las consecuencias para 

la conexión energética y ambiental, debidas a su uso. 

Como comentario final y muy particular el desarrollo de este trabajo deja un grato sabor, más allá 

de considerar ser un tema complejo y no tan socorrido. Permitió el vislumbrar los retos que esta y 

futuras generaciones de ingenieros enfrentarán y se brinda una opinión bien fundamentada respecto 

a la industria petrolera en México.  

La ingeniería petrolera como tal, es una actividad que involucra diversas áreas de conocimientos, no 

obstante, es usual que el actual egresado de la carrera: Ingeniería Petrolera, prefiera dedicar tiempo 

a preparar y perfeccionar tesis técnicas, para desempeñar un trabajo en campo. Sin antes entender 

que el verdadero valor de lo que se extrae se encuentra en situaciones históricas, culturales, legales, 

económicas y sociales. Que son también parte de los conocimientos que logran por construir el 

correcto perfil de un ingeniero petrolero.  

 

Capítulo I: Contexto internacional de la 

energía del petróleo y del gas natural 

“En 1859, la especie humana descubrió un enorme cofre del tesoro en su sótano: el petróleo 

y el gas, unas fuentes de energía que se encontraban con facilidad y a bajo costo. Hicimos, al 

menos algunos de nosotros, lo que nadie hace con un tesoro en el sótano, sacarlo y 

despilfarrarlo”. Kenneth Boulding, “Ecodinámica” 

Este primer capítulo tiene la gestión de exaltar la importancia social, económica y política que tiene 

el petróleo, su necesidad de consumo así también el comprender el por qué es un eje rector en la 

sociedad hoy día. Para lograr este objetivo se analizó a los grandes países productores, a los grandes 

consumidores y la problemática ante la declinación de reservas y sus actitudes para hacer frente a 

un pico petrolero inminente y apresurado. 

Se analizó la distribución espacial de las reservas, producción y consumo de petróleo y gas natural, 

con la intención de indicar un futuro y tendencias en el uso. Tomando como fundamento el  

documento “World Energy Outlook 2011” de la Agencia Internacional de Energía (IEA), el cual 

contempla proyecciones al año 2035 bajo 3 escenarios:  

 Un escenario con la continuación de políticas actuales 

 Un segundo escenario denominado 450, que considera la meta de limitar el incremento del 

calentamiento global a 2° grados centígrados por sobre el nivel de la época pre-industrial. 

 Y un tercer escenario, (sobre el que mayormente abundaremos en este documento) que se 

denomina "Nuevas Políticas". En el cual los gobiernos asumen compromisos para implementar 

las medidas necesarias para diseñar el futuro energético en una forma cautelosa. 
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El vínculo inminente entre energía y geopolítica 

La historia de la humanidad se cuenta a lo largo de millones de años. La evolución de ésta desde 

formas muy primitivas de conducta, ha alcanzado el avance presente, debido a que su desarrollo ha 

ido a la par de las diversas clases de energía de las que se podía disponer. Dicha capacidad 

energética marcó la sociedad de cada época. Creando un lazo biunívoco en la interacción energía-

sociedad. Con el paso del tiempo las formas de energía fueron transformadas y nuevas fueron 

descubiertas.  

El veloz crecimiento de la sociedad durante los últimos siglos, fue génesis del uso excesivo e 

inmensurable de energía fósil. A la par de su desarrollo, la colectividad moderna se vio en la 

necesidad de obtener más energía mientras que las reservas de energéticos no renovables 

menguaban. Durante este proceso nuevas potencias han emergido, como una fuerza movilizadora en 

los mercados internacionales y en la geopolítica mundial. Dependientes y exigentes de una parte del 

botín, como ente de seguridad y liderazgo, creando inseguridad y vulnerabilidad ante una mayor 

dependencia. En consecuencia el hablar de energía es hablar de geopolítica, pues no es posible 

resolver los problemas globales sin plantear la cuestión energética. Sería netamente especular de 

expansión regional y mundial, si no se vinculasen los suministros de recursos energéticos. Lo 

anterior marca la importancia como materias primas a el petróleo y el gas natural. Que han sido y 

siguen siendo, geopolíticamente, el más importante de los bienes a poseer. 

Existe toda una narrativa sobre lo que refleja el petróleo (y futuramente el gas natural). Pero el 

trascendental significado, es la búsqueda del poder económico y político, una estabilidad para el 

desarrollo, una impávida postura ante el comercio internacional y como seguridad política en cada 

país. 

Geopolítica 

El término geopolítica incluye todo un campo de conocimientos y erudición de diferentes 

disciplinas: ciencias sociales, geografía, historia, acontecimientos, relaciones interpersonales del ser 

humano y la interacción de este último con el territorio. La eclosión del vocablo es respuesta a la 

interrogante de un Estado acerca de su posición en el ordenamiento global, entorno político y 

económico; una herramienta para el ejercicio de su poder y la creación de proyectos con estrategia y 

prospectiva a escenarios de mediano y largo plazo. 

La importancia del factor energético (tomando relevancia a partir de las crisis mundiales de 1967 y 

1973) se consolida en la época, con el aumento inusitado de los precios del petróleo. En la 

actualidad, debido a la nueva geopolítica en medio Oriente, a la estrategia del control de la 

producción de crudo por parte de la Organización de Países Exportadores de Petróleo (OPEP) y al 

incremento de la demanda en economías emergentes como China e India. 

El tema energía representa una paradoja para el mundo. Y uno de los problemas cruciales (si no el 

más desafiante) que está enfrentando y frenando al actual modelo, es la necesidad de transitar hacia 
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una nueva matriz energética, más amigable con el medio. Aunado al cambio de los actores 

principales en el dominio de reservas y consumo.  

En un sentido la energía postula una solución: herramienta generadora de estabilidad, bienestar 

económico, social y tecnológico. Su contraparte: desigualdad, menor desarrollo y problemática 

ambiental. Si bien al hablar de la necesidad energética se debe realizar por segmentos 

correspondientes a cada bloque regional, pues se debe entender la cantidad de energía que cada uno 

consume, sus fuentes y recursos energéticos, así como la densidad poblacional que domina. El 

mundo se puede dividir en regiones o en bloques económicos de cooperación para el estudio de 

indicadores financieros, políticos, culturales e incluso energéticos.  

África, Asia Pacifico, Europa-Eurasia, 

Centro y Sur América y Norte América. 

OCDE 

OPEP 
Tabla 1: Elaboración propia con información de IEA. 

A pesar de que las diferencias son marcadas en cada región o bloque (cultural, social, económica, 

geográfica, etc.). La que ha preponderado siempre, ha sido el inequitativo acceso y disposición de 

energía, esta desigualdad significa que siempre existirá una dinámica para mediar. Históricamente 

se ha hecho frente a través de un proceso de cooperación en beneficio mutuo entre países, bloques y 

regiones; el intercambio de bienes-servicios y los acuerdos internacionales son ejemplos de 

cooperación. Existen casos, también, donde la integración o alianza es impulsada por una 

problemática común. Caso que se ha remarcado en los últimos años, para el sector energético 

global. 

Ante un aumento excesivo y desigual uso de energía, se debe cuestionar, ¿El planeta cuenta con la 

capacidad natural para abastecer la demanda?, ¿Dónde y quienes contaran con energía? ¿Cómo se 

va a distribuir? ¿Cuánto costará producirla? ¿Cuáles son los mejores aliados, frente a un impacto 

negativo? Estas son preguntas que los esquemas sociales tienen que responder, sin prescindir de 3 

variables: 

Demanda energética 

La sociedad moderna ha permitido desplegarse a través de un régimen energético fósil. En un 

principio: el carbón, permitió la revolución industrial, seguido por el petróleo y posteriormente gas 

Adaptación 

Actitudes generales en pro al ambiente, cambio a una nueva matriz energética más amigables con el medio. 

Cambio climático 

Polución 

Actitud social  

Disponibilidad 

Refiere al continuo suministro de energía. 

Seguridad energética 

Calidad 

Tecnología 

Acceso 

Significa un mínimo nivel de servicios comerciales de energía disponible, a precios 
asequibles y sostenibles. 

Infraestructura Conservación Tecnología Regulación 

Tabla 2: Elaboración propia con información tomada de: “Deciding the Future: Scenarios to 2050”, Officers of the World Energy 

Council 
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natural. Esta segunda era energética, se finco en la existencia de oferta y demanda pues existían 

principalmente 2 bloques: países productores OPEP -países consumidores OCDE (Véase Anexo 1) y 

en años más próximos la existencia de consorcios petroleros que han caracterizado esta industria.  

Desde 1990 la expectativa energética se ha encontrado sometida a nuevas y constantes suposiciones 

sobre la población mundial, los precios del petróleo y el gas, cambio climático y el desarrollo de 

tecnología. Haciendo evidente que los verdaderos problemas que se presentaran en un escenario 

futuro, dependerán principalmente de la aparición masiva de nuevas economías con altas demandas 

de energía, el mercado internacional poseerá cada vez menos proveedores de recursos y la 

explotación de estos tendrá costos más altos.  

A pesar de la incertidumbre sobre las perspectivas de crecimiento en el corto plazo, la demanda de 

energía aumentará en gran medida. Intensificándose en un 40% adicional en el periodo 2010-2035 

(consumo en 2012: 12,476.6 [Mtoe] millones de toneladas equivalentes de petróleo). Con el 

supuesto de que la población mundial se incrementará en 1 700 millones (población actual cercana 

a los 7, 235 millones de personas) y el promedio de crecimiento del PIB (general), será a una tasa 

anual del 3.6%, generando cada vez una mayor demanda de energía para servicios y movilidad. 

África 

A pesar de ser una región rica en recursos naturales, continua como el bloque menos desarrollado 

en el mundo; resultado de la falta de inversión en infraestructura, marcos institucionales endebles y 

poca participación del sector privado en la producción de energía y servicios. La seguridad de 

suministros y venta de energéticos a un costo aceptable (económico y ambiental); es elemento clave 

para el desarrollo en África. 

 Acceso: Alrededor de un tercio de su población tiene acceso a servicios modernos de energía (países del 

norte y sur de África). 

 Disponibilidad: El crudo domina la mezcla de energía primaria y seguirá siendo la principal fuente 

comercial durante los próximos años. Existe un panorama de acercamiento a gas natural e hidroeléctrico 

pero la inversión requerida es significante. 

 Adaptación: Altas emisiones de carbono, desertificación y la deforestación; relacionadas con el uso de 

energía, provenientes de la generación térmica, transporte y de la quema de biomasa. 

De acuerdo con el escenario “Nuevas Políticas”, África presentará un aumento poblacional de 2.1% 

de 2009-2035, constituyendo el mayor crecimiento demográfico mundial en el periodo. Su consumo 

energético se prevé alcance los 915 Mtoe, donde 4MMb/d de petróleo y 161 MMMm
3 

de gas 

natural conforman parte de la mezcla energética de la región. Las producciones de países No OCDE 

fluctuarán cercanas los 1.8 MMb/d y 442 MMMm
3
, obteniendo la mayor aportación de países 

OPEP-África (3.6 MMb/d). 

Asia Pacifico 

La región asiática es diversa económica, social y geográficamente pero el problema energético es 

común, variando de intensidad en cada sub-región. Su nivel de desarrollo, se valora en un rango 

medio, lo que demuestra la necesidad de mejoras incluyentes. 
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 Acceso: Los países desarrollados tienen acceso a energía de manera segura, eficiente y en su totalidad; el 

resto de las economías (no desarrolladas), presentan inconsistencias y desabasto de energía. Por lo que las 

tendencias, serán medidas enfocadas a proporcionar acceso confiable para la mayoría de la población. 

 Disponibilidad: El crecimiento de la región presenta un reto mayor, ya que la demanda y oferta de 

energía, dependerá de China, India y Japón, principalmente. 

 Adaptación: Hay grandes esperanzas para la difusión de fuentes de energía renovables con poca carga 

ambiental, como la energía hidroeléctrica, geotérmica y en algunos países, nuclear. Sin embargo, es 

difícil estar a la par con los recursos fósiles, debido a mayores costos e inversiones para su aplicación. 

La necesidad de energía en Asia es ahora de 4753.2 Mtoe (2011), con la más alta cuota de consumo 

en carbón (2464.2 Mtoe), seguido por petróleo (1336.6 Mtoe) y gas (534.2 Mtoe). La prospectiva 

plantea un aumento en el consumo para 2035 a 7623 Mtoe, consecuencia del incremento 

poblacional (0.7% en el periodo). El consumo de crudo alcanzará los 35.8 Mb/d en 2035. Mientras 

el gas natural los 1282 MMMm
3
, contrastado con los mínimos márgenes de producción para gas 

natural y petróleo, estimados en 932 MMMm
3
 y 5.2 MMb/d para 2035. 

Medio Oriente 

Una de las regiones más convulsas del mundo en las últimas décadas y con un nivel de desarrollo 

moderado. Forja un panorama árido y a la vez ventajoso para los próximos años, por dos factores: la 

no estabilidad social y política, resultado de conflictos internos y la riqueza petrolera que pondera 

en su subsuelo. 

 Acceso: Estadísticamente se muestra un incremento en el número de personas que han recibido acceso a 

energía durante los últimos años (dicha evolución no es clara). Aun en la región hay países que no 

cuentan con total abastecimiento. 

 Disponibilidad: El crudo y gas natural dominan la mezcla energética interna (98%-2011) y seguirán 

siendo fuente comercial y de consumo durante los próximos años.  

 Adaptación: Se está aceptando con lentitud, el uso de energías renovables. En especial en países que no 

cuentan con reservas de combustibles fósiles, generando un cambio a favor de tecnologías para desarrollo 

de otras energías (solar, eólica, nuclear, etc.). 

Se espera que el uso de energía en la región incremente de 727.4 Mtoe (2011) a 1000 Mtoe en 2035, 

consecuencia del crecimiento poblacional (1.6% en el periodo). Teniendo mayor participación en la 

producción de crudo de hasta 36 MMb/d y 773 MMMm
3 
de gas natural en 2035.  

Europa y Eurasia 

Integración de economías de un alto nivel de desarrollo, con un agudo consumo de energía, 

diferentes tendencias y estructuras económicas. Consecuentemente existen amplias discrepancias en 

metas y objetivos, incluyendo la definición de seguridad energética. 

 Acceso: La mayoría de los países de Europa occidental (Rusia es el proveedor mayoritario) tienen acceso 

al 100% de su demanda energética, mientras que economías más al este, muestran menor accesibilidad.  

 Disponibilidad: Interdependencia entre Rusia y la región. La experiencia con interrupciones en el 

suministro energético ha demostrado la inconveniencia de la relación (nuevo capital de inversión y 

diversificación de abastecimiento). 
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 Adaptación: La búsqueda y aplicación de nuevas fuentes de energía (renovables) y tecnologías más 

eficientes, pretende romper el ciclo de dependencia a la que se han orientado. Una regulación fuerte, 

basada en la disponibilidad del mercado; es garantía para el capital social y el ambiente. 

Para el periodo Europa y Eurasia no presentan significativas fluctuaciones en su nivel poblacional, 

pero si su demanda energética (2928.5 Mtoe-2012). Alcanzando los 3275 Mtoe en 2035, donde el 

uso de gas natural (1083.3 MMMm
3
) y crudo (14 MMb/d-2012) crecerán a una tasa de 1.1% y .7% 

anual, respectivamente.  

Centro y Sur América 

La inequitativa distribución de energía se extiende en toda la región (desarrollo medio); apenas el 

79% (2009) de su población vive en zonas urbanas. 

 Acceso: Alto grado de acceso a energía comercial, pero no se difunde de manera uniforme. 

Principalmente por las diferencias económicas entre países. Los gobiernos sinérgicamente han buscado 

bajar tarifas y costos para incluir cada vez a más población. 

 Disponibilidad: Cuenta con importantes fuentes de energía, pero su distribución está lejos de ser 

equitativa, razón por la que se ha continuado el uso de carbón vegetal en zonas marginadas.  

 Adaptación: La región cuenta con una serie de logros en el uso de biocombustibles para transporte y en 

energía hidroeléctrica, resultando en años anteriores (2009) en emisiones de CO2 relativamente bajas. 

El consumo de energía regional, se prevé llegue a los 829 Mtoe (665.3 Mtoe-2012) en 2035, 

consecuencia del crecimiento poblacional en 0.8%, de la misma forma el consumo en gas natural se 

especula tome valores de 233 MMMm
3
. 

América del Norte 

Presenta un desarrollo promedio alto; no obstante una de las economías integrantes debe hacer 

esfuerzos que lo dirijan a estándares económicos símiles al resto de sus integrantes. 

 Acceso: En los 3 países integrantes los recursos energéticos son extensivos, lo que ha contribuido a un 

desarrollo económico promedio, particularmente en EE.UU. y Canadá. En México hay una mayor 

preocupación, cerca de un 5 % (2009) de la población no tiene acceso a electricidad. Para Canadá y 

Estados Unidos, los casos (son menores) donde el acceso es un problema que refiere a cuestiones de 

aislamiento o costo. 

 Disponibilidad: Hay 2 problemas con respecto a la seguridad del abastecimiento energético: el primero 

es en relación con el grado de dependencia de importaciones de petróleo de otras regiones en Estados 

Unidos; el segundo es la vulnerabilidad de los sistemas energéticos (la demanda ha continuado creciendo, 

mientras la oferta no se ha mantenido). 

 Adaptación: La proyección a futuro es la explotación de recursos no convencionales, metodologías para 

la recuperación mejorada y secundaria intrusivas, plantas de energía nuclear y el acercamiento a zonas de 

veda ecológica. 

En términos de valores, se espera que América del norte consuma en 2035-2864 Mtoe (23040 

Mtoe-2012), donde el consumo de crudo será reducido a una tasa promedio de 0.6% anual 

alcanzando en el cierre del periodo 19.3 MMb/d en contraste con los 23.04 MMb/d en 2012. Para el 

gas natural la situación es contraria, fluctuando a 951 MMMm
3 

en 2035 en comparación de los 

906.5 MMMm
3
 en 2012. 
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 Petróleo Gas Natural 
Consumo (MMb/d) Producción 

(MMb/d) 

Reservas 

(MMMb) 

Consumo 

(MMMm3) 

Producción 

(MMMm3) 

Reservas 

(Bm3) 

Región 2012 2035 2012 2035 2012 2012 2035 2012 2035 2012 

América del Norte 23.04 19.3 15.55 16.6 220.2 906.5 951 896.4 932 10.8 

C. y S. América 6.533 5.9 7.359 10.3 328.4 165.1 233 177.3 269 7.6 

Europa y Eurasia 18.54 16 17.21 16.9 140.8 1083. 1501 1035 1401 58.4 

Medio Oriente 8.35 9.2 28.27 37 807.7 411.8 622 548.4 773 80.5 

África 3.52 4 9.442 10.3 130.3 122.8 161 216.2 442 14.5 

Asia Pacifico 29.78 35.8 8.313 5.2 41.5 625 1282 490.2 932 15.5 

Total 89.77 103.7 86.152 96.4 1668.9 3314.4 4750 3363.9 4750 187.3 
Tabla 3: Elaboración propia con información de la IEA WEO 2011 y BP Statistical review 2013. Panorama Mundial 2012 -2035. 

Para el mismo periodo se estima que el 90% del crecimiento de la demanda de energía se 

concentrará en países no miembros de la OCDE; China (no miembro) consolida su posición como 

mayor consumidor de energía y el mayor importador de petróleo en el mundo. En 2035 se prevé 

tenga un consumo mayor al doble del presentado por Estados Unidos (consumo energético: 

EE.UU.= 2208.8 Mtoe, China= 2735.2 Mtoe en 2012), aún cuando el consumo per cápita en China 

será por debajo de la mitad del consumo de los norteamericanos.  

 

Ilustración 1: Elaboración propia, información de BP, Statistical review of World Energy 2013 “Consumo M undial de energía 1990-

2035” (Mtoe).  

La era de los combustibles fósiles está lejos de terminar, pero su preponderancia declinará de una 

participación en el consumo de combustibles del 85.15% en 2012 (32.7% corresponde a crudo, el 

carbón superó al gas natural consumiéndose un 29.08% del total, mientras que el gas solo 

representó un 23.35%), al 75% en 2035. El gas natural será el único combustible fósil que 

incrementará su participación en el periodo. 

El escenario supone que el precio promedio del crudo permanecerá alto, siendo del orden de $120 

(dólares de 2011) dólares por barril en 2035. Aunque la práctica dicte una probable volatilidad del 

precio (el costo de llevar petróleo al mercado crece al enfrentarse con fuentes más difíciles y 

costosas para restituir la capacidad operativa y satisfacer el crecimiento de la demanda). La 

demanda de petróleo subirá de 89.77 millones de barriles diarios (MMb/d) en 2012 a 99 (MMb/d) 

en 2035, siendo los países con mayor demanda: China, Estados Unidos, Japón e India, mientras que 

para el gas natural: Japón, Italia, Alemania y Estados Unidos, despuntarán en la lista.  
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La producción de crudo convencional se espera permanezca en los niveles actuales, antes de 

declinar a 68 MMb/d en 2035. Para compensar la declinación en la producción de los campos 

existentes se requerirá adicionar 31 MMb/d, que provendrán de fuentes no convencionales y 

condensados de gas natural; dimanando de Venezuela, Brasil, y Canadá, principalmente. 

Panorama mundial 

En los últimos años el petróleo ha presentado grandes e importantes fluctuaciones en el mercado 

internacional, debido a la dinámica que se vive en cada nación y sus economías. Pues su gama casi 

infinita de productos derivados, le convierten en uno de los factores más importantes del desarrollo 

económico y social. 

OCDE 

El uso de petróleo en los países OCDE decrecerá; a consecuencia del incremento del consumo en el 

sector transporte de economías emergentes. La dependencia de importaciones de petróleo en 

diversas regiones incrementará las preocupaciones sobre el costo y seguridad de los suministros.  

 2012 2035 

OCDE No OCDE OCDE No OCDE 

Consumo 45.58 44.187 35.8 54.5 

Producción 19.49 66.65 18.9 28.8 
Tabla 4 : Elaboración propia, información de IEA WEO 2011 y BP Statistical review of world energy 2013 “Perspectiva crudo: OCDE 

2012-2035” MMb/d.  

OPEP 

La necesidad de traer nueva capacidad de producción en el escenario “Nuevas Políticas” es mucho 

mayor que el incremento en la producción proyectado; como resultado, en números duros la 

capacidad adicional requerida para mantener el nivel de producción actual (89.7 MMb/d-2012) será 

de 5 MMb/d en 2020 y de 14 MMb/d en 2035. Dicha capacidad adicional provendrá en gran medida 

de campos ya descubiertos pero aún no desarrollados, principalmente de países miembros de la 

OPEP (proyección derivada del análisis de perfiles de producción de diferentes tipos de campos en 

cada región). 

 2012 2035 
Producción (MMb/d) Total Total Convencional LGN No convencional 

OPEP 37.4 48.7 34.7 11 3 

No OPEP 35.08 47.7 33.1 7.5 7 
Tabla 5 : Elaboración propia, con información de IEA WEO 2011 y BP. “Producción de petróleo, por origen OPEP 2012-2035” MMb/d  

La mayoría de países OPEP acrecentarán su producción en el periodo, cuyos destinos de uso se 

reflejara en países No-OPEP. Las regiones con decremento en su producción serán Asia pacifico y 

Europa. 

Hay mucha menos incertidumbre en la perspectiva del gas natural, tanto en la oferta como en la 

demanda. La producción de gas se proyecta alcance los 4,750 MMMm
3
 en 2035 (3,363.9 MMMm

3 

2012), teniendo su mayor consumo en países No-OCDE.  
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 2012 2035 
MMMm3 Producción Consumo Producción Consumo 

OCDE 1211 1588.3 1296 1841 

No OCDE 2152.5 1726.1 3454 2909 
Tabla 6: Elaboración propia, información de WOE -2011 y BP statistical review of world energy-2013; “Perspectiva gas natural 

2012-2035” MMMm3.  

 China: La promoción de políticas de diversificación de combustibles sustenta una mayor expansión del 

uso de gas en China; lo cual es satisfecho mediante una mayor producción interna y a través de un 

incremento en las importaciones de gas natural licuado (GNL), por medio de gasoductos que 

provenientes de Eurasia. El comercio mundial se duplicará en el periodo, y un tercio del total en el 

incremento es resultado del mercado chino.  

 Rusia: Aparece como el mayor productor de gas en 2035 y aporta la mayor parte del suministro global, 

seguido por Qatar, Estados Unidos y Australia. La prospectiva de una significante demanda internacional 

y altos precios de combustibles, parecieran garantizar una posición privilegiada para Rusia. Sin embargo, 

los retos no serán menos impresionantes que el tamaño de sus recursos. Los campos del Oeste de Siberia, 

que constituyen la parte medular de sus recursos de petróleo y gas, declinarán y será necesario el 

desarrollo de una nueva generación de campos de alto costo.  

El pico de producción de petróleo para este país llegará en años inmediatos al cierre del periodo (2035), 

alcanzando apenas los 9.1 MMb/d (10.64 MMb/d en 2012). Su producción de gas incrementará a 860 mil 

millones de metros cúbicos en 2035, convirtiendo a la Península de Yamal en el nuevo pilar del 

suministro ruso. En cuanto a los socios comerciales, actualmente (2012) la mayor parte de las 

exportaciones rusas son para países del occidente de Europa, tomando fuerza un cambio hacia mercados 

asiáticos. Del total de las importaciones que realiza China, la de Rusia, se estima crecerá un 20% en 

2035, mientras que para la Unión Europea, disminuirá del 61% al 48%. (Véase Anexo 2)  

 Estados Unidos: Las importaciones de petróleo por Estados Unidos, el mayor importador actual 

(19.1% del total mundial, 10.5 MMb/d-2012), disminuirán conforme al mejoramiento en eficiencia y 

nuevas provisiones (como el shale oil).  

Globalmente, la dependencia crecerá respecto a un número pequeño de productores, principalmente 

de la región del Medio Oriente y Norte de África (MENA), con petróleo embarcado a lo largo de 

rutas de suministro vulnerables.  

 

Ilustración 2: Elaboración propia, información de IEA; “Principales productores de crudo y gas natural en 2012” MMMm3 y MMb/d 
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Perspectiva del mercado del petróleo 

La producción de petróleo alcanzará los 99 MMb/d en el periodo proyectado, un crecimiento de 

12.85 MMb/d aproximadamente con respecto a 2012. La aportación a la producción global será 

creciente para condensados del gas natural y de las fuentes no convencionales. 

 

Ilustración 3: Elaboración propia, información de IEA, “Producción y proyección de crudo por grupo” MMb/d 

Suministro recursos y reservas 

En el año 2012 las reservas probadas mundiales de petróleo se ubicaron en 1,668.9 miles de 

millones de barriles (MMMb), se incrementaron casi 1% respecto al 2011 (1,654.1 MMMb). 

Teniendo una producción mundial de 86.152 millones de barriles diarios (MMb/d-2012). Aportando 

Medio Oriente 32.5% del total, Europa y Eurasia un 20.3% y Estados Unidos 9.6% del total de 

acuerdo al BP Statistical Review of World Energy (BP, 2013).  

En el mundo la extracción, producción, distribución y manejo de reservas de estos recursos se 

encuentra regulada y a cargo de los países que cuentan con las mayores reservas, o por diversas 

sociedades internacionales que con el paso del tiempo se formalizaron y crearon bloques de acuerdo 

a intereses símiles. 

Ilustración 4: Elaboración propia, información de BP: statistical review of world energy-2013, “Reservas Mundiales de crudo” MMMb 
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Si bien para el año 2011 los países con mayores reservas probadas de crudo eran Venezuela (297.6 

MMMb), Arabia Saudita (265.4 MMMb), Canadá (174.6 MMMb), Irán (137.62 MMMb), seguidos 

por Iraq (154.6 MMMb) y Kuwait (101.5 MMMb). En 2012 la distribución geográfica de las 

reservas probadas permaneció prácticamente sin cambio, conservando la primera posición 

Venezuela, secundado por Arabia Saudita, Canadá, Iraq e Irán.  

El incremento de reservas registrado por Venezuela (17.8% del total de reservas mundiales), refleja 

los resultados recientes del proyecto Magna Carta, liderado por Petróleos de Venezuela (PDVSA), 

que revaloró la reservas de la franja de petróleo extra pesado del Orinoco.  

Perspectivas de producción 

Una de las preguntas más comunes en la retorica petrolera es sobre la capacidad de la geografía 

global, ¿esta será tan abundante para poder afrontar el futuro consumo energético?  

La producción total de petróleo, junto con las adiciones de condensados (LGN) producidos 

conjuntamente con el gas natural y otros líquidos obtenidos del procesamiento, se empata con la 

demanda en el escenario definido en esta tesis y es por supuesto siempre menor que la capacidad de 

producción instalada.  

El petróleo no convencional, tal como el que se obtiene de las arenas bituminosas de Canadá, el 

aceite extra pesado de Venezuela, los líquidos obtenidos de carbón (CTL, siglas en ingles) y los 

condensados resultado del crecimiento en la producción de yacimientos de gas húmedo, en algunos 

países, juegan también un creciente importante rol. Los biocombustibles serán también un 

colaborador importante al total de líquidos; con Estados Unidos produciendo casi la mitad de los 

biocombustibles en el mundo, particularmente en la fase final del periodo de proyección. 

La producción en Sur y Centro América decrecerá conforme las cuencas maduras declinen y será 

compensada parcialmente por el incremento en la producción de las formaciones Pre-Sal en Brasil y 

la franja del Orinoco. La región del Caspio fortalecerá su rol como un productor y exportador clave 

a través del periodo proyectado. Kazakstán será importante en la capacidad de producción de 

petróleo, con un incremento en la producción de 1.72 MMb/d en 2012 a casi 4 MMb/d en 2035. 

Aunque las continuas disputas sobre el desarrollo de proyectos, generalmente plagados de 

sobrecostos y retrasos debido a complejidades técnicas podría reducir la expectativa.  

Por país, Iraq suministra gran parte del incremento de la producción de crudo, esperado en la 

proyección. De la misma forma la mayoría de países OPEP acrecentarán su producción en el 

periodo, cuyos destinos de uso se reflejara en países No-OPEP. 

Canadá presentará un crecimiento rápido en la producción de petróleo, a través del periodo, 

principalmente por medio de las arenas bituminosas (producción que crecerá de 3.7 MMb/d en 2012 

a 5.3 MMb/d en 2035). Esto podría ser dificultado por los continuos debates acerca de los efectos 

ambientales ocasionados por su. Sin embargo, la industria canadiense del petróleo y los gobiernos 

provincial y federal, continúan en la búsqueda de formas de minimizar la huella ambiental y 

técnicas de extracción menos intrusivas. 
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Rusia y Arabia Saudita mantendrán su posición como sobresalientes productores de petróleo en el 

mundo por unos cuantos años más. Para Rusia, de una producción de 10.64 MMb/d en 2012 tendrá 

una ligera declinación a 9.1 MMb/d en 2035, en tanto se desarrollan proyectos denominados 

greenfield (Anexo 3) para mantener el ritmo de producción de campos maduros. La política fiscal 

rusa es un factor determinante para cuándo y que tan rápido su producción declinará; los términos 

actuales limitan el incentivo a la inversión cuando los precios de los recursos crecen (mayor 

participación al Estado). 

La proyección en la producción de México indica que la declinación continuará en el periodo, 

debido al lento desarrollo de nuevos proyectos (producción en 2012-2.911 MMb/d y para 2035-2.5 

MMb/d). Situación que se puede corregir conforme se integre el potencial de recursos en el sector 

de aguas profundas.  Por muchos años la producción de nuestro país descansó sustantivamente en el 

campo súper gigante costa fuera: Cantarell (Anexo 4), descubierto en 1971. La producción del Activo 

Cantarell (pico de producción 2.136 MMb/d-2004) ha declinado en alrededor de 1.6 MMb/d (454.1 

Mb/d-2012) en la última década. Esto ha sido parcialmente compensado por la producción del 

complejo adyacente Ku-Maloob Zaap.  

La legislación petrolera en México ha tenido 2 reformas sustanciales en los últimos años (2008-

2013). La primera buscó permitir a PEMEX, la compañía estatal mexicana de petróleo, la firma de 

contratos de servicios integrados (incentivados) con otras compañías petroleras, para reactivar el 

potencial de campos maduros en tierra (agosto-2011). La segunda reforma y más reciente, espera la 

licitación de contratos de mayor envergadura y diversidad de modalidades en el futuro, que podría 

tener un impacto trascendente en la producción del país. 

En los Estados Unidos, la declinación en la producción de cuencas maduras convencionales de 

Alaska y en los 48 estados contiguos del territorio, será efímeramente compensada por el 

crecimiento en los suministros de shale oil-gas (Ver Anexo 5), la producción creciente de LGN y de 

aguas profundas en el Golfo de México, que reinicia su crecimiento después del desastre del 

Deepwater Horizon en abril de 2010. 

Habrá un mayor potencial para incrementar la producción de todas estas fuentes, si los productores 

de shale gas encuentran formaciones con mayor contenido de condensados (LGN), formaciones 

compactas productoras de crudo ligero (tigth sand) y un mayor número de descubrimientos en el 

Golfo de México. 

La declinación en la producción europea está bien definida; disminuyendo de 1.928 MMb/d en 

2012 hasta a los 1.2.MMb/d en 2035. Un balance con la adición de LGN y el posible desarrollo de 

descubrimientos en la frontera con Groenlandia, el mar de Barents o por la explotación de shale, 

mediaría la perspectiva. 

En la región Asia-Pacífico la producción de aceite convencional, particularmente de Australia 

permanecerá, entre los 0.5 MMb/d, la producción en 2012 fue de 458 mil barriles al día. La 

expectativa que China mantenga hasta 2025 una producción de 4.15 MMb/d, se refuerza con el 

aporte que realizaran los recursos no convencionales. 
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Hay algunos desarrollos prometedores en los países de África No-OPEP, en particular costa afuera 

en el Oeste de África (Ghana, Camerún y en forma más especulativa en Liberia, Sierra Leona y 

Santo Tomás y Príncipe) y en el Este de África (particularmente en Uganda y Tanzania). 

Colectivamente, su contribución servirá para soslayar la declinación en la región, de 2.07 MMb/d 

en 2012 a 1.8 MMb/d en 2035. 

Producción de la Organización de Países Exportadores de Petróleo 

(OPEP) 

De acuerdo con el escenario “Nuevas Políticas”, los países pertenecientes a la OPEP, en forma 

agregada, sustentarán el incremento en la producción global para el periodo 2010-2035. En 

consecuencia, la participación de la OPEP, crecerá constantemente de 37.4 MMb/d en 2012 a 48.7 

MMb/d en 2035. Donde el incremento emanará principalmente de países de Medio Oriente, con una 

producción por arriba de los 36 MMb/d (26.79 MMb/d-2012).  

El potencial en la producción de crudo en Iraq es inmenso, pero su explotación depende de que se 

consolide la paz y estabilidad del país, incluyendo la resolución del debate acerca el estatus legal de 

los contratos otorgados por el Gobierno Regional del Kurdistan (KRG por sus siglas en inglés). 

Permanecerá como uno de los países con mayores recursos y menos explorados, alrededor de 80 

campos han sido descubiertos y sólo 30 se encuentran en producción. Sus reservas probadas eran de 

150 mil millones de barriles en 2012, pero el potencial de recursos es mucho mayor.  

La producción Iraquí ha crecido de 2.49 MMb/d en 2010 a 3.11 MMb/d en 2012, esperando 

producciones de 7 MMb/d en 2035. Por otro lado; sí se aceptan todos los Thecnical Support 

Contracts –TSCs- (Véase Anexo 6) propuestos y operan de acuerdo a su calendarización, la capacidad 

alcanzaría más de 12 MMb/d en 2017. Sin embargo, dados los retos de infraestructura, logística y 

seguridad, el objetivo originalmente definido, no será alcanzado y se discute una aspiración más 

realista de entre 6 y 7 MMb/d para 2017.  

Arabia Saudita también participará en el balance con producciones de 11.53 MMb/d en 2012 a 13.9 

MMb/d en 2035. La compañía nacional de petróleo, Saudí Aramco, será la responsable de la mayor 

parte de la inversión requerida para levantar la producción en las décadas siguientes, en tanto que 

las compañías internacionales de petróleo estarán involucradas en la producción, exclusivamente en 

la parte compartida con Kuwait (Zona Neutral Particionada) y en la exploración de gas.  

La producción de petróleo de los Emiratos Árabes Unidos (EAU) se ha incrementado durante la 

última década, de 2.43 MMb/d en 2002 a 3.38 MMb/d en 2012. El principal productor de petróleo 

de los EAU, Abu Dhabi, ha manifestado su intención de acrecentar su capacidad de producción a 

3.5 MMb/d en 2018. Por lo que reconoce que los nuevos desarrollos se están volviendo más 

complejos y requerirán el soporte continuo de las compañías de petróleo internacionales.  

La tendencia de la producción de petróleo en Kuwait ha sido creciente, de 2.03 MMb/d en 2002 a 

3.12 MMb/d en 2012, con pequeñas reducciones en 2009 (2.72 MMb/d) por restricciones de la 

OPEP. Este prominente país petrolero, tiene intensiones de aumentar su capacidad operativa por lo 

que examina la necesidad de inversión internacional. Al final de los 90´s, Kuwait ofreció contratos 

a las compañías petroleras internacionales para desarrollar y operar varios campos de crudos 
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pesados en su frontera al norte con Iraq. En un proyecto conocido como "Proyecto Kuwait"(Ver 

Anexo 7). La tendencia en su capacidad productora se dispara a los 3.6 MMb/d en 2035. 

Irán es actualmente el segundo mayor productor de petróleo en Medio Oriente y tiene el potencial 

para intensificar su volumen de producción. No obstante, el actual aislamiento político y términos 

fiscales del país, desalientan la inversión extranjera y hacen improbable que el potencial se vuelva 

efectivo pronto. La inversión en el sector petrolero Iraní es escasamente suficiente para mantener la 

capacidad de producción, en tanto los campos maduros decaen. La mayoría de los ingresos por 

exportación de petróleo son destinados a financiar otros programas estatales, dejando a la compañía 

nacional, con escasos fondos para desarrollar nuevos campos e infraestructura. 

La producción de crudo en Qatar ha crecido en forma modesta, principalmente por el desarrollo de 

campos costa afuera. El Campo Norte de Qatar (Ver Anexo 8)-el mayor campo gasero en el mundo- 

tiene grandes reservas de condensados, que probablemente van a alimentar el futuro crecimiento en 

la producción regional. Se proyectan tasas de explotación de 2.5 MMb/d para 2035 (1.96 MMb/d-

2012). 

La producción de petróleo en Venezuela ha declinado en la mayor parte de la década pasada, debido 

a la falta de inversión. Esto ha sido, en parte a la política nacionalista, la cual ha forzado a las 

compañías internacionales ya sea a ceder una cantidad significativa de su participación a la 

compañía nacional PDVSA o a dejar el país completamente; como es el caso de Exxon Mobil y 

Conoco Phillips. Se percibirá una leve caída en la producción de crudo convencional a través del 

periodo. Pese a esta declinación, se compensará con la explotación de petróleo no convencional, 

extra pesado de la franja del Orinoco, que ha atraído inversión de compañías extranjeras, en 

asociación con PDVSA. Pese a este interés, la política hermética y nacionalista sigue siendo un 

factor temerario para la inversión privada. La producción crecerá de 2.72 MMb/d en 2012 a 4 

MMb/d en 2035. 

Nigeria es el mayor productor de petróleo en África, produciendo del orden de 2.41 MMb/d en 2012 

del Delta de Río Níger y costa afuera. Promedio que se afecto esporádicamente por conflictos 

civiles. La inversión también ha sido lenta dada la incapacidad de la Compañía Petrolera Nacional 

Nigeriana (NNPC) para solventar su parte de los proyectos desarrollados, con el modelo contractual 

de riesgo compartido. Con esta inquietud en mente, se proyecta una tasa de inversión lenta en el 

corto plazo y por tanto una ligera caída en la producción en el periodo. Se espera un repunte en el 

término del mismo, bajo el supuesto de que el clima de inversión mejore (2.8 MMb/d-2035). 

El crudo de Libia es generalmente de calidad "ligero y dulce" (lo que significa que tiene una 

densidad de 34°API aproximadamente y bajo contenido de azufre), haciéndolo ideal para refinarlo a 

combustibles para transporte, de bajo contenido de sulfuro. Las proyecciones asumen una inversión 

antes de 2015, que permita que la producción se incremente gradualmente a los 2.1 MMb/d en 2035 

(1.5 MMb/d-2012). 

Se espera que otros países OPEP mantengan en mayor o menor medida, niveles estables de 

producción durante una parte importante del periodo, con variaciones que reflejen los recursos 
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individuales con los que están dotados. El potencial de producción tanto en Angola como en 

Ecuador está limitado, nuevos descubrimientos podrían modificar el panorama. 

Comercio 

El comercio internacional de petróleo (incluyendo crudo, LGN, petróleo no convencional, aditivos 

y productos refinados) está destinado a continuar con su crecimiento en el escenario de “Nuevas 

Políticas”. El comercio entre las principales regiones crece de 55.314 MMb/d en 2012 a más de 70 

MMb/d en 2035; un incremento de más de 16.68 MMb/d en el periodo.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Las importaciones netas de China excederán los 13 MMb/d en 2035 (7.162 MMb/d en 2012). Las 

importaciones de India crecerán de 3.87 MMb/d a 10.57 MMb/d en 2035. La dependencia en las 

importaciones para el desarrollo de Asia, en conjunto, incrementará las necesidades de petróleo de 

un 56% en 2010 a un 84% en 2035.  

Las importaciones europeas permanecerán relativamente constantes a 12.48 MMb/d (2012). Las 

importaciones netas de Norteamérica caerán de 11.89 MMb/d a 7.4 MMb/d en 2035, respaldado por 

la producción local de nuevas fuentes y la reducción del consumo y uso de petróleo como principal 

fuente energética.  

Entre las regiones exportadoras, Medio Oriente verá el mayor incremento, expandiendo su mercado 

de 19.69 MMb/d en 2012 a 28.9 MMb/d al final del periodo proyectado. Las exportaciones de 

Centro y Sur América también progresan, 3.83 Mb/d en 2012 a 7 MMb/d en 2035. Gracias al 

disparo de la producción en Brasil. 

La creciente dependencia en las importaciones de algunos países "No OCDE", particularmente en 

Asia, aumentan las preocupaciones acerca de la seguridad del suministro, con la dependencia de la 

región de Medio Oriente y Norte de África (MENA), el cual es embarcado a través de rutas de 

vulnerables, particularmente como el estrecho de Ormuz en el Golfo Pérsico, el estrecho de Malaca 

en el sudeste de Asia y el Golfo de Adén (entre Yemen y Somalia). 

Ilustración 5: tomada de: BP, Statistical review of world energy 2013.  
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Tendencias en los costos de producción de petróleo y gas 

Los costos de producción de petróleo y gas, tanto para operar la capacidad actual y ampliar 

suministros, han crecido reciamente y se asume que continúen incrementándose, contribuyendo a la 

influencia de precios. En los últimos 10 años, los costos en la producción se han duplicado, debido a 

incrementos en el costo de materiales, personal, equipo y servicios. Tales costos se correlacionan 

directamente al precio del petróleo como a los niveles de actividad de exploración y desarrollo. 

El costo de producción incremental tiende a aumentar conforme los recursos de fácil acceso se 

agotan y el impulso se mueve a recursos complicados con geología menos favorable o en 

localidades remotas. El desarrollo de dichos recursos requiere procesos más complejos e intensivos 

en energía y con frecuencia nueva infraestructura, ya sea para alcanzar el recurso o para extraerlo y 

exportarlo al mercado. Las nuevas tecnologías y la innovación pueden actuar contra estas presiones, 

ayudando a disminuir los costos unitarios y facilitar la explotación de nuevas categorías de recursos.  

Estados Unidos tiene una larga historia de producción y la mayoría de su petróleo fácilmente 

accesible ha sido producido. Consecuentemente las operadoras se enfocan ahora a recursos más 

difíciles, tales como el shale gas/oil, el cual requiere muchos más pozos por unidad de producción 

que los recursos convencionales. Como resultado, este país usa más de la mitad de las plataformas 

de perforación existentes en el mundo para producir sólo el 9.6% del total mundial (2012) y 20.4% 

del total de gas. Rusia que produce casi 3.2% más petróleo que Estados Unidos, también tiene una 

industria de petróleo y gas (17.6% del total de la producción mundial en 2012) amplia. Por lo que 

ocupa el segundo lugar en empleo de torres de perforación.  

 Estados Unidos Rusia Arabia Saudita 

Reservas probadas (miles de millones de barriles) (2012) 35 87.2 265.9 

Producción de Crudo y LGN (MMb/d) (2012) 8.9 10.64 11.53 

R/P (años) (2012) 10.7 22.4 63 

Pozos Productores (2009) 370,000 127,000 2,900 

Producción promedio por pozo (b/d) (2009) 20 80 3,400 

Pozos perforados activos (2009) 1,700 850 100 

Pozos exploradores perforados (2009) 778 300 27 

Total de inversión en Upstream (miles de millones de dólares-2009) 120 30 10 

Tabla 7: Tomada de: U.S. Energy Information Administration, WEO-2011 “Producción de petróleo, indicador de actividad desarrollada e inversión en los 

Estados Unidos, Rusia y Arabia Saudita, 2010 

Los recursos petroleros de Medio Oriente permanecen como los más baratos del mundo, aunque las 

presiones sobre los costos se están incrementando incluso ahí, conforme las operadoras encaran 

recursos de mayor dificultad. Los países miembros de la OPEP en Medio Oriente tienen por mucho 

los costos más bajos, seguido por los principales productores del Norte de África.  

No obstante, para generar suficientes ingresos que equilibren los presupuestos gubernamentales, en 

los países de la OPEP, se requiere un precio más alto. En varios de esos países, el precio del barril 

para un presupuesto equilibrado es de $80 dólares por barril.  

Para los países y compañías en donde el desarrollo y la producción son conducidos principalmente 

por motivos comerciales más que fiscales, el criterio clave para la inversión sustentable a largo 
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plazo es con el ingreso por producción. Para cubrir la recuperación de los costos de capital, los 

costos de operación y los pagos fiscales, junto con un retorno comercial competitivo.  

Para los desarrollos donde las compañías petroleras internacionales y otras compañías privadas son 

las principales operadoras. Los precios por barril necesitados, están en el rango de los $70 a $ 90 

dólares, estos toman en cuenta los impuestos, regalías y las ganancias requeridas por el riesgo de la 

inversión. Los costos de equilibrio (excluyen impuestos) varían por características del recurso y 

promedian alrededor de $40 dólares por barril.  

La región MENA tendrá costos de equilibrio promedio, sobre los $12 dólares por barril de petróleo 

equivalente en 2011 a más de $15 dólares por barril en 2035. Incrementando más en el resto de las 

regiones, especialmente en Centro y Sur América; donde se estima hasta $50 dólares por barril en 

2035, dado el alto costo de producción en los proyectos en aguas profundas. 

La información sobre costos en países específicos es dispersa. En el escenario “Nuevas Políticas”, 

el precio promedio por importación corresponderá a $113 dólares el barril (dólares de 2011). 

Mientras que en el escenario “Políticas Actuales” el precio estimado corresponde a $135 por barril. 

A mayor escasez de petróleo mayor es el costo y riesgo económico para los países con 

consumidores. 

 

Ilustración 6: Elaboración propia, información de BP: Statistical review of world energy 2013 

Inversión en petróleo y gas 

La inversión global en el sector upstream ha crecido consistentemente desde 2010, alcanzando un 

record superior a los $550 mil millones de dólares (9% superior al gasto de capital en 2010 y casi 

10% superior que el pico previo de 2008) en 2011. La inversión anual en el sector upstream se ha 

cuadruplicado entre 2000-2011. En términos reales, ajustada por el costo de inflación, se 

incrementó en 120% en este periodo, al cambiar la inversión a proyectos más complejos con 

mayores costos por barril. 
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Estas estimaciones están basadas en los planes anunciados de gasto de 70 compañías de petróleo y 

gas líderes, el incremento en el gasto refleja altos costos operativos. Hay una marcada diferencia en 

la eficiencia de capital (definida como el capital requerido para mantener el costo por barril de 

petróleo equivalente producido) entre las compañías nacionales, particularmente aquellas en el 

Medio Oriente y el Norte de África (acceso preferencial a reservas de bajo costo).  

Basado en las proyecciones del escenario de “Nuevas Políticas”, el sector (upstream) necesitará 

continuar creciendo en el mediano y largo plazo, por 3 razones: demanda progresiva, costos 

crecientes y una necesidad de combatir las tasas de declinación en los campos existentes.  

 Upstream Refinación Total Downstream Procesamiento Total 
OECD 2438 265 2703 2632 933 3565 
América 1975 126 2101 1679 492 2171 
Europa 418 93 511 648 354 1002 
Asia Pacifico  45 46 91 305 87 392 
No OECD 6282 745 7027 4126 1139 5265 
Europa/Eurasia 1310 88 1398 1084 380 1464 
Asia 526 438 964 1180 385 1565 
Medio Oriente 1010 127 1137 257 226 483 
África 1522 35 1557 1121 58 1179 
C. y S. América 1914 57 1971 483 91 574 
Total mundial 8720 1010 9997 6758 2072 9497 

Tabla 8: Tomada de: U.S. Energy Information Administration, WEO-2011 “Inversión en la infraestructura de gas y petróleo” en millones de dólares. 

La inversión acumulada en el mundo para el periodo 2011-2035 en el sector de petróleo y gas se 

estima que alcance los $19.5 billones de dólares. El incremento es explicado por el raudo 

crecimiento en la producción en el plazo cercano y el suministro de fuentes no convencionales más 

costosas en los países No OPEP, así como mayores costos de inflación. 

Impacto de la inversión en el sector upstream en Medio Oriente y el 

Norte de África 

La perspectiva para los mercados globales de energía es gris por una incertidumbre considerable, 

debida al ritmo de recuperación económica, la modificación de políticas futuras por el cambio 

climático, el rol del gas en el suministro de la energía global derivado de la revolución del gas no 

convencional, las medidas de uso en energía nuclear después de Fukushima y el impacto de los 

cambios políticos en la región del Medio Oriente y el Norte de África (MENA).  

En el escenario de Nuevas Políticas del WEO-2011 se proyecta que MENA contribuirá con la 

mayor parte del crecimiento requerido en la producción de petróleo a 2035. Para lograr el cometido, 

la inversión en MENA en el sector upstream necesita promediar 100 mil millones de dólares por 

año a partir de 2011 a 2020 y 115 mil millones por año de 2021 a 2035 (dólares de 2010), la 

incertidumbre es si la inversión llegará. 

Las consecuencias ante la incertidumbre podrían ser de largo alcance, observándose en los 

mercados globales de energía. Los resultados ante una menor inversión en uno o más de los países 

incluyen: 
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 Políticas gubernamentales deliberadas para desarrollar a menor ritmo la capacidad de producción 

con el objeto de resguardar recursos para las futuras generaciones o para sustentar el precio del 

petróleo en el corto plazo 

 Restricciones de flujo de capital al desarrollo del sector upstream dando prioridad al gasto en otros 

programas públicos 

 Acceso limitado o con alto costo a créditos u otras formas de capital. Restricciones en 

financiamiento como resultado de un fuerte nacionalismo, particularmente en regímenes que 

buscan prevenir levantamientos populares 

 Retrasos debidos a cambios legales o renegociación de acuerdos existentes. Y consecuencia del daño 

físico a la infraestructura durante conflictos 

 Incremento en la inestabilidad política y conflictos 

 Sanciones económicas impuestas por la comunidad internacional 

 Percepción de alto riesgo a la inversión, ya sea por razones políticas o surgimiento de 

incertidumbre en la demanda, ya sea por razones políticas o surgimiento de incertidumbre en la 

demanda 

Perspectiva del mercado del gas natural 

Está proyectado que el gas natural jugará un creciente e importante rol en la economía energética 

mundial. Es el único combustible fósil por el cual la demanda crece en los 3 escenarios. En el 

escenario de “Nuevas Políticas” la demanda mundial se incrementa a 4.75 billones de metros 

cúbicos en 2035 a una tasa promedio de 1.7% por año. El crecimiento de la demanda en el escenario 

de “Políticas Actuales” es 2% superior por año, elevado por una mayor demanda total de energía, y 

es sólo 0.9% por año en el “escenario 450” cuando la demanda llega a su pico alrededor de 2030, 

antes de caer en favor de fuentes de energía de cero carbono. 

El crecimiento económico y las políticas energéticas en los países No-OCDE será clave 

determinante, en el consumo futuro de gas. Estos consumirán la mayor parte del crecimiento de la 

demanda en los escenarios. Su consumo de gas natural, sobrepasó la demanda de los países OCDE 

desde 2007 y se proyecta que crezca 2.4% anual en el periodo a 2035, comparado con el 0.7% en 

los OCDE. El sector fuerza requerirá la mayor adición en la demanda de gas en el periodo; la 

participación del gas en la mezcla para generar electricidad en los países OCDE, crece un 24% en 

2035.  

La generación de fuerza contribuirá con la mayor parte del consumo global, incrementándose en 

1.8% anualmente (1.9 billones de metros cúbicos en 2035) en el escenario de Nuevas Políticas, pero 

habrá un crecimiento amplio en la industria y también (en menor medida) en los sectores de 

transporte. 

Los recursos mundiales remanentes de gas natural pueden confortablemente satisfacer las 

proyecciones de demanda global en 2035. Las reservas probadas de gas natural se encuentran en los 

187.8 billones de metros cúbicos (2012). Que a condiciones actuales de producción tienen un radio 

de vida de 55.7 años. Para reservas no convencionales, estas participan con un tamaño similar a los 

convencionales por que la tasa de R/P aumenta hasta los 121.4 años. Todo dependerá del 

crecimiento de la producción en no convencionales y retos ambientales a enfrentar. 
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Rusia será el mayor productor en 2035 (alcanzando casi 860 mil millones de metros cúbicos) y hará 

la mayor contribución al suministro en el periodo. Mientras que la producción del Medio Oriente 

(548.4 a 773 MMMm
3 

-2035) y África (216.2MMMm
3 

-2012 y 442 MMMm
3 

-2035) también se 

incrementará rápidamente.  

Una mayor expansión en el uso del gas empujará la demanda doméstica de China por arriba de los 

500 mil millones de metros cúbicos en 2035 desde 143.8 mil millones de metros cúbicos en 2012. 

Emergiendo como productor de Asia Pacifico (107.2 en 2012 a 290 mil millones de metros cúbicos) 

en 2035. Norteamérica permanece en producciones de 896.4 y 932 MMMm
3
 a través del periodo. 

Europa se mantiene como el mercado con mayores importaciones (alcanzará 540 mil millones de 

metros cúbicos en 2035).  

Las proyecciones en esta perspectiva refuerzan las principales conclusiones de un reporte especial 

de 2011 (emitido por la IEA) el cual examinó si el mundo estaba entrando a una "Era de gas": los 

factores fundamentales tanto en el suministro como la demanda apuntan a un incremento en la 

participación del gas en el consumo global de energía.  

Demanda y suministro de gas natural 

La demanda de gas natural crece de 3.3 billones de metros cúbicos en 2012 a 4.75 billones de 

metros cúbicos en 2035, regresado enérgicamente de la declinación vista en 2009 (2.9 MMMm
3
). 

Acorde con datos preliminares, el consumo global de gas creció en un estimado 6.5% en 2010, 

compensando la caída previa. Mirando hacia adelante, las proyecciones muestran una creciente 

demanda de gas, tanto en las regiones OCDE como en las No-OCDE, en todos los periodos y todos 

los escenarios. El crecimiento económico global y las políticas energéticas en los mercados No-

OCDE, en particular China; serán los factores determinantes en el incremento general de la 

demanda de gas. 

La demanda de gas también se expande en otras partes de Asia y el Medio Oriente: el gas es un 

combustible particularmente atractivo para países que están buscando satisfacer el acelerado 

crecimiento en las ciudades. El gobierno de la India planea incrementar la participación del gas en 

su mezcla energética, proyectando crecer de 40.2 mil millones de metros cúbicos en 2012 a 120 

MMMm
3 
en 2035. 

En el Medio Oriente, el gas se ha vuelto el combustible preferido para la generación de fuerza, 

sustituyendo al petróleo en varios casos y liberando al producto de mayor valor para exportación; 

creciendo de 411.8 mil millones de metros cúbicos en 2012 a 794.7  MMMm
3
 en 2035, una tasa 

anual de crecimiento del 2.9%. 

La demanda en Rusia crece lentamente, a un promedio de 0.8% por año (2012-416.2 MMMm
3
 y 

2035-499.8 MMMm
3
), principalmente por las mejoras continuas en eficiencia energética conforme 

el capital es renovado y los precios de consumo final se incrementan. El consumo de gas natural en 

Europa se incrementa a una tasa anual promedio de 0.8% a partir de 2009 (549.18 MMMm
3
) en el 

escenario y alcanza 663.4 mil millones de metros cúbicos en 2035. 
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Ilustración 7: Elaboración propia con información tomada de: BP Statistical review of world energy “Gas natural, producción y reservas” 

A nivel global, actualmente el gas no compite fuertemente en los mercados y sectores, pero se está 

adentrando. Las reservas probadas no convencionales participan con una parte importante del total. 

Sólo en Estados Unidos y Canadá en conjunto suman 130 billones de metros cúbicos del total de de 

reservas; una participación del 32.5%. En Europa-Eurasia (principalmente Rusia) y Medio Oriente 

(Irán y Qatar) se cuenta con un 60% del total. Esto no significa que el gas esté disponible de 

inmediato en cada región; los recursos requieren inversión significativa (a veces durante décadas) 

antes de ser producidos y comercializados; pero sí implica que esos países y regiones tienen la 

opción de desarrollar alternativas de suministro de gas.  

Perspectivas de producción 

Para satisfacer los niveles proyectados de consumo de gas en 2035, se requerirá una producción de 

entre 3.9 -5.1 billones de metros cúbicos, dependiendo del escenario. Los precios del gas son el 

principal mecanismo para lograr el balance de oferta y demanda. Los importes más altos en el 

escenario de “Nuevas Políticas” estimulan la producción; por otro lado, precios más bajos, 

conllevan medidas que debilitan la demanda. Consecuentemente resulta en menor inversión y 

producción.  

Las proyecciones de producción están sujetas a un importante grado de incertidumbre, 

particularmente en los recursos no convencionales; preocupaciones ambientales podrían frenar o 

reducir la producción de estos recursos. Un cúmulo de factores requieren ser alineados antes de que 

la producción pueda progresar, incluyendo geología apropiada, aceptación pública, regímenes 

fiscales y regulatorios bien ajustados y un amplio acceso a la experiencia y tecnología.  

La participación de la producción de gas no convencional en Norteamérica está proyectada para 

incrementarse constantemente (si las condiciones de precios, demanda y tecnología son optimas) de 

56% en 2009 a 64% en 2035; entre otros productores de la OCDE, Australia extenderá 

sustancialmente su producción de 49 mil millones de metros cúbicos en 2012 a casi 160 mil 
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millones de metros cúbicos en 2035, siendo la producción tanto convencional como no 

convencional (principalmente gas metano de yacimientos de carbón). 

La producción de gas en Eurasia y los países del Mar Caspio, será mayor que en cualquier otra 

región para el periodo. El desarrollo de recursos del Caspio se verá retrasado por su distancia a los 

mercados y la inseguridad de inversión en algunos países.  

En Medio Oriente el uso de gas se transmite rápidamente, creciendo a una tasa media anual de 2.5% 

a través del periodo de proyección, a más de 864 mil millones de metros cúbicos. El incremento 

inicial proviene de Qatar. 

El continente Africano en conjunto crece a más de 440 mil millones de barriles en 2035. La 

perspectiva para productores del Norte de África ha sido afectada por los alzamientos políticos en la 

región en 2011. Incluso antes de esto, hubo signos de dificultad para mantener la producción en 

algunos países, notablemente Egipto, al ritmo necesario para satisfacer la demanda interna y los 

compromisos de exportación. Se proyecta que este país alcance un pico de producción en 2020, 

antes de caer a menos de 55.23 mil millones de metros cúbicos en 2035.  

Para Centro y Sur América, la producción convencional continuará predominando. La principal 

fuente de crecimiento del suministro es Brasil, donde el desarrollo de Pre-sal espera incrementen la 

producción de 17.4 mil millones de metros cúbicos en 2012 a 100 mil millones de metros cúbicos 

en 2035.  
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2015 3565 1181 814 606 279 84 2384 909 679 502 135 63 527 260 190 

2020 3888 1227 840 616 259 124 2661 957 692 581 176 78 580 320 228 

2025 4164 1242 865 633 240 134 2921 1069 779 642 212 91 614 361 238 

2030 4473 1275 905 669 222 146 3197 1138 822 708 252 105 701 399 253 

2035 4750 1297 932 696 204 159 3452 1197 858 773 290 120 773 442 269 

% 1.7 0.50 0.60 0.7 -1.40 4.2 2.3 1.8 1.6 2.6 4.8 3.7 2.50 3.2 2.2 

Tabla 9: Tomada de: WEO-2011 “Producción de gas natural por región en el escenario de Nuevas Políticas ( MMMm3)”  

Comercio regional 

El volumen de gas comercializado internacionalmente aumentará, con los gasoductos y el GNL 

jugando importantes roles. El principal crecimiento en el suministro a través de ductos ocurrirá en 

Eurasia, con la expansión de las capacidades de exportación de Rusia y el Caspio, tanto a Europa 

como a China.  

El comercio del GNL se ha expandido a una tasa sin precedentes en años recientes, con la capacidad 

de licuefacción global en 2011 estimada en 370 mil millones de metros cúbicos. El ritmo de adición 
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de capacidad está disminuyendo, pero el GNL aún participará el crecimiento del comercio inter-

regional proyectado durante el periodo. 

Las exportaciones de Rusia, suplementadas por el comercio exterior creciente de la región del 

Caspio, significan que Europa del Este/Eurasia fortalece su posición como el mayor exportador neto 

de la región. Un cambio importante en el periodo proyectado (y un conductor principal para el 

incremento de producción regional) es que los recursos de Rusia y el Caspio empiezan a satisfacer 

una gran parte de las necesidades de importación de China, así como el suministro tradicional a los 

mercados de Europa.  

En el conjunto, China participa con el 33.3% del crecimiento del comercio inter-regional, dado que 

sus requerimientos de importación crecen de menos de 20 mil millones de metros cúbicos en 2012 a 

125 mil millones de metros cúbicos en 2035. Se convierte en el segundo mercado más importante 

en el mundo después de Europa. Actualmente sus importaciones proceden de una variedad de 

fuentes, a través de ductos: Asia Central, Rusia y Myanmar. 

Australia se convierte en un exportador de gas en el periodo, con envíos incrementándose de 26.4 

mil millones de metros cúbicos en 2012 a 85 mil millones de metros cúbicos en 2020 y 115 mil 

millones de metros cúbicos en 2035.  

Aunque el consumo de gas en el Medio Oriente crece, el incremento de la producción de gas excede 

la demanda interna. Lo que significa que la región liderada por Qatar, refuerza su posición como 

suministrador principal al mercado mundial. De igual manera, las exportaciones de África se 

incrementan, de una cantidad inferior a 100 mil millones de metros cúbicos en 2009 a 280 mil 

millones de metros cúbicos en 2035, a través de gasoductos (desde el Norte de África) y GNL. 

Centro y sur América permanece como un exportador marginal. 

Se proyecta que los países europeos de la OCDE importen 470 MMMm
3
 2035. La expectativa, 

desde hace algunos años, de que Norteamérica sería también un importador significativo de GNL, 

ha sido mediada dado el incremento en la producción regional de gas no convencional. Esto 

significa que el mercado de Norteamérica no necesitará depender mayormente de importaciones 

inter-regionales (pero si regionalmente). 

 

Ilustración 8: Tomada de BP: statistical review of world energy 2013 “Movimientos comerciales en 2012” (MMMM3) 
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Inversión 

Las tendencias proyectadas en la demanda y suministro llaman por una inversión acumulada global 

de $9.5 billones de dólares (dólares de 2010) para aportar infraestructura en el escenario de “Nuevas 

Políticas” para el periodo 2011-2035. La producción de gas en los campos actuales declina a 1.1 

billones de metros cúbicos en 2035.  

La inversión requerida en upstream para gas convencional en el periodo es de $5 billones de dólares 

(aportada principalmente en países No-OCDE). Las inversiones requeridas para producción de gas 

no convencional serán de $1.8 billones de dólares, con tres cuartos de esta suma, derrochada por 

países de la OCDE. La inversión total en infraestructura para GNL en el periodo, se estima en $590 

mil millones de dólares, y una cantidad adicional de $2.1 billones para sistemas de ductos de 

transmisión y distribución. 

El alcance del uso del gas depende de la interacción de los factores económicos, ambientales y las 

intervenciones políticas en el mercado. A falta de un precio para la emisión de CO2, el carbón es 

probable que siga siendo más barato que el gas para la generación de electricidad en muchas 

regiones. Empero, una comparación de costos por sí solo no refleja toda la gama de beneficios que 

el gas puede proporcionar. El gas natural por sí mismo no puede proporcionar la respuesta al 

desafío del cambio climático, hacer frente a los efectos de este requerirá, una permuta a fuentes de 

energía con bajas emisiones de carbono a corto y largo plazo, aumento de la eficiencia energética y 

utilizar modernas tecnologías.  

En los escenarios analizados en este primer capítulo se propone que el gas natural tiene una mayor 

participación en el consumo mundial energético en 2035 que en el actual. Sin embargo, una era de 

gas podría ser interrumpida por decisiones políticas o por el desarrollo tecnológico que mitigaría al 

gas en relación con otras fuentes de energía. 

Una primera consideración es que gran parte del impulso del crecimiento del gas natural proviene 

de políticas gubernamentales de los países No-OCDE; en China, India y otros países, los gobiernos 

se dirigen a un mayor consumo para gas natural y están interviniendo en el mercado con el fin de 

promover infraestructura para su uso. Desde otro ángulo, una reducción dramática en el costo de 

una de las principales tecnologías renovables podría tener un gran impacto, en el consumo del gas 

natural. 

Por el lado de la oferta, existe la preocupación pública y política sobre el impacto ambiental de gas 

no convencional; si no se aborda adecuadamente (adopción de mejores prácticas en la producción), 

estas preocupaciones podrían convertirse en un obstáculo importante. En los mercados donde los 

suministros son limitados, la experiencia adquirida dicta más incertidumbre, debido a las 

interrupciones de provisiones (Europa en 2006 y 2009 disputas entre Rusia y Ucrania). 
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Ilustración 9: Elaboración propia con información de WEO 2011 y BP .  “Consumo total de energía en 2012-2035”,  en Mtoe  

Impacto a México 

El auge del consumo en petróleo y gas natural tanto convencional como no convencional. Está 

transformando la concepción que se tenía del esquema energético en el mundo: países exportadores 

serán en un futuro importadores, los grandes productores se opacaran ante los nuevos productores. 

La distribución de los recursos cambia constantemente a la par del desarrollo de tecnologías, 

aumento poblacional y su acelerado consumo. Considerados conjuntamente, todos esos cambios, 

representan una reorientación del comercio energético mundial. La nueva geografía de la demanda 

y la oferta implica flujos comerciales de petróleo hacia otros mercados, donde los países deben 

amortiguar el impacto prohijando mercados más eficientes, competitivos e interconectados.  

Para la situación, México se ve influenciado principalmente, por los movimientos y posturas 

tomadas por los países pertenecientes a Norte América (EE.UU. y Canadá). De acuerdo al 

Escenario de “Nuevas Políticas”, Estados Unidos con letargo podrá llegar a cubrir internamente su 

demanda energética en el periodo, desapareciendo así la mayor necesidad de importar crudo en 

Norteamérica. Se seguirá gozando de una gran producción de gas convencional y una pequeña, pero 

significativa, parte de este tendrá salida hacia otros mercados en forma de gas no convencional y 

GNL. Por lo que Canadá continuara, y futuramente EE.UU., como exportadores. 

Dos de los 3 mercados energéticos de América del Norte (Estados Unidos, Canadá) están bien 

integrados por una amplia infraestructura. Estados Unidos es por mucho el mayor consumidor de 

energía de la región, cuyo balance interno se sujeta al suministro de Canadá y México. Por su parte 

Canadá es el mayor suministro de gas natural en Estados Unidos. Ante los futuros cambios el 

comercio regional entre los 3 continuará, sin embargo la proporción en la que se desarrolle será 

menor.  

En 2035, se espera que EE.UU. sigua importando petróleo y otros combustibles líquidos desde 

Canadá y México, pero para el caso del último este presentará una reducción a menos de 1 MMb/d 

en sus exportaciones a Estados Unidos. Para el gas natural las perspectivas marcan una tendencia de 

mejora continua, reduciendo la necesidad de importación; cayendo el número de exportaciones 
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canadienses a EE.UU. en los últimos años del cierre del periodo. Con lo que Estados Unidos tendrá 

un superávit interno dirigido a la exportación, principalmente a México. 

En México se muestra para el periodo un aumento en el consumo de gas natural, mientras que la 

producción crece a un ritmo lento. Como resultado, los volúmenes de importación se robustecen. 

Las importaciones de petrolíferos han crecido de manera constante desde 1980 a 2005, pero tienen 

como respaldo la combinación de precios altos del petróleo que conduce a una producción 

doméstica más amplia, sostenido el nivel de exportaciones e importaciones netas. 

La controversia inicia con el aumento del precio en gas natural y petrolíferos, determinados en gran 

medida por la oferta y demanda en los mercados de América del Norte. Otra problemática es la 

reducción del intercambio y compra de petróleo por parte de Estados Unidos. Pues México ha sido 

a lo largo de su historia, un país sumamente dependiente de la renta petrolera. Lo que al inicio 

parecía una elección pragmática para éste, entre la comercialización petrolera y la integración 

regional, ahora se inclina en favor de la segunda opción. Debido a las necesidades económicas y las 

condiciones del mercado. La estrategia de integración energética se origina en la incapacidad de 

uno o más países para alcanzar una autarquía energética, económica, política o social; incremento 

de flujos comerciales y toda una nueva normatividad. Por lo anterior, la situación que podría 

presentarse en un México futuro, justifica el proceso de integración.  

Teniendo cada parte, perspectivas distintas del proceso:  

Sin duda la necesidad de una integración energética regional podría considerarse algo 

próximamente tangible, pero dependerá de un número de variables difíciles de prever, por lo tanto 

no es del todo segura. Ante una aceptación esta sería el contexto para terminar de incluir las 

reformas estructurales pendientes del 2013 que armonicen las leyes y regulaciones de México, con 

los estándares de Canadá y Estados Unidos.  

Conclusiones 

La geopolítica petrolera actual ha marcado una postura: declinación. Y ha permitido ver el 

horizonte de escenarios para definir el uso de estos energéticos; desde ciertos tópicos se ha 

manifestado la vulnerabilidad y el potencial energético que se vive, pues la alta demanda mundial 

ha cimbrado cada uno de los frentes internacionales. El cambio climático y la problemática 

ambiental asolan el patrón, el futuro escenario no será más que un espejo de diversas y actuales 

situaciones en el mundo.  

 

Contempla la cuestión energética desde un 
enfoque estratégico y de seguridad 
nacional. Implicado que toda fuente de 
capital extranjero invertido en su sector, es 
objeto de regulación y límites. 

Apunta a la búsqueda de 
mercados competitivos y a 
mayores y mejores negocios. 

 

Se rehúsa a la idea de colaborar 
con actores diferentes a su 
empresa nacional. 

Ilustración 10: Elaboración propia con información de  “Deciding the Future: Scenarios to 2050”, Officers of the World Energy Council  
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Es momento de replantear soluciones para el futuro, pensar en alternativas para el desarrollo y dar 

oportunidad a otras fuentes de energía. Imperioso es planear acerca de los próximos 50 años, el 

cómo poder sostener y sustituir al petróleo. El mundo se connaturalizo por más de 150 años al 

petróleo, es correcto reconocer que su ciclo comienza a ceder.  

Se acepta que hay un cambio estructural en el sector energético mundial, donde el gas desplazará al 

petróleo, a pesar del descubrimiento de grandes reservas marítimas, la aplicación de recursos no 

convencionales y de energías verdes. Los obstáculos centrales a la revitalización de la industria son 

resultado de la ausencia de una estrategia energética de largo alcance.  
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Capítulo II: México y la situación petrolera 

“El niño Dios te escrituró un establo y los veneros de petróleo el diablo…” 

Ramón López Velarde, Suave Patria.

Uno de los papeles más importantes que México ha representado en el Siglo XX y la primera 

década del Siglo XXI es debido al petróleo, pues éste ha sido un elemento determinante para su 

economía, finanzas, desarrollo, balanza comercial y relaciones exteriores; que encuentran en éste un 

albacea. El rol de país petrolero ha ocasionado una serie de acontecimientos que desembocaron en 

una política petrolera nacionalizada, que hoy torna a otros tintes.  

México es uno de los principales productores de petróleo en el mundo y un socio importante en el 

comercio energético con Estados Unidos (el sector petrolero generó el 11.2% de los ingresos por 

exportación en Marzo 2014, de acuerdo a lo señalado por el Banco de México e INEGI). Sin 

embargo, la cantidad de petróleo producido ha decrecido constantemente desde el año 2004. Más 

significativamente la declinación en la producción de petróleo tiene un impacto directo en el 

producto económico nacional y en la salud fiscal del gobierno. Los ingresos de la industria petrolera 

(incluyendo impuestos y pagos directos por PEMEX), participaron con el 33.18% de los ingreso 

totales del gobierno en 2013. El peso que tiene esta contribución en el PIB es tal que para el mismo 

las entradas petroleras representaron un 7.84% del total.   

Actualmente el consumo total de energía en México (2012-187.7MTOE) es en mayor medida de 

petróleo (65%), seguido del consumo de gas (23%), que al ser un un importador neto de gas natural, 

a mayores niveles de consumo se dependerá de mayores importaciones. Mientras que toda 

responsabilidad en frenar o revertir la declinación de la producción recae completamente en los 

hombros de Petróleos Mexicanos, la compañía estatal de petróleo.  

Ya lo decía Ramón López Velarde en su poema Suave Patria “Y los veneros de Petróleo el 

diablo…” diciéndonos porque México era tan ricamente bendecido en estos recursos, pues entendía 

la responsabilidad que la riqueza de este recurso traería.

Historia nacional de los hidrocarburos 

El definir la historia de un país fundamentada en un solo factor sería algo injusto y limitante, pues 

que es un país sin bases. Empero el poder hablar de los recursos fósiles como un eje de dicha 

historia, sería algo acertado para el caso de México, "El petróleo en México no es solamente un 

recurso que genera una cuantiosa fuente de ingresos, es también un símbolo de identidad nacional", 

(Fabio Barbosa Cano, académico del Instituto de Investigaciones Económicas de la Universidad 

Nacional Autónoma de México, UNAM), no obstante la actual necesidad de energía está 
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transformando el panorama legislativo y de cooperación para la industria mexicana; México debe 

prepararse para una nueva etapa.  

La narrativa del petróleo mexicano surge como tal en el año 1900 cuando México daba sus primeros 

hitos como país exportador de petróleo y derivados. Pero su existencia y estampa en la sociedad de 

culturas prehispánicas siempre permaneció. Desde la época precolombina en México se tenía 

noción de la existencia del petróleo, debido a la presencia de brotes en superficie. A pesar de esto, 

el uso que en ese momento se le daba no fue el actual.  

Posterior a la conquista con la llegada de los españoles a México, no hubo cambio en la importancia 

del petróleo. A la par de la integración de la Nueva España al Virreinato, la monarquía era dueña 

absoluta del suelo y subsuelo de la Nueva España, incluido el petróleo (clasificado en la gama de 

“jugos de la tierra”). Con esto se da paso a la creación de un código regulador para la explotación de 

metales y de cualquier riqueza que se pudiese extraer del subsuelo. El 22 de mayo de 1783 se 

expidieron las “Reales Ordenanzas para la Minería de la Nueva España”. Fueron tiempos difíciles 

para Nueva España; que finalmente ante diversos actos de injustica y poca igualdad se subleva 

contra la corona y logra su independencia en 1821.   

Cerca de 1850 la industrialización mundial, permitió que diversos países comenzaran la explotación 

petrolera con fines comerciales, considerando en 1859 el inicio de la era del petróleo en el mundo. 

Hasta 1884, los derechos sobre las riquezas del subsuelo correspondían primero al monarca español 

y luego a la Nación. En ese año, durante el gobierno de Manuel González, se dictó la primera Ley 

minera del México independiente (“Código de Minas de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos”) que 

declaró que el carbón y el petróleo eran propiedad exclusiva del dueño del terreno superficial.  

Como consecuencia de la política económica de Porfirio Díaz, y con el objetivo de fomentar la 

producción de combustible para los ferrocarriles, en 1887 la Waters Pierce Oil Co. construyó una 

planta de refinación en Tampico con la idea de importar petróleo de Estados Unidos para satisfacer 

la demanda.  

La inversión extranjera en la industria petrolera en México ha tenido una historia tortuosa y a la vez 

favorecida. La época del general Díaz puso en relieve el capital extranjero como medio para el 

desarrollo, manteniendo un equilibrio entre las influencias internacionales y cuidando, 

específicamente en el caso del petróleo, que no hubiera una preponderancia de algún capital. La 

historia de la industria petrolera mexicana antes de la expropiación, puede analizarse por 4 

principales etapas, comprendiendo el periodo 1901-1938. 

Ilustración 11: Elaboración propia con información tomada de " México y los Estados Unidos en el conflicto petrolero: 1917-1942” 

1901-1910  

Importancia del recurso no 
era relevante, salvo para 

consumo interno de 
ferrocarriles, por ende se 

vivió una producción 
modesta. 

1911-1921  

La ¨Época dorada¨ de la industria, 
se gozaba de altas producciones e 
incorporación de nuevas reservas. 
Que en conjunto con los cambios 

mundiales de la época: fabricación 
del automóvil y la primera guerra 

mundial, propició la  bonanza 
mexicana.  

1922-1932 

Decremento en la 
producción, debida al 

aumento de precios en la 
extracción.  

1933-1938 

La producción comienza 
lentamente a recuperar su 

capacidad; obstruida por bajos 
precios, restricciones 

arancelarias norteamericanas, 
impuestos mexicanos e 

incertidumbre sobre derechos de 
propiedad. 
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El porfiriato petrolero 

Tras el descubrimiento del alto potencial petrolero en México, los inversionistas extranjeros, 

principalmente de Gran Bretaña y Estados Unidos; jugaron un papel importante en ayudar al país a 

convertirse en el segundo mayor productor de petróleo en el mundo. En 1892 el segundo código 

minero señaló que el petróleo podía ser explotado sin necesidad de obtener concesión alguna. Por 

estas fechas, el norteamericano Edward L. Doheny descubre yacimientos en Tampico. Solicita y 

obtiene de Porfirio Díaz la concesión para explotar petróleo. Funda ahí, el 20 de diciembre de 1900 

la Mexican Petroleum Company, mientras que el inglés Weetman Pearson, funda la S. Pearson and 

Son Ltd.  

Unas de las grandes razones de la entrada de participación norteamericana en México se debió a la 

demanda interna de EEUU y geológicamente, parte de los campos petroleros en Texas, 

representaban una prolongación natural hacia México.  

A pesar de la importancia que mostraba este recurso, es hasta el 24 de diciembre de 1901 que se 

promulga la primer “Ley Petrolera”; separando finalmente al petróleo de la minería. Esta ley 

reconoció al superficiario el derecho a explotar petróleo y al ejecutivo la facultad de otorgar 

concesiones para su explotación, la naturaleza de la propiedad de los yacimientos no quedó 

estipulada. En el artículo 1º se autorizó al Ejecutivo para conceder permisos a particulares, a fin de 

hacer exploraciones; con objeto de descubrir depósitos de petróleo o carburos gaseosos.  

Los permisos se concedían a personas físicas o compañías organizadas y sólo duraban un año 

improrrogable; tales causaban un derecho de 5 centavos por hectárea asignada. Una vez descubierto 

el petróleo, se gozaba de las franquicias para exportar (libres de impuestos), para importar (libre de 

derechos y por una sola vez la maquinaria para refinar) y para elaborar toda clase de productos a 

base del petróleo y las conexiones (tuberías) necesarias para esta industria. 

La Ley de 1901 pretendía también un control de ingresos, pues se obligo a las empresas a rendir 

anualmente informes a la Secretaría de Fomento referente a todos los ramos de explotación y 

especialmente, sobre la estadística de sus productos, gastos de negociación y el balance general.  

Asimismo, las empresas con titulo de explotación, estarían obligadas a pagar anualmente a la 

Tesorería General de la Federación 7 % y a la del Estado en que se hallase la negociación 3 % del 

importe total de los dividendos que se decretaran en favor de los accionistas y de los fondos de 

previsión o de reserva que señalase el Código de Comercio vigente.  

A la postre, los términos de la Ley no aludían a la propiedad como un derecho sobre la superficie y 

el subsuelo (Código Minero de 1884), por lo que se aplicaba, en lo conducente, el Código Civil, que 

reconocía al propietario de un terreno, dueño de la superficie y lo que hubiere debajo de ella.  

El gobierno mexicano alternaba entre dos concepciones acerca de los derechos de la Nación: La 

primera la dictaba las necesidades internas, la segunda parecía aconsejar su impostergable inserción 

al mercado internacional. La producción nacional ascendía a más de 3.6 millones de barriles 

anuales, cerca del 85% de la producción era exportada. En el país vecino del norte un personaje 

controlaba la industria de la refinación y explotación de petróleo: Rockefeller. Con lo que este país 
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producía aproximadamente 63 millones de barriles, pero el casi monopolio energético de 

Rockefeller, lo comprometía a ser un importador por excelencia de petróleo mexicano. 

La industria petrolera mexicana se encontraba en un importante ascenso y la Ley Minera de 1909, 

declaraba como propiedad exclusiva del suelo y subsuelo, al dueño de la superficie. Motivo de 

controversias, la ley permaneció en vigor hasta el 26 de diciembre de 1926 con la promulgación de 

la primera Ley Reglamentaria del Artículo 27 Constitucional en el Ramo del Petróleo durante el 

gobierno de Plutarco Elías Calles. Durante el mandato del General Díaz diversas acciones a favor 

de la compañía inglesa y el detrimento de la Standard Oil, aunado al sentimiento del gobierno 

norteamericano de incapacidad de gobernabilidad por parte de Díaz, desembocó en el retiro del 

apoyo de Estados Unidos al gobierno mexicano, facilitando el surgimiento de la revolución 

mexicana. 

Esta etapa en la historia petrolera nacional es conocida como la edad dorada, donde se disponía de 

altos precios de venta en el mercado internacional debido a la demanda por la primera Guerra 

Mundial (1914-1918) y la venta de la fabricación de automóviles en serie. La inestabilidad política 

durante y después la revolución de México (1910-1920), incito la promulgación de una constitución 

en 1917, que estableció como propiedad nacional los recursos del subsuelo. 

Unos centavos por barril 

Francisco I. Madero llega a la presidencia con respaldo del gobierno e inversión norteamericana y 

entiende que la actividad petrolera sería una fuente importante de recaudación de recursos fiscales, 

e introduce ligeras modificaciones impositivas (decreta en 1912 el primer gravamen sobre la 

producción petrolera, bajo la modalidad de impuesto especial. Este gravamen consistía en el pago 

de un impuesto de 20 centavos por tonelada producida). Que llevo, a que las compañías petroleras 

extranjeras vieran de forma renuente al gobierno de Madero; éste nunca afectó los intereses 

fundamentales de las compañías pero no se mostró acuerdo con las exenciones que disfrutaban. 

Con la muerte de Madero y sus escasos pero contundentes 2 años de gobierno, se recibe a un nuevo 

representante, Victoriano Huerta. Se hace cargo de la presidencia del país desde febrero de 1913 a 

julio de 1914, acogido bajo el regazo de las empresas petroleras pero con reacio sentimiento por el 

entonces presidente de Estados Unidos (Woodrow Wilson). 

Carranza más nacional 

Huerta propone un nuevo modelo de gobernación que permitía la participación de países europeos 

en México. Su peculiaridad para administrar y la falta de recursos, lo obligaron a aumentar el 

impuesto establecido por Madero a 65 centavos de dólar por tonelada de producción. La decisión lo 

confronto con las empresas norteamericanas, motivando en 1914, la toma del puerto de Veracruz 

por las fuerzas estadounidenses. La entrada de capital extranjero quedaría prácticamente 

interrumpida, parte del capital nacional y extranjero abandonaría el país y sólo algunas empresas 

mineras y petroleras habrían de operar sin graves trastornos.  

Beneplácito de Washington y un sabio jugador en tiempos de cólera, Carranza (1917-1920) 

desarrolló una política destinada a obtener para el Estado, una mayor participación en los recursos 
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petroleros. Valiéndose en primer lugar de una política fiscal, permisos de perforación, la Cláusula 

Calvo (impedir que los países extranjeros interfirieren en la jurisdicción de los más débiles) en los 

títulos y concesiones, entre otros. Intentó sustituir antiguos títulos de propiedad de compañías por 

concesiones gubernamentales, a través de un proyecto de Ley que nacionalizaba el petróleo.  

Estas medidas fueron motivo de una fuerte disputa entre el gobierno de Carranza, los intereses 

petroleros y sus gobiernos. La idea de modificar sustancialmente el estatuto de la industria petrolera 

cobró forma en 1916, cuando la Comisión Técnica sobre la Nacionalización del Petróleo (fundada 

en 1915), presentó un informe que en su párrafo VI restituye a la Nación la propiedad de las 

riquezas del subsuelo: 

"Por todas las razones expuestas, creemos justo restituir a la nación lo que es suyo, la riqueza del 

subsuelo, el carbón de piedra y el petróleo...". 

Cabe resaltar que más de 90% de las propiedades petroleras en 1917 pertenecían o estaban 

controladas por corporaciones extranjeras. Prácticamente todas las tierras que las compañías 

petroleras iban a explotar hasta 1938, habían sido ya adquiridas bajo la legislación porfirista (las 

compañías controlaban, al promulgarse la Constitución, 2,151,025 hectáreas de terrenos 

petrolíferos). En medio del desconcierto político, nacía un sistema de control oficial sobre la 

industria petrolera. Una Comisión Técnica del Petróleo y una Secretaria del Fomento, serian un 

parte aguas en la redacción del artículo 27 de la Carta Magna.  

La Constitución de 1917 se convirtió en el instrumento legal con que se intentarían poner en marcha 

reformas políticas y económicas que reintegrarían a la nación derechos sobre el subsuelo, al 

redactarse el párrafo IV del artículo 27. Desde un principio se tuvo conciencia (tanto por parte del 

ejecutivo como por los legisladores) de los serios conflictos de orden internacional que podía traer 

aparejada una reforma petrolera. Es por esto que Carranza no propuso directamente el párrafo IV 

del artículo 27, pues la presión externa era más difícil de ejercer sobre el constituyente que sobre el 

presidente. Carranza aparecía, no como promotor de la reforma petrolera, sino como simple ejecutor 

de un mandato de más alto nivel del cual no era posible abdicar. 

El párrafo IV del artículo 27 separaba la propiedad del suelo de la del subsuelo (confería esta última 

a la nación), reincorporando el petróleo al régimen legal que predominaba en el resto de las 

explotaciones mineras y hacía inoperantes las disposiciones del antiguo régimen. Para aplicar el 

artículo 27 era indispensable que el legislativo aprobara una Ley Orgánica, correspondiente al 

párrafo IV, como sus reglamentos. La presión ejercida por los intereses obligó a permitir que 

transcurrieran 8 años antes de que entrara en vigor la primera Ley y aún entonces ésta debió ser 

modificada por la oposición que despertó.  

México se encontraba en una etapa soberbia, contaba con producciones por arriba de los 157 

millones de barriles anuales, sin embargo nuevas potencias surgían, Venezuela y Medio Oriente. 

Estados Unidos presentaba un despunte un su producción nacional (1930) más de 898 millones de 

barriles anuales y una reducción en su importación de crudo que llego hasta los 62 millones de 

barriles por año contra los 125 millones de 1921.  
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Tras una serie de intentos fallidos en la elaboración de una Ley reglamentaria del artículo 27 en el 

ramo del petróleo; Obregón emerge al poder y decide dejar el asunto para mejores condiciones en el 

futuro. Para sus últimos años de gobierno, México y Estados Unidos entablaron conversaciones y 

relaciones diplomáticas. Los delegados de ambos países, acuerdan la firma de 2 tratados y un pacto 

extraoficial, relativos a los reclamos de las empresas petroleras por pérdidas y daños durante los 

actos revolucionarios. Dichos acuerdo ya habían sido rechazados por el anterior mandatario, Adolfo 

De la Huerta al ser agresivos para la soberanía nacional. (Ver Anexo 9) 

El gobierno se tambaleaba, no podía actuar contra los deseos del gobierno norteamericano, ni 

soslayar el sentimiento nacionalista despertado por la revolución. Ante la falta de la publicación de 

la Ley reglamentaria, Estados Unidos y México propusieron la firma de un acuerdo, llamado tratado 

de Bucareli. El eje de las discusiones de Bucareli (Ver Anexo 10), fue el artículo 27 y la cuestión 

petrolera: protección de los derechos adquiridos por los extranjeros en la época pre-

constitucionalista y permisos de perforación. Después de cinco meses de negociaciones no se 

alcanzó un acuerdo definitivo y las empresas petroleras no quedaron satisfechas con los acuerdos 

tomados, por lo que mantuvieron la presión directamente en el ejecutivo en los términos que les 

convenían. Con lo cual el régimen de éste concluyó sin haber promulgado la ley reglamentaria 

Calles y su Ley Reglamentaria al Artículo 27 Constitucional  

Plutarco Elías Calles, caracterizó su mandato por un gobierno edificador del México moderno: la 

reforma agraria, el desarrollo de la educación, la construcción de obras públicas, reorganización del 

ejército y el ferviente sentimiento de nacionalizar el petróleo y las propiedades territoriales. 

Acciones que opusieron a la administración del presidente Calvin Coolidge (1923-1929) "Debemos 

estar preparados para una intervención armada... en cualquier parte del globo en donde el desorden y 

la violencia amenacen los pacíficos derechos de nuestro pueblo".  

Calles, a inicios de su gobierno, creó una comisión encargada de la elaboración de un proyecto de 

Ley reglamentaria del artículo 27 Constitucional, en este proyecto no se daba protección a quien no 

hubiera llevado a cabo el "acto positivo" (acción sobre los terrenos concesionados) y se daba un 

plazo preferencial para efectuar el denuncio, limitando sus derechos a sólo 30 años.  

La reglamentación de la fracción I del artículo 27 reiteraba la prohibición de que individuos y 

corporaciones extranjeras poseyeran terrenos en una franja prohibida. Finalmente este proyecto es 

realizado ley entrando en vigor el 26 diciembre de 1926. Las compañías recurrieron al juicio de 

amparo (1926, había 60 demandas de amparo) en un último esfuerzo para lograr que el futuro 

reglamento de la Ley Orgánica contrarrestara los "efectos negativos" de los artículos 14° 

(concesiones contra propiedad) y 15° (plazo para confirmar derechos) de la ley.  

A mediados de 1927 la situación llegó a su punto más crítico y en varios círculos mexicanos y 

estadunidenses se temió que el gobierno de Coolidge decidiera buscar una solución armada. En 

octubre de ese año Coolidge nombra a Dwight W. Morrow como embajador en México. Portador de 

una nueva línea política (alejado de la guerra), para éste la problemática petrolera se centraba en 6 

puntos: 
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 Limitación de concesiones a 

50 años 

 Derechos en la "zona 

prohibida” (fronteras y 

costas) 

 Definición del "acto 

positivo” 

 Imposición de la Cláusula 

Calvo 

 Carácter del "acto 

positivo" 

 Carácter de los títulos en 

tierras adquiridas antes 

de mayo de 1917. 

Como solución Calles y Morrow acordaron un fallo a favor de las compañías. La Suprema Corte 

señaló una confirmación de derechos petroleros desacuerdo con la ley de 1926, pues se consideraba 

perjudicial a los intereses de las empresas, por tanto dicho estatuto debía ser reformado: 

 Los derechos de las compañías sobre el subsuelo eran derechos adquiridos 

 El límite de 50 años a las concesiones confirmatorias tenía un carácter retroactivo 

 La negativa de las compañías a pedir la confirmación de sus derechos no había revestido un 

carácter ilegal y por tanto no habían incurrido en sanción alguna 

 Era necesario que bajo nuevas condiciones, las compañías obtuvieran de la Secretaría de Industria 

la confirmación de sus derechos 

A pesar de la disminución en la producción, la industria petrolera aún era la más importante del país 

(1924), en los nueve años subsecuentes la producción declinó continuamente en forma acelerada. 

Llegando a 1930, la reducción en la inversión extranjera precedió a una mengua producción de sólo 

un 20% del total obtenido en 1921 y participando con el 3% en la producción total mundial; México 

no podía obtener el nivel de producción de la época dorada. 

El gobierno de Calles, no termino en la práctica en 1928; es bien sabido que continuó en la vida 

política hasta el inicio del gobierno de Lázaro Cárdenas. Su siguiente acierto fue consumar el 

mandato de Emilio Portes Gil como presidente interino (1928-1930), la fundación del Partido 

Nacional Revolucionario-PNR (1929) y la influencia en los presidentes que le sucedieron; logrando 

que las entradas presidenciales subsecuentes fueran de manera pacífica. En las elecciones 

presidenciales extraordinarias del 17 de noviembre de 1929, fue electo Pascual Ortiz Rubio quien 

renunció al cargo el 2 de septiembre de 1932. Con esta fecha Abelardo Rodríguez (1932-1934) 

asume el cargo de presidente sustituto. Durante el gobierno de este último es fundada la empresa 

Petromex, S.A. (empresa con participación de capital nacional público y privado), que sustituyó al 

Control de Administración del Petróleo Nacional (CAPN) y tuvo como objetivos principales regular 

el mercado interno de petróleo y refinados, asegurar el abastecimiento interno y capacitar personal 

mexicano.  

La nueva actitud política de buena vecindad (New Deal) de Estados Unidos fue un factor 

importante en el giro que tomó la industria petrolera en México durante la gestión del presidente 

Franklin D. Roosevelt (1933-1945) y con el arribo de Josephus Daniels como embajador de Estados 

Unidos en México para el periodo (Marzo 1933- Noviembre 1941). En opinión de Daniels, las 

empresas estadunidenses en el exterior podían aspirar a tener una utilidad justa, pero ningún control 

político de los países en que operaban. Por lo que defendió los derechos de propiedad de éstos, pero 

de una manera menos agresiva que sus antecesores. 

La expropiación Cardenista 

México empezó a esbozar la creación de una empresa estatal de petróleo a semejanza de la 

argentina “Yacimientos Petroleros Fiscales” que había sido creada en 1922, para garantizar el 
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suministro de necesidades del propio Estado, y dotarlo de nuevas herramientas de control sobre esa 

riqueza.  

Al arribar Cárdenas al poder en diciembre de 1934, la nación aun presentaba una producción enjuta 

(39.17 millones de barriles por año) comparada a la de Estados Unidos que ya alcanzaba los 908 

millones de barriles anuales (situación que mantuvo en condiciones muy difíciles a México). Este 

periodo de tiempo fue la expresión contemporánea más aguda de la decadencia en la producción de 

hidrocarburos para la República Mexicana y era el comienzo del derecho a la explotación nacional 

sin intermediarios, una etapa sin concesiones.   

Ya desde el final del cuatrienio del propio Calles se habían cancelado varias concesiones. Las 

empresas petroleras pidieron nuevamente severidad a Washington, pues México parecía dispuesto a 

que los rendimientos petroleros se dedicaran preferentemente al mercado interno, la explotación se 

realizara en una forma regular y que los salarios e impuestos fueran similares a los que pagaban las 

empresas dentro de Estados Unidos. 

Diez mil personas trabajaban en la industria petrolera en 1934, agrupadas en 19 sindicatos 

independientes (1935 se crea el Sindicato de Trabajadores Petroleros de la República Mexicana 

STPRM, se afilia a la CTM en 1936 y queda bajo el control del Estado). Ante las circunstancias, los 

empleados petroleros encabezaron peticiones para mejores condiciones de trabajo y salarios más 

altos. En un estira y afloja con las empresas, se llegaría en marzo de 1938 a una condición que 

permitiría a Cárdenas promulgar el decreto expropiatorio (Ver Anexo 11) de las instalaciones y 

activos de las empresas petroleras (18 de marzo de 1938). Con el decreto de expropiación el Estado 

mexicano tomaba los bienes de 16 compañías petroleras, iniciaba un cambio en la estructura 

económica nacional, anulaba los acuerdos de Bucareli y echaba abajo los acuerdos Calles-Morrow. 

No se metió a debate el alcance y significado de los preceptos del artículo 27, sino los 

señalamientos del artículo 123 Constitucional (trabajo, organización laboral, salarios, participación 

de utilidades, derecho de huelga, etc.). 

El 19 de noviembre de 1940 entró en vigor una Ley reglamentaria que determinaría la forma en que 

la Nación llevaría a cabo las explotaciones de los hidrocarburos y PEMEX seria la empresa 

encargada de su desarrollo. La república tuvo que soportar presiones tanto de las compañías 

petroleras como del Departamento de Estado Norteamericano, en las negociaciones de la 

compensación a las compañías por los bienes expropiados. Hubo boicot para la venta del petróleo 

mexicano y suspensión en la compra de plata para generar apremios económicos; acciones que 

obligaron al gobierno a realizar ventas de petróleo a Italia, Alemania y Japón. Causando disgusto y 

preocupación en los círculos norteamericanos. 

El arribo de la Segunda Guerra Mundial inauguro en EE.UU. la búsqueda de una reconciliación con 

México; los acuerdos con las compañías se iniciaron el 1 de octubre de 1943. Con esto México se 

comprometía a pagar la cantidad de $30 millones de dólares en varias anualidades; hasta concluir en 

1947 el pago.  Años posteriores a la nacionalización del petróleo del general Lázaro Cárdenas y con 

el término de la Segunda Guerra Mundial, se dio un fuerte auge en el sector de la construcción con 

inversiones del sector privado; se prohijó al Fondo Monetario Internacional (FMI), al Banco 

Mundial (BM) y la Organización Internacional del Comercio (OMC). En el lado mexicano se 
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realizaron esfuerzos para lograr atraer de nueva cuenta la inversión de compañías petroleras 

extranjeras. Mientras que del lado Norteamericano se abrió una nueva etapa en su historia, con 

nuevos y mejores auspicios “an american century”. Desde ese momento Estados Unidos se 

convierte en uno de los mayores consumidores y productores a nivel mundial de petróleo, con altas 

cotizaciones de precios en el mundo ($12.51 precio promedio para ese año referenciado con un 

crudo ligero del Campo Ras Tanura de Arabia Saudita). 

En cuanto al estado de producción petrolero en México, se contaba con una producción de 43.5 

millones de barriles anuales (1945) mientras que en Estados Unidos se producían 1,505 millones de 

barriles por año, importándose 74.3 millones de barriles. En el mismo año se promulga el "Plan 

Marshall" para la recuperación y participación europea, creándose el Comité Europeo de 

Cooperación Económica que luego se convertiría en la Organización para el Desarrollo y la 

Cooperación Económica (OCDE).  

Un nuevo gobierno: Miguel Alemán 

Del gobierno de Ávila Camacho en materia petrolera podemos destacar 2 cuestiones fundamentales:  

 Finalización de las negociaciones con las empresas petroleras expropiadas. 

 La aprobación de una nueva Ley Reglamentaria del Artículo 27 Constitucional en el ramo del 

petróleo. Esta modificación permitió la participación extranjera en la industria, al no limitar como 

en la Ley de 1940 la participación exclusivamente de mexicanos.  

En su plataforma de campaña, Miguel Alemán (1946-1952, no hizo modificaciones al art. 27 de la 

Constitución ni a la Ley Reglamentaria del ramo) había sostenido que el capital externo podía 

participar en la industria petrolera de forma marginal mientras que se respetaran los grandes 

campos, la refinación, la comercialización y la propiedad sobre los yacimientos. 

Entre 1949 y 1951 aparecen en escena los afamados “Contratos Riesgo”. Eran contratos entre la 

empresa estatal nacional y empresas estadounidenses con el fin de explorar y perforar pozos en 

zonas acordadas, donde al ser productivas, PEMEX otorgaba un plazo para exploración y 

perforación de 15 años y un beneficio del 15% o 18% del valor del combustible en efectivo o en 

especie durante 25 años. Se formularon aproximadamente 16 contratos realizándose sólo 5, 

mediante los cuales Petróleos Mexicanos se comprometía a la venta total o parcial de su porcentaje 

correspondiente en la producción, a las empresas extranjeras (Ver Anexo 12). 

El campo que había dejado el presidente Miguel Alemán era seco y vulnerable. Los gobiernos 

subsecuentes: Adolfo Ruiz Cortines (1952-1958) y Adolfo López Mateos (1958-1964) trataron de 

estimular el desarrollo de PEMEX. Casi al finalizar el sexenio de Ruiz Cortines, se emitió una 

nueva Ley Reglamentaria Constitucional en el ramo del petróleo, que no permitía la intervención de 

extranjeros en la industria petrolera vía contratos; salvo para prestación de servicios y recibiendo 

únicamente una compensación en efectivo.  

Las características de ése ordenamiento legal eran: 

 Corresponde a la nación realizar las actividades que constituyen la industria petrolera 

 La industria petrolera comprende exploración, extracción, refinación, productos obtenidos de la 

refinación, transporte, almacenamiento, distribución y ventas de primera mano 
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 Se impide que en los contratos de obras o de prestación de servicios se estipule pago alguno con 

base a los porcentajes en los productos o participación en las explotaciones 

 En la petroquímica distingue entre la rama de la conversión de hidrocarburos naturales del 

petróleo y del gas natural en derivados, intermedios o semi-elaborados -que pertenece a la nación- 

de la rama referida a la transformación de los productos semi-elaborados en las manufacturas 

finales, que es un área en donde pueden participar los particulares 

López Mateos reformo el artículo 27 constitucional en sus párrafos IV, V, VI y VII, así como a los 

artículos 42 y 48 de la Constitución, con el propósito de prohibir los contratos riesgo y perfeccionar 

el principio jurídico para el usufructo de los hidrocarburos. Además de la oposición para celebrar 

contratos en materia de explotación de recursos, se estableció:  

 Corresponde a la nación el dominio directo de todos los recursos naturales de la plataforma 

continental y zócalos submarinos de islas, cayos y arrecifes, así como el espacio situado sobre el 

territorio nacional. 

 Es propiedad de la nación las aguas marinas interiores y los cauces, lechos o riberas de los lagos y 

corrientes interiores. 

 Es facultad del gobierno federal establecer o suprimir reservas nacionales, mediante declaratoria 

del Ejecutivo. 

El texto del párrafo VI del artículo 27 de la Constitución en su parte conducente: 

Tratándose del petróleo y de los carburos de hidrógeno sólidos, líquidos o gaseosos o de minerales 

radiactivos, no se otorgarán concesiones ni contratos, ni subsistirán los que en su caso se hayan 

otorgado y la Nación llevará a cabo la explotación de esos productos, en los términos que señale la Ley 

Reglamentaria respectiva.  

Finalmente con la Ley Reglamentaria del Artículo 27 de 1958, México se desentendía de todo tipo 

de contrato o acuerdo ajeno a la única participación de PEMEX. Iniciando un monopolio sobre el 

sector petrolero y de gas natural, que a lo largo de su historia se ha visto sometido a un estricto 

control financiero de la paraestatal y la renta petrolera. 

 

 

 

 

Durante el sexenio de Díaz Ordaz (1964-1970), se dieron 2 eventos en materia petrolera: 

 Derogación de contratos riesgo celebrados durante el gobierno de Miguel Alemán  

 Creación del Instituto Mexicano del Petróleo (IMP) 

Se vivía la crisis del petróleo en 1973. La economía mundial se vio amenazada ante los altos precios 

del crudo (1974 -$11.58-1979-$31.61, por barril referenciado con un crudo ligero del Campo Ras 

Tanura de Arabia Saudita) y el embargo petrolero a Estados Unidos, impuesto por la OPEP. Era el 

movimiento orogénico, creador de fallas y fracturas en el modelo de industrialización nacional 

respaldado en la sustitución de importaciones. El país vivía un ajuste tomado de la mano del 

aumento en la producción y la alta tasa de importación de derivados de petróleo.  

Artículo 27 Constitucional 

1917 

Dominio directo a la Nación 
del Petroleo 

1938  

Expropiación de bienes a 
compañias petroleras 

1940 

Se dejan de expedir 
conseciones petroleras 

1960 

Se retiran los contratos y 
conseciones petroleras que no 

realice la nación  

Ilustración 12 : Elaboración propia, información de IMCO, “Índice de la competitividad i nternacional 2013”  
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Los gobiernos de Luis Echeverría (1970-1976) y de López Portillo (1976-1982) crean los cimientos 

para el cambio a un modelo neoliberal, ante la crisis vivida por el Estado y su dependencia a 

Estados Unidos. Los años finales del sexenio de Echeverría se caracterizaron por la gran inversión 

en la industria petrolera y por la exportación de crudo. México se transformó en un exportador de 

crudo principalmente a los EE.UU. La deuda externa ascendió a 20 mil millones de dólares de los 4 

mil en que había terminado al final del sexenio de su antecesor. Como consecuencia, se entró en 

una profunda crisis económica, el peso se devaluó y el gobierno tuvo que recurrir al Fondo 

Monetario Internacional para resolver los problemas de las finanzas públicas. 

En esas condiciones asume la presidencia José López Portillo, quien para tratar de salir de esa 

situación empieza a negociar, considerando los recursos petroleros nacionales. Nacía entonces una 

nueva etapa en la historia de la deuda (en ese momento los precios del crudo se cotizaban muy alto, 

sustentados en una extensa demanda); la economía se petrolizó (1980-$36.83, 1982-$32.97 

referenciado con un crudo ligero del Campo Ras Tanura de Arabia Saudita). El paradigma principal 

de esta acción era fortalecer la economía y mercado, reduciendo la participación del Estado.  

México vendía el petróleo más barato y se convierte en el primer país contratante por EE.UU. para 

abastecer a largo plazo su Reserva Estratégica (1981). Las exportaciones petroleras de México 

aumentaron de 197 mil barriles diarios en 1977 a 1.492 millones de barriles diarios en 1992.   

Estados Unidos vive la otra cara de la moneda, con una abundancia no tan vasta. En 1980 contaba 

con una producción de 3,146 millones de barriles al año, teniendo un consumo promedio de 17.06 

millones de barriles por día, razón que obligo a importar más crudo y empezar a utilizar en mayor 

cantidad otro tipo de fuentes de energía como el gas natural.  

El gobierno de López Portillo puede caracterizarse por la explotación acelerada de yacimientos 

debido a la política definida por este régimen y a la insaciable demanda del energético, por Estados 

Unidos. El ejecutivo consideró que una política agresiva de exportaciones agenciaría los recursos 

necesarios para financiar un ambicioso proyecto de industrialización y modernización. En donde el 

Estado figuraba todavía como el promotor por excelencia del desarrollo “El petróleo es nuestra 

potencialidad de autodeterminación, porque nos hará menos dependientes del financiamiento externo y 

mejorará nuestras relaciones económicas internacionales”. Así, oriento todos sus esfuerzos en la 

construcción de infraestructura petrolera, con el uso de capital extranjero que al tomar por aval al 

petróleo no dudo en otorgar créditos. Durante el sexenio se construyó la refinería de Salina Cruz 

(1979), se amplió la producción en los campos de Chiapas y Tabasco, se inició la explotación de 

hidrocarburos costa afuera. Al final de su primer año de gobierno había modificado el Art. 10 de la 

Ley Reglamentaria para quedar como sigue:  

Artículo 10: La industria petrolera es de utilidad pública prioritaria sobre cualquier aprovechamiento 

de la superficie y del subsuelo de los terrenos, incluso sobre la tenencia de ejidos o comunidades y 

procederá la ocupación provisional, la definitiva o la expropiación de los mismos, mediante la 

indemnización legal, en todos los casos en que los requieran la Nación o su industria petrolera. 

La suma de la deuda externa pasó de $20 mil millones de dólares en que la dejó Echeverría a $83 

mil millones de dólares al final del sexenio; satanizado por el nivel de endeudamiento que trajo 
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consecuencias severas (por los siguientes 20 años). Los sexenios subsecuentes acumularon niveles 

de deuda externa mayor: 

 Miguel de la Madrid: $100 mil millones de dólares  

 Carlos Salinas de Gortari: $140 mil millones de dólares 

 Ernesto Zedillo: $152 mil millones de dólares 

 Vicente Fox: $173 mil millones de dólares 

 Felipe Calderón: $348 mil millones de dólares 

El clan Neoliberal 

Mientras México presumía de su capacidad petrolera, Estados Unidos ya se había preparado para la 

llegada de su pico petrolero en yacimientos (1970), con producciones de 3,517 millones de barriles 

al año. El consumo que se tenía en este país se acentuó desde 1977-1979 donde su demanda 

promedio alcanzó los 18.5 millones de barriles al día. Este aumento energético fue retrato a la 

llegada de población mexicana que migró al norte, consecuencia del desequilibrio económico y 

topes salariales que existían. Con la crisis de la deuda de 1982, el modelo económico basado en la 

sustitución de importaciones flaquea y es reemplazado por el modelo neoliberal.  

El nuevo modelo implicaba el desprendimiento de la mayor parte de las empresas paraestatales del 

sector público, cuyo crecimiento había sido de 15 empresas paraestatales en 1934 a 206 en 1962 y a 

1,155 en 1982 (con este proceso se licitan empresas importantes como Altos Hornos de México, 

Siderúrgica Lázaro Cárdenas, Mexicana de Aviación y la cereza del pastel: Teléfonos de México). 

Quizá por esto y para evitar la tentación de que se privatizara la industria energética del país y 

reforzar esa área estratégica como exclusiva del Estado, Miguel de la Madrid decreta el 3 de febrero 

de 1983 modificaciones a los artículos 25 y 28 constitucionales (DOF 03-02-1983).  

El Art. 25 señala que: "El sector público tendrá a su cargo, de manera exclusiva, las áreas estratégicas 

que se señalan en el Artículo 28, párrafo IV de la Constitución, manteniendo siempre el Gobierno 

Federal la propiedad y el control sobre los organismos que en su caso se establezcan”. Mientras que el 

Art. 28 indica que no constituirán monopolios las funciones que el Estado ejerza de manera 

exclusiva en las áreas estratégicas a las que se refiere este precepto: petróleo y los demás 

hidrocarburos, petroquímica básica; minerales radiactivos, generación de energía nuclear y 

electricidad. Lo anterior significa que el Estado contará con organismos y empresas, que requiera 

para el eficaz manejo de áreas estratégicas a su cargo y en actividades de carácter prioritario. Por lo 

que sobre un área estratégica no caben las concesiones ni permisos. El 10 de octubre de 1986 se 

publica en el DOF la reclasificación de 36 productos petroquímicos básicos al pasarlos a 

petroquímicos secundarios y por tanto a la posibilidad de ser producidos por el sector privado 

nacional o extranjero. 

Ante la llegada de Carlos Salinas de Gortari se desarrollo un nuevo modelo empresarial para 

PEMEX, con la Ley Orgánica de Petróleos Mexicanos y Organismos subsidiarios (DOF, 16 de julio 

1992). El artículo 3° de dicha Ley establecía 4 organismos descentralizados de carácter técnico, 

industrial y comercial, con personalidad jurídica y patrimonio propios: PEMEX-exploración y 
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producción (PEP), PEMEX Refinación, PEMEX Gas y Petroquímica básica y PEMEX 

Petroquímica.  

El otro aspecto importante de la gestión de Salinas fue la firma del Tratado de Libre Comercio de 

América del Norte (TLCAN). En el cual si bien los hidrocarburos y la electricidad quedaron al 

margen, se abrió el segmento de las compras gubernamentales de PEMEX y CFE; lo que puso en 

total desventaja a las empresas nacionales al competir por contratos con las empresas de Canadá y 

de Estados Unidos (en particular las de éste país). 

El sexenio político de Ernesto Zedillo se caracterizo por la crisis financiera de 1995, que obligó a la 

república a solicitar el apoyo económico internacional, $50,000 millones de dólares era el monto 

solicitado al Fondo Monetario Internacional. A manera de fianza, Zedillo firma el Acuerdo Marco 

con Estados Unidos. Este acuerdo garantizaba el pago de la deuda con hidrocarburos y 

comprometía al gobierno mexicano a entregar toda información estratégica de PEMEX. En cuanto a 

los cambios legislativos, se modificó en 1995 la Ley Reglamentaria del artículo 27 Constitucional 

en el ramo del petróleo, enajenando la única e inalienable participación a la nación en transporte, 

almacenamiento, distribución y venta de hidrocarburos. Se da puerta abierta a la IP en el segmento 

petroquímico de la industria y se comparten los complejos petroquímicos (51% para el Estado y el 

49% sector privado). Se inició con nuevos esquemas de inversión, Pidiregas (Anexo 13) y se 

promulga la Ley de la Comisión Reguladora de Energía. 

El cambio de hegemonía 

A 72 años de hegemonía del Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI), México pedía un cambio 

absoluto y lo esperaron del Partido Acción Nacional (PAN); su representante político y candidato 

presidencial Vicente Fox Quesada gana las elecciones del 2000 y se convierte en el primer 

presidente electo fuera de las líneas del PRI. Y sin duda el primer presidente que no contaba con la 

mayoría absoluta de las cámaras, razón que interrumpió sus deseos de reformar 3 esquemas 

nacionales: reforma fiscal, reforma energética y reforma laboral.  El pensamiento empresarial de 

Fox se tradujo en una mayor participación de empresas privadas en la industria petrolera. A partir 

de 2002 empiezan a lanzar los contratos de servicios múltiples en la cuenca de Burgos. En una 

acción considerada por varios expertos como anticonstitucional, se criticó al sector público 

argumentando incapacidad de incrementar reservas, exploración y explotación de las riquezas del 

subsuelo; que permitió incentivar los contratos de servicios múltiples. Asignándose 5 contratos a 

empresas para explorar, extraer, procesar gas natural, elaborar gas metano y otros petroquímicos.  

Se restringió a PEMEX el desarrollar GNL y la participación en licitaciones para el abastecimiento 

de combustible en Altamira y Ensenada y dar concesión a Shell, Total, Repsol y Chevron-Texaco. 

Fox modifica en enero de 2006 la Ley Reglamentaria del Artículo 27 Constitucional en el Ramo del 

petróleo, autorizando a PEMEX y Organismos Subsidiarios la generación de energía eléctrica y en 

junio del mismo año, exceptúa de esta Ley, el gas asociado a los yacimientos de carbón mineral. 

Con modificación a la Ley Minera, abre la posibilidad a los particulares explotar gas natural a partir 

de yacimientos de carbón. 
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El cambio que México esperaba (por parte de un nuevo eje político), no se pudo vislumbrar en los 6 

años de gobierno anteriores por lo que se dio oportunidad de continuar y reivindicar con Felipe 

Calderón Hinojosa. Sin embargo este gobierno tendió a ser mas exiguo que el del propio Fox, uno 

de sus graves errores fue la guerra contra el narcotráfico y la propuesta de 5 iniciativas de ley:  

 Reforma a la Ley Orgánica de Petróleos Mexicanos 

 Reforma a la Ley Orgánica de la Administración Pública 

 Reforma a la Ley Reglamentaria del Artículo 27 Constitucional en el Ramo del petróleo 

 Reforma a la Ley de la Comisión Reguladora de Energía  

 Ley de la Comisión del Petróleo 

En palabras del propio Calderón, pretendían otorgar mayor autonomía a Petróleos Mexicanos; 

transformar el entorno regulatorio de la industria petrolera ante la necesidad de fortalecer la 

envergadura económica nacional y el estar a la par en condiciones de competitividad. En noviembre 

de 2008 se publicaron en el Diario Oficial de la Federación los 7 decretos que integraban la reforma 

energética:     

 Decreto por el que se expide la Ley de Petróleos Mexicanos; se adicionan el Artículo 3° de la Ley 

Federal de las Entidades Paraestatales, el Artículo 1° de la Ley de Obras Públicas y Servicios 

Relacionados con las Mismas y un párrafo III al Artículo 1° de la Ley de Adquisiciones, 

Arrendamientos y Servicios del Sector Público 

 Decreto por el que se expide la Ley para el Aprovechamiento de Energías Renovables y el 

Financiamiento de la Transición Energética 

 Decreto por el que se expide la Ley para el Aprovechamiento Sustentable de la Energía 

 Decreto por el que se expide la Ley de la Comisión Nacional de Hidrocarburos 

 Decreto por el que se reforman y adicionan diversas disposiciones de la Ley Reglamentaria del 

Artículo 27 Constitucional en el Ramo del petróleo 

 Decreto por el que se reforma y adiciona el Artículo 33 de la Ley Orgánica de la Administración 

Pública Federal  

 Decreto por el que se reforman, adicionan y derogan diversas disposiciones de la Ley de la 

Comisión Reguladora de Energía 

Posteriormente, se instrumentó y se reglamentó la reforma mediante la publicación entre otros, de 

los siguientes documentos (se relacionan los de principal interés para PEMEX): 

 Reglamento de la Ley Reglamentaria del Artículo 27 Constitucional en el Ramo del Petróleo 

 Reglamento de la Ley de Petróleos Mexicanos 

 Reglamento interno de la Comisión Nacional de Hidrocarburos 

 Ratificación de Consejeros Profesionales en el Consejo de Administración de Petróleos Mexicanos, 

en la Comisión de Energía, Senado de la República 

 Estatuto Orgánico de Petróleos Mexicanos 

 Disposiciones administrativas de contratación en materia de adquisiciones, arrendamientos, obras 

y servicios de las actividades sustantivas de carácter productivo de Petróleos Mexicanos y 

Organismos Subsidiarios  

Con este cuerpo jurídico, en 2011, PEMEX inició la implementación de los primeros contratos 

integrales EP en 3 zonas de campos maduros en la región sur (las 3 áreas iníciales fueron 

Magallanes, Santuario y Carrizo). En enero del 2012 PEMEX Exploración y Producción presentó 

una nueva ronda de licitaciones para la celebración de contratos integrales EP en la región norte. Se 

seleccionaron 6 áreas para 6 contratos integrales; 4 de ellas en tierra (Altamira, Pánuco, San Andrés 

y Tierra Blanca) y 2 en áreas marinas (Arenque y Atún). Como parte de la estrategia de exploración 
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y producción de PEP, la tercera ronda de licitación de contratos integrales se enfoco en 

Chicontepec. 

Los altos precios del petróleo y los niveles de producción al que se llevaron los yacimientos 

mexicanos posibilitaron que en los sexenios panistas, el gobierno mexicano percibiera los más 

grandes ingresos petroleros de su historia; por concepto de las exportaciones de petróleo. La 

producción de petróleo en 2000 había sido de 3.45 MMb/d y se elevó a 3.830 MMb/d en 2004 (pico 

de producción) para caer precipitadamente a 2.91 MMb/d en 2012 (BP statistical review of world 

energy-2013).  

Mientras que los precios para el periodo 1991-2000 tuvieron un promedio de $16.34 dólares por 

barril, para el periodo 2001-2006 el promedio fue de $36.44 dólares por barril y para el periodo 

2007-2012 de $80.31 dólares por barril. Los enormes ingresos en los sexenios panistas no se 

reflejaron en mejorías en las condiciones de la sociedad mexicana. Por el contrario, la deuda externa 

de México creció, sobre todo en el sexenio de Calderón, como ya se señaló anteriormente. 

Panorama nacional actual 

En las últimas décadas, Petróleos Mexicanos ha logrado estructurarse y desarrollarse en la extensión 

de la república mexicana, definiendo ciertas provincias con potencial petrolífero. De acuerdo con la 

tectónica presente existen en el territorio y mar patrimonial 48 provincias geológicas de las cuales, 6 

son viables en producción comercial: Sabinas-Burro Picachos, Burgos, Tampico-Misantla, 

Veracruz, Sureste y Golfo de México Profundo. Adicionalmente se tienen identificadas 6 provincias 

con potencial petrolífero de potencial medio-bajo (Ver Anexo 14). Ante una extensión geológica-

petrolera tan amplia PEMEX se ha distribuido en 4 regiones para su desarrollo: Región Norte, 

Región Sur, Región Marina Suroeste, Región Marina Noreste. 

Actualmente PEMEX se encuentra operando con 4 subsidiarias:  

 PEMEX Exploración y Producción (PEP): Responsable de la explotación y exploración del petróleo y 

gas natural, transporte, almacenamiento y comercialización (primera mano) de hidrocarburos. A lo largo 

de 4 regiones: Norte, Sur, Marina Suroeste y Marina Noreste. Organizado en 11 activos de explotación: 

Cantarell, Ku-Maloob-Zaap, Abkatún-Pol Chuc, Litoral Tabasco, Cinco Presidentes, Bellota-Jujo, 

Macuspana, Muspac, Samaria-Luna, Poza Rica-Altamira, Veracruz, Burgos. En los que se obtiene crudos 

exportables como son Maya, Istmo, Olmeca y gas natural (asociado o no) y condensados.  

 PEMEX Gas y Petroquímica Básica: Encargado del procesamiento de gas natural (asociado, no 

asociado y condensados), comercializa y distribuye gas LP y productos petroquímicos básicos (etano, 

propano, butano, naftas y pentanos) y cuenta con 10 complejos de procesamiento de gas. 

 PEMEX Refinación: Responsable de la producción de petrolíferos, almacenamiento, distribución y 

venta de estos (gasolina, turbosina, diesel, queroseno, combustóleo y lubricantes).  

 PEMEX Petroquímica: Tiene como objetivo la elaboración, almacenamiento, distribución y comercio 

de las materias petroquímicas: amoniaco, metanol, etilo, polietileno, benceno, tolueno entre otros.  

Además se tiene la participación accionaria en diversas empresas, de las cuales 3 son de 

participación estatal mayoritaria:  

 PMI Internacional (1989): Entidad constituida en régimen de empresa de participación estatal 

mayoritaria, es el brazo de comercio internacional de PEMEX, maneja las importaciones y exportaciones 

de crudo y sus derivados.  
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 Compañía Mexicana de Exploraciones, S.A. de C.V.: Brinda asesoría en proyectos bidimensionales 

(2D) y tridimensionales (3D), proyectos sísmicos, adquisición y procesamiento de datos sísmicos, 

métodos potenciales y estudios geofísicos y geotérmicos del fondo marino.  

 Instalaciones Inmobiliarias para Industrias, S.A. de C.V. y I.I.I. Servicios, S.A. de C.V.: Presta 

servicios de consultoría y asesoría inmobiliaria, desarrollan proyectos y construcciones de calidad, 

administración integral, mantenimiento, arrendamiento y comercialización de bienes muebles e 

inmuebles para Petróleos Mexicanos.  

En cuanto a la distribución de sus activos, regiones, refinerías y centros de procesamiento de 

petrolíferos y gas natural, la figura del Anexo 15, muestra el dimensionamiento de la república 

mexicana y parte de estos. 

El atractivo petrolero (petróleo) 

México es el 10° productor mundial de petróleo y posee aproximadamente 11.4 MMMb de petróleo 

en reservas probadas (BP STATISTICAL REVIEW OF WORLD ENERGY 2013). En cuanto al gas 

natural, las reservas probadas ascendieron a 4 Bm
3
 para 2012, donde el 70.9% de este, correspondía 

a gas asociado y el resto a gas no asociado, teniendo la mayor concentración de las reservas en la 

región Norte y Marina Suroeste. Con estos recursos, México tiene la capacidad de hacer frente a la 

caída en la producción de petróleo y posiblemente llegar a ser autosuficiente en el consumo de gas 

natural. En 2012 se alcanzo una producción promedio por día de 2.91 millones de barriles de crudo 

y 58.5 mil millones de metros cúbicos de gas natural. 

Reservas 

La producción en México, al igual que sus reservas disminuye continuamente, por ende sus ingresos 

y exportaciones se ven mermados, pero sostenidos por los altos precios de venta en el mercado. No 

obstante la duda que surge es ¿hasta cuando estas condiciones permanecerán? Con una economía 

mundial subyugada a los hidrocarburos, la cantidad de barriles de petróleo en un territorio es 

imprescindible. 

En México existe otra contabilidad de reservas que hace referencia a las categorías 1P, 2P y 3P. 

Para el primer caso las reservas 1P corresponden a las reservas probadas (categoría de referencia 

para medición internacional y la única aceptada ante la Securities and Exchange Commission 

“SEC” de Estados Unidos). Las reservas probadas a su vez pueden ser clasificadas en desarrolladas 

o no desarrolladas.  

 

 

 

 

Ilustración 13: Elaboración propia, información de PEP -2012 

En el grupo de las reservas no probadas se encuentran otras clasificaciones: las reservas probables y 

las posibles. La primera de las 2 anteriores clasificaciones, corresponde a un mayor grado de 

certidumbre para convertirse en reserva probada; por lo que la suma de las reservas probadas y las 

Reserva 2013 Pesado Ligero Super ligero Total 

1P 2012 6,118.1 2,792.4 1,114.7 10,025.2 

2013 6,151.2 2,868.1 1,053.9 10,073.2 

2P 2012 10,739.4 5,704.4 2,129.5 18,573.3 

2013 10,604.0 5,843.0 2,035.1 18,482.1 

2P 2012 16,026.8 10,797.8 3,787.9 30,612.5 

2013 16,060.7 10,812.6 3,895.2 30,768.5 
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probables corresponden a las reservas 2P. Mientras que la suma de las reservas probadas, probables 

y las posibles corresponden a las reservas 3P. Especificado esto se puede hablar de los resultados 

obtenidos por PEMEX (para el año 2012 en petróleo).  

La tasa de restitución de reservas juega un papel muy importante en su cuantificación, pues ésta 

indica la cantidad de hidrocarburos que se repone por nuevos descubrimientos, desarrollos, 

revisiones y delimitaciones. Para el 1º de enero de 2012, la tasa de restitución de reservas 1P fue de 

104%. No obstante, las reservas 1P, correspondieron a pozos y yacimientos que ya descubiertos. Y 

sólo un porcentaje pequeño provino de descubrimientos de nuevos yacimientos (R/P promedio de 

10.7 años). Por otro lado, con respecto a las reservas 2P la tasa fluctuó en los 19.3 años y en las 

reservas 3P, la tasa de restitución por descubrimientos fue de 107.6% con una vida promedio de 

32.3 años. 

Producción nacional 

La industria petrolera ha afrontado en los últimos años diversos problemas, uno de los más grandes 

ha sido la producción de crudo, pues se enfrentó a la complejidad y elevado costo en los proyectos 

de explotación y exploración, que trato de encauzar con el uso de contratos integrales de 

exploración y producción. Para el año 2012, PEMEX logro una producción de 2.91 millones de 

barriles por día, donde el 74% de este total fue aportado por los activos Ku-Maloob-Zaap, Cantarell, 

Litoral de Tabasco y Abkatún-Pol-Chuc ubicados en las regiones marinas. Mientras la calidad del 

crudo producido 54% correspondió a crudo pesado, 33% a crudo ligero y el resto a crudo súper 

ligero.  

 
 

Comercio 

México cuenta con una lista de aproximadamente 20 socios comerciales demandantes de 

hidrocarburos: Estados Unidos, Canadá, Alemania, Holanda, Portugal, España, Japón, Venezuela y 

otros países de América latina que se derivan del convenio de San José (Anexo 16). No obstante, el 

socio preferencial es Estados Unidos; a causa de diversos factores, tanto políticos (históricamente 

han mantenido una relación comercial), geográficos (proximidad) y tecnológicos (EE.UU. posee 

sofisticadas refinerías para procesar crudos pesados de México). 
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Ilustración 14: Elaboración propia, con información de: PEP-2013. “Composición de la producción de aceite 

crudo” en miles de barriles  
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Las exportaciones de crudo mexicanas a Estados Unidos han crecido constantemente desde 1980 a 

2004 (pico en 2004 con 2.136 MMb/d). La mayor parte del crudo exportado a este país corresponde 

a la mezcla Maya, mientras que México retiene la mayor parte de su producción de crudos ligeros 

(Istmo y Olmeca) para consumo doméstico. A pesar de que las exportaciones han reducido desde 

2004, la razón por la cual la Nación, no ha sentido un tajante cambio es porque el precio del crudo 

se encuentra alto.  

2
0

1
2
 

 

Total Estados 

Unidos 

España India China Canadá Convenio 

de 

San José 

Holanda Portugal Otros 

1,255.60 957.1 166 75.4 9.9 22.8 14.2 5.6 2.7 1.9 

Tabla 10: Elaboración propia con información de SENER, “Destino de las exportaciones de crudo por país 2012” Mb/d.  

Desde el 2005 el precio promedio por barril de la mezcla mexicana ha aumentado (ese año $42.77 

promedio anual, dólares por barril). En 2008 alcanzo un precio pico de $85.87 dólares el barril, 

cayendo a los $57.45 dólares en 2009 para recuperarse de nueva cuenta en 2011 ($100.92; 2013-

$98.79 y 2014-$94.08 dólares por barril). Los altos costos por barril generaron ingresos a PEMEX 

(2012) por $46,788 millones de dólares en ventas en el exterior: Lejano Oriente, Europa y América. 

Donde se exportaron 194 Mb/d de crudo Olmeca (obteniéndose $7,754 millones de dólares), 99 

Mb/d ($3,905 millones de dólares por venta) de crudo Istmo y 962 Mb/d de crudo Maya ($35,129 

millones de dólares). El precio de exportación del petróleo crudo Istmo fue de $107.28 dólares por 

barril, Maya $99.99 y Olmeca $109.39 dólares por barril, mientras que de la mezcla mexicana se 

ubicó en $101.0 dólares por barril, de acuerdo con estadísticas de PEMEX. 

Tabla 11 : Elaboración propia con información de U.S. Energy Information Administration, “panorama de producción, consumo y 

exportación de crudo en México 2000-2012”  

El paso a la modernización: ductos y refinación 

PEMEX opera una extensa red de ductos que conectan los principales centros de producción con las 

refinerías locales y las terminales de exportación. Esta red se integra por aproximadamente 500 

ductos que se extienden a lo largo de 4,828 kilómetros. Con toda esa infraestructura, México no 

cuenta con conexiones a ductos de petróleo internacionales, por lo que la mayoría de sus 

exportaciones las realiza por buques desde 3 terminales de exportación en las costas del Golfo: 

Cayo Arcas, Dos Bocas y Pajaritos en el puerto de Coatzacoalcos (terminal de exportación en 

Salina Cruz, sobre la costa del Pacífico). Se cuenta con 6 refinerías con una capacidad total de 

refinación de 1.54 millones de barriles al día (2011). Acorde con estadísticas presentadas, la 

producción actual de refinados fue inferior a su capacidad (2013- 1.19 MMb/d, generando pérdidas 

 Total Istmo Maya Olmeca América Europa Oriente 

valor exportación 

crudo 

2012 46,788 3,904 35,19 7,754 37,051 6,611 3,190 millones de dólares 

2013 42,72 3,928 34,91 3,884 32,126 6,476 4,121 

Volumen de 

exportación 

2012 1,256 99 962 194 994 176 85 miles de barriles diarios 

2013 1,189 103 987 99 894 179 116 

$ exportación 2012 101.9 107.2 99.99 109.39 101.84 102.56 102.15 dólares por barril 

precio promedio   América Europa Medio Oriente 

por exportación  Costa del Golfo Costa Oeste Istmo Maya 

O
lm

ec
a

 Istmo Maya 

 Istmo Maya Olmeca 

Is
t

m
o
 

 109.9  100.8  113.4  101.4 

 2012  105.29  99.66  109.39  107.2  97.26   97 
2013  103.38  96.82 107.92 

Balanza commercial Total PEMEX Exportaciones Pemex/Total 

Exportaciones Importaciones Saldo Exportaciones Importaciones Saldo  

2012 
 370,706  370,752 -46  52,075  31,099  20,976  14.0% 
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de $ 7.7 mil millones como resultado). Esta caída es consecuencia de problemáticas e incidentes 

operacionales. Internacionalmente México sólo cuenta con participación en una refinería: Deer Park 

en Texas cuyo control corresponde al 50% de los 334 (Mb/d) producidos. 

GAS NATURAL 

La producción de gas natural nacional ha aumentado desde el año 2000, pero no ha sido capaz de 

satisfacer el crecimiento de su demanda, que ha aumentado durante el mismo período por el uso de 

éste como combustible para la generación de fuerza, eléctrica y operaciones petroleras. A pesar del 

aumento en la producción interna, las reservas probadas de gas se han reducido debido a la falta de 

inversión en la exploración. La apertura del sector gasero a empresas internacionales podría ayudar 

a aumentar la producción y reservas de gas natural. 

El consumo de gas natural de México está dominado por las operaciones de Petróleos Mexicanos y 

la demanda de electricidad, de acuerdo con estadísticas de la Secretaría de Energía, PEMEX es el 

mayor consumidor individual de gas natural, consumiendo el 40% total nacional, aprovechado 

directamente en el sector de exploración y producción, proseguido de refinerías y plantas 

petroquímicas.  

 

 

 

El sector de fuerza y electricidad consume un 33% del total mientras que el remanente (poco más 

del 20%), es vendido a consumidores industriales. México produjo un estimado de 58.5 miles de 

millones de metros cúbicos diarios de gas natural en 2012, de acuerdo con cifras actualizadas. Lo 

cual representa una lenta tasa de aumento respecto al año anterior (2010-58.3 MMMm
3
/d); parte se 

debe al diferencial de precios entre el gas natural y el petróleo, lo que condujo a favorecer la 

explotación del segundo.  

 

Ilustración 15: Elaboración propia con información de Comisión Reguladora de Energía, “Balance de Comercio Exterior de Gas 

Natural, 2007-2013 (MMm3)”  
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Tabla 12: Elaboración propia con información de BP Statistical review of world energy  
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Como consecuencia del crecimiento en la demanda, las importaciones han aumentado, 

representando alrededor del 18% (2013) del consumo actual en comparación con en el año 2010, 

para el mismo año México importó el 30% de las exportaciones totales de gas natural de Estados 

Unidos. Y desde 2006, se comenzó a importar gas natural licuado (GNL) de Qatar, Nigeria y Perú; 

para ayudar a satisfacer el consumo interno de gas.  

Del 2000 al 2012 la demanda de gas natural aumentó 88%. El Sector Industrial redujo su 

participación en el consumo de 24% en el 2000 a 14% en el 2012, la demanda de gas natural por 

CFE pasó del 23% en el 2000 al 59 % en el 2011. El desabastecimiento de gas natural en México 

trajo consigo una serie de afectaciones como lo fueron las “Alertas Criticas” (15 en 2012, y 8 en el 

2013, la ultima con una duración de 57 días), limitaciones en la producción industrial y el 

incremento en el precio del gas (2012-$2.83, 2013-$3.73 y 2014-$4.66 dólares por millón de BTU) 

y el aumento de las tarifas de CFE en 55%. 

Reservas 

México tenía 0.4 Billones de metros cúbicos de reservas de gas natural al final de 2012. La región 

del sureste contiene la mayor cantidad de reservas probadas, sin embargo, la región del norte será 

probablemente el centro del crecimiento futuro de las reservas, ya que contiene casi 10 veces más 

reservas probables y posibles que la región sur. 

 Región 

Año Tipo de gas Total Marina Noreste Marina Suroeste Norte Sur 

2
0

1
2
 Asociado 1237.004 123.979 101.718 821.503 189.805 

No asociado 507.433 1.632 311.891 139.510 54.395 

Total 1744.437 125.612 413.610 961.014 244.2 

2
0

1
3
 Asociado 1256.59 123.911 108.476 823.612 200.593 

No asociado 532.801 1.635 344.377 131.467 55.320 

Total 1789.392 125.547 452.853 955.079 255.914 
Tabla 13 : Elaboración propia con información de SENER, “Prospectivas del Sector, 2013 -2027”  

México tiene una de las bases más grandes de recursos de gas de lutitas del mundo (shale gas), lo 

que podría sustentar niveles crecientes de reservas y producción de gas natural. De acuerdo con una 

estimación inicial de la IEA, México tiene recursos técnicamente recuperables por 681 billones de 

pies cúbicos, donde la mayoría de los recursos están en regiones del noreste y centro-este del país. 

La cuenca de Burgos cuenta con dos tercios de los recursos de gas de lutitas recuperables, contiene 

partes de las formaciones de lutitas Eagle Ford. Considerada el prospecto más prometedor, ya que 

ha sido una fuente prolífica de producción en el estado de Texas.  

Se ha comenzado a explorar algunas de las formaciones no convencionales, pero es limitado el 

número de pozos que se han perforado, por lo que PEMEX tiene planes de desarrollo y producción 

en shale para los próximas décadas. Por lo que se verá en la necesidad de aplicar reformas para 

atraer la inversión extranjera para fortalecer la protección normativa, medidas ambientales y 

ampliar la infraestructura de ductos. 

Organización del sector 
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PEMEX tiene el monopolio de la exploración del gas natural, pero la participación privada está 

permitida en la producción de gas no asociado. El gobierno abrió el sector corriente abajo 

(downsteam) de gas natural a operadores privados en 1995.  

Marco regulatorio 

 Ley Reglamentaria del Artículo 27 Constitucional en el ramo del petróleo 

 Reglamento de la Ley Reglamentaria del Art. 27 Constitucional en el ramo del petróleo 

 Reglamento de gas natural 

 Directivas 

 Normalización 

 Procedimiento para la Revisión Quinquenal del Ingreso Máximo y para la Determinación de las 

Tarifas de Distribución 

Comercio 

Mientras que la tasa de importaciones se ha incrementado constantemente año tras año, se debe 

mencionar que el dinamismo en la demanda, fue resultado de varios factores: los bajos precios del 

gas al usuario final, el gas natural es más limpio en comparación a otros combustibles, el alto poder 

calorífico por unidad de masa, la combustión es más eficiente debido a que se mezcla con el aire en 

las cámaras de combustión y el bajo costo de transporte. 

 

Se podría decir que la interrelación en los mercados energéticos de América del Norte, han 

impulsado la volatilidad del precio del gas natural, caso contrario a lo que se espera en un proceso 

de integración comercial. El fenómeno fue el mecanismo de defensa, frente a una amenaza por la 

estrechez entre la oferta y la demanda.  

La relación económica bilateral con México es de interés fundamental para Estados Unidos a causa 

de su proximidad. EE.UU. es el principal socio de México en el comercio de mercancías, mientras 

que México es el tercer socio comercial de EE.UU., después de China y Canadá. Conforme la 

producción no convencional de Estados Unidos detonó, los precios del gas en ese país cayeron, y 

las necesidades de consumo en México superaron su capacidad productiva.  

Las exportaciones de EE.UU. a México participaron con aproximadamente un tercio del total del 

gas para venta internacional de Estados Unidos. A pesar de que Estados Unidos también importa 

una pequeña cantidad de gas natural desde México, el balance comercial se espera se incline a favor 

Ilustración 16 : Tomada de “Visión del mercado de gas natural en América del Norte” Agosto 2005 

http://www.cre.gob.mx/documento/38.pdf
http://www.cre.gob.mx/documento/decreto.pdf
http://www.cre.gob.mx/documento/39.pdf
http://www.cre.gob.mx/articulo.aspx?id=143
http://www.cre.gob.mx/pagina_a.aspx?id=21
http://www.cre.gob.mx/documento/41.pdf
http://www.cre.gob.mx/documento/41.pdf
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de EE.UU., con el acuerdo de que las tendencias recientes de oferta y demanda continúen como 

están proyectadas en ambos países. 

 

Gas natural licuado (GNL) 

México satisface una parte de su demanda de gas natural a través del GNL, pero el volumen de sus 

importaciones cayó alrededor del 20% en 2011. Acorde con la información de la Agencia 

Internacional de Energía, México importó alrededor del 42% de su GNL de Qatar, 28% de Nigeria 

y 16% de Perú (menores volúmenes de Indonesia y otros países). La composición de suministros de 

GNL en México ha cambiado en los años recientes, con incremento de volúmenes de Qatar 

desplazando volúmenes de GNL de Egipto, Trinidad y Tobago y más notablemente de Nigeria, país 

que había sido el mayor proveedor de GNL de México. 

 

Ilustración 17 : Elaboración propia con información de U.S. Energy Information Administration, “panorama de exportación del gas 

natural de Estados Unidos a México 2000 -2012”  

Gasoductos y almacenamiento 

A pesar de la oportunidad que el gas personifica para México, se ha visto limitado por problemas 

tanto de producción como de infraestructura. El sistema de transporte y distribución actual tiene 

cuellos de botella que se traducen en problemas de abasto en algunas regiones y por lo tanto, en una 

pérdida de competitividad para la industria del país. 

PEMEX opera alrededor de 9,173 kilómetros de gasoductos para gas natural. La empresa tiene 10 

centros de procesamiento, con una capacidad de volumétrica de 5,800 millones de pies cúbicos por 

día. La red de ductos de gas incluye 13 interconexiones operacionales con Estados Unidos y al 

menos 3 nuevas interconexiones de ductos se han planeado para suministrar la demanda actual.  

Recursos prospectivos 

México es un país con potencial en reservas como en recursos prospectivos. De acuerdo con 

reportes publicados por la Secretaría de Energía, existen los siguientes volúmenes remanentes de 

reservas: 
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Tabla 14: Elaboración propia con información de SENER, “volúmenes remanentes de reservas” 2012  

La recuperación de volúmenes de recursos prospectivos representan una probabilidad de éxito 

menor al 10% (más inciertos que las reservas 3P). Por lo que la futura explotación de estas reservas 

presenta un reto para PEMEX.  

Los recursos se pueden clasificar en convencionales y no convencionales; los no convencionales 

corresponden a aquellos que se pueden extraer directamente de la roca origen (Shale gas-oil) o 

aquellos que requieran niveles de inversión muy altos. Mientras que los recursos convencionales 

son aquellos cuyos costos operacionales son mediables y no se necesita de gran capacidad 

tecnológica para su explotación. A pesar de que en otros países el desarrollo de sus planes 

energéticos y operativos, consideran diversos tipos de recursos no convencionales como táctica y 

reservas explotables; en México se ha tenido la fortuna de disfrutar con un rico subsuelo que dio pie 

a una economía petrolizada, sin tener de recurrir a este tipo de fuentes. 

Recursos no convencionales 

Un recurso no convencional es toda aquella fuente que se puede producir, pero que no pueden ser 

explotados con tasas de flujo económicas o con volúmenes económicos a menos que el pozo sea 

estimulado, por fracturamiento hidráulico, pozos horizontales, pozos multilaterales o alguna otra 

técnica; para exponer más superficie de contacto entre el yacimiento y el pozo. También hace 

referencia a los sedimentos que actúan al mismo tiempo como yacimiento y fuente de 

hidrocarburos. En esta lista se podría hablar de arenas bituminosas, siendo Canadá el primer país en 

explotarlas, debido a la cantidad de reservas presentes en dicho territorio.  

Otro ejemplo es el crudo extra pesado con muy bajas densidades °API (>8°API) y alta viscosidad; 

México cuenta con yacimientos que presentan este tipo de fluidos, principalmente en la región norte 

(crudo Altamira). Finalmente el boom actual lo estelariza shale gas-shale oil, el cual se encuentra en 

rocas arcillosas con alto contenido de materia orgánica, en las que con el uso de fracturamientos 

hidráulicos masivos se puede extraer cantidades comerciales de crudo. 

Shale gas- Shale oil 

En la última década el gas natural ha tenido una gran expansión en la energética global, 

convirtiéndose al lado del petróleo, en el brazo derecho de la expansión y crecimiento en países 

industrializados como en economías emergentes. La posible respuesta del uso exponencial de gas se 

debe en un primer plano por la eficiencia en la generación de energía, la facilidad operacional, 

menor nivel de emisiones de CO2 y bajo costo (2013). Ante esta positiva evolución mundial se han 

desarrollado escenarios energéticos que prevén un continuo aumento en el consumo de gas para 

años subsecuentes, de acuerdo con la Agencia Internacional de Energía (IEA), por lo que las 

reservas de gas convencional existentes no podrían solventar esta necesidad. Con lo que se ha 

buscado el cambio a explotación de recursos no convencionales, como tigth sand gas o shale gas. 
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Esta transición permitiría aumentar las reservas recuperables hasta un 40%, incrementando la oferta 

y reduciendo su precio. 

Experiencias recientes, han demostrado que el mundo aun no está listo tecnológicamente para la 

implementación de estos proyectos. La baja rentabilidad que se ha obtenido frente a los niveles de 

inversión presentada en otros países en los proyectos shale, debe ser un indicio para México; que 

con su actual régimen fiscal y los bajos precios de venta internacional no auguran la aplicación de 

este recurso a un corto plazo. La explotación de recursos shale requiere aproximadamente una 

inversión de $10 a $20 millones de dólares por pozo (costos de producción $20 a $30 dólares por 

barril), mientras que un pozo convencional de aceite puede llegar a costar entre $1 y $2 millones de 

dólares en tierra (costos de producción $6 dólares por barril) y más de $200 millones en aguas 

profundas (costos de producción $35 dólares por barril); sin mencionar que la tasa de declinación 

dista considerablemente. Un pozo de shale logra un pico de producción casi instantáneo en los 

primeros meses de su producción para consecuentemente declinar, sin dar tiempo a la recuperación 

de la inversión.  

Gas grisú 

O gas minero (Coal Bedmethane) es el gas liberado de la producción minera, que se compone 

principalmente de Metano (CH4), es un subproducto de la explotación de minas de carbón; por lo 

que su extracción requiere poca inversión. En México, por razones de seguridad, el gas no asociado 

al petróleo no es explotado. Pero existen países, con sistemas jurídicos menos aprensivos, que han 

permitido la explotación comercial del gas grisú. Alemania es un ejemplo de lo anterior, pues desde 

1960 permite la utilización del grisú para proveer a poblados de electricidad; de misma forma éste 

se ha desarrollado en Australia, Canadá, Rusia y Estados Unidos.  

Aguas profundas 

La perforación en aguas profundas presenta importantes retos técnicos y de ingeniería. Como se ha 

dicho, se estima que gran parte de las reservas de México se encuentran en yacimientos en el Golfo 

de México, es decir en aguas profundas. Por lo que es vislumbrado como un área estratégica y de 

desarrollo geopolítico. El Golfo de México representa un enorme puerto donde la hegemonía del 

norte reside gran parte sus reservas energéticas.  

El término "Aguas Profundas" hace hincapié a la exploración y explotación en yacimientos de 

hidrocarburos en regiones ubicadas en tirantes de agua mayores a 500 metros, mientras que aquellas 

regiones con tirantes superiores a los 1500 metros se considera aguas ultra-profundas.  

En México se ha podido definir 3 grandes proyectos de exploración y explotación: Área Perdido 

que se extiende a lo largo de 26,812 kilómetros cuadrados con 2 sub-áreas: CP perdido y Oreos. 

Golfo de México Sur: 12 áreas en total pero 3 prioritarias: Nancan, Jaca-Patini, Nox-Hux y Golfo 

de México B con 489 kilómetros cuadrados y 4 áreas prioritarias: Temoa, Han, Holok y Lipax.  

En general, aguas profundas constituye un contexto considerablemente difícil, procedente de altos 

costos operacionales, complejidad en la extracción y el aseguramiento de flujo. Uno de los hitos 
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mexicanos en el tema de aguas profundas fue el descubrimiento de Lakach en 2007 en un tirante de 

agua de 988 metros y perforado a 3,813 metros.  

Yacimientos transfronterizos 

Se considerarán yacimientos transfronterizos, aquellos que se encuentren dentro de una jurisdicción 

y tengan continuidad física fuera de ella. También se considerarán como transfronterizos aquellos 

yacimientos o mantos fuera de la jurisdicción nacional, compartidos con otros países de acuerdo 

con los tratados en que México sea parte o bajo lo dispuesto en la Convención sobre Derecho del 

Mar de las Naciones Unidas.  

La definición más acertada de yacimiento transfronterizo de hidrocarburos se encuentra en el 

Acuerdo Marco sobre la Unificación de yacimientos de hidrocarburos (2007), firmado por 

Venezuela y Trinidad-Tobago: " Son los yacimientos de hidrocarburos que se ha determinado su 

existencia; cuya extensión se prolonga a través de la línea de la frontera y desde cualquier lado de dicha 

líneas, estos son económica y técnicamente explotables total o parcialmente". Lo que significa que 

hablar de yacimientos trasfronterizos sea un tema de debate por sus implicaciones sobre la 

distribución y pertenecía de reservas energéticas, política exterior y estar sometidos a 2 o más 

jurisdicciones.  

México guarda relaciones fronterizas en el norte con Estados Unidos, al sur con Belice y 

Guatemala; con la posibilidad de tener yacimientos transfronterizos en tierra: Cuenca de Burgos y 

mar: Golfo de México (Estados Unidos- Cuba) y plataforma del Caribe (Guatemala- Belice). Pese a, 

la prioridad para este se encuentra en la frontera marítima con Estados Unidos en el Golfo de 

México.  

Yacimientos transfronterizos del Golfo de México 

El Golfo de México es una cuenca que se distingue por su mega estructura escalonada en taludes, 

cuya máxima profundidad supera a los 3,600 metros, con una extensión aproximada de 1,810,000 

kilómetros cuadrados. Estas dimensiones le permiten identificar 2 grandes regiones para la 

explotación petrolera: Plataforma Continental (se limita por la isobata de 200 metros) y la región 

del Talud continental. Diversos estudios fisiográficos han podido identificar 9 principales 

provincias: Delta del Río Bravo, Franja de Sal Alóctona, Cinturón Plegado Perdido, Franja 

Distensiva, Cordilleras Mexicanas, Salina del Golfo Profundo, Escarpe de Campeche, Cañón de 

Veracruz y Planicie Abisal. 

La potencia esperada en el Golfo profundo de México (de acuerdo con los descubrimientos 

realizados por PEP en 2012) es de 224 millones de barriles de petróleo crudo equivalente (gas y 

aceite) al primero de enero del 2013.  

Cinturón plegado perdido 

Se ubica en aguas profundas del Golfo de México entre las zonas económicas exclusivas (ZEE) de 

México y Estados Unidos; comprende una extensión aproximada de 27,230 kilómetros cuadrados
 
en 

la región perteneciente a la república mexicana. En 1996 grandes operadoras realizaron la primera 
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perforación en la zona, el pozo Baha. Descubriendo la existencia de un sistema petrolero factible de 

explotación.  

El cinturón se extiende hasta la zona perteneciente a los Estados Unidos (Alaminos Canion) donde 

se han realizado diversos descubrimientos: Great White, Tobago, Silvertip y Tiger. En 2001 con el 

pozo Trident (perforado en el bloque contiguo al límite fronterizo con México), se fortaleció la 

conjetura de la existencia de reservas en la zona de México. Desde el sexenio de Ernesto Zedillo se 

comenzó la exploración y estudios geológicos en zonas del Cinturón Plegado Perdido cercanas a 

Trident, realizándose el pozo PEP 1. Que hasta 2006 se había perforado a un tirante de agua cercano 

a los 2,940 [m] y para el 2008 ya se contaba con 8 localizaciones en aguas profundas: Alaminos-1 

(2,888 [m] de T.A.), Maximino-1 (2,891 [m] de T.A.), Afotíca -1(3,350 [m] de T.A.), Magno-1, 

Extraviado-1 (2,891 [m] de T.A), Chachiquin-1 (3,216 [m] de T.A) y Magnanimo-1 (2,520 [m] de 

T.A). 

Hoyos de dona 

Si bien el desarrollo de nuevas tecnologías ha sido la principal herramienta, no ha podido redimir 

del desafío que presenta el Golfo como tal; la distribución y delimitación de este. En él se ubican 2 

regiones que no pertenecen a México, Estados Unidos o Cuba, debido a que esas dos regiones no se 

encuentran dentro de la zona económica exclusiva de ninguno (200 millas náuticas). Las complejas 

zonas reciben comúnmente el nombre de "Hoyos de dona", estos cayos de aguas internacionales son 

disputados por las 3 Naciones. Donde el primero corresponde al hoyo de dona occidental, disputado 

por México y Estados; el segundo (hoyo de dona oriental) tiene colindancia con aguas territoriales 

de Cuba, México y Estados Unidos. Este último país, se encuentra desde 2000 prospectando la 

zona. 

Hoyo de dona Occidental Hoyo de dona Oriental 
Situado en la parte central del Golfo de México, consta de una 

superficie aproximada de 17,190 km2  a un tirante de agua de 

2,100 - 3,700 [m]. Recientes estudios geológicos han deducido 

que debajo de esta estructura existen las condiciones geológicas 

propicias para un sistema petrolero, con un potencial estimado 

en 2,500 MMBPCE.   

Cuenta con una superficie de 20,000 km2 cercano a las 

costas de Yucatán, New Orleans y Cuba. Se encuentra 

divido entre México y Estados Unidos. Actualmente 

los registros o estudios pertenecientes a esta zona 

(oriental) se encuentran muy pobres para un análisis a 

conciencia.  

Tabla 15: Elaboración propia con información de “Las Exploración Petrolera en las Aguas Profundas del Golfo de México”, A. Barreda; Universidad 

Nacional Autónoma de México. 

La postura Presidencial y la nueva reforma energética 

El 20 de diciembre de 2013 se publican en el Diario Oficial de la Federación las reformas aprobadas 

por el Congreso a los artículos 25, 27 y 28 constitucionales, quedando pendientes para principios de 

2014, la presentación de las iniciativas de modificación o promulgación de las leyes secundarias 

que reglamenten las modificaciones aprobadas. Sin duda un cambio semi-radical en la legislación y 

normatividad presente en el sector hidrocarburos en México y la modificación a 75 años de política 

e historia energética del país. 

Aclamado por muchos analistas como la reforma económica más importante, emprendida por 

México, desde su entrada en el Tratado de Libre Comercio de América del Norte (TLCAN), se 
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espera que estas reformas logren impulsar la inversión, el crecimiento y finalmente, la producción 

de petróleo y gas en el país. 

Cabe resaltar de las reformas a los artículos constitucionales, lo siguiente: 

I. En el art. 25 se habla por primera vez del concepto de "Empresas Productivas del Estado", lo que 

indica que no se quiere un mero administrador de los recursos públicos. Esto sería un PEMEX, que 

debe de modernizarse para ser competitivo. Se establece el desarrollo nacional en términos de 

"Competitividad", lo que indica que habrá nuevos actores participantes. 

II. En el art. 27 se añade un párrafo que señala que: Tratándose del petróleo y de los hidrocarburos 

sólidos, líquidos o gaseosos, en el subsuelo, la propiedad de la Nación es inalienable e 

imprescriptible y no se otorgarán concesiones. Con el propósito de obtener ingresos para el Estado, 

que contribuyan al desarrollo de largo plazo de la Nación. Ésta llevará a cabo las actividades de 

exploración y extracción del petróleo y demás hidrocarburos mediante asignaciones a empresas 

productivas del Estado o a través de contratos, con éstas o con particulares. En los términos de la 

Ley Reglamentaria, Para cumplir con el objeto de dichas asignaciones o contratos las empresas 

productivas del Estado podrán contratar particulares, en cualquier caso, los hidrocarburos en el 

subsuelo son propiedad de la Nación y así deberá afirmarse en las asignaciones o contratos. 

III. En el art. 28 se señala que: No constituirán monopolios las funciones que el Estado ejerza de 

manera exclusiva en las siguientes áreas estratégicas: correos, telégrafos y radiotelegrafía; 

minerales radiactivos y generación de energía nuclear; la planeación y el control del sistema 

eléctrico nacional, así como el servicio público de transmisión y distribución de energía eléctrica, y 

la exploración y extracción del petróleo y de los demás hidrocarburos, en los términos de los 

párrafos VI y VII del artículo 27 de esta Constitución, respectivamente; así como las actividades 

que expresamente señalen las leyes que expida el Congreso de la Unión.  

IV. El Estado contará con un fideicomiso público denominado Fondo Mexicano del Petróleo para la 

Estabilización y el Desarrollo, cuya Institución Fiduciaria será el Banco Central y tendrá por 

objeto, en los términos que establezca la ley, recibir, administrar y distribuir los ingresos derivados 

de las asignaciones y contratos a que se refiere el párrafo VII del artículo 27 de esta Constitución, 

con excepción de los impuestos. 

V. Se excluye al Sindicato de Trabajadores Petroleros de la República Mexicana (STPRM) de 

participar en el Consejo de Administración de PEMEX (conformado por 5 consejeros (gobierno 

federal) y 5 consejeros independientes).  

VI. Se reducirá la carga fiscal a PEMEX (transferencia no mayor al 4.7% de sus ganancial al 

Presupuesto de Egresos de la Federación) 

VII. En cuanto a la explotación y extracción de hidrocarburos y su modalidad contractual se establecen 

4 tipos de contratos: De servicios– Pago en efectivo, De utilidad compartida– Un porcentaje de la 

utilidad, De producción compartida– Un porcentaje de la producción obtenida, De licencia – 

Transmisión onerosa de los hidrocarburos tras ser extraídos o cualquier combinación de las 

anteriores opciones. 

VIII. La aplicación de una ronda cero donde PEMEX someterá a consideración de la Secretaría de 

Energía cuáles son las áreas en exploración y los campos en producción que este tenga la capacidad 

de operar, a través de asignaciones. Con esto se busca que la empresa siga trabajando en proyectos 

vigentes en exploración por un plazo de 3 años (prorrogables 2 años). Se creara un organismo 

público descentralizado denominado Centro Nacional de Control del Gas Natural, encargado de la 

operación del sistema nacional de ductos de transporte y almacenamiento. 

Con este nuevo marco jurídico los poderes del Estado esperan la generación de empleos, elevar la 

competitividad de la industria, abaratar el costo de la energía eléctrica y combustible, la 

reactivación del campo de producción de fertilizantes (acarreando la reducción en el costo de 

alimentos) y convertir al sector energético en uno con mayor potencial económico. Con el 

fortalecimiento del papel del Estado como rector de la industria petrolera, formar alianzas con 
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empresas privadas, un desarrollo incluyente, la inmersión a nuevos tipos de contratos, otorgar a 

PEMEX una autonomía presupuestaria, fomentar organismos reguladores que se manejen con 

transparencia y eliminar las canonjías del sindicato petrolero. Todo esto partiendo de un 

compromiso que asegure la sustentabilidad y protección del medio ambiente.  

En los Transitorios se indica: 

 Tercero: No podrán exceder 2 años para que Petróleos Mexicanos se convierta en empresa 

productiva del Estado. En tanto PEMEX y sus organismos subsidiarios quedan facultados para 

recibir asignaciones y celebrar los contratos a que se refiere el párrafo VII del artículo 27. 

 Cuarto: Dentro de los 120 días naturales siguientes, el Congreso de la Unión realizará las 

adecuaciones que resulten necesarias al marco jurídico regular y las modalidades de contratación, 

que deberán ser, entre otras: de servicios, de utilidad o producción compartida, o de licencia. En 

cada caso, el Estado definirá el modelo contractual que mejor convenga para maximizar los 

ingresos de la Nación. Entre otras modalidades de contraprestaciones, deberán regularse las 

siguientes: 

I. En efectivo, para los contratos de servicios 

II. Con un porcentaje de la utilidad, para los contratos de utilidad compartida 

III. Con un porcentaje de la producción obtenida, para los contratos de producción compartida  

IV. Con la transmisión onerosa de los hidrocarburos una vez que hayan sido extraídos del 

subsuelo, para los contratos de licencia  

V. Cualquier combinación de las anteriores 

La ley establecerá las contraprestaciones y contribuciones a cargo de las empresas productivas del 

Estado o los particulares y regulará los casos en que se les impondrá el pago a favor de la Nación 

por los productos extraídos que se les transfieran. 

 Quinto. Las empresas productivas del Estado así como los particulares que suscriban un contrato 

con él, podrán reportar para efectos contables y financieros la asignación o contrato 

correspondiente y sus beneficios esperados. 

 Sexto. La Secretaría de Energía, con la asistencia técnica de la Comisión Nacional de 

Hidrocarburos, será la encargada de adjudicar a Petróleos Mexicanos las asignaciones a que se 

refiere el párrafo VII del artículo 27 de esta Constitución. 

El organismo deberá someter a consideración de la Secretaría del ramo en materia de Energía la 

adjudicación de las áreas en exploración y los campos que estén en producción, que esté en 

capacidad de operar, a través de asignaciones. Para lo anterior, deberá acreditar que cuenta con 

las capacidades técnicas, financieras y de ejecución necesarias para explorar y extraer los 

hidrocarburos de forma eficiente y competitiva. 

 Séptimo. La ley establecerá, los porcentajes mínimos del contenido nacional en la proveeduría. Las 

disposiciones legales sobre contenido nacional deberán ajustarse a lo dispuesto en los Tratados 

Internacionales y Acuerdos Comerciales suscritos por México.  

 Octavo. Las actividades de exploración y extracción del petróleo y de los demás hidrocarburos 

tendrán preferencia sobre cualquier otra que implique el aprovechamiento de la superficie y del 

subsuelo. 

 Noveno. El Congreso de la Unión realizará las adecuaciones al marco jurídico, a fin de establecer 

que los contratos y las asignaciones, serán otorgados a través de mecanismos que garanticen la 

máxima transparencia. Por lo que se preverá que las bases y reglas de los procedimientos que se 

instauren al efecto, serán debidamente difundidas y públicamente consultables. 

 Décimo Segundo. La Comisión Nacional de Hidrocarburos y la Comisión Reguladora de Energía 

podrán disponer de los ingresos derivados de las contribuciones y aprovechamientos que la ley 

establezca por sus servicios en la emisión y administración de los permisos, autorizaciones, 

asignaciones y contratos, así como por los servicios relacionados con el Centro Nacional de 
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Información de Hidrocarburos, que correspondan conforme a sus atribuciones, para financiar un 

presupuesto total que les permita cumplir con sus atribuciones.  

 Décimo Cuarto. El Fondo Mexicano del Petróleo para la Estabilización y el Desarrollo será un 

fideicomiso público en el Banco de México.  

Cooperación energética como resultado: Implicaciones para Estados 

Unidos 

El futuro de la producción de petróleo y gas natural en México es de importancia para su 

crecimiento económico, como para la seguridad energética de EE.UU. México siempre ha sido uno 

de los principales proveedores de crudo para Estados Unidos. Pero su producción ha disminuido 

drásticamente en los últimos años. Aprobada la reforma energética, se encaminará a revertir la 

disminución de la producción nacional, significando más petróleo en el mercado mundial y mejorar 

la seguridad energética de EE.UU., abriendo el sector a la participación internacional privada.  

Esto podría crear oportunidades de inversión para las empresas estadounidenses, intensificando la 

participación de comercio de energía entre Estados Unidos y México, esperando así reforzar la 

competitividad de América del Norte. Las empresas se beneficiarían de la apertura a la inversión 

extranjera; aun que esto no sería tan cierto, para el sector del gas natural. Dado que los productores 

de gas natural de Estados Unidos que exportan a México potencialmente podrían perder mercado.  

No obstante tener un vecino que es un aliado ideal y principal socio, con el que se comparte una 

frontera de casi 2,000 millas, económicamente vibrante y políticamente estable suena convincente; 

aunado a tener una tendencia de crecimiento en la producción de petróleo en el sur (México), como 

al norte con Canadá, proporcionaría un corredor confiable de aprovisionamiento energético a largo 

plazo, que contribuiría a la independencia energética de la región.   

Implicaciones para México 

La mayoría de los expertos coinciden en que el aumento de la producción de petróleo y gas natural 

probablemente impulsaría el crecimiento económico en México; al igual que muchos opinan que 

PEMEX carece del capital y la capacidad para lograr esos objetivos por sí sola. La reforma 

energética presidencial se sostiene en que estos cambios se traducirán en precios más bajos de 

energía, la creación de trabajo y el crecimiento del PIB. Por otro lado es aun más difícil predecir 

cómo el aumento de la participación privada en México afectaría el desarrollo económico del país, y 

el aseguramiento en el cumplimiento de una correcta implementación de la reforma para mejorar la 

competitividad y desarrollo nacional. 

El Congreso mexicano tendrá que publicar la legislación secundaria para la implantación de las 

reformas. Al mismo tiempo, tendrá el ejecutivo que crear un comité de especialistas para supervisar 

el sector de hidrocarburos, mientras que PEMEX deberá reestructurar su plantilla y analizar los 

proyectos prioritarios de inversión, si es que aspira a convertirse en una empresa estatal productiva 

que pueda competir con otras empresas internacionalmente. Pero primordialmente se tendrá que 

mediar conjuntamente, la fuerte oposición de la izquierda política y social; con gestiones que 

satisfagan la expectativa popular sobre los beneficios de la reforma. 
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Voces discordantes 

A diferencia de otros países exportadores, México le ha dado un simbolismo importante al petróleo, 

como una de las pautas que constituyó al Estado mexicano y como generador de desarrollo y 

estabilidad. Este sector representa aproximadamente el 7.84% del producto interno bruto y la 

tercera fuente de divisas. Por lo que hablar de privatización o participación privada bajo este 

esquema de pensamiento puede resultar en un ambiente tenso y de conflicto. Pero en sí, ¿qué 

engloba la privatización? 

La privatización se puede entender como el proceso donde se comparte la transferencia de 

propiedad, actividades, obligaciones o recursos del sector público con el privado (introducción de 

fuerzas al mercado). Que podría desembocar, siendo el mejor de los casos, en la obtención de 

nuevos capitales, recursos, oportunidades de trabajo y tecnologías.  

No obstante la solución no es tan sencilla como la modificación de artículos o mas gestiones; o 

incluso el ceder totalmente el campo a la participación privada (se trata de la reforma más polémica 

en materia energética de los últimos 18 años, donde se cuestiona el cambio de propiedad de los 

hidrocarburos y la restructuración del Estado por su forma de participación en este sector). 

Para dar la aceptación general a una reestructura en el estatuto nacional, se debe conciliar la postura 

de las partes sociedad-Estado-inversionistas; a través de cambios de carácter administrativo, 

autonomía presupuestal y de fortalecimiento de órganos como la Secretaría de Energía y Comisión 

Nacional de Hidrocarburos, el impulsar la investigación y desarrollo tecnológico. Renovarse o 

morir es una frase diariamente socorrida, que tal vez aplicada en este tópico podría ser un tanto 

laceraría, pero acorde a la situación del sector.  

Conclusiones 

En los últimos años ha ocurrió un cambio tendencial, las actividades que antes eran consideradas 

fuente de abastecimiento económico, lo han dejado de ser en la actualidad. En México se podría 

considerar que fueron la agricultura-ganadería, minería y petrolera. Hoy solamente una de ellas 

persiste: la industria petrolera; que a la par con turismo, remesas e inversión extranjera representan 

la mayor fuente de captación de capital nacional.  

Si analizamos un poco a estas actividades, se podrá observar la relevancia de cada una. México es 

uno de los destinos predilectos para el turismo mundial y se espera que siga en aumento, por lo que 

este aporta cerca del 8.3% del PIB (2013). En cuanto a las remesas de los trabajadores en el 

extranjero, estas aportan un 9.5%. Finalmente la industria del petróleo se dice que aporta cerca del 

7.84% de PIB, contrariado a que es la única actividad que sostiene más del 65% del gasto publico 

del país.  

La paradoja inicia cuando se vislumbra un panorama de no crecimiento en este sector, el 

agotamiento de yacimientos es un hecho. Y las acciones para restituir las reservas no son tan 

contundentes como el facto de su declinación. La renuencia de un país productor de hidrocarburos 

para aceptar nueva regulaciones y participación de terceros en su industria, se remonta al temor de 

un Estado a perder su libertad en el manejo de la renta petrolera, cuando su economía depende en 
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gran medida de tales ingresos. México no ha sido la excepción, el incorrecto uso que se le ha dado a 

los ingresos y excedentes petroleros le han permitido sostener desfalcos año tras año, pero dejando a 

una compañía estatal endeble y carente de autonomía.  

La aceptación de la actual reforma energética, se tendrá que distinguir y priorizar entre 2 premisas 

principales: 

 Se debe enfocar la industria en una prematura y excesiva extracción de recursos, 

que reflejaran a corto plazo altos ingresos fiscales de acuerdo con el notable 

aumento en el precio del petróleo. 

 Ó se deberá adoptar una estrategia orientada hacia la expansión de la producción a 

largo plazo que asegure un abastecimiento interno y moderados ingresos.  

Existen muchos factores y variables por lo cual es difícil solucionar o entender la verdadera 

situación que se vive en México en forma general. Pero para el rubro la dependencia petrolera ha 

causado una debilidad colectiva y a su vez un raquítico desempeño económico. Mientras que la 

corrupción ha deteriorado su calidad institucional y gobernabilidad, la hermeticidad de sus leyes le 

han convertido en un país carente de competitividad.  

Frente a la evidente necesidad de una reforma energética de mayor envergadura y con el mensaje de 

modernizar y equiparar este sector ante el mundo, México, su sociedad y PEMEX se enfrentan a 

nuevos y significativos retos. 
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Capítulo III: Legislación petrolera en México 

“Las leyes nacen por las necesidades de la sociedad, viven para cumplirse e infringirse, y 

mueren por la ignorancia y el olvido de las personas. 

Con el manifiesto de la Constitución de 1917 se da pie a la expedición de normas jurídicas y 

políticas aplicables a los principios atañidos a los hidrocarburos, fundamentados en una industria 

petrolera mexicana soberana y de propiedad pública. A pesar de que desde comienzo del siglo XX 

los intereses privados han reprimido estos principios constitucionales buscando imponer sus 

esquemas regulatorios; el país ha mantenido una línea recta en cuanto a ésta. Panorama que ha 

transmutado tras la adopción del modelo neoliberal (1982), permitiendo de nueva cuenta la 

participación y control privado en este sector. 

El órgano vital de México para este epígrafe es PEMEX, el cual se vio inmerso en un 

desmantelamiento, endeudamiento internacional y alto cargo fiscal para la realización de sus 

proyectos e inversiones, con lo que se renunció a la autosuficiencia energética y su consecuencia: la 

incalculable compra e importación de petrolíferos.  

Dicho órgano nacido de la nacionalización petrolera instauró un parte aguas histórico en la 

explotación de hidrocarburos; pues la política referente a que el Estado tuviera la mayor 

responsabilidad en actividades de este rubro, convertiría al petróleo en sustento del desarrollo 

económico nacional. Importancia que se ve remarcada actualmente en aras de la implantación de 

una nueva reforma energética, que busca la reestructura del modelo presente de explotación y 

desarrollo de actividades en el sector hidrocarburos. 

Para poder realizar un análisis respecto a la política y estatutos en un sector de hidrocarburos se 

debe tener presente la interacción entre diversos factores, como lo son la capacidad y potencial 

geológico del país en cuestión (las reservas), las características del marco institucional y 

contractual, incluyendo el sistema impositivo, factores económicos (dependencia de rentas 

petroleras), el cambio tecnológico, el ciclo de precios y las características propias del sector. Por 

supuesto, las tendencias ideológicas también tienen influencia sobre las políticas energéticas a 

desarrollar. No obstante la prominencia en estas son los factores sectoriales, geográficos, 

institucionales y económicos. 

En México el sector hidrocarburos, refiere a un sector con altas rentas por la exportación y venta de 

hidrocarburos, donde los productos, el gas o derivados del petróleo como la gasolina, son 

consumidos ampliamente por la población y cuyo precio se encuentra a disposición de la volatilidad 

del mercado internacional. Por lo que estas características tienen implicaciones importantes en la 

evolución de su marco institucional.  

El actual costo de extracción por barril varía entre $4 y $20 dólares marcando un incremento 

tendencial en los precios a niveles por encima de $100 dólares por barril. La presencia de rentas y 

su distribución siempre ha conllevado letargo y tensiones, entre gobiernos, compañías operadoras y 

sociedad. Debido a una distribución especial y no equitativa de ganancias. Esta incapacidad y 

desigualdad es reflejo de arreglos contractuales rígidos y la falta de progresividad de los sistemas 

impositivos, diseñados por el Estado.  
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Legislación 

En la cotidianeidad que se vive, concurren límites y deberes para todas las acciones que se realizan. 

Existiendo un conjunto de reglas diferentes en la extensión del mundo, siendo base de los diferentes 

sistemas nacionales. Refiriendo entonces a una constitución, como la norma máxima de un Estado 

soberano, cuyo fundamento jurídico es indispensable para su edificación.  

Pues contiene todos los derechos y responsabilidades pertinentes a los ciudadanos; así como, las 

prerrogativas y obligaciones del Estado. En México la Carta Magna estipula el uso de recursos 

estratégicos de la nación en sus artículos 25, 27 y 28, en materia de hidrocarburos. Y sostiene 

principalmente el derecho de propiedad de la nación sobre tierras y aguas del territorio nacional, el 

dominio inalienable de esta sobre todos los recursos naturales del subsuelo, así también indica que 

la explotación de los hidrocarburos le corresponde innatamente.  

Por lo que estos 3 artículos son cimiento de toda la normatividad existente en el país para la 

regulación de las actividades de exploración y explotación de hidrocarburos. Para esta jurisdicción 

se sigue una estructura escalonada de normas, leyes y reglamentos, que la conforman. Algunas de 

las cuales se ilustran a continuación:  

Constitución Política de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos 

Art. 25 Art. 27 Art. 28 

Tratados internacionales 

Ley Reglamentaria del Artículo 27 constitucional 

Reglamento de la Ley Reglamentaria del Artículo 27 constitucional 
Ley de Ingresos de la 

Federación 

Ley de Petróleos Mexicanos Ley le la Comisión Nacional de 

Hidrocarburos 

Ley orgánica de la 

administración pública  

federal 

Ley Federal de Presupuesto y 
Responsabilidad Hacendaria 

Ley Federal de Metrología Y 
Normalización 

Reglamento Interno de la 
Comisión Nacional de 

Hidrocarburos 

Ley de planeación 

Presupuesto de Egresos de la 
Federación 

 

Reglamento de la Ley de 
Petróleos Mexicanos 

 

Disposiciones Administrativas de 
Contratación en Materia de 

Adquisiciones, Arrendamientos, 

Obras Y Servicios de las 
Actividades Sustantivas de 

carácter productivos  de Petróleos 

Mexicanos Y Organismos 
Subsidiarios (DAC) 

 

Ley de adquisiciones, 

arrendamientos y servicios del 
sector publico 

Reglamento de la ley federal 

sobre la metrología y 
normalización 

Ley de obras públicas y 

servicios relacionadas con las 
mismas 

Reglamento de la ley federal de 

las entidades paraestatales 

Otras leyes y reglamentos 
Tabla 16: Elaboración propia con información de Instituto Mexicano del Petróleo; “Pemex a Grandes Rasgos”.  

Marco regulatorio internacional 

Como proceso de globalización, los países han cedido parte de su soberanía mediante procesos de 

integración, a través diversos tratados y dictámenes de organismos internacionales (OPEP, OCDE, 

IEA, entre otros). Para el caso de México, éste se ha integrado a una red de 12 Tratados de Libre 

Comercio con 44 países (TLC), 28 Acuerdos para la Promoción y Protección Recíproca de las 

Inversiones (APPRI) y 9 acuerdos de alcance limitado (Acuerdos de Complementación Económica 

y Acuerdos de Alcance Parcial). También participa en organismos y foros multilaterales: 

Organización Mundial del Comercio (OMC), Mecanismo de Cooperación Económica Asia-Pacífico 

(APEC), Organización para la Cooperación y Desarrollo Económico (OCDE) y la ALADI.  
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Los tratados internacionales se encuentran en un nivel jerárquico menor a la Constitución nacional, 

pero con un grado mayor a las leyes y decretos nacionales, enunciándose a continuación aquellos 

que impactan de forma directa al sector hidrocarburos: 

 Tratado de Libre comercio de América del Norte 

 Decreto promulgatorio del Protocolo de Kioto 

 Tratado entre el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos y el Gobierno de Estados Unidos 

de América sobre la delimitación de la Plataforma Continental en el Golfo de México 

 Acuerdo entre los Estados Unidos Mexicanos y los Estados Unidos de América relativo a los 

yacimientos transfronterizos de hidrocarburos en el Golfo de México 

Hasta antes de la reforma energética del 2013 no existía ningún tratado internacional, en el que se 

tocara el tema hidrocarburos para México, debido a la hermeticidad que este había tenido. El 

Tratado de Libre Comercio de América del Norte en su capítulo VI (referente a energía) en su 

artículo 1°, hace hincapié a que cada parte (México, Estados Unidos y Canadá) reiteran respeto a 

sus pertinentes constituciones. Por lo que de acuerdo al artículo 28 constitucional, México dejaba 

fuera el sector energético, reservándolo a la participación estatal. Si bien el TLC permitía la entrada 

de empresas extranjeras al país, que podían prestar servicios para la industria petrolera. No aceptaba 

que las mismas desarrollaran actividades estratégicas; ahora, las recientes modificaciones en el 

contenido constitucional, permitirán el acceso a empresas extranjeras y privadas en el sector.   

Uno de los aspectos en la modificación a la regulación nacional energética que se busca, es que 

México despunte dentro de la actual revolución energética, conformando un bloque potencia como 

aliado de Canadá y Estados Unidos: América del norte.  

Marco regulatorio nacional 

El gobierno federal a través de PEMEX realizaba toda la operación del sector petrolero, el cual se 

estructura por diferentes actividades. La primera corresponde a la exploración; realización de 

estudios que permiten delimitar y evaluar la factibilidad y rentabilidad de los proyectos de 

explotación de hidrocarburos.   

Posteriormente en la etapa de producción, el hidrocarburo obtenido se sometía a un pre-tratado para 

ser transportado a refinerías para su procesamiento final o a puertos de embarque para su 

exportación (PEMEX Exploración y Producción-PEP). Una vez en planta inicia su proceso para la 

obtención de petrolíferos y petroquímicos. Realizándose ventas de primera mano. 

Por lo que esta empresa representa un factor clave en la economía nacional, gracias a su aportación 

en los ingresos públicos, mediante la denominada renta petrolera y su participación en las 

inversiones; como también en su responsabilidad de asegurar el abastecimiento de energía primaria 

interno por medio de la producción de recursos estratégicos. Siempre supeditada a un ordenamiento 

constitucional. 

Constitución política 

Como ya se mencionó existen particularmente 3 artículos (Arts. 25, 27 y 28 constitucional) en los 

que se basa el marco normativo energético del sector hidrocarburos de México. Que establecen 

facultades y obligaciones del Estado para la rectoría de la propiedad, control de hidrocarburos y la 
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exclusividad del mismo para su exploración y explotación. Particularmente los artículos 

anteriormente mencionados, se enfocan en 4 principios: 

 Señalar la propiedad de la nación sobre las tierras y aguas comprendidas dentro de los límites del 

territorio nacional y el derecho de transmitir su dominio a particulares para que éstos constituyan 

la propiedad privada. 

 El del dominio directo, inalienable e imprescriptible de la nación sobre todos los recursos naturales 

del subsuelo, incluyendo los hidrocarburos. 

 El derecho a la explotación directa de hidrocarburos por parte de la Nación, en consecuencia la 

prohibición de otorgar a particulares concesiones o contratos en el sector, según lo disponga la ley 

reglamentaria. 

 Y la definición de los hidrocarburos y petroquímica básica como un área estratégica; la cual, el 

sector público tendrá a su cargo de manera exclusiva. 

Propiedad y rectoría de los hidrocarburos por el Estado 

Artículo 25: Corresponde al Estado la rectoría del desarrollo nacional para garantizar que este sea 

integral y sustentable, que fortalezca la soberanía de la Nación y su régimen democrático y que 

mediante la competitividad, el fomento del crecimiento económico, el empleo y una más justa 

distribución del ingreso y riqueza, permita el pleno ejercicio de la libertad y la dignidad de los 

individuos, grupos y clases sociales, cuya seguridad protege esta Constitución. La competitividad se 

entenderá como el conjunto de condiciones necesarias para generar un mayor crecimiento 

económico, promoviendo la inversión y la generación de empleo. 

La importancia se recalca en el párrafo I: “Corresponde al Estado la rectoría del desarrollo 

Nacional”, este artículo tuvo su última modificación el 5 de junio de 2013, agregándose el término 

competitividad. Alentando a la actividad económica privada y permitiendo su participación en las 

actividades estratégicas: “La ley alentara y protegerá la actividad económica que realicen los 

particulares y proveerá las condiciones para que, el desenvolvimiento del sector privado contribuya 

al desarrollo económico nacional”. Mientras que en el párrafo IV menciona la forma en que el 

sector se regulara: “El Estado tendrá a su cargo de manera exclusiva, las áreas estratégicas que se 

señalan en el artículo 28 párrafo IV de la Constitución, manteniendo siempre el Gobierno Federal la 

propiedad y el control sobre los organismos que en su caso se establezcan”. 

Artículo 27: La propiedad de las tierras y aguas comprendidas dentro de los límites del territorio 

nacional, corresponde originariamente a la Nación, la cual ha tenido y tiene el derecho de 

transmitir el dominio de ellas a los particulares, constituyendo la propiedad privada. 

En este artículo se referencia al absoluto régimen de propiedad de hidrocarburos a cargo exclusivo 

de la Nación, reiterando que no existen concesiones o adjudicaciones petroleras o de carburos de 

hidrógeno, quedando su explotación sólo a cargo de la Nación, confirmándose la nacionalización 

del petróleo.  

 Artículo 28: En los Estados Unidos mexicanos quedan prohibidos los monopolios, las prácticas 

monopólicas, los estancos y las exenciones de impuestos en los términos y condiciones que fijan las 

leyes. El mismo tratamiento se dará a las prohibiciones a titulo de protección a la industria. 

En este artículo se hace hincapié en la prohibición de monopolios en la Nación, sin embargo no se 

consideran monopolio las áreas estratégicas que el Estado ejerza de manera exclusiva: petróleo, gas 

natural y la petroquímica básica.  
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Teniendo como fundamento y respaldo estos 3 principales artículos, se logra una transferencia de 

obligaciones por parte del Estado a PEMEX. Siendo la Secretaría de Energía (SENER) y sus 

organismos desconcentrados los rectores de la industria y PEMEX el operador de las políticas y 

estrategias, que el Estado defina a través de su administración central.  

Sin duda el artículo 27 Constitucional ha sido sostén en el sistema legislativo, por la relevancia que 

ha tenido en la historia del México productor. En el gobierno de Plutarco Elías Calles con la 

promulgación de la Ley Reglamentaria del Artículo 27 Constitucional en el ramo del Petróleo, se 

definen las atribuciones de explotación, exploración, transformación y manejo en esta industria. 

Ley reglamentaria del artículo 27 Constitucional en el ramo del petróleo 

Es en los principios contenidos en su precursor de ley de 1940, donde se hace énfasis en el dominio 

directo de la nación sobre los hidrocarburos. También se explica y describe al órgano 

correspondiente para su explotación, así como la facultad de otorgar concesiones y asignaciones 

públicas para el transporte, almacenamiento, distribución y refinación de estos. Con la Reforma 

Energética de 2008 y su reestructura a la Ley Reglamentaria del Artículo 27 Constitucional, se 

buscó hacer de esta industria una palanca estabilizadora que permitiera garantizar el abastecimiento 

de energéticos eficientemente en la actualidad y un desarrollo sostenido; por ende el incrementar la 

renta petrolera.  

Finalmente las pautas que se tomaron para la modificación a la Ley Reglamentaria enunciaron que 

corresponde a la Nación el dominio directo de estos recursos; que este derecho es inalienable e 

imprescriptible y que el territorio nacional abarca, las zonas económicas exclusivas y los 

yacimientos transfronterizos.  

También otorgó a PEMEX y sus organismos subsidiarios el control de la explotación y exploración 

de yacimientos, que serán asignados exclusivamente por el Ejecutivo Federal y la SENER, 

pudiéndose celebrar contratos con diversas personas (físicas o morales) de prestación de servicios 

para un mejor desarrollo de la industria:   

 Artículo 6° de la Ley Reglamentaria del Artículo 27 Constitucional en el ramo petrolero: 
Petróleos Mexicanos y sus organismos subsidiarios podrán celebrar con personas físicas o morales 

los contratos de obras y de prestación de servicios. Las remuneraciones serán siempre en efectivo y 

en ningún caso se concederá propiedad sobre los hidrocarburos, ni se podrán suscribir contratos de 

producción compartida 

Ley de Petróleos Mexicanos y su reglamento y otras normas como 

resultado de la reforma energética de 2008 

Después de controversias sobre cómo conferir al sector hidrocarburos herramientas que lo volvieran 

fructífero, se resolvió llevar a cabo una serie de reformas legales en la estructura de la empresa. 

Publicada el 28 de noviembre de 2008 en el Diario Oficial de la Federación (DOF).  

Esta ley (Ley de Petróleos Mexicanos sustituyó a la Ley Orgánica de Pemex) justifica y reitera los 

principios que le confieren jurisdicciones exclusivas al Estado por parte de la Constitución, para 
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realizar actividades estratégicas en hidrocarburos y petroquímica básica a través de PEMEX y tiene 

como objetivo regular la organización y control de esta empresa y sus subsidiarios.  

Se modificaron diversos ordenamientos jurídicos como los que aparecen abajo: 

Ley 

Reglamentaria 

del Artículo 27 

constitucional 

en el ramo del 

petróleo 

Ley de Petróleos 

Mexicanos 

Reglamento de 

la Ley de 

Petróleos 

Mexicanos 

Estatuto 

orgánico de 

Petróleos 

Mexicanos 

Disposiciones Administrativas de Contratación en Materia 

de Adquisiciones, Arrendamientos, Obras Y Servicios de 

las Actividades Sustantivas de carácter productivos  de 

Petróleos Mexicanos Y Organismos Subsidiarios (DAC) 

 Ley Orgánica de la Administración Pública Federal 1 

 Ley de las Entidades Paraestatales 

 Ley de la Comisión Nacional de Hidrocarburos 

 Ley de la Comisión Reguladora de Energía 

 Ley de obras públicas y servicios relacionados con las mismas 

Reglamento de 

la Ley 

Reglamentaria 

del Artículo 27 

constitucional 

 Ley de adquisiciones, arrendamientos y servicios del sector publico 

 Ley para el aprovechamiento de energías renovables y el financiamiento del sector energía 

Ley para el aprovechamiento sustentable 

de la energía 

Financiamiento de la transición energética 

Tabla 17: Elaboración propia con información de Instituto Mexicano del Petróleo; “Pemex a Grandes Rasgos”.  

Con estas normas se le confiere a PEMEX la calidad ser un órgano descentralizado y con 

características jurídicas cuyo objetivo es la exploración, explotación y correcto abastecimiento de 

hidrocarburos a la Nación.  

De la misma forma éste cuenta con la capacidad y libertad de poder realizar con personas físicas o 

morales, contratos de servicio y obras siempre y cuando esta participación se sustente en un 

resultado óptimo. Otorgándole mayor autonomía de gestión y ejecución; estipulándose estos 

contratos en la Ley Reglamentaria del Artículo 27 Constitucional en su artículo 6°. Manteniéndose 

el dominio de las reservas por parte de la Nación, el pago del acuerdo de contrato a contra efectivo 

y no en especie justificando el no compromiso de la producción. 

Con la expedición del Estatuto Orgánico de Petróleos Mexicanos, la estructura de PEMEX se 

mantiene con un corporativo y 4 subsidiarias. El Consejo de Administración se refuerza con 4 

consejeros profesionales independientes y se crean 7 comités para apoyar las tareas del consejo de 

administración.  

En la figura inferior se presenta la organización de PEMEX y la estructura que lo regula a través de 

la Secretaría de Energía y sus órganos desconcentrados como lo son la Comisión Reguladora de 

Energía y la Comisión Nacional de Hidrocarburos. 

Organismo Función 

 

Legislación 

SENER Conduce la política energética del país desde la percepción del Ejecutivo 

Federal. Dentro del marco constitucional, para garantizar la competitividad, 
suministro y la viabilidad económica sustentable de los energéticos. 

Congreso Define la orientación del sector y elabora las políticas y normas aplicables, 

ajustándolas a las variaciones de la industria. Así también tiene a su cargo la 
administración presupuestal de cada entidad. 

 

 

Supervisión 

SHCP Encargada de la integración de presupuestos de inversión y operación alineados 

a las metas de déficit presupuestal. Autoriza los techos de endeudamiento y los 

proyectos de inversión del sector. 

SEMARNAT Supervisa el cumplimiento de las normas ambientales y asigna los permisos de 

actividades en áreas geográficas definidas. 

IFAI Organismo que abre un canal para hacer pública la información sobre cualquier 

proceso de las entidades gubernamentales del sector. 
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Regulación 

CRE Organismo técnico autónomo enfocado a la regulación del mercado del gas 

natural y gas LP. Fija las tarifas y otorga permisos de infraestructura de 

transporte, almacenamiento y distribución. 

CNH Organismo con autoridad y autonomía técnica para la regulación, supervisión y 

evaluación de las actividades de exploración y explotación de hidrocarburos. 

 

Ejecución 

PEMEX Empresa petrolera estatal integrada, que cuenta con los derechos exclusivos de 

exploración, extracción, transformación y comercialización de hidrocarburos en 

el país. 

IMP Provee de servicios de investigación y apoyo técnico especializado, a la 

industria. 

Tabla 18 : Elaboración propia con información de IMCO, “Índice de la competitividad de la competitividad internacional 2013”  

En cuanto a las adquisiciones, arrendamientos y contratación de obras y servicios, tratándose 

exclusivamente de las actividades sustantivas de carácter productivo. PEMEX se manejara a través 

de La Ley de Petróleos Mexicanos, el Reglamento de la Ley de Petróleos Mexicanos y las 

Disposiciones Administrativas de Contratación en Materia de Adquisiciones, Arrendamientos, 

Obras y Servicios de las Actividades Sustantivas de Carácter Productivo de Petróleos Mexicanos y 

Organismos Subsidiarios a las que se hace referencia en los artículos 3° y 4° de la Ley 

Reglamentaria del Artículo 27 Constitucional en el ramo del Petróleo:  

 ARTICULO 3°: La industria petrolera abarca: 

I. La exploración, la explotación, la refinación, el transporte, el almacenamiento, la distribución y 

las ventas de primera mano del petróleo y los productos que se obtengan de su refinación; 

II. La exploración, la explotación, la elaboración y las ventas de primera mano del gas, así como el 

transporte y almacenamiento indispensables y necesarios para interconectar su explotación y 

elaboración. Se exceptúa el gas asociado a los yacimientos de carbón mineral y la Ley Minera 

regulará su recuperación y aprovechamiento, y 

III. La elaboración, el transporte, el almacenamiento, la distribución y las ventas de primera mano 

de aquellos derivados del petróleo y del gas que sean susceptibles de servir como materias 

primas industriales básicas y que constituyen petroquímicos básicos, que a continuación se 

enumeran: Etano; Propano, Butanos, Pentanos, Hexano, Heptano, Materia prima para negro 

de humo, Naftas y Metano, cuando provenga de carburos de hidrógeno, obtenidos de 

yacimientos ubicados en el territorio nacional y se utilice como materia prima en procesos 

industriales petroquímicos. 

 ARTICULO 4°: La Nación llevará a cabo la exploración y la explotación del petróleo y las demás 

actividades a que se refiere el artículo 3°, que se consideran estratégicas en los términos del artículo 

28, párrafo IV, de la Constitución Política de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos, por conducto de 

Petróleos Mexicanos y sus organismos subsidiarios.  

Respecto a este tópico la Ley de Petróleos Mexicanos, en su sección cuarta referente a los comités, 

en su artículo 22, estipula que el Consejo de Administración de Petróleos Mexicanos contará con 

comités de: Auditoría y Evaluación del Desempeño, Comité de Estrategia e Inversiones, Comité de 

Remuneraciones, Comité de Adquisiciones, Arrendamientos, Obras y Servicios, Comité de Medio 

Ambiente y Desarrollo Sustentable, Comité de Transparencia y Rendición de Cuentas y un Comité 

de Desarrollo e Investigación Tecnológica. 

Haciendo referencia en su Artículo 26 a el Comité de Adquisiciones, Arrendamientos, Obras y 

Servicios como el responsable de las adquisiciones, arrendamientos y contratación de obras y 

servicios. Tratándose exclusivamente de las actividades sustantivas de carácter productivo, tiene las 

siguientes atribuciones: 
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 Revisar, evaluar, dar seguimiento y formular las recomendaciones sobre adquisiciones, 

arrendamientos, servicios y obras públicas. Los cuales son objetivos establecidos en el Plan de 

Negocios. 

 Dictaminar sobre la no procedencia de celebrar licitaciones públicas. Utilizando otros mecanismos 

como puede ser a través de invitación restringida o de adjudicación directa, de lo cual se dará 

cuenta al Comité de Auditoría y Evaluación del Desempeño. 

 Emitir los dictámenes que le requiera el Consejo de Administración sobre los modelos de convenios 

y contratos en materia de adquisiciones, arrendamientos, servicios y obras. 

 Asimismo, corresponderá a dicho comité proponer al Consejo de Administración (con apego al 

artículo 134 constitucional) las disposiciones en materia de adquisición de bienes, arrendamientos, 

contratación de servicios y obras y enajenación de bienes aplicables a PEMEX. Exclusivamente en 

las actividades sustantivas de carácter productivo que refiere el artículo 3° de la Ley 

Reglamentaria del Artículo 27 Constitucional. 

En cuanto a sus subsidiarias, el Artículo 27 de la Ley de Petróleos Mexicanos, otorga a cada 

organismo subsidiario, un Comité de Estrategia e Inversiones y otro de Adquisiciones, 

Arrendamientos, Obras y Servicios. Pudiendo emitir sus políticas, bases, lineamientos y reglas de 

operación. Aplicar las disposiciones, proponer modificaciones a las mismas y revisar la congruencia 

de los programas y presupuestos de adquisiciones, arrendamientos, servicios y obras públicas, con 

la conducción central y la dirección estratégica de las actividades que abarca la industria petrolera. 

En su sección tercera, referente a las Adquisiciones, Arrendamientos, Servicios y Obras Públicas, el 

Artículo 51 establece que las adquisiciones, arrendamientos y prestación de servicios. Así como las 

obras y servicios relacionados que requiera contratar Petróleos Mexicanos y sus organismos 

subsidiarios, serán únicamente actividades sustantivas de carácter productivo. Que se regirán 

conforme a lo dispuesto por esta Ley de Petróleos Mexicanos, su Reglamento y las disposiciones 

que emita el Consejo de Administración.  

En su Sección Cuarta (Modalidades especiales de contratación) el Artículo 60 estipula que 

Petróleos Mexicanos y sus organismos subsidiarios podrán celebrar con personas físicas o morales, 

los contratos de obras y de prestación de servicios. Mientras que el Artículo 61 establece que las 

remuneraciones de los contratos de obras y prestación de servicios de Petróleos Mexicanos y sus 

organismos subsidiarios deberán sujetarse a un pago siempre en efectivo. 

Disposiciones administrativas de contratación en materia de 

adquisiciones, arrendamientos, obras y servicios de las actividades 

sustantivas de carácter productivo de Petróleos Mexicanos y organismos 

subsidiarios (DAC) 

Las DAC son el marco jurídico obligatorio de Petróleos Mexicanos y sus Organismos Subsidiarios, 

para regular las adquisiciones, arrendamientos, obras y servicios que requieran contratar, tratándose 

de las Actividades Sustantivas de Carácter Productivo (Articulo 1°). 

Donde de acuerdo con los Programas anuales de Adquisiciones, Arrendamientos, Obras y Servicios 

de las Actividades Sustantivas de Carácter Productivo (Artículo 5), se podrán contratar, aprobar  y 

celebrar contratos (sección III Artículo 10) en dichas actividades sustantivas; contándose con un 
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procedimiento de contratación y disposiciones generales (Artículo 11) a través de la licitación 

Pública (Artículo 19). 

Manejo de recursos federales en la adquisición, arrendamiento y 

contratación de servicios y obra pública 

Toda obra pública puede entenderse como la asignación de trabajo, que tiene como misión la 

construcción, conservación o modificación de infraestructura ejecutado directamente o contratado 

por un ente de la administración pública. Contribuyendo a la formación de capital del país, 

orientado al beneficio social. El tipo de obra pública presenta varias ramificaciones: obra pública en 

infraestructura de transporte, hidráulica, telecomunicaciones, educativa, salud, vivienda, servicios, 

energía, entre otras. 

Manejo de la obra publica 

A grandes rasgos la obra pública es toda aquella actividad o infraestructura que brinda un bien 

económico o de uso a la Nación. Siendo importante la forma en que el Estado regula su realización 

y desempeño. Creándose entonces una ley que reglamente su administración: Ley de Obras Públicas 

y Servicios Relacionados con las Mismas, que en su Artículo 26 describe que las dependencia o 

entidades están capacitadas para realizar obras públicas a través de contratos o por administración 

directa. 

La segunda de estas se lleva a cabo cuando la entidad posea la capacidad técnica y económica para 

dicho efecto. Siendo responsable de prever y proveer todos los recursos necesarios para la ejecución 

de trabajos, en conformidad con lo dicho en el proyecto y sus especificaciones técnicas. Mientras 

que por contratación se otorgara a aquellos sustentantes que cuenten de misma forma con los 

elementos técnicos y económicos que auguren las mejores condiciones de precio, calidad y 

financiamiento. 

En México la obra pública se ejerce con el presupuesto federal, estatal y municipal, en este aspecto 

los servicios y obra pública energética en rubro petrolero y gas natural se consideran de orden 

federal por lo que el gasto de obra pública está sujeto al presupuesto de egresos de la Federación. 

Cabe mencionar que para el caso de PEMEX la obra pública se ha venido realizando en mayor 

medida mediante la modalidad de contratación.  

Presupuesto de egresos de la federación 2013 

En la Constitución Política de Estados Unidos Mexicanos se establece en su Artículo 134 lo 

siguiente:  

 Artículo 134: Los recursos económicos que disponga la federación, los estados, los municipios, el 

distrito federal y los órganos político-administrativos de sus demarcaciones territoriales. Se 

administraran con eficiencia, eficacia, economía, transparencia y honradez, para satisfacer los 

objetivos a los que estén destinados. 

Este mandato constitucional se reglamenta en 3 leyes que establecen las obligaciones y facultades 

de los órganos administrativos responsables de la planeación, programación y contratación de la 

obra pública: 
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 Ley orgánica de la Administración Pública Federal: establece la organización y distribución de 

facultades y responsabilidades de las dependencias del gobierno para la resolución de necesidades 

ante la sociedad. 

 Ley de Planeación: define el marco de planeación del desarrollo nacional. 

 Ley de presupuesto, contabilidad y gasto público federal: programa el gasto público federal de 

acuerdo a los planes nacionales e instrumentados a través del presupuesto de egresos de la 

federación. 

El Gobierno federal necesita de recursos económicos para poder cumplir sus funciones. A esos 

recursos se les denomina Gasto Público. La orientación, el destino y el tipo de gasto se detallan en 

el Presupuesto de Egresos de la Federación, el cual es aprobado por la Cámara de Diputados del 

Congreso de la Unión. Éste especifica el monto y destino de los recursos económicos que el 

gobierno requiere durante un ejercicio fiscal anual. Es decir, es el documento jurídico y financiero 

que establece las erogaciones que realizará el gobierno federal entre el 1° de enero y el 31 de 

diciembre de cada año.  

Para el año 2013 se aprobó por el Congreso, en la Ley de Ingresos un presupuesto de ingresos de 

$3,956, 361,600 (3 billones 956 mil 361.6) millones de pesos, mientras que para el 2014 se aprobó 

un presupuesto de $4,467, 225,800 (4 billones 467 mil 225.8) millones de pesos.  

Inversión pública en la industria petrolera 
Inversión (millones de pesos) 2009 2010 2011 

PEP 226,401.4 239,408.8 235,941.8 

PEMEX Refinación 18, 486 22,550.7 25,157.3 

PEMEX Gas y Petroquímica Básica 3,912.6 3,887.3 3,018.7 

PEMEX Petroquímica 2,049.8 2,462.1 2,426.2 

Corporativo de PEMEX 560 205.6 716.6 

Fondo para la inversión de PEMEX 472.6 84.9 0.2 

Tabla 19: Elaboración propia con información de Instituto Mexicano del Petróleo; “Pemex a Grandes Rasgos”.  

Presupuesto anual de PEMEX y proyectos de inversión 

Abajo se presenta la estructura completa del Presupuesto de Egresos de la Federación para el 

Ejercicio Fiscal 2012 y el presupuesto asignado a PEMEX para los ejercicios de 2013 y 2014. 

Como puede verse, los presupuestos asignados (gasto corriente) a ésta para los tres ejercicios no 

presentan modificaciones relevantes. 

Presupuesto de Egresos de la Federación 2012 Millones de Pesos 

Ramos Autónomos (Gasto Programable) 69,804.20 

Poder Legislativo  10,987.20 

Poder Judicial 42,582.80 

IFE 15,953.90 

CNDH 1,280.30 

INEGI 4,932.60 

Tribunal Federal de Justicia Fiscal y Administrativa 2,065.90 

Ramos Administrativos (Gasto Programable) 932,139.50 

Comprende  Presidencia de la República, Secretarías de Estado y sus órganos desconcentrados, Seguridad Pública y Conacyt 

Ramos Generales (Gasto Programable y No Programable) 1,746,439.60 

Gasto Programable (Seg. Social, Salarios, Educación Básica, Normal, Tecnológica y de Adultos; 

Aportaciones Federales a Entidades Federativas y Municipios) 

957,084.50 

Gasto No Programable ( Deuda Pública, Participaciones a Entidades Federativas y Municipios, 

Saneamiento Financiero y ADEFAS) 

789,355.20 

Entidades Sujetas a Control Presupuestario Directo 1,280,234.20 

Gasto Programable 1,232,250.20 

ISSSTE 141,452.10 

IMSS 394,492.70 

CFE 253,820 
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PEMEX (Consolidado) 442,458.40 

Gasto No Programable (costo financiero) 3,426,213.50 

CFE 13,144.40 

PEMEX (Consolidado) 34,839.60 

Neto: Resta de aportaciones ISSSTE del Gobierno Federal y de los Ramos Autónomos; subsidios y 

transferencia a las entidades de control directo de la APF  

-328,692.70 

Gasto Neto Total 3,706,922.20 
Tabla 20: Elaboración propia con información de  Diario Oficial de la Federación “Presupuesto de Egresos de 2012”.  

El presupuesto asignado a PEMEX en 2012, considerando la suma del programable y el no 

programable, fue de $477,325.0 millones de pesos, lo que representó el 12.9% del presupuesto total 

para ese año. En 2013 el presupuesto asignado fue de $514,669.2 millones de pesos, lo que 

representó el 13.01% del presupuesto total, prácticamente con el mismo porcentaje del total que en 

2012. 

Presupuesto De Egresos de la Federación 2013 (Pemex) 

Entidades Sujetas a Control Presupuestario Directo 

Gasto Programable 

Pemex (consolidado) 476,659,628,735 

Gasto No Programable 

Pemex (consolidado) 38,009,599,996 

Presupuesto total a Pemex 514,669,228,731 

Porcentaje de participación en el PEF 2013 13.01% 

Gasto Neto Total 3,956,361,600,000 

Tabla 21: Elaboración propia con información de Diario Oficial de la Federación “Presupuesto de Egresos de 2014”.  

Para 2014, el presupuesto asignado fue de $576,237.2 millones de pesos, lo que representó el 12.7% 

del presupuesto total, ligeramente inferior al de 2013. Bajo otra perspectiva, si comparamos los 

datos de la tabla inferior con los presupuestos asignados a PEMEX para los años de 2005, 2006 y 

2007, se pueden obtener las siguientes comparaciones: 

Presupuesto De Egresos de la Federación 2014 (Pemex) 

Entidades Sujetas a Control Presupuestario Directo 

Gasto Programable 

Pemex (consolidado) 521,676,229,238 

Gasto No Programable 

Pemex (consolidado)  

Presupuesto total a Pemex 567,237,247,695 

Porcentaje de participación en el PEF 2013 12.69% 

Gasto Neto Total 4,467,225,800,000 

Tabla 22: Elaboración propia con información de  Diario Oficial de la Federación “Presupuesto de Egresos de 2014”.  

En 2005 el presupuesto asignado a PEMEX fue de $132,777.3 millones de pesos, lo que representó 

el 7.3% del presupuesto total. Los ingresos petroleros para ese año fueron de $726,536.9 millones 

de pesos, lo que indica que el gobierno federal tuvo un remanente de $593,759.3 millones de pesos, 

para financiar a otros ramos de la administración pública. Los $132,733.3 millones de pesos de 

presupuesto representaron el 18.3% de los ingresos petroleros. 

Para 2006 el presupuesto asignado a PEMEX fue de 138,975.5 millones de pesos y representó el 

6.9% del presupuesto total. Los ingresos petroleros para 2006 fueron de 861,279.3 millones de 

pesos. Lo que indica un remanente de 722,303.8 millones de pesos para el gobierno federal. Para 

este ejercicio el presupuesto de Petróleos Mexicanos representó el 16.1% de los ingresos petroleros, 

con un retroceso para la paraestatal respecto a 2005.  
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  2004 2005 2006 2007 

Precio Promedio del Barril de Petróleo. Mezcla Mexicana (dólares por barril) 

Programado (Precio Fiscal) 20 27 36.5 42.8 

Observado 31.05 42.71 53.04 54.6 

Plataforma diaria de Producción de Petróleo (Mbd) 

Programado - - 3,478 3,231 

Observado 3,383 3,333 3,256.30 3,162 

Plataforma diaria de Exportación de Petróleo (Mbd) 

Programado 1,959 1,900 1,868.30 1,628 

Observado 1,870 1,817 1,793 1,731 

Ingresos petroleros Programados (millones) 502,988.70 616,966.90 701,464.60 815,447.90 

Ingresos petroleros Observados (millones) 637,360.40 726,536.60 861,279.30 863,084.40 

Menos (-) 

Ingresos Pemex (millones) 190,772.00 185,529.20 317,655 347,779.60 

Ingresos del Gob. Federal (millones) 446,588.40 541,007.40 543,624.30 525,304.80 
Tabla 23: Elaboración propia con información de: DOF “Presupuesto de Egresos” y Secretaria de Hacienda y Crédito Publico  

En 2007, el porcentaje respecto al presupuesto de PEMEX fue de 8.1% y respecto al total y de 

21.1% respecto a los ingresos petroleros, condición mejor que la de 2005 y 2006 pero que refleja 

una política errática respecto a la paraestatal, sujeta a los vaivenes presidenciales. 

Presupuesto de Egresos de la Federación (PEMEX) 2005 2006 2007 

Entidades Sujetas a Control Presupuestario Directo 

Gasto Programable 

PEMEX (consolidado) 107,815.20 105,222.10 140,802.80 

Gasto No Programable 

PEMEX (consolidado) 24,962.10 33,753.40 41,495.60 

Gasto Neto Total 1,818,441.70 2,000,072.4 2,260,412.5 
Tabla 24 : Elaboración propia con información de: DOF “Presupuesto de Egresos” y Secretaria de Hacienda y Crédito Publico  

Los derechos e impuestos que dispone el régimen f iscal de PEMEX 

En México la Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público (SHCP) con fundamento en el Artículo 7° 

de la Ley de Ingresos de la Federación define el pago de impuestos petroleros, de acuerdo a su 

ingreso por año, a manera general estos se encuentran instaurados por: 

 Derecho Ordinario (depende del precio internacional del petróleo) 

 Derecho Adicional sobre hidrocarburos 

 Derechos para el Fondo de Estabilización 

 Derecho Extraordinario sobre Exportación de petróleo  

 Derecho para la Investigación Científica y Tecnológica en materia de energía  

 Derecho para la Fiscalización petrolera  

 Derechos a los hidrocarburos 

 Impuesto Especial sobre Producción y Servicios (IEPS) (gasolina y diesel) 

 Impuesto a los Rendimientos Petroleros (IRP) 

 Impuesto al Valor Agregado (IVA) 

 Impuestos a la exportación e importación de PEMEX 

 Aprovechamientos sobre Rendimientos Excedentes 

 Determinación y pago de los impuestos a la exportación de petróleo crudo, gas natural y sus 

derivados (cuando se estipulen en el ejercicio fiscal por el Ejecutivo) 

 Impuesto a la Importación de Mercancías 

Importancia de los ingresos petroleros en el presupuesto de egresos de la federación 
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Hoy día la relevancia del petróleo en la balanza comercial del país se dice cada vez menor, sin 

embargo su inclusión en los estados financieros federales, ocupa las principales posiciones por su 

mayor aportación. El dimensionamiento de la contribución tanto económica como social en la que 

favorece PEMEX a México, no solo es en el desarrollo de programas sociales o infraestructura, el 

pago de deuda o en el aporte de alrededor del 7.84% del PIB (para el periodo 2006-2012). Su 

impacto también se ve reflejado en el sentimiento popular, al ser considerada una institución al 

servicio de la patria y defensora de la soberanía mexicana.  

Por otra parte, este último aspecto no es posible el ser cuantificado por lo que nos enfocaremos en la 

relevancia del aporte al estado financiero nacional y la participación de este en las recaudaciones de 

las actividades petroleras. 

En el periodo 2006-2012, respecto las obligaciones pagadas por PEMEX al gobierno federal, 

relacionadas con la actividad petrolera nacional, prosperaron en precios corrientes, de la siguiente 

manera (los porcentajes entre paréntesis se refieren al por ciento del total del presupuesto del año 

por concepto de ingresos presupuestarios del gobierno federal -divididos en petroleros y no 

petroleros- a los cuales habría que añadir lo que se presupuesta por deuda pública): 

 Año 2006 pago por $861,279 millones de pesos (38.0%) 

 Año 2007 pago por $880,698 millones de pesos (35.4%) 

 Año 2008 pago por $1'054,626 millones de pesos (36.9%)  

 Año 2009 pago por $874,163 millones de pesos (31.0%) 

 Año 2010 pago por $973,038 millones de pesos (32.9%) 

 Año 2011 pago por $1'101,879 millones de pesos (33.7%) 

 Año 2012 pago por $1'172,269 millones de pesos (35.4%) 

En promedio estas aportaciones representan para el periodo 34.8% de la recaudación de los ingresos 

totales del gobierno federal. Mientras que para PEMEX esta aportación significo un 84.69% de los 

ingresos totales.  La mayoría de los ingresos petroleros excedentes tienen un destino específico y 

existe otra parte que es asignada de acuerdo con: 

 Ley de Ingresos de la Federación (LIF) vigente 

 Ley Federal de Derechos 

 Ley Federal de Presupuestos y Responsabilidad Hacendaria (LFPRH) 

 Presupuesto de Egresos de la Federación. 

Respecto a la Ley de Ingresos de la Federación, ésta precisa el pago de gravámenes en 

consentimiento de lo establecido por la SHCP respecto a la Ley de Ingresos de la Federación en 

vigor. Por su parte la Ley Federal de Derecho brinda al Ejecutivo en conjunto con el Congreso de la 

Unión, la capacidad de planeación y administración de presupuesto para el desarrollo de escenarios 

futuros para extracción y explotación de hidrocarburos. La Ley Federal de Presupuestos y 

Responsabilidad Hacendaria otorga a la Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público la facultad de 

autorizar erogaciones de los excedentes de la actividad petrolera que se añaden a las ya aprobadas 

en el Presupuesto de Egresos de la Federación. 
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Contratos y concesiones 

En un proyecto petrolero existen 3 ejes. En un primer eje tenemos a un Estado que adjudica un 

contrato o una concesión. La segunda postura es representada por un contratista (o concesionario) a 

quien se le adjudica ese contrato o concesión. Ambas partes contratantes se sujetarán a los términos 

imprescindibles que dicho contrato o concesión estipulen. Ambos buscando sus propios objetivos 

justificados en el instrumento acordado. 

El Estado se encuentra obligado a garantizar y maximizar la renta tomando la premisa del 

aseguramiento energético nacional, del desarrollo sustentable del recurso y del beneficio máximo 

para la población, a través de un desarrollo tecnológico nacional comprometido también al cuidado 

del ambiente. Mientras que por el lado de la empresa contratista, ésta busca la equidad de riesgo del 

proyecto y su remuneración, maximizando las ganancias. Se busca además que el contrato 

formulado sea flexible y con arbitraje internacional. Por lo anterior, los esquemas de contratación se 

han enfilado en la búsqueda de esbozos que concilien los objetivos de ambas partes.  

El establecimiento de una concesión o un contrato petrolero, retoma su importancia en el valor que 

este recurso representa en el mundo e individualmente en cada país productor o consumidor. Por lo 

que es importante el entender las figuras contractuales a instituir en aras de la implantación de una 

nueva reforma energética nacional. 

 

 

 

 

 

En el siguiente apartado se hará referencia a la contratación petrolera únicamente en el sector 

upstream, referente a las actividades de exploración y producción. Si bien la historia de la evolución 

en la industria petrolera en México vista en el capítulo II de la presente tesis, hace mención acerca 

del cambio de normatividad para los derechos de explotación de hidrocarburos (presentándose en 

los primeros años del México independiente) y las dificultades para la intervención por el Estado en 

la regulación y beneficios para el país a través de impuestos y regalías. 

Concesiones 

El poder hablar de las concesiones podría ser un tema muy delicado en México, debido al modelo 

nacionalista y soberano que se presenta en su regulación petrolera (diciembre 2013). Aunado a que 

este modelo de participación privada tuvo unos inicios muy discrepantes y ventajosos para los 

inversionistas privados respecto al Estado Mexicano. En un principio este tipo de licencia o derecho 

exclusivo era potestad de una sola empresa para desarrollar actividades de exploración, seguido a 

esto, si el proyecto resultaba en éxito se obtenía la propiedad de los recursos explotados. Por lo que 

Mecanismos Legales 

Concesiones 

Contratos 

• Contratos de Producción Compartida 
 

• Contratos de Servicios 
• De servicios con clausula de riesgo 

• De servicios puros 

Ilustración 18: Elaboración propia con información de IMCO, “Índice de la competitividad de la 

competitividad internacional 2013”  
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se entendía como dueña absoluta de las demás actividades: explotación, conducción, refinación y 

comercialización de éste. Dejando al Estado solamente el pago de una regalía (en función de 

tonelada producida) y no al valor del bien en el mercado. 

En la actualidad las concesiones han permitido modificaciones en sus bases, lo que les ha 

posibilitado una mayor vigencia. Una de las permutas más importantes que se tuvo fue, que en un 

principio la empresa tendrá un derecho de exclusividad sobre la exploración de una asignación 

pagando el uso de suelo al Estado (o propietario según el país donde se encuentre), en caso de 

obtener resultados positivos esta podrá explotar el mismo haciéndose cargo en su totalidad del 

riesgo y costo operativo, pagando una regalía, deducciones e impuestos (podrán ser pagados en 

especie) en función de la producción obtenida.  

Así mismo, las instalaciones con las que se cuenten pertenecerán a la empresa durante la validez de 

la concesión, pactándose al término de la misma la transferencia al Estado. Finalmente la empresa 

podrá comercializar lo obtenido con la limitante de sustentar principalmente la demanda interna. 

Ante esto se podría entender que este sistema es más sencillo, menos burocrático y más transparente 

que un contrato, al limitar la participación del Estado como ente regulador. Sin embargo de acuerdo 

a las condiciones sociales, económicas y políticas de cada país este puede o no funcionar.  

Contratos 

En México, PEMEX se ha encargado de toda la cadena de valor de la industria petrolera. Lo que le 

aseguró una hegemonía, creándose un monopolio estatal. Para llevar a cabo las responsabilidades 

encomendadas, Petróleos Mexicanos ha estado en la búsqueda permanente de esquemas de 

contratación, que dentro del marco regulatorio vigente, le permitan realizar sus actividades.  

Hasta 2008, antes de la reforma energética de ese año, PEMEX, al igual que el resto de la 

Administración Pública Federal regía sus contratos por la Ley de Adquisiciones, Arrendamientos y 

Servicios del Sector Público Federal y la Ley de Obras Públicas y Servicios Relacionados con las 

Mismas. A partir de la publicación en el Diario Oficial de la Federación en noviembre de 2008 de la 

Ley de Petróleos Mexicanos y con posterioridad el Reglamento y la Ley de las Disposiciones 

Administrativas de Contratación en Materia de Adquisiciones, Arrendamientos, Obras y Servicios 

de las Actividades Sustantivas de Carácter Productivo de Petróleos Mexicanos y Organismos 

Subsidiarios (DAC), el segmento más importante de las contrataciones pasó al régimen de estas 

normas. 

El Artículo 134 de la Constitución establece que: 

"Las adquisiciones, arrendamientos y enajenaciones de todo tipo de bienes, prestación de servicios de 

cualquier naturaleza y la contratación de obra que realicen, se adjudicarán o llevarán a cabo a través 

de licitaciones públicas...” "Cuando las licitaciones a que hace referencia el párrafo anterior no sean 

idóneas para asegurar dichas condiciones, las leyes establecerán las bases, procedimientos, reglas, 

requisitos y demás elementos para acreditar la economía, eficacia, eficiencia, imparcialidad y honradez 

que aseguren las mejores condiciones para el Estado." 

Las leyes establecen en consecuencias las modalidades de invitación restringida y de adjudicación 

directa. Una de las diferencias entre un contrato y una concesión es que el primero surge como una 

propuesta o proyecto del Estado a una empresa (adjudicación directa, licitación o invitación a 
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terceros) para la necesidad del desarrollo de un proyecto o prestación de un servicio. Otro punto en 

el que se difiere de la concesión, es que el operador no sustenta la obra. Ésta es pagada por el 

Estado y el contratista sólo cobra por lo ejecutado y al terminar la prestación del servicio o el 

trabajo, el contratado pierde toda responsabilidad sobre el proyecto. En este caso el Estado es el 

responsable de término a fin del proyecto. 

Por lo que la mayor diferencia en estos modelos se representa con el grado de control estatal sobre 

dicha industria o proyecto, así como el conjunto de derechos y obligaciones a ejecutar. 

Tipos de contratos 

Cotidianamente se firman en el mundo diversos y vastos contratos para explorar, producir, 

transportar, refinar y vender crudo y petrolíferos. Si bien, existen diversas modalidades de 

contratación que se adaptan a los diferentes regímenes de propiedad y participación del Estado en 

variados contextos históricos mundiales y a los entornos políticos, económicos y sociales. La 

clasificación más simple de contratación se puede ejemplificar con el tipo de pago de estos: 

 Contrato de Producción Compartida: Tras el exitoso desarrollo del proyecto la compensación al 

contratista será en crudo (pago en especie).   

 Contrato Riesgo: La remuneración estipulada en el contrato será económica, equivalente a un porcentaje 

de la producción (pago en efectivo). 

 Contrato de Servicios Puros: En este tipo de contrato no se ejerce el pago sobre el porcentaje de 

producción, si no que se encuentra enfocado al desarrollo de un servicio y su compensación será en 

efectivo. De acuerdo a la pasada legislación (2013) este tipo de contratación era la única que podía 

sostener en México. 

En PEMEX se han establecido las figuras de "Contratos de Servicios Múltiples" y de "Contratos de 

Servicios Integrados", como una forma de asignarle a una empresa o consorcio de empresas varias 

actividades desde la exploración a la producción y transporte del hidrocarburo en el área de trabajo.  

Ejemplos de esto lo constituyen los contratos en la Cuenca de Burgos, en los campos maduros de la 

Región Sur, Región Norte y en el Activo Aceite Terciario del Golfo, también conocido como 

Chicontepec. Estos contratos aunque controversiales, responden a la tercera modalidad mencionada. 

Una modalidad que los distingue de los Contratos de Servicios Puros es que la empresa aporta el 

capital para el desarrollo de los trabajos y PEMEX le paga un porcentaje de los gastos ejercidos y 

una tarifa por barril extraído. 

Contratos de producción compartida 

El termino de soberanía y propiedad de recursos ha sido desde antes del nacimiento de estos 

contratos un factor determinante en las modalidades contractuales presentes en cada país productor 

y sobre las relaciones con las empresas privadas. La introducción de los contratos de producción 

compartida en la industria petrolera surge en los 60´s del siglo pasado.  

Se debe entender al contrato de producción compartida como un acuerdo entre las partes (Estado-

empresa) donde la propiedad del recurso, en este caso el petróleo es única e inalienable propiedad 

del Estado. Mientras que la empresa hace el papel de acreedor de riesgo y proyecto, aportando la el 

costo de la inversión del proyecto Si éste resulta exitoso, los primeros años de producción se 
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destinan al pago de la inversión y a ciertas utilidades (contraprestación en especie). Mientras que el 

resto de la utilidad y el pago de impuestos van al Estado, como pago por la renta petrolera y el 

derecho de explotación. 

Las principales características que se presentan en un contrato de producción compartida (CPC) 

son:  

 El Estado acuerda con una empresa la exclusividad para llevar a cabo las operaciones petroleras en 

un área y por un tiempo determinado. 

 Ésta empresa opera bajo su propio riesgo y costo, pero el control siempre permanece en el Estado.  

 De existir producción, pertenece al Estado y un porcentaje se comercia o entrega al contratista por 

concepto de recuperación de costos.  

 Una vez recuperado el costo de inversión del proyecto, se realiza un balance de la producción; 

profit oil split o división del crudo por ganancias. Que es divido con un porcentaje pactado 

previamente entre la empresa y el Estado, generalmente mayor a favor del Estado y que aumenta 

respecto a la cantidad de barriles que se extraen 

 Los ingresos que tenga la empresa por este convenio son gravables, salvo que se pacte lo contrario.  

 Finalmente las instalaciones y equipos que se ocupen en el desarrollo, son propiedad del Estado 

durante la vigencia del contrato. 

Este tipo de contratos tiene 3 componentes imprescindibles a estipularse antes de su firma. En 

primer término, la definición del programa de trabajo con la contribución monetaria mínima para 

desarrollarlo. En segundo término se encuentra el tiempo de duración de las fases de exploración y 

desarrollo del proyecto y por último la forma en la división (Estado-Contratista) de beneficios 

obtenidos de la producción, de ser exitoso el proyecto. 

Una vez entendido esto, se podría ver a un CPC, como un contrato servicios para la exploración y 

producción con cláusula de riesgo. Pues este no le confiere al contratista derechos sobre la 

producción o recursos del subsuelo. La cláusula de riesgo será que la empresa contratista asuma los 

riesgos financieros totales por el proyecto. Por lo que el Estado compensara los costos en los que ha 

incurrido por extraer recursos, solamente en caso de ser exitoso. 

Contratos de servicios 

Otro tipo de contratos existentes en el sector petrolero son los contratos de servicios, los cuales son 

un tipo de contrato en el que la empresa se compromete a prestar una serie de servicios al Estado, 

teniendo este último la obligación de pagar en efectivo por el servicio. 

Con la creciente demanda de necesidades y nuevos retos en la industria, existen tantos Contratos de 

Servicios como servicios haya a solventar. Lo que ha derivado en el nacimiento de empresas de 

servicio que respalden a operadoras netamente petroleras. Las primeras son empresas que no desean 

un alto grado de responsabilidad o autonomía operativa, así como no buscan ningún riesgo 

operacional ni la captación de los recursos, simplemente porque su función es la de otorgar 

servicios y no la de vender barriles. 

Este tipo de contratos tiene como contraprestación el pago en efectivo por su desempeño, el cual no 

se verá afectado en ningún momento por los resultados o efectividad productiva del proyecto. 
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El tipo de contrato por servicios puros, hace referencia a un acuerdo entre un contratista y el Estado, 

donde el primero cubrirá un servicio técnico específico durante un tiempo determinado o al término 

del mismo. En este caso, la única inversión que el contratista realiza es en la aportación de los 

equipos, herramientas y personal utilizados para realizar dicho servicio. Viéndose esta empresa 

remunerada por el gobierno, en efectivo estipulado el pago por tarifa diaria, por hora, por volumen 

de obra o por partida o concepto, concediendo un pago periódico o al término del servicio. 

A grandes rasgos los aspectos principales de estos contratos son los siguientes: 

 Las obligaciones y derechos obtenidos por la empresa a cargo del servicio, no confieren derecho 

sobre la producción o recursos en el subsuelo. Así como no podrá cobrar comisión en especie. 

 El pago se realizara únicamente en efectivo, en tarifas por obras o servicios prestados, de manera 

periódica o al término de estos. 

Contrato riesgo 

Este tipo de modalidad contractual tiende a ser mal vista en nuestro país y entendida de forma 

errónea debido a la contracción de su nombre: “Contratos de Servicios con cláusula de riesgo”. 

Estos difieren de los contratos netamente de servicio, en la cláusula de pago. Pues son pagados en 

efectivo, supeditado o en función del porcentaje de la producción. Algunos especialistas en la 

materia consideran que estos contratos podría entrar en el grupo de los CPC (contratos de 

producción compartida) con cláusula de riesgo pero de la misma forma difieren en la modalidad de 

pago, pues como ya se entendió a los CPC se les remunera en especie. 

Dentro de las especificaciones fundamentales en un contrato riesgo, se encuentran las siguientes:  

 El Estado acuerda con una empresa la prestación de los servicios. 

 La empresa opera bajo su propio riesgo y costo, pero el control siempre permanece en el Estado.  

 Las instalaciones son propiedad del Estado. 

 El plan de ejecución y trabajo es presentado al Estado para su aprobación. 

 

 

 

Sistema de contrato Sistema de concesiones 
Concepto Servicios (Puro y Riesgo) Producción compartida Concesiones 

 

 

Propiedad del 

hidrocarburo 

Reservas son de la nación. 

Puros: el operador actúa como contratista 

Riesgo: el operador no toma posesión sobre 

los hidrocarburos en superficie  

Reservas son de la Nación.  

El Estado comparte la propiedad de la 

producción con el operador a boca de pozo o 

en los puntos de entrega (superficie). 

 Reservas son de la Nación 

El operador toma posesión de la totalidad 

de la producción a boca de pozo. 

 

 

 

 

Canalización 

de renta para 

el Estado 

Ingreso no tributario No pagan regalías ni 

impuestos 

Regalías (% de la producción), 

Bonos de asignación 

Participación especial 

Pagos por ocupación de área. 

Regalías (% de la producción) 

Reparto de utilidades (profit oil)  

Bonos de asignación 

Participación especial 

Pagos por ocupación de área. 

Ingreso tributario Impuestos Impuestos corporativos (sobre la renta y 

ambientales)  

Impuestos especiales al aceite  

Impuestos corporativos (sobre la renta y 

ambientales)  

Impuestos especiales al aceite  

 

Compensación 

para el 

operador 

 

Tarifa por barril en los contratos de servicio a 

riesgo el pago es por una tarifa por barril en 

efectivo vinculada a las utilidades 

La producción se comparte entre el operador y 

el gobierno.  

Utilidades netas de ingresos de la producción. 

Recuperación de inversiones de capital 

reconocidas como amortización  y 

depreciación (gasto virtual) 

Utilidades netas de los ingresos de la 

producción  

Recuperación de inversiones de capital: 

amortización y depreciación 
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Inversión La inversión de capital corre casi totalmente 

por el Estado, de forma directa o por una 

NOC. 

El operador aporta el total de la inversión de 

exploración, desarrollo y explotación 

El operador aporta el total de la inversión 

de exploración, desarrollo y explotación 

Deducibilidad 

de costos 

Sólo deduce costos asociados con la 

prestación del servicio  

Existe un tope anual en las deducciones de 

capital, costos operativos van al 100%, el 

remanente se reconoce en años posteriores 

Tope anual en las deducciones de capital, 

costos operativos van al 100%, el 

remanente se reconoce en años 

posteriores 

Tabla 25: Tomada de de IMCO, “Índice de la competitividad de la competitividad internacional 2013” 

Tipos de contratos aplicados en México 

La Constitución postula que los hidrocarburos pertenecen a la Nación y que ésta es la única que 

tiene el derecho innato de su explotación a través de sus instituciones, esto es de Petróleos 

Mexicanos. Es bien sabido el temor presente en amplios sectores de la sociedad, respecto a cambios 

estructurales en esos postulados. Considerando el papel estratégico que el petróleo guarda en 

nuestro desarrollo nacional, la satisfacción de necesidades de la población y la aportación de los 

ingresos federales en el gasto nacional.  

El país se permitido lo largo de su historia 5 modalidades regulatorias de producción. Empezando 

en el porfiriano con el sistema de Concesiones; en tiempos contemporáneos con Miguel Alemán se 

dio paso a los Contratos Riesgo, que fueron un preámbulo a los contratos que generaciones 

recientes han podido observar: Contratos de Servicios Puros, Contratos de Servicios Múltiples o 

Integrados y Contratos incentivados. 

Contratos de servicios múltiples 

Los Contratos de Servicios Múltiples (CSM) por definición son contratos de obras públicas sobre la 

base de precios unitarios. En la cual la propiedad de los recursos permanece inherentemente en el 

Estado y propiamente en PEMEX (PEP). Donde el contratista recibe un pago en efectivo sin 

importar el nivel de producción del proyecto, justificado en la ejecución de obras o servicios. 

Estos surgen (2004) ante la necesidad de la nación por incrementar la producción de gas natural, 

reducir las importaciones de gas, desarrollar infraestructura para su explotación y conducción. Pero 

cumpliendo con todas las normativas que exige y pondera la Constitución y las leyes mexicanas. 

Buscándose la participación de terceros e inversión de empresas extranjeras que financiaran esto, a 

través de la licitación pública. Donde la empresa que cumpliera los requerimientos técnicos y 

económicos, por los servicios a ejecutar durante un plazo de 10 a 20 años será el que se quede con 

el proyecto. 

En este tipo de modelo las principales obligaciones del contratista se fundamentan en el tipo de 

servicio a otorgar. Para el caso, la explotación de campos de gas no asociado. Al igual que un 

Contrato Riesgo, este mantendrá las mismas obligaciones. Mientras sus derechos recaen en el libre 

acceso al área asignada e instalaciones, contratación de personal nacional y extranjero, importación 

de cualquier bien, servicio o equipo y financiamiento en todas las operaciones. 

A través de licitaciones se celebraron este tipo de contratos realizándose en dos rondas la oferta de 

cierta cantidad de bloques. En la primera ronda se ofrecieron 8 bloques de la cuenca de Burgos 

(cercanos a Tamaulipas y Nuevo León) colindantes con Estados Unidos, en una superficie cercana a 

los 600-700 km
2
. Donde las reservas eran probadas y certificadas internacionalmente por lo que la 
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existencia de riesgo era nula. Este nuevo esquema contractual apostó a que la industria privada 

podría aportar capacidades operativas, tecnológicas y financieras adicionales a las de PEP, 

alentando la producción, reduciendo los costos administrativos, mejorando las condiciones de 

financiamiento y consiguiendo un costo de suministro por debajo del precio de importación. 

Logrando un flujo de efectivo positivo para el Estado, acceso a nuevas y mejores tecnologías, 

abastecimiento casi total de la demanda interna y la creación de empleos. 

PEMEX, en algún momento en su página de Internet definió los contratos de servicios múltiples 

(CSM) de la siguiente manera: 

"Los Contratos de Servicios Múltiples (CSM) son contratos de obras públicas sobre la base de precios 

unitarios que cumplen con la Constitución y las leyes mexicanas. Ya que simplemente agrupan en un 

sólo contrato los servicios que PEMEX siempre ha contratado.  

Bajo los CSM, la propiedad y dominio de los hidrocarburos son de la Nación. PEMEX mantiene el 

control de la exploración y explotación. El contratista únicamente recibe un pago fijo por las obras 

realizadas y los servicios prestados. Con los CSM se incrementará la producción de gas natural, con lo 

que se podrán sustituir importaciones y se creará un número importante de empleos para los 

mexicanos." 

Esta modalidad de contratos se instrumentó durante el sexenio de Vicente Fox, razón por la que fue 

duramente criticado y cuestionado respecto a la constitucionalidad los contratos. En opinión del 

prestigiado investigador de la UNAM, Víctor Rodríguez Padilla, los contratos de servicios múltiples 

representan para la nación lo siguiente: 

"La esencia de los CSM consiste en contratar a un administrador que sustituya al administrador 

principal, es decir, que remplace a PEP, excepto en dos tareas: cuadricular las cuencas sedimentarias 

del país para administrar y asignar la superficie y reservas al mejor postor. Y vigilar que los 

operadores realicen la explotación sin tanto abuso, contar y vender la producción" 

Pareciera que esta modalidad traería de las penumbras a México, sin embargo notas y reportes 

acerca de resultados obtenidos por esta aplicación, no refleja la pureza con la que fueron plasmados 

y diseñados. Haciendo más grande y profunda la brecha de aceptación hacia nuevos acuerdos, el 

temor por parte del país hacia nuevos horizontes sigue ante el fracaso de esta modalidad. 

Contratos incentivados (contratos de servicios integrados) 

A consecuencia de la reforma energética de 2008, los contratos incentivados a parecen en el 

escenario mexicano en noviembre del 2009. La Ley de Petróleos Mexicanos expedida el 28 de 

noviembre de 2008, señala en su Artículo 61 Frac VI, lo siguiente: 

Sólo se podrán incluir compensaciones adicionales cuando: 

 El contratante obtenga reducción de costos, por el menor tiempo de ejecución de las obras; 

 El contratante se apropie o se beneficie de nuevas tecnologías provistas por el contratista, o 

 Concurran otras circunstancias atribuibles al contratista que redunden en una mayor utilidad de 

Petróleos Mexicanos y en un mejor resultado de la obra o servicio. Y siempre que no se 

comprometan porcentajes sobre el valor de las ventas o sobre la producción de hidrocarburos. Las 

posibles compensaciones deberán establecerse expresamente a la firma del contrato 

En la instrumentación de los contratos, se realizaron 3 rondas de licitaciones, correspondientes a 3 

campos maduros de Región Sur, a 6 campos maduros de Región Norte y 6 áreas contractuales de 
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Chicontepec. La contraprestación consistió en pagarle al contratista un porcentaje de los gastos 

aceptables en que incurra y una cuota por barril que ofertó durante el proceso de licitación. 

En este caso PEMEX buscaba en los Contratos Integrales EP, la generación de valor y el 

incremento de su capacidad de ejecución, a través de esquemas rentables y competitivos en zonas 

específicas o muy grandes. Por la cual a una sola empresa se le dificultaría realizar por si misma 

todo el trabajo.  

Dentro de las características específicas de esta modalidad se presenta una estructura de 

contratación más flexible para actividades sustantivas de PEMEX. Siendo este último el único 

capaz de ofrecer compensaciones en efectivo a los contratistas que provean beneficios de avances 

tecnológicos, ejecución expedita o mayor rendimiento., Siempre en efectivo los pagos y con una 

cláusula de penalización a las compañías por incumplir metas o cometer infracciones ambientales y 

como cualquier contrato en México, este no confiere derechos de propiedad sobre los 

hidrocarburos. 

Características del sector Arabia Saudita Brasil Canadá México 

A
sp

e
c
to

s  

g
e
n

er
a
le

s 

  

Reservas probadas (MMMb) 265.9 15.3 173.9 11.4 

Producción diaria (MMb/d) 11.5 2.14 3.74 2.91 

Tipo de empresa operadora Estatal Estatal Privadas Estatal 

Nombre de la empresa Saudí Aramco Petrobras - Pemex 

¿Operadores distintos a NOC 

pueden participar de forma 

independiente en upstream a través 

de concesiones? 

No Si Si No 

U
p

str
e
a
m

 

 

¿NOC  puede asociarse con terceros 

en upstream? 

No Si n/a No 

Tipo de contratos que NOC puede 

suscribir con otras empresas en 

upstream 

Contratos de 

Servicios Puros 

CPC y 

Contrato de 

servicios 

n/a Contratos 

de Servicio 

Integrados 

¿NOC tiene operaciones 

internacionales de upstream? 

Si Si n/a No 

¿NOC puede asociarse con terceros 

en downstream? 

Si Si n/a No 

D
o

w
n

str
ea

m
 

¿Participación privada extranjera en 

refinación y petroquímica? 

Si Si Si Si 

¿Competencia en mercado de 

combustibles? 

No Si Si No 

¿NOC tiene operaciones 

internacionales en downstream? 

Si Si n/a Si , Deer 
park, con 

Shell 

¿NOC tiene participación privada? No Si n/a No 

In
v

e
rsió

n
  

P
r
iv

a
d

a
 Porcentaje de acciones de NOC en IP 0% 44% n/a 0% 

Mercados financieros donde NOC 

coloca acciones 

No Sao Paulo, 

Madrid, 

Buenos Aires, 
New York 

n/a No 

Tabla 26: Tomada de de IMCO, “Índice de la competitividad de la competitividad internacional 2013” 

Conclusiones 

La legislación y la regulación de hidrocarburos históricamente ha ido evolucionando (lentamente 

para la volatilidad del sector) para adecuarse a la actualidad, permitiendo que el propio Estado, 

mantenga la regulación y dominio de la actividad petrolera en México. El decir que las leyes o 
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decretos pasados deben permanecer vigentes y sin modificación, es un error común que impide a 

este sector introducirse a nuevos mercados internacionales y de gran competencia.  En el arraigo por 

lo que fue una industria nacionalizada se ha perdido de vista la evolución y recientes necesidades de 

la sociedad mexicana. 

El derecho imprescriptible e inalienable del Estado sobre los hidrocarburos no se cuestiona. Pero se 

debe proceder a una normatividad más flexible que permita la apertura a nuevos participantes, que 

en conjunto con el Estado aprovechen de manera óptima los recursos. Que se refleje en una mejora 

general para la nación.  

Desde inicios de la explotación de hidrocarburos en México, el gobierno ha realizado innumerables 

esfuerzos por preservar el dominio de sus recursos. Con el tiempo se enfoco en simplemente 

fortalecer ese estado de derecho y olvidó otras obligaciones.  

Olvidó fortalecer a su empresa nacional, la competencia internacional y la consideración de que 

tanto el gas y el petróleo son recursos finitos. Como se menciono en el capítulo I de este trabajo, el 

futuro del uso de hidrocarburos parece tener un par de décadas más de gran importancia geopolítica.  

Sin embargo, su importancia dependerá de los cambios tecnológicos y el cambio a otras energías. 

Por lo tanto, los países con economías petrolizadas y debilidades institucionales, estarán a merced 

de aquellos que evolucionaron sus energías, tecnologías y políticas. 
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Capítulo IV: Caso de estudio 

Aplicación del Índice de Especialización Productiva (IEP) para el análisis de la 

competitividad regional del mercado de gas natural en América del Norte  

Resumen 

En el presente caso de estudio se esboza el análisis cuantitativo de la capacidad exportadora y de 

producción de gas natural de cada país de la región de América del Norte. Para la realización del 

análisis se utilizó un Índice de Especialización Productiva para medir el nivel de competitividad 

que existe en México en el mercado del gas natural. Para efectos de este análisis, resulta 

imprescindible considerar los resultados virtuosos del desarrollo de infraestructura y servicios como 

herramientas.  

Objetivo 

Analizar la relación trilateral competitiva existente entre los países de América del norte (Canadá, 

Estados Unidos y México) que permitirá una correcta e igualitaria integración regional en el 

mercado del gas natural.  

 

Introducción 

El sector de hidrocarburos es uno de los sectores más dinámicos existentes, por lo que su 

disponibilidad, aseguramiento y precio son constantes importantes en dicha ecuación. En los 

últimos años este se ha visto inmerso en una serie de reformas y estructuras que han permitido la 

participación de empresas particulares y empresas del Estado en el control de la cadena de valor de 

los hidrocarburos a nivel mundial. Por lo que la infraestructura de producción, transporte y entrega 

de los mismos se encuentra estrechamente vinculada. 

La necesidad de que el transporte del petróleo y gas sea económicamente rentable para el acceso 

mundial, ha puesto en jaque tanto a los países productores como a los consumidores. El control del 

abastecimiento y regulación de energéticos, es la llave estratégica a la entrada de un crecimiento 

económico de bloques políticos y regionales. 

Caso que se ha visto reflejado en Europa y Eurasia cuya condición “sine qua non” de hegemonía 

energética se encuentra dominada en mayor medida por Rusia. El control del abastecimiento de 

hidrocarburos, así como el control de mares circundantes, ofrece la mejor vía de acceso a los 

mercados mundiales para los productores de petróleo. Sin embargo la economía en el costo de este 

transporte dependerá en gran medida del transporte terrestre implicado para llegar al mar: ruta 

terrestre. Desarrollando así la infraestructura de ductos. En general la magnitud y expansión de una 

red de oleo y gasoductos en el mundo facilita la sincronización de precios y abastecimiento.  

Las necesidades del mundo cambian, transformando sus nexos geopolíticos por dos principales 

motivos interdependientes: el desarrollo económico y la producción, venta y transporte de energía. 

El cambio de la época ha llegado acompañado de un nuevo recurso que está definiendo la 

composición geopolítica, el gas. El gas se posiciona como el nuevo recurso a consumir y comprar.  
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Significa que los balances económicos girarán en función del suministro y compra de gas. Con lo 

que Rusia toma una vez más ventaja sobre la región de Norte América. Las marchas forzadas de 

Estados Unidos y Canadá han preparado el campo para la extracción de shale gas-oil, que les 

pudiera recuperar terreno en el mercado internacional. Ante la viabilidad de este panorama, la 

posible integración de Norte América en un bloque de comercio domestico de gas natural, debe ser 

sometida a ciertas interrogantes que constituyen el eje del caso de estudio:  

 ¿Qué ventajas y desventajas tendrá esta integración?  

 ¿México, podrá unirse al bloque de América del Norte, para ser parte del nodo de exportación 

mundial de gas e hidrocarburos, o ser un simple espectador del cambio mundial? 

Antecedentes 

De cara al cambio hacia un nuevo recurso y su necesidad de transporte, las grandes economías 

obtienen la justificación de un financiamiento en la infraestructura de transporte mundial, por la 

demanda que se prevé conducida al desarrollo de gas natural. Encontrando los mercados, donde las 

condiciones económicas, políticas, marco regulatorio y asignación de precios son importantes para 

la integración. Ofreciendo ventajas a países productores como importadores.  

Una de las ventajas para los países productores ante una integración, es la posibilidad de atraer 

inversiones y el uso de recursos naturales para financiar su desarrollo, mientras que los 

inversionistas tendrán un atractivo potencial de mercados. Para los países importadores, la 

integración de mercados proporciona una fuente de energía para apoyar su desarrollo general. 

Aunado a que una integración conlleva una fiabilidad y aseguramiento de suministro, un correcto y 

eficiente uso de recursos para generar energía y una estabilidad social y económica. 

Un claro ejemplo de esta, estratégica integración se pude observar en Europa y Rusia con el 

desarrollo de diversas líneas de transporte pero principalmente por los proyectos Nord Stream, y 

Nabucco. 

Si bien la condición de potencia energética que ha adquirido Rusia dentro del escenario europeo se 

debe a que es su principal proveedor de gas natural: 

País importación de Rusia 

(Miles de millones de metros cúbicos) 

total importación 

(Miles de millones de metros cúbicos) 

% de 

aporte ruso 

Austria 4.7 7.6 61.88% 

Bélgica 7.3 26.2 28% 

República Checa 6.6 10.0 66.16% 

Finlandia 3.1 3.1 100% 

Francia 7.3 35.0 20.81% 

Alemania 30.0 86.8 34.56% 

Grecia 2.3 2.9 78.44% 

Hungría 4.8 5.9 81.32% 

Irlanda - 5.3 - 

Italia 13.6 59.7 22.85% 

Países Bajos 2.1 14.5 14.4% 

Polonia 9.0 10.9 82.18% 

Eslovaquia 3.8 4.1 92.67% 

España - 13.3 - 

Turquía 24.5 34.9 70.11% 

Reino Unido - 35.4 - 

Otros 10.9 21.5 50.42% 

Total Europa 130.0 377.2 34.46% 

Total de Rusia 185.9348  69.92% 

Tabla 27: Tomada de: IMCO, “Índice de la competitividad internacional 2013  
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En términos tangibles, en 2012 Rusia suministró a Europa el 34.46% de su demanda de gas, con lo 

que Europa absorbe 69.92% del comercio exterior ruso. Ante dicha subordinación Rusia establece 

las pautas a seguir en la integración regional. 

Unos de los principales objetivos en la búsqueda de la supremacía territorial, fue el establecer una 

serie de compromisos con los países consumidores (asegurar al mercado europeo el suministro de 

gas), promoción de exportaciones y racionalización de importaciones (aumento del volumen de 

exportaciones), aseguramiento de garantías para la inversión rusa y el estímulo a las inversiones 

extranjeras (participar activamente en el desarrollo de la infraestructura para el transporte del  

gas), relaciones de política exterior, colaboración intensa, estable y a largo plazo (diversificar las 

rutas de suministro de gas natural), siendo los primeros coadjutores: Alemania, Italia, Francia y 

Gran Bretaña. 

El crecimiento de la balanza comercial para Rusia se ha visto fundamentado en los últimos años en 

las exportaciones de petróleo y gas natural a países socios que promuevan su integración 

institucional, pues la dependencia económica es tal que la única alternativa es ceder para asegurar 

una mayor oferta futura. 

El crecimiento de mercados y expansión de acuerdos en el mundo han sido pauta para el 

surgimiento de un movimiento de integración regional en diferentes sectores en el mundo, 

considerando a la integración de países como un medio para competir en la nueva economía 

mundial.  

 Una de las primeras ventajas que se ha podido observar en la integración Rusa-Alemana por medio 

del desarrollo del gasoducto Nord Stream, fue contar con mercados más grandes y comunes. 

Eliminándose así las altas tarifas y reducción de costos directos sobre las exportaciones e 

importaciones (costos administrativos-burocráticos, retrasos y regulaciones técnicas), que 

desemboco en un incremento en la actividad comercial y crecimiento del PIB para ambos países. 

 La segunda ventaja obtuvo como resultado la competitividad global, al tener mercados extensos, se 

aumento el rendimiento económico interno (más mercancías y servicios) dentro del bloque regional 

y colocando a Rusia en ventaja respecto a otros países. 

 La tercera ventaja fue la supresión de incertidumbre, pues se eliminaron los riesgos por el paso del 

gas a través de zonas conflictivas. 

 Y la cuarta ventaja se vio reflejada en un mejoramiento en la política económica nacional (Planes 

de Estabilidad y Reformas Estructurales) 

Esperar sólo ventajas de los acuerdos no es algo realista, pues el proyecto (como cualquier otro) 

conlleva riesgos; contrapartes a estas ventajas: 

 Concentración regional excesiva. 

 Desarrollo de oligopolios: euro empresas y ruso empresas delimitan precios. 

 Pérdida de soberanía: Este último factor no puede ser tangible por lo que especialistas lo describen 

como las acciones de pérdida de soberanía en política exterior y monetaria. Debido a que para 

crear la integración regional, las naciones miembro tienen que renunciar a algo de su soberanía. 

Esto significa que los países miembros ya no podrían implementar políticas para sus necesidades e 

intereses específicos, especialmente si esas políticas podrían entrar en conflicto con iniciativas 

regionales. 
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Situación en América del Norte 

Para el desarrollo del caso de estudio se reconoce que el incremento en el uso de gas natural ha sido 

guiado por tres factores clave: políticas energéticas sustentables, avances tecnológicos e inversión 

del sector privado. Los tres países de América del Norte persiguen políticas de desarrollo energético 

sustentable. El gas natural, un combustible de combustión limpia, es reconocido como un 

componente obligado para alcanzar las metas de desarrollo sustentable, adicionalmente, el 

desarrollo de la tecnología de ciclo combinado (Ver Anexo 17), altamente eficiente para la generación 

de electricidad, ha aumentado la producción a partir de este combustible ambientalmente amigable.  

Por otra parte, la inversión del sector privado en gas natural está permitida en varias modalidades en 

los tres países y ha disminuido las dificultades que la falta de capital pudiera presentar en el 

desarrollo de fuentes de suministro. 

Con la información anteriormente presentada, en este apartado se analizarán los retos y las 

limitaciones que México enfrentará ante el nuevo contexto global y la postura que deberá tomar 

ante una integración regional y la desventaja que tiene ante la interrelación que se tiene entre 

Canadá y Estados Unidos, su necesidad de hacer transformaciones de fondo con el fin de insertarse 

a una dinámica de alta competitividad que facilite el desarrollo en una forma integral y de largo 

plazo. 

Para entender cómo se mueve este bloque energético, es necesario remontarse al año 2000 cuando 

la preocupación en Estados Unidos permanecía en el aseguramiento de energéticos. Desde la 

primera administración de George W. Bush (2000-2004 y 2004-2008), se aposto por el desarrollo 

de otras fuentes energéticas que erradicaran la sujeción del exterior y de mercados internacionales: 

creando tecnologías que permitieran explotar hidrocarburos, particularmente no convencionales.  

Esto, llevo a que los EE.UU. pudiera disponer ahora de nuevas y grandes reservas energéticas pero 

más importante el ser pioneros de hitos tecnológicos y vinculadores, que hoy todos los países en 

busca de este tipo de recursos necesitan. Concluyeron (hasta cierto punto) el ciclo de hegemonía y 

control de energéticos ajenos, la nueva supremacía es decidir cómo utilizar los propios, 

favoreciendo a regiones y países jueguen bajo sus nuevos cánones. 

El peso de este movimiento abre una dinámica que cambia la presencia de Estados Unidos en la 

geopolítica. Pudiéndose observar 3 posibles escenarios: 

 EE.UU. tomado de la mano de su desarrollo tecnológico y reservas de recursos no convencionales 

pudiera aumentar su producción de energéticos, sin embargo la posibilidad de que pueda no ser 

autosuficiente es latente. Por lo que continuaría importando cierto porcentaje aunque menor. 

 Se podría esperar un equilibrio (temporal) entre su oferta y demanda, por ende, las acciones de 

vinculación internacional permanecerían armónicamente erráticas o en pausa en el ámbito de 

energía 

 El tercer y último escenario corresponde a un panorama que se ha mencionado ya en la tesis y es 

tomado de análisis publicados por la IEA, donde se postula que para el año 2030 este país tendrá la 

capacidad necesaria, tanto tecnológica como en recursos para convertirse en un exportador 

marginal de hidrocarburos. 
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En cualquiera de los 3 escenarios la geopolítica y relaciones internacionales se ven influenciadas. 

La situación que se presenta en Canadá es un tanto diferente pues cuenta con los recursos necesarios 

para ser exportador y productor de petróleo convencional y no convencional, gas natural y energía 

hidroeléctrica. 

Su economía es intensiva en energía en comparación con otros países industrializados. Sin embargo 

tras siete años de revolución tecnológica, los canadienses han demostrado que la tradicional 

interdependencia que tienen en materia energética con Estados Unidos se intensifica. Cuestión que 

les ha obligado a diversificar mercados y socios.  

La cotidianidad que se presenta actualmente en Canadá puede, en un futuro presentar otros 

escenarios: 

 El primer escenario se especula que el comportamiento del consumo de petróleo regional se 

mantenga constante y reducido (por el aumento en la producción de EE.UU.). Por tanto, Canadá se 

vería en la necesidad de disminuir su producción, representando pérdidas económicas y la 

búsqueda de nuevos mercados a nivel interregional que tengan mayores exigencias en su consumo 

que explique un veloz agotamiento de recursos convencionales y la explotación masiva e inmadura 

de yacimientos no convencionales, para cumplir con las cuotas de exportación. 

 En el segundo panorama el pronóstico presenta un aumento en el consumo regional, para lo cual 

Canadá tendría que responder con una mayor producción, que arrastraría una rápida 

recuperación económica que reactivaría el sector energético del dicho, mayor demanda de energía, 

costos más estables y menores costos de distribución, apertura a nuevos proyectos e inversiones y 

un mercado interno firme. 

Comercio bilateral entre Canadá y Estados Unidos 

En el 2012 Canadá exportó al mundo 3.056 millones de barriles al día. De ese total 96.7% (2.955 

mmbd) se dirigieron a Estados Unidos, mientras que las exportaciones de gas alcanzaron un 100% 

(por medio de ductos, 83.8 miles de millones de metros cúbicos). Por lo que en América del Norte 

la frontera Canadá-EEUU se encuentra casi totalmente conectada. Dispone de infraestructura 

terminada y múltiples proyectos a mediano y largo plazo en los tres ámbitos: gasoductos, 

oleoductos y ferrocarriles. De los tramos existentes, ambos saben que deben intensificar las 

conexiones con el objetivo de ser una región más competitiva. 

Aunque Estados Unidos es importador de petróleo y gas de Canadá, el comercio transfronterizo 

fluye en ambas direcciones (de manera simbólica para el caso de Canadá). Canadá es esencialmente 

el único país que importa petróleo crudo desde EE.UU. 

En cuanto los tipos de sectores energéticos en ambos países corresponden al sector privado, 

consolidándose bajo normas internacionales de competencia. Para Canadá uno de sus mayores 

operadores es Imperial Oil, propiedad de Exxon Mobil operadora también de Estados Unidos. Por 

lo que el uso y desarrollo del sistema de gasoductos en Canadá y EE.UU. se encuentra operado por 

empresas privadas, permitiendo así asociaciones e interconexiones entre ambos países: 

 TransCanada opera la mayor red de gasoductos en Norte América, incluyendo 13 sistemas de 

tuberías principales y aproximadamente 68,500 kilómetros de gasoductos en operación. En 

Canadá, opera una red de 24,337 kilómetros que incluye el sistema de Alberta con capacidad de 

trasiego de 9.6 (MMMcf/d) y el Canadian Mainline con 5.2 (MMMcf/d).  
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 En Estados Unidos opera el foothills system de 1,241 kilómetros con una capacidad de 3.5 

(MMMcf/d) y la ANR pipeline con 16,656 kilómetros y una capacidad de transporte por día de 4.4 

(MMMcf/d). 

 Finalmente en México opera la línea Tamazunchale pipeline de 130 kilómetros de extensión y tiene 

una capacidad de transporte de 0.2 (MMMcf/d) por día. 

 Spectra Energy opera un sistema de 22 000 millas de tuberías con capacidad de trasiego de 3.05 

(MMMcf/d) vinculando las regiones de suministro de gas del oeste de Canadá con los mercados de 

Estado Unidos.  

 Otro sistema importante que conecta las cuencas sedimentarias del oeste de Canadá con los 

mercados de Chicago en Estados Unidos es el gasoducto Alliance, que consta de más de 3 719 

kilómetros de longitud y que ofrece 1.6 (MMMcf/d). 

América del Norte representa una región rica en energéticos, que busca ser competitiva de manera 

integral. Sin embargo hasta ahora, las negociaciones en el rubro energético solo se han permitido de 

manera bilateral entre Canadá-Estados Unidos; México ha quedado fuera. 

De acuerdo con las situaciones actuales de producción y consumo se pueden analizar y especular 

también escenarios energéticos para México: 

 En éste panorama, los 3 países seguirían funcionando como hasta ahora: Estados Unidos 

continuaría en la búsqueda de formas más eficientes de producir energía, optimizando 

combustibles y tratando de encontrar por fin su autonomía energética. México perpetuará su papel 

de exportador (EE.UU. dejara de ser su socio más importante) e importador de refinados y buscará 

reestructuras para que el aparato político en vigor pueda ejecutar nuevos proyectos con nuevas 

inversiones de forma que se pueda sostener la demanda interna. 

Interconexión energética para México 

La factibilidad en las interconexiones e integración de México a los tratados de cooperación y 

desarrollo que se tiene entre EEUU y Canadá, presenta un tema un poco más complejo. La situación 

que se presenta en México se debe a diversos factores: referente a la política, la propiedad de la 

nación de los recursos, la presencia de solo una empresa operadora y pocas empresas de servicios, 

la dificultad en la disponibilidad de plataformas para arrendamiento, el tardío proceso de licitación, 

la escaza red de infraestructura de transporte, distribución y almacenamiento de hidrocarburos. Por 

lo que la infraestructura existente entre la frontera de México-EEUU difiere de la desarrollada de 

EEUU con Canadá.  

La actividad comercial entre EEUU y Canadá comenzó en mayor medida a partir de 1945, con el 

modelo de sustitución de importaciones. Donde se importaba bienes intermedios y se necesitaba de 

una fuerte inversión de capital, proporcionada por corporaciones extranjeras a través de préstamos 

provenientes de instituciones internacionales como el Fondo Monetario Internacional (FMI) y el 

Banco Mundial (BM). Con la firma del Tratado de Libre Comercio con América del Norte 

(TLCAN) se fortalecieron estas relaciones permitiendo la construcción de un mercado de 

energéticos integrado. 

Hablando de datos duros para ejemplificar el cómo se ha avanzado hacia una integración en la 

región de Norteamérica, se presenta el siguiente cuadro sobre las exportaciones de petróleo hacia 

EE.UU.: 
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Año Total Importación 

por tuberías 

(MMm3) 

Importación de Gas 

Natural de Canadá 

(MMm3) 

Importación de Gas 

Natural de México 

(MMm3) 

Precio 

Promedio de 

Importación 

(Can) 

Precio 

Promedio de 

Importación 

(Méx) 

% 

participación 

(Can) 

% 

participación 

(Méx) 

2000 100.6225 100.2942 0.328308 3.97 5.43 99.67372 0.326 

2001 105.8084 105.5176 0.290811 4.43 5 99.72513 0.274 

2002 107.1645 107.1149 0.049667 3.13 2.36 99.95365 0.046 

2003 97.27361 97.27361 0 5.23 Na 100 0 

2004 102.0652 102.0652 0 5.8 Na 100 0 

2005 104.9866 104.7228 0.263756 8.09 8.46 99.74877 0.251 

2006 101.9577 101.5969 0.360797 6.83 5.65 99.64613 0.353 

2007 108.5806 107.0506 1.529955 6.83 6.55 98.59095 1.409 

2008 102.797 101.5712 1.225786 8.58 7.62 98.80757 1.192 

2009 93.37308 92.57233 0.800777 4.14 3.91 99.14242 0.857 

2010 93.66584 92.81698 0.848859 4.46 4.63 99.09374 0.906 

2011 88.28901 88.21339 0.075618 4.09 3.49 99.91435 0.085 

2012 83.85686 83.848 0.008886 2.79 1.87 99.98944 0.0105 

2013 78.85792 78.82767 0.030253 3.73 2.68 99.96164 0.038 
Tabla 28: con información tomada de IEA y EIA “Importación de gas natural por país: EE.UU.” en miles de millones de metros 

cúbicos y dólares (2011).  

La economía de EE.UU. desde 2000 ha mantenido una tendencia de alza, de misma forma que las 

importaciones de gas natural de Canadá. Se podría decir que la relación del aumento del consumo 

de recursos energéticos es sinónimo de un crecimiento de económico sin embargo para otros países 

(diferentes de Estados Unidos) esto no es verdad. El aumento de comercio de energéticos en la 

región ha permitido en los últimos años la actividad comercial de este producto, dándose así la tan 

buscada integración regional económica en mayor medida entre Canadá y EE.UU.  

 
Ilustración 19 : Elaboración propia con información de: Energy Information Administration “ Importación de gas natural por país: 

EE.UU.”  

Aplicación del Índice de Especialización Productiva para el análisis de 

la competitividad regional del mercado de gas natural en América del 

Norte 

Indicadores de competitividad 

Entendiéndose la competitividad como la capacidad de un país para la producción de un bien 

determinado. Y que dicha capacidad puede por lo menos igualar los patrones de eficiencia vigentes 

en el resto del mundo, en términos de utilización de recursos y calidad del bien, manteniendo una 

estabilidad en el comercio internacional. 
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Se acepta que la existencia, en cada país, de un ambiente institucional y macroeconómico estable, 

que transmita confianza, atraiga capitales y tecnología favorece ampliamente la competitividad. 

Así mismo se considera que un ambiente nacional (productivo y humano) que permita a las 

empresas absorber, transformar y reproducir tecnología, adaptarse a los cambios en el contexto 

internacional y exportar productos con mayor agregado tecnológico es igualmente favorable.  

La medición de la competitividad se puede efectuar a través de un análisis de indicadores 

construidos con base a la composición de los principales productos de exportación e importación de 

una economía: 

 El índice de especialización productiva 

 La ventaja comparativa revelada 

 El índice de posición competitiva relativa 

 El descuento neto exterior 

 La tasa de cobertura 

Índice de especialización productiva 

En el presente punto se muestran los resultados obtenidos de las mediciones del Índice de 

Especialización Productiva. Gracias a estas mediciones se ha podido determinar el lugar que 

ocupa México frente al mercado del gas natural respecto a la región de Norte América, cuyos 

resultados permitirán, también, ubicar a México a favor o no de la dinámica de integración con 

América del Norte. 

Este indicador permite evaluar, los elementos del mercado que influyen en la configuración de la 

producción; se puede medir relacionando la producción de bienes con las exportaciones e 

importaciones de un mismo producto. El índice de Especialización Productiva (IEP) permite 

conocer la especialización exportadora de un país. Se entiende como el cociente en la producción de 

un producto entre la suma de las importaciones y la producción de cierto del mismo producto en un 

país menos las exportaciones de este.  

El IEP de un país “A” para el bien “i” se calcula como: 

    

        
          

Donde “Pi” es la producción de un bien “i” del país “A”, “X” son las exportaciones del país “A” del 

producto “i” y “M” son las importaciones del bien “i” del país. De esta manera para analizar la 

tendencia del índice de especialización y poder interpretar sus resultados, se clasifica de la manera 

siguiente: 

 IEP alto: IEP >1 

 IEP intermedio: 0.9 < IEP < 1 

 IEP bajo: IEP < 0. 

Por lo que a mayor grado de abastecimiento del mercado interno, mayor especialización; también a 

mayor grado de abastecimiento al mercado externo, mayor especialización. 
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Datos para el cálculo 

 Importaciones, Exportaciones y Producción de Gas Natural en México, Canadá y Estados Unidos. 

México (2002-2012) 
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 México 

38.3 41.8 46.3 48.9 54.9 60.0 57.1 59.6 65.2 65.2 69.0 75.3 Consumo 

38.6 39.7 41.7 43.4 52.3 57.3 53.7 53.4 59.4 57.6 58.3 58.5 Producción 

3.3 2.1 4.6 5.5 2.6 2.6 3.5 6.3 5.8 7.7 10.7 16.8 Importación 

0.3 5.1 5.1 5.7 6.1 7.0 6.4 6.5 6.5 6.5 7.1 5.1 Exportación 
Tabla 29: Elaboración propia, con información de: U.S. Energy Information Administration, Gas Natural 2001-2012 Miles de 

millones de metros cúbicos  

Canadá (2002-2012) 
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Canadá 

79.4 81.2 87.9 85.6 88.0 87.3 86.6 86.5 85.4 85.5 90.8 90.6 Consumo 

186.5 187.9 184.7 183.7 187.1 188.4 182.7 176.6 164.0 159.9 159.7 156.5 Producción 

107.1 106.7 96.8 98.1 99.1 101.1 96.1 90.1 78.5 74.4 69.0 65.9 Exportación 

2.8 5.6 5.0 3.8 2.4 8.8 2.7 4.4 5.8 4.3 7.6 9.0 Importación 
Tabla 30: Elaboración propia, con información de: U.S. Energy Information Administration, Gas Natural 2001-2012 Miles de 

millones de metros cúbicos.   

Estados Unidos (2002-2012) 
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 EEUU 

573.9 593.7 575.3 577.3 568.5 560.0 597.3 600.6 590.1 619.3 626.5 654.0 Consumo 

555.5 536.0 540.8 526.4 511.1 524.0 545.6 570.8 584.0 603.6 648.5 681.4 Producción 

120.4 156.7 126.9 147.2 159.6 134.0 158.9 115.3 81.9 89.4 33.5 15.6 Importación 

18.4 57.7 34.5 50.9 57.4 36.1 51.7 29.8 6.1 15.7 22.1 27.4 Exportación 
Tabla 31: Elaboración propia, con información de: U.S. Energy Information Administration, Gas Natural 200 1-2012 Miles de 

millones de metros cúbicos  

Análisis del Índice de especialización 

De acuerdo con los valores para la definición del índice de especialización: 

 IEP alto: IEP >1 

 IEP intermedio: 0.9 < IEP < 1 

 IEP bajo: IEP < 0.9 

 

 

 

 

Tabla 32: Elaboración propia, resultado del cálculo del índice de especialización. 

Para el caso de México el índice de especialización en años posteriores al 2009, representaba un 

índice alto, debido a que el consumo del gas natural era menor para esos años, posterior a esta fecha 

el índice se traslado a un nivel intermedio-bajo, pues al no desarrollar la industria nacional gasera, 

México se ha visto comprometido a tener un aumento en la entrada de gas natural de otros países 

principalmente de Estados Unidos. Por lo tanto este país no tiene actualmente una capacidad de 

competitividad en cuanto a su abastecimiento interno y el grado de abastecimiento en el mercado 

externo de gas natural. 

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 EP 

1.224917 1.226545 1.206066 1.223901 1.249939 1.229758 EEUU 

2.268856 2.164747 1.988159 2.05481 2.06969 1.960458 Canadá 

0.927885 1.081744 1.012136 1.00463 1.071721 1.083176 México 

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012   EP 

1.244526 1.17618 1.149154 1.139083 1.017894 0.982977 EEUU 

2.045913 1.942794 1.796276 1.780624 1.624619 1.571285 Canadá 

1.057087 1.003759 1.011925 0.979592 0.941842 0.833333 México 
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En el índice que se presenta para Canadá es alto (IEP alto: IEP >1); lo que significa que este país es 

capaz de satisfacer su demanda interna y los excedentes exportarlos a otros destinos (Estados 

Unidos). Remarcando su capacidad de especialización y competitividad.  

Para Estados Unidos se presenta una situación similar a la de México, sin embargo este se ha 

logrado mantener en índice de especialización intermedio en los últimos años. El cambio a un IEP 

alto se deberá a la explotación de gas natural de yacimientos no convencionales: Shale Gas. No 

obstante EE.UU. es medianamente competitivo en el abastecimiento de su mercado interno pero en 

el mercado externo no puede presumir de un IEP alto o medio.  

Por lo tanto ante una integración de mercados el socio en ventajoso seria Canadá seguido por 

Estados Unidos y Finalmente México. 

Problemas para la integración 

Si bien el análisis del índice de especialización permitió observar que dos de los tres países se 

encuentran en sintonía y futura igualdad de oportunidades, mientras que para el tercer país, México; 

la situación es diferente, pues este no puede integrarse de una manera tan simple. Es necesario 

considerar lo que algunos aspectos a desarrollar antes de pensar en un nuevo mercado internacional: 

 Escasez en la provisión y abastecimiento interno 

 Infraestructura no desarrollada 

 Necesidad de inversión para el desarrollo de la explotación  

 Tiempo para la planeación y ejecución de proyectos  

 Recurso humano especializado 

Otros de los problemas de una integración es el temor de la apertura del sector petrolero, la 

distribución eficiente de energéticos, alza de precios, regulación ambiental y sobre todo la 

reducción de ingresos provenientes de la actividad comercial petrolera. 

Autores han mencionado históricamente respecto a lo que la integración de mercados representa: la 

perdida mediática la libertad y derecho de cada país a desarrollar sus políticas públicas, la 

restricción de planes de desarrollo de infraestructura por regulaciones ambientales así como 

modificaciones a la organización de sus sectores petroleros.  

 Falta de integralidad de políticas 

 Obstáculos institucionales y regulatorios en la conducción de políticas y en la organización de 

los mercados 

 Fallas en regulaciones técnicas y la burocratización de los procesos comerciales. 

 Limitaciones en las fuentes de financiamiento 

 Escasa madurez de los mercados 

Soluciones generales 

En términos generales, el proceso de integración regional puede ser visto, al menos, en tres 

dimensiones: 

 Integración económica y comercial: Contempla distintas etapas de integración (acuerdos 

preferenciales de comercio; área de libre comercio; unión aduanera; mercado común y unión 

económica y monetaria). 
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 Integración política: Implica una mayor profundidad y armonización de acciones en el ámbito 

gubernamental e institucional entre sus miembros. 

 Integración física: La infraestructura y servicios son los protagonistas. 

Si bien es cierto que en América del Norte existe una integración económica, comercial y hasta 

cierto punto física, la política es un tema que no se toca para el caso de México.  Con la pasada 

reforma del 2013 se realizaron importantes reformas estructurales que favorecieron notablemente la 

posición de este ante la integración regional pero que sin duda es un camino largo por recorrer.  

El consumo mundial de energía crecerá en los próximos años. Esto significa que existirá un 

incremento en la demanda energética. Entendiendo ese incremento, Estados Unidos, México y 

Canadá deberán decidir si crear sinergias para afrontar juntos tal reto.  

Aprovechando la infraestructura de Canadá, la tecnológica de Estados Unidos y los recursos de 

México. El territorio mexicano tiene el favor de su ubicación territorial y la conexión hacia 

Latinoamérica. Donde futuramente será necesario exportar energía. 

Hay sin duda incertidumbre acerca de las consecuencias que podría tener la integración regional de 

América del Norte y son numerosos los desafíos que enfrenta la región para convertirse en una zona 

segura con flujos constantes en el comercio de energéticos, empero lo que no queda en duda es la 

necesidad de cooperación que deben sostener las naciones en el mundo para balancear las 

necesidades energéticas regionales e internacionales, teniendo una distribución eficiente, equitativa 

y justa que se permita al alcance de todos en términos de infraestructura y costos.  

En particular México cuenta con las herramientas necesarias para formar parte en un futuro de la 

alianza triangular del norte. Pero la falta de regulación, equilibrio e inversión son procesos a priori a 

desarrollar en años inmediatos, para poder encaminarse a una integración regional. 

Se debe esperar que los cambios estructurales que llegaran con la reforma energética aprobada por 

el congreso en 2013, conduzcan a un mayor desarrollo del país, así como a un el mayor y 

competitivo aprovechamiento de recursos. 
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Conclusiones generales 

Todos los ojos hacen énfasis en el cambio de la configuración geopolítica mundial. En línea con 

este nuevo enfoque, el ajuste se emplaza por tres motivos dependientes uno del otro: 

 Desarrollo económico 

 Producción y venta de energía  

 Cambio a la explotación de un recurso que acompaña a la época: gas natural 

Estas posturas han modificado la forma en que los países se abastecen de energía. El juego no es 

nuevo pero si lo son algunos de los jugadores, existen generalmente dos participantes en este duelo: 

los países importadores y los países exportadores. 

Para los primeros, las acciones a tomar se encaminan a la obtención de inversión para incrementar 

la producción a un largo plazo. Evitando la importación de hidrocarburos que merme su estabilidad 

económica, como consecuencia del repentino aumento de los precios internacionales del petróleo. Y 

mantener una seguridad de abastecimiento de energéticos.  

La otra postura, países productores, las acciones se enfocan en el mantener el dominio de los 

recursos por los gobiernos para aumentar las rentas petroleras. Esta actitud será reflejo de un 

volumen significante en sus reservas, una capacidad de autofinanciamiento para la inversión en 

proyectos y una prosperidad en el precio del petróleo y gas en los mercados internacionales. 

De acuerdo con el BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2013, el consumo total de energía 

mundial en 2012 fue de aproximadamente 12.47 mil millones de toneladas de crudo equivalente 

(MTOE). Donde los hidrocarburos (petróleo, gas natural y líquidos asociados) abastecieron 57% de 

la demanda global, mientas que 29.89% provino de carbón, 8.56% de energías renovables 

(incluyendo la hidroeléctrica) y poco menos de 5% de la energía nuclear. 

La demanda de energía aumentara en gran medida, intensificándose un 40% en el periodo 2010-

2035 (WEO-2011). Con el supuesto de que la población mundial incrementará en 1,700 millones 

(población actual cercana a los 7 235 millones de personas) y el promedio de crecimiento anual de 

la economía acentuará a una tasa del 3.5%, generando cada vez una mayor demanda de energía para 

servicios y movilidad. Y esto se abastecerá en 50.54% de hidrocarburos, 27.3% de carbón, 18.13% 

de energías renovables, y cerca de 7.14% de energía nuclear. La paradoja relata un aumento de 

consumo de recursos que probablemente no existan o sean inaccesibles para la tecnología de la 

época. 

Si bien la importancia economía y política que tienen petróleo y el gas, se debe a las altas rentas 

obtenidas de su explotación, el uso de estos es fundamental y masivo. La fluctuación en sus costos 

repercute de manera directa en la economía y la economía repercute de la misma forma en los 

precios. Lo que da pie a una combinación de altas rentas y exaltada volatilidad de precios, que 

generan un ciclo político de negocios en el sector de hidrocarburos, particularmente en países con 

institucionalidad débil.  

La experiencia relata que comúnmente los países abren su sector hidrocarburos a la inversión 

privada cuando los precios del mercado permanecen bajos, mientras que cuando los precios 
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aumentan o se descubren yacimientos, los gobiernos tornan su política más nacional. Como 

consecuencia, los operadores se ven obligados a aceptar cambios en las condiciones fiscales y 

contractuales e inclusive a aceptar la pérdida de activos. Estos actos de nacionalismo petrolero han 

heredado empresas petroleras nacionales (NOC´s) que en algunos casos estas han resultado 

altamente ineficientes pero políticamente potentes.  

En las siguientes décadas será cada vez más importante el uso de tecnología, debido a la 

complejidad técnica y los niveles de inversión necesarios para desarrollar proyectos. La tecnología 

de punta no está a la venta. Aquellos países que logren atraer talento y tecnología más rápido a su 

sector energético serán quienes generen las mayores utilidades. Aquellos que no estén en 

posibilidad de desempeñar un papel en la competencia internacional e incluso sustentar su demanda 

interna quedaran rezagados. En esta nueva era, la capacidad de crecer de los países dependerá de 

políticas que le permitan capitalizar oportunidades tecnológicas. 

La postura normativa del sector hidrocarburos en México lo ha dejado fuera de esta revolución, 

pues bajo su esquema actual sólo tiene acceso a tecnología tardía y de préstamo. El uso de la 

compañía petrolera nacional como herramienta fiscal, financiera, política y con marco regulatorio 

cerrado lo están enfrentando a un futuro no alentador. Donde sus reservas han disminuido 

sustancialmente, símil a su producción y exportaciones.  

México fue un exportador petrolero importante desde principios del siglo 1920, hasta que en 1938, 

con la nacionalización de su industria, se perdió gran parte del respaldo de inversión privada y se 

vivió el periodo más enjuto en la producción mexicana. Décadas posteriores volvería a despuntar 

con el descubrimiento de mega yacimientos que lo han sostenido hasta hoy (Cantarell y Ku Maa 

Loop Zaap). No obstante el panorama que México presenta dista de aquel. 

La tradición de setenta y seis años de monopolio estatal petrolero ha dejado el legado de una 

compañía: PEMEX; sin autonomía financiera, utilizada como medio para garantizar el 

endeudamiento del gobierno, con una mala estructura organizacional y con diversos organismos 

subsidiarios, gubernamentales y sindicales disonantes. Esta limitantes han sesgado la misión de 

PEMEX para progresar, invertir y renovarse. Convirtiéndole en una compañía altamente endeudada, 

aletargada y sin albedrio.  

A través del estudio realizado en los capítulos del presente trabajo se pudo sintetizar los principales 

problemas que se enfrenta la industria de hidrocarburos en México; señalados escuetamente a 

continuación: 

 Reservas y producción 

Explorar y explotar recursos es cada día más costoso e implica, mayor riesgo. Las complicaciones 

geológicas y las zonas inaccesibles, representan costos operativos muy altos para ser financiados 

por sólo una empresa. PEMEX ha afrentado esto en el último lustro. 

 Sector gas 

La falta de abastecimiento en el mercado de gas natural, ha sido participe de la importación, altos 

precios de compra y más altas inversiones al subsidio de costos. Razones que no permiten ser 

competitivo a México en el sector en comparación con el resto de Norteamérica. La integración 
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regional con el mercado de energía se dificulta debido a la falta de infraestructura de transporte y 

distribución. Esta misma situación no hace rentable los proyectos de gas (sólo cuando se consideran 

los condensados).  

 Sector refinación 

En México no se paga el valor real de los productos que se consumen. Se importa uno de cada dos 

litros de gasolina, al igual que el 20% de los petrolíferos. 

 Régimen Fiscal 

No se tiene dinero. Se debe recurrir a mecanismos de pagos diferidos para financiar proyectos. 

 Diseño institucional del sector  

El régimen fiscal de PEMEX asegura recursos para el Estado a costa de la viabilidad financiera y 

operativa de la empresa. Lo limita en el uso y aprovechamiento de tecnología. 

Más allá de los efectos por la disminución de reservas y producción, el problema de estar o no a 

favor de reformas generales o posturas. Se debe entender que es lo que realmente le sucede a 

México. Que ha permitido vivir en una sociedad con diferencias totalmente extrapoladas? Cuál es la 

razón de que a pesar de ser un país con historia, cultura y rico en recursos no se pueda estar a la par 

de la globalidad? De quién o quienes es la culpa?...  

Permitiendo un comentario lacerante. Considero que la verdadera problemática, razón y culpa que 

aqueja a la nación mexicana, es la falta de conciencia en todos los niveles de la sociedad. No existe 

una mentalidad de colectividad antes de una individual. Se educa para competir, para ser el mejor y 

no los mejores.  

La concepción para que viva una nación tiene obligada la existencia de una sociedad. Es entonces, 

imprescindible que México forje generaciones de nuevos y mejores ciudadanos. Educados 

diferente, preparada y conscientemente y sobre todo por amor a su nación: territorio, cultura y 

sociedad. La infancia es destino. 

"La superioridad indiscutible de unos pueblos sobre otros no reside en la diferencia 

de razas sino se debe a la divergencia de la educación de la juventud.” 
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Anexos 

ANEXO 1: OCDE-OPEP 

OCDE 

Fundada en 1961, la Organización para la Cooperación y el Desarrollo Económicos (OCDE) agrupa a 34 países miembros 
y su misión es promover políticas que mejoren el bienestar económico y social de las personas alrededor del mundo. La 
OCDE ofrece un foro donde los gobiernos puedan trabajar conjuntamente para compartir experiencias y buscar soluciones 
a los problemas comunes.  

Países Miembros: Alemania, Australia, Austria, Bélgica, Canadá ,Chile, Corea, Dinamarca, España, Estados Unidos, 
Eslovenia, Estonia, Finlandia, Francia, Grecia, Hungría, Irlanda, Islandia, Israel, Italia, Japón, Luxemburgo, México, 
Noruega, Nueva Zelanda, Países Bajos, Polonia, Portugal, Reino Unido, República Checa , Suecia, Suiza y Turquía 

Información tomada de: http://www.oecd.org/centrodemexico/laocde/ 

OPEP 

La Organización de Países Exportadores de Petróleo (OPEP) es una organización intergubernamental, fue fundada en 
Bagdad,(Irak) el 14 de septiembre de 1960 a raíz de unos acuerdos establecidos en el I Congreso Petrolero Árabe 
realizado en El Cairo, (Egipto) a finales de enero de 1960 por iniciativa del Gobierno de Venezuela presidido por Rómulo 
Betancourt. El objetivo de la OPEP es coordinar y unificar las políticas petroleras entre los países miembros, con el fin de 
asegurar precios justos y estables para los productores de petróleo; un suministro eficiente, económico y regular de 
petróleo a las naciones consumidoras; y un rendimiento justo del capital a los que invierten en la industria. 

Países Miembros: En la actualidad, la Organización cuenta con un total de 12 países miembros, Argelia, Angola, 
Ecuador, Irán, Irak, Kuwait, Libia, Nigeria, Qatar, Arabia Saudita, Emiratos Árabes Unidos y Venezuela. 

Información tomada de: http://www.opec.org/opec_web/en/about_us/25.htm 

ANEXO 2: INTERCAMBIOS COMERCIALES DE EXPORTACIONES DE 

PETRÓLEO 

Información tomada de: BP, “Statistical review of world energy 2013” www.bp.com/content/dam/bp/pdf/statistical-review   

ANEXO 3: GREENFIELD 

El concepto Greenfield (tierra verde, terreno virgen) se refiere a realizar un proyecto desde cero o cambiar completamente 
uno existente. La dependencia Rusa de los ingresos del petróleo aumentó en 2008 a raíz de la crisis mundial. Rusia no 
puede permitirse una reducción en la producción de aceite. En un esfuerzo por mantener la producción en los niveles 
actuales, se espera que el gobierno otorgue incentivos a las compañías petroleras para explorar y producir en zonas de 
difícil acceso como el Ártico y campos verdes en tierra y depósitos de petróleo no convencional.  

Información tomada de: “Russian oils 2020: The  unconventional future”; https://www.usrbc.org  

ANEXO 4: CANTARELL 

Es imposible referirnos al sector petrolero en México sin hablar de Cantarell. Desde sus inicios a finales de 1979, 
Cantarell se ubicó entre los seis principales campos del planeta y fue el principal protagonista del desarrollo de la industria 
petrolera mexicana con su vasta reserva de bajo costo (4-5 dólares por barril de petróleo crudo equivalente). Cantarell fue 
el responsable de crear la expectativa de que México podía apalancar su desarrollo económico en los recursos petroleros 
depositados en el subsuelo del territorio nacional. Se estima que sus reservas originales eran de más de 17 mil millones de 
barriles de petróleo crudo y 8 billones de pies cúbicos de gas natural. 

Cantarell ha aportado alrededor de 45% de la producción petrolera del país y de la misma forma ha contribuido a la 
hacienda pública nacional. Hasta el cierre de 2011, había producido casi 15,600 millones de barriles de petróleo crudo 
equivalente, volumen que representa 112% de las reservas probadas actuales del país. De modo similar que los grandes 
campos en el mundo, Cantarell está en declive. En 2004, la producción nacional de crudo alcanzó la cifra récord de 3.4 
millones de barriles diarios (mmbd), donde Cantarell fue responsable de 60% de la producción total. A partir de 2005 y 
debido a la madurez del campo, la producción comenzó a declinar y, por ende, a llevar a la baja la producción nacional. 

http://www.oecd.org/centrodemexico/laocde/
http://www.opec.org/opec_web/en/about_us/25.htm
http://www.bp.com/content/dam/bp/pdf/statistical-review
https://www.usrbc.org/
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La caída fue compensada mediante la incorporación de producción de proyectos con potencial en la cartera: Ku-Maloob-
Zaap- ubicado frente a las costas de Tabasco y Campeche- y Litoral Tabasco. Sin embargo, dada la magnitud del 
decremento de Cantarell desde 2004, estos esfuerzos no lograron evitar la caída general en la producción. Para 2012, la 
producción nacional había disminuido 25% (-835 mbd). 

Información tomada de: “Nos cambiaron el mapa: México ante la revolución energética del siglo XXI” IMCO, http://imco.org.mx/wp-

content/uploads/internacional/ICI2013-completo.pdf  

ANEXO 5: SHALE OIL Y SHALE GAS 

Sistema petrolero de rocas arcillosas orgánicamente ricas y de muy baja permeabilidad, que actúan como generadoras, 
almacenadoras, trampa y sello. Para que el sistema funcione como yacimiento se requiere crear permeabilidad a través de 
la perforación de pozos horizontales que requieren fracturamiento hidráulico múltiple, para inducir el flujo de fluidos 
hacia el pozo. 

Información tomada de: SENER (¿Qué es el Shale Gas/Oil y cuál es su importancia?) y EIA; 
http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=14431 

ANEXO 6: CONTRATOS DE SERVICIO TÉCNICO (TSCS) 

El gobierno de Irak ha otorgado doce Contratos de Servicio Técnico (TSCs) para el desarrollo de campos gigantes. Hasta 
ahora, las operadoras se han enfocado en actividades de rápida ganancia, como renovación de instalaciones, reparación de 
pozos y perforación de un número limitado de pozos nuevos, para levantar la producción rápidamente en un 10%, el 
umbral al que el gobierno actual estaba obligado para iniciar sus pagos.  

ANEXO 7: PROYECTO KUWAIT. 

La el gobierno de Kuwait es consciente de que la participación de las compañías petrolíferas internacionales en los 
proyectos de este sector, es un factor relevante para alcanzar el objetivo marcado, por lo que se está estimulando cada vez 
más las negociaciones en este mercado. Las expectativas en cuanto a la intensificación de las actividades para extraer y 
refinar petróleo pesado constituye un pilar importante en los proyectos futuros. Se estima que el nivel de producción de 
este tipo de crudo se incremente en 60.000 barriles diarios para el 2015 y 270.000 para el 2020. Sin embargo, éste último 
valor es menor que el que se habían calculado originariamente (750.000 unidades diarias). 

Información tomada de: “El mercado de petróleo y gas en Kuwait”  http://www.icex.es/icex/cma  

ANEXO 8: CAMPO NORTE DE QATAR 

El gran campo Pars Sur tiene del orden de 280 tcf, ha producido gas natural desde 2002 y ha sido el respaldo a la 
reducción de la producción en campos maduros que son explotados con inyección de gas. Este gran campo iraní cambia 
de nombre en Qatar, donde es comúnmente conocido como Campo Norte y es el campo de gas no asociado más grande 
del mundo. 

Información tomada de: “Petróleo y gas natural: Industria, mercados y precios”. Enrique Iglesias.  

ANEXO 9: ACTO POSITIVO. ACUERDOS DE BUCARELI COMPROMISO 

GENERAL 

El Ejecutivo ha respetado y hecho respetar, continuará haciéndolo así, los principios de las decisiones de la Suprema Corte 
de Justicia en el caso de la "Texas Oil Company" y los cuatro casos similares de amparo, declarando que el párrafo IV del 
artículo 27 de la Constitución de 1917 no es retroactivo en relación a todas las personas que antes de la promulgación de 
dicha Constitución, hayan ejecutado algún acto positivo que haya puesto de manifiesto la intención del propietario de la 
superficie o de las personas que sus derechos representen, sobre el petróleo del subsuelo para utilizar u obtener el petróleo 
del subsuelo: tales como perforación, arrendamiento, formulación de contrato relativos al subsuelo, inversiones de 
capitales en tierras con objeto de obtener el petróleo del subsuelo, ejecutando trabajos de exploración y exploración en el 
subsuelo, y en casos en los que del contrato relativo al subsuelo aparezca que los concesionarios fijaron y recibieron un 
precio más alto que el que habría sido pagado por la superficie de la tierra porque se había comprado con el objeto de 
buscar petróleo y explotarlo en caso de ser hallado; y, en general, ejecutando o haciendo cualquier otro acto positivo, 
manifestando una intención de carácter similar a las que antes se han descrito. 

Información tomada de: “Iberoamérica: Acuerdos de Bucareli”;  http://www.notecrom.com/content/files/290/file.pdf  

ANEXO 10: TRATADO DE BUCARELI 

El tratado de Bucareli, firmado en 1923, fue un acuerdo entre los países de México y Estados Unidos. Oficialmente 
llamado “Convención Especial de Reclamaciones” por pérdidas sufridas por ciudadanos o sociedades de los Estados 
Unidos por causas de las guerras de la revolución Mexicana. Este acuerdo trataba de canalizar las exigencias de 
ciudadanos estadounidenses por presuntos daños causados a sus bienes por guerras internas durante el periodo 1010.1921. 
Las negociaciones se iniciaron el 15 de mayo de 1923 y fue firmado por Álvaro Obregón el 13 de agosto de 1923, con lo 
que se llego: a que las propiedades agrícolas expropiadas se pagarían con bonos si no eran mayores a 1755 hectáreas, 
aquellas que superaran esa extensión el pago seria inmediato; en relación con el petróleo el art. 27 no era retroactivo para 
los norteamericanos que habían adquirido concesiones antes de 1917, lo que les permitía seguir explotando libremente el 
hidrocarburo. 

Información tomada de: “Política Exterior Mexicana: Doctrina Carranza; Acuerdos De Bucareli” 
 http://www.mexicodiplomatico.org/aportadiplom/luis_ruben_gonzalez_tapia.pdf  

ANEXO 11: PANORAMA NACIONAL EN EL SEXENIO CARDENISTA 

Durante el periodo cardenista, en la política económica del país, aun influía el capital extranjero; de ahí que no se 
realizaban los preceptos constitucionales en materia económica. La inversión extranjera dominaba el panorama económico 
nacional, las empresas establecidas en México tenían su centro de poder en Estados Unidos y en otros países poderosos de 
Europa, sus capitales en México ascendían a los 4000 mdp distribuidos en agricultura, minería, banca, comercio, etc. La 

http://imco.org.mx/wp-content/uploads/internacional/ICI2013-completo.pdf
http://imco.org.mx/wp-content/uploads/internacional/ICI2013-completo.pdf
http://www.energia.gob.mx/webSener/shale/shale_sp.html
http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=14431
http://www.icex.es/icex/cma
http://www.notecrom.com/content/files/290/file.pdf
http://www.mexicodiplomatico.org/aportadiplom/luis_ruben_gonzalez_tapia.pdf
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propiedad territorial aun se concentraba en unos cuantos, el latifundio estaba presente, lo campesinos carecían de parcelas 
y era urgente una reforma agraria. Cárdenas había emprendido modificaciones al crear el Departamento Agrario en 
sustitución de la Comisión Nacional Agraria y suprimir las comisiones agrarias locales. En este contexto el gobierno 
favoreció la creación de la CNC (confederación nacional campesina). En oposición a estas políticas y a la CNC, los 
conservadores crearon la UNS (unión nacional sinarquista) papa pronunciarse a favor de la propiedad privada y rechazar 
la socialización de la tierra. 

La industria petrolera del país se encontraba totalmente en poder de empresas extranjeras, entre las que figuraban royal 
Duch , que a su vez era propietaria de la compañía mexicana El Águila, así como Estándar Oil y Sinclair Pierce, estas y 
muchas otras empresas controlaban la producción petrolera y el país recibía pocos beneficios. El 90% de la industria 
eléctrica estaba en poder de compañías canadienses, inglesas y estadounidenses,, de las cuales se puede citar a la 
Compañía Mexicana de Luz y Fuerza que aun genera electricidad en el país.  

Diez mil personas trabajaban en la industria petrolera en 1934, agrupadas en 19 sindicatos independientes (1935 se crea el 
Sindicato de Trabajadores Petroleros de la República Mexicana: STPRM). El STPRM se afilia a la CTM (1936) y queda 
bajo el control del Estado. Bajo estas circunstancias, los trabajadores petroleros empezaron a demandar mejores 
condiciones de trabajo y salarios más altos. En un estira y afloja con las empresas, se llegaría en marzo de 1938 a una 
condición que permitiría a Cárdenas promulgar el decreto expropiatorio de las instalaciones y activos de las empresas 
petroleras (18 de marzo de 1938). 

Información tomada de: http://html.rincondelvago.com/gobierno-lazaro-cardenas_1934-1940.html 

ANEXO 12: CONTRATOS RIESGO 

El joint venture o contrato de riesgo compartido es una figura jurídica utilizada en el mundo empresarial para enfrentar 
obligaciones civiles y comerciales diversas. Se presenta cuando dos o más empresas se unen para un determinado 
requerimiento u obra o para la prestación de un servicio. 

En 1970, en su último informe como director de Petróleos Mexicanos, Jesús Reyes Heroles (padre) reseñó que de 1949 a 
1951 se celebraron cinco contratos denominados “de riesgo” para exploración y perforación con empresas petroleras 
privadas, señalando como remuneración o pago por parte de PEMEX, el reembolso de los gastos o inversiones por 
trabajos ejecutados, -sin plazo de vencimiento al respecto-, con una parte de la producción que se obtuviera en los pozos 
perforados; (el valor de 50% de los hidrocarburos producidos) y una compensación que iba del 15 al 18.25% de su valor 
por un plazo de 25 años. Además, otros cinco contratos “de ventas” mediante los cuales, PEMEX se comprometía, en los 
términos y condiciones que en cada caso se fijaran, a la venta total o parcial de la producción de su porcentaje 
correspondiente. Esos contratos riesgo fueron firmados con las compañías privadas CIMA, Sharmex, Isthmus 
Development Company y Pauley Noreste. 

Información tomada de: http://www.buenastareas.com/ensayos/Cancelaci%C3%B3n-Contratos-Riesgo-En-Pemex/24645428.html 

ANEXO 13: PIDIREGAS 

Ante la necesidad de fortalecer la infraestructura productiva del país en áreas estratégicas realizadas por las empresas 
paraestatales, el Gobierno Federal creó la posibilidad impulsar el desarrollo económico nacional y las finanzas públicas 
aprovechando la utilidad de las inversiones.  Desde 1996 se diseñaron estos nuevos esquemas de inversión, orientados a 
desarrollar la infraestructura productiva del sector público federal, los cuales inicialmente fueron llamados Proyectos de 
Infraestructura Productiva con Impacto Diferido en el Registro del Gasto y que actualmente se denominan Proyectos de 
Infraestructura Productiva de Largo Plazo (PIDIREGAS). Los PIDIREGAS se presentan en dos modalidades: de 
inversión directa y condicionada: 

La inversión directa incluye proyectos en los que las entidades suscriben contratos por virtud de los cuales, al recibir a 
satisfacción los activos y estando éstos en condiciones de generar los ingresos que cubran su costo, se obligan a liquidar 
su valor de adquisición. La inversión condicionada no implica un compromiso inmediato y firme de inversión por parte de 
la entidad pública, pero si la compra de los bienes y servicios producidos con activos propiedad de empresas del sector 
privado o social, que fueron construidos bajo especificaciones técnicas definidas por la entidad contratante, es decir, no se 
adquiere el activo ni se cubren intereses, sólo se realizan pagos por los bienes y servicios adquiridos por la entidad.  

Información tomada de: “PIDIREGAS, Un Pasivo con Impacto Diferido en su Registro”  

http://www.bdomexico.com/espanol/publicaciones/detalles/pdf/CCS_pidiregas.pdf  

ANEXO 14: PROVINCIAS CON POTENCIAL PETROLÍFERO DE MÉXICO 

Provincias productoras y/o con reservas Provincias de potencial medio bajo 

Sabinas burro picachos Plataforma de Yucatán,  

Burgos Cinturón Plegado de  Chiapas 

Tampico misantla Cinturón Plegado de la Sierra Madre Oriental,  

Veracruz Chihuahua 

Sureste Golfo de California 

Golfo de México profundo Vizcaíno-La Purísima-Iray. 

In Información tomada de: “provincias petroleras de México” http://www.cnh.gob.mx/rig/PDF/PROVINCIAS%20PETROLERAS.pdf 

ANEXO 15: DUCTOS Y PROCESAMIENTO EN MÉXICO 

http://html.rincondelvago.com/gobierno-lazaro-cardenas_1934-1940.html
http://www.buenastareas.com/ensayos/Cancelaci%C3%B3n-Contratos-Riesgo-En-Pemex/24645428.html
http://www.bdomexico.com/espanol/publicaciones/detalles/pdf/CCS_pidiregas.pdf
http://www.cnh.gob.mx/rig/PDF/PROVINCIAS%20PETROLERAS.pdf
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Información tomada de: PEMEX, Anuario estadístico 2013 

ANEXO 16: CONVENIO DE SAN JOSÉ 

Acuerdo de cooperación petrolera de México y Venezuela que a poya a Centroamérica y al área del Caribe y contempla 

un esquema de colaboración destinado a financear proyectos de desarrollo económicos. 

Información tomada de: PEMEX, Glosario; http://www.ri.pemex.com/files/dcf/AEglosario07.pdf  

ANEXO 17: CICLO COMBINADO  

Se denomina ciclo combinado en la generación de energía a la coexistencia de dos ciclos termodinámicos en un mismo sistema, uno cuyo 

fluido de trabajo es el vapor de agua y otro cuyo fluido de trabajo es un gas producto de una combustión o quema. En la propulsión de 

buques se denomina ciclo combinado al sistema de propulsión COGAS. 

Información tomada de: http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ciclo_combinado  

ANEXO 18: GLOSARIO   

Aceite de formaciones compactas: gas en areniscas de baja permeabilidad (tight gas) gas en lutitas (shale gas). Metano en 

capas de carbón (coal bed methane). 

Aceite extra pesado: Aceite con fracciones relativamente altas de componentes pesados, alta densidad específica (baja 

densidad API) y alta viscosidad, a condiciones de yacimiento. 

Aceite ligero: La densidad de este aceite es mayor a 27 grados API, pero menor o igual a 38 grados 

Aceite pesado: Es aquél cuya densidad es menor o igual a 27 grados API. 

Aceite Súper Ligero: Su densidad es mayor a los 38 grados API. 

Aguas profundas: Zonas costa fuera donde la profundidad del agua es mayor o igual a 500 metros, pero menor a 1,500 

metros. 

Aguas ultra profundas: Zonas costa fuera donde la profundidad del agua es mayor o igual a 1,500 metros, pero menor a 

3,000 metros. 

Asia Central: Región de Asia que va desde el mar Caspio hasta las fronteras de China y Rusia hasta Asia del Sur. Asia 

Central se ha caracterizado históricamente por pueblos nómadas y por la Ruta de la Seda. Como resultado ha sido la vía por 

la que se han movido personas, bienes, e ideas, entre Europa, Oriente Medio, Asia del Sur, y Asia Oriental. De acuerdo con 

la definición de la ONU se integra por cinco repúblicas ex-Soviéticas Kazajistán, Kirguistán, Tayikistán, Turkmenistán y 

Uzbekistán.  

Balanza comercial: Registro de las importaciones y exportaciones de un país durante un período. El saldo de la misma es 

la diferencia entre exportaciones e importaciones. Es la diferencia entre los bienes que un país vende al exterior y los que 

compra a otros países. 

Barril: Unidad volumétrica para medir el crudo y los productos derivados del petróleo y es equivalente a 159 litros o 42 

galones (EE.UU.)  

Boe: El barril equivalente de petróleo es una unidad de energía equivalente a la energía liberada durante la quema de un 

http://www.ri.pemex.com/files/dcf/AEglosario07.pdf
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ciclo_combinado
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barril aproximadamente (42 galones estadounidenses o 158,9873 litros) de petróleo crudo. Un barril de petróleo equivale a 

6,1178632 × 109 J o 1.700 Kilovatios-hora. Un BPCE equivale aproximadamente a 5.800 pies cúbicos de gas natural. El 

Servicio Geológico de los Estados Unidos le da una equivalencia de 6.000 pies cúbicos (170 metros cúbicos) de gas natural 

típico. Este es utilizado por las compañías de petróleo y gas para el balance de sus estados financieros como una forma de 

combinar reservas de petróleo y gas natural bajo una sola medida. 

Brent: Es un petróleo liviano, aunque no tanto como el West Texas Intermediate (WTI). Contiene aproximadamente un 

0,39% de sulfuro, siendo así considerado como petróleo dulce, aunque tampoco es tan dulce como el WTI. El Brent es 

ideal para la producción de gasolina. Este tipo de petróleo es de los más pobres con respecto a su poder calorífico. Se extrae 

principalmente del Mar del Norte (referencia en los mercados europeos). El precio del barril de Brent se ha mantenido en 

torno a $1 menos que el WTI, y aprox. $1 más que el crudo de la OPEP ($108.76 dólares 30 abril 2014). 

BTU: British Thermal Unit. Cantidad de calor necesaria para aumentar en 1° la temperatura de una libra (0.4536 kg) de 

agua destilada.  

Buena vecindad (New Deal) de EE.UU.: La Política del buen vecino fue una iniciativa política creada y presentada por la 

administración del gobierno estadounidense presidido por Franklin D. Roosevelt en el marco de la VII Conferencia 

Panamericana de Montevideo en diciembre de 1933, en lo referente a sus relaciones América Latina durante los años 1933-

45, cuando la intervención de Estados Unidos en los asuntos internos de los países latinoamericanos fue moderándose 

(Estados Unidos había invadido abiertamente varios países de la región en los primeros años del siglo XX, como Cuba, 

México, Haití, República Dominicana o Nicaragua). Buscaba particularmente la solidaridad hemisférica contra amenazas 

exteriores, en especial de las potencias del eje durante la Segunda Guerra Mundial, por lo tanto esta política influyó en que 

casi todas las naciones latinoamericanas apoyaran a Estados Unidos en dicho conflicto bélico. 

Campo: Área consistente de uno o múltiples yacimientos, todos ellos agrupados o relacionados de acuerdo a los mismos 

aspectos geológicos estructurales y/o condiciones estratigráficas.  

CEPAL: Comisión Económica para América Latina y el Caribe (CEPAL); organismo responsable de promover el 

desarrollo económico y social de la región. 

Clausula calvo: La Cláusula Calvo es una doctrina legal que condiciona los siguientes cinco puntos en un contrato 

celebrado con extranjeros: 1) someterse a la jurisdicción legal local; 2) aplicación de la legislación de la localidad; 3) 

someterse a los acuerdos contractuales locales; 4) renuncia a solicitar la protección diplomática de su gobierno; y 5) 

renuncia a sus derechos bajo leyes internacionales. 

Competencia: Situación donde existe un indeterminado número de compradores y vendedores, que intentan maximizar su 

beneficio o satisfacción. 

Condensados del gas natural (LGN): Si el gas presenta compuestos más pesados que el etano, a ellos se les denomina 

condensados del gas natural. En este caso existen los líquidos del gas natural (LGN), y de ellos se puede obtener el GLP, 

que es una mezcla de propano y butanos, pentanos e hidrocarburos más pesados (gasolina natural). 

Contrato: Acuerdo de obligado cumplimiento legal.  

Costo de equilibrio: Aquel que surge gráficamente de la intersección entre la oferta y la demanda de bienes. Este punto 

puede ser definido como el precio al que las empresas están dispuestas a ofertar X cantidad de bienes, y que los 

consumidores están dispuestos a pagar a esa X cantidad. 

Costo de producción incremental: Es el costo adicional que resulta de aumentar la producción de un sistema de una (o 

más) unidades.  

Costo por inflación: Es un aumento generalizado en el nivel de precios de la economía, el que usualmente se debe a un 

incremento persistente de la demanda por sobre la oferta.  

Costos unitarios: Costo de producir una unidad de producto o de servicio, basado generalmente en promedios y tomando 

en consideración los costos de todos los factores productivos que intervienen en la producción. 

Crisis mundial de 1967: En 1967 Israel provocó el cierre del canal de Suez y la economía europea se vio afectada. 

Durante esta guerra, Israel ha bombardeado las terminales del Mediterráneo Oriental y Europa ha sufrido otra escasez en su 

aprovisionamiento de petróleo. 

Crisis mundial de 1973: La crisis del petróleo de 1973 (también conocida como primera crisis del petróleo) comenzó el 23 

de agosto de 1973, a raíz de la decisión de la Organización de Países Árabes Exportadores de Petróleo (que agrupaba a los 

países árabes miembros de la OPEP más Egipto, Siria y Túnez) con miembros del golfo pérsico de la OPEP (lo que incluía 

a Irán) de no exportar más petróleo a los países que habían apoyado a Israel durante la guerra del Yom Kippur (llamada así 

por la fecha conmemorativa judía Yom Kipur), que enfrentaba a Israel con Siria y Egipto. Esta medida incluía a Estados 

Unidos y a sus aliados de Europa Occidental. 

Delta del río Níger: Es una eco región de pradera inundada con una superficie de 46.000 kilómetros cuadrados; ocupa una 

zona pantanosa alrededor de la confluencia del río Níger y su afluente, el Baní, en el centro de Malí. 
Demanda: Cantidad que se está dispuesto a comprar de un cierto producto a un precio determinado. 

Dividendo: Es la retribución a la inversión que se otorga en proporción a la cantidad de acciones poseídas con recursos 

originados en las utilidades de la empresa durante un periodo determinado y podrá ser entregado en dinero o en acciones. 

Druzbha: Es el oleoducto más largo del mundo (siendo el segundo el oleoducto Bakú-Tiflis-Ceyhan). Se construyó en la 

URSS en 1964 para transportar petróleo desde Rusia central para suministrar petróleo a las regiones occidentales más 

necesitadas de energía de la Unión Soviética, a los aliados socialistas del antiguo Bloque del Este y a Europa Occidental. 

El oleoducto comienza en Samara, en el sureste de Rusia, donde recoge el petróleo de Siberia occidental, los Urales y el 
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Mar Caspio. Llega hasta Mazyr, en el sur de Bielorrusia, donde se bifurca en una rama sur y otra norte. La rama sur recorre 

Ucrania, Eslovaquia, la República Checa y Hungría. La rama norte cruza el resto de Bielorrusia hasta alcanzar Polonia y 

Alemania. Ha habido propuestas recientes para alargar esta rama hasta el puerto alemán del Mar del Norte de 

Wilhelmshaven, que reduciría el tráfico de barcos petroleros en el Mar Báltico y facilitaría el transporte del petróleo ruso 

hacia los Estados Unidos y tiene una capacidad de 1.2 a 1.4 millones de barriles al día. 

EIA (Energy Information Administration): La Administración de Información de Energía de EE.UU. es un organismo 

responsable de la recopilación, análisis y difusión de información inherente a la energía, para promover la formulación de 

políticas sanas, mercados eficientes y la comprensión pública de la energía y su interacción con la economía y el ambiente.  

Estado: Forma de organización político-administrativa de un país. 

Estrecho de Ormuz: Es un estrecho angosto entre el golfo de Omán, localizado al sudeste, y el golfo Pérsico, al sudoeste. 

En la costa norte se localiza Irán y tiene importancia estratégica debido a que casi el 20% del petróleo del mundo y 

aproximadamente el 35% comercializado por mar pasan por él, por lo que es un punto estratégico muy importante para el 

comercio internacional. 

Estrecho de Malaca: Estrecho que separa la isla de Sumatra y la península de Malaca, con una longitud total de 965 km y 

una anchura mínima de 38 Km. Constituye una de las rutas marinas más transitadas del mundo, ya que es paso obligado 

entre el océano Índico y el mar de China Meridional. 

Eurasia: Término que define una zona geográfica o continente que comprende Europa y Asia unidas.  

Exportación: En economía, una exportación es cualquier bien o servicio enviado fuera del territorio nacional. La 

exportación es el tráfico legítimo de bienes y/o servicios desde un territorio aduanero hacia otro territorio aduanero.  

Formaciones de kerógeno: La extracción de la materia orgánica presente en lutitas, requiere que sea descompuesta 

térmicamente o atacada químicamente; originándose de este modo compuestos más ligeros.  

Franja del Orinoco: Extensa zona rica en petróleo pesado y extrapesado ubicada al norte de río Orinoco, en Venezuela, su 

nombre se debe a la cercanía del río pues la formación geológica de los yacimientos no está relacionada con el mismo. 
Gas natural: Mezcla de hidrocarburos que existe en los yacimientos en fase gaseosa, o en solución en el aceite, y que a 

condiciones atmosféricas permanece en fase gaseosa. Este puede incluir algunas impurezas o substancias que no son 

hidrocarburos (ácido sulfhídrico, nitrógeno o dióxido de carbono). 

Geopolítica: La geopolítica es la ciencia que, a través de la geografía política, los estudios regionales y la historia, estudia 

la causalidad espacial de los sucesos políticos y sus futuros efectos. 

Golfo de Adén: Golfo en el océano Índico, entre los continentes de África y Asia.  

GTL: Proceso de cambio de un gas a liquido (GTL). En este procedimiento el metano se convierte primero en gas. Este gas 

sintético, se mezcla con dióxido de carbono, oxigeno o agua, para provocar reacciones químicas que derivan en una gran 

diversidad de combustibles. Los combustibles que se logran a través del GTL tiene la particularidad de ser menos 

contaminantes que los derivados del petróleo, por eso es muy cotizado por los países industrializados y los consumidores 

que pueden costearlos. 

Henry Hub: Centro de distribución de gas natural propiedad de Sabine Pipe Line LLC, una subsidiaria de Chevron 

Corporation . Debido a su importancia, da nombre al punto de referencia de precios para el gas natural en los contratos y 

negociaciones en la Bolsa Mercantil de Nueva York (NYMEX). 

Hidrocarburos: Compuestos químicos constituidos completamente de hidrógeno y carbono 

IEA (Agencia Internacional de energía):(International Energy Agency) Es una organización internacional, creada por la 

Organización para la Cooperación y el Desarrollo Económico (OCDE) tras la crisis del petróleo de 1973, que busca 

coordinar las políticas energéticas de sus Estados miembros, con la finalidad de asegurar energía confiable, adquirible y 

limpia a sus respectivos habitantes. 

Integración económica: Término usado para describir los distintos aspectos mediante los cuales las economías son 

integradas, también se conoce como el modelo por medio del cual los países pretenden beneficiarse mutuamente a través de 

la eliminación progresiva de barreras al comercio. El grado de integración económica puede categorizarse en 6 estadios: 
Zona preferencial de comercio. 

Zona de libre comercio  
Unión aduanera  

Mercado común  

Unión económica y monetaria 
Integración económica complete 

Integración regional: Formación de una unidad diferenciada, formando un bloque político-económico y también, en 

ciertos casos, social y cultural, que esté constituido por unidades político-económicas menores (países) vecinas entre sí, con 

el fin de lograr mayor fuerza competitiva, más rendimiento en sus operaciones, cooperación y solidaridad, minimizando 

riesgos, y fijándose metas compartidas.  

IOC: Compañías internacionales de petróleo (International Oil Company) 

Join Venture: Empresa conjunta; es un tipo de acuerdo comercial de inversión conjunta a largo plazo entre 2 o más 

personas (jurídicas o comerciantes). 

Ley de Arrendamiento de Mineral de 1920: Se autoriza al Poder Ejecutivo para contratar la explotación de petróleo u 

otras sustancias minerales de reserva fiscal, en las zonas y extensiones que juzgue conveniente, mediante arrendamiento 

temporal, que no pase de 66 años, u otra forma cualquiera, con participación del Estado en el producto bruto, fijándose 

como mínimo de esta participación el 12.5%. Queda igualmente autorizado, para proceder a la explotación por 
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administración directa, contrayendo un empréstito hasta la cantidad que requiera el negocio, con garantía de los mismos 

terrenos petrolíferos y de las maquinarias que fuere necesario adquirir. 

Líquidos de carbón (CTL): Proceso químico de cambio del carbón a líquido. 

Líquidos de planta: Líquidos del gas natural recuperados en plantas de procesamiento de gas, consistiendo de etano, 

propano y butano, principalmente. 

Lukoil: Compañia petrolera más grande de Rusia y la 2° mayor compañía, junto a ExxonMobil, en cuanto a reservas de 

crudo.  

M85: El gasohol producido con metanol, M85 es un combustible compuesto de 85 % de metanol y un 15 % de gasolina.  

Mar de Barents: Sector del océano Ártico, situado en el norte de Noruega y de Rusia. 

Medio Oriente y Norte de África (MENA): El término MENA, por "Medio Oriente y África del Norte ", es un acrónimo 

de uso académico, militar, humanitaria, y negocios. El término abarca una extensa región, que se extiende desde Marruecos 

a Irán. 

Medio Oriente: Región situada al sudoeste de Asia, reuniendo a países como Arabia Saudí, Baréin, Emiratos Árabes 

Unidos, Irak, Israel, Jordania, Kuwait, Líbano, Libia, Omán, Catar, Siria, Sudán, Yemen, los territorios palestinos (Franja 

de Gaza y parte de Cisjordania), y por lo general también a Turquía, pero también para 3 países cercanos (Chipre, Egipto e 

Irán).  

Metanol: El compuesto químico metanol, también conocido como alcohol de madera o alcohol metílico, es el alcohol más 

sencillo. A temperatura ambiente se presenta como un líquido ligero (de baja densidad), incoloro, inflamable y tóxico que 

se emplea como anticongelante, disolvente y combustible. 

Nabucco: Proyecto de gasoducto para el transporte de gas natural desde Erzurum, en Turquía, a Baumgarten an der March, 

en Austria. El objetivo de esta nueva tubería sería el de diversificar las actuales rutas de suministro de gas, existentes en 

Europa. 

Nacionalización: Transformación de una empresa o unidad económica privada en una empresa pública. También se 

denomina socialización o nacionalización de los medios de producción. Sin embargo, la nacionalización específicamente se 

refiere a la recuperación de una empresa extranjera (no nacional) al dominio del Estado. 

NAFTA: El Tratado de Libre Comercio de América del Norte (TLCAN), en inglés North American Free Trade Agreement 

(NAFTA), es un acuerdo regional entre los gobiernos de Canadá, Estados Unidos y México para crear una zona de libre 

comercio. Este Acuerdo comercial fue negociado durante la administración del presidente mexicano Carlos Salinas de 

Gortari, del presidente estadounidense George H.W. Bush, y del primer ministro canadiense Brian Mulroney. 

NOC: Empresa nacional de petróleo (National Oil Company) es una compañía con propiedad mayoritaria de un gobierno 

nacional. . 

OCDE: La Organización para la Cooperación y el Desarrollo Económicos (OCDE) es una organización de cooperación 

internacional, compuesta por 34 estados, cuyo objetivo es coordinar sus políticas económicas y sociales.  Conocida como 

«club de los países ricos», la OCDE agrupa a países que proporcionaban al mundo el 70 % del mercado mundial. 

Oferta: Exposición pública que se hace de las mercancías en solicitud de venta. 

OPEP: La Organización de Países Exportadores de Petróleo (OPEP) es una organización intergubernamental, fundada el 

14 de septiembre de 1960 a raíz de unos acuerdos previos establecidos en el I Congreso Petrolero Árabe realizado a finales 

de enero de 1960 por iniciativa del Gobierno de Venezuela. Donde se señalaba que era necesario un "instrumento de 

defensa de los precios para evitar el despilfarro económico del petróleo que se agota sin posibilidad de renovarse". 

PDVSA: Petróleos de Venezuela, Sociedad Anónima (PDVSA) es una empresa estatal venezolana cuyas actividades son la 

explotación, producción, refinación, mercadeo y transporte del petróleo venezolano.  
Peak Oil: El Pico petrolero es el momento en el cual se alcanza la tasa máxima de extracción de petróleo global y tras el 

cual la tasa de producción entra en un declive terminal. Este concepto se deriva de la curva de Hubbert y se ha demostrado 

que es aplicable tanto a la tasa de producción doméstica de una nación determinada como a la tasa de producción petrolera 

global. A menudo se confunde el pico petrolero con el agotamiento del petróleo. En realidad, el pico petrolero es el punto 

de máxima producción, mientras que el agotamiento corresponde al período de caídas de las reservas y los suministros. 

Península de Yamal: La península de Yamal es una península que se interna en el océano Ártico, localizada al noroeste de 

Siberia, muy próxima a la península de Guida. 

Petróleo no convencional: Los recursos no convencionales son hidrocarburos (petróleo y gas) que se encuentran en unas 

condiciones que no permiten el movimiento del fluido, bien por estar atrapados en rocas poco permeables, o por tratarse de 

petróleos de muy alta viscosidad. Requieren el empleo de tecnología especial para su extracción, ya sea por las propiedades 

del propio hidrocarburo o por las características de la roca que lo contiene. 

Petróleo: Mezcla de hidrocarburos compuesta de combinaciones de átomos de carbono e hidrógeno, que se encuentra en 

los espacios porosos de la roca. El petróleo crudo puede contener otros elementos de origen no metálico como azufre, 

oxígeno y nitrógeno, así como trazas de metales como constituyentes menores. Los compuestos que forman el petróleo 

pueden estar en estado gaseoso, líquido o sólido, dependiendo de su naturaleza y de las condiciones de presión y 

temperatura existentes. 

Poder calorífico: Es la cantidad de calor liberado por unidad de masa, o por unidad de volumen, cuando una sustancia es 

quemada completamente. Los poderes caloríficos de los combustibles sólidos y líquidos se expresan en calorías por gramo 

o en BTU por libra. Para los gases, este parámetro se expresa generalmente en kilocalorías por metro cúbico o en BTU por 

pie cúbico. 

http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sociedad_An%C3%B3nima
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Estatizaci%C3%B3n
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venezuela
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miner%C3%ADa
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Producci%C3%B3n_(econom%C3%ADa)
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Refinaci%C3%B3n
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Petr%C3%B3leo
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Precio: Valor en que se estima un bien. 

Pre-Sal: Pre-sal es un concepto de la geología donde se explica que el yacimiento está situado en el fondo del mar, bajo 

una capa de sal. (Costa de Brasil, en Santa Catarina). 

Privatización: Proceso jurídico-económico mediante el cual las actividades empresariales son transferidas del sector 

público al sector privado, es decir, traspasadas o tomadas ya sea desde el Estado o la comunidad hacia agentes económicos 

privados. 

Provincia geológica: Región de grandes dimensiones caracterizada por una historia geológica y desarrollos similares. 

Recurso prospectivo: Volúmenes estimados asociados a las cantidades no descubiertas. Estos recursos representan 

aquellas cantidades de petróleo que se estiman, a partir de una fecha determinada, potencialmente recuperables de los 

yacimientos de petróleo o gas identificados a través de evidencia indirecta, pero que aún no han sido perforados.  

Regalía: Una regalía o royalty es el pago que se efectúa al titular de derechos de autor, patentes, marcas o know-how a 

cambio del derecho a usarlos o explotarlos, o que debe realizarse al Estado por el uso o extracción de ciertos recursos 

naturales, habitualmente no renovables.  

Relación reserva–producción (R/P): Es el resultado de dividir la reserva remanente a una fecha entre la producción de un 

periodo. Este indicador supone producción constante, precio de hidrocarburos y costos de extracción sin variación en el 

tiempo, así como la inexistencia de nuevos descubrimientos en el futuro. 

Renta: Incremento neto de riqueza. Todo ingreso que una persona física o jurídica percibe y que puede consumir sin 

disminuir su patrimonio. Diferencia entre los ingresos y los gastos necesarios para su obtención. Con frecuencia se utiliza 

el término renta para designar los ingresos relativos al capital impuesto o cedido al Estado o a las empresas de carácter 

público. 

Reserva 1P: Es la reserva probada. 

Reserva estratégica de petróleo (SPR): La Reserva Estratégica de Petróleo, conocido por las siglas (SPR) Inglés Reserva 

Estratégica de Petróleo es un almacenamiento de emergencia, en poder del Departamento de Energía de los Estados 

Unidos. La reserva almacena millones de barriles de crudo en cuencas subterráneas en cuatro sitios a lo largo del Golfo de 

México. La reserva estratégica de petróleo el Estados Unidos es el mayor suministro de emergencia en el mundo con la 

capacidad actual de almacenar hasta 727 millones de barriles o 115 600 000 metros cúbicos de gas. 

Reserva probada: Volumen de hidrocarburos o sustancias asociadas evaluadas a condiciones atmosféricas, las cuales por 

análisis de datos geológicos y de ingeniería se estima con razonable certidumbre que serán comercialmente recuperables a 

partir de una fecha dada proveniente de yacimientos conocidos y bajo condiciones actuales económicas, métodos 

operacionales y regulaciones gubernamentales. Dicho volumen está constituido por la reserva probada desarrollada y la 

reserva probada no desarrollada. 

Reservas 2P: Suma de las reservas probadas más las reservas probables. 

Reservas 3P: Suma de las reservas probadas más las reservas probables más las reservas posibles. 

Reservas de hidrocarburos: Volumen de hidrocarburos medido a condiciones atmosféricas, que será producido 

económicamente con cualquiera de los métodos y sistemas de explotación aplicables a la fecha de la evaluación. 

Reservas posibles: Volumen de hidrocarburos en donde el análisis de datos geológicos y de ingeniería sugiere que son 

menos probables de ser comercialmente recuperables que las reservas probables. 

Reservas probables: Reservas no probadas cuyo análisis de datos geológicos y de ingeniería sugiere que son más 

tendientes a ser comercialmente recuperables que no serlo. 

Reservas probadas desarrolladas: Reservas que se espera sean recuperadas de los pozos existentes incluyendo las 

reservas atrás de la tubería, que pueden ser recuperadas con la infraestructura actual mediante trabajo adicional con costos 

moderados de inversión. 

Reservas probadas no desarrolladas: Volumen que se espera producir por medio de pozos sin instalaciones actuales para 

producción y transporte, y de pozos futuros.  

Shale gas: Se conoce como gas en lutitas (una roca sedimentaria de grano que se fractura fácilmente en láminas finas y  

paralelas). Estas tienen poca permeabilidad, por lo que la producción de gas en cantidades comerciales requiere técnicas de 

fracturación para aumentar la permeabilidad. 

Shale oil: Es un petróleo no convencional producido a partir de lutitas mediante pirolisis, hidrogenación, o disolución 

térmica. Estos procesos convierten a la materia orgánica contenida dentro de la roca (Kerógeno) en petróleo sintético y gas. 

El petróleo resultante puede ser utilizado como combustible o ser mejorado para ajustarse a las especificaciones del 

material que alimenta una refinería mediante el agregado de hidrógeno y la eliminación de impurezas tales como azufre y 

nitrógeno.  

Unión Europea: Organización económica y política formada por 27 países europeos democráticos que comparten normas 

comunes en agricultura, transportes, pesca, industria.  

Upstream: La industria del petróleo se divide normalmente en 3 fases: "Upstream": Exploración y producción. 

"Midstream": Transporte, procesos y almacenamiento. "Downstream": Refino, venta y distribución. 

West Texas Intermédiate WTI: El WTI es un petróleo crudo ligero (de baja densidad) y dulce (con un bajo contenido en 

azufre), lo que lo convierte en la materia prima ideal de productos como la gasolina y el diesel de bajo contenido en azufre. 

El petróleo crudo WTI se refina sobre todo en las regiones estadounidenses del Medio Oeste y la Costa del Golfo. 

Zona neutral particionada: También conocida como la Zona dividida, fue un área de 5.770 km² situada entre las fronteras 

de Saudita  y Kuwait que fue dejada como indefinida cuando se estableció la frontera entre ambos países.. 

http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arabia_Saud%C3%AD
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kuwait
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FOREWORD

It is the job of governments to take the decisions that will deliver a secure and sustainable
energy future. They can make wise decisions only if they are well-informed and advised.
That is the job of bodies such as the International Energy Agency (IEA), which it has beenmy
privilege to lead since September 2011.

The World Energy Outlook (WEO) team, under the Agency’s Chief Economist, Fatih Birol,
has again done an outstanding job inWEO-2011 to underpin sound energy decisionmaking.
With the invaluable help of many global experts inside and outside the Agency, the team
has given us awealth of current energy information, analysis and perspectives on the future.

For example, we find:

! what it will cost to bring modern energy to every citizen of the world by 2030 and how
to finance it;

! that, provided governments honour their existing intentions, renewable energy is set to
provide half the new power generating capacity required between now and 2035;

! that, by virtue of their size and distribution, natural gas resources contribute
encouragingly to future energy security, casting a golden glow over the outlook for
natural gas;

! how oil markets will be shaped by increasing demand for mobility and rising upstream
costs – and the consequences of any shortfall of investment in the Middle East and
North Africa;

! what would have to be done (and whether that is realistic) if the nuclear component
of future energy supply were to be halved, or if the availability of carbon capture and
storage technology slipped by ten years;

! the extent of the overwhelming dominance of China in global energy in 25 years time and
the global significance of the choices China makes to meet its needs; and

! how much energy Russia can save simply by matching the energy efficiency standards
of OECD countries and how that would serve both Russia’s national objectives and the
interests of global energy supply.

As a former minister, my background is that of a politician. My mission at the IEA is to
bridge the divide between analysts and politicians so that the right energy policy decisions
are made by governments across the world, both members and non-members of the IEA
alike. The Agency will not aspire to determine those decisions which lie outside its area of
executive responsibility for itsmembers’ energy security. But I will push the remit to identify
the decisionswhich others need, orwhichwould bewise, to adopt. TheWEO is an invaluable
tool to this end.
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The starkest decisions are those which must be taken without delay. I end by highlighting
one area squarely in this category: the energy decisions necessary to contain the rise in
the average global temperature to 2° Celsius. We read here of the way carbon emissions
are already “locked-in” because of the nature of the plant and equipment which we
continue to build. If we do not change course, by 2015 over 90% of the permissible energy
sector emissions to 2035 will already be locked in. By 2017, 100%. We can still act in time
to preserve a plausible path to a sustainable energy future; but each year the necessary
measures get progressively tougher and viciously more expensive. So, let’s not wait any
longer!

Maria van der Hoeven
Executive Director

This publication has been produced under the authority of the Executive Director of the
International Energy Agency. The views expressed do not necessarily reflect the views or
policies of individual IEA member countries
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Executive summary 39

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

“If we don’t change direction soon, we’ll end up where
we’re heading”

There are few signs that the urgently needed change in direction in global energy trends is
underway. Although the recovery in the world economy since 2009 has been uneven, and
future economic prospects remain uncertain, global primary energy demand rebounded by
a remarkable 5% in 2010, pushing CO2 emissions to a new high. Subsidies that encourage
wasteful consumption of fossil fuels jumped to over $400 billion. The number of people
without access to electricity remained unacceptably high at 1.3 billion, around 20% of the
world’s population. Despite the priority in many countries to increase energy efficiency,
global energy intensity worsened for the second straight year. Against this unpromising
background, events such as those at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant and the
turmoil in parts of the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) have cast doubts on the
reliability of energy supply, while concerns about sovereign financial integrity have shifted
the focus of government attention away from energy policy and limited their means of
policy intervention, boding ill for agreed global climate change objectives.

ThisOutlook assesses the threats and opportunities facing the global energy systembased
on a rigorous quantitative analysis of energy and climate trends. The analysis includes
three global scenarios andmultiple case studies. The central scenario for this Outlook is the
New Policies Scenario, in which recent government policy commitments are assumed to be
implemented in a cautious manner – even if they are not yet backed up by firm measures.
Comparisonwith the results of the Current Policies Scenario, which assumes no newpolicies
are added to those in place as of mid-2011, illustrates the value of these commitments and
plans. From another angle, comparison is also instructive with the 450 Scenario, which
works back from the international goal of limiting the long-term increase in the global
mean temperature to two degrees Celsius (2°C) above pre-industrial levels, in order to
trace a plausible pathway to that goal. The wide difference in outcomes between these
three scenarios underlines the critical role of governments to define the objectives and
implement the policies necessary to shape our energy future.

Short-term uncertainty does little to alter the longer-term picture

Despite uncertainty over the prospects for short-term economic growth, demand for
energy in the New Policies Scenario grows strongly, increasing by one-third from 2010
to 2035. The assumptions of a global population that increases by 1.7 billion people and
3.5% annual average growth in the global economy generate ever-higher demand for energy
services and mobility. A lower rate of global GDP growth in the short-term than assumed in
thisOutlookwould make only a marginal difference to longer-term trends.

The dynamics of energy markets are increasingly determined by countries outside the
OECD. Non-OECD countries account for 90% of population growth, 70% of the increase in
economic output and 90% of energy demand growth over the period from 2010 to 2035.
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China consolidates its position as the world’s largest energy consumer: in 2035 it consumes
nearly 70%more energy than the United States, the second-largest consumer, even though,
by then, per-capita energy consumption in China is still less than half the level in the United
States. The rates of growth in energy consumption in India, Indonesia, Brazil and theMiddle
East are even faster than in China.

Global investment in energy supply infrastructure of $38 trillion (in year-2010 dollars)
is required over the period 2011 to 2035. Almost two-thirds of the total investment is in
countries outside of the OECD. Oil and gas collectively account for almost $20 trillion, as
both the need for upstream investment and the associated cost rise in the medium and
long term. The power sector claims most of the remainder, with over 40% of this being for
transmission and distribution networks.

The age of fossil fuels is far from over, but their dominance declines. Demand for all fuels
rises, but the share of fossil fuels in global primary energy consumption falls slightly from
81% in 2010 to 75% in 2035; natural gas is the only fossil fuel to increase its share in the
global mix over the period to 2035. In the power sector, renewable energy technologies,
led by hydropower andwind, account for half of the new capacity installed tomeet growing
demand.

Steps in the right direction, but the door to 2°C is closing

We cannot afford to delay further action to tackle climate change if the long-term target of
limiting the global average temperature increase to 2°C, as analysed in the 450 Scenario, is
to be achieved at reasonable cost. In the New Policies Scenario, the world is on a trajectory
that results in a level of emissions consistentwith a long-term average temperature increase
of more than 3.5°C. Without these new policies, we are on an even more dangerous track,
for a temperature increase of 6°C or more.

Four-fifths of the total energy-related CO2 emissions permissible by 2035 in the
450 Scenario are already “locked-in” by our existing capital stock (power plants,
buildings, factories, etc.). If stringent new action is not forthcoming by 2017, the
energy-related infrastructure then in place will generate all the CO2 emissions allowed
in the 450 Scenario up to 2035, leaving no room for additional power plants, factories
and other infrastructure unless they are zero-carbon, which would be extremely costly.
Delaying action is a false economy: for every $1 of investment avoided in the power sector
before 2020 an additional $4.3 would need to be spent after 2020 to compensate for the
increased emissions.

New energy efficiency measures make a difference, but much more is required. Energy
efficiency improves in the New Policies Scenario at a rate twice as high as that seen over the
last two-and-a-half decades, stimulated by tighter standards across all sectors and a partial
phase-out of subsidies to fossil fuels. In the 450 Scenario, we need to achieve an even higher
pace of change, with efficiency improvements accounting for half of the additional reduction
in emissions. Themost important contribution to reaching energy security and climate goals
comes from the energy that we do not consume.
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Rising transport demand and upstream costs reconfirm
the end of cheap oil

Short-term pressures on oil markets may be eased by slower economic growth and by the
expectedreturnofLibyanoil to themarket,but trendsonboth theoildemandandsupply sides
maintain pressure on prices.We assume that the average IEA crude oil import price remains
high, approaching$120/barrel (in year-2010dollars) in2035 (over$210/barrel innominal terms)
in theNewPolicies Scenario although, in practice, price volatility is likely to remain.

All of the net increase in oil demand comes from the transport sector in emerging
economies, as economic growth pushes up demand for personal mobility and freight. Oil
demand (excluding biofuels) rises from 87million barrels per day (mb/d) in 2010 to 99 mb/d
in 2035. The total number of passenger cars doubles to almost 1.7 billion in 2035. Sales
in non-OECD markets exceed those in the OECD by 2020, with the centre of gravity of car
manufacturing shifting to non-OECD countries before 2015. The rise in oil use comes despite
some impressive gains in fuel economy in many regions, notably for passenger vehicles in
Europe and for heavy freight in the United States. Alternative vehicle technologies emerge
that use oil much more efficiently or not at all, such as electric vehicles, but it takes time
for them to become commercially viable and penetrate markets. With limited potential for
substitution for oil as a transportation fuel, the concentration of oil demand in the transport
sector makes demand less responsive to changes in the oil price (especially where oil
products are subsidised).

The cost of bringing oil to market rises as oil companies are forced to turn to more
difficult and costly sources to replace lost capacity and meet rising demand. Production
of conventional crude oil – the largest single component of oil supply – remains at current
levels before declining slightly to around 68 mb/d by 2035. To compensate for declining
crude oil production at existing fields, 47 mb/d of gross capacity additions are required,
twice the current total oil production of all OPEC countries in the Middle East. A growing
share of output comes from natural gas liquids (over 18 mb/d in 2035) and unconventional
sources (10 mb/d). The largest increase in oil production comes from Iraq, followed by
Saudi Arabia, Brazil, Kazakhstan and Canada. Biofuels supply triples to the equivalent of more
than 4mb/d, bolstered by $1.4 trillion in subsidies over the projection period.

Oil imports to the United States, currently the world’s biggest importer, drop as
efficiency gains reduce demand and new supplies such as light tight oil are developed,
but increasing reliance on oil imports elsewhere heightens concerns about the cost of
imports and supply security. Four-fifths of oil consumed in non-OECD Asia comes from
imports in 2035, compared with just over half in 2010. Globally, reliance grows on a
relatively small number of producers, mainly in the MENA region, with oil shipped along
vulnerable supply routes. In aggregate, the increase in production from this region is
over 90% of the required growth in world oil output, pushing the share of OPEC in global
production above 50% in 2035.

A shortfall in upstream investment in the MENA region could have far-reaching
consequences for global energy markets. Such a shortfall could result from a variety of
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factors, including higher perceived investment risks, deliberate government policies to
develop production capacity more slowly or constraints on upstream domestic capital
flows because priority is given to spending on other public programmes. If, between 2011
and 2015, investment in the MENA region runs one-third lower than the $100 billion per
year required in the New Policies Scenario, consumers could face a substantial near-term
rise in the oil price to $150/barrel (in year-2010 dollars).

Golden prospects for natural gas

There is much less uncertainty over the outlook for natural gas: factors both on the
supply and demand sides point to a bright future, even a golden age, for natural gas. Our
Outlook reinforces the main conclusions of aWEO special report released in June 2011: gas
consumption rises in all three scenarios, underlining how gas does well under a wide range
of future policy directions. In the New Policies Scenario, demand for gas all but reaches that
for coal, with 80% of the additional demand coming from non-OECD countries. Policies
promoting fuel diversification support a major expansion of gas use in China; this is met
through higher domestic production and through an increasing share of LNG trade and
Eurasian pipeline imports. Global trade doubles andmore than one-third of the increase goes
to China. Russia remains the largest gas producer in 2035 andmakes the largest contribution
to global supply growth, followed by China, Qatar, the United States and Australia.

Unconventional gas nowaccounts for half of the estimatednatural gas resource base and it
ismorewidely dispersed than conventional resources, a fact that has positive implications
for gas security. The share of unconventional gas rises to one-fifth of total gas production
by 2035, although the pace of this development varies considerably by region. The growth
in output will also depend on the gas industry dealing successfully with the environmental
challenges: a golden age of gas will require golden standards for production. Natural gas is
the cleanest of the fossil fuels, but increased use of gas in itself (without carbon capture and
storage) will not be enough to put us on a carbon emissions path consistent with limiting the
rise in average global temperatures to 2°C.

Renewables are pushed towards centre stage

The share of non-hydro renewables in power generation increases from 3% in 2009 to
15% in 2035, underpinned by annual subsidies to renewables that rise almost five-times
to $180 billion. China and the European Union drive this expansion, providing nearly half
of the growth. Even though the subsidy cost per unit of output is expected to decline, most
renewable-energy sources need continued support throughout the projection period in order
tocompete inelectricitymarkets.While thiswill becostly, it is expected tobring lastingbenefits
in terms of energy security and environmental protection. Accommodating more electricity
from renewable sources, sometimes in remote locations, will require additional investment
in transmission networks amounting to 10% of total transmission investment: in the
EuropeanUnion, 25%of the investment in transmission networks is needed for this purpose.
The contribution of hydropower to global power generation remains at around 15%, with
China, India and Brazil accounting for almost half of the 680 gigawatts of new capacity.
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Treading water or full steam ahead for coal?

Coal has met almost half of the increase in global energy demand over the last decade.
Whether this trend alters and how quickly is among themost important questions for the
future of the global energy economy.Maintaining current policies would see coal use rise
by a further 65% by 2035, overtaking oil as the largest fuel in the global energy mix. In the
NewPolicies Scenario, global coal use rises for the next ten years, but then levels off to finish
25% above the levels of 2009. Realisation of the 450 Scenario requires coal consumption
to peak well before 2020 and then decline. The range of projections for coal demand in
2035 across the three scenarios is nearly as large as total world coal demand in 2009. The
implications of policy and technology choices for the global climate are huge.

China’s consumption of coal is almost half of global demand and its Five-Year Plan for
2011 to 2015, which aims to reduce the energy and carbon intensity of the economy,
will be a determining factor for world coal markets. China’s emergence as a net coal
importer in 2009 led to rising prices and new investment in exporting countries, including
Australia, Indonesia, Russia and Mongolia. In the New Policies Scenario, the main market
for traded coal continues to shift from the Atlantic to the Pacific, but the scale and direction
of international trade flows are highly uncertain, particularly after 2020. It would take only
a relatively small shift in domestic demand or supply for China to become a net-exporter
again, competing for markets against the countries that are now investing to supply its
needs. India’s coal use doubles in the New Policies Scenario, so that India displaces the
United States as the world’s second-largest coal consumer and becomes the largest coal
importer in the 2020s.

Widespread deployment of more efficient coal-fired power plants and carbon capture
and storage (CCS) technology could boost the long-term prospects for coal, but there are
still considerable hurdles. If the average efficiency of all coal-fired power plants were to be
five percentage points higher than in the New Policies Scenario in 2035, such an accelerated
move away from the least efficient combustion technologies would lower CO2 emissions
from the power sector by 8% and reduce local air pollution. Opting for more efficient
technology for new coal power plants would require relatively small additional investments,
but improving efficiency levels at existing plants would come at a much higher cost. In
the New Policies Scenario, CCS plays a role only towards the end of the projection period.
Nonetheless, CCS is a key abatement option in the 450 Scenario, accounting for almost
one-fifth of the additional reductions in emissions that are required. If CCS is not
widely deployed in the 2020s, an extraordinary burden would rest on other low-carbon
technologies to deliver lower emissions in line with global climate objectives.

Second thoughts on nuclear would have far-reaching
consequences

Events at FukushimaDaiichi have raised questions about the future role of nuclear power,
although it has not changed policies in countries such as China, India, Russia and Korea
that are driving its expansion. In the New Policies Scenario, nuclear output rises by more
than 70% over the period to 2035, only slightly less than projected last year. However, we
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also examine the possible implications of a more substantial shift away from nuclear power
in a Low Nuclear Case, which assumes that no new OECD reactors are built, that non-OECD
countries build only half of the additions projected in our New Policies Scenario and that the
operating lifespan of existing nuclear plants is shortened. While creating opportunities for
renewables, such a low-nuclear futurewould also boost demand for fossil fuels: the increase
in global coal demand is equal to twice the level of Australia’s current steam coal exports and
the rise in gas demand is equivalent to two-thirds of Russia’s current natural gas exports.
The net result would be to put additional upward pressure on energy prices, raise additional
concerns about energy security and make it harder and more expensive to combat climate
change. The consequences would be particularly severe for those countries with limited
indigenous energy resources which have been planning to rely relatively heavily on nuclear
power. It would also make it considerably more challenging for emerging economies to
satisfy their rapidly growing demand for electricity.

The world needs Russian energy, while Russia needs to use less

Russia’s large energy resources underpin its continuing role as a cornerstone of the global
energy economy over the coming decades. High prospective demand and international
prices for fossil fuels might appear to guarantee a positive outlook for Russia, but the
challenges facing Russia are, in many ways, no less impressive than the size of its resources.
Russia’s core oil and gas fields in Western Siberia will decline and a new generation of
higher-cost fields need to be developed, both in the traditional production areas of
Western Siberia and in the new frontiers of Eastern Siberia and the Arctic. A responsive
Russian fiscal regime will be needed to provide sufficient incentives for investment. Oil
production plateaus around 10.5 mb/d before starting a slight decline to 9.7 mb/d in 2035;
gas production increases by 35% to 860 billion cubic metres (bcm) in 2035, with the Yamal
peninsula becoming the new anchor of Russian supply.

As the geography of Russian oil and gas production changes, so does the geography of
export. The majority of Russia’s exports continue to go westwards to traditional markets in
Europe, but a shift towards Asianmarkets gathersmomentum. Russia gains greater diversity
of export revenues as a result: the share of China in Russia’s total fossil-fuel export earnings
rises from 2% in 2010 to 20% in 2035, while the share of the European Union falls from 61%
to 48%.

Russia aims to create a more efficient economy, less dependent on oil and gas, but needs
to pick up the pace of change. If Russia increased its energy efficiency in each sector to the
levels of comparable OECD countries, it could save almost one-third of its annual primary
energy use, an amount similar to the energy used in one year by the United Kingdom.
Potential savings of natural gas alone, at 180 bcm, are close to Russia’s net exports in 2010.
New energy efficiency policies and continued price reforms for gas and electricity bring
some improvements but, in our analysis, do not unlock more than a part of Russia’s
efficiency potential. Faster implementation of efficiency improvements and energy market
reformswould accelerate themodernisation of the Russian economy and thereby loosen its
dependency onmovements in international commodity prices.
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Achieving energy for all will not cost the earth

We estimate that, in 2009, around $9 billion was invested globally to provide first access
tomodern energy, butmore than five-times this amount, $48 billion, needs to be invested
each year if universal access is to be achieved by 2030. Providing energy access for all by
2030 is a key goal announced by the UN Secretary-General. Today, 1.3 billion people do not
have electricity and 2.7 billion people still rely on the traditional use of biomass for cooking.
The investment required is equivalent to around 3% of total energy investment to 2030.
Without this increase, the global picture in 2030 is projected to change little from today and
in sub-Saharan Africa it gets worse. Some existing policies designed to help the poorestmiss
their mark. Only 8% of the subsidies to fossil-fuel consumption in 2010 reached the poorest
20% of the population.

International concern about the issue of energy access is growing. The United Nations has
declared 2012 to be the “International Year of Sustainable Energy for All” and the Rio+20
Summit represents an important opportunity for action. More finance, frommany sources
and in many forms, is needed to provide modern energy for all, with solutions matched
to the particular challenges, risks and returns of each category of project. Private sector
investment needs to grow the most, but this will not happen unless national governments
adopt strong governance and regulatory frameworks and invest in capacity building. The
public sector, including donors, needs to use its tools to leverage greater private sector
investment where the commercial case would otherwise be marginal. Universal access
by 2030 would increase global demand for fossil fuels and related CO2 emissions by less
than 1%, a trivial amount in relation to the contribution made to human development
and welfare.
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PREFACE

Part A of thisWEO (Chapters 1 to 6) presents a comprehensive overview of our energy
projections to 2035, in a fuel-by-fuel format which will be familiar to regular readers.

As last year, we present the results of modelling three scenarios: the Current Policies
Scenario, the New Policies Scenario and the 450 Scenario (a title derived from the
objective of limiting the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere to no
more than 450 parts per million).

We also examine a number of plausible variations on these central scenarios: a Low
GDP Case, a Deferred Investment Case (deferred investment in oil in the Middle East
and North Africa), a Golden Age of Gas (a more optimistic scenario for natural gas,
summarised and updated from a separate publication in theWEO series in June 2011),
a Delayed Carbon Capture and Storage Case, and a Low Nuclear Case (see Part D,
Chapter 12).

Chapter 1 describes the methodological framework and the assumptions that underpin
the scenarios, commenting on changes sinceWEO-2010. Chapter 2 surveys global trends
in the demand and supply of all fuels in all scenarios, but with a special emphasis on the
New Policies Scenario. The results are given fuel-by-fuel, sector-by-sector and region-by-
region. Production prospects, investment in the energy supply infrastructure, changes in
inter-regional trade and the outlook for energy-related emissions are all covered.

Chapters 3 to 6 deal in detail with oil, natural gas, electricity and renewables and climate
change (with special emphasis in Chapter 6 on the 450 Scenario). This year coal has been
given special attention in its own right (see Part C).

PART A
GLOBAL ENERGY TRENDS
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CHAPTER 1

H I G H L I G H T S

CONTEXT AND ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

What’s driving energy markets?

! WEO-2011 assesses the implications for global energy markets to 2035 of alternative
assumptions about energy and climate policy. The New Policies Scenario – the central
scenario in this Outlook – takes into account recently announced commitments and
plans, even if they are yet to be formally adopted and implemented. The Current Policies
Scenario takes account only of those policies that had been enacted by mid-2011. The
450Scenario, sets out an illustrative energypathway that is consistentwith a50%chance
ofmeeting the goal of limiting the increase in average global temperature to 2°C.

! The rate of growth inworld GDP – a fundamental driver of energy demand – is assumed
to average 3.6% per year over the period 2009 to 2035 in all scenarios. Non-OECD
countries account for over 70% of the increase in global economic output, pushing their
share of global GDP from almost 45% today to over 60% in 2035. China alone makes up
31%of the increase in global GDP to 2035 and India a further 15%.

! Population growth will continue to underpin rising energy demand. The world’s
population is assumed to increase by 26%, from 6.8 billion in 2009 to 8.6 billion in 2035,
with over 90% of the increase in non-OECD regions. The annual increase in the world’s
population slows progressively, from78million in 2010 to 56million in 2035.

! Energypriceswill continue tohaveamajor impacton futuredemandandsupplypatterns.
In the New Policies Scenario, the IEA crude oil import price is assumed to approach
$120/barrel (in year-2010 dollars) in 2035. The price rises more rapidly in the Current
Policies Scenario and more slowly in the 450 Scenario. Natural gas prices broadly follow
the trend inoil prices, butonanenergy-equivalentbasis their ratio remains lower than the
historical average. Coal prices risemuch less than oil and gas prices. In the 450 Scenario, it
is assumedthat retail prices foroil-based transport fuels, despite lowerglobaldemand,are
held by government action at levels similar to the Current Policies Scenario.

! Some countries have already imposed a price on CO2 emissions and certain others are
assumed to follow suit (through taxation, cap-and-trade schemes or some equivalent).
TheCO2prices in2035areassumed to range from$30 to$45/tonne (in year-2010dollars)
in theNewPolicies Scenario, and from$95 to $120/tonne in the 450 Scenario.

! Rates of technological development and deployment, and their impact on energy
efficiency, vary across the three scenarios. For example, carbon capture and storage
technologies andelectric vehicles aredeployedonavery limited scale in theNewPolicies
Scenario, but both play more significant roles in the 450 Scenario. No completely new
technologies are assumed to be deployed at substantial levels.
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Introduction
Although the years 2008 to 2010 were considered to be a turbulent period in global energy
markets, new uncertainties have arisen from events in 2011. The “Arab Spring” – an outbreak
of civil unrest and protests that started in Tunisia in December 2010 and quickly spread across
parts of the Middle East and North Africa – had major implications throughout the region and
internationally, including by leading to an almost complete halt to the supply of oil from Libya,
prompting International EnergyAgency (IEA)member countries to releaseemergency stocks for
only the third time in the organisation’s history. In addition to their tragic human consequences,
the devastating earthquake and tsunami in Japan inMarch accentuated the tightening of global
energy markets that was already underway and raised new questions about the longer-term
prospects for nuclear power in Japan and in other parts of the world. Energy prices remained
persistently high throughout the first half of 2011, before falling in late August at the prospect
of Libyan crude oil returning to the market and growing doubts about the state of the global
economic recovery. And, in the midst of global irresolution about the scale and urgency of the
challengeweface inmanaging the risks fromclimatechange,databecameavailable that indicate
that carbon-dioxide (CO2) emissions are rising at the quickest rate in history.

Incorporating these and other developments, WEO-2011 provides a full update of
energy demand and supply projections to 2035. The first part (Part A) analyses the
possible evolution of energy markets to 2035 under three different scenarios. Consistent
with past editions of the Outlook, the core scenarios rest on common assumptions
about macroeconomic conditions and population growth, while their assumptions about
government policy differ –which in turn affects energy prices and technology deployment.
For each of the scenarios, detailed projections are presented of trends in energy demand
and supply, as well as energy infrastructure investment, by fuel, region and sector.1 We
also investigate the implications of these trends for CO2 emissions and local pollution, and
analyse issues surrounding high-carbon infrastructure “lock-in”, including the cost that
would be incurred if it became necessary to retire early, or retrofit, energy-related capital
with long lifetimes in order to meet climate imperatives. The results of this analysis are
intended to provide a sound quantitative framework for assessing and comparing possible
future trends in energy markets and the cost-effectiveness of new policies to tackle energy
security and environmental concerns.

The uncertainty facing the world today makes it wise to consider how unexpected events
might change the energy landscape. Therefore, in addition to the three full scenarios,
Part A (Chapters 1 to 6), also includes numerous sensitivity cases analysing the effects of
possible high-impact events that could dramatically change the future course of energy
markets. For example, in Chapter 2, we analyse the impact of slower economic growth in
the period to 2015, to illustrate the possible consequences for the energy sector of another
economic downturn. In Chapter 3, we present a Deferred Investment Case, which, in the
wake of a number of developments including the Arab Spring, looks at the implications of a
possible shortfall over the next few years in upstream oil and gas investment in the Middle

1. Since the last Outlook, regional disaggrega"on has been updated to enable account to be taken of the accession of
Chile, Estonia, Israel and Slovenia to the OECD; see Annex C for full details of the new groupings.
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1
East and North Africa, a region that is expected to deliver a growing share of the world’s
hydrocarbons in the coming decades. In Chapter 4we consider the implications of a “Golden
Age of Gas” alongside more conservative projections. And in Chapters 6 and 12 we analyse
the implications for achieving ambitious climate goals if certain key energy technologies,
including carbon capture and storage (CCS) and nuclear power, are developed and deployed
more slowly.

Consistent with past practice, we offer in Part B of this year’s Outlook an in-depth analysis
of the prospects for energy supply and use in a single country, this time Russia, which
is the one of the world’s largest energy producers. This includes an assessment of the
country’s domestic energy needs and the outlook for the production and export of oil and
gas, investment needs and constraints and the implications of energy developments in the
country for global energy security and environmental sustainability. In amanner comparable
to the analysis of renewables in 2010, natural gas in 2009 and oil in 2008, Part C provides
an expanded assessment of the prospects for a particular fuel, this time coal. We look at
global demand and supply issues, the evolution of traded coal markets and the adequacy of
investment through the production and delivery chain.Manywould argue that this focus on
coal is long overdue: in 2000 to 2010, the increase in global coal demand was almost equal
to that of all other forms of energy combined.

Part D of the report takes a detailed look at three special topics which are of high current
relevance. First, in Chapter 12, we present a Low Nuclear Case, which investigates the
implications for global energy balances of a possible collapse in the expansion of nuclear
power capacity worldwide, following the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant in
Japan. Second, in Chapter 13, we intensify the establishedWEO practice of highlighting the
key strategic challenge of energy poverty, this time by identifying possible means of raising
and administering the finance required to deliver energy to those who would otherwise
have no access to it. This analysis was first released as a special input to a high-level meeting
hosted by the government of Norway, in Oslo on 10 October 2011, that brought together
Heads of State, international institutions and other key stakeholders to consider how to
accelerate progress towards universal energy access as part of a broader push to achieve
health and development goals. In Chapter 14, we provide an update of the IEA’s continuing
work on subsidies to both fossil fuels and renewables. This chapter is aimed at encouraging
action to reform fossil-fuel subsidies globally, while highlighting the important role that
well-designed incentives can play in developing and deploying cleaner and more efficient
technologies in order to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions and pollution, and to diversify
the energy mix.

Defining the scenarios
Three scenarios are presented in this year’sOutlook: the New Policies Scenario, the Current
Policies Scenario and the 450 Scenario. In each case, what is offered is a set of internally
consistent projections: none should be considered as a forecast. The projection period runs
to 2035. The starting year is 2010, as historical market data for all countries were available
at the time of writing only up to 2009 (although preliminary data for 2010 were available
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Table 1.1 ! Selected key policy assumptions by scenario and region*

Current Policies Scenario New Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

OECD Staggered introduction of CO2 prices in all countries;
$100 billion annual financing provided to non-OECD
countries by 2020; on-road PLDV emissions average
65 g/km in 2035.

United States New appliance standards; state-level support schemes
for renewables; enhanced CAFE standards; tax credits for
renewable energy sources.

Shadow price of carbon adopted from 2015, affecting
investment decisions in power generation; new HDV
standards for each model year from 2014 to 2018; EPA
regulations on mercury and other pollutants in the power
sector.

A 17% reduction in CO2 emissions compared with 2005 by
2020; CO2 pricing implemented from 2020.

Japan Long-Term Outlook on Energy Supply and Demand (2009),
including reforms in steel manufacturing, support for
renewables generation and improved fuel efficiency for
vehicles.

Implementation of Strategic Energy Plan**; shadow
price of carbon implemented from 2015, affecting new
investment in power generation.

A 25% reduction in emissions compared with 1990 by
2020; CO2 pricing implemented from 2020.

European Union ETS, covering power, industry and (from 2012) aviation;
Energy Performance of Buildings directive; emissions
standards for PLDVs. A 20% reduction in emissions
compared with 1990 by 2020; renewables to reach 20%
share in energy demand in 2020.

ETS, covering power, industry and (from 2012) aviation;
new LCV standards; more stringent PLDV standards.

A 30% reduction in emissions compared with 1990 by
2020; ETS strengthened in line with the 2050 roadmap.

Australia,
New Zealand

New Zealand: Domestic ETS from 2010. Australia: A 5% reduction in emissions compared with
2000 by 2020; carbon tax from mid-2012 and domestic
emissions trading from 2015. New Zealand: A 10% cut in
emissions compared with 1990 by 2020.

Australia: A 25% reduction in emissions compared with
2000 by 2020; New Zealand: A 20% reduction in emissions
compared with 1990 by 2020.

Korea A 30% reduction in emissions compared with business-as-
usual by 2020; CO2 pricing from 2015.

A 30% reduction in emissions compared with business-as-
usual by 2020; higher CO2 pricing.

*See Annex B for more details of the policy assump"ons across the three scenarios. **Following the Great East Japan Earthquake, Japan is undertaking a full review of its Strategic Energy Plan
with results expected in 2012.
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Table 1.1 ! Selected key policy assumptions by scenario and region (continued)

Current Policies Scenario New Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Non-OECD Fossil-fuel subsidies are phased out in countries that
already have policies in place to do so.

Fossil-fuel subsidies are phased out in all net-importing
regions by 2020 (at the latest) and in net-exporting regions
where specific policies have already been announced.

Receipt of finance to support domesticmitigation action;
on-road PLDV emissions average 100 g/km in 2035.
International sectoral agreements for iron and steel, and
cement. Fossil-fuel subsidies are phased out in net-importing
regions by 2020 and in net-exporting regions by 2035.***

China Implementation of measures in 12th Five-Year Plan,
including 17% cut in CO2 intensity by 2015; solar additions
of 5 GW by 2015; wind additions of 70 GW by 2015 and
start construction of 120 GW of hydropower by 2015.

A 40% reduction in carbon intensity compared with 2005
by 2020; CO2 pricing from 2020; a 15% share of non-fossil
energy in total energy supply by 2020; 70 to 80 GW of
nuclear power by 2020; 12th Five-Year Plan renewables
targets exceeded. PLDV fuel economy targets by 2015.

A 45% reduction in carbon intensity compared with
2005 by 2020; higher CO2 pricing; enhanced support for
renewables.

India Trading of renewable energy certificates; measures under
national solar mission and national mission on enhanced
energy efficiency (Perform Achieve and Trade [PAT]
scheme for industry).

A 20% reduction in CO2 intensity compared with 2005 by
2020; proposed auto fuel-efficiency standards; 20 GW of
solar energy production capacity by 2022.

A 25% reduction in CO2 intensity compared with 2005 by
2020; expanded feed-in tariffs for renewables.

Brazil Solar incentives; ethanol targets in road transport
(20% to 25%).

A 36% reduction in emissions compared with business-
as-usual by 2020; increase of electricity generation from
renewable sources.

A 39% reduction in emissions compared with business-
as-usual by 2020; increased generation from renewable
sources; CO2 pricing from 2020.

Russia
(see also
Chapter 7)

Gradual real increases in residential gas and electricity
prices (1% per year) and average gas price paid by
industry (1.5%); implementation of 2009 energy efficiency
legislation.

A 2% per year real increase in residential gas
and electricity prices; industrial gas prices reach
the equivalent of export prices (minus taxes and
transportation) in 2020; implementation of measures
included in the 2010 energy efficiency state programme.

Faster liberalisation of residential gas and electricity
prices; CO2 pricing from 2020; full implementation of
measures included in the 2010 energy efficiency state
programme; stronger support for nuclear power and
renewables.

***Except theMiddle East where subsidisation rates are assumed to decline to a maximum of 20% by 2035.
Notes: Pricing of CO2 emissions is either by an emissions trading scheme (ETS) or carbon taxes. PLDV = Passenger light-duty vehicle; LCV= Light commercial vehicle;
HDV = Heavy-duty vehicle; and CAFE = Corporate Average Fuel Economy.
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in many cases and have been incorporated).2 Assumptions about government policies are
critical to the three scenarios and over 3 000 policies and measures in OECD and non-OECD
countries have been considered during their preparation.3 A summary of some of the key
policy targets andmeasures, by scenario, is set out in Table 1.1; more detailed assumptions
can be found in Annex B.

The New Policies Scenario – the central scenario of this Outlook – incorporates the broad
policy commitments and plans that have been announced by countries around the world
to tackle energy insecurity, climate change and local pollution, and other pressing energy-
related challenges, even where the specific measures to implement these commitments
have yet to be announced. Those commitments include renewable energy and energy-
efficiency targets and support, programmes relating to nuclear phase-out or additions,
national pledges to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions communicated officially under the
Cancun Agreements and the initiatives taken by G-20 and APEC economies to phase out
inefficient fossil-fuel subsidies that encouragewasteful consumption. This scenario provides
a benchmark to assess the achievements and limitations of recent developments in climate
and energy policy. Asmany of the formal commitments that have beenmodelled in theNew
Policies Scenario relate to the period to 2020, we have assumed that additional unspecified
measures are introduced that maintain through to 2035 a similar trajectory of global
decline in carbon intensity – measured as emissions per dollar of gross domestic product.
International sectoral agreements are assumed to be implemented across several industries,
including cement and light-duty vehicles.

As only limited details are available formany of the initiatives considered in the NewPolicies
Scenario, the extent to which they will actually be implemented is uncertain. Some targets
are conditional on financial transfers from Annex I to non-Annex I countries or commitment
to comparable emissions reductions by a set of countries, while other commitments
involve a range. Some pledges relate to energy or carbon intensity, rather than absolute
reductions in emissions. As a result, it is far from certain what these commitments will
mean for emissions, even if they are met fully. Similarly, following the G-20 and APEC
commitments on fossil-fuel subsidies, many countries have started to implement, or have
proposed, reforms to bring their domestic energy prices into line with the levels that would
prevail in a less distorted market, but the success of these reforms is very uncertain, in the
face of steep economic, political and social hurdles. Furthermore, it is uncertain what new
action governments may decide to take in the coming years (particularly post-2020) as
perceptions of risk and threat change, and what implications these policies might have for
greenhouse-gas emissions. To allow for all these uncertainties, the New Policies Scenario
adopts a pragmatic approach by assuming cautious implementation of recently announced
commitments and plans. In countries where uncertainty over climate policy is very high, it is
assumed that the policies adopted are insufficient to reach their target.

2. As a result of the 2008/2009 economic crisis, world primary energy consump"on fell by 1.1% in 2009, the first decline
of any significance since 1981. Although the economic recovery is s"ll rather sluggish, preliminary data suggest that
global energy demand rebounded by a remarkable 5% in 2010.
3. TheWEO Policy Database is available at www.iea.org/textbase/pm/?mode=weo .
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1
The New Policies Scenario should not be read as a forecast. Even though it is likely that many
governments around theworldwill take firmpolicy action to tackle increasing energy insecurity,
local pollution, climate change and other energy-related problems, the policies that are actually
put in place in the coming years will certainly differ from those assumed in this scenario. On
the one hand, governments may decide to take stronger action to implement their current
commitments than assumed in this scenario and/or may adopt even more stringent targets.
On the other hand, it is quite possible that some governmentswill fail to implement the policies
required tomeet even their current pledges.
WEO-2011 also presents updated projections for the Current Policies Scenario (called the
Reference Scenario prior toWEO-2010) to show how the future might look on the basis of the
perpetuation,without change, of the government policies andmeasures that hadbeenenacted
or adopted by mid-2011. A number of the policy commitments and plans that were included
in the New Policies Scenario in WEO-2010 (IEA, 2010a) have since been enacted so are now
included in the Current Policies Scenario in this Outlook. These include, for example, China’s
12th Five-Year Plan for the period 2011 to 2015; a new scheme in India that enables trading of
renewableenergycertificatesandanewprogrammeof support foralternative fuel vehicles;new
EU directives covering the energy performance of buildings and emissions standards for light-
commercial vehicles; and newappliance standards in theUnited States.

The Outlook presents, in Chapter 6, updated projections for the 450 Scenario, which sets out an
energy pathway that is consistent with a 50% chance of meeting the goal of limiting the increase
in average global temperature to two degrees Celsius (2°C), compared with pre-industrial
levels. According to climate experts, to meet this goal it will be necessary to limit the long-term
concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere to around 450 parts permillion of carbon-
dioxideequivalent (ppmCO2-eq). For theperiod to2020, the450Scenarioassumesmorevigorous
policy action to implement fully the Cancun Agreements than is assumed in the New Policies
Scenario (which assumes cautious implementation). After 2020, OECD countries and other
major economies are assumed to set economy-wide emissions targets for 2035 and beyond that
collectively ensure an emissions trajectory consistent with stabilisation of the greenhouse-gas
concentrationat450ppm.

Themost significant change in the450Scenario comparedwithWEO-2010 relates to the starting
point for emissions: after adip in2009, causedby theglobal financial crisis, emissions climbedby
a record 5.3% in 2010, reaching 30.4 gigatonnes (Gt). This higher starting pointmeans that even
bigger emissions reductions will be needed in the future in order to limit the global increase in
temperature to 2°C. Furthermore, with another year passing, the difficulty and cost of meeting
ambitiousclimategoalshasbeen increasedasongoing investmentshave“locked in”high-carbon
infrastructure. The 450 Scenario is nowmore demanding than itwas just twelvemonths ago.

Main non-policy assumptions

Economic growth

Today, four years on from the start of the global financial crisis, there remain persistent
doubts about the sustainability of the global economic recovery. Projections from the
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International Monetary Fund (IMF), at the time of writing, show global gross domestic
product (GDP) growing by around 4.0% in 2011 and 2012 fromover 5.0% in 2010 (IMF, 2011).
These aggregate numbers mask considerable divergence in expected performance across
regions: the advanced economies (essentially those of the OECD) are projected to grow by
just 1.5% in 2011, compared with 6.0% in the emerging economies. Moreover, it appears
that the risks are to the downside, and it is quite possible that the IMF and other forecasting
bodies will revise down their projections for GDP growth for 2011 and 2012 (see Box 2.1 in
Chapter 2).

The economic outlook has been clouded primarily by worries in OECD countries about
sovereign and private-sector indebtedness, the effect on the banking sector of possible
sovereign debt defaults and how plans to reduce deficits and debts will affect future
economic growth. In many advanced economies, fiscal adjustment in the wake of the
global financial crisis is underway, reducing budget deficits and stemming the rise of
government debt to GDP ratios; but some countries are continuing to struggle to put their
finances in order. Recent economic concerns have focused particularly on weaker than
expected economic activity in the United States and related uncertainty over plans for fiscal
consolidation, and the fiscal challenges facing a number of countries in Europe. Economic
risks are also evident in some emerging and developing economies, with signs of potential
overheating.

The rise in oil prices since September 2010 has fed concerns about near-term economic
prospects. Oil prices dropped somewhat from early August 2011, following weaker economic
data fromUnited States andEurope andonpromising signs of a resumptionof oil exports from
Libya, but they remain high by historical standards. Were the average IEA crude oil import
prices of $100per barrel over the first half of the year to persist through to the endof the year,
spending on imports by the OECD –which is set to import almost 60% of its oil needs in 2011
– would amount to 2.2% of its GDP. The share of GDP spent on oil imports is generally even
higher in oil-importing developing countries, because their economies are typically more oil
intensive. Higher oil prices have weighed on growth in oil-importing countries by consuming
a greater proportion of household and business expenditure. They have also put upward
pressure on inflation, both directly, through increases in fuel prices, and indirectly, as prices
of other goods have risen to reflect the higher input costs. The recent growth in production
of biofuels that compete with food use, like corn-based ethanol, has arguably strengthened
these links. Inflationary impacts have been most pronounced in the emerging economies,
particularly in Asia, energy weighs relatively heavily in domestic consumer price indices.
Globally, the net economic loss engendered by higher prices has been only partly offset by the
oil-producing countries “recycling” some of their surplus export revenues back into the global
economy in the form of increased imports of goods and services.

The civil unrest that has swept through some parts of the Middle East and North Africa
(MENA) region, which is responsible for around 35% and 20% of the world’s oil and natural
gas output respectively, since December 2010 has contributed to higher energy prices and
any worsening of the unrest or its spread to major exporting countries in the region could
lead to a surge in prices sufficient to tip the global economy back into recession. The unrest
has led a number of Gulf States to boost significantly public spending, including spending
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1
on welfare programmes. While this is likely to lead to greater demand for imported
goods (which will reduce the global economic impact of high prices) it also means that oil
producers may need yet higher oil prices in the future in order to keep their budgets in
balance. InmanyOPEC countries, the current budget breakeven oil price is typically between
$70/barrel and $90/barrel (see Chapter 3).

In this Outlook, world GDP (expressed in real purchasing power parity, or PPP, terms4) is
assumed to grow by an average of 3.6% per year over the period 2009 to 2035, compared
with 3.1% from 1990 to 2009 (Table 1.2). Assumed growth is somewhat higher than in
last year’s Outlook, in part due to the lower 2009 base. The medium-term GDP growth
assumptions are based primarily on IMF projections, with some adjustments to reflect
more recent information available for the OECD (OECD, 2011) and other countries from
national and other sources. Longer-term GDP assumptions are derived from an assessment
of historical growth rates and expectations for the growth in labour supply and the speed
at which labour productivity improves. The risk of slower GDP growth in the near term is
examined in a sensitivity analysis, the results of which are set out in Chapter 2.

Consistent with the pattern of recent decades, the non-OECD countries are assumed to
remain the main engine of global economic growth, lifting their share of world GDP from
44% in 2010 to 61% in 2035 (compared with 33% in 1985). China and India are expected
to continue to grow faster than countries in other regions, followed by the Middle East
countries. China’s growth rate slows from 8.1% per year in the period 2009 to 2020 to
4.3% per year in 2020 to 2035, less than half the rate at which it has been growing in recent
years. India displaces China in the early 2020s as the fastest-growing country, the result
of demographic factors and its earlier stage of economic development. India’s growth
nonetheless slows from 7.7% per year in 2009 to 2020 to 5.8% per year in 2020 to 2035.
Among the OECD regions, OECD Americas continues to grow fastest, at 2.4% per year on
average over the projection period, buoyed by more rapid growth in its population and
labour force. Europe and Asia Oceania are expected to see the lowest GDP growth of any of
the major regions.

The energy projections in the Outlook are highly sensitive to these underlying assumptions
about GDP growth. Historically, energy demand has tended to rise broadly in line with GDP
and economic downturns have been linkedwith a flattening or reduction of growth in energy
usage. The so-called income elasticity of energy – the increase in energy demand relative
to GDP – has gradually declined over time and has actually reversed in some developed
countries. In most cases, it tends to be higher for countries at an early stage of economic
development than for more mature economies. This can be explained by differences in
the structure of economic output and the curtailing of income-driven increases in demand
through efficiency improvements and saturation effects.

4. Purchasing power pari"es (PPPs) measure the amount of a given currency needed to buy the same basket of goods
and services, traded and non-traded, as one unit of the reference currency, in this report, the US dollar. By adjus"ng for
differences in price levels, PPPs, in principle, can provide a more reliable indicator than market exchange rates of the
true level of economic ac"vity globally or regionally and, thus, help in analysing the main drivers of energy demand and
comparing energy intensi"es across countries and regions.
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Table 1.2 ! Real GDP assumptions by region ($2010 trillion)

2009 2015 2020 2035 2009-2020* 2009-2035*

OECD 39.9 46.5 51.8 69.4 2.4% 2.2%

Americas 17.3 20.5 23.2 32.4 2.7% 2.4%

United States 14.3 16.8 18.9 26.2 2.6% 2.4%

Europe 16.1 18.3 20.3 26.7 2.1% 2.0%

Asia Oceania 6.5 7.6 8.4 10.3 2.3% 1.8%

Japan 4.1 4.7 5.0 5.9 1.7% 1.4%

Non-OECD 30.9 45.5 59.4 106.8 6.1% 4.9%

E. Europe/Eurasia 3.7 4.8 5.8 9.3 4.1% 3.6%

Russia 2.1 2.8 3.3 5.4 4.1% 3.6%

Asia 17.6 28.2 38.5 73.6 7.4% 5.7%

China 9.4 15.9 22.3 41.6 8.1% 5.9%

India 3.7 6.0 8.3 19.4 7.7% 6.6%

Middle East 2.4 3.1 3.8 6.6 4.3% 4.0%

Africa 2.9 3.9 4.7 7.3 4.6% 3.7%

Latin America 4.3 5.6 6.6 10.0 4.0% 3.3%

Brazil 2.0 2.7 3.2 5.1 4.3% 3.6%

World 70.8 92.0 111.2 176.2 4.2% 3.6%

European Union 14.9 16.8 18.5 24.3 2.0% 1.9%

*Compound average annual growth rate.
Notes: Calculated based on GDP expressed in year-2010 dollars at constant purchasing power parity. The assumed
rates of economic growth for 2009 to 2035 are the same for all three scenarios presented in thisOutlook.
Sources: IMF, OECD andWorld Bank databases; IEA databases and analysis.

Assumptions about GDP growth are the same in each of the three scenarios modelled in
WEO-2011. In reality, the fundamental energy system transformation that takes place in
the 450 Scenario or the higher energy prices in the Current Policies Scenario could have
at least temporary adverse impacts on GDP growth. In the case of the 450 Scenario, the
higher economic cost associated with the shift in investment to low-carbon technologies
could depress GDP growth, though the economic benefits that would accrue from reduced
environmental damage could offset or perhaps even outweigh these direct GDP losses.
For reasons such as this and to facilitate comparison between scenarios, the simplifying
assumption has been adopted that GDP growth rates remain unchanged.

Population

Population growth is a key driver of future energy trends as the level of population has
a direct effect on the size and composition of energy demand and an indirect effect by
influencing economic growth and development. Based on the latest United Nations
projections, in each of the three scenarios world population grows from an estimated
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1
6.8 billion in 2009 to around 8.6 billion in 2035, an average rate of increase of 0.9% per year
(Table 1.3) (UNPD, 2011). In line with the long-term historical trend, the population growth
rate slows progressively over the projection period, from 1.1% per year in 2009 to 2020 to
0.8% in 2020 to 2035. However, this means that by 2035, the annual increase in population
is still 56 million, compared with 78 million in 2010.

Table 1.3 ! Population and urbanisation assumptions by region

Population growth* Population (million) Urbanisation rate (%)

2009-2020 2020-2035 2009-2035 2009 2035 2009 2035

OECD 0.5% 0.3% 0.4% 1 229 1 373 77% 84%

Americas 0.9% 0.7% 0.8% 470 571 81% 87%

United States 0.8% 0.7% 0.7% 312 377 82% 88%

Europe 0.4% 0.2% 0.3% 557 599 74% 82%

Asia Oceania 0.2% -0.1% 0.0% 203 203 73% 81%

Japan -0.1% -0.4% -0.3% 127 118 67% 75%

Non-OECD 1.2% 0.9% 1.0% 5 536 7 183 44% 57%

E. Europe/Eurasia 0.1% -0.1% 0.0% 335 331 63% 70%

Russia -0.1% -0.4% -0.3% 142 133 73% 78%

Asia 0.9% 0.6% 0.7% 3 546 4 271 38% 53%

China 0.4% 0.0% 0.1% 1 338 1 387 46% 65%

India 1.3% 0.9% 1.0% 1 155 1 511 30% 43%

Middle East 1.9% 1.4% 1.6% 195 293 66% 74%

Africa 2.3% 2.0% 2.1% 1 009 1 730 39% 53%

Latin America 1.0% 0.7% 0.8% 451 558 79% 86%

Brazil 0.8% 0.4% 0.6% 194 224 86% 92%

World 1.1% 0.8% 0.9% 6 765 8 556 50% 61%

European Union 0.3% 0.1% 0.2% 501 521 74% 81%

*Compound average annual growth rates.
Note: The assumed rates of popula"on growth for 2009 to 2035 are the same for all three scenarios presented in this
Outlook.
Sources: UNPD andWorld Bank databases; IEA analysis.

The increase in global population is expected to occur overwhelmingly in non-OECD
countries, mainly in Asia and Africa, pushing the OECD’s share of global population down
from 18% today to just 16% in 2035. Both India (1.5 billion people) and China (1.4 billion
people) will have larger populations than the entire OECD by 2035. The population of Russia
falls marginally through the Outlook period. The population of the OECD increases, but by
only 0.4% per year on average over 2009 to 2035. Most of the increase in the OECD occurs
in the OECD Americas. Slower growth in population contributes to slower projected rates of
increase in energy demand in the OECD than in the rest of the world.
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The number of people living in urban areas worldwide is projected to grow by 1.9 billion,
from 3.4 billion in 2009 to 5.3 billion in 2035. Rates of urbanisation remain an important
determinant of energy demand, as energy use is related to income, and city and town
dwellers in the developing world tend to have higher incomes and better access to energy
services. The income effect usually outweighs any efficiency gains that come from higher
density settlements in urban areas. Because of the rapid growth of cities and towns in the
developing world, the pattern of energy use in towns will increasingly shape global energy
use, though the rural/urban differential is expected to diminish somewhat. By contrast, city
and rural residents in developed countries tend to enjoy similar levels of energy service.

Box 1.1 ! How does the IEA model long-term energy trends?

The projections for all three scenarios presented in WEO-2011 are derived from the
IEA’s World Energy Model (WEM) – a partial equilibrium model designed to replicate
how energy markets function over the medium and longer term. Developed over many
years, the WEM consists of six main modules: (i) final energy demand (with sub-models
covering residential, services, agriculture, industry, transport and non-energy use);
(ii) power generation and heat; (iii) refining/petrochemicals and other transformation;
(iv) oil, natural gas, coal, and biofuels supply; (v) CO2 emissions; and (vi) investment.

TheWEM is designed to analyse:
! Global energy prospects: These include trends in demand, supply availability

and constraints, international trade and energy balances by sector and by fuel
(currently through to 2035).

! Environmental effects of energy use: CO2 emissions from fuel combustion are
derived from the detailed projections of energy consumption.

! Effects of policy actions and technological changes: Scenarios and cases are used
to analyse the impact of policy actions and technological developments on energy
demand, supply, trade, investment and emissions.

! Investment in the energy sector: Themodel evaluates the investment requirements
in the fuel-supply chain needed to satisfy projected energy demand. It also
evaluates demand-side investment requirements.

Since the last Outlook, regional disaggregation of the WEM has been enhanced to
take account of the accession of Chile, Estonia, Israel and Slovenia to the OECD. The
model now produces energy-demand projections for eleven specific countries and a
further fourteen regional groupings. On the supply side, projections for oil, gas, coal
and biofuels are derived for all major producers.

Assumptions based on analysis of the latest developments in energy markets, the
broader economy and energy and climate policy, are used as inputs to the WEM,
together with huge quantities of historical data on economic and energy variables.
Much of the data is obtained from the IEA’s own databases of energy and economic
statistics (www.iea.org/statistics). Additional data from a wide range of external
sources is also used. These sources are indicated in the relevant sections of this report.
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1
Energy prices

The evolution of energy prices is a key determinant of energy trends, as the actual prices
paid by energy consumers affect how much of each fuel they wish to consume and how
much it is worth investing in improving the efficiency of a particular technology used to
provide an energy service. International energy prices are an exogenous (i.e. external)
determinant of energy demand and supply in the World Energy Model, the model used
to derive the WEO-2011 projections (Box 1.1). However, the model is run in an iterative
manner, adjusting prices so as to ensure demand and supply are in balance in each year of
the projection period.

The assumed energy price paths should not be interpreted as forecasts. Rather, they reflect
our judgement of the prices that would be needed to encourage sufficient investment in
supply to meet projected demand over theOutlook period. Although the price paths follow
smooth trends, this should not be taken as a prediction of stable energymarkets. Prices will,
in reality, deviate from these assumed trends, widely at times, in response to short-term
fluctuations in demand and supply and to geopolitical events. The price assumptions differ
across the three scenarios, reflecting the impact policy-driven reductions in demand would
be likely to have.

TheWEO-2011 projections are based on the average retail prices of each fuel used in end-
use, power generation and other transformation sectors. These prices are derived from
assumptions about the international prices of fossil fuels and take into account domestic
supply and demand conditions (as these continue to set prices in many cases, such as, for
example, natural gas in the United States and coal in parts of China). End-user prices take
account of any taxes, excise duties and carbon-dioxide emissions pricing, as well as any
subsidies. In all scenarios, the rates of value-added taxes and excise duties on fuels are
assumed to remain unchanged throughout the Outlook period. End-user electricity prices
are based on the costs of generation, the costs of transmission and distribution and the costs
associatedwith operating the electricity system and supplying customers (such as billing and
metering). In addition, electricity prices in each region are increased or reduced to reflect
taxes and subsidies for end-users and, in some cases, the inclusion in prices of a contribution
towards renewables subsidies.

Oil prices

Oil prices have remained extremely volatile over the past year. By late September 2011,
prices for benchmark Brent and West Texas Intermediate (WTI) futures were trading at
around $110/barrel and $86/barrel respectively. Prices rose strongly over the second half of
2010 and through to April 2011, driven by tightening supply and demand fundamentals (in
part, due to the loss of most production in Libya) and fears that the turmoil in parts of the
Middle East and North Africa could spread to other major producers.

In this Outlook, oil prices are assumed to rise steadily to 2035 in all but the 450 Scenario,
as rising global demand requires the development of increasingly expensive sources of oil
(see Chapter 3). The level of prices needed to match oil supply and demand varies with
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the degree of policy effort made to curb demand growth (Figure 1.1). In the New Policies
Scenario, the average IEA crude oil import price – a proxy for international oil prices –
reaches $109/barrel (in real 2010 dollars) in 2020 and $120/barrel in 2035 (Table 1.4).5, 6 In
nominal terms, the price essentially doubles compared with current levels, to $212/barrel
in 2035. In our Deferred Investment Case presented in Chapter 3, in which we assume
that MENA upstream investment is one-third below the level called for in the New Policies
Scenario over the period 2011 to 2020, real prices jump to $150/barrel, before falling back
as production recovers. In the Current Policies Scenario, substantially higher oil prices than
those in the New Policies Scenario are needed to balance supply with the higher level of
demand. The crude oil price rises briskly, especially after 2020, reaching $118/barrel in 2020
and $140/barrel in 2035. In the 450 Scenario, by contrast, lower oil demandmeans there is
less need to produce oil from costly fields higher up the supply curve in non-OPEC countries
(see Chapter 6 for details of the drivers of oil demand in this scenario). As a result, the oil
price is assumed to level off at about $97/barrel by 2015 and tomaintain that level through
to 2035. Importantly, in the 450 Scenario, administrative arrangements are assumed to be
put in place to keep end-user prices for oil-based transport fuels at a level similar to the
Current Policies Scenario. This assumption ensures that the lower international prices that
result from policy action over and above that assumed in the Current Policies Scenario do
not lead to a rebound in transport demand through lower end-user prices.

Figure 1.1 ! Average IEA crude oil import price
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5. In 2010, the average IEA crude oil import price was $1.50/barrel lower than first-month WTI and $2.20/barrel lower
than Brent.
6. The price assump"ons u"lised in WEO-2011 differ from those in the IEA’s Medium-Term Oil and Gas Markets 2011
(MTOGM) (IEA, 2011). The main reason is that theMTOGM assumes prices in line with those prevailing on the futures
curve out to 2016 at the "me the projec"ons are made, in order to iden"fy what this price trajectory (together with
other assump"ons, notably about GDP) would mean for market balances. So the projec"ons are not intended to reflect
a market equilibrium. By contrast, markets are assumed to balance in the WEO-2011 projec"ons. For this reason, the
WEO andMTOMR projec"ons are not strictly comparable.
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1
Natural gas prices

Historically, natural gas prices in OECD countries have been closely correlated to oil
prices through indexation clauses in long-term supply contracts or indirectly through
competition between gas and oil products in power generation and end-use markets. In
Europe, some two-thirds of the continent’s gas is supplied under long-term contracts,
whereby the gas price is indexed to oil prices, with a lag of several months (although a
degree of indexation to spot gas prices has been introduced in some contracts). Prices in
Asia are also predominately set under long-term contracts that are indexed to crude oil.
However, in a growing number of markets, gas prices are set freely in a competitive gas
market, an approach known as gas-to-gas competition. Prices are set in this way in North
America, the United Kingdom and Australia and, increasingly, in continental Europe,
accounting for some three-quarters of total OECD gas use.

Differences in pricing mechanisms inevitably lead to differences in the actual level of
prices. When oil prices are high, as they are today, oil-indexed gas prices tend to be high.
The level of gas prices under gas-to-gas competition depends on the supply/demand
balance in each regional market, including the prices of all competing fuels. In the past
two to three years, gas prices set this way have been significantly lower than oil-indexed
prices both in the United States and in continental Europe. Nonetheless, differentials
have narrowed in Europe as spot prices have risen, with the rebound in demand, and
the price of alternative fuels (especially coal) has risen. Over the past few years,
US natural gas prices have fallen relative to oil prices, because of a glut of gas caused
by the boom in unconventional gas. We assume that North American gas prices
recover slightly, relative to oil prices, over the projection period, largely reflecting our
expectation that gas production costs there will tend to rise as production shifts to more
costly basins. The growing share of liquefied natural gas (LNG) in global gas supply and
increasing opportunities for short-term trading of LNG are expected to contribute to
a degree of convergence in regional prices over the projection period, but significant
price differentials between the United States, Europe and Japan are expected to remain,
reflecting the relative isolation of these markets from one another and the cost of
transport between regions.

In this year’s Outlook, we have revised down our natural gas price assumptions in the
three main scenarios compared with WEO-2010, because of improved prospects for the
commercial production of unconventional gas. Although gas prices broadly follow the
trend in oil prices, the ratio of gas to oil prices on an energy-equivalent basis remains
below historical averages in all regions, particularly in North America (Figure 1.2).
Gas prices are assumed to vary across the three scenarios in line with the degree of
policy effort to curb growth in energy demand. In the New Policies Scenario, prices reach
$12 per million British thermal units (MBtu) in Europe, $14/MBtu in the Pacific and
$9/MBtu in North America by 2035 (in real 2010 dollars). In the Golden Age of Gas
Scenario (GAS Scenario) presented in Chapter 4, prices are assumed to be up to
$1.50/MBtu lower than in the New Policies Scenario, largely because of the scenario’s
more optimistic assumptions about future gas supply.
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Table 1.4 ! Fossil-fuel import price assumptions by scenario (dollars per unit)

New Policies Scenario Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Unit 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035

Real terms (2010 prices)

IEA crude oil imports barrel 78.1 102.0 108.6 113.6 117.3 120.0 106.3 118.1 127.3 134.5 140.0 97.0 97.0 97.0 97.0 97.0

Natural gas imports

United States MBtu 4.4 6.0 6.7 7.3 7.9 8.6 6.1 7.0 7.7 8.4 9.0 5.9 6.5 8.0 8.4 7.8

Europe MBtu 7.5 9.6 10.4 11.1 11.7 12.1 9.8 11.0 11.9 12.6 13.0 9.4 9.8 9.8 9.7 9.4

Japan MBtu 11.0 12.2 12.9 13.4 13.9 14.3 12.7 13.5 14.2 14.8 15.2 11.9 12.0 12.0 12.1 12.1

OECD steam coal imports tonne 99.2 103.7 106.3 108.1 109.3 110.0 104.6 109.0 112.8 115.9 118.4 100.3 93.3 83.2 73.7 67.7

Nominal terms

IEA crude oil imports barrel 78.1 114.3 136.4 159.8 184.9 211.9 119.1 148.2 179.1 211.9 247.2 108.7 121.8 136.4 152.9 171.3

Natural gas imports

United States MBtu 4.4 6.8 8.4 10.3 12.5 15.1 6.9 8.7 10.9 13.2 16.0 6.6 8.2 11.2 13.3 13.8

Europe MBtu 7.5 10.8 13.0 15.6 18.4 21.3 10.9 13.8 16.8 19.9 23.0 10.5 12.3 13.8 15.3 16.6

Japan MBtu 11.0 13.7 16.2 18.9 21.9 25.2 14.2 17.0 20.0 23.4 26.8 13.4 15.1 16.9 19.1 21.4

OECD steam coal imports tonne 99.2 116.2 133.5 152.0 172.2 194.2 117.2 136.8 158.6 182.6 209.0 112.4 117.2 117.0 116.1 119.5

Notes: Gas prices are weighted averages expressed on a gross calorific-value basis. All prices are for bulk supplies exclusive of tax. The US natural gas import price is used as a
proxy for prices prevailing on the domes"c market. Nominal prices assume infla"on of 2.3% per year from 2010.

© OECD/IEA, 2011
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1
Figure 1.2 ! Ratio of average natural gas and coal import prices to crude oil

prices in the New Policies Scenario
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Steam coal prices

Historically, seaborne traded steam coal prices have broadly tended to follow oil and gas
prices, reflecting the dynamics of inter-fuel competition and the importance of oil in the
cost of transporting and mining coal, particularly in opencast mines. By contrast, prices
for land-based traded steam coal do not always have a close link to oil and gas prices. Coal
prices weakened relative to both oil and gas prices in the decade to 2010, partly as a result
of differences in market conditions among the different fuels and growing environmental
constraints on coal use in OECD countries. However, coal prices have recently rebounded,
with surging demand in China and other emerging economies.

Our international steam-coal price assumptions (which drive our assumptions about
coking coal and other coal qualities) vary markedly across the three scenarios presented in
WEO-2011. Prices averaged $99 per tonne in 2010. In the New Policies Scenario, they are
assumed to rise gradually throughout the projection period, reaching $110/tonne (in year-
2010 dollars) by 2035. The increase is much less in percentage terms than that for oil or gas
partly because coal production costs are expected to remain low and because coal demand
flattens out by 2020. Prices are higher in the Current Policies Scenario, reaching $118/tonne
by 2035. By contrast, they are significantly lower in the 450 Scenario, dropping to $93/tonne
in 2020 and $68/tonne in 2035, as a result of a widespread and large-scale shift away from
coal to cleaner fuels.

CO2 prices

The pricing of CO2 emissions (either through cap-and-trade schemes or carbon taxes) affects
investment decisions in the energy sector by altering the relative costs of competing fuels.
A number of countries have implemented emissions trading schemes to set prices for CO2,
while many others have schemes under development, with some being in an advanced
stage of design. Other countries have introduced carbon taxes (taxes on fuels linked to their
emissions) or are considering doing so.
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In the Current Policies Scenario, carbon pricing through cap-and-trade is limited to the
existing EU Emission Trading System, which covers the 27 member states of the European
Union, and the New Zealand Emissions Trading Scheme. The price of CO2 under the EU
Emission Trading System is assumed to reach $30/tonne in 2020 (in year-2010 dollars) and
$45/tonne in 2035 (Table 1.5). In the New Policies Scenario, it is assumed that measures to
put a price on CO2 are also established in Australia from 2012, Korea from 2015 and China
from2020,with the breadth of sectoral coverage varying from country to country.7Although
neither the United States nor Canada introduces carbon pricing at the federal level in the
New Policies Scenario, we have assumed that from 2015 onwards all investment decisions
in the power sector in these countries factor in an implicit or “shadow” price for carbon; a
shadow price is also assumed in Japan’s power sector from 2015. In the countries that are
assumed to adopt shadow pricing for carbon emissions, power projects are approved only
if they remain profitable under the assumption that a carbon price is introduced. Given the
uncertainty that surrounds future climate policy,many companies around theworld already
use such an approach as ameans of ensuring they arewell prepared against the contingency
of the introduction of a carbon tax or a cap-and-trade programme.

Table 1.5 ! CO2 price assumptions in selected regions by scenario
($2010 per tonne)

Region Sectors 2020 2030 2035

Current Policies Scenario European Union Power, industry and
aviation 30 40 45

New Policies Scenario European Union Power, industry and
aviation 30 40 45

Korea Power and industry 18 36 45

Australia,
New Zealand All 30 40 45

China All 10 23 30

450 Scenario United States, Canada Power and industry 20 87 120

European Union Power, industry and
aviation 45 95 120

Japan, Korea,
Australia,
New Zealand

Power and industry * 35 90 120

China, Russia, Brazil,
South Africa Power and industry** 10 65 95

*All sectors in Australia and New Zealand. **All sectors in China.
Note: In the New Policies Scenario, the United States, Canada and Japan are assumed to adopt a shadow price for CO2 in
the power sector as of 2015; it starts at $15/tonne, rising to $35/tonne in 2035.

7. China has announced plans to introduce city and provincial level pilot carbon emission trading schemes in the near
future and to develop an economy-wide scheme within the current decade.
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1
In the 450 Scenario, we assume that pricing of CO2 emissions (either through cap-and-trade
schemes or carbon taxes) is eventually established in all OECD countries and that CO2 prices in
thesemarkets begin to converge from2025, reaching $120/tonne in 2035. A growing number
of key non-OECD countries are also assumed to put a price on CO2 emissions. Although we
assume no direct link between these systems before the end of the projection period, all
systems have access to offsets, which is likely to lead to convergence of carbon prices to some
degree. The CO2 price in China is assumed to rise from $10/tonne in 2020 to $95/tonne in
2035. Similar CO2 price levels are reached in 2035 in Russia, South Africa and Brazil.

Technology

TheWEO projections of energy demand are sensitive to assumptions about improvements
in the efficiency of current energy technologies and the adoption of new ones. While
no completely new energy technologies, beyond those known today, are assumed to
be deployed before the end of the projection period, it is assumed that existing end-use
technologies become steadily more energy efficient. The pace of efficiency gains varies for
each fuel and each sector, depending on our assessment of the potential for improvements
and the stage reached in technology development and commercialisation. Similarly,
technological advances are also assumed to improve the efficiency of producing and
supplying energy. In most cases they are expected to lower the cost of energy supply and
lead to new and cleaner ways of producing and delivering energy services.

The energy sector has a relatively slow rate of capital replacement in general, due to the
long lifetime of many of the capital assets used for producing, delivering and using energy
(Figure 1.3). As a result, it can take many years for more efficient technologies to become
widely used, which limits the speedwithwhich technological progress can lower the amount
of energy needed to provide a particular energy service. Most cars and trucks, heating and
cooling systems and industrial boilers will be replaced well before 2035. On the other hand,
most existing buildings, roads, railways and airports, as well as many power stations and
refineries, will still be in use then. This can have significant implications for efforts to combat
climate change, as emissions that will come frommuch of the infrastructure that is currently
in place or under construction can be thought of as “locked-in”. In other words, it would be
inordinately expensive to retire early or to retrofit that infrastructure, or allow it to stand
idle. This does not mean that such emissions are unavoidable, but rather that a very strong
policy intervention would be required – and require justification – before it would make
economic sense to replace or modify that capacity (see Chapter 6).

Our assumptions for technology development and deployment vary by scenario, as both
are heavily influenced by government policies and energy prices (IEA, 2010b). Technological
change is fastest in the 450 Scenario, thanks to the effect of various types of government
support, including economic instruments (such as carbon pricing, energy taxes and subsidies),
regulatory measures (such as standards and mandates) and direct public-sector investment.
Technological change is slowest in the Current Policies Scenario, because no newpublic policy
actions are assumed. Yet, even in this scenario, significant technological improvements do
occur, aided by higher energy prices. The extent towhich energy assets are retired before the
end of their normal lives (or the stock is modernised to reduce energy needs) is limited in the
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Current Policies Scenario; it is greatest in the 450 Scenario. The reason for this, as indicated,
is that retiring these assets before the end of their normal lives is very costly and would only
occur as a result of very strong government policy incentives or regulations.

Figure 1.3 ! Typical lifetime of energy-related capital stock
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Although no completely new technologies are assumed to be deployed in any of the
three scenarios, some that are currently approaching the commercialisation phase are
assumed to become available and to be deployed to some degree before the end of the
projection period. For example, carbon capture and storage technology is expected to be
deployed, on a very limited scale in the New Policies Scenario, but muchmore widely in the
450 Scenario (stimulated by stronger CO2 price signals). Advanced biofuels, including those
from ligno-cellulosic feedstock, are assumed to reach commercialisation, by around 2015
in the 450 Scenario and by 2025 in the Current Policies Scenario. Hydrogen fuel cells based
on natural gas are expected to start to become economically attractive after 2020 in some
small-scale power generation applications and, to a much lesser extent, in the transport
sector. Exploration and production techniques for oil and gas are also expected to improve,
lowering the unit production costs and opening up new opportunities for development.
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CHAPTER 2

H I G H L I G H T S

ENERGY PROJECTIONS TO 2035

Re-energising the global economy?

! In the New Policies Scenario, our central scenario, global energy demand increases
by 40% between 2009 and 2035. Demand grows for all energy sources. Oil demand
increases by 18% and is driven by transport. Coal demand, dictated largely by
non-OECD countries, increases for around the next ten years but then stabilises,
ending around 25%higher than 2009. Absolute growth in natural gas demand is nearly
equal to that of oil and coal combined. Nuclear power generation grows bymore than
70%, led by China, Korea and India. Modern renewables grow faster than any other
energy form in relative terms, but in absolute terms total demand is still not close to
the level of any single fossil fuel in 2035.

! The focus of growth in both energy demand and supply switches away from the
OECD. Nearly 90% of global energy demand growth is in non-OECD countries. OPEC
oil production reaches more than half of the world total in 2035. Non-OECD countries
account for more than 70% of global gas production in 2035, focused in the largest
existinggasproducers, suchasRussia, theCaspianandQatar. China consumesnearly70%
more energy than theUnited States in 2035, is the largest oil consumer and oil importer,
and continues to consume nearly half of world coal production. Despite this, China’s
per-capita energy consumption is less than half the level of theUnited States in 2035.

! Inter-regional trade in oil increases by around 30% and is equivalent tomore than half
of world oil consumption in 2035. Trade in natural gas nearly doubles, with gas from
Russia and the Caspian region going increasingly to Asia. India becomes the largest
coal importer by around 2020, but China remains the determining factor in global coal
markets. The OECD share of inter-regional fossil fuel trade declines from 42% in 2009
to 29% in 2035 and becomes more focused on natural gas and oil.

! Global investment in the energy supply infrastructure of $38 trillion is required over
the period 2011 to 2035. Two-thirds of this is needed in non-OECD countries. The
power sector claims nearly $17 trillion of the total investment. Oil and gas combined
require nearly $20 trillion, increasing to reflect higher costs and a need for upstream
investment to rise in the medium and long term. Coal and biofuels account for the
remaining investment.

! In the New Policies Scenario, global energy-related CO2 emissions increase by 20%,
following a trajectory consistent with a long-term rise in the average global
temperature in excess of 3.5°C. Around 45% of the emissions in 2035 are already
locked-in, coming from capital stock which either exists now or is under construction
and will still be operating in 2035.
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Overview of energy trends by scenario

Nothing is as certain as change, and the energy landscape has changed significantly over the
last year: turmoil in theMiddle East and North Africa, the tsunami in Japan and consequent
damage to the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant, the release of China’s 12th Five-Year
Plan (2011 to 2015), new moratoria on shale-gas drilling and, despite some progress, the
failure to achieve a legally binding agreement to limit global greenhouse-gas emissions.
There is also the critical issue of the fragile health of the global economy and its uncertain
future prognosis. But what impact has all of this change had on the outlook for our energy
future?

WEO-2011 considers three scenarios, based on differing assumptions (see Chapter 1), with
the results varying significantly, but all contributing their ownmessages to policymakers and
analysts. The New Policies Scenario is our central scenario; it takes account of both existing
government policies and declared policy intentions. The Current Policies Scenario looks at
a future in which the government policies and measures enacted or adopted by mid-2011
remain unchanged. In contrast to the other scenarios, the 450 Scenario is an outcome-driven
scenario, illustrating a global energy pathway with a 50% chance of limiting the increase
in the average global temperature to 2°C. This would require the long-term concentration
of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere to be limited to around 450 parts per million of
carbon-dioxide equivalent (ppm CO2-eq).

In the New Policies Scenario, world primary energy demand is projected to increase from
12 150 million tonnes of oil equivalent (Mtoe) in 2009 to 16 950 Mtoe in 2035, an increase
of 40%, or 1.3% growth per year (Figure 2.1).1Global energy demand increasesmore quickly
in the Current Policies Scenario, reaching 18 300 Mtoe in 2035, 51% higher than 2009, and
representing average growth of 1.6% per year.

Figure 2.1 ! World primary energy demand by scenario
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1. Compound average annual growth rate.
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2

In the 450 Scenario, global energy demand still increases between 2009 and 2035, reaching
14 850 Mtoe in 2035, an increase of 23% or 0.8% per year. In 2035, energy demand in the
450 Scenario is 19% lower than in the Current Policies Scenario and more than 12% lower
than in the New Policies Scenario, due mainly to the differing extent to which policies are
implemented to improve energy efficiency.

In all scenarios, fossil fuels (oil, coal and natural gas) remain the dominant sources of energy
in 2035 (Table 2.1), but their share of the energymix varies: the share of fossil fuels decreases
from 81% of world primary energy supply in 2009 to 80% in 2035 in the Current Policies
Scenario, 75% in the New Policies Scenario and 62% in the 450 Scenario.

Table 2.1 ! World primary energy demand by fuel and scenario (Mtoe)

New Policies
Scenario

Current Policies
Scenario

450
Scenario

1980 2009 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035

Coal 1 792 3 294 4 083 4 101 4 416 5 419 3 716 2 316

Oil 3 097 3 987 4 384 4 645 4 482 4 992 4 182 3 671

Gas 1 234 2 539 3 214 3 928 3 247 4 206 3 030 3 208

Nuclear 186 703 929 1 212 908 1 054 973 1 664

Hydro 148 280 377 475 366 442 391 520

Biomass and waste* 749 1 230 1 495 1 911 1 449 1 707 1 554 2 329

Other renewables 12 99 287 690 256 481 339 1 161

Total 7 219 12 132 14 769 16 961 15 124 18 302 14 185 14 870

* Includes traditional andmodern uses.

The outlook for each fuel differs across the scenarios, in some cases markedly (Figure 2.2).
Compared with 2009, demand in 2035 for all forms of energy increases in the New Policies
Scenario and the Current Policies Scenario, but the extent differs. In the New Policies
Scenario, absolute growth in demand for natural gas is the strongest of all fuels. Global gas
demand nearly reaches the level of coal demand by the end of the Outlook period. In the
Current Policies Scenario, coal demand grows the most in absolute terms and overtakes
oil to capture the largest single share of the energy mix before 2035. In the 450 Scenario,
demand for coal and oil declines, compared with 2009, while the outlook is generally more
positive for natural gas, nuclear power and renewables.

The make-up of global energy demand in 2035 across the different scenarios is illustrated
in Figure 2.3. The strength with which energy and environmental policies are implemented
in the different scenarios has a particularly strong impact on the outlook for coal and
renewables, but in opposite directions. In the Current Policies Scenario, coal represents
nearly 30% of the energy mix and renewables 14% in 2035. In the 450 Scenario, the share
of coal in total energy demand declines to less than 16% in 2035, while that of renewables
increases to 27%.
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Figure 2.2 ! World primary energy demand by fuel and scenario, 2009 and
2035 (Mtoe)
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In 2010, global energy-related emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2), the main component of
the energy-related greenhouse gases contributing to climate change, were 30.4 gigatonnes
(Gt), more than 5% higher than in 2009. The three scenarios have a dramatically different
impact on the future level of world energy-related CO2 emissions (Figure 2.4). By 2035,
global energy-related CO2 emissions are projected to increase to 36.4 Gt in the New
Policies Scenario and 43.3 Gt in the Current Policies Scenario, but decrease to 21.6 Gt in the
450 Scenario (see Chapter 6 for more on climate change and the 450 Scenario). In terms
of CO2 emissions, cautious implementation of announced policies, as in the New Policies
Scenario, achieves only one-third of the cumulative change required over the Outlook
period to achieve a trajectory consistent with limiting the average global temperature
rise to 2°C.

Figure 2.3 ! Shares of energy sources in world primary demand by scenario,
2035
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Figure 2.4 ! World energy-related CO2 emissions by scenario
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Global energy intensity – the amount of fuel needed to generate each unit of gross
domestic product (GDP) – is projected to decline across all WEO-2011 scenarios over
the Outlook period, and in all cases by more than the average level observed from 1985
to 2009 (Figure 2.5). In 2035, global energy intensity is projected to have decreased by
36% in the New Policies Scenario, 31% in the Current Policies Scenario and 44% in the
450 Scenario. The main change across scenarios is the extent to which energy intensity
reduces in non-OECD countries, particularly China and, to a lesser extent, India and Russia.
Despite being interrupted three times in the last decade, the decline in energy intensity is
a longstanding trend, driven primarily by improved energy efficiency and structural changes
in the global economy.

Figure 2.5 ! Average annual percentage change in global primary energy
intensity by scenario (2009-2035) and region
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Energy trends in the New Policies Scenario
This section concentrates on the results of the New Policies Scenario, our central scenario.2
In doing so, it details the impact of existing and planned policies, when implemented
cautiously, on the key energy trends in demand, supply, trade, investment and emissions in
the period up to 2035.

Primary energy mix

Major events of the last year have had an impact on short andmedium termenergy trends, but
have done little to quench the world’s increasing thirst for energy in the long-term. Based on
preliminary data, total primary energy demand is estimated to have increased by 4.7% in 2010,
easily recouping the 1.1% decline of 2009 and representing a very large rebound in demand
by historical standards. Short-term economic uncertainty plays a prominent role in the near-
term outlook for energy demand. However, while slower economic growth than assumed (see
Chapter1) in thenext coupleof yearswoulddampendemandgrowth temporarily, itwouldhave
little impacton longer-termtrends, especially if thedownturnwere tobe followedbyaperiodof
accelerated growth (Box 2.1).

In the New Policies Scenario, total primary energy demand increases by 40% over the
Outlook period to reachmore than 16 950Mtoe in 2035 (Table 2.2).While demand increases
consistently throughout the Outlook period, the growth rate slows from an average of
1.8% per year in the period to 2020 to 0.9% per year from 2020 to 2035. This shift is
attributed largely to a tempering in global economic and population growth, and improved
levels of energy efficiency.Many largeOECDeconomies, such as theUnited States and Japan,
see very modest energy demand growth, averaging 0.2% and 0.05% per year respectively.
This contrasts with many large non-OECD economies: China and India experience energy
demand growth of 2% and 3.1% per year respectively.

Table 2.2 ! World primary energy demand by fuel in the New Policies
Scenario (Mtoe)

1980 2009 2015 2020 2030 2035 2009-2035*

Coal 1 792 3 294 3 944 4 083 4 099 4 101 0.8%

Oil 3 097 3 987 4 322 4 384 4 546 4 645 0.6%

Gas 1 234 2 539 2 945 3 214 3 698 3 928 1.7%

Nuclear 186 703 796 929 1 128 1 212 2.1%

Hydro 148 280 334 377 450 475 2.1%

Biomass and waste 749 1 230 1 375 1 495 1 761 1 911 1.7%

Other renewables 12 99 197 287 524 690 7.8%

Total 7 219 12 132 13 913 14 769 16 206 16 961 1.3%

* Compound average annual growth rate.

2. Annex A provides detailed projec!ons of energy demand by fuel, sector and region for all three scenarios.
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Box 2.1 ! The impact of lower near-term economic growth on
energy demand

At the time of writing, the latest data and forecasts reveal an increasingly pessimistic
assessment of global economic activity. They point towards a slowdown in global
growth, attributed largely to those advanced economies that are facing fiscal and
financial sector balance-sheet problems. This worsening outlook means that there
is a risk of weaker growth in GDP than assumed in the New Policies Scenario – over
the next couple of years at least. This would inevitably affect the outlook for global
energy demand and, in the light of this uncertainty, we have prepared a Low GDP
Case to test the sensitivity of global energy demand to weaker economic growth
in the period to 2015. This deliberately takes a more negative view of near-term
economic growth than the New Policies Scenario, but is in line with the latest revision
of economic forecasts by international organisations.

In the Low GDP Case, global GDP is assumed to grow by 3.8% in 2011 (against 4.3%
in the New Policies Scenario), 4.1% in 2012 (4.4%) and then gradually to return to
the same level as the New Policies Scenario after 2015 – following the path for that
scenario for the remainder of the Outlook period. This results in global GDP being
0.8% lower than in the New Policies Scenario in 2015, and 0.7% lower in 2035. Most
of the slowdown occurs in OECD countries. All other assumptions made in the New
Policies Scenario, including energy prices, are unchanged in the Low GDP Case, in
order to isolate the effects.

Unsurprisingly, in the Low GDP Case world primary energy demand grows more
slowly than in the New Policies Scenario, reaching 13 860 Mtoe in 2015 – 50 Mtoe,
or 0.4%, lower. By 2035, primary energy demand in the Low GDP Case is 60 Mtoe,
also 0.4%, lower. The proportional impact on energy demand is greatest in OECD
economies, with the United States experiencing the largest reduction. However, the
relatively less energy-intensive nature of the OECD economies mitigates the overall
impact of this Low GDP Case on global energy demand. Furthermore, the fact that
projected energy demand growth in the New Policies Scenario is expected to be
driven strongly by non-OECD economies means that a slowdown in the near-term
economic prospects of the OECD economies does not have a large impact on the
global picture, particularly when looking out to 2035.

In reality, the longer term impact on global energy demand of such a slowdown could
be expected to be even lower than estimated here. This is because, if the constraint
that other assumptions do not change is relaxed, the weaker economic growth in
the Low GDP Case would be expected to put downward pressure on energy prices
and somitigate, in part, the reduction in energy demand projected here. In addition,
an economic slowdown might well be followed by a period of more rapid economic
growth. This is not allowed for in the Low GDP Case, but has often been observed in
the past.
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The global recession and high prices have had only a relatively small impact on demand for oil
and it is likely tobe temporary (Spotlight considers theeconomic impactsofhighoil prices). In the
NewPolicies Scenario, demand increases for all energy sources over theOutlookperiod, but the
paceand trendvaries. Fossil fuels account for 59%of the increase inglobal energydemand from
2009 to 2035, or an additional 2 850Mtoe. This growth in demand comes in spite of increasing
fuel prices and additional policy measures, such as energy efficiency measures in Brazil, China,
India and Russia. In the New Policies Scenario, global demand for oil increases from 84 million
barrels per day (mb/d) in 2009 (almost 87 mb/d in 2010) to 99 mb/d in 2035 (Figure 2.6).
Notwithstanding, this growth, its share in theprimaryenergymixactuallydecreases from33% in
2009 to 27% in 2035. Significantly higher average oil prices and switching away from oil in the
powergenerationand industrial sectorsdonotoffset increasingdemand in the transport sector,
wheredemand is relativelyprice inelasticandsubstitutionpossibilitiesare limited (seeChapter3).
All of thenet growth inglobal oil demand in theNewPolicies Scenario comes fromthe transport
sector in the non-OECD countries, growth being particularly strong in India, China and the
Middle East. In short, despite energy security and climate concerns, oil demand continues to
growand the global economy relies onoilmore thanon any other fuel (see Chapter 3 for the oil
market outlook).

Figure 2.6 ! World primary energy demand by fuel in the New
Policies Scenario
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Global coal demand increased, on average, by slightly more than 1% per year from 1980 to
2000, but then grew by over 4% per year from 2000 to 2009. This acceleration in demand
growth over the last decade was driven overwhelmingly by China and, to a lesser extent,
India and other emerging economies. In the New Policies Scenario, demand for coal
increases by 25%, to reach 5 860 million tonnes of coal equivalent (Mtce)3 in 2035, but the
pace of this growth differs markedly over time. In the period to 2020, global coal demand
experiences strong growth but it then slows rapidly, with the level of global demand
remaining broadly flat for much of the rest of the Outlook period, before then flirting
tentativelywith decline as 2035 approaches. The share of coal in the global energymix peaks
at 28% early in theOutlook period, but then declines to 24% by 2035.

3. 1 Mtce is equal to 0.7 Mtoe.
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S P O T L I G H T

What are the economic impacts of high oil prices?

The economic impacts of high oil prices differ depending on the nature of the price
increase, the oil intensity and import dependence of an economy, economic conditions
at the time, and the government and consumer response. In the past, high oil prices
have often been associated with economic recession, as at the time of the oil shocks
of the 1970s, but this association has weakened in more recent times. While there are
many reasons for this, probably the most important is that the oil intensity of the global
economy has fallen significantly.
Higher oil prices increase production costs for many goods and services, and thereby
put pressure on price levels generally. Price inflation is manifest both directly through
increased fuel prices (including natural gas, if gas contracts are linked to oil prices) and
indirectly as the prices of other goods rise to reflect higher input costs. The inflationary
impact ismore pronounced in relatively energy-intensive economies, typically developing
countries. Higher costs and inflation, and lower profit margins, can damage demand and
employment and put upward pressure on wages. Such changes in economic activity in
turn influence financial markets, interest rates and exchange rates. Depending on the
speed, scale and expected duration of the oil price increases, consumer and producer
confidence can be impairedmaterially.
While oil-import bills of key consuming countries are at high levels, net oil exporters
are benefitting from a redistribution of income. The majority of oil exporting nations
run balance of payments current account surpluses that grow as oil revenues rise,
unless they are recycled through increased imports. For every country experiencing
a rising current account surplus, there will be others with widening current account
deficits or declining surpluses. The propensity to spend has historically beenmuch lower
in net oil-exporting countries compared with oil-importing countries. This means that
overall global demand is likely to decline as a result of this redistribution, even though
many oil-exporting countries have increased public spending in the light of higher oil
revenues. The sharp increase in public expenditure means that the oil price required to
balance their budgets has risen and a sudden drop significantly below this level could
result in abrupt action to cut spending (see Chapter 3).
Sound economic policies may not eliminate the adverse impacts of high oil prices on net
oil-importing economies, but they can moderate them. Inflationary pressures derived
fromhigh oil prices emphasise the need to adopt a coherentmonetary policy that anchors
price expectations effectively. But consumers and businesses can also be tempted to try to
ride the effects of higher oil prices, by reducing short-term saving or increasing the use of
credit, and governmentsmay do so through anoffsetting tax cut or by subsidising the price
of oil and other energy products. However, the ability of governments to act in this way
depends critically on their fiscal starting point and such actions quickly become costly and
difficult to undo. TheG-20, APEC and other countries recognised the shortcomings of such
action by committing to phase out inefficient fossil fuel subsidies that promote wasteful
consumption. Themost obvious action that oil-importing countries can take to reduce the
impact of high prices on their economies is to reduce their reliance on oil.
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China will be pivotal in determining the evolution of global coal markets (the Spotlight
later in this chapter considers China’s role in traded coal markets). While its demand for
coal increases apace during the period covered by its 12th Five-Year Plan (Box 2.2), the
reorientation of the energy mix set in train by the Five-Year Plan provides the groundwork
for the slowdown in coal demand growth around 2020. Later in the Outlook period,
interventions by governments, such as carbon pricing, have an impact on coal demand, as
does the increasing preference in many countries for natural gas in industrial uses and the
power sector (see Part C for the coal market outlook).

Box 2.2 ! China’s 12th Five-Year Plan (2011-2015)

China’s 12th Five-Year Plan (the Plan) covers the period 2011 to 2015 and, while
focused on China’s domestic energy landscape, it has profound implications for the
global energy picture. It concentrates on energy efficiency and the use of cleaner
energy sources to mitigate the effects of rapidly rising energy demand, which would
otherwise increase China’s dependence on imports and exacerbate local pollution.
Reducing energy and carbon intensity are two key goals of the Plan. Targets are set to
cut energy consumption per unit of GDP by 16% by 2015 and to cut CO2 emissions per
unit of GDP by 17%. The CO2 intensity target, included for the first time, is in line with
China’s Copenhagen pledge to achieve 40% to 45% reductions below 2005 levels by
2020. The Plan also establishes new targets intended to diversify the primary energy
mix. The proportion of non-fossil fuels in primary energy consumption is targeted
to reach 11.4% by 2015, up from 8.3% in 2010. Natural gas, nuclear and renewables
are expected to be aggressively promoted. The Plan also includes targets to reduce
emissions ofmajor pollutants by between 8% and 10%.Many of the policies reflected
in the 12th Five-Year Plan are expected to be taken forward through other detailed
plans and targets. In some cases, WEO-2011 anticipates such targets, based on
credible reports at the time of writing, to provide further depth to the analysis.

Compared with the previous year, global gas demand decreased by 2% in 2009, but it is
estimated to have rebounded strongly in 2010, increasing by nearly 7%. Absolute growth in
natural gas demand continues to exceed that of all other fuels, and is nearly equal to that of
oil and coal combined over the Outlook period, increasing by 54% to reach 4 750 billion cubic
metres (bcm) in 2035. The flexibility of natural gas as a fuel, together with its environmental
and energy security attributes,makes it an attractive fuel in a number of countries and sectors.
For example, in the United States, where unconventional gas supply is increasingly abundant,
demand grows in power generation. In Asia, demand increases across a range of sectors,
including industry and residential, and in theMiddle East power generation and gas-to-liquids
(GTL) see notable demand growth. The strong growth in demand for natural gas is supported
by relatively low prices, policy support in China and substitution for nuclear capacity in some
cases. The share of natural gas in the global energy mix increases from 21% in 2009 to 23%
in 2035. Demand for natural gas rises close to the level of coal demand over theOutlook period
and is near to overtaking it, to become the second most important fuel in the primary energy
mix, by 2035 (Figure 2.7) (see Chapter 4 for the natural gas market outlook).
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Figure 2.7 ! Shares of energy sources in world primary energy demand
in the New Policies Scenario
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Attitudes toward nuclear power have evolved over the last year, though it is as yet far
from certain exactly how energy policies and plans will change. While many countries are
reassessing the future role of nuclear power, expectations over the Outlook period have
diminished only slightly. In the New Policies Scenario, nuclear power generation increases
by 73% over the Outlook period, growing from 2 700 terawatt-hours (TWh) in 2009 to
4 660 TWh in 2035, only 5% lower than projected inWEO-2010.
Non-OECD countries are responsible for nearly 80%of the global increase in installed nuclear
power generating capacity over the Outlook period. Building over 110 gigawatts (GW),
China alone accounts for nearly half of the global increase in nuclear capacity to 2035, a
projection that has increased in response to the 12th Five-Year Plan. Nuclear capacity in the
OECD is expected to increase by 53 GW, reaching 380 GWby the end of theOutlook period.
This projection is 23 GW lower than last year, for a number of reasons, including reduced
nuclear competitiveness, fewer than expected capacity additions and some plant delays.
Nuclear plant retirements in Germany also now occur significantly earlier in the Outlook
period. The share of nuclear power in total primary energy demand increases slightly over
the projection period, from 6% in 2009 to 7% in 2035, lower than the 8% projected in
WEO-2010 (see Chapter 5 for the power sector outlook and Chapter 12 for the implications
of less nuclear power).

Demand for modern renewable energy – including wind, solar, geothermal, marine,
modern biomass and hydro – grows from 860 Mtoe in 2009 to 2 365 Mtoe in 2035. The
share of modern renewable energy in the primary energy mix increases from 7% in 2009
to 14% in 2035. Despite this strong growth, global demand for all sources of renewable
energy collectively will still not be close to that for any single fossil fuel in 2035. Demand for
renewable energy increases substantially in all regions, but different types achieve greater
or lesser penetration in different locations. For example, hydropower accounts for more
than 60% of electricity generation in Latin America in 2035, while wind power accounts for
nearly 20%of generation in the EuropeanUnion. In 2035, the share of renewables (including
traditional biomass use) in total primary energy demand is 23% in the European Union,
20% in India, 16% in the United States and 13% in China.
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Regional trends

Primary energy demand in non-OECD countries grows from 6 600 Mtoe in 2009 to
10 800 Mtoe in 2035, representing nearly 90% of all energy demand growth over the
Outlook period (Figure 2.8). Non-OECD countries represent 54% of global energy demand in
2009 and this grows to 64% in 2035.While average annual growth in energy demand in non-
OECD countries is 1.9% over the Outlook period, growth slows from 2.7% per year to 2020,
to 1.4% per year from 2020 to 2035. Higher energy demand growth in non-OECD countries
relative to the OECD is consistent with the faster rates of growth of population, economic
activity and urbanisation expected over the Outlook period. For example, non-OECD
countries are expected to represent 84% of the global population in 2035 (up from 82% in
2009), and the proportion of people residing in urban areas in these countries increases
from 44% to 57% (see Chapter 1 for population assumptions). While non-OECD countries
account for all of the global growth in coal and oil demand over theOutlook period, they also
account for 73% of the global increase in nuclear power, 55% of the increase in non-hydro
renewable energy and 88% of the increase in hydropower generation.

Figure 2.8 ! World primary energy demand by region in the New
Policies Scenario
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China has consolidated its position as theworld’s largest energy consumer (Table 2.3). From
consuming less than half as much energy as the United States in 2000, it now consumes
slightly more and is projected to consume nearly 70% more than the United States
in 2035. In the New Policies Scenario, China accounts for more than 30% of global growth
in energy demand from 2009 to 2035. Its share of global energy demand, having increased
from 11% in 2000 to 19% in 2009, is projected to be 23% in 2035. China’s per-capita energy
consumption overtakes theworld average early in theOutlook period, but is still at less than
half the level of the United States in 2035.

China overtakes theUnited States in terms of oil imports shortly after 2020 and becomes the
largest oil consumer in the world around 2030, consuming 15 mb/d by 2035, nearly double
the level of 2009. While the share of coal in China’s primary energy mix declines to one-half
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of the total in 2035, the absolute amount of coal consumed, at 2 800 Mtce, is still nearly
two-and-a-half times more than that of the OECD. Even with the signalled policy shift away
from coal, China accounts for 48% of cumulative world coal consumption over the Outlook
period, or around 74 300 Mtce. China also leads the world by some margin in the supply of
renewable energy in 2035.

Table 2.3 ! World primary energy demand by region in the New Policies
Scenario (Mtoe)

1980 2000 2009 2015 2020 2030 2035 2009-2035*

OECD 4 067 5 292 5 236 5 549 5 575 5 640 5 681 0.3%

Americas 2 102 2 695 2 620 2 780 2 787 2 835 2 864 0.3%

United States 1 802 2 270 2 160 2 285 2 264 2 262 2 265 0.2%

Europe 1 501 1 765 1 766 1 863 1 876 1 890 1 904 0.3%

Asia Oceania 464 832 850 906 912 914 912 0.3%

Japan 345 519 472 498 490 481 478 0.0%

Non-OECD 2 981 4 475 6 567 8 013 8 818 10 141 10 826 1.9%

E. Europe/Eurasia 1 242 1 001 1 051 1 163 1 211 1 314 1 371 1.0%

Russia n.a. 620 648 719 744 799 833 1.0%

Asia 1 066 2 172 3 724 4 761 5 341 6 226 6 711 2.3%

China 603 1 108 2 271 3 002 3 345 3 687 3 835 2.0%

India 208 460 669 810 945 1 256 1 464 3.1%

Middle East 114 364 589 705 775 936 1 000 2.1%

Africa 274 505 665 739 790 878 915 1.2%

Latin America 284 432 538 644 700 787 829 1.7%

Brazil 114 185 237 300 336 393 421 2.2%

World** 7 219 10 034 12 132 13 913 14 769 16 206 16 961 1.3%

European Union n.a. 1 683 1 654 1 731 1 734 1 724 1 731 0.2%

*Compound average annual growth rate.
**World includes international marine and aviation bunkers (not included in regional totals).

Energy demand in India was higher than that of Russia in 2009, making it the third-largest
energy consumer in the world. Despite this, many millions of people in the country still
have no access to modern energy services (see Chapter 13). India’s energy demand more
than doubles between 2009 to 2035, rising from less than 700Mtoe to nearly 1 500 Mtoe,
accounting for 16% of the increase in global energy demand over the Outlook period.
At an average of 3.1% per year, India’s rate of energy demand growth is very high over
the Outlook period. The increase in energy demand is primarily driven by rapid economic
growth and population growth. Coal continues to dominate the energy picture in India,
representing around 42% of total energy demand in 2035, practically the same share
as 2009. Demand for natural gas trebles, but it still plays a relatively modest role in the
overall energy mix, at around 10% in 2035. The total number of passenger light-duty
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vehicles (PLDVs) per 1 000 people increases from 10 in 2009 to over 100 in 2035, driving a
four-times increase in demand for oil in the transport sector, which reaches more than
190 Mtoe (3.9 mb/d) – slightly more than half of total primary oil demand in 2035
(7.4 mb/d). Electricity demand per capita nearly trebles over the Outlook period, driving
increased energy demand for power generation.

Primary energy demand in Russia decreased by 6% in 2009, but preliminary data suggest
it has regained most of this ground in 2010. In the New Policies Scenario, energy demand
in Russia increases by 28% over the Outlook period (estimated increase of 21% from 2010
to 2035), to reach around 830 Mtoe in 2035. The rise in energy demand is constrained
by a slight decline in population, and by energy efficiency and pricing policies that begin
to tap into Russia’s large potential for energy saving. While Russia’s energy intensity is
projected to decline by 49% over theOutlook period (based on GDP in year-2010 dollars at
market exchange rates), it is still nearly three-times the average level in the OECD in 2035
(Figure 2.9). Natural gas continues to dominate Russia’s energy mix, representing 52% of
total primary energy demand in 2035. While there is a large relative increase in the use of
renewables in Russia, they still only represent 7% of its primary energy mix in 2035, much
lower than the 18% share in global primary energy demand (see Part B for the energy
outlook for Russia).

Figure 2.9 ! Energy intensity in selected countries and regions
in the New Policies Scenario, 1990-2035
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Primary energy demand in the Middle East increases by 70%, to reach 1 000 Mtoe in 2035.
Oil demand in the Middle East grows by an average of 1.3% per year to reach 9.2 mb/d in
2035, driven largely by the road-transport sector. TheMiddle East accounts for 17%ofworld
oil demand growth from 2009 to 2035. Despite this demand growth, the share of oil in the
energy mix diminishes from 51% in 2009 to 43% by 2035, relinquishing share primarily to
natural gas. Demand for natural gas overtakes that of oil before 2025. Increases in demand
for natural gas are highest in power generation, desalinisation and in use as a feedstock for
petrochemicals. Nuclear power also emerges gradually over theOutlook period.
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In Latin America, primary energy demand is projected to grow on average by 1.7% per year
and to reach 830 Mtoe by 2035. Demand for renewables in the power generation sector
in Latin America doubles over the Outlook period, to reach nearly 140 Mtoe in 2035, and
represents over 60% of total demand in this sector. Biofuels use in road transport increases
by more than 4% per year, to reach 1 mb/d by 2035, representing around 25% of fuel
consumption in the sector. Primary energy demand in Brazil grows to 420 Mtoe in 2035,
representing more than half of the regional total. Consumption of natural gas in Brazil
increases by nearly 6% per year, to reach around 90 bcm in 2035, stimulated by greater
levels of domestic gas supply. Over theOutlook period, the share of natural gas in the power
sector in Brazil grows from 5% to 20% and its share in industry grows from 10% to 19%.

In Africa, the population is projected to grow by 71% from 2009 to 2035 but there is only
a 38% increase in energy demand over the same period. This means that, while Africa’s
share of the global population increases from 15% in 2009 to 20% in 2035, its share of
global energy demand declines fractionally to 5.4% over the same timeframe. Furthermore,
one-third of total energy demand in Africa in 2035 takes the form of traditional biomass use
in the residential sector. A large share of the population in countries such as Nigeria, Ethiopia
and Tanzania continue to live without access to electricity and clean cooking facilities (see
Chapter 13 on energy access).

In the New Policies Scenario, primary energy demand in OECD countries grows from around
5 200Mtoe in 2009 to nearly 5 700Mtoe in 2035, an increase of 8%. Oil demand declines by
0.6% per year on average, going from42mb/d in 2009 to 36mb/d in 2035,mainly as a result
of fuel economy policies and saturating vehicle markets. Many OECD countries see coal
demand decline significantly as policies to reduce carbon emissions take effect, particularly
after 2020. By 2035, OECD countries consume 22% less coal than in 2009. Natural gas is an
important fuel for power generation in the OECD in 2035 and also plays a prominent role in
the industrial, service and residential sectors. Nuclear power use in the OECD increases by
23% over theOutlook period.

While the United States remains the second-largest energy consumer in the world, its total
energy demand, at around 2 270 Mtoe in 2035, is only slightly higher than in 2009. Oil
demand declines, mainly as a result of improved fuel economy in the road-transport sector,
but is still projected to be 14.5 mb/d in 2035 – slightly less than 15% of global oil demand.
Coal demand in the United States also declines over the Outlook period, but by less than
expected in WEO-2010. The absence of a carbon price means that there is less incentive
to move away from coal-powered plants in power generation, but the prospect of such a
policy being introduced in the future means that a shadow price of carbon (see Chapter 1)
does affect new investment decisions over the Outlook period. Thanks to improving supply
prospects and lower expected prices, natural gas demand increases over theOutlook period,
albeit at a modest pace. The outlook for nuclear power, which has declined slightly from
WEO-2010, continues to be influenced significantly by the availability of policy support.
Consumption of renewable energy increases by 4% per year over the Outlook period and
represents 16% of the energy mix in 2035.

Total primary energy demand in the European Union increases by less than 5% from 2009
levels by 2035, with all of the growth happening before 2020. Demand for coal decreases
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by nearly 50% over the Outlook period and its share in the energy mix declines from
16% in 2009 to 8% in 2035 (Figure 2.10). In contrast, natural gas demand increases by
24% over the Outlook period, largely in the power sector but also in industry and heating
in buildings. The share of natural gas in the primary energy mix increases from 25% in 2009
to 30% in 2035. Energy efficiency policies play an important role in the decline in demand
for oil in the transport sector. However, oil still dominates energy consumption in the
transport sector in 2035, accounting for 83% of the total. In the European Union, attitudes
towards nuclear power have seen a negative shift over the past year. This shift results in
several nuclear plant retirements occurring earlier in the Outlook period than projected in
WEO-2010, principally in Germany in the period 2020 to 2025. Installed nuclear capacity is
estimated to be 129 GW in 2035, around 8 GW (6%) lower than projected in WEO-2010,
with the gap being filled largely by natural gas and renewables. Consumption of renewable
energy sees strong growth of around 3.5% per year over the Outlook period. The share of
renewables in the energy mix increases from 10% in 2009 to 23% in 2035, with wind power
and, to a lesser extent, solar photovoltaic (PV) becoming prominent.

Figure 2.10 ! Energy mix in selected countries and regions in the
New Policies Scenario, 2035
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The energy outlook for Japan has been impacted by a number of factors over the last
year, many derived from the earthquakes and tsunami that struck the country and the
resultant damage to the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant. Total energy demand is
expected to continue to recover in the short term, before resuming a longer-term declining
trend, and reaches almost 480 Mtoe in 2035. An upward revision to population estimates
and a less certain outlook for climate-related policies contribute to total energy demand
being 2% higher in 2035 than inWEO-2010. The share of fossil fuels in Japan’s energy mix
declines from 81% in 2009 to 70% in 2035 but, within this, demand for coal and oil drops
significantly, while demand for natural gas increases. Demand for oil declines by more than
one-quarter, underpinned by a 31% decline in energy demand in the transport sector. This
results from market saturation in road transport, improved fuel efficiency and increased
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adoption of hybrids (32% of passenger light-duty vehicle sales in 2035) and electric vehicles
and plug-in hybrids (14% of sales in the same year). Nuclear power accounts for 33% of
electricity generated in 2035, with natural gas accounting for 30% and coal 15%, though
these projectionsmust be regarded as particularly tentative, pending the outcome of public
and policy debate in Japan.

Sectoral trends

Energy demand in the power sector was affected by the global recession, but only slightly,
and continues to grow more strongly than in any other sector in the New Policies Scenario.
Over the Outlook period, energy demand in this sector increases by 57%, from about
4 600Mtoe in 2009 to just below7 200Mtoe in 2035, and accounts for over half of all growth
in primary energy demand (see Chapter 5 for the power sector outlook). Of the energy
demand growth for power generation, 87% is in non-OECD countries. A slightly improved
economic outlook and lower gas prices are important drivers of increased energy demand
in this sector, relative to WEO-2010. A negative shift in stance toward nuclear power in
some countries and the prospects for carbon pricing in many countries are also important
influences. The power sector accounts for 38%of global primary energy demand in 2009 and
this share increases to 42% in 2035.

There is a slightly stronger outlook for fossil fuels in the power sector compared with
last year. Projected demand for coal has increased, as attitudes towards nuclear power
and carbon pricing shift, and so has demand for natural gas, mainly as a result of China’s
12th Five-Year Plan and the presumption of lower gas prices. While coal demand continues
to be heavily focused on power generation, demand from the power sector accounts for
less than half of total natural gas demand in 2035 (Figure 2.11). Over the Outlook period,
the increase in demand for coal in power generation in non-OECD countries is more than
three-times as great as the corresponding decline in the OECD.

Figure 2.11 ! World primary energy demand by fuel and sector in the
New Policies Scenario, 2035
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The outlook for nuclear power has been affected by the Fukushima Daiichi accident and the
subsequent policy response to it in a number of countries. Global use of nuclear power is
5% lower than projected inWEO-2010, though it still increases, to 4 660 TWh, in 2035. The
reduction in theOECD is driven by changes in Japan, Europe and theUnited States. However,
the outlook in non-OECD countries has been impactedmuch less, with existing plans delayed
rather than discarded. The increase in the use of nuclear power in non-OECD countries is
more than two-and-a-half times that of the increase in the OECD over the Outlook period.
In 2035, total installed nuclear capacity in non-OECD countries reaches more than 250 GW,
compared with 380 GW in the OECD.

Total electricity generation from renewable sources increases from 3 900 TWh in 2009 to
11 100 TWh in 2035, its share of total generation growing from 19% to 31%. Throughout
the Outlook period, hydropower is the largest renewable source of electricity generation.
Electricity generated from wind power increases by nearly ten-times over the Outlook
period, reaching 2 700 TWh in 2035. China’s consumption of electricity generated fromwind
power surpasses that of the European Union soon after 2030. Solar generated electricity
(solar PV and concentrating solar power [CSP]) sees strong growth globally, particularly in
the second half of the Outlook period, and reaches 1 050 TWh in 2035. Global electricity
generating capacity using renewable sources increases from 1 250 GW in 2009 to 3 600 GW
in 2035.

Total final consumption4 by end-users is projected to grow by 1.3% per year, reaching
about 11 600 Mtoe by 2035. Global demand in the industry sector grows by 49% over the
Outlook period (Figure 2.12), increasing its share of total final consumptionmarginally, from
27% in 2009 to 29% in 2035. Non-OECD countries dominate demand growth in this sector,
with China alone accounting for 36% of global growth and India a further 17%. OECD
industrial energy demand increases through to 2020, before dropping back slightly to just
under 890 Mtoe in 2035. Natural gas, electricity and renewables experience the strongest
growth in this sector, all averaging growth per year of 2% or more, whereas coal sees
more modest demand growth of 0.7% per year and oil is 0.1% per year. Coal continues
to dominate energy input to iron and steel production. In the chemicals sector, use of
electricity increases significantly from 2009 to 2035.

Energy demand in the transport sector increases by 43% to reach 3 260 Mtoe in 2035.
Demand in non-OECD countries increases by 2.9% per year on average and, together with
inter-regional transport, accounts for all of the net energy demand growth in the transport
sector. China alone accounts for more than one-third of global demand growth in the
transport sector. India sees demand increase progressively over theOutlook period, with the
average annual rate of growth going from around 3.5% up to 2020 to more than 7% from
2020 to 2035. In contrast, the OECD sees a slight decline in demand over theOutlook period,
with a notable reduction in Japan.

4. Total final consump!on (TFC) is the sum of consump!on by the various end-use sectors. TFC is broken down into
energy demand in the following sectors: industry, transport, buildings (including residen!al and services) and other
(including agriculture and non-energy use). It excludes interna!onal marine and avia!on bunkers, except at world level
where it is included in the transport sector.
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Figure 2.12 ! Incremental energy demand by sector and region in the
New Policies Scenario, 2009-2035
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Road transport demand continues to dominate in the transport sector, representing 75% of
demand in 2035. Oil demand in the road transport sector increases by 32%over theOutlook
period, from 35mb/d in 2009 to 45mb/d in 2035. While many countries have adopted fuel
efficiency standards, the growth in demand in non-OECD countries more than offsets the
effect of these improvements. The global stock of road transport vehicles nearly doubles
between 2009 and 2035, but the adoption of stronger efficiency standards, a shift inmarket
focus toward non-OECD countries with lower average vehicle usage levels and, to some
extent, the increased use of alternative vehicle technologies, means that the increase in
energy demand is only around 42%.While the picture improves, the penetration of electric
vehicles remains relatively small globally in 2035.

In 2009, an average of around 40 in every 1 000 people in non-OECD countries own a
passenger light-duty vehicle (PLDV). In the OECD, the average approached 500 PLDVs
per 1 000 people. In the New Policies Scenario, annual PLDV sales in non-OECD countries
are projected to overtake those in OECD countries by around 2020 and reach more than
100million by 2035. Both China and India see a huge increase in the average level of vehicle
ownership from 2009 to 2035. The PLDV stock in non-OECD countries overtakes that of
the OECD in the early 2030s. However, vehicle ownership levels in non-OECD countries, at
about 125 PLDVs per 1 000 people in 2035, remain well below the OECD levels of almost
550 per 1 000 people in 2035 (Figure 2.13).

In the buildings sector, global energy demand increases by 34%, driven largely by new-build
in non-OECD countries, but the sector’s share of total final consumption declinesmarginally.
Electricity consumption grows on average by 2.2% a year in this sector, benefitting from
increased competitiveness and greater appliance penetration in non-OECD countries. Policy
intervention facilitates the growth of renewables in this sector (largely solar thermal) both
in the OECD and non-OECD countries.
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Global demand for electricity is projected to increase by nearly 85% over the Outlook
period, reaching over 31 700 TWh in 2035 (see Chapter 5). More than four-fifths of the
growth in global electricity demand arises in non-OECD countries, as a result of greater
use of household appliances and of electrical equipment in the industry and services
sectors, as access to electricity increases and prosperity rises (see Chapter 13). Despite
this growth, average electricity demand per capita in non-OECD countries in 2035 is still
only 31% that of the OECD. Developing Asia sees its share of global electricity consumption
increase from 28% in 2009 to 44% in 2035. China alone accounts for almost 30% of the
world’s total electricity consumption by the end of the Outlook period. In the OECD, the
slower growth in electricity demand stems from lower rates of economic and population
expansion, greater energy efficiency improvements and the adoption of measures such
as carbon pricing.

Figure 2.13 ! Number of PLDVs per thousand people by region, 2009 and
2035, and the change in oil demand in road transport
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Energy production and trade

The events of the past year, while casting shadows over future energy supply prospects at
least asmenacing as those obscuring the pattern of future demand, do not call into question
one thing: the world’s endowment of economically exploitable energy resources is more
than sufficient to satisfy the projected level of global consumption over the Outlook period
and well beyond. The global pattern of production will change, with non-OECD countries
accounting for all of the net global increase in oil and coal production between 2009
and 2035 in the New Policies Scenario and most of the increase in natural gas production
(Figure 2.14). The details are examined, fuel-by-fuel and sector-by-sector, in subsequent
chapters. This section briefly surveys the production prospects, setting the scene for
the subsequent focus, in the concluding sections of the chapter, on four issues closely
related to the future pattern of production: the changing profile of inter-regional energy
trade; spending on imports; the scale and adequacy of investment in the energy-supply
infrastructure; and energy-related emissions, notably of CO2.
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Figure 2.14 ! Incremental world energy supply by fuel in the New Policies
Scenario, 2009-2035
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Total world oil production, excluding processing gains and biofuels, was nearly 84 mb/d in
2010 and is slightly more than 96 mb/d by 2035 in the New Policies Scenario, an increase
of 15%. A growing share of this production comes from unconventional sources, including
oil sands and extra-heavy oil (see Chapter 3). Proven reserves of oil increased to 1.47 trillion
barrels at the end of 2010 according to the Oil and Gas Journal (O&GJ, 2010) or 48 years of
production at existing levels. Remaining recoverable resources are estimated to be much
larger and could reach nearly 5.5 trillion barrels. Total non-OPEC oil production is projected
to peak at 51mb/d shortly after 2015 and then fall to less than 48mb/d in 2035. Production
declines in most non-OPEC countries, with Brazil, Canada and Kazakhstan being notable
exceptions. In contrast, OPEC oil production continues to grow over the Outlook period,
reaching nearly 49 mb/d in 2035, pushing its share of world production from 42% in 2010
to 51% in 2035.5 The Middle East region is expected to increase oil production by around
12 mb/d, reaching a total of 37 mb/d by the end of the Outlook period (Figure 2.15). While
Saudi Arabia continues to be the largest oil producer in the region, Iraq experiences the
largest growth in production over the Outlook period. Though its potential to increase oil
production from existing levels is large, in the short term, production growth in Iraq will be
constrained by the need for infrastructure investment. Heightened geopolitical tension in
theMiddle East and North Africa continues to provide a more challenging backdrop against
which to make long-term investment decisions. The fundamental concern is being able to
judge the implications of these developments on short-term oil supply, and whether they
might serve to defer investment essential to provide supply in the medium to long term
(Chapter 3 analyses the implications of a Deferred Investment Case).

Global coal production is projected to rise by 19% between 2009 and 2035, with most of
the growth occurring before 2020, reaching 5 860 Mtce by the end of the Outlook period.

5. OPEC is the Organiza!on of the Petroleum Expor!ng Countries. As of mid-2011, its member countries included
Algeria, Angola, Ecuador, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Nigeria, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates and Venezuela. For
purposes of comparison,WEO-2011 assumes that this membership remains unchanged throughout the Outlook period.
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Nearly all of the production growth comes from non-OECD countries and, at more than
1 000 Mtce, the total increase in non-OECD countries is more than five-times the size of
the offsetting net decrease in the OECD. The share of global coal production in non-OECD
countries increases from72% in 2009 to almost 80% in 2035. China sees the biggest increase
in absolute terms with output growing by around 540 Mtce, although the rate of increase
in production is higher in India and Indonesia. Until 2020, production of steam coal grows
at around the same rate as that of coking (or metallurgical)6 coal, reflecting similar trends in
the growth in coal-fired power generation capacity and steel demand. Coal is estimated to
be theworld’smost abundant fossil fuel. Proven reserves of coal are estimated to be around
1 trillion tonnes, equivalent to 150 years ofworld production in 2009 (BGR, 2010). Remaining
resources are estimated to be over 21 trillion tonnes.

Figure 2.15 ! Oil production in selected regions in the New Policies
Scenario, 2010 and 2035
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In the New Policies Scenario, global natural gas production increases by 56% from 2009, to
reach 4 750 bcm in 2035. Non-OECD countries account for 91% of the projected increase,
most of it coming from the largest existing gas producers. The Middle East, with the largest
reserves and lowest production costs, sees the biggest increase in absolute terms, though
Russia and the Caspian also see a significant increase. Chinamore than triples its production
of natural gas over the Outlook period. In the OECD, the United States and Australia are
the main areas of gas production growth, mainly in the form of unconventional gas. The
global production of unconventional gas increases by about two-and-a-half times, to
exceed 1 000 bcm before 2035. Unconventional gas represents 39% of the growth in gas
production over the Outlook period – its share of total gas production increases from
13% in 2009 to 22% in 2035.

Proven natural gas reserves are estimated to stand at 190 trillion cubic metres (tcm)
(Cedigaz, 2010), around twice the amount of gas produced to date (see Chapter 4).
Total recoverable global natural gas resources are estimated to be equivalent to around
265 years of the consumption level in 2009. Further exploration, development and

6. Strictly speaking,metallurgical coal includes all types of coal used in themetals sectors. Although coking coal accounts
for most of this, it also includes small quan!!es of high-quality steam coal.
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production continue to clarify the scale of unconventional gas resources worldwide and
the prospects for their exploitation. Unconventional gas resources are now estimated to
be of comparable size to conventional resources. However, the use of hydraulic fracturing
in unconventional gas production has raised environmental concerns and is challenging the
adequacy of existing regulatory regimes.

The estimated resource base of uranium, the raw material for nuclear fuel, remains
sufficient to fuel the world’s nuclear reactors at current consumption rates well beyond the
Outlook period (NEA and IAEA, 2010).

In resource terms, significant potential remains for expanding energy production from
renewables, but the impact of the global recession has tested the readiness and ability
of some governments to maintain levels of support. In the New Policies Scenario, total
electricity generation from renewables increases by more than 180% over the Outlook
period, with wind power, hydropower and biomass being the largest sources of growth.
While the amount of electricity generated from solar PV, CSP, geothermal and marine also
grows significantly over the Outlook period, their starting point is low and their collective
contribution to satisfying global electricity demand remains relatively small in 2035. In the
OECD, the share of total electricity generation coming from renewables increases from
18% in 2009 to 33% in 2035. This compares to an increase from21% to 29%across non-OECD
countries, on average. Globally, China is the largest producer of electricity from renewables
in 2035, with its output fromhydropower alone surpassing the electricity generated from all
forms of renewables collectively in any other single country (Figure 2.16).

Figure 2.16 ! Largest producers of electricity from renewables in the
New Policies Scenario, 2035
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Inter-regional trade

Inter-regional energy trade plays an understated, but vital, role in the broader energy system
and depends on the provision of adequate energy transport and storage infrastructure.
Increased inter-connectivity provides the energy system with flexibility and redundancy,
but it also means that sudden changes in one part may have a broad impact. While very
different in their nature, sudden, unexpected events, such as those at Fukushima and in
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Libya, demonstrated both the capacity of the global energy system to react to changing
global supply-demand patterns and also some of its limitations.

Three-quarters of all energy is consumedwithin the country or region inwhich it is produced.
However, the proportion of energy traded across regions, the patterns of trade and the
structure of the market differ significantly by fuel. In the New Policies Scenario, the OECD
share of total inter-regional energy trade declines from 42% in 2009 to 29% in 2035 and
becomes increasingly concentrated on natural gas and oil, to the detriment of coal. Outside of
the OECD, Asia accounts for an increasing proportion of global energy trade in all fossil fuels.

The amount of oil traded between major regions increases by about 30% to 53 mb/d in
2035, the share in total global consumption growing to 54%. Net imports of oil into theOECD
decline consistently across the Outlook period, from 24 mb/d in 2010 to 17 mb/d in 2035.
Net imports into the United States decrease significantly over the Outlook period, due both
to decreasing demand and a slight increase in domestic supply (Figure 2.17). Oil imports into
the EuropeanUnion remain steady at 9.8mb/duntil around2020, before declining gradually,
to reach 8.8 mb/d in 2035. China’s oil imports increase by more than two-and-a-half times
over the Outlook period to reach 12.6 mb/d in 2035, nearly twice the level of Russia’s oil
exports, or around one-third of OPEC exports, in the same year. China overtakes the United
States to become the world’s largest oil importer shortly after 2020. Its import dependence
increases from 54% in 2010 to 84% in 2035. India’s oil imports increase by more than
4%per year over theOutlookperiod to reach6.8mb/d, its relianceon imports increasing from
73% in 2010 to 92% in 2035. Such increased reliance on oil imports in many countries
(particularly non-OECD countries) is likely to lead to attention being given to the issue of
security of supply. Over theOutlook period, OPEC oil exports increase by 42% to 38.4mb/d.
Russia’s net oil exports decline from 7.5 mb/d in 2010 to 6.4 mb/d in 2035, driven primarily
by decreasing levels of production.

Figure 2.17 ! Oil demand and the share of imports by region in the New
Policies Scenario, 2010 and 2035
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In the New Policies Scenario, most coal is consumed domestically, meaning that global coal
trade remains small relative to overall demand. Nonetheless, trade in hard coal between
major regions is projected to increase from 750 Mtce in 2009, growing rapidly to 2020 but
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stabilising thereafter, to settle around 1 000Mtce in 2035 – around 18% of world hard coal
production. The pattern of trade will continue to shift towards Asia and away from Atlantic
Basin markets. The OECD as a whole ceases to be an importer of hard coal, becoming a net
exporter around 2030. Japan, the largest coal importer in 2009, sees its import requirement
peak early in the Outlook period and then decline gradually, to reach 115 Mtce in 2035.
A coal exporter until recently, China sees its import requirement exceed that of Japan
around 2015, peak at nearly 200 Mtce shortly after 2015 and then decline to around
80 Mtce in 2035. However, the scale of China’s coal appetite is so huge, relative to others,
that even quite a small shift in its domestic demand-supply balance can have major
implications for the global picture (Spotlight on the role of China in traded coal markets).
India’s hard coal imports increase by more than 6% per year over the Outlook period,
becoming the world’s largest importer soon after 2020 and importing nearly 300 Mtce in
2035, nearly five-times the level of 2009. India is expected to look first to Indonesia, Australia
and South Africa to satisfy its import needs. Australia sees its hard coal exports peak before
2020 and then gradually decline to around 300 Mtce in 2035, still 18% higher than 2009.
Indonesia sees its hard coal exports increase from 190 Mtce in 2009 to around 280 Mtce in
2035, but are on a declining path later in the Outlook period.
Inter-regional trade in natural gas nearly doubles over the Outlook period, increasing from
590 bcm in 2009 to around 1 150 bcm in 2035. The expansion occurs in both pipeline gas and
liquefied natural gas (LNG). The proportion of gas that is traded across regions increases from
19% in 2009 to 25% in 2035. The market for natural gas becomes more globalised over the
Outlook period, but only gradually. The need for natural gas imports into the EuropeanUnion
grows from 310 bcm in 2009 to 540 bcm in 2035 and its dependence on imports increases
from61% to 86% (Figure 2.18). Reflecting the growing availability of domestic unconventional
gas, natural gas imports into the United States decline from early in the Outlook period and
remain relatively small throughout. Developing Asiamoves frombeing amarginal exporter of
natural gas in 2009 to importing nearly 300 bcm in 2035. China accounts for around 210 bcm
of these imports in 2035 and its share of imports increases from 8% to 42%.

Figure 2.18 ! Natural gas demand and the share of imports by region in the
New Policies Scenario, 2009 and 2035
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Natural gas exports from Russia more than double over theOutlook period, reaching around
330 bcm by 2035. Exports from the Caspian region more than treble, to reach around
135 bcm in 2035. Gas supplies from both Russia and the Caspian are increasingly pulled
eastwards, mainly to satisfy the rapidly growing demand of China. Natural gas exports from
Africa increase bymore than 4% per year, reaching 280 bcm in 2035, and go both by pipeline
to Europe and further afield as LNG.With the benefit of the giant Gorgon project and others,
Australia becomes an increasingly important gas exporter. LNG exports from Australia
increase from 14 bcm in 2009 to 85 bcm in 2020 and 115 bcm in 2035. Led by Qatar, natural
gas exports from theMiddle East increase significantly. In 2035, the Middle East is exporting
around 150 bcm of natural gas, through a mix of pipelines and LNG, to Europe and Asia.

S P O T L I G H T

China’s role in traded coal markets – the ultimate uncertainty?

China has long been a net exporter of coal, but became a net importer in 2009 – a
development foreseen inWEO-2007 (IEA, 2007). China’s net coal imports surged by
around 45% in 2010 to an estimated 126 Mtce, making it the world’s second largest
importer after Japan. Based on preliminary data, net imports may fall back in 2011,
but they are still likely to stay above 100 Mtce. As China is by far the world’s biggest
coal producer and has massive resources, China as a coal importer could be seen in
someways as analogous to Saudi Arabia as an oil importer. The speed andmagnitude
of this abrupt turnaround has had a major impact on traded coal markets.

China’s coal imports have been driven primarily by price. In late 2008, world coal
prices and freight rates fell sharply, as the financial crisis took hold. Delivered prices
for China’s domestic coal also fell, but to a lesser extent as a result of transport
bottlenecks and supply constraints. This made imported coal cheaper than domestic
grades in some locations. For example, by October 2009, steam coal delivered to the
east coast of China from Indonesia was up to 40% cheaper than domestic coal on a
quality-adjusted basis. Imports were also necessary to meet the need for high-quality
hard coking coal for steel making. The surge in imports has created opportunities
for coal exporters within reasonable reach of China, including Indonesia, Australia,
Mongolia, Russia, the United States and Canada. Many exporters are now increasing
production in the expectation of future Chinese demand growth, but this strategy
is not without risk. Despite the massive scale of China’s imports – estimated to be
15% of globally traded coal in 2010 – they met just 5% of its demand. Therefore,
very slight changes in China’s domestic coal demand or supply could push it back to
becoming a net exporter, competing against the countries that are now investing to
supply its needs. For example, net imports would fall to zero by 2015 (compared with
our projection of around 185 Mtce) if China’s output were just 1.2% per year above
the level in the New Policies Scenario. Many people are asking: is China’s status as a
net importer temporary or a new structural feature of the market?
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The answer will depend on China’s ability to meet rising demand from domestic
production and how that affects the spread between domestic and international
prices. At present, the competitiveness of China’s coal production is hindered by
insufficient rail infrastructure between producing regions in the north and west of
the country and demand centres in the east and south. In some locations, coal has
to be transported by road at a higher cost. But some of these pressures look set to
ease. Transport capacity is set to expand under China’s 12th Five-Year Plan and large
“coal power bases” are to be built to convert coal to electricity close to where it
is mined for transmission to demand centres. There are also plans for further
coal-to-liquids projects. The consolidation of China’s coal sector is also expected to
improve its productivity and competitiveness. On the other hand, mining in China is
moving further west, as Inner Mongolia overtakes Shanxi as the major coal area, and
is going deeper and exploiting poorer quality seams.
Most analysts agree that China will remain a net importer over the medium term, at
least, as it is unlikely to expand itsmining and transport infrastructure quickly enough.
But the exact level of imports is uncertain, even more so post-2020 and particularly
steam coal. What is certain is that developments in China’s coal market will remain
one of themost important factors in determining global coal prices and trade patterns.

Spending on imports

A combination of increasing reliance on energy imports and relatively high energy prices
has seen the energy import bill weigh more heavily on many national accounts in recent
years. Global annual expenditure on oil and gas imports is expected to move sharply
higher in 2011 than 2010, driven primarily by oil prices (Chapter 1 details oil and natural
gas price assumptions). If oil prices (IEA import price) average $100 per barrel over 2011,
it is likely to be the first year in which collective OPEC net oil revenues exceed $1 trillion.

Annual global expenditure on oil and gas imports more than doubles over the Outlook
period, reaching nearly $2.9 trillion in 2035 under our assumptions. The share of natural
gas within total spending also increases over time. Even with the measures that are
assumed to be introduced to restrain growth in energy demand, the New Policies Scenario
implies a persistently high level of spending on oil and gas imports by many countries. As
a proportion of GDP (at market exchange rates), India’s projected spending on energy
is highest and it remains above 4% in 2035 (Figure 2.19). In absolute terms, India sees
its oil and gas- import bill overtake that of Japan before 2030 and overtake that of the
United States by the end of the Outlook period, standing at around $330 billion in 2035
(Figure 6.11 in Chapter 6 shows oil-import bills in absolute terms in selected countries
by scenario). China sees its oil and gas-import bill increase from under $100 billion in
2009 to $660 billion in 2035 (in 2010 dollars), overtaking the European Union soon after
2030. China’s import bill remains around 3% of GDP. In the United States, the increasing
prominence of domestic supplies in meeting demand means that expenditure on oil and
gas imports declines in absolute terms, to around $275 billion in 2035, and also as a share
of GDP.
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Figure 2.19 ! Expenditure on net imports of oil and gas as a share of real
GDP by region in the New Policies Scenario, 1980-2035
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Note: Calculated as the value of net imports at the prevailing average international prices. The split between
crude/refined products and LNG/piped gas is not taken into account. GDP is measured at market exchange rates in
year-2010 dollars.

Investment in energy-supply infrastructure

Much of the investment required in the energy sector is large-scale and the financial returns
come over a long time period. Even in what seen relatively tranquil times, investment decisions
have to be taken in conditions of great uncertainty. Such uncertainty can, for example, relate to
the economic outlook, to developments in climate and other environmental policies, to depletion
policies in key producing governments and changes to legal, fiscal and regulatory regimes.
In the New Policies Scenario, cumulative investment of nearly $38 trillion (year-2010 dollars) is
required inenergy-supply infrastructureover theOutlookperiod, a significant increase fromWEO-
2010 (Figure 2.20). This investment provides for the replacement of the reserves and production
facilities that are exhausted or retired, and for the expansion of production and transport capacity
tomeet the increase in energy demand over theOutlook period. Global investment in the power
sector from2011 to 2035 totals $16.9 trillion, 58%ofwhich goes to newpower plants and 42% to
transmission and distribution. New power generating capacity of 5 900 GW is added worldwide.
Globally, renewables account for 60% of the investment in the power sector over the Outlook
period. Investment in new power plants in non-OECD countries, particularly China, increasingly
outstrips that in theOECD over time. China addsmore new generating capacity powered by coal,
gas, nuclear, hydropower, biomass,windandsolar thananyother country.
Global upstream investment for oil is projected to rise by around 9% in 2011, reaching
a new all-time high level of over $550 billion. In the New Policies Scenario, cumulative
investment in oil-supply infrastructure is $10 trillion over the Outlook period, with a need
for heavy upstreamoil investment in themedium and longer term. The largest investment is
required in North America, Latin America and Africa (Table 2.4). An important factor driving
the increase in the investment required is the observed rise in the related costs, which
is projected to continue. There is also a slightly greater emphasis than in WEO-2010 on
non-OPEC supply in the early part of the Outlook period, which is relatively more expensive
to produce. Of particular importance is the Middle East and North Africa region, where
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investment needs are not as high, but required production increases are substantial: it is
crucial that these investments are made in a timely manner (see the Deferred Investment
Case in Chapter 3). Upstream investment in conventional oil is more than ten-times greater
than investment in unconventional oil over the Outlook period. The largest investments in
refining are expected to take place in China, India, theMiddle East and the United States.

Figure 2.20 ! Cumulative investment in energy-supply infrastructure by fuel
in the New Policies Scenario, 2011-2035 (in year-2010 dollars)
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Total cumulative investment requirements in the coal industry are nearly $1.2 trillion over
the Outlook period, or $47 billion per year. Around 94% of this sum is for mining, which
includes both opening newmines and developing existing mines. China’s investment needs
are much greater than those of any other single country and this investment must be
sustained throughout the Outlook period, even after domestic demand has peaked. In the
OECD, Australia requires the largest investment in coal, followed by the United States.

Cumulative investment in the natural gas supply chain is projected to be $9.5 trillion.
Exploration and development of gas fields, including bringing new fields on stream and
sustaining output at existing fields,will absorb 71%of total gas investment,while transmission
and distribution absorbs the rest. One-quarter of total upstream investment goes to
unconventional gas, the remainder funding development and production of conventional gas.

The OECD accounts for around 36% of the cumulative investment required in energy supply
over the Outlook period. The relatively high level of investment required in the OECD
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countries, compared with the OECD share of energy demand growth, is attributable to the
need to retire and replace more ageing energy infrastructure, the relatively more capital-
intensive energy mix and the higher average cost of its capacity additions in each category.
The United States accounts for 14% of global cumulative energy supply investment over the
Outlook period. China accounts for around 15%of global cumulative investment, amounting
to $5.8 trillion and is heavily focused on the power sector (Figure 2.21). Latin America, Africa
theMiddle East and Russia all require significant levels of investment, particularly in oil and
gas, over theOutlook period.

Table 2.4 ! Cumulative investment in energy-supply infrastructure by fuel
and region in the New Policies Scenario, 2011-2035
(billion in year-2010 dollars)

Coal Oil Gas Power Biofuels Total

OECD 175 2 703 3 756 6 897 216 13 746
Americas 78 2 100 2 172 3 009 142 7 501

Europe 7 511 1 019 2 892 72 4 501

Asia Oceania 90 91 565 996 2 1 745

Non-OECD 934 7 027 5 661 9 986 136 23 744
E. Europe/Eurasia 38 1 398 1 562 1 029 6 4 033

Russia 24 787 1 077 614 0 2 502
Asia 812 963 1 664 7 018 60 10 518

China 647 510 638 3 968 31 5 794
India 87 203 266 1 631 16 2 203

Middle East 0 1 137 510 583 0 2 230

Africa 52 1 557 1 316 638 3 3 564

Latin America 32 1 971 609 718 68 3 399

Inter-regional transport 55 268 80 - 4 407
World 1 164 9 997 9 497 16 883 356 37 897

Figure 2.21 ! Cumulative investment in energy-supply infrastructure by
region in the New Policies Scenario, 2011-2035
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Energy-related emissions

Greenhouse gases

The decline in energy-related CO2 emissions caused by the global economic recession
has been short-lived, erased by an increase in 2010 of more than 5%, to 30.4 Gt. In the
New Policies Scenario, energy-related CO2 emissions continue to increase, rising by
nearly 20%, to 36.4 Gt in 2035 (Figure 2.22). This leads to an emissions trajectory consistent
with a long-term global temperature increase of more than 3.5°C. The energy sector was
responsible for 65% of all greenhouse-gas emissions globally in 2010 and is expected to see
its share increase to 72% in 2035.

Energy consumed in power plants, factories, buildings and other energy-using equipment
existing or under construction in 2010 account for 70%, or 23.9 Gt, of global CO2 emissions in
2020. This share declines to 44% in 2035. These figures illustrate the long lifetimes associated
with energy-using equipment and infrastructure, the power generation and industry sectors
exhibiting the largest “lock-in” of emissions. Unless there is widespread retrofitting with
carbon capture and storage, in these sectors in particular, or early retirement of the capital
stock, these emissions represent large-scale immoveable inertia that is felt to 2035 and
beyond (see Chapter 6 for analysis on the lock-in of CO2 emissions in the energy sector).

Figure 2.22 ! Energy-related CO2 emissions in the New Policies Scenario
by fuel, 1980-2035
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Energy-related CO2 emissions from coal increase from 13.3 Gt in 2010 to 14.9 Gt in 2035,
having actually peaked at around 15.5 Gt before 2020 and then declined gradually
thereafter. This is due to the induced switching to natural gas in many applications and
to sustained support for renewables in the power sector. CO2 emissions from oil increase
throughout the Outlook period, going from 10.9 Gt in 2010 to 12.6 Gt in 2035, but the
rate of growth is slower after 2020. While natural gas emits the least CO2 of all fossil fuels
when combusted, relatively strong demand growth throughout the Outlook period results
in CO2 emissions from natural gas increasing by an average of 1.5% per year, rising from
6.1 Gt in 2010 to 8.9 Gt in 2035.
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In the New Policies Scenario, cumulative energy-related global emissions over the
next 25 years are projected to be three-quarters of the total amount emitted over the
past 110 years. While the majority of historical energy-related emissions came from
OECD countries (Figure 2.23), non-OECD countries account for all the projected growth in
emissions over the Outlook period. OECD energy-related emissions are expected to peak
early in the Outlook period at nearly 12.5 Gt and then decline steadily to 10.5 Gt in 2035.
This trend is higher than that projected inWEO-2010, mainly reflecting a loss inmomentum
in the implementation of climate-related policies, the rebound in 2010 emissions and lower
reliance on nuclear in countries such as Germany and Japan.

Figure 2.23 ! Cumulative energy-related CO2 emissions in selected countries
and regions, 1900-2035
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In non-OECD countries, China alone will see its CO2 emissions increase from 7.5 Gt in 2010
to 10.3 Gt in 2035 (Figure 2.24). However, the growth in China’s emissions is expected to
slow significantly over time. On a per-capita basis, China’s rising emissions are expected
to converge with average OECD per-capita emissions, which follow a declining trend. Both
approach around 7.5 tonnes per capita in 2035. Despite convergence in some cases, large
discrepancies will continue to persist in others. For example, the average citizen in the
United States is expected to be responsible for around 12 tonnes of CO2 emissions in 2035,
while a citizen in India is expected to be responsible for less than one-fifth of this level.

Energy-related CO2 emissions are expected to rise in all sectors over theOutlook period, but
the largest increase is expected in power generation, where emissions increase by 2.3 Gt,
and transport, where emissions increase by 2.1 Gt. These two sectors combined account for
almost 75% of the increase in energy-related emissions.

Local pollutants

Emissions of other pollutants follow heterogeneous regional paths. Sulphur dioxide (SO2)
emissions, the main cause of acid rain, are expected to fall in almost all major countries, as
emissionsstandardsbecomestricterandcoaluseeitherpeaksordeclines. India isanexception,
as regulation is expected to be delayed and coal use is rising steadily. Nitrogen oxides (NOx)
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Figure 2.24 ! Energy-related CO2 emissions by region in 2035 in the New Policies Scenario and the change from 2010
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are expected to follow a declining trend in OECD countries, but rise in non-OECD countries.
Transport is the main cause of such emissions, and the scale of increasing mobility in
developing countries outpaces the effect of the emission standards that many of these
countries are implementing, though such regulation is nonetheless very effective in
decoupling the growth in vehicle ownership from an equivalent increase in NOx. Trends
for particulate matter vary by region, depending on the extent of reliance on biomass as
a household fuel and regulation of emissions from cars. The trends in the New Policies
Scenario for particulate matter imply a worsening of the health impact – in India, for
example, a reduction of life expectancy of more than six months per person by 2035,
compared with current levels (IIASA, 2011). In 2009, the global cost of air pollution controls
was around $280 billion and this cost increases to more than $550 billion by 2035, due to
higher activity levels and the greater stringency of the controls.
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CHAPTER 3

H I G H L I G H T S

OIL MARKET OUTLOOK

Will investment come fast enough?

" Policy action to curb demand and a continuing ability to develop new supplies will
be critical to the mid- and long-term outlook for international oil markets. Global oil
demand in the New Policies Scenario increases slowly over the Outlook period, from
87mb/d in 2010 to 99 mb/d in 2035. The crude oil price rises to $120/barrel (in year-
2010 dollars) in 2035. All the net growth in demand comes from non-OECD countries,
mostly in Asia; OECD oil use falls.

" All of the net growth in global oil demand in theNewPolicies Scenario comes from the
transport sector in emerging economies. Non-OECD car markets expand substantially
– vehicle production there is projected to overtake theOECDbefore 2015 and car sales
to exceed those in the OECD by 2020 – forcing up oil consumption despite impressive
gains in vehicle fuel economy. Alternative vehicle technologies are emerging that use
oil muchmore efficiently or not at all, such as electric vehicles, but it will take time for
them to become commercially viable and penetrate markets.

" Oil production (net of processing gains) reaches 96 mb/d in 2035, a rise of 13 mb/d
on 2010 levels in the New Policies Scenario. Crude oil supply increases marginally to a
plateau of around 69mb/d (just below the historic high of 70mb/d in 2008) and then
declines slightly to around 68 mb/d by 2035. Nonetheless, gross capacity additions
of 47 mb/d – twice the current OPEC Middle East production – are needed just to
compensate for declining production at existing fields. A growing share of global
output comes from natural gas liquids, unconventional sources and light tight oil.

" Non-OPEC production falls marginally, while OPEC’s market share expands from 42%
in 2010 to 51% in 2035. Output grows in most Middle East OPEC countries (led by
Iraq and Saudi Arabia), but falls in most non-OPEC countries (the main exceptions
being Brazil, Canada and Kazakhstan). Increasing reliance on imports in the importing
non-OECD regions, notably Asia, will inevitably heighten concerns about the cost
of imports and supply security. To meet the projected oil supply requirements in
the New Policies Scenario calls for growing levels of capital spending – cumulative
upstream investment of $8.7 trillion (in year-2010 dollars) is needed in 2011 to 2035.

" In a Deferred Investment Case, we examine the implications of MENA upstream
investment running one-third below the level in the New Policies Scenario in 2011 to
2015.MENAproduction is, as a result,more than6mb/d lower by 2020 andprices jump
to$150/barrel, before falling back as production rises.MENAexporters earnmore in the
near term, thanks to higher prices, but less in the longer term, as they losemarket share.
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Demand

Primary oil demand trends

The outlook for oil demand differs markedly between the three scenarios presented in this
Outlook, primarily as a result of the different assumptions about government policies, such
as fuel efficiency standards, removal of end-user subsidies and support for alternative fuels,
and the extent to which they succeed in curbing oil demand. After two consecutive years
of decline during the economic crisis, global primary demand for oil (excluding biofuels)
rebounded in 2010 with economic recovery, reaching 86.7 million barrels per day (mb/d),
a 3.1% increase over 2009. Demand continues to grow over the Outlook period in both the
Current Policies and New Policies Scenarios, drivenmainly by developing countries, but falls
in the 450 Scenario (Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1).

Figure 3.1 " World primary oil demand and oil price* by scenario
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* Average IEA crude oil import price.

The Current Policies Scenario, in which only existing policies are assumed to be in effect,
sees oil demand reaching 107 mb/d by 2035, a 24% increase over 2010 levels, or an
average annual increase of 0.8%. In the New Policies Scenario, which takes account of
policy commitments and cautious implementation of published targets, oil demand reaches
99 mb/d by 2035, a 15% increase over year 2010 levels (0.5% per year). Lower oil demand
in the latter scenario is largely a result of policy action that promotes more efficient oil
use, switching to other fuels and higher end-user prices as a result of reduced subsidies
in some emerging major consuming countries. In the 450 Scenario, oil demand falls
between 2010 and 2035 as a result of strong policy action to limit carbon-dioxide (CO2)
emissions; oil demand peaks before 2020 at just below 90 mb/d and declines to 78 mb/d
by the end of the projection period, over 8 mb/d, or almost 10%, below 2010 levels.
While higher-than-expected demand in 2010 and revised assumptions for economic
and population growth have altered the short- and medium-term trajectories, oil
demand trends to 2035 are broadly similar to those projected in last year’s Outlook in all
three scenarios. Taking account of the sharp increases in oil prices since late 2010 and
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the assumed higher GDP growth, however, the oil prices needed to balance demand
with supply are somewhat higher than assumed in WEO-2010. This is despite several
new policies to reduce oil demand announced over the last year, which are taken into
account in the 2011 New Policies Scenario, such as the new fuel economy standards
under discussion by the government of India for passenger vehicles (see Chapter 1
and Annex B for details).

The average IEA crude oil import price to balance demand and supply, which is derived
after numerous iterations of the World Energy Model, reaches $118 per barrel (in year-
2010 dollars) in 2020 and $140/barrel in 2035 in the Current Policies Scenario. In the New
Policies Scenario, the price rises more slowly, to $109/barrel in 2020 and $120/barrel in
2035, as demand grows less rapidly as a result of stronger policy action. There are both
supply- and demand-side reasons for these assumed oil-price increases. On the demand
side, the increasing dominance of the transport sector in global oil demand tends to reduce
the sensitivity of demand to oil prices in themedium term, as the economic competitiveness
of conventional technologies limits the potential for substitution of oil as a transportation
fuel. In addition, the cost of supply rises progressively through the projection period, as
existing sources are depleted and oil companies are forced to turn to more difficult and
costly sources to replace lost capacity in order tomeet rising demand.Moreover, constraints
on how quickly investment can be stepped up also limit the rate of growth of production,
contributing to upward pressure on prices. In the 450 Scenario, prices are considerably lower
than in the other scenarios, levelling off at just below $100/barrel in 2015, as a result of the
persistent decline in demand.

Table 3.1 " Primary oil demand by region and scenario (mb/d)

New Policies
Scenario

Current Policies
Scenario 450 Scenario

1980 2010 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035

OECD 40.9 42.5 40.0 35.8 40.8 38.5 38.2 26.5

Non-OECD 19.8 37.6 45.0 54.5 46.3 59.3 42.7 44.2

International bunkers* 3.5 6.6 7.5 9.1 7.5 9.4 7.2 7.7

World oil demand 64.2 86.7 92.4 99.4 94.6 107.1 88.1 78.3

Share of non-OECD 33% 47% 53% 60% 53% 61% 53% 63%

Biofuels demand** 0.0 1.3 2.3 4.4 2.1 3.4 2.7 7.8

World liquids demand 64.2 88.0 94.7 103.7 96.7 110.6 90.8 86.1

*Includes international marine and aviation fuel. **Expressed in energy equivalent volumes of gasoline and diesel.

Historically, economic activity has been the principal driver of oil demand, and it remains
an important factor in all scenarios and regions. However, oil intensity – the volume of
oil consumed for each dollar of gross domestic product (GDP) – has fallen considerably
in recent decades and is expected to continue to fall even faster over the projection
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period: global oil intensity declined at an annual rate of 1.5% over the past 25 years and
is projected to continue to fall by an average 2.8% per year until 2020 in the New Policies
Scenario, amplified by considerable government efforts to curb oil demand (Figure 3.2).
Oil intensity declines further thereafter, at a slower rate of 2.1% per year until 2035. The
principal reasons for the projected decline in oil intensity at levels above the historical
average are the assumed high oil prices required to balance supply and demand in the
New Policies Scenario – on average, prices are nearly three times above the historical
average of the last 25 years in real terms, promoting increased efficiency and conservation
measures – and the continuation of numerous policy efforts to curb oil demand, both in
OECD countries and in emerging economies such as China and India, prompted by oil and
energy security concerns.

Oil intensity differs considerably across countries and regions as a result of a combination of
structural, climatic and cultural factors and different pricing. The United States has historically
had a higher intensity than the worldwide average, but it fell below the average in 2008 and
the gap with the rest of the OECD is projected to narrow over the Outlook period. China’s
intensity has been, on average, 35% higher than the world average, but well below the figure
for non-OECD countries as a whole. It is projected to fall below the world average by around
2020 and continue to decline gradually thereafter as a result of policy efforts to decrease the
economy’s emissions intensity and increasing efficiency in the transportation sector (AnnexB).
While the absolute differences in oil intensity between the major countries and regions are
projected to narrow over theOutlook period, the relative rankings remain stable.

Figure 3.2 " Primary oil intensity* by region in the New Policies Scenario
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Regional trends

The pattern of oil demand diverges over the projection period among the major regions,
according to their level of economic development. Demand drops in all three OECD regions,
but continues to expand in the non-OECD countries in aggregate (Table 3.2). In the New
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Policies Scenario, OECD primary demand declines steadily through to 2035, from over
42 mb/d in 2010 to 40 mb/d in 2020 and 36 mb/d in 2035 – an average rate of decline of
0.7% per year. This results from high oil prices, saturation effects and a range of additional
government measures to curb oil demand, particularly in the transportation sector. The
largest decline in percentage terms occurs in Japan, averaging 1.2% per year, driven mainly
by energy efficiency and alternative vehicle technology policy in the transport sector. The
United States experiences the largest decline in absolute terms, with demand dropping
3.5mb/dover the projection period. In 2010, only 15%of the 2.6mb/d year-on-year rebound
inglobaloil demandwasattributable toOECDcountries (89%ofwhichwas in theUnitedStates
alone) andOECDdemand remains below its historic peak in 2005. OECDdemand declined by
2.4% per year on average between 2007 and 2010.

Table 3.2 " Primary oil demand by region in the New Policies Scenario (mb/d)

1980 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2010-2035*

OECD 40.9 42.5 41.7 40.0 38.2 36.9 35.8 -0.7%

Americas 20.6 22.6 22.3 21.4 20.4 19.8 19.3 -0.6%

United States 17.3 18.0 17.8 16.8 15.8 15.1 14.5 -0.9%

Europe 14.2 12.7 12.5 12.0 11.5 11.0 10.6 -0.7%

Asia Oceania 6.2 7.2 7.0 6.6 6.4 6.1 5.9 -0.8%

Japan 4.9 4.2 4.0 3.7 3.5 3.3 3.1 -1.2%

Non-OECD 19.8 37.6 42.1 45.0 48.2 51.5 54.5 1.5%

E. Europe/Eurasia 9.4 4.6 4.9 5.0 5.2 5.3 5.4 0.7%

Russia n.a. 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.1 3.1 3.2 0.4%

Asia 4.3 17.7 20.5 22.5 24.9 27.5 29.9 2.1%

China 1.9 8.9 11.1 12.2 13.4 14.5 14.9 2.1%

India 0.7 3.3 3.6 4.2 4.9 6.0 7.4 3.4%

Middle East 1.7 6.9 7.6 8.1 8.7 9.0 9.2 1.2%

Africa 1.2 3.1 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.9 4.0 1.0%

Latin America 3.1 5.2 5.7 5.7 5.8 5.8 5.9 0.5%

Brazil 1.3 2.3 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.6 2.6 0.5%

Bunkers** 3.5 6.6 7.0 7.5 7.9 8.5 9.1 1.3%

World oil demand 64.2 86.7 90.8 92.4 94.4 96.9 99.4 0.5%

European Union n.a. 11.9 11.5 11.0 10.4 9.8 9.3 -1.0%

Biofuels demand*** 0.0 1.3 1.8 2.3 2.9 3.6 4.4 5.0%

World liquids demand 64.2 88.0 92.6 94.7 97.3 100.5 103.7 0.7%

*Compound average annual growth rate. **Includes international marine and aviation fuel. *** Expressed in energy
equivalent volumes of gasoline and diesel.
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In contrast, non-OECD oil demand is set to continue to expand. It has been less affected
by the economic recession, continuing to grow by an average of 3.5% per year in the three
years to 2010. In the New Policies Scenario, non-OECD primary demand rises on average
by 1.5% per year, from about 38 mb/d in 2010 to 45 mb/d in 2020 and almost 55 mb/d
in 2035. Oil use in non-OECD countries overtakes that in the OECD by 2015. In absolute
terms, the bulk of oil demand growth in non-OECD countries occurs in Asia, where it grows
by 12 mb/d, or 70%, between 2010 and 2035. Half of the increase in Asian oil demand
(and about 48% of the global increase) comes from China, where demand expands by
6 mb/d. Starting from a low base, India is the second-largest contributor to oil demand
growth, accounting for 33% of the global increase. Demand in the Middle East grows by
2.4mb/d, on the back of strong economic and population growth andwidespread subsidies.

Sectoral trends

The transport sector will remain the main driver of global oil demand as economic growth
increases demand for personal mobility and freight. Transport oil demand reaches almost
60 mb/d in 2035, a growth of about 14 mb/d over 2010 levels, outweighing a drop in
demand in other sectors. Booming transport oil needs in non-OECD countries more than
offset a decline in transport demand in theOECD (Figure 3.3). Assumed increases in oil prices
provide a strong economic signal to reduce oil use inmany sectors, either through increased
efficiency or fuel substitution. This depresses oil demand, particularly in industry, where oil
is substituted by natural gas (and other fuels) for heat and steam generation, as is the case
in Europe and the United States today.With increasing divergence of oil and gas prices over
the projection period, such inter-fuel substitution becomes more common in Asia as well,
where to date relatively higher gas prices have limited its use.

Figure 3.3 " Change in primary oil demand by sector and region in the
New Policies Scenario, 2010-2035
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Changes in oil demand in the buildings sector reflect, to some degree, the stage of economic
development. In the OECD countries and China, oil demand is reduced due to the shift
away from kerosene and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) towards electricity; but in Africa and
India, where access to clean energy for cooking is currently limited, demand increases (see
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Chapter 13 for a discussion of energy access). There is much more limited scope at present
to substitute for oil-based fuels in the transport sector and the petrochemical industry. The
petrochemical sector, especially in Asia and to a lesser extent in Europe, relies heavily on
naphtha and LPG as feedstock, though natural gas use is increasing due to the expansion of
ethane-based production in the Middle East. The transport sector depends almost entirely
on oil products, with 93% of all the fuel used in the sector being oil-based in 2010. Alternative
vehicle technologies that use oil much more efficiently (such as hybrid vehicles or plug-in
hybrids) or not at all (such as electric vehicles) are emerging, but it will take time for them to
become commercially viable on a large scale and for carmakers and fuel suppliers to invest in
new production facilities and distribution infrastructure, where needed, on the scale required
tomake a significant difference.

Focus on the transport sector

Road transport is expected to continue to dominate total oil demand in the transportation
sector. In the New Policies Scenario, road transport is responsible for about 75% of global
transport oil demand by 2035, down only slightly from 77% in 2010 (Figure 3.4). Oil demand
for road freight grows fastest, by 1.7% per year on average, despite significant fuel-efficiency
gains, especially in the United States where recent government proposals for heavy-duty
vehicles aim at improving fuel efficiency between 10% and 17% through to 2018.

Figure 3.4 " World transportation oil demand by mode in the
New Policies Scenario
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Passenger light-duty vehicles (PLDVs) remain the single largest component of transport oil
consumption, though their share shrinks from about 45% today to 39% by 2035. This trend is
driven bymajor improvements in fuel economy inmany countries, especially in the largest car
markets in the United States, China, Europe and Japan – a result both of high international oil
prices and of government policies, including fuel efficiency standards, labelling and research
anddevelopment. Thesepoliciesmakea substantial contribution to curbingoverall oil demand
growth over the Outlook period. However, the July 2011 proposal by the United States
government to further increase vehicle fuel-efficiency standards (from the current 35.5miles-
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per-gallon [mpg] by 2016) to an average 54.5mpgby 2025,which is equivalent to 4.3 litres per
100 km (l/100 km), is not taken into account in this year’s projections; if confirmed it would
have an important impact on longer-termUSoil demand (though the long-term targetwill still
be subject to an evaluationwell before 2025).

Of the projected increase in transport oil demand between 2010 and 2035, 37% comes from
road freight traffic, 21% from PLDVs, 18% from international bunkers, 7% from aviation and
the remaining 17% from othermodes. International aviation andmarine bunkers, as well as
domestic aviation and navigation, grow with increasing GDP, but the growth is moderated
by fuel economy targets recently announced by the InternationalMaritimeOrganization for
shipping and by energy efficiency measures both in aircraft technology and flight logistics.
The increase in demand from road freight traffic comes entirely from non-OECD countries,
offsetting a decline in OECD countries resulting from efficiency gains and fuel switching.

Road-freight traffic is strongly correlated with economic growth, as increased levels of
consumption lead to greater movement of goods. In non-OECD countries, road-freight
tonne-kilometres increase by 3.7% annually, slightly more than the resulting oil demand,
due to efficiency improvements (Figure 3.5). Although the tonne-kilometres operated
by trucks and lorries grow by 0.5% per year on average until 2035 in the increasingly
service-orientedOECD countries, the oil needed to fuel this growth drops in theNewPolicies
Scenario as a result of efficiency improvements.

Figure 3.5 " Average annual change in transport oil demand and GDP
by region and transport mode in the New Policies Scenario,
2010-2035
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Increased use of alternatives to oil-based transport fuels (gasoline, diesel and LPG) also help to
temper oil-demand growth, though to a much smaller degree than efficiency gains in vehicles
with internal combustion engines. Biofuels make the biggest such contribution, as use grows
from 1.3 million barrels of oil equivalent per day (Mboe/d) today to 4.4 Mboe/d in 2035, an
annual rate of increase of 5%. The share of biofuels in total transport fuel demand rises from
less than 3% today to just above 6% by 2035. Although biofuels are mainly used in the road
transport sector, the aviation industry has recently done several tests on aviation biofuels and,
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if large-scale projects were successfully implemented, aviation demand could increase strongly.
Natural gas also plays a growing role in the transport sector, its share rising from 3% to 4%. The
use of natural gas growsmost in road transport, where its share rises from 1% to 3%. Currently
the dominant use of gas in the transport sector is in gas compression for pipeline transport and
distribution.1While the economic case for natural gas vehicles is often promising, for example in
theUnitedStates, there is oftena lackof thepolicy support needed for amore significant uptake
(IEA, 2011a). Electricity use ismainly confined to the railway sector in theNewPolicies Scenario.
Electricity makes only minor contributions to the road transport energy mix, but the share of
electricity in total transport fuel demand grows from1% today to about 2% in 2035 (Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.6 " World non-oil-based fuel use by transport mode in the
New Policies Scenario
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While theoretically many options exist for replacing oil-based fuels in road transport, for
various reasons none of the potential candidates and technologies has so far grown out of
nichemarkets. There are barriers to the uptake of each alternative fuel and vehicle technology,
including their applicability to different road transport modes, the need to develop vehicle
drive-trains to accommodate the specific properties of the fuel, their cost-competitiveness
and their environmental performance relative to oil (Table 3.3). Where the alternative fuel
cannot be used directly in existing oil distribution networks and applications, it requires the
build-up of a dedicated infrastructure. To compete today, themajority of alternative fuels need
government support of one formoranother.Where such support is provided, it is often justified
by the energy-security or environmental benefits that those fuels can bring (see Chapter 14
for a discussion of biofuels subsidies). For alternative fuels to grow faster than projected in
the New Policies Scenario, stronger and more concerted policy action, improved international
co-operation and long-termplanningwould be needed.

1. As per IEA defini"on of transport sector energy use.
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Table 3.3 " Factors affecting fuel choices for future road transport technologies

Fuel Application Cost
competitiveness

Technology status
2011

Technology potential
2035

Environmental
performance

Infrastructure
availability

Government
policies

Gasoline & diesel
(including LPG,
methanol and other
additives)

All vehicle types. Low cost of vehicle;
running costs rise
with oil price; LPG and
methanol can
lower fuel costs.

Mature fuels and
vehicles: potential
to use hybrid vehicles.

Vehicle fuel efficiency
could increase by
40% (ICE)
or 50% (hybrids).

Current emissions
high, but potential to
decrease with vehicle
improvements.

Existing. Mandates to increase
fuel efficiency, labelling.

Biofuels All vehicle types. Low cost of vehicle;
fuel costs depend
on cost and supply of
biomass.

Vehicles and
conventional biofuels
proven; scaling supply
difficult.

Advanced fuels could
be made; vehicle
efficiency similar to
gasoline and diesel.

Highly variable by fuel
and region, CO2 not
always reduced vs.
gasoline and diesel.

Fuels blended into
gasoline or diesel using
existing infrastructure.

Blending mandates,
tax credits,
R&D funding.

Natural gas All vehicle types.
LNG has more potential
than CNG for HDVs.

Higher vehicle costs;
fuel costs depend
on oil-to-gas price
difference.

CNG vehicles available
and proven, LNG
less deployed, but
technology available.

Vehicle efficiency
similar to
gasoline and diesel.

Use of gas is less CO2
emission and pollution
intensive than
gasoline and diesel.

Exists in some countries,
but requires extensive
roll-out in new markets.

Sustained policy
guidance to grow
market share is limited
to a few countries.

Electricity All vehicle types but
battery size and weight
limit applications.

Vehicle costs high
(battery cost at least
$500/kWh); low
running cost.

Very efficient fuel use,
some vehicles available,
but no mass production.

Roll-out depends on
battery cost reduction
and consumer response.

No exhaust from pure
EVs; WTW emissions
depend on power
generation mix.

Required for recharging,
but grids available
for long-distance
transmission.

Subsidies for new cars
in several countries.

Hydrogen Feasible for all vehicles,
but most practical
for LDVs.

Vehicle costs high
(fuel cell cost at
least $500/kW).

Vehicles currently
at R&D stage, only
prototypes available.

Depends on pace of
fuel cell and hydrogen
storage developments.

Use of hydrogen is clean.
WTWemissions depend
onhydrogen source.

Required for
production, refuelling
and transmission.

Limited to R&D
support.

Key Very strong Strong Neutral Weak

CNG = compressed natural gas. EV = electric vehicle. HDV = heavy-duty vehicle. ICE = Internal combustion engine. LDV = light duty vehicle. LNG = liquefied natural gas. WTW =well-to-wheels.
Note: Colours (see key) illustrate the relative strengths and weaknesses of fuels in each category.

© OECD/IEA, 2011
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Passenger light-duty vehicles

Passenger light-duty vehicles (PLDVs) currently use about 20 million barrels of oil each day,
or about 60% of total road oil consumption, and remain the largest oil-consuming sub-sector
over the Outlook period. The extent of the need for oil to fuel the PLDV fleet will hinge on
four main factors: the rate of expansion of the fleet; average fuel economy; average vehicle
usage; and the extent to which oil-based fuels are displaced by alternative fuels. In the New
Policies Scenario, the projected expansion of the fleet would double PLDV oil consumption
between 2010 and 2035 if there were no change in the fuel mix, vehicle fuel efficiencies
or average vehicle-kilometres travelled; but the projected increase is limited to about 15%, as
a result of switching to alternative fuels and, to amuch larger extent, efficiency improvements
and the decrease in average vehicle use as non-OECD vehiclemarkets (where average vehicle
use today tends to be lower than in the OECD) become increasingly dominant (Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.7 " World PLDV oil demand in the New Policies Scenario
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Demand for mobility is strongly correlated with incomes and fuel prices. So as incomes rise
– especially in the emerging economies – the size of the global car fleet will inevitably rise
in the long term. However, vehicle usage patterns are also affected by incomes and prices.
A rise in fuel prices (whether caused by higher prices on international markets or a rise in
domestic prices) or a drop in incomes (such as during the global financial crisis) can lead
to short-term changes in behaviour. But vehicle-miles travelled usually tend to rebound
as consumers become accustomed to the new level of price or as the economy recovers.
The United States, one of the largest car markets in the world, is a good example of this
phenomenon, partly because public transport infrastructure is limited and most people
rely on cars for commuting (Figure 3.8). Government policies to promote modal shifts, like
the extension of rail and urban transport networks, can change the long-term picture. The
growth in oil demand from expanding vehicle fleets in countries with large inter-city travel
distances, such as China, will be critically influenced by the availability of non-road travel
options. However, we assume little change in vehicle usage patterns over the Outlook
period. Efficiency improvements, therefore, remain the main lever to reduce oil demand.
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Figure 3.8 " Change in road vehicle travel in relation to changes in GDP
per capita and oil price in the United States, 1985-2010
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The largest car markets in the world were historically to be found in OECD countries, with
the United States the leader, followed by Japan and several European countries, headed
by Germany and France (Box 3.1 looks at the regional shift in car making). However, the
growth in vehicle sales in China over the past ten years has been spectacular, from less than
1 million in 2000 to almost 14 million in 2010, when China overtook the United States to
become the world’s largest single car market (Figure 3.9). Vehicle sales in the United States
and some European countries plunged during the recession and, despite financial support
by governments, have struggled to recover since.

Figure 3.9 " PLDV sales in selected markets, 2000-2010
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While the rate of growth in PLDV sales in China has been impressive over the last decade,
they started in 2000 from a very low base. Even today, vehicle ownership in China is only just
above 30 vehicles per 1 000 people, compared with close to 500 in the European Union and
700 in the United States (Figure 3.10). On average, only 40 out of 1 000 people in non-OECD
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countries own a car today, while average car ownership is approaching 500 per 1 000 people
in OECD countries.

Figure 3.10 " PLDV ownership in selected markets in the New Policies
Scenario
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Despite a slowdown in sales in the first half of 2011, China is projected to reinforce its leading
position, with PLDV sales reaching more than 50 million cars in 2035 in the New Policies
Scenario. Yet themarketwill still be far from saturated then,with projected vehicle ownership
levels of only about 300 vehicles per 1 000 inhabitants. China’s total vehicle stock grows
more than three-fold from 2010 to 2035 in the New Policies Scenario. The pace of growth
of China’s vehicle stock will be critical for world oil demand: if the entire stock (including all
road-transport modes) grew 1% faster than at the projected level of 5% per year, oil demand
in China would be almost 2 mb/d higher by 2035. How likely this is to happen is extremely
uncertain. One reason is the heterogeneity of both vehicle ownership levels and the ratio of
ownership to average incomes, evenamong themoredeveloped coastal regions. For example,
ownership rates in Beijing in 2009 were almost three times higher than in Shanghai, despite
similar levels of GDP per capita.2 This is partly the result of differences in urban planning and
indicates that future vehicle ownership couldwell be lower than projected.

Non-OECD countries account for 80%of the projected doubling of the global PLDV fleet, their
stock growing from around 200 million vehicles in 2010 to more than 900 million in 2035.
In the New Policies Scenario, vehicle sales in non-OECD countries as a whole are projected
to overtake those of OECD countries around 2020, reaching more than 100 million vehicles
per year in 2035. The vehicle stock in non-OECD countries overtakes that in the OECD in the
early 2030s (Figure 3.11). Nonetheless, at about 125 vehicles per 1 000 inhabitants in 2035,
vehicle-ownership levels in non-OECD countries remainwell belowOECD levels, where they
climb to almost 550 per 1 000 inhabitants. By then, around 55% of all the PLDVs on the road
worldwide are in non-OECD countries, compared with less than 30% today.

2. According to data from the Na"onal Sta"s"cs Database of the Na"onal Bureau of Sta"s"cs of China
(www.stats.gov.cn).
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PLDV sales in the New Policies Scenario remain dominated by conventional internal
combustion engine vehicles, though hybrid vehicles are projected to make significant
inroads into global car markets. By 2035, 28% of all PLDV sales in OECD countries are
projected to be hybrids, while in non-OECD countries the figure is 18%. The share is less than
2%worldwide today. As in previousOutlooks, the inroadsmade by other alternative vehicles
remain marginal: the share of natural gas vehicles reaches about 2% and that of electric
vehicles and plug-in hybrids combined is just below 4%.

Figure 3.11 " PLDV sales and stocks in the New Policies Scenario
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Vehicle fuel efficiency is the other key factor in the outlook for fuel use by PLDVs, and,
more generally, transport sector oil demand as a whole. Today, the average tested fuel
economy of a new PLDV worldwide is around 8 l/100km.With existing conventional internal
combustion engine technology, modest hybridisation and non-engine improvements,
such as tyres, efficiency improvements of up to 40% are possible, but not all of this
potential is expected to be exploited. Advanced technologies, including hybrids and plug-in
hybrids, are also set to contribute to overall improvements in fuel economy. In the New
Policies Scenario, with recently adopted government policies and measures and high
oil prices by historical standards, we project fuel requirements for all new PLDV sales
combined to fall to 6 l/100 km by 2020 and just above 5 l/100 km by 2035. Many countries
with large vehicle markets have taken action to improve the fuel economy of vehicles
substantially, though in many cases the targets relate to new vehicle sales between
2015 and 2020. The effect on the average efficiency of the entire vehicle stockwill not be fully
felt until the existing stock is fully replaced. For post-2020 vehicle sales, there is currently little
policy guidance, which leaves further efficiency improvements to the market and guides our
cautious projections of efficiency gains. However, if policies, such as the currently discussed
extension of the US Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards to 2025 were to
materialise in a number of key vehiclemarkets, oil demand could be reduced further and the
economic case for alternative fuels and technologies would improve.
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Box 3.1 " The future of car making

The recent growth of emerging markets such as China could generate a shift in global
carmanufacturing.While carmanufacturing has historically been concentrated in the
United States, Japan, the European Union (mostly Germany and France) and Korea,
non-OECD car manufacturers, especially in China, are on the rise thanks to the boom
in domestic sales and lower labour costs. The share of Chinesemanufacturers in global
car production more than doubled in the three years to 2009, from 6% to about 13%
of all cars produced worldwide (OICA, 2011). Western companies are also profiting
from this boom by building cars increasingly in non-OECD countries. The share of
non-OECDcountries inglobal carproductiongrewfrom23%in2005to44%in2010,with
total output rising from 10.5million to 25.6million vehicles. OECD vehicle production,
whichwas around 36million vehicles per year in themid-2000s, plunged to 28million
cars in 2009, but rebounded to close to 33 million in 2010. Although developments
in car markets over the last five years have been influenced by the economic crisis
and government support programmes, it is likely that the level of car production in
non-OECD countries could overtake that of OECD countries before 2015.
Wherever these cars are built, the growing importance of non-OECD carmarketsmeans
that non-OECD policy will become an increasingly important determinant of global fuel
economy standards and therefore of global oil demand patterns. China has recently
adopted a fuel economy target of 6.7 l/100 km for 2015, comparable to the 2015 target
in the United States, and the government is considering further increasing this standard
to 4.5 l/100 km (equivalent to the fuel consumption of a current hybrid) by 2025.

Government policies will be important in encouraging or mandating improvements in fuel
economy. Generally, standards have an important influence on average fuel economies,
given their binding nature. The impact of non-binding policies, such as voluntary agreements
or labelling, can be hard to predict, as running costs are just one ofmany factors that private
motorists take into account when deciding which car to buy and how to use it. The quickest
and cheapest way to reduce oil use by PLDVs (other than by behavioural changes such as
fuel-efficient driving or modal shifts towards increased use of public transport) is to utilise
smaller cars. As an illustration of this effect, if US consumers today bought cars of the same
size andweight on average as in Europe, new vehicle fuel economywould improve by about
30%per kilometre driven and total US oil demandwould fall by 2.4mb/dwithin about fifteen
years. But vehicle size, comfort and status are important considerations in a consumer’s
decision to buy a car and so it is not certain that consumerswill change purchasing or driving
behaviour quickly in the absence of incentives that go beyond those already announced.
Recent research has shown that US motorists tend to undervalue the potential benefits of
fuel economy (Greene, 2010). Nonetheless, in countries where households devote a large
share of their budget to spending on fuel for their cars, fuel economy has been shown to be
an increasingly important consideration as fuel prices rise. In the United States, the share
of household spending on vehicle fuel grew from about 3% in the early 1990s and 2000s to
more than 5% in 2008, though it has varied since with changing oil prices.
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The rate of penetration of alternative fuels is another factor affecting oil use in PLDVs. From
a technology perspective, the share of biofuels is largely a supply-side issue, as inmost cases
biofuels are blended into conventional gasoline or diesel, requiring no change to today’s
vehicles if mixtures are kept within certain limits. Flex-fuel vehicles, i.e. vehicles that can
use either gasoline or ethanol, are on sale in several markets, but some other fuels, notably
electricity, require a fundamental change in vehicle technology and refuelling infrastructure.
In the New Policies Scenario, electric vehicles and plug-in hybrid sales expand only slowly,
amounting to 0.4million vehicles in 2020 and just below 6million in 2035. This slow increase
ismainly the result of high vehicle purchase costs which, in the absence of sufficient support
or incentives, make them less economically attractive than internal combustion engine
vehicles. Even as new business models improving the economic case for electric vehicles
emerge, consumer acceptance that is required for the widespread adoption of electric
vehicles remains uncertain and guides our cautious outlook. In the projections, oil savings
from electric vehicles worldwide amount to less than 20 thousand barrels per day (kb/d)
in 2020 (Figure 3.12) and about 170 kb/d in 2035.

Figure 3.12 " Oil savings through electric vehicle sales: country targets,3
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The projected levels of sales of electric vehicles and plug-in hybrids in the New Policies
Scenario are well below targets for 2020 that have been adopted by several countries; in
aggregate, these targets amount to a stock of almost 25 million electric vehicles and plug-in
hybrids, implying vehicle sales to reach about seven million per year by 2020. If the targets
were achieved, sales of electric vehicles would make up almost 8% of global PLDV sales and
just over 2% of the global stock by 2020, saving up to 420 kb/d of oil in that year. However,
the car industry does not appear to be prepared to produce that many electric vehicles yet
(IEA, 2011b). Plans announced up to mid-2011 suggest that car manufacturers are likely to
expand capacity in total to only 1.4 million electric vehicles per year by 2020, suggesting a

3. Countries included: Austria, Canada, China, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Israel, Japan, Korea,
Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the United States. Note that the country
target of China that is used here is currently under revision. Some of these countries have launched the Electric
Vehicles Ini"a"ve together with the IEA.
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wait-and-see strategy in a still nascent industry,which in turn couldmean that countrieswould
collectively achieve only 20% of their targets, with resulting oil savings of less than 80 kb/d.

We estimate that investment in manufacturing capacity able to deliver the targeted number
of electric vehicles (even if that target is unlikely to be met from today’s perspective) would
be of the order of $85 billion in the period to 2020.4 Additional investment would be required
to provide the recharging infrastructure (each electric vehicle typically requires 1.3 recharging
points), amounting to roughly $50 billion.5 The consumer would also be required to paymore
for these vehicles, which currently cost at least $15 000 more than a conventional vehicle of
equivalent size. Assuming that this cost increment could be reduced by 50% by 2020, then
the additional spending on electric vehicles until 2020 would be about $230 billion. These
costs would need to be carried by the consumers or, to the extent that they are subsidised, by
governments. It is still unclear how much more the consumer is willing to pay for an electric
vehicle orwhat is the desired payback period, i.e. the time it takes for the fuel savings to offset
the higher upfront purchase price of the vehicle. Some recent tests of public acceptability by
individual car manufacturers have given promising results; but for electric vehicle adoption
to becomewidespread, it is estimated that payback times will need to be reduced by a factor
of about three to four, ormitigated by innovativemanufacturer-consumer businessmodels.

Supply

Resources and reserves

Proven reserves of oil increased in 2010, by about 0.5% to 1 526 billion barrels at year-end
according to the BP Statistical Review ofWorld Energy (BP, 2011) and by 8.5% to 1 470 billion
barrels according to theOil &Gas Journal (O&GJ, 2010). The bigger increase recorded by the
O&GJ reflects an increased estimate for Venezuela, based on recent results from theMagna
Carta project, led by Petróleos de Venezuela (PDVSA), which reassessed reserves in the
Orinoco extra-heavy oil belt (Box 3.2 defines different types of liquid fuels). Neither set of
numbers includes the upward revisions of reserves announced in late 2010 by Iraq and Iran.

An estimated 16 billion barrels of crude oil reserves were discovered in 2010. This is less than
the 25 billion barrels of crude oil produced in 2010, but well above the 8 billion barrels per year
of discoveries required to satisfy production from fields “yet to be found” called for over the
projection period in theNewPolicies Scenario (Figure 3.16).6 The amount of crude oil discovered
annually over the last decade averaged 14 billion barrels. The trends continue to be towards
both smaller discoveries in mature basins and larger discoveries in more remote places, with
the significant exception of light tight oil in North America (Spotlight). Although light tight oil
has been known for many years, extraction of it has only recently become economically viable,
through the application of new technology and the advent of higher oil prices.

4. This is derived fromanassumedcostbaseof $12200per vehicleper year, basedon recentNissan/Renault announcements.
5. This calcula"on assumes costs of $750 for home recharging points and $5 000 for public recharging points. It further
assumes that the bulk of recharging is done at home as evidenced in recent pilot projects, so that the required density
of public recharging points is low.
6. These numbers do not include volumes of NGLs discovered and produced.
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Box 3.2 " Definitions of different types of liquid fuels

For the purposes of this chapter, the following definitions are used (Figure 3.13):

" Oil comprises crude, natural gas liquids, condensates and unconventional oil, but
does not include biofuels (for the sake of completeness and to facilitate comparisons,
relevant biofuel quantities are separately mentioned in some sections and tables).

" Crude oil makes up the bulk of the oil produced today; it is a mixture of hydrocarbons
that exist in liquid phase under normal surface conditions. It includes light tight oil. It
also includes condensates that are mixed-in with commercial crude oil streams.

" Natural gas liquids (NGLs) are light hydrocarbons that are contained in associated or
non-associated natural gas in a hydrocarbon reservoir and are produced within a gas
stream. They comprise ethane, propane, butanes, pentanes-plus and condensates.

" Condensates are light liquid hydrocarbons recovered fromassociatedor non-associated
gas reservoirs. They are composed mainly of pentanes and higher carbon number
hydrocarbons. They normally have an American Petroleum Institute (API) gravity of
between 50° and 85°.

" Conventional oil includes crude oil and NGLs.

" Unconventional oil includes extra-heavy oil, natural bitumen (oil sands), kerogen oil,
gas-to-liquids (GTL), coal-to-liquids (CTL) and additives.

" Biofuels are liquid fuels derived from biomass, including ethanol and biodiesel.

Figure 3.13 " Liquid fuel schematic
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Upward revisions to reserves in fields already discovered, by both field extensions and
enhanced oil recovery techniques, amounted to some 13 billion barrels in 2010. Thus, total
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reserves additions amounted to 29 billion barrels outstripping production by 4 billion barrels
(as has been the case now for several decades). Overall, the geographic distribution of proven
reserves remains largely unchanged from previous years, with the bulk of them located in the
Middle East.

We now put remaining recoverable resources worldwide at nearly 5 500 billion barrels,
with proven reserves7 amounting to about one-quarter of the total (Figure 3.14). Other
recoverable conventional oil resources amount to 1 300 billion barrels, while recoverable
unconventional resources total over 2 700 billion barrels. Unconventional oil resources,
including extra-heavy oil and kerogen oil, have a large potential; however, many technical,
commercial and political obstacles need to be overcome before they can be fully developed.
Recoverable resources, a more important factor in long-term production projections than
proven reserve volumes, are estimated on the basis of data fromvarious sources, notably the
US Geological Survey (USGS) and the German Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural
Resources (BGR) (USGS, 2000, 2008a, 2009a and 2010; BGR, 2010).8 For unconventional
resources, these studies have tended to focus on large known accumulations or specific
regions, particularly those where conventional resources have been heavily exploited. It is
likely that regions that have received less attention, such as the Middle East or Africa, also
have important endowments of unconventional resources.

Figure 3.14 " Recoverable oil resources and production by region
and type in the New Policies Scenario
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Sources: BGR (2010); USGS (2000, 2008a, 2009a, 2009b and 2010); O&GJ (2010); IEA databases and analysis.

7. Proven reserves are usually defined as discovered volumes forwhich there is a 90%probability of profitable extrac"on
(seeWEO-2010 for a detailed descrip"on) (IEA, 2010).
8. SeeWEO-2010 for a detailed discussion of the methodology and defini"ons of resources, a detailed analysis of the
prospects for produc"on of unconven"onal oil, and a review of the sensi"vity of sources of supply to resource availability
and accessibility (IEA, 2010).
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Production prospects

Global oil production, together with processing gains (the volume increase in supply that
occurs during crude oil refining) matches demand in all three scenarios in this Outlook,
and is of course always less than the installed production capacity.9 Production trends vary
markedly across the scenarios, rising to 104 mb/d in 2035 in the Current Policies Scenario
and 96.4 mb/d in the New Policies Scenario, but peaking before 2020 and then falling to
76 mb/d in the 450 Scenario (Table 3.4). In the New Policies Scenario, production grows by
13 mb/d, or 15%, between 2010 and 2035 (Figure 3.15). The rate of growth falls gradually
through the projection period, from 1.1% per year from 2010 to 2015 to 0.5% per year in
the period 2030 to 2035, averaging 0.6% per year over the full projection period. Crude
oil production – the largest single component of oil production – increases marginally to a
plateau of around 69 mb/d (slightly below the historic high of 70 mb/d in 2008)10 and then
declines slowly to around 68mb/d by 2035.

Table 3.4 " Oil production and supply by source and scenario (mb/d)

New Policies
Scenario

Current Policies
Scenario

450
Scenario

1980 2010 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035

OPEC 25.5 34.8 39.6 48.7 41.1 53.4 36.7 36.5

Crude oil 24.7 29.0 29.8 34.7 31.0 37.6 27.8 26.7

Natural gas liquids 0.9 5.2 8.0 11.0 8.2 12.5 7.2 7.6

Unconventional 0.0 0.6 1.8 3.0 1.8 3.3 1.7 2.2

Non-OPEC 37.1 48.8 50.4 47.7 51.0 50.5 49.0 39.4

Crude oil 34.1 40.3 39.0 33.1 39.4 34.7 38.2 27.6

Natural gas liquids 2.8 6.4 7.3 7.5 7.4 7.8 6.9 6.3

Unconventional 0.2 2.1 4.1 7.0 4.2 8.0 3.9 5.5

World oil production 62.6 83.6 90.0 96.4 92.0 103.9 85.7 75.9

Crude oil 58.8 69.3 68.8 67.9 70.5 72.3 66.0 54.3

Natural gas liquids 3.7 11.7 15.3 18.5 15.6 20.3 14.1 13.9

Unconventional 0.2 2.6 5.9 10.0 6.0 11.3 5.7 7.8

Processing gains 1.2 2.1 2.5 3.0 2.5 3.2 2.4 2.4

World oil supply* 63.8 85.7 92.4 99.4 94.6 107.1 88.1 78.3

Biofuels 0.0 1.3 2.3 4.4 2.1 3.4 2.7 7.8

World liquids supply** 63.9 87.0 94.7 103.7 96.7 110.6 90.8 86.1

*Differences between historical supply and demand volumes are due to changes in stocks. **Includes biofuels, expressed
in energy equivalent volumes of gasoline and diesel.

9. Produc"on in this Outlook refers to volumes produced, not to installed produc"on capacity.
10. Revisions made to produc"on data since the publica"on of WEO-2010 show worldwide produc"on of crude oil in
2008 averaged 70.4 mb/d, slightly above the 70.2 mb/d in 2006.
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Figure 3.15 " World oil production in the New Policies Scenario, 2010 and 2035
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The need to bring new production capacity on stream in the New Policies Scenario is much
greater than the projected increase in production. This is because of the need to compensate
for the decline in production from currently producing fields as they come off plateau,
following the natural course of depletion.11 We project that crude oil production from fields
that were producing in 2010 will drop from 69 mb/d to 22 mb/d by 2035 – a fall of over
two-thirds (Figure 3.16). This decline is twice the current oil production of all OPEC countries
in the Middle East. As a result, the gross additional capacity needed to maintain the current
production level is 17 mb/d by 2020 and 47mb/d by 2035. The necessary capacity additions
will come largely from fields already discovered but yet to be developed, mainly in OPEC
countries. This projection is derived from detailed analysis of the production profiles of
different types of fields in each region. Natural gas liquids (NGLs) production from currently
producing fields also declines, though this is more than offset by the significant increase in
newNGLs production associated with increased gas production (see Chapter 4).

Figure 3.16 " World liquids supply by type in the New Policies Scenario
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11. SeeWEO-2008 for detailed analysis of field decline rates (IEA, 2008).
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NGLs, produced together with natural gas, provide a growing contribution to global oil supply,
driven by the projected growth in gas production and reduced gas flaring (associated gas is
often rich in NGLs) and wetter gas production in some countries.12 Unconventional oil, such
as Canadian oil sands, Venezuelan extra-heavy oil, coal-to-liquids (CTL), gas-to-liquids (GTL),
kerogen shales and additives, also play an increasingly important role. Current low gas prices
in North America have triggered renewed interest in GTL there. For example, Sasol (a South
Africa-based leader in GTL technology) is pursuing feasibility studies into the economic viability
of GTL plants fed by shale gas located in Louisiana and separately in British Columbia with
Talisman, an independent Canadian exploration and production company. Other companies
are thought to be considering GTL projects too. Therefore, our GTL projections have been
updated to include increased production in North America. Interest in CTL (as well as in
methanol to be used as a gasoline blending agent) remains strong in China. High oil prices and
growth in the sale of M15 gasoline (a blend of gasoline with 15% methanol by volume) and
M85 gasoline (with 85%methanol) have triggered a boom inmethanol productionworldwide,
with previously mothballed plants being reactivated in several countries. Methanol is often
cheaper to produce than ethanol, but for technical reasons cannot be blended into gasoline
in large concentrations without modifications to the vehicle engine and fuel system. It also
requires additional safeguards for handling due to its high toxicity. For the purposes of our
projections, it is classified as an additive, within the category of unconventional oil.

Figure 3.17 " Major changes in liquids supply in the New Policies Scenario, 2010-2035
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12. NGLs are added to crude oil when repor"ng produc"on in volume terms. However, the balance between demand
and supply is made on an energy equivalent basis, taking into account the lower energy per unit volume of NGLs
compared with crude oil. Addi"onal investment in polymerisa"on units in refineries is included in the investment
projec"ons to enable NGLs to replace crude oil, par"cularly in producing transport fuels.
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By country, Iraq provides the biggest projected increase in production between 2010 and
2035. Most OPEC countries increase production over the Outlook period, while production
falls in most non-OPEC countries. The main exceptions are Brazil, Canada and Kazakhstan,
all of which see an increase in output of over 2 mb/d or more (Figure 3.17). The biggest
projected declines occur in China, the United Kingdom, Norway and Russia.

Non-OPEC produc!on

In the New Policies Scenario, non-OPEC oil production in aggregate declines slightly over the
projection period, from 48.8mb/d in 2010 to 47.7mb/d in 2035. However, this trendmasks
significant underlying changes: the 5 mb/d increase of crude oil production from Brazil and
Kazakhstan is more than offset by declines in most other non-OPEC producers, resulting in
an overall decline of 7 mb/d of crude oil output. The balance is partially redressed by an
increase of 5 mb/d in the output of unconventional oil, mainly from oil sands in Canada,
CTL projects (principally in China, South Africa and to a lesser degree the United States) and
an increase in NGL production of 1 mb/d (Table 3.5).

Latin American production decreases as mature declining basins are only partly offset
by increased production from the deepwater pre-salt play off Brazil. In late 2010, the
state oil company, Petrobras, launched the world’s largest-ever share offering, raising
around $67 billion, to support its plans to invest $128 billion over the five years to 2016 in
developing pre-salt discoveries. This will involve building 11 floating production, storage and
offloading vessels, up to 28 drilling rigs (in Brazilian yards) and 146 supply boats to support
the drilling of up to 500 wells. This effort, along with Petrobras’ other projects, is projected
to drive up Brazil’s production from 2.1mb/d in 2010 to about 3mb/d in 2015 and 4.4mb/d
by 2020. We project production to rise further to 5.2 mb/d by 2035.

The Caspian region strengthens its role as a key oil producer and exporter throughout the
projection period.13 Kazakhstan will be an important area of new oil production capacity, with
production projected to increase from 1.6mb/d in 2010 to nearly 4mb/d in 2035. Kazakhstan’s
projected increase in production has been pushed back in this year’sOutlook, due to continued
wrangling over the Kashagan oilfield development. This super-giant field was discovered in
2000 and initial production is anticipated in late 2012 at the earliest. Production from the
first development phase should ramp up to 300 kb/d and subsequent phases could see total
production reach 1.3mb/d by 2030. The development has been plagued by cost over-runs and
schedule delays due to technical complexities. The Kazakh government did not approve the
Phase 2 development plan in early 2011, citing concerns about the cost and schedule.

Canada sees rapid growth in oil production throughout the projection period, mainly from
oil sands (output of which grows from 1.5 mb/d in 2010 to 4.5 mb/d in 2035). This could be
hindered by continuing debate about the environmental effects of oil sands exploitation
(IEA, 2010). However, the Canadian oil industry and provincial and federal governments
continue to seek ways to reduce the environmental footprint and less intrusive in-situ
extraction techniques are becomingmore common. For example, the government of Alberta
has committed to spend $2 billion on developing carbon capture and storage projects.

13. SeeWEO-2010 for a detailed analysis of energy prospects for the Caspian region (IEA, 2010).
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Table 3.5 " Non-OPEC oil* production in the New Policies Scenario (mb/d)

1980 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035
2010-2035

Delta %**

OECD 17.3 18.9 19.4 18.8 18.6 18.8 18.9 0.0 0.0%

Americas 14.2 14.1 15.0 15.2 15.6 16.1 16.6 2.4 0.6%

Canada 1.7 3.4 4.3 4.5 5.0 5.4 5.7 2.3 2.1%

Mexico 2.1 3.0 2.7 2.5 2.4 2.5 2.5 -0.4 -0.6%

United States 10.3 7.8 8.0 8.2 8.1 8.2 8.3 0.5 0.3%

Europe 2.6 4.2 3.7 2.9 2.4 2.1 1.8 -2.3 -3.2%

Asia Oceania 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.5 -0.1 -0.5%

Non-OECD 19.8 29.9 31.4 31.6 31.4 30.4 28.8 -1.1 -0.2%

E. Europe/Eurasia 12.5 13.7 14.2 14.0 14.6 15.2 15.1 1.4 0.4%

Russia 11.1 10.5 10.4 9.9 9.7 9.7 9.7 -0.8 -0.3%

Kazakhstan 0.5 1.6 1.9 2.3 3.3 3.9 3.9 2.3 3.6%

Asia 4.5 7.8 7.9 7.5 6.8 5.7 4.7 -3.1 -2.0%

China 2.1 4.1 4.2 4.2 3.8 3.0 2.3 -1.8 -2.2%

India 0.2 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.6 -0.3 -1.4%

Middle East 0.5 1.7 1.5 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.0 -0.7 -2.2%

Africa 1.0 2.6 2.6 2.4 2.2 2.0 1.8 -0.7 -1.3%

Latin America 1.3 4.1 5.3 6.4 6.6 6.4 6.2 2.1 1.7%

Brazil 0.2 2.1 3.0 4.4 5.1 5.2 5.2 3.1 3.6%

Total non-OPEC 37.1 48.8 50.8 50.4 50.0 49.2 47.7 -1.1 -0.1%

Non-OPEC market share 59% 58% 57% 56% 55% 52% 49% n.a. n.a.

Conventional 37.0 46.8 47.5 46.3 44.9 43.1 40.6 -6.1 -0.6%

Crude oil 34.1 40.3 40.5 39.0 37.5 35.6 33.1 -7.2 -0.8%

Natural gas liquids 2.8 6.4 7.0 7.3 7.4 7.5 7.5 1.1 0.6%

Unconventional 0.2 2.1 3.3 4.1 5.1 6.1 7.0 5.0 5.1%

Share of total non-OPEC 0% 4% 6% 8% 10% 12% 15% n.a. n.a.

Canada oil sands 0.1 1.5 2.5 2.9 3.6 4.0 4.5 3.0 4.4%

Gas-to-liquids - 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 9.1%

Coal-to-liquids 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.7 0.9 1.2 1.1 8.5%

*Includes crude oil, NGLs and unconventional oil. **Compound average annual growth rate.

Russia, discussed in detail in Chapter 8, maintains its position as the largest oil producer
in the world for the next few years, before it is overtaken again by Saudi Arabia. Initially
relatively flat at above 10 mb/d, Russian oil production then slowly declines to 9.7 mb/d
in 2035, as new greenfield developments struggle to keep pace with the increasing decline
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in production from older fields. Russian fiscal policy is a key determinant of when and how
quickly Russian production will decline. Current terms limit the incentive to invest when
prices rise; our projections assume sympathetic evolution of taxation.

In theUnited States, declines in production frommature conventional basins in Alaska and in
the lower-48 states are outweighed by strong growth in supplies of light tight oil (Spotlight),
rising NGL production and deepwater production in the Gulf of Mexico, which resumes its
growth following the Deepwater Horizon disaster (Box 3.3). There is further potential for
upside in production from all of these sources: if shale gas producers target playswith higher
liquids content, NGLs would increase, additional light tight oil plays could be developed and
more of the recent discoveries in the Gulf of Mexico (or future Arctic discoveries) could be
developed. CTL and GTL also contribute to the growth in total supply, particularly in the
later part of the projection period, when kerogen oil also adds to the production increase.
Biofuels are an important contributor to total liquids production, with the United States
currently producing almost half of the world’s biofuels.

S P O T L I G H T

The new American revolution: light tight oil

Light tight oil provides another good example of how the industry continues to
innovate, developing new techniques and technologies to tap previously uneconomic
resources. The term refers to oil produced from shale, or other very low permeability
rocks, with technologies similar to those used to produce shale gas, i.e. horizontal
wells and multi-stage hydraulic fracturing (see Box 4.1). Geologically, light tight oil
is an analogue of shale gas; oil or gas have either not been expelled from the (shale)
source rock or havemigrated only short distances into other, usually low permeability,
rock formations, adjacent to or within the shale itself. This is why light tight oil is often
referred to as shale oil. Unfortunately, the term shale oil is also often used to refer
to oil produced by industrial heat treatment of shale, which is rich in certain types of
kerogen – a mixture of solid organic material. To avoid confusion, we refer to this as
kerogen oil, or kerogen shale. In linewith industry practice, we classify light tight oil as
conventional oil and kerogen oil as unconventional.
Interest in light tight oil started with the Bakken shale, a large formation underlying
North Dakota and extending into Saskatchewan, Manitoba andMontana. Production
from the Bakken in North Dakota began on a small scale in the early 1950s, reaching
about 90 kb/d in the early 2000s, after operators began drilling and fracturing
horizontal wells. After 2005, production increased more rapidly, to average some
310 kb/d in 2010 and reach a high of 423 kb/d in July 2011 (NDSG, 2011). The
combination of success in the Bakken and the widening of the differential between
oil and gas prices prompted a flurry of interest in developing light tight oil throughout
North America (IEA, 2011c). Shale gas producers trying to improve investment returns
began targeting acreage with wetter gas, i.e. higher liquid content, increasing their
NGL production, and some progressed further to shales containing predominantly oil,
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like the Bakken. Drilling activity is also shifting from gas to oil in the Eagle Ford play
in Texas, where oil production was on average only 10 kb/d in 2010 (RRC, 2011), and
is also rising in the Niobrara play in Colorado, Utah and Wyoming, in various plays
in California (including the Monterrey play) and in the Cardium and Exshaw plays in
Canada. Other recently identified plays are also likely to be developed.
The size of light tight oil resources and howmuch can be technically and economically
extracted are still poorly known. The United States Geological Survey estimated in
the past that the Bakken held about 4 billion barrels of recoverable oil, but this is now
widely considered to be an underestimate, and it is being re-evaluated (USGS, 2008b).
Recoverable light tight oil resources in the lower 48 states were recently estimated to
be at least 24 billion barrels (US DOE/EIA, 2011a), larger than the country’s 22.3 billion
barrels of proven reserves (US DOE/EIA, 2010).
Like shale gas, production from light tight oil wells declines rapidly. However, initial
production rates vary widely, depending on geology, well lengths and the number
of fractures carried out. Averaged over the first month, Bakken wells produce from
300 barrels per day (b/d) tomore than 1 000 b/d, butwithin five years the greatmajority
of wells are producing less than 100 b/d. Over their life-time they typically recover
between 300 thousand barrels (kb) and 700 kb. Given the steep declines in production,
new wells are constantly needed to maintain output; hence, constant drilling activity is
essential to production growth. During 2010, the Bakken rig fleet doubled to 160 units,
which drilled 700 new wells, increasing monthly average oil production between
January and November by about 120 kb/d. However, in December winter weather
disrupted activity and no new wells came on stream, resulting in monthly average oil
production dropping by nearly 13 kb/d.
High oil prices have been a key driver of this growth, given that the breakeven oil price
for a typical light tight oil development is around $50/barrel (including royalty payments).
The surge in production has outpaced infrastructure developments. Oil pipelines are
becoming congested, adding to the surplus of oil at the Cushing hub in Oklahoma,
which serves as the delivery point for West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude oil futures
contracts. This is partly why WTI currently trades at an exceptionally large discount to
other benchmark crudes, such as Brent. This discount is likely to ease in the longer term
as new transport capacity is built, particularly to the refineries on the Gulf Coast. In North
Dakota, the lack of gas treatment and transport facilities has led to an increase in flaring,
with a record 29% of produced gas being flared in the first half of 2011.
To provide an indication of prospective light tight oil production in the United States,
we have modelled the output potential of three plays which are currently active;
the Bakken, Niobrara and Eagle Ford. Representative well production profiles were
used for each of the plays and the assumption made that by 2013 the drilling activity
in each play rises to the current level in the Bakken, is then maintained until 2020,
after which it falls steadily, to zero by 2035. In total some 30 000 wells are drilled.
Production reaches about 1.4 mb/d by 2020, peaking shortly thereafter, as drilling
rates drop. Cumulative oil recovery by 2035 is about 11 billion barrels, or slightly less
than half of the latest estimated recoverable light tight oil resources in the United
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States (US DOE/EIA, 2011a). Of course, any upward reassessment of these resources
could lead to higher production rates or maintenance of plateau production for
longer, while new plays are likely to be developed if the current levels of profitability
are sustained.

Figure 3.18 " Light tight oil production potential from selected plays
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So does light tight oil represent a new energy revolution? It is certainly having an
impact in the United States, wherewe estimate production could exceed 1.4mb/d by
2020, somewhat reducing US imports; but this alone is unlikely to affect the dynamics
of global oil supply significantly. For this new source of oil to have a wider impact,
production would need to take off in other plays or in other parts of the world. The
resources outside North America have not been quantified but, as with shale gas, it is
likely that light tight oil is present inmany locationsworldwide. For example, the Paris
basin in France could hold several billion barrels of recoverable resources, and tests
are being conducted in the Neuquen basin in Argentina. As is the case for shale gas,
environmental concerns or regulatory constraints could hinder developments, but the
potential economic and energy security benefits could result in significantly higher
growth of light tight oil production.

Mexico’s production is projected to continue to decline in the first half of the projection
period, due to the slow pace of new developments, and then sees slow growth in line
with the country’s resource potential, particularly in its deepwater sector of the Gulf of
Mexico. For many years Mexico’s production relied heavily on the super-giant offshore
Cantarell field, discovered in 1976. Cantarell’s production has declined by about 1.5 mb/d
over the last decade, though this has been partially offset by production from the adjacent
Ku Maloob Zaap complex, overall the country’s output is still 0.9 mb/d lower than its
previous peak. Legislation was changed in 2008 to allow Petróleos Mexicanos (PEMEX), the
state oil company, to sign incentivised development contracts with other oil companies.
The first three contracts for secondary development of small, mature onshore fields were
awarded in August 2011. Larger contracts, which could have a more substantial impact on
the country’s production, are expected to be tendered in future.
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Box 3.3 " The long-term implications of the Deepwater Horizon disaster

Following the Macondo blowout, the US government imposed a moratorium in
May 2010 on all deepwater drilling. Although the moratorium was lifted after five
months, no further drilling permits were issued until February 2011, almost ten
months after the blowout. As a result we estimate that deepwater Gulf of Mexico
production in 2011 will be 300 kb/d lower than estimated prior to the disaster
and that it could take until 2015 for production to catch-up with pre-Macondo
projections.

Although activity in the Gulf of Mexico was at a standstill for much of 2010, both
operators and contractors have maintained a strong interest and presence in the
region. Chevron took a final investment decision on the $7.5 billion Jack/Saint Malo
project in late 2010 and Shell did likewise with the Cardamom field, with 140 Mboe
of recoverable volumes, in mid-2011. In June 2011, ExxonMobil announced a new
discovery, with an estimated recoverable volume of 700Mboe. Of the approximately
30 deepwater rigs active in the Gulf of Mexico in early 2010, only seven had moved
to other regions bymid-2011, leaving sufficient capacity to deliver these new projects
and continue exploration.

The Macondo disaster has led to extensive reappraisal of all aspects of deepwater
development. Regulators and operators alike have been closely examining the
findings of numerous inquiries, in an effort to avoid a repeat incident.While not all of
the inquiries are complete, regulations are likely to tighten and operators will become
more cautious. In the Gulf of Mexico, two consortia have formed organisations to
provide emergency response capabilities for well-control incidents: ten operators,
led by the super-majors, have created the Marine Well Containment Company; and
24 independents have clubbed together in the Helix Well Containment Group,
which will utilise equipment used to cap and kill the Macondo well. While these
developments inevitably lead to increased costs, this is not anticipated to greatly
inflate deepwater costs, though some smaller companies, lacking depth of experience
or the skill levels needed for deepwater developments, may choose to concentrate
on other opportunities.

Outside the United States, there has been little discernable reduction in activity.
Angola held a deepwater licensing round in 2010, awarding acreage in January
2011, and Trinidad and Tobago has announced its intention to hold a deepwater
bid round later in 2011. Deepwater exploration continues in East Africa and Asia,
with several discoveries reported. There has been a revival of interest in the South
China Sea. Petrobras has continued exploration in Brazilian deepwater basins, finding
the Libra and Franco fields in 2010 and pursuing a swathe of developments, with
ambitious production targets – the largest deepwater development programme ever
undertaken. Deepwater production increases in importance throughout the Outlook
period, as exploration for and discoveries of new fields, particularly in non-OPEC
countries, increasingly move to deeper, more difficult areas.
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Europe’s production decline is well established, with North Sea output dropping from just
under 6mb/d in 2000 to just over 3.5mb/d in 2010. It is projected to fall further, to 1.6mb/d
by 2035, though the decline may be offset to some extent by increasing NGL production
and possible development of new discoveries in the exploration frontiers of Greenland,
the Barents Sea or exploitation of light tight oil on land. While recent discoveries offshore
Norway could yield over a billion barrels of recoverable resources, these are insufficient to
reduce the aggregate rate of decline of the North Sea significantly.

In the Asia-Pacific region, Australia’s conventional oil production stays above 0.5mb/d thanks
to rising NGL output from the large liquefied natural gas (LNG) projects that are currently
under construction, offsetting declines in crude production. China maintains production at
its current level of around 4mb/d until about 2025, before conventional resource limitations
lead to declining output. This decline is offset to some extent by growing unconventional
production, including CTL. There are some promising developments in non-OPEC Africa
countries, notably offshoreWest Africa (Ghana, Cameroon and themore speculative Liberia,
Sierra Leone and Sao Tome and Principe) and in East Africa (particularly in Uganda and
Tanzania). Collectively, their contribution is projected to slow the decline in production of
the region as a whole, from 2.6 mb/d in 2010 to 1.8 mb/d in 2035. In non-OPEC Middle East
countries, there is renewed interest in developing the vast kerogen oil resources in Jordan,
with at least three possible projects being studied (another kerogen oil project is being
considered in Morocco, where pilot projects have been undertaken in the past). Omani and
Syrian oil production continues to decline, with fewnewdiscoveries. Overall, production from
these countries in aggregate is projected to decline from 1.7mb/d in 2010 to 1mb/d in 2035.

OPEC produc!on

In the New Policies Scenario, OPEC countries in aggregate account for all of the increase in
global oil production between 2010 and 2035. Consequently, OPEC’s share of oil production
grows steadily through the projection period, from 42% in 2010 to 44% in 2020 and 51%
in 2035 – a level close to its historical peak just before the first oil crisis in 1973. Growth in
OPEC output comes mainly from the Middle East, where production grows over 12 mb/d,
compared with an increase outside the region of just under 1.7 mb/d (Table 3.6). This
reflects the pattern of resource endowments and, in part, the onset of decline in Angolan
production in the second half of the projection period, as the country’s prolific deepwater
discoveries, that were brought on stream in the 2000s, go into decline, along with declining
crude production in Algeria and resource limitations in Ecuador. In theNewPolicies Scenario,
the recent unrest in theMiddle East andNorth Africa is assumed to have no significant long-
term impact on investment and production in the region. The possibility of investments in
that region being deferred is discussed later in this chapter.

Iraq’s oil productionpotential is immense (Box3.4), but exploiting it dependson consolidating
the progress made in peace and stability in the country, including resolution of the debate
about the legal status of contracts awarded by the Kurdistan Regional Government
(KRG). Iraq remains one of the least explored major resource holders. Although about
80 fields have been discovered, only 30 are currently in production and large swathes of the
Western Desert remain unexplored. Proven reserves total 115 billion barrels (O&GJ, 2010),
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but the resource potential is much larger. Oil production in mid-2011 averaged 2.8 mb/d
(IMOO, 2011 and IEA, 2011d), including some 0.14 mb/d of production from the KRG area.
According to Deputy PrimeMinister al-Shahristani, it could reach 3mb/d by the beginning of
2012. We project production to reach 5.4 mb/d in 2020 and 7.7 mb/d in 2035. Even so, this
level is well below that targeted originally by the government.

Saudi Arabia is expected to contribute the second-largest increase in oil production
worldwide between now and 2035, raising production by almost 40% from 10mb/d in 2010
to nearly 14 mb/d by 2035. The national oil company, Saudi Aramco, will be responsible
for most of the investment required to build up production in the coming decades, as
international oil companies are involved in production only in the Partitioned Neutral Zone
shared with Kuwait, and in gas exploration. Roughly half of Saudi production still comes
from the Ghawar field – the largest oilfield in the world. Smaller fields, some of them
super-giants in their own right, are now being developed. In some cases, these were
discovered several decades ago, but not brought on stream due to technical or cost
considerations and the global supply-demand balance. In 2010, Saudi Aramco completed
the Khurais and Khursaniya projects, which together added 1.7mb/d of new capacity. Saudi
Aramco is also implementing a pilot carbon-dioxide enhanced oil recovery scheme on a
small sector of Ghawar to demonstrate its technical viability – which could further extend
the productive life of the field, by increasing recovery.

Box 3.4 " Prospects for increased oil production in Iraq

The Iraqi government has awarded twelve Technical Service Contracts (TSCs) for
the development of major oil fields. So far, operators have focused on “quick-win”
activities, like refurbishing facilities, repairing wells and drilling a limited number
of new wells, so as to raise production quickly by 10%, the threshold at which the
government is contractually obliged to start making payments. The profit margin
in the TSCs is fixed, providing a strong incentive to keep cost and investment down,
but there is little opportunity to increase returns should oil prices rise. Continued
investment will hinge on the success of these projects and opportunities elsewhere.

BP and the China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) have increased output
at the Rumaila oil field to around 1.2 mb/d, triggering payment obligations by the
government. CNPC has signed an oil export agreement with the government enabling
it to take delivery of about two million barrels in May 2011 as payment in kind.
ExxonMobil and ENI, operators of West Qurna and Zubair oilfields respectively, are
also thought to have reached the trigger point for payments.

Iraqi production has grown from an average of 2.4 mb/d in 2010 to around 2.8 mb/d
in mid-2011. Were all the TSCs to proceed according to their original schedule,
Iraqi oil production capacity would reach more than 12 mb/d by 2017. However,
given Iraq’s infrastructure, logistical and security challenges, government officials
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have acknowledged that the target level of production capacity originally implied will
not be achievable and amore realistic aspiration of reaching 6mb/d to 7mb/d by 2017
is being discussed. The KRG area contributes around 0.14 mb/d of total production
under contracts awarded in the last decade, but the validity of these contracts is not
yet recognised by the central government. This area has great exploration potential
which has attracted a number of companies, but large investments are unlikely until
the legal differences with Baghdad are resolved.

Slow progress is being made to develop infrastructure. The government is working
on doubling the Gulf export terminal capacity to 3.6 mb/d by early 2012, but many
believe this project will be delayed. Work is also progressing on repairing and
upgrading a pipeline to the TurkishMediterranean port of Ceyhan, to double capacity
to around 1 mb/d in 2013. Export bottlenecks mean that production is likely to be
constrained to less than 3 mb/d until 2012. Thereafter, it could start increasing, by
around 300 kb/d annually, as repairs, upgrades and new facilities are completed. In
the New Policies Scenario, production reaches 5.4 mb/d in 2020 and nearly 8 mb/d
in 2035. Other supporting infrastructure is also required to facilitate the increased
production. Shell is building a quay on the Shatt al-Arab waterway, to allow shipping
of equipment to the Majnoon field. ExxonMobil is leading a consortium planning a
“common seawater supply facility”, a $10 billion project to deliver up to 12 mb/d of
treated seawater for injection into the southern oilfields.

Roughly half of Iraq’s associated gas production is currently flared. With rising oil
production, flaring increased from 8.1 bcm in 2009 to 9.1 bcm in 2010 (GGFRP, 2010).
In mid-2011 the government signed an agreement with Shell and Mitsubishi to form
the Basra Gas Company which will gather and treat gas produced in the Basra region
(such as that currently being flared) andmarket it. The government is keen to use the
gas for power generation, so as to reduce shortages, which have been a significant
economic and political issue for some time.

The United Arab Emirates’ (UAE) oil production has increased over the last decade, from
2.6 mb/d in 2000 to 2.9 mb/d in 2010. Abu Dhabi, the UAE’s principal oil producer, has
stated its intention to increase sustainable oil production capacity to 3.5 mb/d by 2018.
It recognises that new developments are becoming more complex and will require the
continued support of international oil companies. These companies already participate
in the UAE’s upsteam sector through partial ownership of both Abu Dhabi Company for
Onshore Oil Operations (ADCO) and Abu Dhabi Marine Operating Company (ADMA).
ADCO’s 75-year concession will expire in 2014 and ADMA’s 65-year concession in 2018. It
remains uncertain whether these contracts will be renegotiated, re-tendered or opened up
and restructured. Major new investments are unlikely to be sanctioned until this matter is
resolved. We project production to continue increasing steadily throughout the projection
period, reaching 3.3 mb/d in 2020 and 4mb/d by 2035.
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Table 3.6 " OPEC oil* production in the New Policies Scenario (mb/d)

1980 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2010-2035

Delta %**

Middle East 18.0 23.8 26.7 28.6 30.4 32.9 36.0 12.2 1.7%

Iran 1.5 4.2 4.2 4.3 4.3 4.5 4.8 0.5 0.5%

Iraq 2.6 2.4 4.2 5.4 6.0 6.8 7.7 5.2 4.7%

Kuwait 1.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.9 3.1 3.5 1.0 1.3%

Qatar 0.5 1.7 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.3 0.5 1.1%

Saudi Arabia 10.0 10.0 10.5 10.9 11.6 12.6 13.9 3.8 1.3%

United Arab Emirates 2.0 2.9 3.3 3.3 3.4 3.7 4.0 1.1 1.3%

Non-Middle East 7.6 11.0 11.0 10.9 11.4 11.9 12.7 1.7 0.6%

Algeria 1.1 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.1 0.3 0.5%

Angola 0.2 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.7 1.5 -0.3 -0.7%

Ecuador 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 -0.2 -3.0%

Libya 1.9 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.8 2.0 0.4 0.8%

Nigeria 2.1 2.5 2.4 2.4 2.5 2.7 2.9 0.4 0.6%

Venezuela 2.2 2.7 2.8 2.8 3.1 3.4 3.9 1.2 1.4%

Total OPEC 25.5 34.8 37.7 39.6 41.7 44.9 48.7 13.9 1.4%

OPEC market share 41% 42% 43% 44% 45% 48% 51% n.a. n.a.

Conventional oil 25.5 34.2 36.3 37.8 39.6 42.4 45.7 11.5 1.2%

Crude oil 24.7 29.0 29.3 29.8 30.7 32.4 34.7 5.7 0.7%

Natural gas liquids 0.9 5.2 7.0 8.0 8.8 9.9 11.0 5.8 3.0%

Unconventional oil 0.0 0.6 1.4 1.8 2.2 2.5 3.0 2.4 6.8%

Venezuela extra-heavy oil 0.0 0.5 1.1 1.4 1.7 1.9 2.3 1.8 6.6%

Gas-to-liquids - 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 11.7%

*Includes crude oil, NGLs and unconventional oil. **Compound average annual growth rate.

Kuwait’s oil production has trended upwards in the last decade, from 2.2 mb/d in 2000 to
2.8 mb/d in 2008, before falling back in 2009 with OPEC production constraints in the face
of weak demand. In the late 1990s, Kuwait offered contracts to international oil companies
to re-develop and operate several heavy oil fields on its northern border with Iraq in a
scheme originally known as “Project Kuwait”. While this project had the potential to expand
production significantly, it has stalled in the face of political opposition. Emphasis has now
shifted away fromheavy oil to developing the country’s lighter oil reserves. In early 2011, the
national company, Kuwait Oil Company, reaffirmed its target to boost production capacity
by 1 mb/d to 4 mb/d by 2020 and to sustain that capacity until 2030. Achieving this will be
contingent on securing the technical assistance of international companies and creating a
climate conducive to large investments. We project production to increase gradually over
the projection period, reaching 3.5 mb/d by 2035.

Iran is currently the Middle East’s second-largest oil producer and has significant upside
production potential, both for crude oil and NGLs. However, the current political isolation
of the country and fiscal terms which discourage foreign investment, make it unlikely that
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this potential will be realised quickly. Currently, investment in the Iranian oil sector is barely
sufficient to maintain production capacity as older producing fields decline. Most revenues
from oil exports are consigned to finance other state programmes, starving the national oil
company of funds to invest in developing new fields and infrastructure and in combating
declines at existing fields. Thus, we project only a slow increase in overall oil output during
the projection period, in large part driven by NGLs.
Qatari crude oil production has grown only modestly in the last decade, mainly through
development of the offshore Al Shaheen field. However, NGL production has risen sharply
in the last two years as a swathe of LNG projects have come on-stream. Qatar’s North Field
– the largest gas field in the world – has large condensate reserves, which are likely to fuel
further growth in NGL production. However, there is currently a moratorium on new gas
developments, which is not expected to be lifted before 2015. GTL production is also being
boosted, with the Pearl GTL plant’s production rising to 140 kb/d (together with 120 kb/d
of NGLs) in 2012. In the longer term, more LNG export capacity is expected to be added
and there is scope for new GTL projects beyond the current Oryx and Pearl plants, as a
hedge against any decoupling of gas and oil prices. As a result of increased gas production,
production of NGLs exceeded crude oil production for the first time in 2010 and is set to
make up the greater part of higher oil production throughout the projection period. Total oil
output is projected to reach 2.3 mb/d in 2035.
Venezuela’s oil production has declined through much of the last decade, due to lack
of investment. This has been due, in part, to a nationalistic policy, which has compelled
international oil companies either to cede a significant amount of equity to the national
company, PDVSA, or to leave the country altogether, as in the case of ExxonMobil
and ConocoPhillips. We project a modest decline in conventional oil production over
the projection period. However, this decline is more than offset by rapid growth in
unconventional, extra-heavy oil from the Orinoco belt, which has attracted investment
from a number of foreign companies, in partnershipwith PDVSA.14 In aggregate, Venezuelan
production rises from 2.7 mb/d in 2010 to 3.9 mb/d in 2035.
Nigeria is the largest oil producer in Africa, producing some 2.5 mb/d in 2010, from the
Niger Delta and offshore in shallow and, to a lesser extent, deepwater. Production has been
sporadically disrupted by civil conflicts, which have led to a substantial amount of capacity
being shut-in in recent years. Investment has also been slowed by the inability of the
Nigerian National Petroleum Company, to covers its share of investment in joint ventures
with international oil companies. Uncertainty about a draft Petroleum Industry Bill, first
issued in 2008 and still under review, which could have a significant impact on upstream
terms and conditions, is also damaging the investment climate. With these uncertainties in
mind, we project a slow rate of investment in the near term and, therefore, a slight drop in
production in the early part of theOutlook period. However, we project a rebound in output
later in the projection period, on the assumption that the investment climate improves. An
increase in NGL production also contributes to higher oil production in the longer term, as
efforts to reduce gas flaring slowly bear fruit. Production drops to 2.4 mb/d in 2015, but
recovers to 2.9 mb/d in 2035.

14. See last year’sOutlook for a detailed discussion of the prospects for Venezuelan extra-heavy oil produc"on (IEA, 2010).
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Libyan oil production almost entirely stopped in early 2011 following the eruption of conflict.
Over the decade to 2010, Libyan production fluctuated between 1.4 mb/d and 1.8 mb/d, and
was averaging around 1.7 mb/d at the start of 2011. Libyan crude oil is generally of a “light
sweet” quality (meaning it has relatively low density and low sulphur content), making it ideal for
refining into low-sulphur transport fuels. Although (as of September 2011) the extent of damage
to infrastructure is not fully known, some production has resumed and, if security improves,
could rise towards pre-conflict levels over the coming two years. Our projections assume
renewed investment before 2015, allowing production to increase gradually to 2mb/d by 2035.

Other OPEC countries are expected to maintain more or less steady levels of production
for a large part of the projection period, the variations reflecting their individual
resource endowments. Production potential in both Angola and Ecuador is constrained
by the currently limited extent of ultimately recoverable resource estimates, though new
discoveries could alter this picture.

Trade

International trade in oil (including crude oil, NGLs, unconventional oil, additives and refined
products) is poised to continue to grow. In the New Policies Scenario, trade between the
major regions increases from 37 mb/d in 2010 to more than 48 mb/d in 2035, growing
11 mb/d over the projection period (Figure 3.19). This compares with a projected increase
in global demand of nearly 13 mb/d. Net imports to China exceed 12.5 mb/d by 2035, up
by almost 8 mb/d from current levels. India’s net imports grow by over 4 mb/d to nearly
7mb/d – the second-largest increase. The reliance on imports in developing Asia, as awhole
increases from 56% of total oil needs in 2010 to 84% in 2035. European imports remain
relatively flat at 9 mb/d, as demand and regional production decline almost in parallel.

Net imports to North America fall by nearly 6 mb/d to under 3 mb/d by 2035, on the back
of rising indigenous production and falling demand. The United States accounts for most of
this decline, with imports falling by 4mb/d below today’s level in 2035. Among the exporting
regions, theMiddle East sees the biggest increase in net exports, which expand bymore than
9mb/d to almost 28mb/d by the end of the projection period. Exports from Latin American
also rise strongly, by more than 2 mb/d between 2010 and 2035, thanks to the projected
surge in production in Brazil.

The rising dependence on imports in some non-OECD regions, particularly in Asia, will
inevitably heighten concerns about supply security, as reliance grows on supplies from a
small number of producers, especially in theMiddle East and North Africa (MENA)15 region,
which are shipped along vulnerable supply routes, particularly the straits of Hormuz in the
Persian Gulf, the Malacca Straits in Southeast Asia and the Gulf of Aden. That message has
been brought home by recent civil unrest in the region and the conflict in Libya. Net imports
into all importing countries are much lower in the 450 Scenario, rising just over 2 mb/d
by 2020 and then falling back to close to their current levels by 2035, demonstrating the
energy-security benefits from concerted policy action to avert climate change.

15. The MENA region is defined as the following 17 countries: Algeria, Bahrain, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait,
Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Tunisia, United Arab Emirates and Yemen.
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Figure 3.19 " Regional oil demand and net trade in the New Policies Scenario (mb/d)

This map is for illustrative purposes and is without prejudice to the status of or sovereignty over any territory covered by this map.
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Trends in oil and gas production costs

The costs of oil and gas production, both to operate current capacity and develop new
supply, have been rising strongly in recent years and are assumed to continue increasing
over the projection period, contributing to upward pressure on prices. Trends in costs
depend on multiple factors. Over the past ten years, worldwide costs of developing
production capacity have doubled, largely due to increases in the cost of materials,
personnel, equipment and services. Such costs correlate closely to both oil prices and levels
of exploration and development activity (Figure 3.20).

Figure 3.20 " IEA upstream investment cost index, oil price index and
drilling activity
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*Preliminary estimates based on trends in the first half of the year.
Notes: The IEA Upstream Investment Cost Index (UICI), set at 100 in 2000, measures the change in underlying capital
costs for exploration and production. It uses weighted averages to remove the effects of spending on different types and
locations of upstream projects. The IEA crude oil import price index is set at 100 in 2000.
Sources: IEA databases and analysis based on industry sources; Baker Hughes databases (BH, 2011).

The cost of incremental production tends to rise as more easily accessed resources are
depleted, and development moves to more difficult resources with less favourable geology
or in more remote locations. Developing such resources often requires more complex and
energy-intensive processes, and sometimes new infrastructure, either to reach the resource
or to extract and export oil to market, while the volumes of oil extracted per well tend to
be lower.

Innovation, progress along learning curves and greater scale can act against these cost
pressures. New technologies and processes help to lower the unit costs of like-for-like
activities: this applies to both incremental reductions from improvements in existing
technology and fundamental changes brought about by innovative solutions, whichmay also
facilitate exploitation of new resource categories. An example of the latter is the application
of horizontal wells and hydraulic fracturing to the exploitation of light tight oil.

The level of investment and activity undertaken in any year to maintain or expand
production varies widely across the world. The United States has a long production history
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and most of the easily accessible onshore oil has already been produced. Consequently
operators now target more difficult resources, like light tight oil, which require many more
wells per unit of production than conventional resources. As a result, the United States
now uses over half of the world’s drilling rig fleet to produce just 9% of the world’s oil (and
19% of the world’s gas). This is largely because the average well in the United States
produces about 20 barrels per day (b/d), compared with 3 400 b/d per well in Saudi Arabia
(Table 3.7), which still has giant, discovered fields that have yet to be developed. Because of
its high activity levels, the United States attracted nearly one-quarter of worldwide oil and
gas investment in 2010. Russia, which produces nearly 40%more oil than the United States,
also has a large oil and gas industry and employs the second-largest number of drilling rigs
globally, albeit only about half the number of the United States.

Table 3.7 " Oil production, indicative development activity and investment
in the United States, Russia and Saudi Arabia, 2010

United States Russia Saudi Arabia

Proven oil reserves* (billion barrels) 22 77 265

Crude oil and NGL production (mb/d) 7.6 10.5 9.9

Reserves to production ratio (years) 8 20 73

Number of producing oil wells 370 000 127 000 2 900

Average production per well (b/d) 20 80 3 400

Number of active oil and gas drilling rigs** 1 700 850 100

Oil wells drilled: Exploration
Production

778
18 138

300
3 700

27
148

Total upstream capital expenditure** ($ billion) 120 30 10

Employment in the oil and gas industry 2 200 000 1 100 000 90 000

*Definitions of proven reserves vary by country. **Drilling activity and expenditure cover both oil and gas. Capital
expenditure for Saudi Arabia and Russia are estimates.
Sources: IEA databases and analysis based on industry sources, including: OPEC (2011), US DOE/EIA (2011b), US DOE/EIA
(2011c), Otkritie (2011) and SA (2011) for number of producingwells and number ofwells drilled; BP (2011) for oil reserves;
BH (2011) for active number of drilling rigs; API (2011), ILO (2010) and Rosstat (2010) for employment.

Middle East oil resources remain the cheapest in the world to exploit, although cost
pressures are increasing even there, as operators tacklemore difficult resources. Information
about costs in specific countries is patchy. BP announced in 2009 that it planned to invest,
with its partner China National Petroleum Corporation, around $15 billion over the next
20 years in order to increase production from Iraq’s Rumaila oilfield from about 1 mb/d to
2.85mb/d, implying a capital cost of around $8 000 per barrel of daily capacity (/b/d) added.
This would be close to the lowest cost anywhere in theworld for a development project. The
capital cost of increasing production from the Upper Zakum oilfield in offshore Abu Dhabi
from about 500 kb/d to 750 kb/d, which is being undertaken by ExxonMobil, is expected
to be about the same per barrel of daily capacity. In Saudi Arabia, the development of the
heavy and sour Manifa field, the capacity of which is planned to reach a plateau of around
900 kb/d in 2014, is expected to cost about $15 000/b/d. The cost per daily barrel of capacity
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of developing the giant heavy Wafra oilfield in the Partitioned Neutral Zone, with capacity
due to reach 600 kb/d, is expected to be similar; the field, which is being developed by
Chevron, requires thermal stimulation with steam injection. Capital costs for development
of deepwater oil are much higher, ranging from $40 000/b/d to $80 000/b/d.

The total cost of producing oil, including the amortisation of development costs but
excluding taxes and profit margins, is well below the current market price of oil, generating
significant economic rent that is captured by governments in taxes and royalties and by oil
companies in profits (Figure 3.21). The OPEC Middle East countries have by far the lowest
costs, followed by the main North African producers. However, to generate sufficient
revenue to balance government budgets in OPEC countries (the budget breakeven) requires
a much higher oil price and this figure has been rising in recent years. This is particularly the
case in theMiddle East, where large, youthful populations are putting pressure on education
systems, housing and job creation schemes. In many of these countries, which rely heavily
on oil export revenues to fund government budgets, the budget breakeven oil price is now
above $80/barrel. This will become an increasingly important consideration in the formation
of future oil prices.

Figure 3.21 " Breakeven costs, budget breakeven and commercially
attractive prices for current oil production for selected
producers, mid-2011
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For countries and companies where development and production is driven primarily
by commercial rather than fiscal motives, the key criterion for sustainable long-term
investment is for income from production to cover capital cost recovery, operating costs
and fiscal payments, together with a competitive commercial return. For developments in
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regions where international oil companies and other privately owned companies are the
primary project developers and operators, oil prices in a range from$70/barrel to $90/barrel
are currently needed to meet this criterion in most resource categories. This takes into
account taxes, royalties and the risk-adjusted required returns on investment. Breakeven
costs, which exclude taxes, vary by resource category and average around $40/barrel.

As development and production costs vary both regionally and by resource category,
the IEA oil and gas supply models include cost inflation factors (correlated to oil price),
regional cost inflation factors (to simulate cost increases as resources are depleted) and
technology learning curves to compute costs on an annual basis for all regions and resource
types over the projection period. Production costs then become input parameters of the
supply-modelling. The worldwide increase in average production cost (as measured by the
breakeven cost) for new oil and gas production is projected to exceed 16% (in real terms)
between 2011 and 2035 (Figure 3.22). TheMENA region has the largest production increase
over this period and average breakeven costs there increase from just over $12 per barrel
of oil equivalent ($/boe) in 2011 to more than $15/boe in 2035, as production increases by
more than 17Mboe/d. But costs increase by evenmore inmost other regions. They increase
most in Latin America, to over $50/boe by 2035, because of the growing importance of high-
cost deepwater developments.

Figure 3.22 " Oil and gas production and breakeven costs
in the New Policies Scenario
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Oil and gas investment

Global upstream oil and gas investment is set to continue to grow strongly in 2011, hitting a
new record of over $550 billion – 9% up on capital spending in 2010 (Table 3.8) and almost
10% higher than the previous peak in 2008.16 These estimates are based on the announced
spending plans of 70 leading oil and gas companies. Total upstream spending is calculated
by adjusting upwards their announced spending, according to their estimated share of

16. Upstream investment is not always reported separately for oil and gas.
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world oil and gas production in each year. The increase in spending reflects both rising costs
(which are driving up the costs of current and newly launched projects) and higher prices
(which have enhanced potential investment returns before tax). The spending plans of
25 leading companies suggest that global spending in the downstream sector (which for
these companies represents over one-quarter of total oil and gas investment) may increase
even faster than in the upstream sector in 2011.

Table 3.8 " Oil and gas industry investment by company (nominal dollars)

Upstream Total
2010

($ billion)
2011

($ billion)
Change

2010/2011
2010

($ billion)
2011

($ billion)
Change

2010/2011
Petrochina 23.6 27.9 18% 42.7 53.3 25%
Petrobras 23.9 24.0 0% 43.4 52.3 21%
ExxonMobil 27.3 28.8 6% 32.2 34.0 6%
Gazprom 26.9 24.8 -8% 29.2 27.0 -8%
Royal Dutch Shell 21.2 19.4 -9% 23.7 26.0 10%
Chevron 18.8 22.6 20% 19.6 26.0 33%
Pemex 17.4 18.9 9% 20.8 22.2 7%
BP 17.8 19.3 9% 18.4 20.0 9%
Total 14.8 16.0 8% 18.0 20.0 11%
Sinopec 8.2 8.3 1% 16.7 19.1 14%
Eni 12.9 12.9 0% 18.4 18.4 0%
Statoil 12.6 14.4 14% 14.0 16.0 14%
ConocoPhillips 8.5 12.0 41% 9.8 13.5 38%
Rosneft 6.1 8.0 31% 8.9 11.0 23%
Lukoil 4.9 6.9 41% 6.8 9.0 32%
CNOOC 5.1 8.8 73% 5.1 8.8 73%
BG Group 5.9 6.0 2% 7.7 8.4 9%
Apache 4.2 6.4 51% 5.4 8.1 51%
Repsol YPF 4.1 4.5 11% 6.8 7.5 11%
Suncor Energy Inc. 4.8 5.4 13% 5.8 6.8 17%
Occidental 3.1 4.9 56% 3.9 6.1 56%
Devon Energy Corp 5.9 5.5 -7% 6.5 6.0 -7%
Anadarko 4.7 5.2 12% 5.2 5.8 12%
Chesapeake 4.9 5.8 17% 4.7 5.8 22%
EnCana 4.5 4.4 -2% 4.8 4.7 -2%
Sub-total 25 292.0 320.9 10% 378.3 435.6 15%
Total 70 companies 408.3 446.7 9% n.a. n.a. n.a.
World 505.1 552.6 9% n.a. n.a. n.a.

Notes: Only publically available data has been included, but estimates of upstream spending, as a share of the total,
have been made in cases where detailed breakdowns were unavailable (IEA databases include both public and
non-public estimates for all major oil and gas producing companies). Theworld total for upstream investment is derived by
prorating upwards the spending of the 70 leading companies, according to their estimated share of oil and gas production in
each year. Pipeline investment by Gazprom is classified as upstream as it is required for the viability of projects.
Sources: Company reports and announcements; IEA analysis.
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Trends in upstream spending differ somewhat according to the size and type of operating
company. The 25 largest oil and gas companies plan to spend an estimated $320 billion in
2011, 10% more than in 2010. Their spending in 2010 turned out to be 8%, or $22 billion,
higher than had been budgeted in the middle of the year. The five leading international oil
companies (or super-majors) – BP, Chevron, ExxonMobil, Shell, and Total – spent a total of
$100 billion in 2010 and have reported a 6% increase in budgeted spending for 2011. The
super-majors’ share of world upstream spending will fall to 19% of the total, while national
oil company spending in 2011 is projected to rise by 8%, to over $220 billion, taking their
share of world upstream spending to 40% (Figure 3.23). Other independent companies plan
to increase capital spending bymore than 12%, tomore than $220 billion in 2011. There is a
marked difference in capital efficiency – defined as the annual capital spending required to
maintain output per barrel of oil equivalent produced – between the national companies,
particularly those in the Middle East and North Africa with preferential access to low-cost
reserves, and other companies.

Figure 3.23 " Worldwide upstream oil and gas investment and capital
efficiency by company type
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Notes: Capital efficiency is defined as the capital spending to maintain output per barrel of oil equivalent produced, it is
not included for the group of smaller companies. 2011 data is based on company plans. The five super-majors are defined
as BP, Chevron, ExxonMobil, Shell and Total.
Source: IEA databases and analysis.

Annual upstream investment in nominal terms more than quadrupled between 2000 and
2011. In real terms, i.e. adjusted for cost inflation,17 it increased by 120% over this period,
as investment shifted to more complex projects with higher costs per barrel per day of
capacity added. As indicated above, the unit cost for additional capacity added has risen
sharply. For example, over the last decade the aggregate production of the five super-majors
has fluctuated between 16 Mboe/d and 18 Mboe/d with little discernable trend, despite a
quadrupling of upstream investment in nominal terms.

17. Taking account of increases in input costs, such as drilling, equipment and material, and adjusted to remove the
effects of changes in spending on different types and loca"ons of upstream projects.
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Based on the New Policies Scenario projections, upstream spending will need to continue to
rise in the medium and longer term, for three reasons: rising demand; rising costs, as a result
of both cost inflation and a need to develop more difficult resources; and a need to combat
rising decline rates at existing fields. However, there is at present no evidence that this will
occur, at least in the next five years. We have compiled data on the five-year upstream capital
spending plans of 16 of the largest companies, which represent about 30% of 2011 planned
spending and average over $10 billion annually. The average annual spending planned by these
companies to 2015 is slightly lower than the average spending planned for 2011 by the same
companies. The plans of only four of these companies show an increase in annual average
spending to 2015 compared with 2011, with seven remaining flat and five showing a fall.

In the longer term, the required increase in the rate of investment accelerates, although the
need to develop more costly resources and the high cost of unconventional oil, GTL and CTL
plants in non-OPEC regions will be offset to some degree by the shift in production towards
the Middle East and other regions, where development and production costs are much lower.
Cumulative investment over the period 2011 to 2035worldwide in the oil and gas sector in total
is estimated to amount to $19.5 trillion in theNewPolicies Scenario (Table 3.9). Of this, upstream
investment accounts for about 80%, or nearly $620 billion per year. This is considerably more
than the average of $440 billion over 2010 to 2035 projected in last year’sWEO. The increase is
explained by faster growth in production in the near term and higher supply from more costly
unconventional sources in non-OPEC countries in the long term, as well as higher cost inflation.

Table 3.9 " Cumulative investment in oil and gas supply infrastructure by region
in the New Policies Scenario, 2011-2035 ($2010 billion)

Oil Gas Annual average
upstream O&GUpstream Refining Total Upstream T&D* Total

OECD 2 438 265 2 703 2 632 933 3 565 203
Americas 1 975 126 2 100 1 679 492 2 172 146
United States 1 330 96 1 426 1 287 n.a. n.a. 105

Europe 418 93 511 648 354 1 002 43
Asia Oceania 45 46 91 305 87 391 14
Non-OECD 6 282 745 7 027 4 126 1 139 5 265 416
E. Europe/Eurasia 1 310 88 1 398 1 084 380 1 464 96
Russia 738 49 787 733 246 979 59

Asia 526 438 963 1 180 385 1 564 68
China 300 210 510 408 182 590 28
India 63 140 203 175 62 238 10

Middle East 1 010 127 1 137 257 226 483 51
Africa 1 522 35 1 557 1 121 58 1 179 106
Latin America 1 914 57 1 971 483 91 574 96
Brazil 1 350 29 1 379 165 n.a. n.a. 61

World** 8 720 1 010 9 997 6 758 2 072 9 497 619
*T&D is transmission and distribution and is calculated on a regional basis. **World total oil includes an additional
$268 billion of investment in inter-regional transport infrastructure.World total gas includes an additional $587 billion of
investment in LNG infrastructure and $80 billion of investment in LNG carriers.
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Impact of deferred upstream investment
in the Middle East and North Africa

A time of great uncertainty

The outlook for global energy markets is clouded by considerable uncertainty, notably the
pace of economic recovery, the future of climate-change policies, the role of gas in global
energy supply following the unconventional gas “revolution”, the role of nuclear energy
in the aftermath of Fukushima Daiichi and the impact of political changes in the Middle
East and North Africa (MENA) region. The first four sources of uncertainty are examined
elsewhere in this Outlook: economic growth in Chapter 2, climate polices in Chapter 6,
the prospects for faster growth in gas use in Chapter 4 and the future of nuclear power in
Chapter 12. This section addresses the implications should there be a shortfall in investment
in the near term in upstream oil and gas investment in MENA.

In the New Policies Scenario – our central scenario – we project that MENA will contribute
more than 90%of the required growth in oil production to 2035 (Table 3.10). To achieve this
growth, upstream investment inMENA needs to average $100 billion per year from 2011 to
2020, and $115 billion per year from 2021 to 2035 (in year-2010 dollars). But it is far from
certain that all of this investment will be forthcoming, for many different reasons affecting
some or all of the countries in the region. The consequences for global energymarkets could
be far-reaching. Potential causes of lower investment in one or more countries include:

! Deliberate government policies to develop production capacity more slowly in order to
hold back resources for future generations or to support the oil price in the near term.

! Constraints on capital flows to upstream development because priority is given to
spending on other public programmes.

! Restricted, or higher-cost, access to loans or other forms of capital.

! Delays due to legal changes or renegotiation of existing agreements.

! Increased political instability and conflicts.

! Economic sanctions imposed by the international community.

! Higher perceived investment risks, whether political or stemming from uncertainties in
demand.

! Constraints on inward investment as a result of stronger resource nationalism,
particularly in regimes seeking to pre-empt popular uprisings.

! Delays due to physical damage to infrastructure during conflicts.

Similar kinds of risk exist in other major oil- and gas-producing countries and regions. Our
analysis of the MENA region does not focus on any particular country, but considers the
consequences of lower upstream investment across the region.
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Table 3.10 " The role of MENA in global oil and gas production
in the New Policies Scenario

MENA World Share of world

Conventional remaining recoverable oil resources (billion barrels) 1 178 2 401 49%

Remaining recoverable gas resources (tcm) 154 810 19%

Oil production 2010 (mb/d) 29.9 83.6 36%

Gas production 2010 (bcm) 632 3 275 19%

Oil production growth to 2035 (mb/d)* 12 12.8 93%

Gas production growth to 2035 (bcm) 424 1 474 29%

Upstream investment needed 2011-2035 ($2010 billion) 2 706 15 478 17%

*Oil production in this table and section refers to total oil production (crude oil, NGLs and unconventional oil,
excluding biofuels).
Note: tcm = trillion cubic metres.

The Deferred Investment Case

The Deferred Investment Case analyses how global oil markets might evolve if investment
in the upstream industry of MENA countries were to fall short of that required in the New
Policies Scenario over the next few years. The key assumption for this case is that upstream
oil (and gas) investment is reduced by one-third in all MENA countries, compared with
that in the New Policies Scenario over the period 2011 to 2015. The assumed shortfall in
investment is then made good gradually after 2015 so that by 2020 the level of investment
is back to that provided for in the New Policies Scenario. In this way, the case illustrates
what could happen if there were an “orderly” shortage of investment, rather than a sudden
interruption resulting, for example, from a serious conflict in one or more of the major
producing countries of the region.18 The shortfall in upstream investment includes a shortfall
in gas investment, sowould affect oil and gasmarkets directly and have knock-on effects for
other energy markets; but the prime focus of this analysis is on the oil market.

As a result of the assumed deferral in investment, MENA oil and gas production capacity
falls progressively short of that projected in the New Policies Scenario, reflecting the delay
in bringing new capacity on stream. We have assumed that the amount of capacity held
unused (spare capacity) remains constant as a percentage of total available capacity, so
the loss of capacity results directly in lower production. The shortfall in oil production in
MENA, compared with the New Policies Scenario, reaches over 6 mb/d in 2020 – large
enough to have a significant impact on global oil balances, so increasing oil and gas prices.
That prompts higher investment in developing resources in other countries, though higher
development costs there mean that the shortfall in MENA production is only partially made

18. The effects of the conflict in Libya are already included in all the scenarios.
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good by other regions. Higher oil and gas prices also lead to some loss of demand, such that
the reduced demand and increased non-MENA production compensate for the lowerMENA
production to keep the market in balance.

Box 3.5 " Assumptions and methodology of the Deferred Investment Case

The assumptions on reduced investment in the upstreamoil and gas industry inMENA
were fed into the oil supply module of the World Energy Model (WEM), generating
a lower level of output from already producing fields and fields to be developed in
each country in the region. The impact on international oil prices was derived through
several iterations of the WEM supply and demand modules to find the oil-price
trajectory that brings non-MENA supply and global demand into equilibrium in each
year of lower MENA supply.

With the exception of international fuel prices, assumptions about all the other factors
driving energy demand and supply in the MENA region and elsewhere were kept the
same as in the New Policies Scenario. End-user fuel subsidy policies in MENA and
other countries were assumed to remain as they are in the New Policies Scenario. The
terms of trade between consuming and producing nations would be likely to change
over the projection period, as oil-producing countries would benefit in the short
term from higher revenues from imports. However, our analysis shows that, over the
projection period as a whole, the cumulative net revenues of MENA do not change
significantly compared to the New Policies Scenario. The same holds true for import
bills in importing countries. For these reasons, and to avoid unduly complicating
comparisonswith theNewPolicies Scenario, the GDP assumptions of theNewPolicies
Scenario have not been changed. In practice, reduced investment inMENA and higher
oil prices would be likely to affect the path of GDP growth to a different extent in
different regions.

Results of the Deferred Investment Case

Oil prices

The international crude oil price, for which the average IEA crude oil import price serves
as a proxy, increases rapidly in the short to medium term, as the investment shortfall
becomes apparent to the market. The price peaks at around $150/barrel in 2016/2017 (in
year-2010 dollars, equivalent to $176/barrel in nominal terms), when the investment
shortfall relative to the New Policies Scenario is starting to decline. The price then starts
to decrease gradually and converges with that of the New Policies Scenario by the end of
the projection period (Figure 3.24). As the oil prices are annual averages, they have smooth
trajectories; however the higher prices of the Deferred Investment Case would be likely to
be accompanied by significantly increased price volatility.
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Figure 3.24 " Average IEA crude oil import price in the New Policies Scenario
and Deferred Investment Case
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The upward part of the price trajectory in the Deferred Investment Case is similar to that
which occurred in the last decade, resulting in a spike in 2008 – also the result, at least in
part, of insufficient investment. The downward slope is comparable to the decline after
the second oil shock in 1979/1980, which saw the same kind of market response, involving
demand reduction through increased efficiency, fuel switching and increased investment
in exploration and production in other regions, as that now assumed in the Deferred
Investment Case (Figure 3.25).

Figure 3.25 " Change in average IEA crude oil import price after initial fall
in investment in the Deferred Investment Case, compared to
past price shocks
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Gas and coal prices react to the increased oil price and the reduction in investment in
gas supply capacity in MENA, though to a different extent across regions. In the period of
elevated oil prices, gas and coal prices decouple to some degree from oil prices, so that the
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3

ratios of gas and coal prices to oil prices are lower than in the New Policies Scenario. This is
because the loss of gas supply, as a proportion of global supply, is significantly less than that
of oil supply and because oil prices have only a moderate influence over coal prices.

Impact on oil demand

With sharply higher prices, global primary oil demand in the Deferred Investment Case
barely increases in the medium term, reaching only about 88 mb/d in 2015 – fractionally
higher than in 2010 and about 3.2 mb/d below the New Policies Scenario (Figure 3.26).
Thereafter, demand picks up steadily, reaching 89.3 mb/d in 2020 (3.1 mb/d lower than
in the New Policies Scenario) and 97.8 mb/d in 2035 (1.6 mb/d lower). The peak of the
demand reduction occurs in 2017, when demand is 3.9mb/d lower than in the New Policies
Scenario. The change in demand is more pronounced in the near term, because oil prices
rise quickly as the market reacts to the shortfall in investment. The higher price encourages
energy conservation, notably via reduced driving distances. In the long term, higher oil prices
encourage switching to alternative fuels – notably conventional and advanced biofuels
and electric vehicles – and accelerate the commercialisation and sale of more efficient
technologies, including more fuel-efficient vehicles. Coal use also sees a modest increase in
demand, driven by increase in CTL production.

Figure 3.26 " World primary oil demand in the New Policies Scenario and
the Deferred Investment Case
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In the medium term, non-OECD countries account for most of the reduction in oil
consumption in the Deferred Investment Case – nearly 60% (or 1.8mb/d) in 2020 – but their
share declines to less than 50% (or 0.8 mb/d) by 2035. Consumers in developing countries
respond to higher prices by delaying the acquisition of their first car or by driving less in
the cars they already own. The poorest consumers switch less rapidly to modern oil-based
fuels. Demand for oil products in OECD countries is less affected initially by the increase in
international prices than demand in non-OECD countries, mainly because end-user prices
are a smaller share of total OECD prices due to higher taxes and because the cost of oil
represents a smaller share of total disposable household income. However, sustained high
prices at the level expected in the Deferred Investment Case make the production of many
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types of biofuels competitive (IEA, 2010). This stimulates investment in additional biofuels
capacity – mostly in OECD countries – to replace a portion of oil demand throughout the
projection period. The two largest oil-consuming and importing countries – theUnited States
and China – play a key role in long-term demand reduction, their combined contribution
growing from 30% of global reductions in 2020 to 50% in 2035. In the United States, the
impact of higher prices on demand is marked, because taxes there are low compared
with most of the rest of the world; in China, higher prices spur vehicle manufacturers to
accelerate larger scale production of more efficient conventional and electric vehicles.

The transport sector is responsible for most of the reduction in oil demand, accounting for
nearly 70% of the fall in primary demand in 2020 and 95% in 2035. Initially, demand falls as
motorists drive less in response to higher prices. This effect disappears by 2035, as prices
converge with those in the New Policies Scenario (Figure 3.27). The increase in fuel prices
prompts consumers to purchase more efficient vehicles, but the effect on overall fleet
efficiency takes time tomaterialize. Similarly, switching to alternative fuels grows in the long
term as supplies increase and consumers modify and upgrade their vehicles. Biofuels use
grows from 1.3mb/d in 2010 to 5.5mb/d in 2035 – 1.2m/d, or 26%, above the New Policies
Scenario.19 In the longer term, persistently higher prices also accelerate the deployment of
light-duty electric vehicles (including plug-ins): sales reach 7million vehicles, or 4.5% of total
passenger light-duty vehicles sales, in 2035 – one percentage point more than in the New
Policies Scenario. Sales of natural gas vehicles do not change significantly, as gas prices also
increase, even if not to the same extent as oil prices. Nonetheless, transport energy demand
is only slightlymore diversified than in the New Policies Scenario, with oil still accounting for
86% of total transport fuel use in 2035 – a reduction of just two percentage points.

Figure 3.27 " Reduction in global oil demand in the transport sector by
source in the Deferred Investment Case relative to the
New Policies Scenario
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19. Much of the increase in biofuels use results from an increase in the volumes blended into conven"onal gasoline
and diesel. Higher oil prices increase the incen"ve to invest in biofuels produc"on facili"es, which boosts supply and
displaces demand for oil-based fuels.
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Oil demand falls much less in volume terms, compared with the New Policies Scenario, in
non-transport sectors. The share of buildings in oil use remains relatively constant at around
8%. Demand in industry and in non-energy use reacts more in the near term as a result of
energy savings, but recovers briskly in the longer term, as prices converge with those in the
NewPolicies Scenario, because the potential for energy-efficiency gains ismore limited than
in other sectors.

Impact on oil produc!on

In the Deferred Investment Case, lower investment in MENA countries reduces global oil
production by 3.8 mb/d in 2017 (at its peak) and 1.5 mb/d in 2035, compared with the New
Policies Scenario. MENA production falls by 3.4 mb/d in 2015 (Figure 3.28). Between 2015
and 2020, the shortfall in MENA production increases further, to peak at around 6.2 mb/d
in 2020, but this is partially offset by an increase in production of 3.2 mb/d in other regions.
MENA investment is assumed to recover gradually after 2015 but, due to the decline in
production from existing fields, total MENA production continues to fall until 2020. After
2020, MENA production begins to increase, attaining its 2010 level by 2023. Moreover,
a combination of some permanent demand destruction and the long lifetime of the
production capacity brought online in non-MENA countries (particularly unconventional oil
projects) means that MENA production never returns to the production levels projected in
the New Policies Scenario; in 2035, MENA production is still about 1.2 mb/d lower.

Figure 3.28 " Changes in global oil production and demand in the Deferred
Investment Case relative to the New Policies Scenario
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Impact of reduced demand

The recovery of production in the MENA region after 2015 is comparable to that observed
after past supply disruptions, though in the Deferred Investment Case the loss of production
is initially smaller, but then becomes larger in the longer term (Figure 3.29). Although the
circumstances of the reduction in production are markedly different from those of an
abrupt supply disruption, the comparison suggests that the projected rate of such recovery
is plausible.
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Initially, production in other regions struggles to increase because of the time involved in
bringing new production online. Compared with the New Policies Scenario, the increase
in non-MENA production is equivalent to about half of the shortfall in MENA production
in 2020; lower demand makes good the difference. In the near to medium term, increased
non-MENA production comes mainly from outside OPEC. The main contributors are Russia,
Canada (with increased unconventional production) and Brazil, but smaller production
increases come frommany other countries. Nonetheless, towards the end of the projection
period, non-MENA production of conventional oil is actually lower than in the New
Policies Scenario, due to a combination of faster resource depletion, competition from
unconventional capacity built-up earlier and competition from the resurging, lower cost,
MENA production. Unconventional oil production – oil sands, extra-heavy oil, CTL, GTL and
kerogen oil – accelerates over the projection period, relative to theNewPolicies Scenario. By
2035, it is 0.9mb/d higher, compensating for three-quarters of the fall inMENA production.

Figure 3.29 " Profile of oil production recovery after disruption
in Deferred Investment Case and past events
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Overall upstream investment for the period 2011 to 2035 in the Deferred Investment Case,
at around $15.3 trillion (in year-2010 dollars), is almost the same as in the New Policies
Scenario – despite lower production over the entire period. This is because the capital costs
per unit of production capacity in other regions are generally significantly higher than in
MENA.

Impact on trade

In the Deferred Investment Case,MENA oil and gas exports are reduced by a volume similar
to the decrease in production, in comparison with the New Policies Scenario (the fall is
slightly less, as MENA oil and gas demand is also reduced marginally because of higher
prices). In the first eight years of the projection period, when oil prices are highest, MENA
cash flows from oil and gas exports (the value of exports, net of lifting costs and investment
costs) are higher than in New Policies Scenario, because lower export volumes are more
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than offset by higher oil prices (and the call on the cash flow for investment is also lower).
The difference in annual cash-flow gradually grows, reaching 23% in 2015, before dropping
back to near zero in 2019. However, becauseMENA countries losemarket share throughout
the whole projection period, their total cumulative cash flow between 2011 and 2035
is lower in the Deferred Investment Case than in the New Policies Scenario: cash flow is
$16.7 trillion, versus $17 trillion (in year-2010 dollars) (Figure 3.30). Gains in cash flow in
the period to 2018 are more than offset by the loss in the period from 2019 to 2035, due to
lowerMENA production and declining prices; 20 this loss in annual cash-flow reaches 15% in
2023, before falling back to 5% in the 2030s.

Figure 3.30 " Oil and gas export cash flows and import costs by region in
the New Policies Scenario and Deferred Investment Case,
2011-2035
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Other exporting countries obviously enjoy higher revenues in the Deferred Investment
Case, as they replace some of the lost MENA production and benefit from higher oil prices.
Non-MENA export cash flow is 60% higher than in the New Policies Scenario, at $8.8 trillion.
Oil and gas import bills for importing countries increase in both the medium and long term,
as the reduction in demand and increase in domestic production do not fully offset the effect
of price increases, relative to the New Policies Scenario. Total import bills increase 10% to
more than $46 trillion in the Deferred Investment Case; but oil supplies aremore diversified,
as MENA’s share of inter-regional exports falls.

20. Discoun"ng the value of these cash flows at a rate equal to the rate of growth of GDP per capita – as a proxy –
reduces the loss of cash flow to about $70 billion.
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CHAPTER 4

H I G H L I G H T S

NATURAL GAS MARKET OUTLOOK

Nothing but blue skies?

" Natural gas is projected to play an increasingly important role in the global energy
economy. It is the only fossil fuel for which demand rises in all three Outlook
scenarios. In the New Policies Scenario, world demand increases to 4.75 tcm in 2035
at an average rate of 1.7% per year. Global gas consumption catches up with coal
consumption. Gas demand growth in the Current Policies Scenario is 2% per year,
pulled up by higher total energy demand, but is only 0.9% in the 450 Scenario as
demand peaks around 2030, before falling in favour of zero-carbon energy sources.

" Economic growth and energy policies in non-OECD countries will be the key
determinant of future gas consumption: non-OECD countries account for 81% of
demand growth in the New Policies Scenario. A major expansion of gas use in China
pushes domestic demand above 500 bcm by 2035, from 110 bcm in 2010. Power
generation takes the largest share of global consumption, increasing at 1.8% per year
in the NewPolicies Scenario; but there is a broad-based rise in gas use across industry,
buildings and (from amuch lower base) also the transportation sectors.

" The world’s remaining resources of natural gas can comfortably meet the projections
of global demand to 2035 and well beyond. Unconventional gas accounts for roughly
half the estimated resource base of over 800 tcm; its share in output rises in the New
Policies Scenario from 13% in 2009 to above 20% in 2035, although the pace of this
development varies considerably by region. Growth in unconventional output will
depend on the industry dealing successfully with the environmental challenges.

" Russia is the largest gas producer in 2035 (reaching nearly 860 bcm) and makes the
largest contribution to supply growth over the projection period. China emerges as
a major producer in Asia (290 bcm in 2035), while output from the Middle East and
Africa also increases rapidly. Europe remains the largest import market – EU imports
reach 540 bcm in 2035 – but imports into China increase fastest. Supply and demand
in North America remain broadly in balance throughout the Outlook period.

" Although based on somewhat different assumptions, the projections in this Outlook
reinforce the main conclusions of a special report released earlier in 2011 which
examined whether the world is entering a “Golden Age of Gas”. Fundamental factors
on both the supply and demand side point to an increased share of gas in the global
energymix. Although gas is the cleanest of the fossil fuels, increased use of gas in itself
(without CCS) will not be enough to put us on a carbon emissions path consistent with
limiting the rise in average global temperatures to 2oC.
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Demand

Primary gas demand trends

In last year’sOutlook, we askedwhether the prospects for natural gas are now so bright that
we are entering a “golden age” of natural gas. A specialWEO report, released in June 2011,
examined the prospects for, and implications of, higher gas use by developing a “Golden Age
of Gas Scenario” (IEA, 2011); the key findings from this specialWEO report are summarised
at the end of this chapter. The modelling results presented below incorporate the insights
from this special report, but not all its assumptions (which intentionally constituted a
particularly favourable set of conditions for natural gas to 2035). We revert here to the
assumptions of the threeWEO scenarios as described in Chapter 1.

This year’sOutlook nonetheless highlights the increasingly important role that natural gas is
expected to play in the global energy mix. It is the only fossil fuel for which demand rises in
all three scenarios, underlining one of the chief attractions of gas: it is a fuel that does well
under a wide range of future policy directions. Moreover, gas demand in all scenarios in
2035 is higher than theWEO-2010 projections. This reflects the impact on the years to 2015
of the 12th Five-Year Plan, announced by China in 2011, which envisages a major expansion
of domestic use of natural gas. The global consequences of the damage to the Fukushima
nuclear plant in Japan push up projections of future gas consumption, as natural gas is the
fuel which benefits most readily from any switch away from nuclear power (see Chapters 5
and 12). Higher projected output of unconventional gas also acts to keep increases in the
price of natural gas below the level envisaged inWEO-2010, increasing its competitiveness
against other fuels. There is, nonetheless, still a large variation in the trajectories of gas
demand between the three scenarios (Table 4.1).

Table 4.1 " Primary natural gas demand by region and scenario (bcm)

New Policies
Scenario

Current Policies
Scenario

450
Scenario

1980 2009 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035

OECD 959 1 518 1 705 1 841 1 714 1 927 1 597 1 476

Non-OECD 557 1 558 2 183 2 909 2 215 3 160 2 068 2 400

World 1 516 3 076 3 888 4 750 3 929 5 087 3 665 3 876

Share of non-OECD 37% 51% 56% 61% 56% 62% 56% 62%

In the New Policies Scenario, demand for natural gas grows from 3.1 trillion cubic metres
(tcm) in 20091 to 4.75 tcm in 2035, an increase of 55%. The pace of annual demand growth
averages 1.7% per year over the entire period 2009 to 2035, but the rate of growth

1. Es"mated global gas demand in 2010 rebounded to 3.3 tcm.
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decreases through the projection period. The share of gas in the global energymix rises from
21% in 2009 to 23% in 2035, catching upwith the share of coal. Demand growsmore quickly
in the Current Policies Scenario, at an average of 2% per year, and reaches almost 5.1 tcm in
2035. In the 450 Scenario, however, demand growth is slower, at 0.9% per year, and tails off
after 2030 as the market penetration of renewables increases. In this scenario, the share of
gas in the global energy mix increases only slightly from 21% to 22%.

The projection of gas consumption in the Current Policies Scenario reflects higher overall
energy demand in this scenario, which drives up demand for all fuels (Figure 4.1). Gas
demand in the New Policies Scenario, which is within 7% of that in the Current Policies
Scenario in 2035, is pushed higher by new measures that favour gas use relative to other
fossil fuels, such as stricter regulation of emissions and pollutants (see Chapter 1 and
Annex B). Demand in the 450 Scenario is 24% below the Current Policies Scenario in 2035
and 18% below the New Policies Scenario, due in part to lower demand for electricity in
this scenario and to strong additional policy action to reach the goal of limiting the rise in
greenhouse-gas emissions.

Natural gas demand has bounced back strongly from the decline seen in 2009; according
to preliminary data, global gas demand rose by an estimated 6.6% in 2010, more than
compensating for the earlier fall. An unusually cold winter in Europe and a hot summer
in the Pacific region accounted for half of the 6% rise in OECD demand; data adjusted for
average temperatureswould put gas demand in Europe close to the levels seen in late 2007.
However, non-OECD demand has jumped ahead: gas use in China, for example, rose by
19% in 2010, making it the fourth-largest gas consumer in the world (after the United
States, Russia and Iran). Looking further ahead, our projections show demand for gas
increasing in both OECD and non-OECD regions in all periods and all scenarios, with
the exception of OECD gas demand after 2020 in the 450 Scenario, which contracts by
0.5% per year. Overall, economic growth and energy policies in non-OECDmarkets, China in
particular, will be the key determinants of the overall increase in global gas demand.

Figure 4.1 " World primary natural gas demand by scenario
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Regional and sectoral trends

Total demand from non-OECD countries overtook OECD demand in 2008 and is projected
to grow at 2.4% per year over the period to 2035 in the New Policies Scenario, compared
with 0.7% in the OECD. A disaggregated analysis of the projections confirms that the
fastest growing individual gas markets across the world are all outside the OECD (where
the markets are sizeable, but more mature) (Figure 4.2). The largest increments in demand
in 2035, compared to 2009, are in China and the Middle East. Among the major non-OECD
markets, only in Russia –where natural gas already accounts for more than 50% of primary
energy use – is the growth in consumption more modest (see Chapter 7).

Figure 4.2 " Natural gas demand by selected region in the New Policies
Scenario, 2009 and 2035
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Among the major countries and regions, China is the fastest growing, with annual average
growth of 6.7%. Over the projection period as awhole, China accounts for a quarter of global
gas demand growth (Figure 4.2 and Table 4.2). Only around 10% of residential households
in China presently have access to natural gas, well below the global average of 40%, and
national policies are increasingly supportive of an expanded role for gas in China’s energy
consumption as a way to diversify the energymix and reduce local pollution. Our projection
for China’s demand for gas in 2015 is nearly 200 bcm, rising to 500 bcm in 2035, 11% of
China’s energy mix. Increases are spread across all of the main consuming sectors, with the
largest increment in power generation.

Gas demand also expands quickly in other parts of Asia and in the Middle East: gas is
a particularly attractive fuel for countries that are seeking to satisfy rapid growth in fast-
growing cities. As in China, the Indian government plans to increase the share of gas in
its energy mix. The domestic gas market is projected to grow from 59 bcm in 2009 to
190 bcm in 2035, 11% of total primary energy demand. In the Middle East, gas has become
the preferred fuel for power generation, substituting for oil in many cases and freeing up
the more valuable product for export. Consumption in gas to-liquids (GTL) plants in the
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Middle East (included in “other energy sector” in Figure 4.3) also adds to the increase.Overall,
gas use in the Middle East rises from 340 bcm in 2009 to 620 bcm in 2035, a growth rate of
2.3% per year. Demand in Russia growsmore slowly, at an average of 0.8% per year, mainly
because of continuing improvements in energy efficiency as the capital stock is renewed and
end-user gas prices increase.

Table 4.2 " Primary natural gas demand by region in the New Policies
Scenario (bcm)

1980 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009-2035*

OECD 959 1 518 1 654 1 705 1 746 1 804 1 841 0.7%

Americas 660 811 852 877 900 928 951 0.6%

United States 581 652 680 685 692 703 710 0.3%

Europe 264 537 604 627 644 666 671 0.9%

Asia Oceania 35 170 198 201 202 210 219 1.0%

Japan 25 97 118 122 122 125 126 1.0%

Non-OECD 557 1 558 1 911 2 183 2 417 2 668 2 909 2.4%

E. Europe/Eurasia 438 627 698 723 763 797 830 1.1%

Caspian n.a. 107 124 131 143 151 161 1.6%

Russia n.a. 426 467 478 495 513 530 0.8%

Asia 36 357 531 686 796 921 1063 4.3%

China 14 93 197 301 366 435 502 6.7%

India 2 59 76 99 120 150 186 4.5%

Middle East 35 343 402 450 509 578 622 2.3%

Africa 13 99 112 129 142 153 161 1.9%

Latin America 35 133 168 196 208 220 233 2.2%

Brazil 1 20 41 60 70 80 91 5.9%

World 1 516 3 076 3 565 3 888 4 164 4 473 4 750 1.7%

European Union n.a. 508 572 593 608 626 629 0.8%

*Compound average annual growth rate.

In OECD countries, gas for the power sector accounts for the largest share of demand
growth over the projection period; the share of gas in the OECD electricity mix rises by one
percentage point to 24% in 2035. This continues a trend to gas as the predominant choice for
new generation over the last ten years, albeit at a slower pace. Economic uncertainty, policy
choices (includingcarbonpricing inEurope)andtheadditionofmorevariable renewableshave
all contributed to the attraction of gas-fired power, which has lower capital costs and shorter
construction times than the main alternatives. Compared withWEO-2010, gas demand for
power generation is higher because of decisions in someOECD countries in 2011, notably in
Germany, to reduce or rule out the role of nuclear power in their energy mix. Consumption
of natural gas in the European Union increases by an average of 0.8% per year from
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2009 to 2035 in the New Policies Scenario and reaches 630 bcm in 2035, 30 bcmhigher than
the corresponding figure for 2035 inWEO-2010.

Figure 4.3 " Incremental primary natural gas demand by region and sector
in the New Policies Scenario, 2009-2035
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The largest share of global gas demand comes from the power sector, where gas use
for electricity generation rises to more than 1.9 tcm by 2035, at an annual rate of 1.8%
(Figure 4.4). The share of gas in global electricity generation increases slightly from 21%
today to 22% in 2035, while the share of coal declines from 40% in 2009 to 33% in 2035 and
the share of oil falls from 5% to 1% over the same period. After power generation, the next
largest consumption of gas in 2035 is in buildings, primarily for space and water heating;
70% of gas demand in the buildings sector currently comes from OECD countries. Global
consumption of gas in buildings growsmore slowly over the projection period than in other
major end-use sectors. Demand growth is quicker in industry, where gas is used mainly for
the production of steam for mechanical energy and supplying the heat needed to produce
materials and commodities. If available, gas can be an attractive choice for industrial
processes, since it is easy to handle, more efficient and has fewer adverse environmental
impacts than other fossil fuels. Gas use in industry grows from 535 bcm in 2009 to 890 bcm
in 2035, with petrochemicals, iron and steel, and non-metallic minerals sub-sectors such as
cement, taking the largest shares.

At a global level, gas does not currently compete strongly in all markets or in all sectors, but
it is making inroads. From a low base, gas use in road transportation is projected to increase
more quickly than in any other sector, at an average rate of 5.3% per year in theNewPolicies
Scenario. This is at present a relatively under-developed market for natural gas: more than
70% of the world stock of natural gas vehicles is in only five countries: Pakistan, Argentina,
Iran, Brazil and India. Although natural gas in transportation typically brings considerable
fuel-cost savings and emissions reductions, greater use has usually been held back by the
limited availability of refuelling infrastructure. We project natural gas consumption in road
transportation will quadruple to more than 80 bcm by 2035; even so, this is still only 3% of
the total energy used for road transportation.
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Figure 4.4 " Primary natural gas demand by sector in the New Policies
Scenario, 2009 and 2035
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Supply

Resources and reserves

The world’s remaining resources of natural gas can comfortably meet the projections of
global demand growth in this Outlook to 2035 and well beyond. This conclusion has been
reinforced over the last few years as our understanding of the recoverable resource base
has expanded, particularly of the size of unconventional gas resources – from coal beds
(coalbedmethane), low-permeability reservoirs (tight gas) and shale formations (shale gas).2
Conventional recoverable resources of just over 400 tcm are equal to around 120 years
of production at 2010 levels; adding unconventional recoverable resources (which are of
similar size) brings this figure to nearly 250 years (Figure 4.5).

The fact that unconventional resources are more widely dispersed than conventional
resources has implications for gas security since all major regions now have total
recoverable gas resources equal to at least 75 years of current consumption. This does
not mean that gas is readily available in each region; resources require substantial
investment – sometimes over decades – before they can be produced and marketed.
But it does imply that countries and regions have the option, if they so wish, to develop
alternative, more diversified sources of gas supply; our analysis (IEA, 2011) suggests that
plentiful volumes of unconventional gas can be produced at costs similar to those of
North America (between $3 per million British thermal units [MBtu] and $7/MBtu). It is
worth comparing the outlook for gas with that for oil where, even with growing output of
unconventional oil, the trend is towards greater reliance on a small number of producers,
with oil delivered tomarkets along a limited number of potentially vulnerable supply routes
(see Chapter 3).

2. For example, the recent assessment of worldwide shale gas resources from the US Energy Informa"on Administra"on
(US DOE/EIA, 2011).
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Proven gas reserves of 190 tcm are estimated based on operators’ public filings or
government records, and are only a relatively small proportion of the total resources
(Cedigaz, 2010). Most of the proven reserves are conventional. Unconventional proven
reserves account for a significant share of the total only in the United States and Canada.
Overall, 130 tcmout of the total proven reserves, a 70% share, are in Eastern Europe/Eurasia
(mainly Russia) and the Middle East (Iran and Qatar); however, these regions account for a
much smaller share (46%) of the total estimated recoverable resources.

Figure 4.5 " Recoverable gas resources and production by region and type,
end-2010
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Notes: Cumulative production to date is shown as a negative number, so that the total of the bars to the right indicates
remaining recoverable resources. Russian reserves are discussed in detail in Chapter 8.
Sources: Cedigaz (2010); USGS (2000 and 2008); BGR (2010); US DOE/EIA (2011); IEA estimates and analysis.

Production prospects

Gas production of between 3.9 tcm and 5.1 tcm is required to meet projected levels of
consumption in 2035, depending on the scenario (Table 4.3). Gas prices are the main
mechanism bringing demand and supply into balance. Higher prices in the Current Policies
Scenario stimulate the production necessary to meet demand; on the other hand, lower
prices in the 450 Scenario, brought about by far-reaching policy measures that weaken
demand, result in lower investment and, consequently, lower output (see discussion of retail
and end-user fuel prices in Chapter 1). In all scenarios, most of the increase in output comes
from countries outside the OECD.
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Table 4.3 " Primary natural gas production by region, type and scenario (bcm)

New Policies
Scenario

Current Policies
Scenario

450
Scenario

1980 2009 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035

OECD 890 1 145 1 223 1 296 1 221 1 308 1 161 1 157

Non-OECD 639 1 906 2 666 3 454 2 708 3 780 2 504 2 719

World 1 528 3 051 3 888 4 750 3 929 5 087 3 665 3 876

% unconventional 0% 13% 15% 22% n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Notes: Definitions and reporting of tight gas vary across countries and regions, so the split between conventional and
unconventional gas production is approximate (and reported only for the New Policies Scenario). Differences between
historical supply and demand volumes are due to changes in stocks.

Conventional gas will still account for the bulk of global gas production in 2035, but the
share of unconventional gas rises from 13% in 2009 to 22% in 2035 and it provides 39% of
incremental production over this period in the New Policies Scenario. Most of the increase
in unconventional output in this scenario comes from shale gas and from coalbed methane,
both ofwhich reach a 9% share of global production in 2035. Tight gas has a lower share (4%).

Mergers, acquisitions and partnerships, reflecting confidence in the potential for
unconventional output growth outside North America, are spreading expertise in its
production. However, production projections are subject to a large degree of uncertainty,
particularly in regions where little or no such production has been undertaken to date. Even
where production is already taking place, environmental concerns could hold back or reduce
output (Box 4.1). A range of factors needs to be positively aligned before unconventional
production canmake headway, including suitable geology, public acceptance, well-adapted
regulatory and fiscal regimes and widespread access to experience and technology. For
a relatively new industry, this points to a future in which the pace of unconventional
development will vary considerably by country and by region.

Sources of incremental gas production in OECD Europe are increased conventional gas
output fromNorway and, later in theOutlook period, some unconventional gas production,
most likely led by Poland. However, production from these sources is not enough to offset
declines elsewhere so the overall output trend is down; production falls from nearly
300 bcm in 2009 to just above 200 bcm in 2035. The figures for the EuropeanUnion (without
Norway) are evenmore striking, with gas production declining from the 2009 level of nearly
200 bcm to less than 90 bcm in 2035, a 55% drop.

The share of unconventional gas production in North America is projected to increase steadily.
It was already 56% in 2009 and rises to 64% in 2035, meaning that, in this market at least, it
should no longer be strictly considered as “unconventional”. After briefly overtaking Russia as
the world’s largest gas producer, the United States returns to being the second-largest global
gas producer, a position that it retains throughout the projection period. Among other OECD
producers, Australia increases gas output substantially, from47 bcm in 2009 to almost 160 bcm
in 2035, production being both conventional and unconventional (mainly coalbedmethane).
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Box 4.1 " Environmental impact of unconventional gas

Although used as a production enhancement technique for many years, the rapid
expansion of hydraulic fracturing to produce unconventional gas in the United States
has put a spotlight on the environmental impact of shale gas production. Hydraulic
fracturing involves pumping large volumes of water, mixed with sand and chemicals,
into shale formations. Fracturing the rock is essential to stimulate the flow of gas into
shale gas wells. The total volume of water injected ranges from 7 500 to 20 000 cubic
metres per well. Given that each shale gas development requires drilling a large
number of wells, concerns have been raised about the availability of water for
hydraulic fracturing and the possible contamination of freshwater aquifers. Questions
have also been raised about the level of greenhouse-gas emissions from shale gas
production, compared with conventional production.

Best practice for shale gas production, backed up by effective regulation and monitoring,
canmitigate theenvironmental risks, reducing thepotential effects toa level similar to that
for conventional gas production. The most important measures ensure that the well and
the shale formation itself remain hydraulically isolated from other geological formations,
especially freshwater aquifers. There is also the need to minimise water use, including by
recycling it, and to ensure appropriate treatment anddisposal of thewater that is used.

Combustion is the main source of greenhouse-gas emissions from gas and combustion
of shale gas is no different from combustion of natural gas from any other source.
Nonetheless, shale gas produced to proper environmental standards has slightly higher
well-to-burner emissions than conventional gas. The main incremental source of
emissions is from the gas released during the process of completing wells, when some
gas returns to the surface, together with the fracturing fluids. Depending on how these
additional volumes are treated, whether they are vented or flared, the result overall is
well-to-burner emissions for shale gas that are 3.5% to 12% higher than the equivalent
for conventional gas (IEA, 2011). Inmost cases it is possible, using specialised equipment,
to capture, treat and market the gas produced during the completion phase. Doing so
brings overall emissions even closer to the levels of conventional gas production; while
entailing a slight increase in costs, it alsomakes additional gas available for sale.

Gas production in Eastern Europe/Eurasia, from Russia and the Caspian countries, is greater than
in any otherWEO region over the period to 2035 (Table 4.4). The prospects for Russian gas, with
output increasing from 570 bcm in 2009 to almost 860 bcm in 2035, are discussed in detail in
Chapter8.ThedevelopmentofCaspianresources isheldbackbythelongdistancetomarketandan
uncertain investmentclimate insomecountries. Turkmenistan isexpectedtocontinue its recovery
from the collapse in its gas production in 2009, the rise in Turkmenistan output being driven by
the super-giant South Yolotan field,which becomes themain source for export to China along the
expandedCentralAsiaGasPipeline.Azerbaijan’s gasproduction isprojected to rise toover55bcm
in 2035,more than three times current output, as incentives for upstreamdevelopment improve
with theanticipatedopeningof a southerngas corridor toEuropeanmarkets.
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Table 4.4 " Primary natural gas production by region in the New Policies
Scenario (bcm)

1980 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009-2035*

OECD 890 1 148 1 181 1 227 1 242 1 275 1 297 0.5%

Americas 658 796 814 840 865 905 932 0.6%

Canada 78 164 161 176 178 172 172 0.2%

Mexico 25 48 45 46 51 59 60 0.9%

United States 554 583 606 616 633 669 696 0.7%

Europe 219 294 279 259 240 222 204 -1.4%

Netherlands 96 79 83 67 54 41 28 -3.8%

Norway 26 106 109 117 122 124 120 0.5%

United Kingdom 37 62 37 27 17 12 10 -6.9%

Asia Oceania 12 55 84 124 134 146 159 4.2%

Australia 9 47 78 120 131 144 158 4.8%

Non-OECD 639 1 903 2 384 2 661 2 921 3 197 3 452 2.3%

E. Europe/Eurasia 485 753 909 957 1 069 1 138 1 197 1.8%

Russia n.a. 572 679 692 779 822 858 1.6%

Turkmenistan n.a. 38 71 89 98 109 120 4.5%

Azerbaijan n.a. 16 22 39 48 55 56 4.8%

Asia 59 393 502 581 642 708 773 2.6%

China 14 85 135 176 212 252 290 4.8%

India 2 46 63 78 91 105 120 3.7%

Indonesia 17 77 95 102 106 112 119 1.7%

Malaysia 2 60 69 71 72 73 74 0.8%

Middle East 38 412 527 580 614 701 773 2.5%

Qatar 3 89 160 174 180 205 219 3.5%

Iran 4 137 137 151 165 195 225 1.9%

Iraq 1 1 9 28 41 57 70 17.1%

Saudi Arabia 11 75 89 95 97 108 116 1.7%

UAE 8 49 50 52 52 56 60 0.8%

Africa 22 196 260 320 361 399 442 3.2%

Algeria 13 78 107 134 147 160 171 3.1%

Nigeria 2 23 40 56 75 91 110 6.2%

Libya 5 16 15 20 25 35 49 4.4%

Latin America 35 152 190 228 238 253 269 2.2%

Brazil 1 12 24 55 73 88 99 8.5%

Venezuela 15 22 25 31 40 56 73 4.8%

Argentina 10 44 48 54 52 45 41 -0.3%

World 1 528 3 051 3 565 3 888 4 164 4 473 4 750 1.7%

European Union n.a. 196 174 145 122 103 89 -3.0%

*Compound average annual growth rate.
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In Asia, themost significant development is the emergence of China as amajor gas producer
(even though it continues to rely on imports to meet domestic demand) as national
companies step up their efforts to increase output (Figure 4.6). China’s gas production rises
from 85 bcm in 2009 to 290 bcm in 2035. The bulk of this increase is expected to come from
tight gas deposits, coalbed methane and shale gas (China’s first licensing round for shale
gas acreage took place in mid-2011.) Domestic production in India is estimated at more
than 50 bcm in 2010 and output is projected to rise to 120 bcm in 2035. As in China, there
is increased interest in unconventional gas: a fifth coalbed methane licensing round and a
shale gas licensing round are scheduled for 2012.

Figure 4.6 " Change in annual natural gas production in selected countries
in the New Policies Scenario
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Gas production in theMiddle East expands rapidly, rising at an average rate of 2.5% per year
throughout the projection period, to more than 770 bcm in 2035. The initial boost comes
from Qatar, as newly built liquefied natural gas (LNG) plants increase their throughput and
the Pearl GTL project ramps up. Production jumps from about 90 bcm in 2009 tomore than
160 bcm in 2015, but then rises more slowly, under the influence of the moratorium on
new development projects which has been put in place pending the outcome of a study
of the effects of current projects on the world’s largest gas field, the North Field. Sizeable
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production growth in Iran is likely only after 2020, as short-term prospects are held back
by international sanctions that limit investment and technology transfer. The resource
base in Iraq could support a substantial rise in gas output, but average annual increases of
17% come from a very low base. Rising production costs and generally low domestic price
present a challenge to many countries across the region, particularly as gas starts to be
produced from gas condensate fields rather than produced as low-cost gas together with oil
production (associated gas).

The outlook for North African producers has been affected by the political upheavals in the
region in 2011 but, even before this, there were signs of difficulty inmaintaining production
in some countries, notably Egypt, at the pace necessary to satisfy domestic demand and
export commitments. We project that output from Egypt will peak around 2020, before
falling back to slightly less than 60 bcm in 2035. Projections for Libya in the period to
2015 have been cut back substantially, compared toWEO-2010, as a result of the conflict.
Elsewhere, Algeria remains the continent’s largest producer, with output expected to rise to
more than 170 bcm in 2035. But, overall, we expect the traditional predominance of North
African producers to be challenged by a number of sub-Saharan developments, with Nigeria
and Angola leading the increases in output. Production for the African continent as a whole
rises to over 440 bcm in 2035, a 9% share of global supply. In Latin America, production of
conventional gas continues to predominate. The main source of supply growth is Brazil,
where development of the pre-salt fields is expected to boost production from 12 bcm in
2009 to 100 bcm in 2035. Brazil overtakes Argentina as the region’s largest producer and
becomes a net gas exporter before 2025.

Inter-regional trade
The volume of gas traded internationally (between WEO regions) is set to increase, with
both pipeline gas and LNG playing important roles. The main growth in pipeline supply
occurs in Eurasia, with the expansion of Russian and Caspian capacity for export, both to
Europe and to China. LNG trade has expanded at an unprecedented rate in recent years,
with global liquefaction capacity inmid-2011 estimated at 370 bcm, comparedwith 250 bcm
in 2007. The pace of capacity additions is slowing down, but LNG still accounts for 42%of the
projected growth in inter-regional gas trade during the period to 2035.

Rising exports from Russia, supplemented by increasing trade out of the Caspian region,
mean that Eastern Europe/Eurasia strengthens its position as the largest net exporting
region (Figure 4.7). An important shift over the projection period – and a major driver for
production increases in this region – is that Russian and Caspian resources start to meet a
much larger share of China’s growing import needs, as well as supplying traditional markets
in Europe (see Chapter 9). Overall, China accounts for 35% of the total growth in inter-
regional trade, as its import requirement grows from less than 10 bcm in 2009 to 125 bcm
in 2020 and over 210 bcm in 2035. China becomes the second-largest import market in the
world after Europe. China’s imports come from a variety of sources, by pipeline fromCentral
Asia, Russia and also fromMyanmar, and as LNG from a suite of global suppliers.
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Figure 4.7 " Net gas trade by major region in the New Policies Scenario
(bcm)
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Australia (included in OECD Oceania) becomes a major gas exporter over the projection
period, with net exports increasing from 14 bcm in 2009 to 85 bcm in 2020 and 115 bcm
in 2035. Six major LNG export projects are underway, including the giant Gorgon project
in Western Australia and three projects in Queensland that are the first in the world to
be based on coalbed methane. Based on currently operating and sanctioned projects,
Australian LNG export capacity could exceed 70 bcm soon after 2015, making it the second-
largest global LNG exporter after Qatar.

Even though gas consumption in the Middle East grows rapidly, gas production growth
exceeds domestic demand, meaning that the region, led by Qatar, bolsters its standing as
a major supplier to global markets. Likewise, net exports from Africa increase rapidly, from
just below 100 bcm in 2009 to 280 bcm in 2035, through amixture of pipeline gas (primarily
from North Africa) and LNG. Latin America remains a marginal net exporter.

Europe’s requirement for gas imports has increased, compared with last year’s Outlook,
because of the higher projection for natural gas consumption. OECD Europe is projected
to import 470 bcm of gas in 2035, almost double the 2009 figure, and the requirement for
the European Union rises to 450 bcm in 2020 and 540 bcm in 2035 (86% of total EU gas
consumption), up from 310 bcm in 2009. However, the expectation, from a few years ago,
that North America would also be a major importer of LNG, has been turned on its head
by the increase in regional production of unconventional gas. This means that the North
American market does not need to depend on inter-regional imports and has even led to
LNG export projects (from North America) moving forward. Our projections suggest that
supply and demand of natural gas in North America will be roughly equal over the coming
decades (Box 4.2).

The spectre of a gas-supply glut which loomed over the gas market for the past three
years has been considerably dissipated with the recovery of demand in 2010. The
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projections of the New Policies Scenario suggest that the rate of utilisation of inter-
regional transportation capacity will be back to pre-crisis levels before 2015.3 The
market is tightening first in the Asia-Pacific region (notably in China and Japan) and the
effects could be quickly transmitted to the European market as competition increases
for available LNG.

Box 4.2 " North America: net gas importer or exporter?

Gas production and demand in North America are currently both some 800 bcm per
year. Both are projected to increase to above 900 bcm in 2035. The net trade position,
therefore, depends on the balance between two very large numbers. Small shifts on
either the supply or the demand side could quickly have relatively large implications
for imports into the region or exports from it.
In all threeOutlook scenarios, the North Americanmarket remains broadly in balance
throughout the period to 2035 (with the region as a whole a marginal net importer).
One of the reasons this balance is maintained is that unconventional supply in the
United States is expected to becomemore responsive to fluctuations in demand, thus
helping tomaintain a regional equilibrium.Moreover, while higher prevailing prices in
Asia and Europe create incentives for export, theremay be competitive optionswithin
North America, for example, to supply natural gas vehicles or GTL projects. Some LNG
export projects are expected to go ahead – for example, the involvement of Asian
companies, such as KOGAS, in Canadian gas production could lead to trans-Pacific LNG
trade – but our projections do not suggest that North Americawill assume amajor role
in global gas trade.

Investment
Projected trends in gas demand and supply call for total cumulative investment of around
$9.5 trillion (in year-2010 dollars) in supply infrastructure in the New Policies Scenario for
the period 2011 to 2035 (Figure 4.8). Output from currently producing conventional gas
fields declines to 1.1 tcm in 2035, supplying less than a third of projected conventional
output in 2035. The gross upstream investment requirement for conventional gas
production capacity over the projection period is $5 trillion, around three-quarters of
which arises in non-OECD countries. Investment needs for unconventional gas production
come to $1.8 trillion, but here the regional split is reversed, with three-quarters of this
sum being spent within the OECD. Total investment in LNG supply infrastructure over
the projection period is estimated at $590 billion, and a further $2.1 trillion is needed
for pipeline transmission and distribution systems. A detailed discussion of oil and gas
investment and costs is included in Chapter 3.

3. Some of the incremental pipeline capacity being built to serve the European market is designed to subs"tute for,
rather than supplement, exis"ng routes to market (and, therefore, is not an indicator of excess supply capacity).
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Figure 4.8 " Cumulative investment in natural gas supply infrastructure by
region and activity in the New Policies Scenario, 2011-2035
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Note: The estimated $80 billion of investment needed worldwide in LNG carriers is not included.

Are we entering a Golden Age of Gas?

TheWEO special report “Are We Entering a Golden Age of Gas?”, released in June 2011,
examined the proposition that natural gas might play a significantly greater role in the
future global energy mix. It did this on the basis of a Golden Age of Gas Scenario (GAS
Scenario) which incorporated plausible but deliberately favourable assumptions about
policy, prices and other drivers that positively affect gas demand and supply projections.
This section briefly re-caps the main assumptions and findings of this special report and
compares the projections of the GAS Scenario with those of the New Policies Scenario in
this Outlook.

The starting point for the GAS Scenario was the New Policies Scenario from WEO-2010.4
Four major new assumptions were adopted:

! Amore ambitious policy for gas use in China, driven principally by the policy of expanding
gas use included in China’s 12th Five-Year Plan. China’s gas demand in this scenario is also
influenced by the assumption of lower gas prices (making gas more competitive versus
coal) and of slower growth in nuclear power capacity.

In the WEO-2011 New Policies Scenario, we recognise the impact of the 12th Five-Year
Plan but adopt a slightly more cautious view of China’s gas demand growth, which
averages 6.7% per year over the period 2009 to 2035, as opposed to 7.6% in the GAS
Scenario (Figure 4.9).

! Changing supply and demand fundamentals, the GAS Scenario incorporates a more
optimistic assumption about future gas supply – primarily as a result of the availability

4. The GAS Scenario adopted the same assump"ons for popula"on and economic growth as the scenarios inWEO-2010.
However, these have subsequently been updated for the projec"ons in this year’s Outlook (see Chapter 1).
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of additional unconventional gas supplies at relatively low cost – and, accordingly, lower
price assumptions. Prices are assumed to be $1.5/MBtu to $2.5/MBtu lower than in the
WEO-2010 New Policies Scenario and around $1/MBtu to $1.5/MBtu lower than in the
WEO-2011 New Policies Scenario.5 The effect of lower gas prices, both in absolute terms
and also relative to other fuels, is to increase gas demand across the board.

The WEO-2011 New Policies Scenario sees unconventional gas supply rising to over
1.05 tcm in 2035, 22% of total gas production. In the GAS Scenario this supply rises to
1.2 tcm in 2035, or 24% of total output.

! Greater use of natural gas for transportation: the GAS Scenario assumes that
governments in some countries act vigorously to encourage greater introduction of
natural gas vehicles (NGVs); penetration of NGVs is also encouraged by a favourable
price differential between natural gas and oil. As a result, the GAS Scenario projects that
there will be over 70 million NGVs by 2035 (up from 12 million currently) and that the
share of natural gas in the fuel mix for road transportation rises from the current 1% to
5% in 2035.

In theWEO-2011 New Policies Scenario, the rise in the number of NGVs is less dramatic,
reaching only around 35 million vehicles by 2035, with the share of natural gas in road
transportation rising to around 3% at the end of the projection period. This is the main
reason for the lower average annual increase in gas use in the transportation sector in
WEO-2011, at 2.5%, than the 3.6% seen in the GAS Scenario (Figure 4.9).

! Slower growth of nuclear power capacity: in the aftermath of Fukushima, the GAS
Scenario assumes that the licenses of fewer existing plants are extended and fewer new
plants are built, compared with theWEO-2010 baseline. As a result, the share of nuclear
power in primary energy demand rises (from 6% today to 7% in 2035), but more slowly
than had previously been projected.

In theWEO-2011 New Policies Scenario, we assume a less significant constraint on the
growth in nuclear capacity. Whereas the GAS Scenario (developed in early 2011) limited
worldwide nuclear generation capacity to a total of 610 GW in 2035, the New Policies
Scenario in this year’s Outlook sees nuclear capacity expanding to over 630 GW (see
Chapter 12 for a discussion of the implications of lower nuclear capacity growth).

Taken overall, gas demand growth in the GAS Scenario is 2% per year for 2009 to
2035, compared with 1.7% in theWEO-2011 New Policies Scenario. Despite the variations
arising from different underlying assumptions, the results of our WEO-2011 New Policies
Scenario reinforce the main conclusion of the GAS Scenario – that fundamental factors
on both the supply and demand side point to an increased share of gas in the global
energy mix. Natural gas resources are abundant, well spread across all regions and recent

5. Despite the observed trend of increasing globalisa"on of natural gas, we assume in both the GAS scenario and in
WEO-2011 that the gas price differen"als between the United States, Europe and Japan remain broadly constant. The
magnitude of the differences is similar to the costs of transporta"on between the regions.
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technological advances have facilitated increased global trade. Gas is a flexible fuel that is
used extensively in power generation, competes increasingly in most end-use sectors and
offers environmental benefits when compared to other fossil fuels.

Figure 4.9 " Comparison of average annual natural gas demand growth
between the New Policies Scenario and the GAS Scenario,
2009-2035
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Notes: GAS Scenario growth rates for 2009 to 2035 differ from the figures for 2008 to 2035 that were included in the
Golden Age of Gas report (IEA, 2011), due to the change in base year. This change permits direct comparison with the
WEO-2011New Policies Scenario.

This is not to say that a “Golden Age of Gas” is inevitable (Spotlight). Nor should it be
thought that increased use of natural gas, in itself, is enough to put the world on a carbon
emissions path that is consistent with limiting the average global temperature rise to no
more than 2°C. On its own, this is far from enough: CO2 emissions of around 35 Gt in 2035
in the GAS Scenario put emissions on a long-term trajectory consistent with stabilising
the concentration of greenhouse-gas emissions in the atmosphere at around 650 ppm,
suggesting a long-term temperature rise of over 3.5°C (this is similar to the trajectory in the
WEO-2011 New Policies Scenario, see Chapter 2).

Ultimately, the extent of the expansion of gas use hinges on the interaction between
economic and environmental factors, and policy interventions in themarket. In the absence
of a price for CO2, coal is likely to remain cheaper than gas for generating electricity in many
regions. However, a cost comparison alone does not reflect the full range of benefits that
gas can provide, such as reinforcing the diversity of energy supply, providing flexibility and
back-up capability asmore intermittent renewable capacity comes online and reducing local
pollutants and emissions (when substituting for coal). Natural gas alone cannot provide
the answer to the challenge of climate change. Addressing the effects of climate change
will require a large shift to low-carbon energy sources, in both the short and long term,
increasing energy efficiency and deploying innovative technologies, like carbon capture and
storage. But natural gas can play an important part in the transition.
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S P O T L I G H T

Do all roads lead to a Golden Age of Gas?

There are powerful arguments in favour of a bright future for natural gas. In all the
scenarios examined in this Outlook (including the GAS Scenario released in June
2011), natural gas has a higher share of the global energy mix in 2035 than it does
today. But a golden age of gas could nonetheless be tarnished or cut short by policy
decisions or by technological or other developments that reduce the attractiveness
of gas relative to other energy sources. While some of these are unlikely or
unforeseeable, it is nonetheless worth considering circumstances in which the rise of
natural gas might be held back.
A first consideration is that much of the momentum behind the rapid growth of
natural gas comes from supportive government policies in non-OECD countries. In
China, India and other countries, governments are targeting an increased role for
natural gas and are intervening in the market in order to promote the infrastructure
and end-uses that will allow this to happen. But if market economics became an
absolute priority in choosing the fuel and technology for deployment in power
generation in China, for example, gas would have little impact on the power mix,
except in regions where transport costs raise coal prices considerably (IEA, 2011).
This could, in theory, lead to a reversal or weakening of support for natural gas,
leaving it as a niche fuel, rather than a mainstream contributor to non-OECD energy
demand growth.
From another angle, a dramatic reduction in the cost of a major renewable
technology could have a large impact, as could a significant improvement in the
efficiency of carbon capture and storage – although this would have to be somehow
weighted in favour of CO2 capture from coal-fired combustion if it were to tip the
scales against natural gas. The role of gas as a back-up to variable renewables would
be affected if cost-effective electricity storage were to be developed.
On the supply side, there is already public and political concern about the
environmental impact of unconventional gas; if not adequately addressed through
the adoption of best practices in gas production, these concerns could become a
major constraint in some countries on the expansion of gas output. Inmarkets where
alternative supplies are limited, further experience of disruptions to deliveries from
an established supplier – as happened in Europe in 2006 and 2009 during the Russia-
Ukraine disputes – can quickly raise concerns about gas security that could, in turn,
lead to action to temper increased reliance on natural gas consumption.
A setback to a golden age of gas could also come from concerted policy action on CO2
emissions and efficiency, particularly if deployment of carbon capture and storage
is delayed. This could make a reality of the trend that is visible in the 450 Scenario,
where gas consumption flattens towards 2030 and then starts a gradual decline.
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CHAPTER 5

H I G H L I G H T S

POWER AND RENEWABLES OUTLOOK

Electrifying solutions?

! World electricity demand in the New Policies Scenario is projected to increase from
17 200 TWh in 2009 to over 31 700 TWh in 2035, an annual growth rate of 2.4%,
driven by economic and population growth. China and India account for over half of
the increase, with OECD countries making up less than one-fifth. Globally, industry
remains the largest consuming sector, followed by the residential and services sectors.

! Over the Outlook period, 5 900 GW of new capacity is added worldwide in the New
Policies Scenario to meet demand growth and replace retired power plants, at an
investment cost of nearly $10 trillion (in year-2010 dollars). Renewable energy
technologies account for half of cumulative additional capacity and 60% of the
investment. Gas and coal each provide one-fifth of new capacity additions. China adds
more coal, gas, nuclear, hydro, biomass,wind, and solar capacity thananyother country.

! From 2009 to 2035, 44% of the increase in electricity generation comes from
renewables. Mainly driven by government policies, generation from non-hydro
renewables increases from 3% of the total in 2009 to over 15% in 2035. Coal use
increases by almost 50% over the Outlook period, remaining the largest source of
electricity, but its share of total generation falls by seven percentage points over the
Outlook period. Gas and hydro broadly maintain their shares in the generation mix.
Despite recent announced policy changes, nuclear also retains its share of global
electricity generation through 2035, buoyed by expansion in China.

! In the New Policies Scenario, over two-fifths of global investment in the power
sector goes to transmission and distribution (T&D), with almost three-quarters
of this for distribution networks. Nearly two-thirds of the investment is made in
non-OECD countries, to meet growing demand. Two-fifths is to replace ageing
infrastructure currently in use. Reinforcing and expanding T&D networks is necessary
to integratemore renewables-based generation, accounting for just below 10%of the
transmission investment (excluding distribution). Grid integration costs of renewables
can be higher for certain regions such as the European Union, where it is 25% of
transmission investment. In the 450 Scenario, global grid integration costs rise to over
18% of total investment in transmission.

! Worldwide CO2 emissions from the power sector in the New Policies Scenario increase
by one-fourth between 2009 and 2035, growing more slowly than demand. This is
mainly the result of the increased use of renewables and improved plant efficiency that
reduce the CO2 intensity of the power sector by about 30% over theOutlook period.
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Electricity demand

Demand for electricity grows steadily in each of the three scenarios presented in this year’s
Outlook, continuing the long-term upward trend. In the wake of the economic recession,
electricity demand fell by 0.7% in 2009, the first fall since IEA records began in the early 1970s;
but it recovered strongly in 2010, growing by 6%. In the New Policies Scenario, global
electricity demand is projected to grow by more than four-fifths between 2009 and 2035,
from 17 200 terawatt-hours (TWh) to over 31 700 TWh, at an annual growth rate of 2.4%
(Table 5.1). It doubles in the Current Policies Scenario, and increases by almost two-thirds in
the 450 Scenario. The variation in demand growth across the three scenarios is primarily due
to the extent to which more energy-efficient technologies are adopted in end-use sectors in
response to changing electricity prices and government measures, and, in the 450 Scenario,
to the increased demand from the transport sector, due to the higher penetration of electric
vehicles. Differences between scenarios in end-user prices of electricity emerge because of
the differentmix of fossil-fuel plants, changes in fossil-fuel prices, the impact of carbonpricing
in regions where this is introduced, differences in subsidies to renewables and differing
assumptions about the phase-out of subsidies over time.Muchof the growth in each scenario
occurs in countries outside theOECD, driven by their faster economic and population growth,
expanding access to electricity and rising per-capita consumption.

Table 5.1 ! Electricity demand* by region and scenario (TWh)

New Policies
Scenario

Current Policies
Scenario

450
Scenario

1990 2009 2035 2009-
2035** 2035 2009-

2035** 2035 2009-
2035**

OECD 6 593 9 193 12 005 1.0% 12 554 1.2% 11 343 0.8%
Americas 3 255 4 477 5 940 1.1% 6 119 1.2% 5 612 0.9%
United States 2 713 3 725 4 787 1.0% 4 898 1.1% 4 505 0.7%

Europe 2 321 3 088 4 028 1.0% 4 244 1.2% 3 802 0.8%
Asia Oceania 1 017 1 628 2 037 0.9% 2 191 1.1% 1 930 0.7%
Japan 759 950 1 158 0.8% 1 225 1.0% 1 075 0.5%

Non-OECD 3 492 8 024 19 717 3.5% 21 798 3.9% 16 978 2.9%
E. Europe/ Eurasia 1 585 1 280 1 934 1.6% 2 238 2.2% 1 742 1.2%
Russia 909 791 1 198 1.6% 1 401 2.2% 1 057 1.1%

Asia 1 049 4 796 13 876 4.2% 15 334 4.6% 11 666 3.5%
China 559 3 263 9 070 4.0% 10 201 4.5% 7 447 3.2%
India 212 632 2 465 5.4% 2 590 5.6% 2 117 4.8%

Middle East 190 600 1 393 3.3% 1 525 3.7% 1 264 2.9%
Africa 263 532 1 084 2.8% 1 152 3.0% 1 000 2.5%
Latin America 404 816 1 430 2.2% 1 550 2.5% 1 306 1.8%
Brazil 211 408 750 2.4% 792 2.6% 675 2.0%

World 10 084 17 217 31 722 2.4% 34 352 2.7% 28 321 1.9%
European Union 2 227 2 793 3 530 0.9% 3 716 1.1% 3 351 0.7%

*Electricity demand is calculated as the total gross electricity generated less own use in the production of electricity and
transmission and distribution losses. **Compound average annual growth rate.
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Around 80% of the growth in electricity demand over the projection period occurs in
non-OECD countries, with China and India accounting for nearly two-thirds of it. Although
non-OECD annual per-capita electricity consumption increases from 1450 kilowatt-hours
(kWh) in 2009 to 2 750 kWh in 2035, it remains far below the OECD annual average of
around 7 500 kWh in 2009. In addition to the lower rates of economic and population
expansion, slower growth in OECD electricity demand stems from faster energy efficiency
improvements and conservation, prompted in part by higher fuel prices and the adoption of
measures such as carbon pricing.

In the New Policies Scenario, industry remains the largest electricity-consuming sector
throughout theOutlookperiod, accounting formore thanone-third of total electricity demand
throughout (Figure 5.1). Electricity demand in the residential sector rises by 88% between
2009 and 2035, outpacing population growth by a factor of over three as access to electricity
increases and the use of modern electrical appliances expands. Nevertheless, the residential
sector’s share remains fairly stable, at slightly over a quarter, over the period. The services
sector’s electricity consumption also increases steadily, at 2%per year on average throughout
the Outlook period, though this rate is slower than the 2.5% growth rate in the residential
sector, primarily due to energy efficiency measures in OECD countries and an increase in the
direct use of renewables for heat both in OECD and non-OECD countries. With an average
growth rate of 3.6% per year, transport is the fastest-growing sector, as demand from rail
almost triples, though transport still accounts for only 2% of total electricity demand in 2035.

Figure 5.1 ! World electricity supply and demand by sector in the New
Policies Scenario
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Global electricity generation is projected to increase by 2.3% per year on average over
the Outlook period in the New Policies Scenario, from 20 000 TWh in 2009 to more than
36 000 TWh in 2035 (Table 5.2). It grows at an average rate of 2.6% per year in the Current
Policies Scenario and 1.8% per year in the 450 Scenario. Supply grows at a slower rate than
demand, due to the falling shares of own use and transmission and distribution losses.
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Table 5.2 ! Electricity generation by plant type and scenario (TWh)

New Policies
Scenario

Current Policies
Scenario

450
Scenario

1990 2009 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035

OECD 7 629 10 394 11 997 13 304 12 143 13 939 11 743 12 541

Fossil fuels 4 561 6 306 6 649 6 165 6 993 7 713 6 133 3 285

Nuclear 1 729 2 242 2 445 2 779 2 389 2 472 2 495 3 463

Hydro 1 182 1 321 1 476 1 592 1 461 1 547 1 505 1 683

Non-hydro
renewables

157 525 1 427 2 768 1 300 2 208 1 610 4 110

Non-OECD 4 190 9 649 15 884 22 946 16 426 25 429 15 092 19 683

Fossil fuels 2 929 7 139 10 944 14 327 11 764 18 463 9 702 7 481

Nuclear 283 454 1 130 1 879 1 105 1 582 1 246 2 932

Hydro 962 1 931 2 904 3 926 2 793 3 597 3 042 4 369

Non-hydro
renewables

15 125 905 2 814 764 1 787 1 102 4 900

World 11 819 20 043 27 881 36 250 28 569 39 368 26 835 32 224

Fossil fuels 7 490 13 445 17 593 20 492 18 757 26 176 15 835 10 765

Nuclear 2 013 2 697 3 576 4 658 3 495 4 053 3 741 6 396

Hydro 2 144 3 252 4 380 5 518 4 254 5 144 4 547 6 052

Non-hydro
renewables

173 650 2 332 5 582 2 063 3 995 2 712 9 011

In theNewPolicies Scenario, coal remains the largest source of electricity generation globally
throughout the Outlook period, with coal-generated output growing by 48% between 2009
and 2035. Nonetheless, its share of generation falls from 41% to 33% (Figure 5.2). The
proportion of electricity produced from oil also drops, from 5% in 2009 to 1.5% in 2035.
A marked increase in electricity generation from renewable sources offsets the fall in the
shares of coal and oil. The share of generation fromnon-hydro renewables grows from3% in
2009 to 15% in 2035, with almost 90%of this increase coming fromwind, biomass, and solar
photovoltaics (PV). Natural gas, hydro and nuclear all maintain relatively constant shares
of electricity generation throughout the period of 22%, about 16% and 13% respectively.
In the 450 Scenario, generation from non-hydro renewables rises to 28% of total electricity
output in 2035, as a result of policies to enhance energy security and to curb greenhouse-
gas emissions.

The change in the mix of technologies and fuels used to produce electricity is driven mainly
by their relative costs, which are influenced by government policies. Government targets to
reduce greenhouse-gas emissions and local energy-related pollution and, in some countries,
the power sector’s dependence on imported fuels have a significant impact on technology
choices. In theNewPolicies Scenario, two types ofmeasure have themost significant impact
on the generation mix over time: carbon pricing and subsidies to renewables.
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Figure 5.2 ! Share of world electricity generation by fuel in the New
Policies Scenario
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Many countries have introduced or are considering the introduction of some form of
carbon price, typically through an emissions-trading scheme, whereby overall emissions
are capped and the price that must be paid to emit a tonne of carbon dioxide (CO2) is set
by the market, or through a fixed-rate carbon tax. The carbon price encourages investment
in technologies that emit less carbon, such as renewables or nuclear (Figure 5.3), and
increases the operating costs of fossil-fuel plants. Both effects increase the cost of electricity
to consumers, which lowers overall demand. Carbon pricing increases the absolute cost
of gas-fired generation, but as the emissions intensity of gas is lower than that of coal and
gas combined-cycle gas turbine plants are more efficient than coal plants, the impact of
the carbon price on the cost of gas-fired generation is approximately half that of coal-fired
generation. Fossil-fuel plants fitted with carbon capture and storage (CCS) emit significantly
fewer carbon emissions, but the relatively high costs of CCS means that its deployment
remains limited in the New Policies Scenario. The use of CCS is muchmore significant in the
450 Scenario (see Chapter 6).

In the NewPolicies Scenario, it is assumed that carbon pricing, explicit or implicit, is adopted
in several OECD countries and in China (see Chapter 1 for details). In the 450 Scenario, the
use of carbon pricing is more widespread (all OECD countries, China, Russia, Brazil and
South Africa are assumed to adopt it) and prices are higher, resulting in a stronger shift to
low-carbon technologies.

Carbon pricing alone does not account for all the growth in renewable electricity generation
over the Outlook period. A large number of governments have adopted additional policies,
including subsidies, designed specifically to stimulate investment in renewable energy
technologies. As the cost of renewable energy technologies falls over time, some become
fully competitive during theOutlook period – particularly in regions where there is a carbon
price (see Chapter 14). As is the case for all generation technologies, the economic viability
of renewable energy technologies is determined not just by the direct costs of generation,
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but also by the costs of integrating the capacity into the system. These include the associated
grid infrastructure costs (see implications of increasing renewables-based capacity in this
chapter) and the particular contribution of each technology to system adequacy.

Figure 5.3 ! Typical levelised cost by plant type and carbon price* in the
OECD in the New Policies Scenario, 2020
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*Levelised cost is cost per unit of electricity generation, taking into account all the costs over the lifetime of the asset,
including construction, operation andmaintenance, fuel inputs and the cost of capital. In the New Policies Scenario, CO2
prices range from zero to $30/tonne.

Coal

Electricity output from coal-fired plants worldwide increases from just over 8 100 TWh in
2009 to around 12 000 TWh by 2035 in the New Policies Scenario, though the share of coal
in total electricity generation falls from 41% to 33%. Strong growth in non-OECD countries,
where coal-fired generation doubles, far outweighs the fall in OECD countries (Figure 5.4).
The European Union accounts for almost two-thirds of the fall in coal-fired generation in
the OECD, largely as a result of the impact of the European Union Emissions Trading System
on the competitiveness of coal relative to other technologies. In the United States, where
only a shadow carbon price is assumed in the New Policies Scenario, the use of coal remains
comparatively stable, declining by 3% between 2009 and 2035. The biggest growth in coal
generation in a single country is in China, but the share of coal in total generation there falls
over time. Government targets to reduce local pollution and to increase the deployment of
other generation technologies, such as nuclear and wind, reduce the share of coal in China
from 79% in 2009 to 65% in 2020. The continuation of these trends further reduces the
share of coal to 56% in 2035. In India, coal use is projected to almost triple over the forecast
period, eventually displacing the United States as the world’s second-largest consumer of
coal for power generation. India’s increased use of coal for power is driven by strong growth
of electricity demand, due to rapid population and economic growth, and coal’s strong
competitive position (see Chapter 10).
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Figure 5.4 ! Incremental global coal-fired electricity generation relative
to 2009 by region in the New Policies Scenario
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In the New Policies Scenario, the mix of coal-fired generation technologies changes over
the Outlook period as older plants are retired and more efficient new plants are built,
including ultra-supercritical designs and integrated gasification combined-cycle (IGCC) plants
(Figure 5.5).1 Increases in the price of coal, reductions in the capital costs of advanced coal
technologies and the introduction of carbon prices all contribute to the shift towards higher-
efficiency coal plants. As a result, the average global thermal efficiency of coal plants increases
by four percentage points, from38% in 2009 to 42% in 2035. Thesemore efficient technologies
entail higher capital costs than the subcritical and supercritical plant designs that make up
most of the current fleet of coal-fired plants, but they use less fuel and, therefore, emit less
CO2 andother emissions for each unit of electricity they generate. Lower fuel use due to higher
efficiency plants also helps tomoderate import dependence for importing countries.

Figure 5.5 ! World coal-fired electricity generation by plant type in the New
Policies Scenario
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*Advanced coal plants include ultra-supercritical and IGCC plants.

1. See Chapter 10 for a detailed discussion of coal-fired genera"on technologies.
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The deployment of CCS in coal plants is limited in the New Policies Scenario. The cost of
CCS falls over the Outlook period, but it only becomes competitive with other generation
technologies towards the end of the period, in those regions that have adopted a carbon
price. In 2035, there are 65 gigawatts (GW) of coal capacity equippedwith CCS, contributing
only 3% of coal-fired generation and 1% of total electricity generation. In the 450 Scenario,
in 2035, generation from coal capacity equipped with CCS accounts for 60% of coal-fired
generation and 9% of total electricity generation (see Chapter 6).

Natural gas

Natural gas-fired power plants continue to play an important role in the electricity
generation mix in the New Policies Scenario, accounting for a stable 22% of global
generation throughout the Outlook period. Gas-fired generation grows from around
4 300 TWh in 2009 to a little over 7 900 TWh in 2035. Over three-quarters of the
global increase in gas-fired generation over the period occurs in non-OECD countries;
China and the Middle East account for one-fifth of the global increase each and
one-tenth occurs in India (Figure 5.6). There is also significant growth in generation from
gas within the OECD, as further efficiency improvements and carbon pricing enhance the
competitiveness of gas-fired plants, relative to coal.

Figure 5.6 ! Gas-fired electricity generation in selected countries and regions
in the New Policies Scenario
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CCGT plants remain the dominant gas-fired generation technology. In the New Policies
Scenario, generation from CCGT plants grows from a little under 2600 TWh in 2009 to
almost 4 900 TWh in 2035, accounting for over 60% of the growth in gas-fired generation.
Generation from open-cycle gas turbine (OCGT) plants more than doubles, increasing
from 370 TWh in 2009 to over 800 TWh. OCGT plants generally operate for relatively few
hours each year, generating at periods of particularly high demand. One of the factors
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driving the growth in this technology is the need for peaking plants, such as these, as the
penetration of variable renewables increases. Given their relatively high costs and the
nature of the government policies assumed in the New Policies Scenario, deployment
of CCS in gas-fired plants is limited; such plants provide less than 1% of the electricity
generated from gas in 2035.

Nuclear power

In the wake of the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant in March 2011, several
governments are reviewing their policies towards nuclear power (see Chapter 12).
Announced changes in policy are taken into account in all the scenarios presented in this
year’s Outlook: early retirement of all nuclear plants in Germany by the end of 2022; no
lifetime extensions or new plants in Switzerland; decommissioning of units one to four
and no construction of new units at the Fukushima Daiichi site; and delays in capacity
additions in China, due to the temporary suspension there of approval for new projects.
Due to increased uncertainty, financing may become more difficult to secure, leading
to increased cost of capital for nuclear projects. Compared to WEO-2010, the expected
construction costs of new plants have risen by 5% to 10%. Although the prospects
for nuclear power in the New Policies Scenario are weaker in some regions than in
last year’s projections, nuclear power continues to play an important role, providing
baseload electricity. Most non-OECD countries and many OECD countries are expected
to press ahead with plans to install additional nuclear power plants, though there may be
short-term delays as the safety standards of existing and new plants are reviewed.
Globally, nuclear power capacity is projected to rise in the New Policies Scenario from
393 GW in 2009 to 630 GW in 2035,2 around 20 GW lower than projected last year.3
Therefore, the share of nuclear in cumulative gross additions is 6% over the Outlook
period, compared to 7% in WEO-2010. In several OECD countries, capacity is projected
to grow much less than previously expected, but this is partially offset by an increase in
projected non-OECD capacity, which is 8 GW higher than projected last year by 2035,
mainly due to improved prospects in China.

In the New Policies Scenario, generation from nuclear power plants worldwide
increases by almost 2000 TWh over the Outlook period, more than the nuclear output in
North America and OECD Europe combined in 2010. This increase comes predominantly
from non-OECD countries, with China alone accounting for over two-fifths of the global
increase (Figure 5.7). In India, nuclear power generation grows almost ten-fold. In Russia,
it grows by two-thirds. About 60% of the nuclear capacity added in the OECD replaces
ageing nuclear plants that are retired in the Outlook period; in total, capacity increases by
only 16%.

2. Capacity figures for all technologies are provided in gross terms, therefore including own use. For nuclear, the
difference between net and gross capacity figures is generally 5% to 6%.
3. Including units 5 and 6 of the Fukushima Daiichi plant and the Fukushima Daini plant, which are not re"red, but are
not being used.
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Figure 5.7 ! Additions and retirements of nuclear power capacity by region
in the New Policies Scenario
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Renewables

The use of renewable energy sources to generate electricity expands significantly in all three
scenarios. In the New Policies Scenario, renewables-based electricity generation worldwide
almost triples, from 3 900 TWh in 2009 to 11 100 TWh in 2035. This expansion is driven
largely by government policies, including subsidies (see Chapter 14), and represents 44%
of the growth in total electricity generation over the period. The bulk of this growth comes
from four sources: wind and hydro provide approximately one-third each, biomass accounts
for about one-sixth and solar PV for one-tenth (Figure 5.8).

Figure 5.8 ! Incremental global renewables-based electricity generation
relative to 2009 by technology in the New Policies Scenario
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In the New Policies Scenario, over three-quarters of the growth in installed wind capacity
and 70% of the growth in solar PV capacity occurs in the United States, European Union,
China and India (Figure 5.9). Rapid capacity expansion in China has already seen onshore
wind electricity generation increases from just 2 TWh in 2005 to 27 TWh by 2009, and it
is projected to reach almost 590 TWh by 2035, making China the world’s leading onshore
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wind power producer. Generation from installed onshore wind capacity increases more
than three-fold in the European Union, from 133 TWh in 2009 to 480 TWh in 2035, and
more than five-fold in the United States, from 74 TWh to 390 TWh. A steady improvement
in the economics of offshore wind power encourages widespread increases in the installed
capacity of this technology, which contributes one-fourth of total wind power generation
by 2035; output increases from less than 1 TWh in 2009 to 670 TWh in 2035, almost level
with generation from solar PV. As with onshorewind, themajority of the growth in offshore
wind generation occurs in China, the European Union and the United States.

Figure 5.9 ! Solar PV and wind power capacity by region in the New
Policies Scenario
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Solar PV electricity generation increases substantially over the Outlook period, from
20 TWh in 2009 to 740 TWh in 2035 in the New Policies Scenario, growing at an average
rate of 15% per year. The European Union accounted for three-quarters of global solar PV
generation in 2010. This has been driven by strong government programmes, particularly
in Germany where there has been rapid growth in recent years. Over the early years of the
Outlook period, Europe continues to exhibit very strong growth in solar PV but, between
2020 and 2035, the increase in solar PV generation in each of China, the United States and
India is larger than that in the European Union.

Hydropower has already been developed extensively in many OECD countries and there
is limited remaining potential, given the costs and environmental constraints. By contrast,
large developments of hydro are expected to take place inmany non-OECD countries. These
countries account for 85% of total hydro capacity additions in the New Policies Scenario,
with China, India and Brazil making up almost 60% of non-OECD hydro additions. In several
cases, these resources are located far away from load centres and require significant
investment in transmission lines.
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Electricity supply frombiomass power plants grows at an average annual rate of 6.5%,which
results in a five-fold growth in output over the Outlook period, from 288 TWh in 2009 to
1 500 TWh in 2035. The bulk of the growth comes from non-OECD countries: the combined
growth in demand in China and India is more than one-third of the global total. Other
sources of renewable energy – geothermal, concentrating solar power andmarine power –
gain a small foothold in the power sector by the end of the Outlook period.

CO2 emissions

In theNewPolicies Scenario, CO2 emissions from thepower sector grow from11.8 gigatonnes
(Gt) in 2009 to 14.8 Gt in 2035 – a rise of 25%. Growth in electricity generation is more than
three times larger than this, reflecting a 30% reduction in the CO2 intensity of the power
sector over the Outlook period – the amount of CO2 released into the atmosphere for
each unit of electrical energy produced – from 530 grammes of CO2 per kWh in 2009 to
375 grammes in 2035. This reduction arises mainly from the shift away from coal and oil as
fuel sources for electricity generation towards lower-carbon nuclear and renewables-based
technologies. Efficiency improvements within the coal and gas generation fleets also make
a considerable contribution to improving the carbon intensity of the sector, as older less
efficient plants are retired and more efficient plants are installed. The introduction of CCS
technology, though only on a relatively small scale, also contributes to driving down the CO2
intensity of the power sector. These factors yield annual emissions savings of around 7.8 Gt
by 2035, compared with the emissions that would have been generated for the projected
level of electricity generation had there been no change in themix of fuels and technologies
and no change in the efficiency of thermal generating plants (Figure 5.10). The largest
share of these savings comes frommore efficient plants (36% of the cumulative reduction),
followed by savings attributed to wind, nuclear and hydro, each of which accounts for
around 15% of the abatement.

Figure 5.10 ! Global CO2 emission savings in power generation relative to
the 2009 fuel mix* in the New Policies Scenario
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*The emissions savings compared with the emissions that would have been generated for the projected level of
electricity generation were there no change in the mix of fuels and technologies, and no change in the efficiency of
thermal generating plants after 2009.
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In OECD countries, the reduction in carbon intensity of the electricity sector outweighs the
growth in generation in the New Policies Scenario, so that CO2 emissions aremore than 20%
lower in 2035 than in 2009. In non-OECD countries, demand growth is much stronger and,
as a result, emissions increase by more than 50% by 2035.

New capacity additions and retirements

In order to meet growing demand in the New Policies Scenario, global installed electricity
generation capacity increases from 5 143 GW in 2010 to over 9 000 GW in 2035 (Figure 5.11).
About 2 000GWof capacity of all types are retired throughout theOutlook period (Table 5.3),
while 60%of power plants in service or under construction today are still in operation in 2035.
This means that 59% of power sector emissions in 2035 are already “locked in”, unless future
policy changes force early retirement of existing plants or their retrofitting with CCS (see
Chapter 6). In theNewPolicies Scenario, gross capacity additions are about 5 900GWover the
Outlook period, equivalent tomore than five-times the installed capacity of the United States
in 2010 (Table 5.4). Renewable energy technologies account for half the capacity additions, gas
and coal for one-fifth each and nuclear power for 6%. Cumulative oil-fired capacity additions,
one-third of which are in theMiddle East, are less than 2% of total additions.

Figure 5.11 ! Global installed power generation capacity and additions
by technology in the New Policies Scenario
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Over the past decade, global capacity additions have been fairly similar across coal, gas
and renewables, with comparatively few additions of nuclear and oil-fired power plants.
Since 2000, nearly four-fifths of the additional coal-fired power plants have been built in
China, while more than half of the gas-fired capacity additions were built in the United
States and European Union. Globally, the share of renewables in capacity additions has
steadily increased in recent years, reaching about 50% of total additions in 2010. However,
as renewables often generate less electricity per unit of capacity installed each year than
thermal plants, their contribution to incremental electricity output has been less than their
share of incremental capacity.
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Table 5.3 ! Cumulative capacity retirements by region and source in the New Policies Scenario, 2011-2035 (GW)

Coal Gas Oil Nuclear Biomass Hydro Wind Geo-
thermal Solar PV CSP* Marine Total

OECD 380 212 178 71 42 31 246 1 72 1 0 1 235

Americas 195 129 77 3 16 15 85 1 7 1 0 527

United States 182 120 61 2 12 7 73 0 6 1 0 464

Europe 148 40 53 60 22 14 151 0 55 1 0 544

Asia Oceania 37 43 48 8 5 3 9 0 10 0 0 163

Japan 13 35 44 7 4 2 4 0 9 0 0 117

Non-OECD 206 177 114 36 14 49 151 0 19 0 0 766

E. Europe/Eurasia 80 105 19 32 1 8 4 0 1 0 0 249

Russia 43 84 6 20 1 4 1 0 0 0 0 159

Asia 103 18 30 2 7 26 139 0 15 0 0 340

China 68 1 6 0 1 18 114 0 9 0 0 217

India 27 3 2 1 2 3 23 0 4 0 0 65

Middle East 0 30 39 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 72

Africa 20 14 10 0 1 2 3 0 1 0 0 52

Latin America 3 10 16 1 5 12 4 0 2 0 0 52

Brazil 1 1 2 1 3 7 2 0 1 0 0 18

World 586 388 292 107 56 80 397 1 92 1 0 2 001

European Union 154 42 53 58 22 10 150 0 55 1 0 545

*CSP = concentrating solar power.

© OECD/IEA, 2011
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Table 5.4 ! Cumulative gross capacity additions by region and source in the New Policies Scenario, 2011-2035 (GW)

Coal Gas Oil Nuclear Biomass Hydro Wind Geo-
thermal Solar PV CSP* Marine Total

OECD 260 468 42 125 106 104 686 12 278 31 17 2 129

Americas 166 226 10 28 51 41 257 8 77 14 2 880

United States 159 163 8 20 42 20 209 6 68 11 1 708

Europe 67 139 15 48 44 50 390 3 153 15 14 938

Asia Oceania 27 103 16 50 11 12 39 2 48 3 1 311

Japan 5 75 16 22 8 7 22 1 36 0 1 193

Non-OECD 1 031 767 71 221 138 578 618 18 275 49 1 3 767

E. Europe/Eurasia 53 146 1 53 11 30 28 3 6 0 0 331

Russia 32 96 0 33 8 18 13 3 2 0 0 204

Asia 923 348 14 148 103 401 525 12 206 21 1 2 700

China 555 170 3 114 58 213 384 2 89 16 0 1 605

India 251 91 2 24 20 79 95 0 89 4 0 657

Middle East 0 148 40 7 4 14 23 0 21 15 0 271

Africa 47 56 4 6 8 45 19 2 22 11 0 222

Latin America 8 70 11 7 12 88 22 2 20 3 0 243

Brazil 3 40 4 5 7 40 12 0 13 1 0 125

World 1 291 1 235 112 346 244 682 1 304 30 553 81 17 5 896

European Union 61 127 13 50 43 32 373 2 152 15 13 882

Average economic
lifetime (years)

30 25 25 35 25 50 20 25 20 20 20

*CSP = concentrating solar power.

© OECD/IEA, 2011
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In the OECD, renewables account for about 60% of cumulative capacity additions between
2011 and 2035 in the New Policies Scenario. Wind and solar PV cumulative capacity
additions are greater than the sum of additions from gas, coal and nuclear power, though
their share of incremental output is generally far lower. In North America, capacity additions
of wind and gas are similar (slightly more than 25% each of total additions), with about
220 GW of additional gas capacity (in part because of relatively low gas prices). In OECD
Europe, government policies drive wind power capacity additions to nearly three-times
those of gas, almost six-times those of coal additions and eight-times those of nuclear power
between 2011 and 2035. In Japan, nuclear capacity additions are much lower than both gas
and solar PV, and similar to added wind capacity of 22 GW.

In non-OECD countries, fossil-fuel capacity additions (coal, gas and oil) are roughly equal to
non-fossil-fuel capacity additions (wind, hydro, solar PV, nuclear, biomass and other
renewables) in the New Policies Scenario between 2011 and 2035. Almost all of the coal-fired
capacity built in non-OECD countries (and three-quarters worldwide) occurs in Asia. China and
India combined account for over 60% of all the coal-fired capacity built during the Outlook
period. The additional wind and hydro capacity built in non-OECD Asia is also extremely
large, greater than that of all OECD countries combined. In Russia and the rest of Eastern
Europe/Eurasia, gas-fired plants dominate capacity additions, followed by nuclear, coal and
hydro. In Africa, gas, coal, and hydro make the biggest contributions to additional capacity.
Latin America relies mainly on hydro and gas for new capacity, but solar PV and wind capacity
additions are also significant. In theMiddle East, gas and oil account for 70% of new capacity.

Implications of increasing renewables-based capacity

The increasing contribution of renewables to meeting rising electricity demand has
important implications for the design of electricity systems, because of the variable
nature of the output of several renewables-based technologies, such as wind, solar PV
or concentrating solar power (CSP) without storage (see Chapter 10 in WEO-2010 for
further discussion). The integration of these variable renewables into the system results in
additional costs for electricity systems to ensure security of supply (Box 5.1).

Our analysis provides a global estimate of the quantity of flexible capacity needed to
ensure system adequacy – the ability of the electricity system to meet electricity demand
at all times with an acceptably high probability – due to the increasing share of variable
renewables in the system in the New Policies Scenario.4We find that for every 5megawatts
(MW) of variable renewable capacity installed, about 1 MW of other (flexible) capacity is
needed tomaintain system adequacy. In 2035 in theNewPolicies Scenario, this corresponds
to around 300 GW, or about 8% of the non-variable capacity additions over the Outlook
period.5 This level of additional capacity leads to system adequacy costs ranging from $3 per
megawatt-hour (MWh) to$5/MWhofvariable renewablesgeneration,dependingontheregion.

4. While ample data are available for the United States and Europe, resources of variable renewables and the hourly
electricity demand are not covered with the same quality in all WEO regions. The impact of increased penetra"on of
renewables on the rest of the genera"onmix is an emerging area of research requiring further inves"ga"on (IPCC, 2011)
5. Full details of the methodology used by the IEA in this analysis are available at:
www.worldenergyoutlook.org/methodology_sub.asp.
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Box 5.1 ! Costs of integrating variable renewables into the electricity system

Total system integration costs range from $5/MWh to $25/MWh of variable
renewables-based generation. This is made up of three components: adequacy costs,
balancing costs and grid integration costs (IEA, forthcoming).

! Adequacy costs: Electricity systems must have enough generating capacity
available to meet system demand even at peak times. This is known as system
adequacy. Variable renewables make a relatively low contribution to system
adequacy, because only a small proportion of their potential output is certain
to be available at times of peak demand. As a result, other plants are needed on
the system to compensate for this variability. Based on our estimates, the costs
associated with this additional capacity ranges from $3/MWh to $5/MWh of
variable renewables generation.

! Balancing costs: The variable nature of supply requires more flexibility from the
rest of the power system, typically on short time-scales. Additional services are
needed in order to perfectly match supply and demand and to maintain system
stability. Balancing services can be supplied by flexible generation, smart grids,
strong interconnections between grids or energy storage technologies, such as
pumped hydro, compressed-air and large-scale batteries. The costs are largely
operational (rather than capital) and range between $1/MWh and $7/MWh of
variable generation, depending on the region (IEA, 2011a).

! Grid integration costs: Once renewables capacity is built, it must be linked to the
existing power grid and existing transmission and distribution (T&D) networksmay
need to be reinforced to transport the generated electricity to consumers. The
costs range from $2/MWh to $13/MWh for variable renewables and are discussed
in detail in the T&D section in this chapter.

The additional 300GWof capacity is required to compensate for the difference between the
average power output of variable renewables and the amount of power they can reliably be
expected to produce at the timeswhen demand for electricity is highest (the lattermeasure
is known as the capacity credit).6 This capacity is added to contribute to system adequacy,
but runs for significantly fewer hours each year than would be the case in the absence of
variable renewables (IEA, forthcoming).

The average power output of variable renewables is higher in most cases than their
capacity credit. By the end of the Outlook period, globally, wind and solar combined have
an average power output of 25% in the New Policies Scenario, higher than their combined

6. The capacity credit of variable renewables depends mainly on the "me of day (or season) at which the output is
available and howwell thatmatcheswith the "meof peak demand. It also depends on the characteris"cs of the resource
(e.g. the strength and consistency of the wind), and on the level of deployment of each type of variable renewable.
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average capacity credit of 9%.7 The global capacity credit estimate masks considerable
regional variations. In 2035, the combined global capacity credit of wind, solar PV and
CSP (without storage) plants in the New Policies Scenario ranges from 5% to 20% among
the different regions modelled. It is relatively low in OECD Europe, largely due to the
expansion of solar PV in central European countries, such as Germany, where energy
output is zero or near zero during times of peak demand, which are generally on coldwinter
evenings. It is highest in Japan as there is a higher correspondence between the peaks in
demand –which are driven in part by air conditioning requirements on sunny afternoons –
and the output of solar PV, which make up about 60% of the variable renewables capacity
in operation in Japan by 2035.

In the New Policies Scenario, OECD Europe and the United States account for over 40%
of the gross capacity additions of wind and solar capacity over the Outlook period. In
the United States in 2035, installed capacity of wind and solar PV combined is 240 GW,
with an average utilisation rate of 27%, resulting in an average power output of around
65 GW. Given their 8% capacity credit, only about 20 GW of this is reliably available
at times of peak demand. To compensate for this difference, 45 GW of other types of
capacity is required to maintain system adequacy. In OECD Europe, which has a lower
capacity credit (5%) and higher variable renewables capacity in 2035 (about 450 GW),
the amount of additional capacity required in the system is higher, at around 90 GW
(Figure 5.12).

Figure 5.12 ! Capacity of wind and solar PV and their system effects for the
United States and OECD Europe, 2035
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The capacity credit of variable renewables, and therefore the additional capacity required to
maintain systemadequacy, can be increased in severalways, includingwider interconnection
between regional grids, which can smooth the variability of wind and solar resources, and
may improve alignment between generation and peak demand. Using a more diverse mix

7. Based on data from Heide et al. (2010), NREL (2010, 2011a, 2011b), andWorld Wind Atlas (2011).
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of renewables can also improve capacity credit because their outputs, being diverse, are
more constant overall. Using energy storage technologies that are directly linked to variable
renewables is another way to improve reliability in meeting demand.

Investment

In the New Policies Scenario, cumulative global investment in the power sector is
$16.9 trillion (in year-2010 dollars) over the Outlook period, an average of $675 billion per
year (Figure 5.13). New generating capacity accounts for 58% of the total investment, with
transmission and distribution (T&D) making up the remaining 42%. Renewables make up
60% of investment in new power plants, led by wind, solar PV and hydro, even though they
represent only half of the capacity additions; their larger share of investment reflects their
higher capital costs, relative to fossil-fuel power plants. Investment in coal-fired power
plants, which account for the largest share of total investment other than renewables as a
group, is relatively constant over time. Investment in nuclear power, which is much more
capital-intensive, is slightly less than in coal-fired plants while cumulative capacity additions
are only half those of coal. Investment in gas-fired plants is lower than coal or nuclear while
additional capacity is substantially higher, reflecting far lower capital costs per MW of
capacity.

Figure 5.13 ! Investment in new power plants and infrastructure in the New
Policies Scenario
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Investment in new power plants in non-OECD countries increasingly outpaces investment in
the OECD over time. In the 2011 to 2020 period, the levels of investment in the OECD and
non-OECD are similar (less than 20% apart) for all three scenarios. Asia accounts for most
of non-OECD investment. In the 2021 to 2035 period, non-OECD investment in new power
plants is over 30% beyond the level in the OECD in the New Policies Scenario, with Asia
accounting for almost 70% of the investment in non-OECD countries (Table 5.5).
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Table 5.5 ! Investment in new power plants in the New Policies Scenario, 2011-2035 ($2010 billion)

Coal Gas Oil Nuclear Biomass Hydro Wind Geo-
thermal Solar PV CSP* Marine Total

OECD 634 372 27 540 359 272 1 210 28 701 129 64 4 336

Americas 416 174 7 143 174 105 451 16 189 54 8 1 738

United States 405 131 6 111 157 51 372 11 170 45 5 1 463

Europe 155 115 10 207 155 136 690 8 386 65 51 1 976

Asia Oceania 63 83 10 191 30 31 69 3 126 10 5 621

Japan 12 60 10 94 20 18 39 1 97 0 2 354

Non-OECD 1 151 545 59 585 305 1 134 932 42 544 156 2 5 456

E. Europe/Eurasia 117 128 1 186 29 62 43 7 15 0 0 588

Russia 75 84 0 116 20 37 19 6 5 0 0 362

Asia 943 206 8 331 227 758 794 27 391 66 2 3 752

China 430 87 2 228 137 336 590 7 170 50 1 2 037

India 347 59 1 68 38 167 138 1 165 14 1 999

Middle East 0 130 39 22 8 29 34 0 43 46 0 352

Africa 80 34 4 20 17 90 28 5 48 34 0 360

Latin America 11 47 6 25 24 196 34 4 48 10 0 404

Brazil 4 28 2 17 13 93 19 0 30 6 0 211

World 1 785 917 86 1 125 664 1 406 2 142 71 1 245 285 66 9 791

European Union 144 107 8 216 149 92 663 7 382 65 51 1 884
*CSP = concentrating solar power.

© OECD/IEA, 2011
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Focus on T&D infrastructure
Robust networks are vital to delivering electricity reliably to consumers. Reinforcement
and expansion of network capacity will be needed in the future to accommodate demand
growth, integrate greater renewables-based generation, improve access to electricity in
developing countries, facilitate the use of electricity in road transport and increase electricity
trade across borders. Indeed, transmission and distribution (T&D) infrastructure accounts
for 42% of all power sector investment over the Outlook period (though it is often under-
represented in discussions about the power sector).8

Electricity networks can be broadly divided into two types. Transmission grids comprise
high-voltage lines and support structures that transport power over large distances from
power plants to demand centres and large industrial facilities. Distribution grids deliver
power from the transmission level to individual households and businesses. They are denser
than transmission grids and account for 90% of the total length of T&D grids worldwide.
In 2009, there were about 70 million kilometres (km) of T&D lines globally – more than
1 500 times the circumference of the planet and equivalent to the length of all the world’s
roads. Most of the features of the technology have remained fundamentally unchanged
since the early days of the industry a century ago, but there has been considerable
innovation in some areas, including the introduction of digital communication and control
technologies. The evolution of such “smart-grids” is expected to continue in coming decades.

Grid expansion

The structure and size of national grids is determined by geographic, political and economic
conditions. In industrialised countries, large parts of the electricity grid were built in the 1960s
and1970s. In emerging economies, rapid growthof grids startedmore recently and is continuing
(Figure 5.14). The total length of all grids combined almost tripled between 1970 and 2009.

Since 1970, grid growth has been largest in Asia, led by China. Asia accounted for 60% of the
growth in this period, resulting in a more than six-fold increase in the continent’s grid length.
Grid length in theUnited States and Europe doubled, but fromahigher starting point. One-third
of investment in T&D infrastructure in 2009wasmade in China, where $62 billion (in year-2010
dollars) was spent on T&D, more than OECD Europe and the United States combined.

T&D assets last on average for about 40 years, but can operate for much longer in some
cases. Lifetime varies considerably according to the asset type: poles and lines routinely
last longer, while control centres and substations need more frequent refurbishment. The
conditions under which the assets are used and the way in which they are maintained are
also important determinants of equipment life. For example, poor maintenance during the
economic downturn of the early 1990s is expected to shorten considerably the operating
lifetimes of network assets in Eastern Europe/Eurasia. By 2035, half of the grid infrastructure
in place globally in 2009 will have reached 40 years of age (Figure 5.15).

8. Full details of the methodology used by the IEA in this analysis are available at
www.worldenergyoutlook.org/methodology_sub.asp.
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Figure 5.14 ! Expansion of T&D grids,1970-2009, and regional shares of
global grid investment in 2009
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The length of the electricity grid per square kilometre (km2) of land area and generation
per-capita provide twomeasures of thematurity of a power system (Figure 5.16). Both tend
to increase quickly initially and then begin to level off, reflecting saturation effects. In the
early stages of system development, the length of electricity grids usually grows faster than
per-capita generation, as distribution networks are expanded to connect more end-users.
More advanced stages tend to require only incremental grid extensions, with investment
shifting towards strengthening grids to support relatively gradual increases in demand.

Figure 5.15 ! Share of T&D infrastructure in place in 2009 reaching
40 years of age
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Increases in grid density in the coming decadeswill occur primarily in less developed regions.
Africa has seen a marked increase in the length of the electricity grid per km2 over recent
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years and this is set to continue. In the New Policies Scenario, Africa’s T&D grid per km2

increases from 10% of the OECD average in 2009 to 14% in 2035. Per-capita generation
growth is slower. In 2009, per-capita generation in Africa amounted to around 600 kWh,
only 7% of the OECD average (about 7 500 kWh). In the New Policies Scenario, per-capita
generation in Africa rises, but is still only 8% of the OECD average by 2035. In the highly
industrialisedOECD, grid density and per-capita generation are fairly stable over theOutlook
period, due to the power system becoming more efficient and to saturation effects.

Figure 5.16 ! T&D grid length and per-capita generation for selected regions
in the New Policies Scenario
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In Asia, both grid density and per-capita generation grow significantly. In India and China,
which have experienced rapid T&D growth in the past, grid density begins to saturate over
theOutlook period while per-capita generation continues to grow. The average grid density
in non-OECDAsia is about two-thirds of theOECD value in 2035, comparedwith 15% in 1970
and 50% in 2009.

T&D investment needs

In the New Policies Scenario, a total of $7.1 trillion (in year-2010 dollars) is invested in T&D
infrastructure over 2011 to 2035. $2.6 trillion, or 36%, of this investment is in the OECD
and $4.5 trillion in non-OECD countries. There are three components of this investment:
additional capacity to meet higher demand, refurbishment and replacement of existing
assets as they reach the end of their technical lifetime and increases due to the integration
of renewables. Additional capacity accounts for 57% of total T&D investment globally,
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refurbishment of existing assets for 40%, and grid integration of renewables for 3%. Almost
three-quarters of global T&D investment is in distribution lines, which represent about 90%
of the total length of T&D networks.

In the OECD, three-fifths of T&D investments are needed for the replacement and
refurbishment of existing infrastructure (Figure 5.17). This is due to the age structure of
the assets, but also reflects relatively stable electricity demand. Renewables integration
costs reach 5% of T&D investments in 2035 in the New Policies Scenario, due to increased
renewables deployment. In non-OECD countries, strong growth in electricity demand calls
for new transmission and distribution lines to connect many new customers and power
plants, with less than one-third of total investment for replacement and refurbishment.
Eastern Europe/Eurasia, and Russia in particular, is an exception, as large shares of the
infrastructure there need to be refurbished (Table 5.6). In non-OECD countries, the costs
of renewables integration amount to about the same as in the OECD in absolute terms, but
generally represent only about 3% of the overall investment in 2035.

Figure 5.17 ! Annual average investment in T&D infrastructure in the New
Policies Scenario
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Table 5.6 ! Investment in T&D infrastructure in the New Policies Scenario, 2011-2035 ($2010 billion)

Transmission Distribution

Total Total New Refurbishment Renewables Total New Refurbishment Renewables Share from
renewables

OECD 2 561 626 212 326 87 1 936 709 1 208 18 4.1%

Americas 1 271 402 147 217 38 869 283 578 9 3.7%

United States 1 009 312 109 172 31 696 203 486 7 3.8%

Europe 915 179 49 87 42 737 297 431 8 5.5%

Asia Oceania 375 45 16 23 7 330 129 200 1 2.1%

Japan 219 24 6 15 4 195 66 128 1 2.0%

Non-OECD 4 530 1 214 852 273 89 3 316 2 288 1 008 21 2.4%

E. Europe/Eurasia 442 133 47 83 4 308 120 188 1 1.0%

Russia 252 95 29 65 2 157 54 103 0 1.0%

Asia 3 267 850 644 137 69 2 417 1 728 673 16 2.6%

China 1 931 623 477 97 49 1 308 910 387 11 3.1%

India 632 111 76 22 13 521 327 190 3 2.6%

Middle East 231 59 40 13 6 172 137 34 1 3.1%

Africa 278 78 60 13 5 199 156 42 1 2.1%

Latin America 313 93 61 27 5 220 148 71 1 2.1%

Brazil 193 63 42 19 3 130 89 40 1 2.1%

World 7 092 1 839 1 064 599 176 5 252 2 997 2 216 39 3.0%

European Union 809 160 38 82 40 649 236 406 8 5.9%

© OECD/IEA, 2011
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The costs of refurbishing or expanding grids must be recouped by grid operators
through their tariffs. Based on global investments in T&D in the New Policies Scenario
totalling $7.1 trillion, residential customers around the world will pay between $10/MWh
and $20/MWh in 2035 to cover these infrastructure costs, with an average of $12/MWh.9
The weight of the tariff in the residential end-user price varies across regions (Figure 5.18).

Figure 5.18 ! T&D infrastructure costs as a share of residential end-user
price in the New Policies Scenario, 2035
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Because T&D infrastructure is considered a natural monopoly,10 T&D tariffs are normally
regulated by public authorities to prevent abuse of monopoly power and excess profits.
Grid regulation is crucial to avoid cross-subsidisation, set appropriate tariffs and ensure
grid-access rights for new market entrants, an issue especially relevant for renewables
generators. Regulations are a key determinant in the efficiency and reliability of T&D
infrastructure. Additionally, planning and building new transmission and distribution can
take up to ten years or longer and often exceeds the time to build new power plants.
Therefore, providing a stable investment framework for grid operators is an important task
for regulators.

Grid integration of renewables

The best sites for producing renewables-based electricity are not always located close to
centres of demand. To exploit remote renewable energy sources, additional high-voltage
transmission lines have to be built and some aspects of existing T&D networks reinforced.
The associated capital costs are known as grid integration costs and make up one part of the

9. Our es"mates exclude other charges such as system services, losses, conges"on and regulatory charges that are o#en
included in, and can add significantly to, transmission tariffs (ENTSO-E, 2011).
10. A natural monopoly in this case means that the economies of scale achieved by a single electricity transmission and
distribu"on network in any territory are so large that it is not feasible for two or more grids to co-exist compe""vely.
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total system integration costs (see Box 5.1). In the New Policies Scenario, over the period
2011 to 2035, grid integration costs of renewables make up 10% of total transmission
investment costs worldwide (excluding investment in distribution), 14% of transmission
investment in the OECD and 25% of transmission investment in the European Union. The
share in global T&D investment costs taken together is 3%.

The grid integration costs of renewables vary considerably by region, driven in part by the
proximity of renewable resources to population centres. In the United States, for instance,
the areas with the greatest wind potential are located in the middle of the country, far
away from the main load centres on the east and west coasts. The situation is similar
in China, where high wind speeds can be found close to Mongolia and in the northwest
province, while the load centres are located along the coast. In the Europe Union, T&D
grids are already well-developed, but the distances between the windiest regions in and
around the North Sea and the main centres of demand are still significant, resulting in the
cost of grid integration of renewables accounting for 25% of total transmission investment
there.

Grid integration costs also vary by technology. Solar PV and CSP entail grid integration
costs per unit of capacity similar to those of wind. The location of solar PV, CSP and wind
plants is influenced by where sunlight or wind is the strongest and most constant, which
can be distant from demand centres. Costs for other renewable energy technologies,
such as biomass, are generally lower as they tend to be located closer to existing
networks and demand centres. Hydro and geothermal grid integration costs vary
greatly across countries, as they are determined by geography. Grid integration costs
per unit of output for variable renewables are also higher than those of other types
of generators (renewables-based or otherwise) because their average power output
is generally lower, making it necessary to spread costs over fewer units of generated
power. Due to the variation in the average power output between technologies and their
proximity to demand centres, grid integration costs for variable renewables range from
$2/MWh to $13/MWh in the New Policies Scenario.

The cumulative global investment in T&D related to the grid integration of renewables is
$220 billion (in year-2010 dollars) in the New Policies Scenario, assuming an average cost
of $150/kW of renewables capacity.11 The share of renewables grid integration costs in
total transmission investment is above 18% in the 450 Scenario, where significantly more
renewables are deployed, or nearly 6% of cumulative T&D investment (Figure 5.19). Higher
assumed grid integration costs of $250/kW would increase cumulative investment from
2011 to 2035 to $360 billion in the New Policies Scenario. Even with higher integration
costs and significantly more deployment of renewables in the 450 Scenario, the share in
global T&D investment costs remains below 10%.

11. See Figure 5.19 note.
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Figure 5.19 ! Renewables grid integration costs as a share of global T&D
investment costs in the New Policies Scenario by integration
cost, 2011-2035
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Notes: Grid integration costs are $150/kW in the New Policies Scenario, and are denoted above as “typical”. Additional
illustrative examples are provided using a higher grid integration cost of $250/kW. These figures are drawn fromdetailed studies
for Europe and the United States, showing a range from $60/kW to $320/kW (NREL, 2010 and 2011a; ECF, 2010).

Smart grids

A smart grid is an electricity grid that uses digital and other advanced technologies to
monitor and manage the transport of electricity from generation sources to meet the
varying electricity demands of end-users (IEA, 2011b). Such technologies are expected to
play an important role in boosting the flexibility of the system to deal with the challenges
of rising demand, shifting load patterns, new sources of supply and the variability of some
sources of renewables-based supply.

Smart grids enable electricity generators, end-users and grid operators to co-ordinate their
needs and capabilities. This can improve efficiency, reliability and flexibility; lower the cost of
electricity supply; and reduce the environmental impacts. Compared with today’s systems,
smart grids will involve the exchange of more information on all levels. Furthermore,
information flows (including the availability of real-time pricing) become bi-directional.With
distributed generation and electric vehicles, the consumer can, in principle, feed electricity
into the grid. But, for this to occur efficiently, market participants will need access to
real-time information about the power system. The potential bi-directional flow of
information has created some concerns about data protection and privacy, which will have
to be addressed if smart grid technology is to be widely adopted.

Smart grid technologies can increase network efficiency by providing more timely
information to operators through wide-area monitoring and integrated communications
systems (e.g. radio networks, internet, cellular and cable); reducing outage times and
maintenance as a result of improved sensing and automation on low-voltage distribution
grids; and reducing transmission losses through transmission enhancements (e.g. dynamic
line rating systems). With the deployment of smart meters and advanced communications
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systems, smart grids can also increase the flexibility of the power system by enabling end-
users (motivated by a suitable financial incentive) to vary their demand according to the
needs of the system. Potential areas for such demand-side response include heating and
cooling loads in the industrial, commercial and residential sectors. In the future, it could
also include supply to the grid from electric vehicles. This enhanced flexibility could alleviate
some of the challenges of integrating renewables generation and reduce balancing costs.

Smart grid technologies could facilitate the integration of electricity grids over larger
geographic areas. Conceptually, regional electricity grids could be combined and reinforced
to interconnect larger regions or even continents, allowing significantly more electricity
transport across large areas (known as “super-grids”). There are two main drivers of this
potential development: the advantages of physical interconnection of electricity markets,
enabling more efficient use to be made of power plants, with higher reliability of supply to
consumers, and the need to integrate variable renewables.

A larger grid can facilitate the integration of variable renewable energies by allowing them to
serve demand that bestmatches their variable output, even if the demand is geographically
remote. It can also reduce balancing costs by smoothing the cumulative output of variable
renewables, because the strength of sunshine or wind is less correlated over longer
distances. Based on a simulation of a super-grid spanning the entirety of the United States
and another extending acrossOECDEurope,we estimate that the development of super-grids
could reduce system adequacy costs related to variable renewables by up to 25%. System
adequacy costs fall because the super-grids facilitate a significant increase in the capacity
credit of variable renewables (Figure 5.20). The actual deployment of super-grids will
depend on the extent of the other economic benefits that theymight provide to the system
and their cost relative to other means of managing variability, such as energy storage or the
increased installation of flexible generation capacity. Theywill also be contingent on political
and public acceptance of additional transmission lines.

Figure 5.20 ! Effect of a super-grid on the capacity credit for wind and
solar PV for the United States and OECD Europe, 2035

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

United States
(Installed 241 GW)

OECD Europe
(Installed 451 GW)

Capacity credit

Addidonal capacity credit
due to super-grid

Average power output
of installed capacity

Addidonal flexible capacity
necessary for system adequacy

Note: Super-gridsweremodelled in theUnited States and Europe as networks that allow unrestricted electricity transport
across the entirety of each region.

Sources: Capacity credit calculated based onHeide et al. (2010), NREL (2010, 2011a, 2011b) andWorldWind Atlas (2011).
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CHAPTER 6

H I G H L I G H T S

CLIMATE CHANGE AND THE 450 SCENARIO

The door is closing, but when will we be “locked-in”?

! Global energy-related carbon-dioxide (CO2) emissions reached 30.4 Gt in 2010, 5.3%
above 2009, representing almost unprecedented annual growth. In the New Policies
Scenario, our central scenario, CO2 emissions continue to increase, reaching 36.4 Gt
in 2035, and leading to an emissions trajectory consistent with a long-term global
temperature increase of more than 3.5°C.

! The450Scenarioprescribesstrongpolicyactionto limitclimatechange,andresults inglobal
CO2emissionspeakingbefore2020andthendecliningtoreach21.6Gt in2035.Theshareof
fossil fuels in theglobalenergymix falls from81%in2009to62%in2035.Globaldemandfor
both coal and oil peak before 2020, and then decline by 30% and 8% respectively by 2035,
relative to their 2009 level. Natural gas demand grows by 26%. The 450 Scenario requires
additional cumulative investment of $15.2 trillion relative to the New Policies Scenario,
but delivers lower fossil-fuel import bills, reducedpollutionandhealthbenefits.

! New country-by-country analysis reveals that 80% of the total CO2 emitted over the
Outlook period in the 450 Scenario is already “locked-in” by our existing capital stock
(e.g. power plants, buildings, factories), leaving little additional room for manoeuvre.
If internationally co-ordinated action is not implemented by 2017, we project that
all permissible CO2 emissions in the 450 Scenario will come from the infrastructure
then existing, so that all new infrastructure from then until 2035 would need to be
zero-carbon. This would theoretically be possible at very high cost, but probably not
practicable in political terms.

! The long lifetime of capital stock in the power sector means that the sector accounts
for half of the emissions locked-in to 2035. This lock-in exceeds the projected
emissions for the sector in the 450 Scenario. Delaying action until 2015 would call for
early retirement or retrofitting of plants emitting 5.7 Gt in 2035, around 45% of the
global installed fossil-fuel capacity. Delaying action is a false economy, because for
every $1 of investment avoided before 2020, an additional $4.3 would need to be
spent after 2020 to compensate for the increased emissions.

! Carbon capture and storage (CCS) is a key abatement option, accounting for 18% of
emissions savings in the 450 Scenario, relative to the New Policies Scenario, but it
faces regulatory, policy and technical barriers that make its deployment uncertain.
In the Delayed CCS 450 Case, adoption is delayed by ten years, compared with the
450 Scenario, meaning it is widely deployed only after 2030. This increases the cost
of the 450 Scenario by $1.14 trillion (8%) and puts unprecedented pressure on other
low-carbon technologies, supporting the economic case to invest now in CCS.
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Introduction
The last year has not been a good one for those concerned about the contribution of
energy-related carbon-dioxide (CO2) emissions to climate change. Energy-related CO2
emissions in 2010 increased by 5.3%. Developing countries have continued to play a key
role in powering global economic growth, providing modern energy to tens of millions of
additional people, but they are doing so, to varying degrees, by using fossil fuels. Many
countries have continued to move forward with plans to address climate change but, in
many cases, those plans have yet to be implemented and their effectiveness proven. Policy
intentions have come under pressure as budgets tighten and priorities change in the face of
the uncertain economic outlook. Small stepswere taken towards a global climate agreement
at the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) 16th Conference
of the Parties (COP-16) in Cancun, Mexico, when a heroic leap was needed to set the world
on an emissions trajectory compatible with the stated long-term target of limiting the
average global temperature increase to 2°C. Heightened awareness of the vulnerability of
oil supply could help or hinder efforts to combat climate change, depending on whether
countries see it as a reason to move away from fossil fuels or to invest further in domestic
fossil-fuel supply. The events at FukushimaDaiichi in Japanmake itmore difficult to envisage
a substantial and growing component of low-carbon nuclear power in the future energymix.
What do these, and other, developments mean for our efforts to tackle climate change?
To what extent are energy-related emissions to 2035 already locked-in, setting the future
climate trajectory?

This chapter seeks to reappraise the climate implications of the projected energy future,
primarily in terms of our 450 Scenario. Unlike other scenarios presented in this Outlook,
the 450 Scenario is an output-driven scenario: the constraint set is that the global energy
pathway must be compatible with a 50% chance of meeting the goal of limiting the global
increase in average temperature to 2°C, compared to pre-industrial levels (Box 6.1). This
requires the long-term concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere to be limited
to about 450 parts per million of carbon-dioxide equivalent (ppm CO2-eq). Within the
framework of the policy assumptions made in this scenario, in the 450 Scenario an energy
future is constructed which produces a level of energy-related emissions compatible with
this objective, at the lowest achievable cost to the energy sector. The cost constraint is
important: it recognises that there are other ways to achieve such an emissions trajectory,
but also that they are likely to be more costly. Where appropriate, comparisons are made
between the results of our 450 Scenario and those of our other WEO-2011 scenarios, in
order to demonstrate the divergence between the projected future paths and, particularly,
what more needs to be done to achieve the climate goal.

This chapter begins by examiningmajor developments of the last year that have, ormay have,
a significant impact on global efforts to tackle climate change. It sets out the projections of our
450 Scenario on global energy demand and the consequences for emissions of greenhouse
gases and local pollutants, broken down by region and by sector. It then considers the
implications of delay in making commitments to the necessary trajectory, in terms of the
“lock-in” to a high-carbon infrastructure that would then make meeting the climate targets
muchmore difficult and expensive, or even, in terms of practical politics, impossible.
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Box 6.1 " What is special about 2°C?

The expected warming of more than 3.5°C in the New Policies Scenario would have
severe consequences: a sea level rise of up to 2 metres, causing dislocation of human
settlements and changes to rainfall patterns, drought, flood, and heat-wave incidence
that would severely affect food production, human disease andmortality.

Alarmingly, researchpublished since the International Panel onClimateChange’s Fourth
Assessment Report in 2007 suggests that this level of temperature change could result
from lower emissions than those of theNewPolicies Scenario, due to climate feedbacks
(IPCC, 2007a). For example, drying of the Amazon would release CO2 that would then
lead to further warming (Lewis et al., 2011) and rising arctic temperatures would lead
to extra emissions from melting permafrost (Schaefer et al., 2011). These feedbacks
have not yet been characterised with certainty, but they are expected to be triggered
by temperature rises between 2°C and 5°C (Smith et al., 2009). The threshold for large-
scale sea level risemaybe similar, between1.8°Cand2.8°C (Lenton et al., 2008; Hansen
et al., 2008).
From the perspective of emission scenarios, these feedbacks imply that an increase
in emissions can no longer be assumed to result in a pro-rata incremental increase
in impacts. Put another way, a decision to relax climate policy and aim for a higher
temperature target, such as 2.5°C or 3°C, may not actually allow much room for an
increase in emissions, given the likelihood of further emissions and warming being
triggered by feedbacks. For example, Schaefer et al. (2011) calculate that under
conditions similar to the New Policies Scenario (which stabilises the atmospheric
concentration at around 650 ppm CO2-eq), emissions from melting permafrost would
lead to a further increase of 58 to 116 ppm in CO2 concentrations, resulting in further
warming andmore feedbacks.

The 450 Scenario, by definition, achieves a long-term atmospheric concentration of
450 ppm CO2-eq (resulting in average warming of 2°C). Such a temperature increase
(even without allowance for additional feedback effects) would still have negative
impacts, including a sea-level rise, increased floods, storms and droughts.

The new evidence has led some researchers to conclude that even keeping the
temperature rise to 2°C may risk dangerous climate change, and that an even lower
temperature threshold and corresponding stabilisation target (such as 350 ppm)
should be set (Anderson and Bows, 2011; Hansen et al., 2008; Rockström et al., 2009;
Smith et al., 2009). The uncomfortable message from the scientific community is that
although thedifficulty of achieving 450ppmstabilisation is increasing sharplywith every
passing year, so too are the predicted consequences of failing to do so.

Recent developments
In many ways, the pattern of global energy-related CO2 emissions – the main contributor
to global warming –mirrored that of the global economic recovery overall. The anticipated
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decline in 2009, due to the economic downturn, was only 1.7% compared with 2008, lower
than expected. Emissions in almost all OECD1 countries fell, but increased demand for
fossil fuels (and the corresponding increase in emissions) in non-OECD countries partially
compensated for this (Figure 6.1). The biggest component of the increase in non-OECD
countries was demand for coal, especially in China, where it grew by almost 8% in 2009.
India also saw strong growth in emissions due to increasing coal demand – 7% growth in
2009 compared with 2008 – and oil demand, which grew by 9% compared with 2008. In
2010, global emissions returned to growth, reaching 30.4 gigatonnes (Gt). This is despite the
fact that OECD emissions remained below their 2008 levels in many cases, including in the
United States and European Union.

Figure 6.1 " Energy-related CO2 emissions by country, 2008-2010
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In contrast to the OECD, energy-related emissions in non-OECD countries as a group were
higher in 2010 than ever before, having grown in both 2009 and 2010. China, which became
the largest source of energy-related emissions in 2007, continued in this position, with
estimated energy-related emissions of 7.5 Gt in 2010. This is 40% higher than the United
States, a very significant change over the four years since 2006, when the two countries
had virtually the same level of energy-related emissions. Per-capita emissions in China are
at 5.6 tonnes, one-third those of the United States. Emissions in India reached just over
1.6 Gt in 2010, India becoming the third-largest emitter on a global level, though per-capita
emissions in India remain very low, at just 14% of the OECD average. Russia was one of the
few large non-OECD countries to see a drop in emissions in 2009, but strong growth in 2010
meant that energy-related emissions rose slightly higher than pre-crisis levels, approaching
levels last seen in the early 1990s (see Chapter 9). Coal was the biggest source of emissions
growth in 2010, primarily driven by use in China and India. Natural-gas emissions also
increased strongly in 2010, but from a relatively low base. While the increase in emissions

1. In this chapter, references to the OECD also include countries that are members of the European Union, but not of
the OECD.
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was driven by economic growth as the global economy began to recover from the financial
crisis, emissions growth was stronger than GDP growth, implying a slight increase in the
global CO2 intensity of GDP.
The substantial rise in emissionswas not accompanied bywidespread intensification of action
to combat climate change. TheCOP-16meeting in Cancun resulted in someprogress, recorded
in two documents, but not the comprehensive, legally binding, global agreement that some
still hoped for. The 2°C goal has been made explicit and is for the first time formally agreed;
second, the individual emissions reduction pledges made by the countries are made official;
and third, there is explicit acknowledgement that in order to limit long-term temperature
increase to below 2°C, greater ambition is necessary. The COP explicitly urged countries to
go beyond these pledges, opening the door to tighter restrictions on emissions before 2020.
Since the COP-16 meeting in 2010, implementation of climate policies across the globe has
developed in different directions. Some countries, such as Australia, China and the European
Union, seem to be moving forward. Australia has developed plans to tax carbon emissions
from the country’s largest emitters, starting at 23 Australian dollars per tonne in 2012 before
moving to amarket-based trading scheme in 2015. This schemeaims to cut national emissions
by 5%, compared with 2000 levels, by 2020. A parliamentary vote on the scheme is expected
before the end of 2011. China’s 12th Five-Year Plan (see Chapter 2) has introduced pilot cap-
and-trade schemes, as a lead in to one of themeans to achieve China’s pledge of 40% to 45%
reductions in CO2 intensity below 2005 levels by 2020. An emissions trading system covering
theentire economyandentering into forcebefore 2020 is alsounder discussion. TheEuropean
Union is discussing post-2020 targets and policies designed to give investors clear signals of
requirements beyond the third trading period of the EU Emissions Trading System. On the
other hand, theArab Spring and the consequences of the Japanese tsunami have switched the
attention of energy policy makers away from climate change, with energy security concerns
climbing higher up the agenda ofmany countries.
In any case, the pledges made in association with the Copenhagen Accord and Cancun
Agreements are not sufficient to put theworld on a climate-sustainable path. Even if country
pledges are interpreted in the most stringent possible way, and other policy commitments,
such as removal of inefficient fossil-fuel subsidies, are implemented by 2020, action would
need to be very significantly stepped-up after 2020 in order to achieve the 450 trajectory
described in this chapter. This path differs very little from that set out in theWorld Energy
Outlook-2010, which outlined in detail the scale of the effort required after 2020 in order to
achieve a 450 trajectory given the lack of ambition of climate pledges for 2020. For instance,
WEO-2010 found that the weakness of the pledges for 2020 would increase the cost of
achieving the 450 Scenario by $1 trillion over the period 2010 to 2030, compared with
WEO-2009’s 450 Scenario, which assumed earlier strong action (IEA, 2010a). Supporting
our conclusions, the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) emissions gap report
found that the level of emissions expected as a result of the Copenhagen pledges is higher
than would be consistent with either a “likely” or “medium” chance of staying below 2°C or
1.5°C (UNEP, 2010). Momentum may rise again in the preparation for COP-17 in late 2011,
andwemake the assumption that actionwill not ceasewith the expiry of the Kyoto Protocol
first commitment period in 2012; however, very little time is left to get the appropriate
policies in place.
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Overview of trends in the 450 Scenario
Before examining the main trends and implications of the 450 Scenario, it is important to
highlight briefly why the scenario is needed. It is because (as illustrated in Figure 6.2) neither
the New Policies Scenario, our central scenario, nor the Current Policies Scenario puts us on
a future trajectory for greenhouse-gas emissions that is consistent with limiting the increase
in global temperature to no more than 2°C, the level climate scientists say is likely to avoid
catastrophic climate change. The 450 Scenario illustrates one plausible path to that objective.

Figure 6.2 " World energy-related CO2 emissions by scenario2
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Note: There is also some abatement of inter-regional (bunker) emissionswhich, at less than 2%of the difference between
scenarios, is not visible in the 2035 shares.

In line with practice in previous World Energy Outlooks, we have estimated greenhouse-gas
emissionsfromallsourcesandforallscenarios(Table6.1).Wehavethenassessedtheconsequences
for long-termconcentrationsand temperature increasesof suchemissions trajectories.

The New Policies Scenario, which takes account of both existing government policies and
declared policy intentions (including cautious implementation of the Copenhagen Accord and
Cancun Agreements), would result in a level of emissions that is consistent with a long-term
average temperature increase ofmore than 3.5°C (see Chapter 2 for energy trends in theNew
Policies Scenario). The outlook in the Current Policies Scenario, which assumes no change in
government policies andmeasures beyond those thatwere enacted or adopted bymid-2011,
is considerablyworse, and is consistentwith a long term temperature increase of 6°Cormore.

The trends and implications of the 450 Scenario, a scenario based on achieving an emissions
trajectory consistentwith an average temperature increase of 2°C, are sometimes presented
here against the baseline of the New Policies Scenario to help demonstrate what more
needs to be done, particularly in terms of carbon abatement. The main changes to the
450 Scenario in WEO-2011 relate to the policy assumptions, which reflect changes in
domestic and international energy and climate policies (Box 6.2). Non-policy assumptions
relating to energy and CO2 prices, GDP and population are presented in Chapter 1.

2. In 2009, energy-related CO2 emissions contributed 61% to total greenhouse-gas emissions.
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Table 6.1 " World anthropogenic greenhouse-gas emissions by scenario
(Gt CO2-eq)

NewPolicies Scenario Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

2009 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035

CO2-energy 28.8 34.4 36.4 36.1 43.3 31.9 21.6

CO2-other 1.4 1.2 1.1 1.7 1.9 1.0 0.8

CH4 7.7 7.2 7.1 9.3 10.7 6.4 5.1

N2O 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.8 4.2 3.0 2.7

F-gases 0.7 0.7 0.9 1.4 2.3 0.5 0.5

LULUCF3 5.2 4.3 1.9 4.3 1.9 4.3 1.9

Total 47.1 50.9 50.6 56.5 64.4 47.1 32.6

Notes: F-gases include hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs) and sulphur hexafluoride (SF6) from several
sectors, mainly industry. CO2-other = CO2 from industrial processes; LULUCF = land use, land-use change and forestry.
Peat emissions are not included.
Source: IEA-OECD analysis using OECD Env-Linkages model.

Box 6.2 " Updates to the 450 Scenario policy framework 3

To reflect developments over the last year, we have updated the policy framework for
the 450 Scenario in the following ways:
" OECD countries: In addition to the emissions trading schemes already in place in

the European Union and New Zealand, we assume that Australia introduces a CO2
price from mid-2012 and an emissions trading scheme from 2015, while Japan
and Korea introduce CO2 pricing in 2020. All other OECD countries are assumed to
introduce CO2 pricing by 2025, either through cap-and-trade schemes or carbon
taxes. We assume that trading schemes are linked at a regional level from 2025,
when CO2 prices start to converge (see Chapter 1 for CO2 price assumptions).

" Non-OECD countries: In addition to China (where a CO2 price covering all sectors
is in place in 2020), Brazil, Russia and South Africa are also assumed to implement
domestic CO2 pricing from 2020, either through cap-and-trade schemes or carbon
taxes. All trading schemes have access to carbon offsets.

Under these assumptions, 51% of global energy-related CO2 emissions are covered by a
CO2 price in 2020 in the 450 Scenario and 36% in 2035.
As inWEO-2010, we assume that fossil-fuel subsidies are removed in all net-importing
regions by 2020 (at the latest) and in all net-exporting regions by 2035 (at the latest),
except for the Middle East where it is assumed that the average subsidisation
rate declines to 20% by 2035. We also assume that fuel economy standards are
implemented in the transport sector, strict energy efficiency measures are adopted in
the buildings sector and that support for CCS and renewables is available.

3. Emissions from land use, land-use change and forestry are assumed to remain unchanged in all scenarios. In
prac!ce, ac!ons to reduce deforesta!on and land-use changewill reduce these emissions to varying degrees in different
scenarios, while increased use of biomass and biofuels will increase them.We assume that these two factors cancel one
another out in all scenarios.
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Primary energy demand in the 450 Scenario

In the 450 Scenario, global primary energy demand increases by 23% from 2009 to reach
nearly 14 900 million tonnes of oil equivalent (Mtoe) in 2035 (Table 6.2). Energy demand
increases by an average of 1.4% per year to 2020, but this growth slows to 0.3% per year
from 2020 to 2035. This represents a significantly lower level of energy demand growth
than in otherWEO-2011 scenarios and principally reflects greater efforts to improve energy
efficiency.

The composition of energy demand changes considerably in the 450 Scenario, with the share
of fossil fuels in the energymix declining from81% in 2009 to 62% in 2035. Global demand for
coal peaks around 2016 and then declines by 2.7%per year on average, to reach 3 310million
tonnes of coal equivalent (Mtce) in 2035, 30% lower than 2009. In the 450 Scenario, global
demand for oil also reaches a peak around 2016 before declining to 78.3 million barrels per
day (mb/d) in 2035, 6.9% lower than 2009. This peak in global oil demand is brought about
by additional policy intervention, such as stringent fuel economy standards for passenger
vehicles and strong support for alternative fuels. While oil continues to hold the largest
share of the energy mix throughout the Outlook period, its share drops from 33% in 2009 to
25% in 2035. Natural gas demand grows steadily, at 1.2% per year through 2030, stabilising
thereafter and reaching almost 3 900 billion cubic metres (bcm) in 2035.

Table 6.2 " World primary energy demand by fuel in the 450 Scenario

Demand (Mtoe) Share

2009 2020 2035 2009 2020 2035

Coal 3 294 3 716 2 316 27% 26% 16%

Oil 3 987 4 182 3 671 33% 29% 25%

Gas 2 539 3 030 3 208 21% 21% 22%

Nuclear 703 973 1 664 6% 7% 11%

Hydro 280 391 520 2% 3% 3%

Biomass and waste 1 230 1 554 2 329 10% 11% 16%

Other renewables 99 339 1 161 1% 2% 8%

Total 12 132 14 185 14 870 100 % 100 % 100 %

In the 450 Scenario, the overall share of low-carbon fuels in the energy mix doubles from
19% in 2009 to 38% in 2035. Demand for all low-carbon fuels grows strongly. Electricity
generated from nuclear power increases by around 140% over the Outlook period, with
almost 70% of this increase being in non-OECD countries (for the implications of a slower
nuclear expansion for the achievability of the 450 Scenario, see Chapter 12 and Box 6.4).
China, in particular, sees strong growth in nuclear power, its share of primary energy
demand growing from 1% in 2009 to 13% in 2035. Electricity generated from hydropower
increases globally by an average of 2.4% per year over the Outlook period, to stand at just
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over 6 000 terawatt hours (TWh) in 2035. In 2035, hydropower accounts for nearly 70% of
the electricity generated in Latin America, almost 25% in Africa and nearly 20% in developing
Asia. Global demand for biomass nearly doubles, reaching 2 330 Mtoe in 2035. Biomass
for power generation and biofuels in transport account for 44% and 29% of the growth
respectively. Other renewables, including wind, solar, geothermal and marine power, grow
more than ten-fold over the Outlook period, albeit from a low base, and their share of the
energy mix grows from 1% in 2009 to 8% in 2035. Electricity generation from wind power
experiences a large increase, going from 1% of global electricity generation in 2009 to 13%
in 2035, with China, the European Union and the United States being the largest markets.
Solar, meanwhile, increases its share from less than 1% in 2009 to nearly 7% in 2035. The
largest proportional increases are seen in India, where solar reaches 8% of total electricity
generation, and North Africa, where solar reaches almost a quarter of total generation.

Energy-related emissions and abatement4

In the 450 Scenario, energy-related CO2 emissions peak at around 32.6 Gt before 2020 and
then decline to 21.6 Gt by 2035, almost back to 1990 levels. Global CO2 emissions from coal
peak around 2016 and then decline at an ever more rapid pace to reach 5.4 Gt in 2035,
about 40% of the level of 2010 (Figure 6.3). Global CO2 emissions from oil peak at 11.3 Gt
around 2016, before declining to 9.6 Gt in 2035. In contrast, CO2 emissions from natural gas,
which emits the lowest level of CO2 of all fossil fuels when combusted, peak around 2025,
after which they stabilise and then fall slightly as carbon capture and storage (CCS) for gas is
more widely deployed, reaching around 6.6 Gt in 2035, 8% higher than 2010. CO2 intensity
– the amount of emissions per unit of GDP – declines at a rate of 3.5% per year from 2010
to 2020, and 5.5% per year from 2020 to 2035. This rate is more than six-and-a-half times
greater than the annual intensity improvements achieved in the last ten years.

Figure 6.3 " World energy-related CO2 emissions by fossil fuel
in the 450 Scenario
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4. Abatement analysis in the 450 Scenario is calculated against a baseline of the New Policies Scenario, our central
scenario.
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Energy efficiency measures account for half the cumulative CO2 abatement achieved in the
450 Scenario, relative to the New Policies Scenario, over the Outlook period (Figure 6.4).
The scale of this reduction underlines the importance of strong policy action to ensure
that potential efficiency gains are realised, in such forms as building standards, vehicle fuel
economy mandates and insistence on widespread use in industry of the best-available
technologies (Box 6.3). After the cheaper energy efficiency measures are exploited early in
the Outlook period, more expensive abatement options take a larger share, and the annual
share in abatement of efficiency measures falls to 44% in 2035. The increased adoption of
renewable energy (including biofuels) is the second-most important source of CO2 abatement,
relative to theNewPolicies Scenario, growing froma combined19% in 2020 to 25% in 2035, or
a cumulative 24% over the period as awhole. Nuclear power grows rapidly in importance and
accounts for a cumulative 9%, while CCS also accounts for an increasing share, growing from
only 3% of total abatement in 2020 to 22% in 2035, or a cumulative 18%.

Figure 6.4 " World energy-related CO2 emissions abatement in the
450 Scenario relative to the New Policies Scenario
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Box 6.3 " Reaping abatement through efficiency in the 450 Scenario

In the 450 Scenario, energy efficiency policies and measures are the cheapest
abatement option available and the most important source of abatement. Efficiency
is responsible for half of cumulative global abatement relative to the New Policies
Scenario, or 73 Gt, between 2011 and 2035. The role of energy efficiency varies by
country, according to the remaining potential and energy pricing. In OECD countries,
despite the strong efficiency improvements already occurring in the New Policies
Scenario, efficiency in the 450 Scenario is responsible for almost 42% of abatement
relative to the New Policies Scenario. This share rises to 54% in non-OECD countries,
where efficient energy-producing and -using technologies are in general less widely
deployed. This is due to both their higher costs relative to less efficient technologies,
and because energy subsidies often present in these countries do not encourage
energy efficiency.
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Efficiency policies are by far the largest source of abatement in end-use sectors relative
to the New Policies Scenario. They are responsible for 91% of buildings sector direct
abatement. To reap this abatement, we assume that strict energy efficiency standards
are set for new buildings, incentives are put in place for refurbishment of existing
buildings, and increasingly high efficiency standards are set for appliances, alongside
higher electricity prices due to pricing of CO2 inmany countries. In the transport sector,
where efficiency measures are responsible for 64% of cumulative abatement relative
to the New Policies Scenario over the projection period, we assume the widespread
implementation of fuel economy standards for cars. We also assume that the level of
fuel taxes is adjusted tomaintain the price of oil-based fuels for vehicles (which would
otherwise fall as demand falls) at a level similar to the Current Policies Scenario, so as
to avoid a rebound effect which would lead tomore energy use. Efficiency gains in the
industry sector, which are responsible for 59% of abatement in this sector, are driven
by the implementation of CO2 pricing in OECD countries, China, Russia, Brazil and
South Africa. In order to avoid international relocation (referred to as carbon leakage)
in those sectors that could face it, we have assumed that countries not introducing CO2
pricingwould enter into international sectoral agreements settingminimumefficiency
standards.
Full energy efficiency potential will not be realised while end-user prices are too low.
Fossil-fuel subsidies are amajor barrier to energy efficiency, as the artificial reduction
in energy costs leads to higher than optimal demand for energy (see Chapter 14).
Removal of fossil fuel subsidies in the 450 Scenario accounts for a cumulative 7.9 Gt
of abatement from 2010 to 2035, relative to the New Policies Scenario.
Energy efficiency measures have associated benefits, in terms of energy security and
reduced local pollution. Despite this, and their sound economic rationale, energy
efficiency measures are more difficult to implement than one might suppose. For
example, landlordsmaynotbewilling to invest indouble-glazedwindows, as theydonot
reap the benefits of reduced energy bills or a drivermay prefer the experience of driving
a more powerful car than a more efficient one. To help governments overcome such
obstacles, the IEA hasmade recommendations to theG-8 in 2006 and subsequent years
to improve energy efficiency. The IEA estimates that if thesewere implemented globally
without delay, they would result in annual CO2 savings of as much as 7.6 Gt by 2030 (or
70%of the savingsbetween theNewPolicies and450Scenarios in that year). In 2011, the
IEApublishedaprogress reporton the implementationof these recommendationsby IEA
countries, which found that 70% of the recommendations can be categorised as fully or
partially implemented, or that implementation is underway (IEA, 2011). To conformwith
the 450 trajectory, full implementation of those recommendationswould be required in
all countries, coupledwith subsidies removal.

Policies aimed at reducing energy-related CO2 emissions in the 450 Scenario also have the
effect of reducing emissions of other air pollutants that have a negative impact on human
health and the environment, such as sulphur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx) and
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particulate matter (PM2.5) (Figure 6.5). By 2035, SO2 emissions are almost 42% lower than
2009 levels in the 450 Scenario, a reduction of 38million tonnes (Mt). Most OECD countries
already have sulphur control measures in place, so themajority of these reductions (25Mt)
occur in other countries and result mainly from reduced fossil-fuel consumption. Global
emissions of NOx, which causes acidification of rain and ground-water and contributes to
ground-level ozone formation, are 27% lower in the 450 Scenario in 2035 than in 2009, as a
result of reduced use of coal and oil. Emissions of PM2.5, which together with NOx is themain
cause of smog formation and the subsequent deterioration of urban air quality, are 10%
lower globally by the end of theOutlook period. In OECD countries, PM2.5 emissions in 2035
are almost identical to 2009 levels, as a result of greater use of biomass in the residential
sector; but emissions of PM2.5 in non-OECD countries decrease by 4 Mt over the Outlook
period, with the largest reductions occurring in China and India.

Figure 6.5 " Emissions of major air pollutants by region in the 450 Scenario
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Source: IIASA (2011).

Regional energy-related CO2 emissions and abatement
Energy-related CO2 emissions in the OECD decline by 50% between 2009 and 2035 in the
450 Scenario, to reach 6 Gt, and their share of global emissions falls from 42% in 2009 to
28% in 2035. In 2035, the OECD accounts for 31% of global CO2 abatement, relative to
the New Policies Scenario, equal to 4.6 Gt. CO2 emissions in non-OECD countries fall by a
much smaller 9% over the Outlook period, to reach 14.3 Gt in 2035, though this is still a
substantial 10.0 Gt of CO2 abatement, relative to the New Policies Scenario, in 2035. Around
three-quarters of the global abatement of CO2 emissions in the 450 Scenario, relative to the
New Policies Scenario, occurs in six countries or regions, highlighting their importance in
achieving an emissions trajectory consistent with 2°C (Figure 6.6).

China’s energy-relatedCO2 emissionspeakat around9.1Gt just before2020and thendecline to
just under 5.0 Gt in 2035, 28% lower than 2009. Despite this decline, China remains the largest
CO2 emitter throughout the Outlook period (although in cumulative terms from 1900 to 2035,
China’s energy-related emissions remain below those of both the United States and European
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Union in the450Scenario).ChinaachievescumulativeCO2abatement in the450Scenario relative
to the New Policies Scenario of 49.5 Gt over the Outlook period, more than any other country,
andaccounts for34%of theglobal cumulativeabatement.China’sCO2abatement comesmainly
from efficiencymeasures, which are responsible for half of the total, and from fuel-switching to
renewables (including biofuels), which accounts for 18% of the total. Adoption of CCS also plays
an important role,but ismoreprominent towards theendof theOutlookperiod. In2035,China is
by far the largestmarket for renewables and electric vehicles (EVs). China’s per-capita emissions
increase to exceed those of the European Union before 2020, but by the end of the projection
period strong policy actionmeans that they have fallen again and, at 3.6 tonnes per person, are
onlymarginally higher than those of the EuropeanUnion, andwell below the level of Japan, the
Middle East, Russia and theUnited States (Figure 6.7).

Figure 6.6 " Energy-related CO2 emissions in the 450 Scenario and
abatement relative to the New Policies Scenario by region,
2009 and 2035
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In the 450 Scenario, energy-related CO2 emissions in the United States decline by 56%
from 2009 to reach 2.3 Gt in 2035. A shift away from coal in favour of natural gas in
power generation is central to achieving these reductions. Demand for renewables grows
throughout the projection period, with generation from renewables increasing from around
11% of total generation in 2009 to 17% in 2020 and then more sharply to 38% by 2035. In
the transport sector, strong improvements in fuel economy, increased use of biofuels and
a shift to electric, hybrid and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) are also important. By
2035, biofuels account for a quarter of fuel use in transport and electric vehicles and PHEVs
account for 54% of passenger light-duty vehicle (PLDV) sales.

India’s energy-related CO2 emissions grow steadily to 2.2 Gt in 2035, 39% above the 2009
level. India’s emissions-intensity target of improvements of 20% to 25% by 2020, compared
with 2005, is exceeded in the 450 Scenario, mostly thanks to investment to generate offset
credits (either from domestic sources for sale to other countries seeking to meet their own
emissions-reductions targets or by foreign companies and governments seeking to meet
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their own obligations) and direct financial transfers from developed countries (without
offset credits). Efficiency and renewables play a big role in abatement. Government policies
such as the new trading scheme for energy-efficiency or ‘white’ certificates in industry
and feed-in tariffs for renewables (assumed to be implemented in all scenarios, but with
the most stringent targets in the 450 Scenario) are expected to be key instruments in the
transformation. India’s per-capita emissions remain very low at only 1.4 tonnes by 2035,
43% below the global average, as lack of access to modern energy persists (Spotlight).

Figure 6.7 " Energy-related CO2 emissions per capita in the 450 Scenario
by region
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In the European Union, energy-related CO2 emissions are 1.8 Gt in 2035, 49% below the
level in 2009. Renewables account for 23% of primary energy demand in 2020, exceeding
the target of 20%.5Discussion is ongoing in the EuropeanUnion to define objectives for 2030
and beyond on the path to an 80% cut in emissions by 2050, relative to 1990 levels, and
strong action is expected to continue in the region. Renewables continue to grow strongly
across the period, reaching a share in the total energymix of 35% in 2030 and 43% by 2035.
Biomass represents 60% of renewables use in the European Union in 2035, being widely
used for heating, power generation and transport. By 2035, wind represents the largest
single share of installed electricity generating capacity, 29% higher than that of natural gas.
CO2 emissions from new PLDVs reach on-road levels of 50 gCO2/km in 2035, 70% below
current levels.

Russia’s energy-related CO2 emissions peak before 2015 in the 450 Scenario, falling from
their 2009 level of 1.5 Gt to 1.1 Gt in 2035. Russia’s target of reducing emissions by 25%,
relative to 1990 levels, is exceeded in the energy sector in the 450 Scenario, where emissions
in 2020 are 29% below their 1990 level. This is partly due to the sharp decline which
occurred in Russia’s emissions after the collapse of the Soviet Union, but policies to improve
energy efficiency and support the deployment of renewables and nuclear power also play
a role. Later in the period, the implementation of a CO2 price encourages efficiency and

5. The European Union uses a slightly different methodology to calculate energy sta!s!cs than that of the IEA. These figures
are calculated using the EUmethodology.
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strengthened support for low-carbon technologies also contributes. Per-capita emissions fall
only gradually across the period and, at 8.3 tonnes per person in 2035, they are among the
highest of any country, over three-times the global average (see Chapter 9).6

Japanese energy-related CO2 emissions reach around 520 Mt in 2035 in the 450 Scenario,
less than half the 2009 level and 43%below the level in the NewPolicies Scenario.Measures
to drive efficiency improvements are the biggest source of this abatement, delivering nearly

6. Since much of the popula!on without access to modern energy sources relies on kerosene for ligh!ng and cooking at
present, the baseline against which the change in emissions as a result of switching to electricity use is not zero-emissions.
Although we cannot quan!fy this effect, the net result is to reduce the addi!onal emissions resul!ng from addi!onal grid
connec!ons.

The International Year of Sustainable Energy for All: can universal
access be achieved without increasing CO2 emissions?

2012 has been named the “International Year of Sustainable Energy for All” by the
United Nations General Assembly. This year’s Outlook, again addresses the issue of
energy poverty, focussing on financing in the Energy for All Case (Chapter 13). But the
analysis in that chapter is seen in the context of the New Policies Scenario: it is valuable
also toexamine theadditional costs imposedbyattempting tomeet asmuchaspossible
of theelectricityneedsof thepoor through low-carbonsources.6Today1.3billionpeople
lack access to electricity, 84% of whom live in rural areas. Electrification of the urban
poor through low-carbon sources would be extremely difficult, as, broadly speaking,
generation for the national grids in poor countries is largely high-carbon throughout
our projection period, and it is unrealistic to assume all new electrificationwould come
entirely from low-carbon options due to the high cost. In fact, it is also unnecessary, as
climate goals can be achieved through abatement in countries other than the poorest.
However, rural electrification offers more scope for low-carbon solutions and
they are indeed often more suitable than conventional sources to meet off-grid
demand (due, for example, to cost-effectiveness at small scale). Achieving universal
rural electrification by 2030 with only low-carbon off-grid options, such as solar
photovoltaics, small and mini-hydro, biomass, and wind, would require additional
generation from these sources of 670 TWh in 2030.
The cumulative investment needed to bring this low-carbon electricity to all rural
populations is estimated to be $586 billion between 2010 and 2030. About 60% of
this investment is needed in sub-Saharan Africa and over 20% in India. In our Energy
for All Case, we estimate the costs of rural electrification with a mix of fossil-fuel-
based grid connection and off-grid options to be around $480 billion between 2010
and 2030. In that case, total additional CO2 emissions amount to 240Mt in 2030, with
rural electrification accounting for around 38% of those additional CO2 emissions.
For an extra $5 billion a year, rural electrification could be achievedwhile saving over
90Mt of CO2 emissions in 2030.

S P O T L I G H T
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40% of cumulative abatement, relative to the New Policies Scenario. Renewables account
for almost a quarter of abatement, as their share in generation increases to 31% by 2035,
and CCS is also important, at 19% of cumulative abatement. Despite a fall in its share in the
early years of the period, nuclear power remains very significant in the Japanese energymix,
accounting for 17% of abatement relative to the New Policies Scenario and reaching 46% of
electricity generation by 2035.

Ten policies account for 42% of abatement, relative to the New Policies Scenario, in 2020 and
54% in2035 (Table 6.3). Thesepolicies are implemented in just five regions– theUnited States,
the European Union, China, India and Russia. Rapid and stringent implementation of policies
in these countries is vital to the success of the 450 Scenario. Chinese power generation is, due
to its sheer scale and reliance on coal, the largest source of abatement in both 2020 and 2035,
with Chinese industry not far behind. Abatement in these sectors partly reflects government
policies to rebalance the economy, but also ambitious capacity targets for low-carbon energy
sources. Economy-wide CO2 pricing, coming into effect from 2020, drives further abatement
later in the period. CO2 pricing in the United States, European Union and Russia also plays an
important role by 2035, with reductions achieved in the power and industry sectors, both
domestically and through the purchase of international offset credits.

Sectoral emissions and abatement

The power sector, currently the source of 41% of global energy-related CO2 emissions, is
the biggest source of abatement, in the 450 Scenario relative to the New Policies Scenario.
Emission reductions due to fuel-switching to less carbon-intensive generation, power
sector efficiency and reduced electricity demand reach a cumulative 99.0 Gt by 2035, or
two-thirds of total abatement fromall sectors (Figure 6.8). Abatement frompower generation
is so substantial that by 2035 transport,which currently emits only just over half of the amount
that is emitted by power generation, becomes the largest sectoral source of emissions.
Abatement from buildings and industry, where there is generally less low-cost abatement
potential, accounts for 5% and 10% each of total cumulative abatement from all sectors.

Figure 6.8 " World energy-related CO2 abatement by sector in the
450 Scenario compared with the New Policies Scenario
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The power generation sector plays a crucial role in the 450 Scenario, with emissions declining
by 60% from 2009 levels to reach 4.8 Gt in 2035. The sector’s share of total energy-related
emissions falls from 41% in 2009 to 22% by the end of theOutlook period. The 450 Scenario
reflects a strong policy push towards low-carbon technologies in power generation,
resulting in their share of global electricity generation increasing from one-third in 2009 to
three-quarters in 2035. This transformation occurs mainly thanks to a combination of:

! The introductionof CO2pricing in allOECDcountries and severalmajor non-OECDcountries.
! Enabling policies for deployment of low-emissions technologies, including nuclear andCCS.
! Higher support for renewables-based electricity generation technologies.

Of the total cumulative global abatement in power generation, relative to the New
Policies Scenario, around 66 Gt comes from power plant efficiency and fuel-switching to
lower-carbon energy sources and technologies, while the remaining 33 Gt of savings are
attributable to reduced demand for electricity from final end-use sectors (Figure 6.9).

Figure 6.9 " Change in world energy-related CO2 emissions from the power
generation sector in the 450 Scenario compared with the New
Policies Scenario
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In the 450 Scenario, emissions from transport peak before 2020 at around 7.3 Gt and then
gradually decline to reach 6.6 Gt in 2035. Improved fuel efficiency is the most significant
factor in reducing emissions, accounting for more than half of the reduction observed in
2035, relative to the New Policies Scenario. In the 450 Scenario, electric vehicles and plug-in
hybrids account for 6% of total light-duty vehicles sales in 2020 (up from less than 0.01%
today) and this share increases to 37% by 2035 (see Chapter 3 for more on electric vehicles
and hybrids). Cumulatively, electric vehicles and plug-in hybrids constitute 14% of all vehicle
sales during the Outlook period. Biofuels are the second-largest contributor to transport
emissions savings in the 450 Scenario, with their share in total transport fuels increasing
from about 2% in 2009 to 13% by 2035, or 7.8 mb/d. In 2035, more than 60% of all biofuels
consumed are advanced biofuels derived from ligno-cellulosic or other non-food crops,
highlighting the need for early investment in research and development to bring these fuels
to commercial viability.
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Table 6.3 " Top ten sources of abatement in the 450 Scenario relative to the New Policies Scenario by policy area

2020 2035

Sector Measures Abatement
(Mt CO2)

Sector Measures Abatement
(Mt CO2)

China Power
generation

More ambitious government targets for low-
carbon generation, including wind, nuclear
and solar.

198 China Power
generation

Domestic CO2 price covering all sectors from 2020.
Support to renewables and nuclear. Deployment of
CCS.

2 477

China Industry Rebalancing of the economy and efficiency
improvements.

175 United States Power
generation

Domestic CO2 price from 2020. Extended support to
renewables and nuclear.

1 344

China Buildings 50% of building stock has improved
insulation to reduce energy consumption
per unit area by 65% vs. 1980 level. 50% of
appliances stock meets highest-available
efficiency standards.

143 China Industry Domestic CO2 price from 2020. Rebalancing of the
economy and use of CCS.

929

India Power
generation

Feed-in tariff to reach 15% of renewables
installed capacity by 2020. Support and
regulation for more efficient coal.

94 China Buildings Domestic CO2 price from 2020. More stringent
implementation of standards. Mandatory energy
efficiency labels. 100% of buildings stock has
improved insulation to reduce energy consumption
per unit area by 65% vs. 1980 level.

712

European Union Buildings Enhanced efficiency standards for existing
buildings. Zero-carbon footprint for all new
buildings as of 2018.

84 India Power
generation

Support to renewables, nuclear and efficient coal.
International offset projects.

680

© OECD/IEA, 2011
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Table 6.3 " Top ten sources of abatement in the 450 Scenario relative to the New Policies Scenario by policy area (continued)

2020 2035

Sector Measures Abatement
(Mt CO2)

Sector Measures Abatement
(Mt CO2)

European Union Power
generation

EU Emissions Trading System. Support for
renewables and CCS.

81 European Union Power
generation

EU Emissions Trading System. Extended support to
renewables and CCS.

371

India Industry Efficiency improvements in iron, steel and
cement due to international offset projects.

73 United States Transport
(road)

Passenger light-duty vehicle fuel economy standards,
biofuels incentives and incentives for natural gas use
in trucks.

358

United States Buildings More stringent mandatory building codes.
Extension of energy efficiency grants. Zero-
energy buildings initiative.

61 Russia Power
generation

CO2 pricing implemented from 2020. Support for
nuclear power and renewables.

293

India Buildings Mandatory energy conservation standards
and labelling requirements for all equipment
and appliances. Increased penetration of
energy efficient lighting.

54 United States Buildings More stringent mandatory building codes. Extension
of energy efficiency grants. Zero-energy buildings
initiative.

277

China Transport
(road)

More stringent on-road emissions targets
for PLDVs to gradually reach 100 gCO2/km by
2035. Enhanced support to alternative fuels.

42 European Union Buildings Zero-carbon footprint for all new buildings as of
2018.

241

Total 1 005 7 682

Share of total abatement 42% 54%

© OECD/IEA, 2011
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In the industry sector, energy demand in the 450 Scenario continues to increase throughout
the Outlook period, with average growth of 1.2% per year. This slowdown relative to the
New Policies Scenario is accompanied by fuel-switching away from coal and oil and towards
electricity (generated in an increasingly decarbonised power sector) and renewables. As a
result, direct emissions from the industry sector decline by 0.2% per year over the Outlook
period, to reach 4.7 Gt in 2035.

Global direct emissions from the buildings sector peak in the 450 Scenario at 3.0 Gt around
2012 and then decline gradually to 2.6 Gt in 2035. The emissions profile in the buildings
sector is influenced heavily by developments in OECD countries, where emissions are
expected to peak in 2010 and decline by 1.1% per year thereafter. In non-OECD countries,
emissions do not start to decline in this sector until around 2020, and then fall on average by
0.2% per year. This is because energy demand in the sector in non-OECD countries is under
countervailing upward pressure from increasing population, increasing average incomes
(driving residential energy demand) and the shift towards tertiary sectors in the growing
economies (driving up services sector demand).

Investment in the 450 Scenario
The global energy sector will require very substantial investment over the next 25 years,
regardless of the path followed; the total investment differs by scenario, but total
investment in energy supply is much larger than the differences between scenarios. In the
450 Scenario, investment in energy supply, including in coal, oil and gas extraction and
transportation, biofuels production and electricity generation, transmission and distribution,
amounts to a cumulative total of $36.5 trillion (in year-2010 dollars) from 2011 to 2035.
This is around 4% less than is required in the New Policies Scenario, with investment in
fossil-fuel supply in the 450 Scenario falling by around $4.6 trillion in total compared with
the New Policies Scenario. This supply-side reduction in investment relative to the New
Policies Scenario is, however, more than offset by an increase in investment in low-carbon
technologies and efficiencymeasures, both on the supply side and on the demand side. This
includes additional investment by consumers in more energy-efficient and lower-emitting
vehicles and appliances. Overall, additional investment in low-carbon technologies and
energy efficiency in the 450 Scenario, relative to the New Policies Scenario, amounts to a
cumulative $15.2 trillion over the period (Figure 6.10).

Average annual investment in the 450 Scenario, over and above that needed in the New
Policies Scenario, grows fast over time, from just over $160 billion per year in the decade
2011 to 2020 to $1.1 trillion annually by the end of the Outlook period. The increase is due
to the fact that the abatement achieved in 450 Scenario up to 2020, evenwith action arising
from the Cancun Agreements, leaves much to be accomplished in the later period and at
a higher capital cost per unit of CO2 saved. As a result, only 11% (or $1.6 trillion) of total
additional investment is incurred before 2020.

Of the cumulative additional investment in the 450 Scenario relative to the New Policies
Scenario, $6.3 trillion, or over 40%, is needed in the transport sector. Most of this is directed
towards the purchase of more efficient or alternative vehicles. The building sector is the
second-largest recipient of additional investment, amounting to $4.1 trillion (or 27% of
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the total).7 Refurbishment of buildings in OECD countries and solar PV installations account
for most of the investment. The decarbonisation of the power sector requires a net additional
$3.1 trillion. About two-thirds of total investment in electricity generation goes to renewable-
based technologies, 14% to nuclear, 8% to plants fitted with CCS and 12% to fossil-fuel plants
not fittedwithCCS. Industry invests anadditional $1.1 trillion, almost a thirdof it directed toCCS.

Figure 6.10 " Cumulative energy sector investment by scenario, 2011-2035
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Within power generation, there is some avoided investment in electricity transmission and
distribution lines, totalling about $930 billion. The lower level of electricity demand in the
450 Scenario – achieved through the $2.7 trillion investment made in buildings and industry in
improvingefficiencyofelectricityend-use– leads toa reduction ingrid infrastructure investment
of around $1.1 trillion. The increased usage of renewable energy, which requires greater
investment in transmission and distribution than other energy sources (see Chapter 5), adds
nearly $165 billion in the 450 Scenario, partially offsetting the savings due to lower demand.

Mirroring their importance in global abatement relative to the New Policies Scenario, China
and the United States need the largest additional investment – $3.2 trillion and $2.8 trillion
respectively. Non-OECD countries account for almost half of the total cumulative additional
investment relative to the New Policies Scenario, with their share increasing towards the
end of the period in line with their share of abatement.

Other spending in the 450 Scenario: fuel costs and subsidies

The changes in the energy sector to achieve the 450 Scenario have an impact on fuel
expenditure, relative to the New Policies Scenario, as lower international fuel prices interact

7. It is important to note that this investment finances not only the direct abatement from the buildings sector reported
in Figure 6.8, but also a propor!on of the indirect abatement through electricity demand reduc!on due to investment in
more efficient end-use equipment.
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with policies aimed at addressing climate change, such as carbon pricing, fossil-fuel subsidy
removal and support for low-carbonenergy sources, and the resulting changes in the structure
of demand. These various forces act together to varyingdegrees toproducediffering effects on
consumer fuel expenditure in different regions. At the global level, the net effect is a reduction
in consumers’ expenditure on energy, with total cumulative savings, relative to the New
Policies Scenario, of $690 billion (in year-2010 dollars) over the period 2011 to 2035.

However, not all regions see savings. Lower international fuel prices and lower demand
might be expected, other things being equal, to lead to lower fuel expenditure by
consumers. But, a number of factors cut across this. We assume that end-use fuel-prices
in the transport sector are kept at a level similar to the Current Policies Scenario through
taxation, in order to avoid a rebound effect, as lower demand would otherwise drive end-
use prices down, thus discouraging efficient behavior. This reduces potential savings to
consumers (although increasing importing countries’ governments’ revenues). Pricing of
CO2, which is intended to reduce demand for carbon-intensive technologies, is assumed
to be passed onto consumers, increasing fuel costs relative to the New Policies Scenario.
At the same time, removal of fossil-fuel subsidies also increases expenditure by end-users
(although simultaneously reducing expenditure by governments). In the Middle East, for
example, expenditure on energy is a cumulative $2.5 trillion higher in the 450 Scenario
than in the New Policies Scenario – subsidies on fossil fuels amount to $4 trillion across the
period, around $2 trillion less than in the New Policies Scenario. China and India, on the
other hand, see total combined savings on energy costs of more than $1.4 trillion over the
Outlook period, $840 billion in China and $600 billion in India.

Global spending on fossil-fuel subsidies is a cumulative $6.3 trillion over the period 2011 to
2035 in the 450 Scenario, $4.1 trillion lower than in the New Policies Scenario. Subsidies for
renewables, meanwhile, are a cumulative $550 billion higher in the 450 Scenario than in the
New Policies Scenario. Again, there is significant regional variation, with China spending a
cumulative $366 billionmore on renewable-energy subsidies in the 450 Scenario, compared
with the New Policies Scenario, and making around $62 billion in savings on fossil-fuel
subsidies, while Russia spends around $28 billion more on renewables subsidies over the
period and saves just over $340 billion on fossil-fuel subsidies. As mentioned, the greatest
change is in the Middle East, with an additional $39 billion spent on renewables subsidies,
far outweighed by the $2 trillion reduction in fossil-fuel subsidies.

Benefits of the 450 Scenario

The 450 Scenario, apart from leading to lower adaptation costs than the other scenarios
presented inWEO-2011 (see, for example, Parry et al., 2009; IPCC, 2007b; Stern, 2006), gives
rise to a number of other benefits, notably in terms of import bills, local pollutants and health
impacts. In the 450 Scenario, crude oil, steam coal and natural gas import prices are much
lower than in the other scenarios, reflecting lower demand. In real terms, the IEA crude oil
import price needed to balance supply and demand reaches $97/barrel (in year-2010 dollars)
in 2020 and remains stable at that level thereafter. The oil price in 2035 is $23/barrel lower
than in the New Policies Scenario. Likewise coal and natural gas prices aremuch lower in the
450 Scenario than in theNewPolicies Scenario, with the greatest change being to coal prices,
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which by 2035 are $42/tonne, or 38%, lower in the 450 Scenario (Table 6.4). Lower demand
for oil and gas are also likely to reduce uncertainty in upstream investment and diminish the
volatility in oil and gas markets compared with the New Policies Scenario8 (see Chapter 3
for the implications of deferring investment in oil and gas), while energy security is also
enhanced by diversification of the energy mix which reduces import dependence.

Table 6.4 " Fossil-fuel import prices in the 450 Scenario (2010 dollars per unit)

Unit 2010 2020 2035 Change from
NPS in 2035

IEA crude oil imports barrel 78.1 97.0 97.0 -19%

OECD steam coal imports tonne 99.2 93.3 67.7 -38%

Natural gas - Europe MBtu 7.5 9.8 9.4 -22%

Natural gas - Pacific MBtu 11.0 12.0 12.1 -15%

Natural gas - North America MBtu 4.4 6.5 7.8 -8%

Note: NPS = New Policies Scenario.

Lower oil-import requirements and lower international oil prices significantly reduce import
dependence, and reduce oil-import bills in the 450 Scenario, compared with the New
Policies Scenario. Over the whole period, the five-largest importers – China, the European
Union, the United States, India and Japan – collectively spend around $7.4 trillion, or more
than one-fifth, less than in the New Policies Scenario, while all importing countries as a
group spend $9.1 trillion less. These savings increase over time as the impact of efficiency
and diversificationmeasures grows and as the difference between oil prices in the different
scenarios increases.

In some OECD importing countries, oil-import bills are actually lower in 2035 than in 2010.
The oil-import bill in the United States peaks in 2014, at around $350 billion, and declines to
some $130 billion in 2035, less than half 2010 levels. The savings for the United States are
also very large relative to the import bill in theNewPolicies Scenario –more than $140 billion
in 2035. Among OECD countries, the proportionate impact on the import bill is highest in
the United States, but the reduction in other countries is also marked (Figure 6.11). In the
European Union, import bills peak around 2015, at $340 billion, and decline steadily to just
over $230 billion in 2035, again lower than the 2010 level, while import bills in Japan in the
450 Scenario are also well below their 2010 level by 2035. Nonetheless, the revenues of oil-
exporting countries are projected to grow in the 450 Scenario: andOPEC countries’ revenues
are projected to be almost three-times higher in the period 2011 to 2035 than they were
in the period 1985 to 2010, at a cumulative $25 trillion over the period 2011 to 2035. This
compares to cumulative revenues of $32 trillion in the New Policies Scenario.

8. Lower levels of interna!onal fossil-fuel prices do not always imply lower end-user prices compared to theNewPolicies
Scenario. Subsidies removal, the introduc!on of CO2 prices, and the shi" towards more costly electricity genera!on
op!ons tend to increase end-user prices, cancelling or tempering the decline in interna!onal prices at the end-user level.
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Figure 6.11 " Oil-import bills in selected regions by scenario
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Lower fossil-fuel consumption in the 450 Scenario reduces local pollution. Noxious emissions
from the burning of fossil fuels, and particularly fine particles (or particulate matter) have
a significant health impact – exposure to these emissions induces increased respiratory
disease and shortens life expectancy. A commonly used measure is the number of years
of life lost, obtained by multiplying the number of people exposed to the pollutants by
its impact in terms of the reduced life expectancy, measured in years. On this basis, fine
particles caused the loss of about 1.3 billion life years in China and 570 million in India in
2009. In the 450 Scenario, by 2035 this number drops by 18% in China. In India it increases
by 81%, but is still 21% lower than in the New Policies Scenario. This has implications
for health-related costs, often borne by government sources, as well as for productivity
(IIASA, 2011). The global cost of pollution control, including of particulate matter, reaches
around $430 billion in 2035, or just over $125 billion lower than the cost in the same year
in the New Policies Scenario. Over the period as a whole, this represents a saving of almost
$1.3 trillion, relative to the New Policies Scenario (Table 6.5).

Table 6.5 " Cost of pollution control by region and scenario ($2010 billion)

NewPolicies Scenario Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

2010 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035

United States 68 86 91 90 100 85 67

European Union 77 107 109 110 121 103 92

Other OECD 51 66 69 67 75 63 52

Russia 7 13 17 13 18 12 13

China 39 87 115 90 133 82 86

India 5 11 28 12 31 11 21

Middle East 10 20 29 21 34 19 22

Other non-OECD 40 74 98 76 106 69 75

World 296 465 555 479 617 443 428

Source: IIASA (2011).
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Implications of delayed action
This section discusses the implications for the energy sector if action to intensify policy
measures and deploy low-carbon technology is delayed, despite adherence to the long-term
objective of limiting temperature increase to 2°C. The present slow pace of international
negotiations towards a global architecture to tackle emissions makes it important to
understand the implications of each year of delay. Most important is the way investment
in the built-in infrastructure of energy assets locks in the situation for years to come.
Lock-in is a problem that is widely discussed, but not yet widely understood, although
increasing attention is being paid to quantification of this issue.9 Through a sector-by-sector
analysis, covering power generation, industry, transport and buildings, we have quantified
the emissions projected to come from the energy infrastructure now existing and that
under construction – the lock-in.10 For the first time, we present a quantification of the
costs and implications of delaying action. We then analyse the implications for achieving
a 450 Scenario of a ten-year delay in the roll-out of CCS. Both analyses point to a clear
conclusion: actions being currently taken are insufficient, costs are rising and time is running
out very fast.

Lock-in in the energy sector

In the 450 Scenario presented so far, we assume that an international climate agreement
is reached quickly and that governments vigorously enact policies – such as CO2 pricing and
support for low-carbon technologies – which are strong enough to steer the energy sector
onto a steep decarbonisation path. This new, intensive action is implemented as early as
2013 in all OECD countries andwithin this decade for other large emitters. Pricing emissions,
as in the 450 Scenario, leads to rapid transformation across all sectors and, in some sectors –
like the power and industry sectors – the CO2 price leads to actions such as early retirement,
refurbishment, or retrofitting, which are economic under the new circumstances.

The current pace of international negotiations is unlikely to produce an early international
agreement, and only a few countries have put in place a clear framework adequate to
incentivise investment in low-carbon infrastructure. In this situation, investment decisions
will tend to reinforce a carbon-intensive infrastructure which, when CO2 and other negative
externalities are not priced, is often cheaper. The result will be a higher level of emissions
from existing infrastructure over a longer period than the 450 Scenario suggests.

Emissions that will come from the infrastructure that is currently in place or under
construction can be thought of as “locked-in”, because they cannot be avoided without
stringent policy intervention to force premature retirements, costly refurbishment and
retrofitting or letting capacity lie idle to become economic. They are not unavoidable, but
avoiding them does not make economic sense in the current policy context. To examine
the consequences, we pose the following questions, sector-by-sector: What quantity of

9. A quan!fica!on of the extent of lock-in in the energy sector (but over a different !me period and under differing
assump!ons) has been undertaken by Davis et al., (2010).
10. The analysis also covers emissions from fossil-fuel combus!on in the agriculture, non-energy use and other energy
sectors.
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emissions is currently locked-in by existing infrastructure? What quantity of additional
emissions will be locked-in for every year of delay in agreeing to an international climate
framework?What are the additional costs of this delay?

A country-by-country and sector-by-sector analysis of the capital stock in place and under
construction shows that energy-related CO2 emissions of 23.9 Gt in 2020 (or nearly 80%
of 2010 emissions) come from power plants, buildings, factories and vehicles already in
place or under construction today (Figure 6.12). Looking further out, the options are, of
course, more open, but still notably constrained: by 2035, this figure is 16.1 Gt (or 53% of
2010 emissions). This is under the assumption that over the Outlook period the existing
infrastructure is allowed to operate as in the New Policies Scenario, i.e. in the absence of
strong new government interventions stemming from an international climate agreement.11
That is, once built, infrastructure is allowed to operate for the term of its economic life
according to the conditions prevailing in place in the New Policies Scenario.

Cumulative emissions over the Outlook period from infrastructure in place and under
construction amount tomore than 590Gt. This is 80%of the total emissions from the energy
sector over the Outlook period consistent with a 450 trajectory. Installations in non-OECD
countries account for 57% of these locked-in emissions.

Figure 6.12 " World energy-related CO2 emissions from locked-in infrastructure
in 2010 and room for manoeuvre to achieve the 450 Scenario
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If infrastructure investments continue in line with the New Policies Scenario beyond today,
the picture would look even bleaker. If strong action to move away from the New Policies
Scenario trajectory were not implemented until 2015, and all infrastructure in place or
under construction in the New Policies Scenario at that point were allowed to operate as in
that scenario, emissions from locked-in infrastructure would represent almost 95% of the

11. This means that policy interven!ons going beyond what is assumed in the New Policies Scenario could reduce these
emissions. For instance, changes inCO2prices, early re!rements, retrofi$ng, refurbishment,mothballing, fuel-switching (e.g.
from coal to biomass), among others, would reduce the actual emissions below the projected level. Some of these ac!ons
would be expected to take place under the 450 Scenario, leaving greater space for emissions from newer, more efficient
infrastructure. All analysis of locked-in emissions in this sec!on is based on the assump!ons of the New Policies Scenario.
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cumulative budgeted emissions of the 450 Scenario to 2035. If action were to be delayed
until 2017, all the available headroom for emissions through 2035 would be taken up by
the plants and equipment already existing or under construction at that date (Figure 6.13).
Expressed another way, no new investment could be made after 2017 in new power
generation, industrial capacity additions, newbuildings, passenger and commercial vehicles,
appliances, space heating and agricultural equipment unless it were zero-carbon. Any new
emitting plant or facility installed after this point would require the early retirement of some
existing plant or facility to create headroom for the new investment.12

Everyyearofdelayof introductionofaglobal frameworkwith thesufficientlypowerful economic
incentives to direct investment to follow the path of the 450 Scenario has two consequences:

! It increases the amount of capital stock that will need to be retired early, mostly in the
power and industry sectors.

! It limits dramatically the amount of more carbon-intensive infrastructure that can be
added in the future.

Figure 6.13 " World energy-related CO2 emissions in the 450 Scenario and
from locked-in infrastructure in 2010 and with delay
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The power generation and industry sectors have the greatest lock-in, due to the long lifetime
of power plants and industrial installations.13 They account respectively for 50% and 21%
of cumulative locked-in emissions. The high-carbon infrastructure already in place or under
construction will continue to be a source of emissions far into the future unless there
are very strong economic incentives for retrofitting or early retirement. Even once such
incentives are in place, there would be some lag before there would be an impact on power
sector emissions, both because such policies take time to implement and because fossil fuel-
fired plants under construction would still come on-stream as planned.

12. This is in addi!on to the early re!rements necessary in the 450 Scenario even without delay.
13. This analysis focuses on direct emissions from end-use sectors. Indirect emissions due to electricity demand in end-
use sectors are a%ributed to the power sector, since they are determined by the genera!onmix. This reduces the rate of
lock-in a%ributed to the end-use sectors, par!cularly the buildings sector.
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If power plants were allowed to operate as in the New Policies Scenario, we estimate that
in 2020 around 12.1 Gt of emissions would come from power plants that are already in
place today or are currently under construction. The level of locked-in emissions would fall
to 8.8 Gt by 2035. Cumulative emissions over the Outlook period, just from power plants
existing and under construction today, would exceed all the budgeted emissions for the
power sector in the 450 Scenario. Delaying the implementation of stringent new measures
to 2015 would make returning to a 450 trajectory after that date more costly and difficult,
as emissions in the early part of the period would exceed the 450 trajectory laid out in
this Outlook, necessitating greater abatement later on, meaning even more retirements
of power plants before the end of their economic lifetime (Figure 6.14). In order to regain
a trajectory consistent with a long-term atmospheric stabilisation at 450 ppm CO2-eq,
investors would have to retire early or retrofit plants emitting 5.7 Gt by 2035 – around 45%
of the world’s fossil-fuel power generation capacity.

Figure 6.14 " World energy-related CO2 emissions in the 450 Scenario and
from locked-in infrastructure in 2010 and with delay to 2015
in the power sector
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Globally, coal plants account for nearly three-quarters of the emissions locked-into the
power sector, and gas-fired power plants for most of the remainder. Installations in non-
OECD countries account for 67% of these locked-in emissions. Annual locked-in emissions
in China are 4.0 Gt in 2020 (20% above 2009 levels) and they decline slightly to 3.2 Gt in
2035 (or 96% of current emissions). The profile is similar for India – a country, like China,
where most of the recent capacity additions have been coal-based – though at an absolute
level around one-quarter that of China. Although the efficiency of plants recently installed,
particularly in China, is typically higher than the average level of new installations in the
advanced economies, the quantity of emissions projected to come from these new plants
over the projection period is nonetheless high because of the scale of recent construction.
Plants in non-OECD countries are relatively young as most have been built to respond to
heightened demand growth during the past two decades. About 63% of installed fossil-fuel
capacity in those countries is less than 20 years old, somost of it will not be reaching the end
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of its technical lifetime before 2035. Reflecting the rate of growth of electricity demand in
these countries, 330 GW of fossil-fuel plants are currently under construction. In contrast,
plants in OECD countries are ageing, particularly the coal plants that have long provided
baseload generating capacity. About 30%of the installed fossil-fuel capacity in 2010 in OECD
countries will be approaching the end of its lifetime in the next ten to fifteen years.

Industry is the second-largest source of locked-in emissions. In 2020, annual emissions from
capacity currently in place or under construction will be 5.2 Gt (similar to today’s levels). By
2035 locked-in emissions will be around 25% lower. Delaying the implementation of new
policy action to 2015 broadly increases emissions across the period by around 1 Gt per year
(Figure 6.15). Taking either 2011 or 2015 as the point up to which capacity is locked-in, the
proportion of locked-in emissions declines only very slowly over the period, due to the long
lifetime of capital stock in industry – up to 80 years in some cases, and with an average of
around 50 years. Thismeans only capacity installedmore than 25 years agowould, in normal
circumstances, to be retired over the course of the projection period.

Figure 6.15 " World energy-related CO2 emissions in the 450 Scenario and
from locked-in infrastructure in 2010 and with delay to 2015
in industry
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As in the power sector, most of the locked-in emissions arise in non-OECD countries and
almost all additional emissions resulting from delay in introducing more stringent standards
arise in those countries. This is due to the fact that over the next five years, almost no growth
in projected installed industrial capacity occurs in the OECD. By contrast, growth in non-OECD
countries is very substantial and is expected to continue after the end of our projection period
(IEA, 2010b). We do not, at present, envisage a need for large-scale early retirements in
industry in order to achieve the 450 Scenario (although we do expect that refurbishment and
retrofitting of existing capital stock, particularlywith CCS,would take place in order to improve
efficiency and reduce emissions). But because of the long lifetime of capital stock in the
industry sector, any delay now could have very severe consequences for the continued cuts
in emissions necessary after 2035. Indeed, our analysis suggests that delay until 2015 would
mean that installations in place or under construction in 2015 would give rise to emissions
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equal to the total emissions in the 450 Scenario, leaving no room for manoeuvre in this
sector. Since the global location of industrial activities is relatively flexible, the consequence
of exhausting the national “budget” of emissions from this sector could well be that activities
would simply be switched to countries without CO2 restrictions. This points to the need for a
global sectoral approachwhenaddressing the issueof emissions control in the industry sector.

In the OECD countries, the chemical sub-sector has the highest rate of lock-in and accounts
for 34% of the cumulative emissions from industry over the Outlook period which are
already locked-in. By 2035, chemical plants currently in place or under constructionwill emit
470 Mt (or 80% of their current level of emissions). Cement has the second-highest rate of
lock-in in OECD countries, accounting for one-fifth of cumulative locked-in emissions. In non-
OECD countries, cement accounts for 37% of cumulative locked-in emissions. Iron and steel
accounts for 21%. By 2035, emissions from iron and steel plants currently existing or under
construction in non-OECD countries will be 750 Mt (or 80% of current emissions). Pulp and
paper also has a very high lock-in rate, both at the global and regional level, with emissions
from plants currently existing and under construction actually higher in 2035 than the
current level of emissions from these plants in non-OECD countries. This is due to increased
production from these plants in these countries. However, this sub-sector accounts for only
6% of total industry emissions over the period. China has the highest average lock-in across
sectors, due to strong growth in recent years. India, by contrast, has relatively low lock-in for
most industrial sectors. However, due to the current rapid pace of economic development
taking place in India, there is the potential for lock-in to increase rapidly in the next few
years, as new capacity additions continue to be made. Other developing Asian economies
are expected to have higher levels of lock-in than India, but less than China, mainly because
strong growth in production is not expected until later in the period.

Passenger and other road vehicles (rather than long-lived stock like railways) are the main
source of CO2 emissions in the transport sector. Because of their shorter lifetime, locked-in
emissions from road transport, which stand at 2.7 Gt in 2020, decline to 850Mt in 2035. Of
the cumulative energy sector emissions over the period which are already locked-in, road
transport accounts for 12%. Even with a delay to 2015, there is still substantial room for
manoeuvre. However, for the transport sector, the major lock-in is the manufacturing and
fuel retail infrastructure in place, and as such it is difficult to capture in this kind of analysis.

The extent of lock-in in the buildings sector is largely dependent on the building shell, as
installed equipment, like boilers and heaters, has a significantly shorter lifetime. Thus, the
level of locked-in emissions declines steeply initially, leaving a residual level of emissions
which changes slowly due to the slow depreciation of building stock. And for this reason,
the non-OECD regions, although locked-in initially at high levels of energy intensity, provide
an excellent window of opportunity: current rates of development and growth suggest
that much investment in buildings and their associated equipment will be made in the
near future in these countries. But, by the same token, every year of delay leads to greater
lock-in in the basic infrastructure. Emissions from the building sector account for 7% of the
cumulative emissions over the period from the energy sector that are already locked-in. As is
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the case for transport, however, there is a degree of lock-in that exists in urban planning and
infrastructure – such as the natural gas distribution networks – that will commit emissions
for a very long time, but which is not captured in this analysis.

The cost of lock-in

If action is delayed until 2015, emissions from the power sector will overshoot the
trajectory of the 450 Scenario in the early years of the projection period. These additional
emissions must be offset by reductions later in the period. The additional abatement could,
theoretically, occur in the power sector or elsewhere. Our analysis shows that in most
countries the power sector still offers the cheapest abatement.We therefore assume that the
additional reductions will be made in this sector. Postponing the compensating abatement
until later than 2035 means that emissions would have to become negative, i.e.widespread
use of biomass generation with CCS would be needed. As this technology is not proven at
commercial scale, and therefore cannot be counted upon, we assume that the majority of
the additional power sector abatement takes place, over theOutlook period, by othermeans.

Given a delay in action to 2015, containing cumulative emissions from the power sector to
a level compatible with stabilisation of the atmospheric concentration of greenhouse gases
at 450 ppm CO2-eq over the Outlook period would require the following actions, from the
cheapest to the most expensive:

! Retrofitting plants with CCS, when this is more economic than early retirement. In this
case, the associated capital cost is the cost of retrofit (and there may be some additional
operating costs).

! Shut down of plants that are beyond their economic lifetime, but still safe and profitable
to operate, i.e. plants for which the initial investment has been repaid. This will reduce
revenues compared to the New Policies Scenario.

! Retirement of plants before the end of their economic lifetime, i.e. before the upfront
investment has been fully recovered. In this case there will be a lost sunk cost, as well as
a loss of revenues.

! Additional investment in low-carbon generation.

Delay in action results in some financial savings in the early years of the projection period,
relative to the450Scenario.While there is increased investment in fossil fuel-basedgeneration,
particularly in cheaper, inefficient plants, there would be a reduction in investment in highly
efficient and low-carbon plants. Over the decade 2011 to 2020, we estimate that the net
effect would be to avoid $150 billion of investment, relative to the 450 Scenario. After 2020,
the additional abatement to compensate for higher emissions earlier in the periodmeans that
more low-carbonplants and equipment need to be installed, relative to the 450 Scenario,with
a net effect of adding $650 billion to investment over the period 2021 to 2035 (Figure 6.16).
In other words, for every $1 of avoided investment between 2011 and 2020, either through
reduced low-carbon investment or adoption of cheaper fossil-fuel investment options, an
additional $4.3 would need to be spent between 2021 and 2035 to compensate.
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Figure 6.16 " Change in investment in power generation by technology
in the Delayed 450 Case, relative to the 450 Scenario
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What if CCS does not deliver?

The 450 path set out in thisOutlook is just oneway of achieving an emissions path consistent
with long-term stabilisation of the atmospheric concentration of CO2-eq at 450 ppm. There
are, of course, other paths that the energy sector could take in the future that would have
the same outcome. What matters for a given climate goal is not the particular choice of
policy measures, nor the investment cost – nor, even the specific emissions profile (at least
in the absence of major overshooting, which could lead to the kind of feedback effects
discussed in Box 6.1) – but the cumulative level of emissions over a certain period. One
way of viewing this is to regard the world as having a total emissions budget. At what rate
and how this budget is used up does not matter from a climate change viewpoint. What
matters is that the budget is not exceeded. A budget of a cumulative 1 000Gt of CO2 emitted
between 2000 and 2049 would, if respected, give a 75% chance of keeping the global
average temperature increase to 2°C or less (Meinshausen et al., 2009). In the 450 Scenario,
this budget is exceeded by 2035.

Reducing the probability of success to 50% increases the budget to 1 440 Gt. Since a total of
264 Gt of emissions have already been emitted between 2000 and 2009, 1 176 Gtmore can
be emitted from 2010 to 2049. The implications for global energymarkets of this budget are
profound, as it implies that less than half of the remaining proven fossil-fuel reserves can
be used over the next 40 years (Figure 6.17). More of the reserves could be used without
exceeding the emissions budget if CCS technology becomes available. However, CCS
technology has not yet been proven at commercial scale and the level of commitment to
demonstration plants leaves doubts about how fast this can be achieved.We examine in this
section what it would mean for the energy sector’s contribution to attaining the 2°C goal if
this crucial technology is not deployed on a large scale until ten years later thanwe envisage
in the 450 Scenario. This would mean no commercial application in the power sector until
2030, leaving only five years of operation within the projection period; and in the industry
sector, CCS only beginning to be introduced at any scale by 2035.
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Figure 6.17 " Potential CO2 emissions from remaining fossil-fuel reserves
and in the 450 Scenario, compared with the emissions budget
to achieve 2°C
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While CCS in 2020accounts for only 3%of the abatement, relative to theNewPolicies Scenario
to reach the 450 Scenario, by 2035 this share increases to 22% (or 18%across the period). This
makes CCS the third biggest sourceof cumulative abatement, after energy efficiencymeasures
and renewables. With the delay assumed above, CCS would have a much more limited
application before 2035, reducing the cumulative abatement contribution from this source to
1% over the period, and leaving 17%, or around 25 Gt, to be achieved by othermeans.

Delayed CCS 450 Case – Implica!ons for the energy sector

Of the total global capacity of 1 270 GW of coal-fired generation in place in 2035 in the
450 Scenario, 32%of it is CCS-equipped. For gas, it is amuch smaller, but still significant, 10%
of a total of 2 110 GW of capacity.14 Around 6 Gt, or 40%, of cumulative abatement in the
industry sector over theOutlook period comes fromCCS. Delay in the commercial availability
of CCS would make necessary either a shift to other low-carbon generating technologies or
a decrease in energy demand through greater efficiency (or a combination of the two) in
order to keep cumulative emissions over the period at the level of the 450 Scenario. In this
sensitivity analysis, both turn out to be the case, although energy demand decreases only
marginally, with total demand 0.06% lower than the 450 Scenario in 2020 and 1.5% lower in
2035, a cumulative difference of around 1 870 Mtoe over the period. This puts much more
pressure on other low-carbon generation options.

In the 450 Scenario, CCS accounts for 18% of cumulative abatement globally. With a ten-year
delay in the roll-out of this technology, this falls to under 1%, or around 1.6 Gt. As we assume
that the total level of emissions is unchanged, reduced abatement from CCS has to be made
goodelsewhere. This happens in power generation largely through a shift to renewables (both
in power plants and through additional solar photovoltaic generation in the buildings sector)
and nuclear. Abatement due to renewables, including biofuels, increases by almost 45%
compared with the 450 Scenario, accounting for 50 Gt of the cumulative abatement across

14. Due to the higher carbon content of coal, a CO2 price acts to make CCS-equipped coal plants commercially viable
before this is true of gas-fired plants.
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the period as a whole. Total abatement from efficiency increases only very marginally, as the
450 Scenario already absorbs almost all of the available efficiency potential in most regions.
For comparison, the Low Nuclear 450 Case (Box 6.4 and Chapter 12) sees a smaller increase
in the contribution of renewables including biofuels, from a share of 23% of cumulative
abatement in the 450 Scenario to 32%. The remainder of the shortfall in this case is made
up by expansion of CCS, which delivers more than a fifth of abatement in the Low Nuclear
450 Case (Figure 6.18). In both of these sensitivity cases, cumulative additional investment,
relative to theNewPolicies Scenario, is substantially higher than in the450Scenario, increasing
by $1.14 trillion in the Delayed CCS 450 Case and by $1.5 trillion in the LowNuclear 450 Case.
This underlines the importance of these two technologies in achieving the 450 Scenario at the
lowest possible cost. Investment in the Delayed CCS 450 Case is discussed below.

Box 6.4 " The implications of less nuclear power for the 450 Scenario

The accident at the Fukushima Daiichi power station in early 2011 has led to a
re-evaluationof the risks associatedwith nuclear power and to greater uncertainty about
the future role of nuclear power in the energy mix. In order to assess the impact on our
projections of a reduced role for nuclear, we include in this year’s Outlook a chapter
outlining two special cases. The first is a variant of the New Policies Scenario, which we
call the Low Nuclear Case, in which nuclear plays a much smaller role in global energy
supply. The secondexamines the implications of those same lownuclear assumptions for
achievement of the 2°C global climate objective – the LowNuclear 450 Case, a variant of
the 450 Scenario. The results of those analyses are presented in Chapter 12.

To contain energy sector emissions within the CO2 budget of the 450 Scenario with a
much lower component of nuclear power is a formidable challenge. It would require
much greater deployment of other low-carbon technologies. Renewables-based
electricity generation capacity in 2035 would need to be almost 20% higher than its
already very high level in the 450 Scenario, while CCS-equipped coal- and gas-fired
capacity would need to be more than a third higher than in the 450 Scenario. There
would be a need for additional cumulative investment of $1.5 trillion over the period
2011 to 2035. In practice, it is by no means certain whether these projections could
actually be realised, given the scale of the imposed commercial losses and practical
limitations on deploying low-carbon technologies on such a large scale and so quickly.

At a regional and country level, abatement in the Delayed CCS 450 Case mostly follows a
similar pattern to the global changes compared with the 450 Scenario. OECD countries see
an increase in the importance of nuclear for abatement of about 50% while abatement from
renewables including biofuels increases by 33%. The abatement in major emerging markets
from these sources also increases substantially, with China’s abatement fromnuclear rising by
nearly 70%. Other developing countries, withmuch less nuclear to begin with, see a relatively
small increase in abatement from this source, instead relyingona large increase in renewables.

It is important to note that the results of the Delayed CCS 450 Case assume extremely rapid
roll-out of renewable energy technologies, nuclear generation and electric vehicles. For
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example, it would require an average annual addition of some90GWofwind power between
2011 and 2035, which is 50%more than the total installed capacity in non-OECD countries in
2010 (Table 6.6). Sales of hybrids, plug-in hybrids and electric vehicles would need to be 75%
of total sales of PLDVs in 2035, requiring a significant transformation of the infrastructure
used to fuel/recharge the cars. Every year, some 27 GW of new nuclear reactors need to be
built, necessitating widespread acceptance of such technology. Other technologies which
will be called upon, such as large hydro and biofuels, also carry with them issues of social
acceptability due to their potential environmental consequences and sustainability issues.
It is also worth noting that, given long lead-times in constructing nuclear power plants in
particular, the fact that CCS would not be available as planned in the 450 Scenario would
have to be apparent early in the period in order for nuclear to reach the necessary level in a
timely manner, a degree of foreknowledge and forward planning that might not be available
in the real world. Given the fact that achieving the 450 Scenario would already be extremely
challenging, it is highly optimistic to assume the feasibility of rolling out technology even faster,
and transforming both individual behaviour and urban planning.

Figure 6.18 " Cumulative share of abatement relative to the New Policies
Scenario in the 450 Scenario, Delayed CCS 450 Case and
Low Nuclear 450 Case
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If changes on this scale were to be achieved, demand for individual fuels would change very
significantly. Coal demand peaks in the 450 Scenario at around 3 880Mtoe in 2016, falling to
2 315Mtoe by 2035; in the Delayed CCS 450 Case it peaks in the same year at the same level,
but fallsmuchmore steeply to under 1 700Mtoe by 2035. Although coal is the fuel which – as
would be expected – suffers themost dramatic change, gas demand also falls significantly and
is 4% lower in 2035 than in the 450 Scenario (Figure 6.19). Thebiggest increase among the low-
carbon fuels is nuclear, demand for which is just over 15% higher in 2035 in the Delayed CCS
450 Case than in the 450 Scenario, while demand for renewables increases by 8%. Sincemuch
of this increase in demand for renewables comes froma shift to renewables-based generation
in the power sector, the Delayed CCS 450 Case actually sees an increase in coal and gas
capacity without CCS. This is because variable renewables require additional flexible capacity,
partially provided by coal and gas plants (for which CCS is not available) (see Chapter 5).
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Table 6.6 " Consumption, capacity and stock of selected technologies by scenario

2010 2035 Average annual
additions,
2006-2010

Average annual additions, 2011-2035

New Policies
Scenario

450 Scenario Delayed CCS
450 Case

New Policies
Scenario

450 Scenario Delayed CCS
450 Case

Hydro (GW) 1 027 1 629 1 803 1 976 40.0 27.3 34.2 41.2

Wind (GW) 195 1 102 1 685 2 059 32.1 52.1 75.8 90.7

Solar PV (GW) 38 499 901 1 030 10.0 22.1 38.5 43.7

Nuclear (GW) 393 633 865 998 1.7 13.8 21.9 27.2

EV stock (million)* 0 13 140 173 0.0 0.6 6.3 7.6

PHEV stock (million)** 0 18 280 285 0.0 0.8 13.4 13.7

Biofuels consumption (mb/d) 1.3 4.4 7.8 8.4 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3

*EV= electric vehicle. **PHEV= plug-in hybrid electric vehicle.

© OECD/IEA, 2011
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Figure 6.19 " Change in global energy demand by fuel in the Delayed CCS
450 Case compared with the 450 Scenario
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The cost of delaying CCS

Overall, the cost of living within the cumulative emissions budget of the 450 Scenario
would be increased by a ten-year delay in the roll-out of CCS by $1.14 trillion (or 8%) over
the period 2011 to 2035 (Figure 6.20). These additional costs are weighted towards the
power generation and transport sectors because, in the absence of CCS, these sectors are
the most cost-effective sources of abatement. Overall, investment in industry actually falls
relative to the 450 Scenario because, due to the long lifetime of industrial capacity and
the CO2 intensity of industrial processes, retrofitting with CCS in this sector is by far the
largest source of abatement, and was expected to have accounted for around one-third
of investment in the 450 Scenario. Without CCS, other abatement options in industry are
limited and are costly. The greatest proportional increase in overall investment occurs in
the last five years of the period, when investment is 12% higher than in the 450 Scenario.

Figure 6.20 " Additional investment in the Delayed CCS 450 Case
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This analysis demonstrates the importance of CCS to cost-effective avoidance of dangerous
climate change. Though the effectiveness and commercial acceptability of CCS have yet
to be proven (and hard-headed reappraisal will be needed year-by-year for several years
yet), intensive investment and effort to demonstrate the commercial viability of CCS is the
rational course of action for governments seriously intent on restricting the average global
temperature rise to nomore than 2°C. Successful demonstrationwill need to be followed by
equally rapid andwidespread deployment. This judgement holds even after allowing for the
heavy discounting appropriate to more distant investment in alternative solutions.

Regulatory and policy support will be critical to successful CCS deployment. CCS generates
no revenues or other market benefits if there is no carbon price. It is both costly to install
and, once in place, increases operating costs. To overcome these barriers, effective, well-
designed policy is essential.

In addition, the ongoing analysis for the Fifth Assessment Report of the International Panel
on Climate Change shows that the majority of new emissions profiles compatible with 2°C
would see energy-related emissions becoming negative around 2070.15 This presumes, in
practice, widespread use of biomass with CCS, underlining even further the importance
of quickly deploying this technology at a large scale. Any delay in action is likely to make
CCS even more important, as retrofitting coal- and gas-fired power plants and industrial
installations is the only economically viable way to avoid locking-in these emissions.

15. See www.pik-potsdam.de/~mmalte/rcps/.
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PREFACE

Part B of this Outlook looks at one of the key players in the global energy economy, the
Russian Federation.

Chapter 7 starts with a brief overview of energy in Russia and the role of Russian energy
in the world. It then sets out the assumptions underpinning our projections, including
the macroeconomic and policy landscape, the critical issue of domestic energy pricing
and the potential for energy efficiency savings. It also considers the main policy issues
and challenges that will affect the development of the Russian domestic energy market
and sets out our projections for Russian energy demand to 2035.

Chapter 8 goes into detail on Russian resources and supply potential, focusing primarily
on hydrocarbons, but also covering the potential for nuclear power, hydropower and
other renewable sources of energy. It assesses the costs and challenges of developing
these resources and, on the basis of our projections to 2035, identifies the potential role
of Russia as a global energy supplier.

Chapter 9 examines the national and global implications of the trends identified in
the previous two chapters. It looks at the role of energy in Russian national economic
development and also integrates the outlook for Russia into the broader picture by
examining the contribution of Russia to regional and global energy security, the potential
development of new trading relationships, notably with China, and the impact of activity
in the Russian energy sector on environmental sustainability.

PART B
OUTLOOK FOR RUSSIAN ENERGY
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CHAPTER 7

H I G H L I G H T S

RUSSIAN DOMESTIC ENERGY PROSPECTS

Energy: master or servant of the Russian economy?

! Russia is a key player in the global energy economy and the energy policy choices
made by the authorities in the coming years will shape not only the prospects for
Russia’s own economic development but will also have major implications for global
energy security and environmental sustainability.

! The energy intensity of Russian GDP has improved in recent years but, even allowing
for Russia’s industrial structure and harsh climate, energy use in Russia is still highly
inefficient. Raising efficiency in each sector of the economy to the levels of comparable
OECD countrieswould savemore than 200Mtoe of primary energy per year, 30%of total
demand and an amount similar to the energy used in a year by theUnited Kingdom.

! Stronger energy efficiency policies and price reforms in the New Policies Scenario
start to tap into this energy savings potential, dampening overall increases in energy
demand. As a result, the energy efficiency gap between Russia and OECD economies
narrows, but it remains significant: energy savings potential in 2035, relative to OECD
efficiencies, would still be 18% of total primary consumption.

! Total energy demand rises 28% to reach 830 Mtoe in 2035, at an annual average rate
of1%.Energyuse for transportation, growsat the fastestpace, followedby the industryand
power sectors. Demand growth in the 450 Scenario flattens after 2015 and averages only
0.4%per year,while in theCurrentPolicies Scenario growth ishigher at 1.3%per year.

! Higher domestic natural gas and electricity prices encourage efficiency, but on their
own do not lead tomajor changes in the energymix: the share of gas falls only slightly
from 54% in 2009 to 52% in 2035. Gas demand rises by 0.8% per year on average and
reaches 530 bcm in 2035. Oil consumption edges higher to 3.2 mb/d in 2035 from
2.7 mb/d in 2009. Coal use stays within a range of 155 to 175Mtce per year.

! Electricity output grows to 1 440 TWh in 2035, an average increase of 1.5% per year.
Natural gas remains the most important fuel in the power sector even though nuclear
and, from a low base, renewables grow more quickly. The ability of a liberalised
electricitymarket to deliver adequate and timely investmentwill be a keymeasure of its
success; the power sector requires total investment of $615billion (in year-2010dollars)
during the period to 2035.

! Reform efforts have been directed at the electricity market, but have yet to touch
the district heating sector in the same way. Demand for district heating grows only
at 0.3% per year as it struggles to compete with own-use boilers (and CHP) installed
by industry and with decentralised space heating in apartments and private homes.
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Introduction1

Russia’s energy sector operates on a grand scale. In 2010, Russia was the largest oil
producer, the largest producer and exporter of natural gas and the fourth-largest energy
consumer (after China, the United States and India). It has exceptional reserves of natural
gas, oil, coal, uranium, metals and ores. It has major potential for hydropower and other
renewables and, in Siberia, one-fifth of theworld’s forests. The sheer size of the country and
its resourcesmean that energy policy choicesmade by the Russian authorities in the coming
yearswill help to shape not only the prospects for national economic development in Russia,
but also global energy security and environmental sustainability.

Strong rates of gross domestic product (GDP) growth from 2000 to 2008, supported by
the rise in international energy prices, have helped Russia recover from the precipitous
economic decline of the 1990s (Table 7.1). Measured by purchasing power parity (PPP),
Russia now has the sixth-largest economy in the world. Among the leading emerging
economies (the so-called BRICS - Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa), it has by some
distance the highest GDP per capita. With fossil-fuel prices high and projected to remain so
and Russia’s standing among resource-holders enhanced by the uncertainty facing some
other key producers (see Chapter 3), a bright future for Russia’s energy sector might appear
almost guaranteed. Yet the challenges facing Russia’s energy sector are, in many ways, no
less impressive than the size of its resources.

Table 7.1 ! Key energy-related indicators for Russia

Unit 1991 2000 2010* 2000-2010**

GDP (MER) $2010 billion 1 300 919 1 465 4.8%

GDP (PPP) $2010 billion 1 973 1 395 2 223 4.8%
Population million 148 147 142 -0.4%
GDP (PPP) per capita $2010 thousand 13.3 9.5 15.7 5.1%
Primary energy demand Mtoe 872 620 687 1.0%
Primary energy demand per capita toe 5.9 4.2 4.8 1.4%
Primary energy demand per GDP toe/$1 000 ($2010, MER) 0.67 0.67 0.47 -3.6%
Net oil export mb/d 4.4 3.9 7.5 8.5%
Net gas export bcm 177 185 190 0.3%

Energy-related CO2 emissions Mt 2 168 1 492 1 604 0.7%

*2009 is the base year for the projections in this Outlook and the last year for which an energy balance for Russia was
available at the time of writing, but it was an anomalous year because of the impact of the financial and economic crisis.
Preliminary energy data for 2010, where available, are incorporated in the projections: they are also presented in this
table and elsewhere in Part B where appropriate.
**Compound average annual growth rate.
Notes: MER =market exchange rate; PPP = purchasing power parity.

The oil and gas fields in Western Siberia that account for the bulk of current Russian
production are entering, or are already in, a period of long-term decline. In the natural
gas sector, this consideration applies particularly to two super-giant, low-cost gas fields

1. The analyses in Chapters 7, 8 and 9 benefi$ed greatly from discussions with Russian officials, industry representa!ves
and experts, notably during an IEA workshop held in Moscow in April 2011.
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(Urengoy and Yamburg) that have made a preeminent contribution to the gas balance
over the last two decades. The task of compensating for declines from existing fields is
complicated by the fact that new production areas are higher-cost, more difficult technically
and often even more remote. Uncertainties over the fiscal regime and the pace of demand
growth in differentmarkets further complicate decisions on the timing and extent of Russia’s
investment in new production and transportation capacity.

On the domestic front, Russia needs to modernise its ageing infrastructure and tackle the
inefficiency of its energy use. These are recognised by the Russian authorities (Box 7.1) as
major policy priorities, but the scale of the task is huge. For the moment, it is unclear to what
extent Russia will realise its potential for energy savings and whether it will create domestic
energymarkets that deliver strong commercial incentives both for investment and for efficient
operation and end-use. For the next few years, strong energy exports will be essential to
overall economic growthbut, looking further ahead, there are competingpaths for theRussian
economy and the role of its energy resources: is Russia to remain predominantly an exporter
of raw materials, highly dependent on the oil and gas sectors for economic growth; or will
Russia foster amore broadly based and diversified economy, served – but not dominated – by
a market-driven energy sector? The answer to these questions will determine not only the
future of Russian energy but also, to a significant extent, the rate of economic growth in Russia
and how the benefits of growth are spread among the population.

Trends in energy demand and supply

Recent trends in energy demand reflect the economic upheaval of the 1990s and the
subsequent recovery (Figure 7.1). A deep slump in industrial and economic activity in the
early part of the 1990s meant a similarly sharp decline in energy use: between 1991 and
1998, Russian GDP declined by 40%, while in the same period domestic energy demand
fell by almost one-third. Following the 1998 financial crisis, the Russian economy started
a prolonged period of growth which halted, and then reversed, the decline in energy use.

Figure 7.1 ! Primary energy demand in Russia by fuel and GDP, 1990-2009
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Figure 7.1 also shows significant divergence between the paths of economic growth
and energy consumption growth since 2000. Between 2000 and 2009, GDP grew bymore
than 50% while energy demand increased by less than 5% as economic output shifted
towards less energy-intensive sectors. This represents an improvement of one-third in
the energy intensity of Russia’s GDP over this period. However, the amount of energy
required to produce a unit of GDP (in PPP terms) is, in Russia, still more than twice the
average in OECD countries.

On the supply side, Figure 7.2 shows the bumpy ride taken by Russian oil and, to a
lesser degree, coal production since the early 1990s, compared with the much more
stable levels of output from the gas sector. Continuity in gas supply was facilitated by
the commissioning of key super-giant fields brought on stream in the 1980s and by
the transformation in 1989 of the Soviet-era Ministry of the Gas Industry into the new
corporation, Gazprom. Oil output, which was already stagnating in the late Soviet period,
was depressed further in the early 1990s by the fragmentation of productive capacity into
multiple state entities, many with only regional scope, that were often plagued by poor
management and under-investment. Oil production declined by more than 40% before
starting to recover around the turn of the century, as the industry was consolidated and
partially privatised.

Box 7.1 ! Policy making and regulation in the Russian energy sector

Given the importanceof theRussian energy sector to thenational economy,most key
decisions about energy policy are taken at the highest levels of government. Below
this level,multipleministries and other executive officeswork on the development of
energy sector policy proposals and different aspects of policymaking.

The Ministry of Energy takes the lead on day-to-day regulation and supervision
of the energy sector, but is by no means the only body with responsibilities in
this area. Among the other ministries, the Ministry of Natural Resources and
Environment is responsible for regulating upstream activities, awarding field
licenses and monitoring compliance. The Ministry of Finance answers for fiscal
policy, a critical component of the investment climate. The Ministry for Economic
Development holds sway over tariff policy in the gas and electricity sectors and
co-ordinates energy and energy efficiency policies with the overall priorities for
national economic development.

Other important agencies for the energy sector are the Federal Anti-Monopoly
Service, responsible for competition policy, the Federal Tariff Service, which sets
transportation, transmission and other regulated tariffs and the Russian Energy
Agency, which is responsible, under the Ministry of Energy, for promoting and
monitoring implementation of energy efficiency policies and measures.
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Figure 7.2 ! Energy production in Russia by fuel, 1990-2009
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Russia produces far more energy than it consumes internally. Indeed, energy dominates
Russia’s overall export mix, accounting for around two-thirds of exports by value. Russia
exported an average of 7.5 million barrels per day (mb/d) of oil in 2010, around two-thirds
as crude oil or natural gas liquids (NGLs) and the rest as refined products. Net exports of
natural gas were 190 billion cubicmetres (bcm) and net coal exports were 82million tonnes
of coal equivalent (Mtce).2 The bulk of these exports were transported westward along
well-established routes to neighbouring countries and to European markets; however,
a small but increasing share of oil, gas and coal is also being delivered to China and the
Asia-Pacific region. This incipient shift in favour of fast-growing Asianmarkets is expected to
gain momentum throughout the projection period.

The presentation in this Outlook of projections for Russia as a whole should not disguise
the fact that there are strong variations between the Russian regions in terms of resources,
prices and policy challenges. Energy production is heavily concentrated in specific parts
of the country, notably in the Urals Federal District, which includes the autonomous
regions of Khanty-Mansisk (almost 60% of oil production) and Yamalo-Nenets (close
to 90% of gas production), and in Siberia, which includes the main coal-producing
Kuzbass and Krasnoyarsk regions as well as most of Russia’s hydropower production and
potential (Figure 7.3). By contrast, the Central Federal District, which includes Moscow,
has negligible resources and production of fossil fuels. The 37 million inhabitants of this
District, in commonwith others in European regions of Russia, rely on supplies from other
parts of the country, delivered over long distances. Transportation costs lead to large
differentials between energy prices in different regions, as well as variations in the actual
and potential fuel mix.

2. Preliminary data for 2010 are provided here to give a more representa!ve picture of current export volumes.
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Figure 7.3 ! Share of Russia’s population, energy consumption and fossil-fuel production by federal district, 2009
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Trends in policies and governance

The experience of economic turbulence in the 1990s has been reflected in trends in energy-
sector policies and governance for much of the last decade. With an emphasis often on
stability, rather than far-reaching reform, the state maintained or, in some cases, increased
its involvement in many key parts of the national economy. However, this trend has not
been uniform – the liberalisation of the electricity sector in the mid-2000s is an exception –
and it is being challenged.3 There is a widely shared recognition in Russia that the country
needs to strengthen the quality of both state and market institutions if it is to realise its full
potential. Survey data4 suggests that Russia is still perceived as prone to serious problems
with corruption and bureaucratic interference which contribute to the costs and risks of
doing business. Doubts persist about the respect for contracts and private sector property
rights, a factor which discourages investment. A further challenge for Russia, as for many
resource-owning countries, is to ensure that large natural resource revenues do not
prejudice the development of other parts of the economy or of effective national institutions
and good governance.

Key assumptions for the Russian energy outlook
As elsewhere in this Outlook, our energy projections for Russia are contained in three
scenarios: the Current Policies Scenario, the New Policies Scenario and the 450 Scenario
(see Chapter 1 for a full description of the assumptions underlying each scenario). Detailed
results are presented only for the New Policies Scenario. This scenario takes into account
both existing policies and Russia’s policy intentions including, where available, targets for
the energy sector and the environment that are set out in national strategy documents
and sector programmes, even where the relevant measures or instruments for their
implementation are not yet in place. We are cautious in assessing the prospects for full
implementation of these policies and targets, bearing inmind the difficulties that often arise
with securing the necessary budgetary and financial support and, crucially, in ensuring the
optimal performance of the relevant institutions and administrative mechanisms.

GDP and population

Russia was among the countries most affected by the recent global economic and financial
crisis: an 8% decline in GDP in 2009 highlighted the risks associated with Russia’s exposure
to downturns in international commodity prices and energy demand. The economy is now
recovering from this sharp shock: a large fiscal stimulus, equivalent to 9% of GDP, cushioned
the initial effects of the recession in some sectors and higher oil prices since then have
helped to boost production and employment. However, in the view of the International

3. An example is the proposal to divest part of the state holding in companies such as the oil giant, Rosne", the power
company, InterRAO, the hydropower company, Rushydro, andpossibly even theoil pipeline company, Transne" (although
it is not yet clear when, or whether, these plans will come to frui!on).
4. Russia ranks 123rd out of 183 countries in theWorld Bank’s Ease of Doing Business index (World Bank, 2011) and 154th

among 180 surveyed in Transparency Interna!onal’s Corrup!on Percep!ons Index (Transparency Interna!onal, 2010).
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Monetary Fund (IMF), Russia needs strengthened policies to avoid growth tapering off to
less than 4% per year in the medium term, significantly less than the rate of growth seen
prior to the financial and economic crisis (IMF, 2011a).

OurGDP growth assumptions for the period to 2015 are drawn from the IMFWorld Economic
Outlook (IMF, 2011b); this means real GDP is assumed to grow at an average annual rate
of 4.3% for the period from 2009 to 2015. After 2015, the rate of economic growth is
assumed to slow down progressively in the longer term, such that the average for the entire
2009 to 2035 period is 3.6% (Table 7.2). The contribution of the services sector to GDP is
assumed to increase steadily over time, continuing the shift seen since 1990. Although
Russia could surprise in either direction, longer-term growth is assumed to be constrained
from rising higher by a decline in the population, a weak banking sector, relatively low rates
of investment in new or upgraded productive capacity and continued concerns over the
investment climate and governance. Nonetheless, the annual average figure of 3.6% is higher
than the 3% assumption in last year’sOutlook for the period 2008 to 2035.

Table 7.2 ! Indicators and assumptions for population and GDP in Russia

Population GDP ($2010, PPP) GDP per capita ($2010, PPP)

2009
(millions)

1991-
2009*
(%)

2009-
2035*
(%)

2009
($ billion)

1991-
2009*
(%)

2009-
2035*
(%)

2009
($)

1991-
2009*
(%)

2009-
2035*
(%)

Russia 142 -0.2% -0.3% 2 138 0.4% 3.6% 15 069 0.7% 3.9%

World 6 765 1.3% 0.9% 70 781 3.2% 3.6% 10 463 1.9% 2.6%
European Union 501 0.3% 0.2% 14 911 1.9% 1.9% 29 755 1.5% 1.7%

*Compound average annual growth rate.

A key medium-term challenge will be to mobilise the investment required to upgrade and
renovate Russia’s industrial base. Gross fixed capital formation (that is, spending on physical
assets such asmachinery, land development, buildings, installations, vehicles or technology)
is around 20% of GDP (having reached a high point of 22% in 2008), a relatively low figure
compared to other emerging economies. Foreign investment has played a relatively minor
role: capital inflows rose steadily in the 2000s, bolstered by Russian capital returning from
abroad, but – even at its peak of $75 billion in 2008 – foreign investment did not exceed 5%
of GDP (MER).5

Our GDP assumptions, which are constant across all three scenarios, are generally
lower than those that have been used to develop Russia’s own strategy documents and
development plans for the energy sector. For example, the baseline scenario of Russia’s
Energy Strategy to 2030 assumes average annual GDP growth of almost 5% per year
(Institute of Energy Strategy, 2010). The difference in GDP assumptions naturally has amajor
impact on energy demand. To allow for a more direct comparison between our projections

5. Despite limita!ons on par!cipa!on in oil and gas projects, a significant share of foreign investment has nonetheless
come to the energy sector: Rosstat data suggest that 30% of foreign investment was in oil, gas and electricity in the
period 2004 to 2010.
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and those in Russian strategy documents, we have run a high GDP case in linewith themore
optimistic outlook for GDP growth from the RussianMinistry of Economic Development (the
“favourable” scenario for economic growth). The results are presented in Chapter 9.

Demographic trends are a source of political concern within Russia and of uncertainty
with regard to the future. Russia’s population has fallen by around 4% since 1990, from
148 million to 142 million, although Rosstat data shows that the rate of decline has slowed
in recent years. In our scenarios, the Russian population is assumed to continue to decrease,
but at a slower rate, reaching 133million in 2035. This falls between the “low” and “medium”
scenarios from Rosstat, which show figures for 2030 of 128 and 139 million, respectively.
Over the period to 2035, the share of Russia’s population living in urban areas is expected
to increase from 73% to 78%. The results of the 2010 Census will enrich understanding of
Russian demographics; provisional figures, released in second-quarter 2011, put the total
population at 142.9 million in 2010. They also suggest some strong regional variations in
trends within Russia, with the largest decline in population seen in the Far East.

GDP per capita (PPP) was $15 100 in 2009, more than twice as high as the figure for China
and half the level of the European Union. Projected average growth in GDP per capita to
2035 is 3.9% per year, higher than the headline rate for GDP growth because of the expected
decline in the population. As living standards rise, so do our assumptions about residential
space per capita, which increases from an average of 22 squaremetres (m2) in 2009 to 38m2

in 2035, and indicators such as car ownership, which rises from 220 passenger vehicles per
1 000 people in 2009 to 390 vehicles per 1 000 people in 2035.

Energy and climate policies

The Energy Strategy to 2030 (Government of Russia, 2009) provides a detailed overarching
framework of long-term policy priorities for the energy sector. The Strategy is supplemented
and, in some cases, modified by development programmes for the oil, gas and coal sectors
and a similar document for the power sector, adopted in 2008 and then amended in 2010.
Investment, efficiency, security and reliability are recurrent themes in the Energy Strategy,
which foresees three main changes to the Russian energy balance in the period to 2030: a
reduction in the share of natural gas in the primary energy mix to under 50%; an increase
in the share of non-fossil fuels in primary energy consumption to 13% to 14% (from 10%
today); and a reduction in the energy intensity of GDP. The Energy Strategy adopts a multi-
scenario approach to test the implications of different future levels of demand and supply. A
comparison with the projections of thisOutlook is included in Chapter 9.

Market reform has proceeded at various speeds in different sectors of the Russian energy
economy. Domestic coal, oil and wholesale electricity markets have been liberalised, while
reforms to other parts of the electricity sector (retail and capacity markets) are at an earlier
stage, as are reform efforts in the domestic gas sector and in heat supply. The interplay
between sectorswith differentmarket and regulatory structures is an element of complexity
and uncertainty in the Russian domestic energy outlook.We assume that the domestic coal,
oil and wholesale electricity markets will remain commercially competitive, with gradual
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reform in the other areas.We assume that the upstream structure of the oil and gas industry
remains dominated by Russian companies (state and private) throughout the projection
period (see Chapter 8).

Russia’s policies on energy efficiency and intensity and, to a lesser extent, its commitments
on greenhouse-gas emissions are important in shaping the outcomes examined in this
Outlook (Table 7.3). Russia’s pledge to the Copenhagen Accord was a 15% to 25% reduction
in emissions by 2020, relative to a 1990 baseline.6 Implementation of this pledge is included
in our assumptions, the lower figure, which is considered as a business-as-usual trajectory, in
the Current Policies Scenario, a 20% target in theNewPolicies Scenario and the higher figure,
25%, in the 450 Scenario. These are all achieved, with room to spare, in our projections so
they do not impose additional policy constraints in the period to 2020 (see Chapter 9). By
contrast, the aim to reduce Russia’s energy intensity by 40% to 2020, compared to that
of 2007, sets a much higher level of ambition. This target was announced by President
Medvedev in 2008 and its achievement would have substantial implications for energy use.

Table 7.3 ! Main assumptions for Russia by scenario

New Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Electricity
and natural gas prices

- Gas prices for industry reach “netback parity”
by 2020; gradual above-inflation increase in
residential electricity and gas prices.

- As in the New Policies Scenario, but higher rates
of increase in residential electricity and gas
prices.

Power generation - State support to the nuclear and hydropower
sectors; support mechanisms for non-hydro
renewables introduced from 2014.

- Domestic emissions trading scheme post-2020
for power generation.
Stronger support for nuclear and renewables.

Industry - Efficiency measures driven by prices.
- Reduction in share of GDP value-added in favour
of the services sector.

- Domestic emissions trading scheme post-2020.

Transport - Accelerated development of natural gas vehicles. - Introduction of fuel-efficiency standards.

Buildings - New building codes, meter installations and
refurbishment programmes lead to efficiency
gains in space heating 50% above Current
Policies Scenario.

- Efficiency standards for appliances.
- Per-capita residential space increases from 22m2

to 38m2.

- As in the New Policies Scenario, but a higher rate
of efficiency gains in space heating, 150% above
Current Policies Scenario.

- Stricter efficiency standards for buildings and
appliances.

CO2 emissions - 20% reduction in 2020 compared with 1990. - 25% reduction in 2020 compared with 1990.

Oil and gas supply
(all scenarios)

- The tax regime for oil and gas will succeed in mobilising the necessary investment to allow an
appropriate level of exploitation of the oil resources in each region, according to the economic
possibilities (see Chapter 8).

- The target for 95% utilisation of associated gas, i.e. a reduction in gas flaring, is reached in 2014.

6. The target within this range depends on the extent to which the role of Russia’s forests as a carbon sink will be taken
into account and whether all major emi$ers adopt legally binding obliga!ons.
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Another target adopted by the Russian authorities for 2020 is to increase the share of
renewable energy resources in the electricity mix to 4.5%. For the moment, this is not
backed up by legislation or economic incentives and this target is not met in the New
Policies Scenario, though we do assume that renewables support mechanisms are in
place from 2014, leading to faster growth in renewable energy use later in the projection
period. In the 450 Scenario, we see a more concerted effort to promote lower-emissions
technologies both in power generation and in other energy-intensive sectors. Many of
the policies considered in the 450 Scenario come from the Climate Doctrine Action Plan
(Government of Russia, 2011), which was adopted in April 2011.7 This plan sets out a
range of measures for different sectors of the Russian economy, including economic
instruments for limiting greenhouse-gas emissions in industry and power generation,
which accounts for our introduction of a domestic emissions trading system in the
450 Scenario after 2020.

Energy pricing

Russia has made substantial changes to pricing in both the electricity and gas sectors in
recent years, improving the incentives for investment and efficiency. In the New Policies
Scenario, we assume that industrial electricity prices remain liberalised and that industrial
gas prices follow a path consistent with reaching parity with gas export prices, minus the
export duty and transportation costs, in 2020. We assume that regulated residential prices
for both gas and electricity increase at a rate above the inflation rate, reducing, but not
entirely removing, subsidies to households.

In the electricity sector, full liberalisation of the wholesale market took place in
January 2011, ensuring cost-reflective wholesale pricing for industrial consumers.8
Pricing of electricity for all residential consumers remains government-controlled:
regulated electricity tariffs are set by regional energy commissions, within overall
boundaries set by the Ministry of Economy and Federal Tariff Service. The system of
regulation has been under challenge in 2010/2011 because of significant increases in
distribution network charges, leading to the imposition of additional end-user price caps
in 2011. While this particular imposition was, arguably, justified, undue and persistent
price capping would distort market operation and undermine the prospects for efficient
investment.

In the gas sector, the Federal Tariff Services sets wholesale tariffs for natural gas destined
for industrial and power sector use; tariffs to residential and municipal customers, as for
electricity, are established on a local basis by regional energy commissions. Gazprom is

7. The Ac!on Plan is not supported by funding and, in most areas, has more of the character of an agenda for policy
research (and possible future implementa!on), rather than a specific declara!on of policy goals that could be considered
for inclusion in the New Policies Scenario.
8. The wholesale market does not cover the whole of Russia: there are “non-price zones” (around 5% of total consump-
!on) where, because of limited compe!!on, all prices remain regulated. North Siberia is not part of the unified power
network and is excluded from wholesale trade (Solanko, 2011).
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required by law to supply pre-negotiated volumes of gas to customers at regulated prices,
regardless of profitability. Additional gas can be purchased from Gazprom or independent
producers at higher prices; this deregulated sector has grown and now accounts for around
one-third of domestic gas supply.

Average natural gas prices to Russian industry have increased consistently in recent years,
from $0.4 per million British thermal units (MBtu) in 2000 to $2.8/MBtu in 2010. The stated
aim, since 2007, has been to increase industrial prices to “netback parity”, a level equivalent
to the Gazprom export price to Europe, minus export duty and transportation costs. This
is a moving target and in some years even quite significant domestic price increases have
not kept pace with the faster rise in the reference price, which is in part linked to oil prices
through the contractual conditions of long-term supply contracts to Europe. The initial
target date to reach netback parity was 2011, but this has been postponed to 2014-2015
and we assume that a further postponement will occur. Indeed, it is questionable whether
the target of netback parity, conceived in an era of lower oil prices, will remain the formal
objective of gas pricing policy.

One alternative to netback parity would be a regulated price ceiling for the domestic
market. Another possibility, in the event of further domestic gas sector reform, would be a
transparent market-driven price, set at a gas trading exchange or hub. A price set on such
an exchange would tend to reflect the long-run marginal cost of Russian gas supply (and
an efficient regulated price would be set at similar levels). The assumed marginal cost of
Russian supply varies, depending on which region the marginal gas is sourced from and
according to the applicable tax rate, but our analysis suggests that such an approach would
produce an average domestic gas price around $5.5/MBtu (in year-2010 dollars) in 2020.
In practice, this is only slightly below the $6.4/MBtu figure produced by a calculation of
the netback value, taking the OECD Europe gas import price in 2020 as the starting point.
For the purposes of our analysis, we assume that higher average industrial gas prices will
remain an objective of Russian policy and we have retained netback parity as a ceiling for
future price increases. Average Russian industrial gas prices are assumed tomove on a path
consistent with reaching this level, i.e. $6.4/MBtu, in 2020, following which the pace of real
price increases slows to less than 1% per year.

The amount spent on energy in all sectors of final consumption in Russia, expressed as a
share of GDP, rose from around 4% of GDP in 2000 to an estimated 11% in 2011 (Figure 7.4).
Comparing levels of spending on energy across countries can be misleading because of
differences in climate and the structure of GDP, but a comparison of trends over the last
ten years can nonetheless be instructive. Russia’s energy spending as a share of GDP has
converged towards the figures for the European Union and China and, since 2007, has been
higher than the figure for the United States, highlighting the impact of price increases for
gas and electricity over this period. Moreover, the fact that Russia – still with relatively low
average end-user prices – expends more than 10% of its GDP on energy is a pointer to the
extent of wasteful energy consumption. This indicates that greater energy efficiency needs
to complement further price reforms, in order tomitigate the impact on household budgets
and industrial costs.
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Figure 7.4 ! Total energy costs as a percentage of GDP
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Energy savings potential

There is greater scope to use energy more efficiently in Russia than in almost all other
countries. How Russia uses this potential over the coming decades will shape its energy
balance, helping to determine the requirement for upstream investment and the availability
of resources for export. The energy intensity of Russian GDP – the amount of energy used
to produce a unit of Russian output – has declined since reaching a peak in 1996. However,
as the Russian government has recognised (Government of Russia, 2010), this improvement
in energy intensity has been due mainly to structural changes in the economy, i.e. a drop
in the share in GDP of energy-intensive output. Only a relatively small part of the change
since 2000, one-fifth, was derived from actual improvements in the efficiency of energy use
and, despite this limited improvement, Russia’s energy intensity remains among the highest
in the world. The country’s size, its long, harsh winters and its industrial structure provide
a partial explanation for the high intensity of Russia’s energy consumption but, even taking
these factors into account, the potential for efficiency gains is still enormous.

If Russia used energy as efficiently as comparable OECD countries in each sector of the
economy in 2008, it could have saved more than 200 million tonnes of oil equivalent
(Mtoe) from its primary energy demand – equal to 30% of its consumption that year and
an amount similar to the total primary energy used by the United Kingdom. This snapshot
of a more energy-efficient Russia emerges from a detailed and disaggregated analysis of
Russia’s energy consumption in 2008 relative to OECD benchmarks9 (Figure 7.5). With

9. 2009 was an anomalous year because of the recession and so 2008 was chosen as the base year for analysis. The
same calcula!ons for 2009 showed that the volume of poten!al savings was lower (slightly less than 200Mtoe), but the
percentage saving, at 30%, was the same. Benchmarking was against OECD Europe in all sectors and sub-sectors except
those affected by climate, i.e. higher hea!ng needs for buildings, where Finland and Canada were used as points of
comparison. The comparison was facilitated by reference to IEA (2010, 2011), UNIDO (2010), CENEF (2008). Analysis by
the World Bank (2008) and the Russian Academy of Sciences (2009) measured Russia’s energy savings poten!al rela!ve
to best-available energy technologies (rather than against OECD countries who themselves can improve their efficiency
in various sectors), and so found even higher savings poten!als.
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these savings, Russia’s energy intensity would still be about 60% higher than the OECD
average (or 85% higher than the European Union), due to Russia’s more energy-intensive
industrial structure and the large share of its population living in areas with high heating
requirements.10 These savings would, though, bring Russia’s energy intensity very close to
the figure for Canada, which is the OECD country most similar to Russia in terms of average
annual temperatures and of the share in GDP of energy and heavy industry. An alternative
way of reading this analysis is to conclude that Russia’s current level of energy consumption
could in practice support a considerably larger economy i.e. future economic growth need
not be accompanied by increases in energy demand if effective policies promoting energy
efficiency are implemented.

Figure 7.5 ! Primary energy savings potential in Russia based on comparable
OECD efficiencies, 2008
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Among primary fuels, the savings potential is equal to almost 180 bcm of gas, 600 kb/d
of oil and oil products and more than 50 Mtce of coal. The current international
market value of these saved primary resources is about $70 billion, which is 46%
of Russian domestic spending on energy in 2008. Final electricity consumption would
be 170 terawatt-hours (TWh) lower than today’s levels, a reduction equivalent to the annual
output from about 75 combined-cycle gas turbine (CCGT) plants.11 Among final consumers,
the greatest potential savings are in the buildings sector (including residential end-uses and
services), followed by industry and then transport (Figure 7.6). Large savings of primary fuels
are available in the power and heat sectors, as a result of greater efficiency of conversion in
generation,more efficient transmission and distribution and also because less electricity and
heat need to be generated in order to supply more efficient final uses.

Among the fossil fuels, the largest share of savings is in natural gas. These savings arise
mainly from improvements in the efficiency of power and heat generation, and from lower
demand for electricity in a more efficient economy, although the buildings sector also

10. Comparisons of current energy intensity are expressed as total primary energy demand divided by GDP expressed
in PPP terms; future trends are presented using GDP at market exchange rates (MER).
11. Plants of 400 megawa$s (MW) each opera!ng at an assumed u!lisa!on rate of 65%.
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accounts for a significant share (Figure 7.7). Given the huge scale of Russian gas demand,
policies affecting gas use have important implications for the requirement for investment
in Russian gas supply and for the availability of gas for export. Potential savings of almost
180 bcm, including those from reduced gas demand and those from reduced gas flaring,
are equivalent to the planned plateau output from the three-largest fields on the Yamal
peninsula combined (Bovanenkovo, Kharasaveysk and South Tambei). It is also close to
Russia’s net export of natural gas in 2010 (or 120% of its net export in 2009).

Figure 7.6 ! Energy savings potential in Russia by sector, 2008
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*Indirect savings reflect the additional decrease in primary energy use that accompanies savings in final consumption,
e.g. 1 MWh of saved electricity in the buildings sector results in savings of the primary fuels that would have been used
to generate that unit of electricity.
**Includes agriculture and non-energy use.

Despite some selective investment in more efficient energy use in Russia, notably in
export-oriented industrial sectors, thus far the progress made in reducing the wasteful
energy practices inherited from Soviet times has been slow. Prices have yet to reach a level
sufficient to generate widespread efficiency improvements, meaning in many cases that
while the technical potential for savings is there, energy efficiency investments face long
payback periods and uncertain rates of return. A related issue is the poor availability of
data and insufficient communication, leaving households and companies either unaware
of the potential gains from investing in efficiency or underestimating their value. When
suitable energy efficiency investments are identified, Russian capital markets are often
non-responsive to the opportunities. There is also a relative scarcity of energy efficiency
expertise, both within energy-using institutions and to support growth in the fledgling
energy services sector.

The policy and regulatory framework to support energy efficiency improvements has
evolved rapidly since 2009. Prior to then, and with the exception of a brief burst of
national activity in the late 1990s, there were no systematic efforts to implement energy
efficiency policies at national level. There were some initiatives taken by municipal and
regional authorities, but energy efficiency measures by industry and households that were
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implemented were motivated in part by rising gas and electricity prices or, more often, by
the imperative to replace older pieces of machinery and equipment as they reached the
end of their useful life. However, President Medvedev’s definition of energy efficiency as
a strategic priority and, in particular, the target to reduce energy intensity by 40% in 2020
(relative to 2007), has given new impetus to national policy.12

Figure 7.7 ! Natural gas savings potential in Russia, 2008
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**Indirect savings reflect the additional decrease in primary gas use that accompanies savings in final consumption.
***Gas flaring, a non-productive use of gas, is not a component of gas demand and therefore reductions in this area are
reflected only in the total potential savings.

The main measures promoting more efficient energy use are contained in the 2009
framework law on energy efficiency and the State Programme for Energy Saving to 2020
(Government of Russia, 2010), which was adopted in late 2010 and is in the early stages of
implementation. Although there are still gaps in policy as well as in the institutional capacity
to implement policies effectively, there are now measures in place or under development
covering compulsory energy metering by industry and households, energy efficiency
standards for appliances, energy efficiency building codes and standards, compulsory energy
audits for large energy consumers andmandatory reductions in specific energy consumption
in public buildings. Moreover, there is committed federal support for the development
and implementation of regional energy efficiency programmes and a system of federal
guarantees for energy efficiency programmes put in place by large enterprises.

Where mechanisms are in place to realise its provisions, the energy efficiency law is
considered in the Current Policies Scenario. Partial implementation of the State Programme
is taken into account in the New Policies Scenario and fuller implementation in the
450 Scenario. Aspects of the energy efficiency programme that rely on regulation, such as

12. The IEA prepared energy efficiency policy recommenda!ons across 25 fields of ac!on for the G-8 and evaluated
the progress of G-8 countries against these benchmarks (IEA, 2009). Russia was assessed to have “full and substan!al
implementa!on” in only 10% of these areas and in around one-third there was no sign that implementa!onwas planned
or underway. However, an updated assessment conducted by Russia’s Centre for Energy Efficiency (Bashmakov, 2011)
showed significant progress by Russia since 2009 in adop!ng the relevant regulatory acts.
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stricter building codes, are considered more likely to have an additional impact on energy
demand than those parts (for example in relation to industrial energy use), which rely
on limited state funds to act as a catalyst for mobilising much larger amounts of private
investment.13 In calibrating our assumptions about the rate of efficiency improvement in the
NewPolicies Scenario, we take into account the institutional capacity and expertise required
for full implementation of an energy efficiency programme, as well as the record of falling
short of targets set by a previous energy efficiency programme.14

Russian domestic energy outlook

Overview

Russian total primary energy demand expands progressively both in the New Policies
Scenario (at an average pace of 1% per year from 2009 to 2035) and in the Current Policies
Scenario (at a faster rate of 1.3% per year). By the end of the projection period in 2035,
Russia’s energy consumption in the Current Policies Scenario exceeds the amount used in
its first year of independence (910 Mtoe versus 872 Mtoe in 1991). However, at 830 Mtoe,
energy consumption in the New Policies Scenario in 2035 is well below the 1991 figure. In the
450 Scenario, total primary energy demand increases much more modestly, at only 0.4% per
year (Figure 7.8), reaching 720Mtoe in 2035, 20% lower than in the Current Policies Scenario.15

Figure 7.8 ! Total primary energy demand by scenario
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13. Total federal funding for the energy efficiency programme for the period 2011 to 2020 is envisaged at 70 billion
roubles ($2.5 billion), out of a total es!mated cost of 9 500 billion roubles ($340 billion), less than 1% of the total.
Regional budgets are expected to contribute a further 6.5% of the total; but the overwhelming majority (the remaining
93%) is expected to come from non-budgetary funds, i.e. commercial or interna!onal lending or investment by industry
and households.
14. The “Federal Targeted Program for an Energy Efficient Economy for the Period 2002-2005 with an Outlook to 2010”
that was adopted in 2001.
15. Growth rates are lower if the period is calculated from 2010 to 2035 so as to exclude the demand effects of the 2009
recession; in this case, the annual average growth in energy demand falls to 0.8% in the New Policies Scenario, 1.1% in
the Current Policies Scenario and 0.2% in the 450 Scenario.
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Combined with the projected gradual decline in the Russian population, these trends produce
notable differences in energy demand per capita in the different scenarios: starting from
4.6 tonnes of oil equivalent (toe) per capita in 2009, the 450 Scenario shows a slight increase in
per-capita consumption over the projection period to reach 5.4 toe in 2035; the New Policies
Scenario is higher at 6.3 toe in 2035; while in the Current Policies Scenario the level reaches
6.8 toe over the same period. For comparison, the respective indicator for the European Union
in 2009 is 3.3 toe per capita, a figure that remains stable throughout the period to 2035.

Energy savings

In the New Policies Scenario, higher energy prices, an improved policy and regulatory
framework and progress with implementation of the State Programme for Energy Saving
to 2020 are all expected to hold back energy demand growth. The results vary by sector,16
but cumulative savings of energy over the projection period in this scenario, relative to the
Current Policies Scenario, are 715Mtoe,more than one year of current energy consumption.
These savings also lower the overall energy bill for Russian consumers (Box 7.2).

Box 7.2 ! Counting the benefit of increased energy efficiency

Properly designed energy efficiency measures save both energy and money. The
efficiency measures taken into account in the New Policies Scenario, even if they do
not realise Russia’s full potential for energy saving, lead to a substantial reduction
in the energy bills paid by Russian industry and households. Cumulative spending
on energy in Russia in all end-use sectors is $230 billion less (in year-2010 dollars) in
the New Policies Scenario than in the Current Policies Scenario from 2010 to 2035.
The annual savings rise through the projection period; by 2035 they amount to over
$25 billion per year, almost 1% of projected GDP (MER). These savings arise despite
the assumption that domestic energy prices rise more slowly in the Current Policies
Scenario. The largest share of the benefit goes to households, services and agriculture,
which together reap more than $100 billion; industry saves a further $90 billion and
there are also savings from greater efficiency in energy used for transport.

At the same time, the impact of the policies and measures considered in the New Policies
Scenario is not sufficient to take advantage of all the potential efficiency gains. A sector-by-
sector analysis of the efficiency of Russia’s energy use in 2035 in the New Policies Scenario,
compared with the levels achievable if efficiency levels matched those projected for OECD
countries, reveals that, in 2035, Russiawould still have potential savings of almost 150Mtoe,
or 18% of projected primary energy consumption (Figure 7.9). The level of achievement in
the New Policies Scenario is a clear improvement on the situation in 2008, when savings
relative to OECD efficiencies were estimated at 30% of primary energy consumption, but it
falls short of Russia’s aspirations.

16. Details on policies and projec!ons by sector (power and heat, industry, transport and buildings) are included later
in this chapter.
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Figure 7.9 ! Primary energy savings potential in Russia based on comparable
OECD efficiencies in the New Policies Scenario, 2008 and 2035
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Notes: The data for 2008 are as presented in Figure 7.5. The data for 2035, based on the New Policies Scenario, are a
simplified version of the same analysis, i.e. using OECD benchmarks for most sectors except those directly influenced by
climatic factors, where indicators from Canada and Finland were used for comparison.

The relatively modest pace of energy efficiency improvement projected in the New Policies
Scenario is due in part to the assumed rate of GDP growth, which does not allow for a
rapid renewal or replacement of the Russian capital stock. It is also due to some remaining
gaps in policy. Despite the ambition of some of Russia’s policy objectives – notably the
40% reduction in energy intensity that is targeted by 2020 – all the measures that would
be required to reach them have yet to be put in place or even, in some cases, identified.
An example of the latter is the transport sector, which has seen the fastest pace of energy
demand growth in recent years but where there are, for the moment, no standards for fuel
efficiency or other efficiency measures under consideration. Our analysis suggests that to
realise a greater share of Russia’s energy efficiency potential, including achievement of
the 2020 target for energy intensity, would require further market-driven reforms, both
inside and beyond the energy sector, and enhanced efforts to more fully reflect costs and
externalities in energy prices.

An even more substantial challenge is one shared by many countries around the world:
to see that policies are implemented in an effective way. Russia has put in place a policy
and regulatory framework for energy efficiency at a quick pace since 2009, but there are
no guarantees that the returns on this investment will be as rapid. Experience from OECD
countries suggests that the different regulatory, institutional, financial and behavioural
obstacles to energy efficiency improvements are not easily removed (IEA, 2009). Despite
efforts to develop Russia’s institutional capacity and expertise on energy efficiency, notably
in the Russian Energy Agency, this process is still at a relatively early stage and will require
a sustained commitment of human and financial resources. Early evidence suggests that
some important aspects of the energy efficiency strategy, for example, the regional energy
efficiency programmes and the industrial energy audits, are making progress but they are
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running behind the schedule originally envisaged. Monitoring and evaluation of policies,
a crucial element of any successful energy efficiency strategy, is hindered by gaps in the
energy data.

The speed with which Russia meets its energy intensity targets does not depend only on
energy prices or policies. The rate of economic growth and the rate of structural change
in the economy away from energy-intensive industries will both have a profound effect on
the ratio of energy demand to GDP. As noted above, this was the main reason for the fall in
energy intensity observed in the period 2000 to 2008. Our assumption that GDP growth will
be slower in the years ahead than in 2000 to 2008 also holds back the pace of this structural
change. This puts greater weight on actual improvements in the efficiency of use in order
to deliver the desired reduction in energy intensity. In the New Policies Scenario, the 40%
reduction in energy intensity that is targeted by the Russian authorities for 2020 is achieved
in 2028 (Figure 7.10); it is reached in 2025 in the 450 Scenario.17 While the projected decline
in Russian energy intensity narrows the gap with OECD countries and the European Union,
the rate of the improvement in Russia is slower than the rate anticipated for the other main
emerging economies (the BRICS countries). Russia cuts the energy intensity of its GDP by half
between 2009 and 2035,while, over the sameperiod, the reduction in energy intensity in the
other BRICS is 56%.

Figure 7.10 ! Primary energy intensity in Russia and other selected regions
in the New Policies Scenario
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Domestic energy trends by fuel

Fossil fuels are by far the most important source of domestic energy supply in Russia and
this is projected to remain the case throughout the New Policies Scenario. In 2009, fossil
fuels accounted for 90% of total primary energy supply, downmarginally from 93% in 1991;

17. This target would be achieved sooner with faster expansion of less energy-intensive sectors such as light industry and
the services sector. The implica!ons of higher GDP growth for the energy sector are examined in Chapter 9.
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this decline is projected to continue during the period to 2035, reaching 85% in 2035 as the
shares of nuclear and renewables gradually increase (Figure 7.11).

Figure 7.11 ! Primary energy demand in Russia by fuel in the New
Policies Scenario
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Among the fossil fuels, a major strategic issue highlighted in the Energy Strategy to 2030 is
the desirable share of natural gas in the primary energy mix. It increased from 43% in 1991
to 54% in 2009 and Russia’s domestic gas consumption has rebounded almost to the levels
of the early 1990s, while domestic oil and coal demand remain at just over half of the 1991
figures. Gas demand growth in the 1990s was encouraged by domestic pricing policies
that kept gas prices low, in large part to manage the social and industrial impact of the
post-Soviet recession, while those for coal and oil were liberalised. Increases in natural
gas prices since 2000 were designed to reign in the rise in gas consumption, while also
supporting the necessary supply side investments in new gas production. However, natural
gas consumption has remained buoyant in Russia, increasing by an average of 1.4% per year
from 2000 to 2010. The target set in the 2009 Energy Strategy is to reduce the share of gas
in the fuel mix from 54% to between 46% and 47% in 2030.

In the New Policies Scenario, natural gas consumption grows at themoremodest rate of 0.8% per
year on average over the period from2009 to 2035, reaching 530 bcm in 2035. Annual demand for
coal remainswithinarange from155Mtceto175Mtceover theprojectionperiod,whiledemandfor
oilmoves higher to 3.2mb/d. Comparing the shares by fuel in the energymix (using our projections
for2030,not2035)with those targeted in theEnergyStrategy to2030, theshareofnatural gas inour
Outlook, at 53% in 2030, is substantially higher than the figure targeted by the Energy Strategy. As
a consequence, the shares of both coal and oil are lower than their respective targets in the Energy
Strategy: 19% for oil (versus a target of 22%) and 15% for coal (versus 18% to 19%).

Our analysis suggests that, even as natural gas prices rise, gas will continue to have a strong
competitive position in Russia (Box 7.3) and this underpins its continued prominence in
the fuel mix. The shift in relative prices would need to be larger in order for coal or other
competing fuels to make significant inroads into the market share of gas. Gas has the
advantage of being the incumbent fuel across large parts of European Russia, where most
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Russian industrial and residential demand arises. Where price differences are marginal, gas
remains the preferred fuel for new equipment in industry and power generation because of
its flexibility and environmental performance. Coal is not considered a plausible competitive
fuel for residential use and there are tough constraints on the competitive position of
coal as an alternative fuel for industrial use or power generation, most notably the long
distance and the high transportation costs between the main areas of coal production in
Siberia and the main centres of demand in the European part of Russia. To an extent, the
same consideration applies to hydropower, where the largest share of potential is also
concentrated in Siberia (see Chapter 8).

Box 7.3 ! Higher gas prices, efficiency and fuel switching

Rising industrial gas prices in Russia will have implications for the efficiency of Russian
gas use and will affect also the attractiveness of gas compared to other fuels. At certain
price levels, it would make sense for the big consumers of gas – in industry and power
generation – to switch to alternative fuels: the main competing fuel is domestic coal.
The average industrial gas price in Russia in 2010 was $2.8/MBtu. In the New Policies
Scenario, this price increases to $6.4/MBtu in 2020 ($230 per thousand cubic metres;
all prices in year-2010 dollars) as it reaches an equivalent level to the assumed Russian
export price, minus export duty and transportation costs. Real price increases after 2020
are much more modest, at less than 1% per year. The average delivered price of steam
coal to industry remains at between $50 to $60 per tonne throughout the projection
period, less than half the average post-2020 gas price on an energy-equivalent basis.
While this would appear to suggest that coal will be in a good position to supply a
portion of the domestic market currently using natural gas, a closer look reveals that
substitution of gas by coal may in practice be more limited. The present average
price of steam coal is kept low by the predominance of coal deliveries over relatively
short distances from the main areas of coal production in Siberia. But if coal is to
take appreciable market share from gas, it needs to compete further away in the
European part of Russia that has the largest concentrations of population and
industry (the Central and Volga Federal Districts in Figure 7.3). Transporting this
coal across the country pushes up the delivered cost substantially. With incremental
transportation costs by rail of at least $30/tonne, the price of steam coal to
industry or power plants in the heart of European Russia rises to $80 to $90/tonne.
At these price levels, the benefits of choosing coal over natural gas are less evident,
noticeably in the power sector, as coal-fired power generation achieves a lower
conversion efficiency than natural gas. Analysing the long-runmarginal costs of Russian
electricity generation,we estimate that, at $85/tonneof steamcoal in EuropeanRussia,
gas prices would have to rise to $7.5/MBtu for coal-fired power to be competitive. In
theNewPolicies Scenario, average natural gas prices in Russia do not reach this level at
any point in the projection period. As a result, there is little fuel switching from gas to
coal in the power sector (and no sign of this in the end-use sectors).
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The current contribution of non-fossil fuels to the Russian energy balance is dominated by
nuclear power, which meets 7% of primary energy demand; the share of renewable energy
sources is small, at 3%,most of which consists of hydropower (2%). Over the period to 2035,
all of these energy sources are projected to grow at faster rates than those of the fossil fuels.
Nuclear power expands at an average of 2% per year and use of renewable energy grows at
4% per year, with non-hydro renewables growing quickly from a very low base. As a result,
the combined share of nuclear and renewables in the New Policies Scenario rises from 9%
today to 15% in 2035 (13.5% in 2030, in line with the 13% to 14% targeted by the Energy
Strategy).

Domestic energy trends by sector

The increase in Russian energy demand since 2000 has varied strongly by sector. Annual
consumption in the buildings sector (including residential and services) fell by an average
of 0.9% per year over the last ten years; energy use in industry was flat over the decade;
the largest contribution to overall demand growth, by some distance, came from the
transportation sector, where consumption grew by 3.1% per year.18 Electricity and heat
production also showed divergent trends; electricity output increased by almost 2% per
year, while district heating supply fell by an annual average of 1%.

In the New Policies Scenario, energy demand in the transport sector is projected to continue
to grow at the fastest rate, albeit at a slower pace, averaging 1.3% per year (Figure 7.12).
This is followed by energy use for industry and for power and heat generation. The slowest
rate of energy demand growth is in the buildings sector (including residential and services),
reflecting the very high potential for energy saving in this sector and the impact, in part, of
new efficiency policies.

Figure 7.12 ! Incremental energy demand by sector and fuel
in the New Policies Scenario, 2009-2035
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18. Figures are provided for the period 2000 to 2010, using preliminary data for 2010; growth rates for the period 2000
to 2009 are lower because of the impact of the economic and financial crisis.
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Electricity and heat

The electricity sector in Russia is the fourth-largest in theworld after theUnited States, China
and Japan and, together with the extensive heat supply network, constitutes the backbone
of the Russian economy. The electricity and heat systems, linked through the widespread
installation of combined heat and power (CHP) plants, face some similar challenges with
ageing infrastructure but have, in practice, followed quite different paths over the last two
decades. Electricity demand has returned almost to the levels of 1991 and the structure and
operation of the industry have been transformed by a major, albeit incomplete, market-
driven liberalisation. Production of district heating, by contrast, is around 40% below 1991
levels, growth prospects are tepid and, althoughmost CHP plants are now in private hands,
there has been relatively little progress in designing or implementing reforms to meet the
particular challenges of the heat sector.

The reform of the Russian electricity market, launched in 2003, is expected to have a
substantial impact on Russia’s energy sector and longer-term economic performance.
This was one of the most ambitious electricity sector reforms undertaken anywhere, and
involved restructuring the RAO UES electricity system and executing the largest electricity
sector privatisation to date. Generating capacity of 100 gigawatts (GW) was sold to new
owners, includingmajor Russian companies (Gazprom, SUEK, Lukoil) and foreign ones (Enel,
E.ON, Fortum). If Russia can make progress with effective regulation and relieve some
pressing constraints on inter-regional transmission, there is the possibility of a competitive
wholesale spot market covering European Russia, the Urals andmost of Siberia.

Achieving and maintaining a competitive environment for power generation will be a
challenging task. Although liberalisation put a large share of thermal generation capacity
into private hands, the state still owns or controls more than 60% of total capacity and this
figure has crept up in recent years. Nuclear and most hydropower assets are state-owned
and an additional share of thermal power plants is being brought under the control of
majority state-owned companies, notably Inter RAO and Gazprom.19 This balance could be
affected by new privatisation efforts, for example, in the hydropower sector. However, the
current trend towards consolidation within state-owned or state-controlled entities makes
independent, objective regulation and supervision indispensable if a really competitive
wholesale market structure is to flourish.

Another challenge for Russian policy makers over the projection period lies in the
cross-linkages between different parts of the energy market that are at different stages of
development, including the links between wholesale and retail electricity markets, heat
supply, arrangements for new generation capacity, and the markets for different fuels
(primarily natural gas). Further development of the electricity sector could be a catalyst for
wider energy-sector reforms, but this outcome is far from certain. The market orientation
of the wholesale electricity sector stands out from the approach to other sectors of the

19. This trendwas reinforced inmid-2011with the announcedmerger of Gazprom’s power assets (36GW),which include
the Mosenergo company supplying the capital city, with those of privately held IES Holding (16 GW). IES will get a 25%
stake in Gazprom Energoholding, whose post-merger 52 GW would represent one-third of Russia’s thermal genera!on
capacity.
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energy economy and the government could be tempted to intervene in the power market
in ways that could damage the incentives for efficient investment, operation and end-use
in the longer term.

The total installed capacity for electricity generation in Russia is around 225 GW, of which
over two-thirds are thermal power plants, a further 21% are hydropower and 11% are
nuclear. Slightlymore than half of the thermal plants are CHP, although precise classification
of the capacity shown in Figure 7.13 is complicated by the fact that most electricity-only
plants also produce andmarket small amounts of heat.20Gas-fired power plants (electricity-
only and CHP together) make up 44% of total capacity.

Figure 7.13 ! Breakdown of installed electricity and CHP capacity
in Russia, 2009
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In the New Policies Scenario, generation capacity increases to 280 GW in 2035 and total
electricity generation in Russia is projected to grow by an average of 1.5% per year
between 2009 and 2035, reaching 1 440 TWh (Figure 7.14). Current annual final electricity
consumption per capita, at around 5megawatt-hours (MWh), is close to current levels in the
European Union (5.5 MWh) and is projected to grow at around 1.9% per-year, overtaking
per capita consumption in the European Union in 2017. Natural gas remains the most
important fuel for power generation; gas-fired power output rises from 470 TWh in 2009
to 630 TWh in 2035, a 44% share of the total. Coal-fired power output stabilises at around
225 TWh. The use of fuel oil for power generation tails off almost entirely.

The fastest pace of growth in electricity output comes from nuclear power and also, later in
the projection period, fromnon-hydro renewables. Considering figures for 2030 (to allow for
comparison with the goals set by the Energy Strategy to 2030), the shares of nuclear power
(19%), hydropower (15%) and other renewables (4%) in electricity generation in 2030 are
close to the objectives set by the Energy Strategy (in percentage terms rather than absolute

20. IEA sta!s!cs classify almost all thermal capacity as CHP because of its heat output, but for the purposes of modelling
the sector we have adopted the split between power, i.e. electricity-only plants, and CHP shown in Figure 7.13, based on
the type of technology used at the different plants.
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levels of output; see Chapter 8 for more detail). As a result, the share of non-fossil fuels in
total power output rises from 34% to 38% in 2030, in line with the Strategy’s target figure.

Figure 7.14 ! Electricity generation by fuel in Russia in the New Policies
Scenario, 1990-2035
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Theability of theelectricity systemtodeliver efficient investmentwill beessential to its success.
The post-1990 decline in power demand meant that there has been relatively little new
thermal or nuclear capacity brought online in Russia over the last twenty years (Figure 7.15).
This has left Russia with a stock of power generation assets that is significantly older than that
inOECDEurope (and radically different to that of China,where rapid population andeconomic
growth mean that the majority of generation capacity has been built within the last ten
years). The high average age of Russian installed capacity also means low average efficiency:
according to IEA data, the average thermal efficiency of gas-fired power generation in Russia
(excluding CHP) is 38%, compared to an average of 49% in OECD countries and up to 60% for
a new CCGT plant, which is the best-available technology. From another perspective, the fact
that a lot of power generation capacity needs to be replaced is an opportunity for Russia,
given a supportive regulatory framework, to improve rapidly the efficiency andenvironmental
performance of the sector. In this sense, Russia’s “room formanoeuvre” is much greater than
that ofmany other leading industrial economies (see Chapter 5).

New investment is currently secured to 2018 through a contractual obligation placed on
purchasing parties under the privatisation process. This administrative approach was a
justifiable way to ensure stable operation of the system, particularly in the absence of
well-developed financial markets and experienced regulators. However, it lacks flexibility
and reduces the scope for innovation. The government is now reviewing the capacity
regime and examining options for securing investment beyond 2018, with the intention of
moving to a more market-based approach that will deliver efficiently timed, sized and well
located generation investment at least cost. This will require additional improvements to
the regulatory framework. Policy makers will also need to consider the implications of a
changing profile of annual electricity demand over the next decades, in part because of a
likely increase in demand for summer cooling (Box 7.4).
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Figure 7.15 ! Age profile of installed thermal and nuclear capacity in Russia,
comparison with selected countries and regions, 2010
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Box 7.4 ! Keeping Russia cool: heat waves and demand for air-conditioning

The summer of 2010 was the hottest on record in Russia: in the European part of
Russia and the southern Urals the variation from average summer temperatures
was over 6°C (RosHydroMet, 2011). While not quite as hot, 2011 has continued the
run of summers well above trend temperatures. As Russia gets wealthier and as a
changing climate potentially pushes average summer temperatures higher, demand
for cooling is likely to grow. Ownership of air conditioners is still relatively low, at six
per 100 households, according to Rosstat data for 2009, but the market has been
increasing rapidly.
The effects on seasonal electricity consumption of increased demand for cooling
can be seen across the countries of southern Europe, all of whom have experienced
a large increase in summer electricity demand over the last decades. In Italy,
ownership of air conditioners rose by 15% per year between 2001 and 2009, from
11 to 34 units per 100 households (sales were also given a boost in Italy by an
especially intense heat wave in 2003). This has contributed to a summer peak in
electricity demand that is now regularly higher than peak demand in the winter.
It is highly unlikely that the seasonal profile in Russia would change to this extent,
electricity demand during the Russian winter is around 30% higher than during
the summer months. Nonetheless, even a slight flattening of the demand profile
through the year would have implications for the operation of the electricity
system. Russia would tend to need more baseload generation relative to other
capacity and schedules for plant repair and maintenance, traditionally conducted
in the summer months, would need to be reviewed. Demand for cooling would
also contribute to a more general trend, the increased share of electricity demand,
relative to heat demand, that will affect decisions on new capacity and limit the
scope for new CHP plants.
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In the New Policies Scenario, we estimate that Russia will require total investment of
$615 billion (in year-2010 dollars) in the power sector between 2011 and 2035, of which
more than $250 billion (40%) is in transmission and distribution and the rest, $360 billion,
is in generation (Figure 7.16). Investment in generation is driven mainly by the anticipated
retirement or renovation of existing capacity: based on the age of existing plants, we
assume that over 80% of the existing thermal electricity generation capacity will be replaced
or refurbished during the projection period, including 64 GW of thermal electricity-only
capacity and 68 GWof CHP. A competitive powermarket is assumed to deliver new thermal
generation capacity at efficiency levels close to the best-available technology and this is
projected to result in a significant improvement in the overall efficiency of the Russian
electricity sector: electricity output from thermal power plants in 2035 is more than 30%
higher than in 2009, but the fossil fuel inputs required to produce this electricity rise by only
5% over the same period.21 Compared with other sectors of the Russian energy economy,
the electricity sector, and electricity-only generation in particular, does the most to narrow
the gap with projected efficiencies in OECD countries over the period to 2035.

In the transmission and distribution sector, two-thirds of the total investment requirement
is to replace or refurbish old infrastructure, while one-third is to meet growing electricity
demand. As in the generation sector, there has been little investment in transmission and
distribution networks since Soviet times – especially in distribution systemswhich are ageing
and in urgent need of criticalmaintenance.We estimate that, as of 2009, 3.7%of the Russian
transmission and distribution network reached 40 years of age, significantly higher than the
global average of 1.6% or the 1.8% figure for OECD Europe (see Chapter 5). This is one of the
reasonswhy around 11%of the electricity generated in Russia is lost in the transmission and
distribution system; these losses have increased from 8% in 1990 and are now considerably
higher than the average figure of 6% inOECD countries, even after allowing for the increased
transmission distances across Russia.

Figure 7.16 ! Cumulative power sector investment in Russia by type
in the New Policies Scenario, 2011-2035
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21. This includes fossil-fuel inputs to electricity-only plants as well as an es!mated share of the fuel inputs to CHP plants
that are used for electricity genera!on.
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Reform efforts directed at the electricity market have yet to touch the heat sector in the
same way, making the future of district heating in Russia a major uncertainty (Spotlight).
Consumption of heat produced by centralised plants – CHPs and large boiler plants – fell
during the 1990s and, in contrast to the rebound in electricity demand after 2000, continued
to decline thereafter (Figure 7.17). Disconnections from the district heating system and
reductions in consumption by existing consumers – particularly by large industrial users
– outweighed increased demand due to new housing construction. We project that heat
supply will remain relatively flat over the projection period to 2035 in the New Policies
Scenario, rising only by an average of 0.3% per year.

Figure 7.17 ! District heat supply by sector in the New Policies Scenario,
1990-2035
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The heat sector is one of the biggest product markets in Russia and, as the consumer of
around one-third of Russia’s primary energy, it is a critical sector from an energy saving
and environmental perspective. Data on the heat sector is generally poor, but IEA data
puts total deliveries from centralised heat supply sources in 2009 at 5 650 petajoules (PJ)
(135 Mtoe or 1 570 TWh), around 1.6 times higher in energy terms than the output from
the electricity sector. More than 40% of this heat is produced by around 500 CHP plants,
50% by heat-only boilers and the balance by industrial and other sources.22

We estimate that between 70% and 80% of the housing stock is at present covered by
district heating and that almost 3 billion square metres of heated floor area are connected
to centralised systems; this is currently the primary source of heat for around 100 million
people. However, the market for centralised heat supply is being squeezed by industry
moving away fromurban areas and by the rising popularity of new single-family homes away
from city centres. A combination of poor levels of service and increasing prices (particularly
for industry) is also driving away the sector’s existing customers: in Chelyabinsk, for example,

22. Heat generated by industry and households for their own use does not appear as heat produc!on in IEA sta!s!cs,
only heat generated and sold is included.
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over the period 1992 to 2002, more than 660 MW of heat load was detached from the
district heating system, as industrial customers installed their own boilers. Some better-off
residential customers are also opting for decentralised space heating in apartments. These
trends exacerbate a number of the problems facing the district heating sector. Suppliers are
left with a relatively poor customer base that is even less able to cover the costs of much-
needed investment. For CHP plants, it reduces the efficiency of their output by cutting the
heat load relative to electricity demand.

S P O T L I G H T

What future for district heating in Russia?

A large share of district heating and CHP plants is often considered a hallmark of
efficient energy use, but this is not the case in Russia. The sector currently supplies
inflexible and generally low quality heating services at increasing tariffs (although,
in most cases, still below cost recovery) and with a high level of wasted energy.
One objective of the Russian Energy Strategy to 2030 is to develop an advanced
heat supply system, with CHP expanding its share of the market at the expense of
heat-only boilers. This would be in line with trends in the rest of the world. However,
in practice, heat supply from CHP plants in Russia has fallen substantially since
1991 and has yet to show signs of recovery. Although CHP offers great potential for
efficiency, comparedwith separate heat and electricity production,market conditions
are not supportive and the sector as a whole remains starved of investment.
Small-scale and micro-CHP units are likely to be widely deployed by individual
enterprises or isolated communities, but a continued divergence in performance
and prospects between a liberalised power market and an unreformed heat sector is
unlikely to favour the commissioning of new large-scale CHP plants.
A first priority for Russian policy is to install the meters and controls that will provide
accurate information on heat production and consumption and allow for a real
calculation of costs and expenditures (as well as allowing consumers to regulate their
heat use). The creation of a commercially oriented district heating sector will also
require movement on the sensitive issue of tariffs and tariff methodologies so as to
allow them to reflect the full costs of efficient supply and to remove cross-subsidies.
But an equally significant challenge to reform of the district heat sector (which has
moved ahead with the adoption of a law on heat supply in 2010) is the absence of a
single ministry or federal entity having overall responsibility for an industry consisting
of thousands of heat suppliers, distributors and local municipalities.

There are large potential savings in Russia’s heat supply systems, both in heat generation
at CHP plants and boilers and, in particular, in the heat supply networks. The efficiency of
Russia’s CHP plants and heat boilers is well below that of the best technology plant used
internationally. According to theMinistry of Energy, 80%of Russian boilers are over 30 years
old (20% are over 50 years old) and there are high, and increasing, losses from an ageing
network of almost 200 000 km of heat supply pipes across the country. These losses are
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difficult to assess with any accuracy, because of poor metering and data, but are put at 19%
of total heat production in the Energy Strategy to 2030. Losses tend to be even higher for
deliveries to households, because of the longer distribution network, reaching 30% of heat
supply and beyond, compared with 5% to 15% in Finland.

Our projection for centralised heat supply in the New Policies Scenario is based on the
assumption that reform efforts in the heat sector will continue to be hesitant and subject to
strong regional variations. In the aggregate, investment is sufficient to keep urban district
heating systems operational, but the marginal increases achieved in the efficiency of heat
supply are not expected to win back customers or to reverse the decline in market share
– the trend towards decentralised heat provision in industry and the residential sector
continues apace. This means a growing discrepancy between the heat and power sectors,
which would be felt first and foremost by the regional electricity companies that supply
both products. As shown in Figure 7.17, the ratio of district heat to total electricity demand
is projected to fall substantially over the period to 2035, implying a contracting share of CHP
in Russia’s electricity production.

Industry

Russian industry consumes around 125 Mtoe of energy per year, 29% of total final energy
consumption, with gas, electricity and heat accounting for 76% of this amount. The main
industrial energy users in Russia are producers of iron and steel (29%), chemicals (23%),
non-metallic minerals (12%), such as cement and non-ferrous metals (5%), such as
aluminium. The energy intensity of Russian industrial production has halved since reaching
a peak in themid-1990s. Increased use of productive capacity, closure of themost inefficient
plants and implementation of some energy efficiency measures have all contributed to this
improvement, but a sector-by-sector analysis reveals that Russian industry still uses a great
deal more energy per unit of production than its international counterparts.

The iron and steel industry is a case in point. This sector has undergone significant structural
changes over the last two decades: for example, the share of Russian steel production from
open-hearth furnaces, the most inefficient technology, declined from over 50% in 1990 to
under 10% in 2009 – a faster shift away from this technology than seen in Ukraine (World
Steel Association, 2000, 2010). Even so, we estimate that the energy savings potential in
Russia remains significant, at 5.3 gigajoules (GJ) per tonne of steel produced (IEA, 2010).23
Raising the efficiency level of Russian iron and steel production to OECD levels would result
in savings of 5.3 Mtoe from total energy consumption in this sector of around 35 Mtoe.
For the industrial sector as a whole, the estimated savings relative to OECD efficiencies are
27Mtoe, or 21% of current consumption.

In theNewPolicies Scenario, industrial energy consumption growsby27%over theperiod2009
to 2035, at an average rate of 0.9%per year. This is less than the rise in overall industrial output,
an intensity improvement that is helped by a gradual shift towards lighter manufacturing. The
structural shift, together with a swing in relative gas and power prices in favour of power,

23. This is based on a comparison with best-available technologies; the savings considered for our energy savings
analysis, rela!ve to OECD benchmarks, are less.
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pushes up industrial demand for electricity, which grows at an average of nearly 2% per year,
becoming by 2035 the largest single direct energy input to the sector (Figure 7.18). Industry’s
use of district heat is expected to remain relatively flat, as manufacturers build more on-site
co-generation plants and boilers (for which gas remains the preferred fuel).

Figure 7.18 ! Industry energy demand by fuel in Russia in the New Policies
Scenario, 2000-2035
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Energy efficiency improvements in the industrial sector are expected to be driven by the
introduction of new machinery and technologies, as existing industrial assets reach the end
of their useful life. The speed of this turnover will depend in part on energy prices, particularly
for those industrial sectors that are competing on export markets. However, in many cases the
share of energy in overall production costs is relatively low and it is not axiomatic that price
increases alone will be sufficient to lead to more widespread investment in new technologies.
This is the logic behind the provision in energy efficiency legislation for mandatory energy
audits for all industrial enterprises spending more than 10 million roubles per year on energy
($350 000 at mid-2011 exchange rates), a provision that applies to around 150 000 companies.
The audits and the energy “passports” issued as a result are intended to raise awareness of
energy saving opportunities and propel companies into adopting efficiency projects but, thus
far, implementation is proceeding relatively slowly.24 The energy services market, which could
help companies take advantage of energy saving opportunities, is still relatively undeveloped,
held back by some technical and legislative barriers aswell as poor access to longer-term finance.

Transport

The transport sector in Russia accounts for 21% of final energy consumption, 90Mtoe. It has
been the fastest growing of all the end-use sectors, with energy demand increasing at an
average of 3.4% per year from 2000 to 2008, before declining by 8% in 2009. Overall energy
use in transportation is divided between passenger and freight transportation (65% of the
total) and the energy used for oil and gas transportation. In the New Policies Scenario,

24. The first round of energy audits for eligible industrial companies should be completed by the end of 2012. This
requirement also applies to all u!li!es, energy suppliers and public bodies and authori!es. The Russian Energy Agency
is making efforts to accelerate this process, but given a rela!vely slow start and the large number of eligible companies
the deadline may need to be pushed back.
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energy demand in the transport sector grows by 1.3%per year (Figure 7.19). The sub-sectors
responsible for the largest amounts of the additional energy consumed are pipelines and
road transportation (33% and 28%, respectively), but the fastest rates of growth in demand
come from railways (3.5% per year) and domestic aviation (2.9% per year).

Figure 7.19 ! Energy consumption in the transport sector by type in the
New Policies Scenario, 2000-2035
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The Russian carmarket has grown very quickly over the last ten years, particularly taking into
account the decline in the population. According to Rosstat, the number of privately-owned
passenger vehicles increased from under 20million in 2000 to over 31million in 2009 (from
under 10million in 1991). Russia was one of the fastest growing light-duty vehiclemarkets in
theworld before themarket was hit hard by the economic crisis: sales were down by almost
50% in 2009, compared with the previous year. A recovery is underway, but the prospects
for consistently high rates of market growth are constrained by long driving distances
between Russian cities and the relatively slow pace of infrastructure development; this is
expected to hold back increases in energy demand for road transportation after 2015.

Russia aims to double the length of its roads by 2030 and to expand the rail network and
domestic aviation and to make more efficient use of inland waterways (Government
of Russia, 2008). The current density of the national road network in Russia is low by
international standards, because of the country’s huge size; at 776 000 km, the total length
of Russian paved roads is 20% less than the figure for Japan, even though Russia’s land
area is 45 times larger. There is also a growing disparity between vehicle sales growth and
infrastructure development: the size of the Russian vehicle fleet increased by 60% in the
years from 2000 to 2009, but the road network increased by only 3% over the same period.
In the New Policies Scenario, car ownership rises steadily through the projection period, to
around 390 cars per 1 000 people in 2035, but the increase is slower than during the period
from 2000 to 2009, when the number of cars per 1 000 people increased from 140 to 220
(Table 7.4).
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Table 7.4 ! Passenger light-duty vehicle ownership in selected countries
in the New Policies Scenario (vehicles per 1 000 people)

2000 2009 2020 2035 2009-2035*

Russia 140 220 300 390 2.2%

China 4 30 110 300 9.5%

European Union 430 475 520 560 0.7%

*Compound average annual growth rate.

We estimate that the average on-road consumption of the Russian car fleet is over 13 litres
per 100 km. If Russia were to raise efficiency levels to match those of OECD Europe (where
the average efficiency is about 8 litres per 100 km), this would result in an annual saving
of around 12 Mtoe (nearly 240 kb/d) in oil products. In the New Policies Scenario, in the
absence of specific policies to encourage fuel efficiency or renewal of the vehicle stock,
Russia moves relatively slowly to tap these potential gains. We project a gradual increase
in the average efficiency of the Russian car fleet, reaching 8 litres per 100 km by 2035. The
improvement is due to broader international trends in car design and efficiency, transferred
to Russia in the shape of imported cars and foreign brands for local assembly,25 that
influence also the fuel economy of Russian brands. The trend towards greater efficiency is
helped by a shift away from premium high-performance vehicles towards cheaper, more
efficient models for larger-volumemarkets.

The use of natural gas vehicles in Russia is projected to increase rapidly, helped by support
from Gazprom and regulations that keep the price of compressed natural gas (CNG) below
the gasoline price. There are currently around 100 000 natural gas vehicles in Russia and
250 CNG filling stations. Gazprom is supporting a steady expansion of the CNG infrastructure
and this is expected to boost natural gas use in road transportation by an average rate of
13% per year. In the New Policies Scenario, sales of natural gas passenger vehicles rise to
more than 200 000 per year by 2035 (10% of total Russian sales). Starting from a low base,
overall natural gas consumption in road transportation is projected to reach 3 bcm of gas
per year in 2035, amounting to a share of around 5% of the total energy used for road
transportation.

Energy demand for oil and gas pipeline transportation is projected to increase gradually
over the projection period by around 1.4% per year, driven by a rise in gas production
and exports and the resultant growth in the overall length of the pipeline transportation
system. We estimate that potential savings from greater efficiency in gas transportation
are around 6Mtoe (7 bcm). Gazprom has been investing in replacing inefficient equipment
and compressor stations (more than $5 billion in the period 2006 to 2009, according to
Gazprom’s annual reports). However, the available data does not show that the amount of
energy used to transport Russia’s gas is declining: for the period 2000 to 2009, the amount of
energy required tomove 1million cubic metres along 1 km of pipeline has remained stable,

25. According to Rosstat, non-Russian brands account for more than a third of the Russian vehicle fleet and over half in
the two largest ci!es, Moscow and St. Petersburg.
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at around 20 kilogrammes of oil equivalent. This suggests that while Gazprom’s investment
may be counteracting the natural deterioration in performance as existing equipment gets
older, it is not yet increasing the efficiency of the system as a whole.

In the gas sector, much of the attention and investment is focused on the high-pressure
transmission network, but a greater concern, from the viewpoint of efficiency and
environmental impact, is themuch longer gas distribution system. Gas distribution losses are
around 6 bcm, according to IEA data (but the real figuremay be considerably higher). Based
on earlier research (IEA, 2006), wemake a conservative estimate that up to 12 bcm per year
could be lost, due to leakages, across Russia’s gas network as a whole. In the distribution
network the investment that would be required to reduce leakages is difficult to justify
on economic grounds, even with carbon credits, since the leaks occur across more than
half-a-million kilometres of pipes.

Buildings

The buildings sector (including residential and services) accounts for 35% of Russian final
consumption, a total of 147 Mtoe in 2009, making it the largest energy end-use sector.
Consumption of heat makes up the largest share of energy use (45%), followed by natural
gas (30%) and electricity (16%). Most of the energy is used for space andwater heating. The
combined share of energy used for cooking, appliances and lighting is estimated to be less
than 20%. Energy use in buildings has fallen since 1991, at the rapid rate of 2.3% per year,
although the rate of decline has slowed since 2000. Even so, the building stock remains one
of the main sources of potential energy efficiency savings available to Russia. Comparing
Russian residential energy use with Canada, the OECD country with the closest average
temperatures to Russia, we found that more than twice as much energy is used to heat a
square metre of residential space in Russia (Figure 7.20).26 This finding matches evidence
from projects implemented in Russia, for example a World Bank project in Cherepovets
during the late 1990s that retrofitted 650 buildings and reduced heat demand by 45%
(World Bank, 2010). Total potential savings in the buildings sector are 61 Mtoe, of which
almost 47Mtoe are in space heating.

A challenge for Russia in raising the efficiency of its residential housing stock is to accelerate
the refurbishment rate of existing buildings. This rate has been slowing in Russia over recent
decades. In the 1970s to 1980s, major repairs were carried out on 3% of total housing stock
each year, but this indicator had fallen to 0.6% by 2009. Inmulti-family buildings it is difficult
to co-ordinate building-wide efficiency initiatives among themultiple owners and then very
hard for homeowners’ associations to obtain credit for capital improvements: easing access
to finance for such improvements in the buildings sector will be vital to achieve Russia’s
efficiency goals.

A range of new policies and measures, not all yet backed up by mechanisms for
implementation, are assumed in the New Policies Scenario to moderate the increase in

26. The calcula!on was adjusted for the different composi!on of the housing stock in the two countries, the majority
of residen!al buildings in Russia are mul!-family homes rather than single-family, whereas the opposite is the case in
Canada.
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energy use in buildings and could – if extended and implemented in full – have a profound
impact on the Russian buildings sector.27 These include stricter building codes for new
buildings, new appliance efficiency standards and the phase-out of incandescent lamps,
requirements to renovate the existing building stock and incorporate energy efficiency
improvements, and the obligation to install meters in all buildings for electricity, heat,
water and natural gas. There is a specific policy emphasis on efficiency in the public sector;
as of 2010, for example, all state entities have been obliged to reduce their specific energy
consumption of energy and water by at least 3% per year, for the five years to 2015.28 In
some areas, these initiatives at federal level follow in the footsteps of existing measures
enacted by individual regions or cities (Box 7.5); in most cases, though, they represent a
substantial new direction for Russian policy.

Box 7.5 ! As efficient as... Moscow?

The construction boom in Moscow over the last decade has added over 3 million m2

of residential space to the housing stock each year; the rate of renovation of the
existing building stock has also been higher than elsewhere in the country. The capital
has not only grown, it has also become richer: over the period from 2000 to 2009,
Moscow’s real GDP increased by over 6% per year (8.5% per year excluding 2009).
Yet this increase in wealth and living space is not reflected in the indicators for energy
and water use.Water consumption fell over the same period by an average of almost
4% per year, while hot water consumption fell by 1.4% per year. Residential demand
for heat was flat and gas consumption by households declinedmarginally by 0.3% per
year. Of all the main indicators, only residential electricity use showed an increase.
The performance ofMoscow stands out for two reasons: because of the concentration
of construction activity andwealth in the capital and also becauseMoscow, alongwith
regions such as Tatarstan and Chelyabinsk, has been among the front-runners in
promoting more efficient energy use in Russia in the buildings sector. Acting ahead
of federal legislation, Moscow introduced a new building code in 1994, tightened
the requirements again in 1999 and was one of the first movers in promoting
the installation of electricity meters. As well as providing incentives for efficiency
improvements, metering revealed, in some cases, that actual consumption was well
below the level that had been assumed and billed.
Measures such as these are now being adopted more widely – as of 2009, 53 regions
of Russia, out of 83, had introduced building codes stipulating energy efficiency
standards – and policy efforts are now underpinned by stricter federal regulation
as well. Successfully replicating and surpassing Moscow’s efforts across the country
would be a notable achievement for energy efficiency in Russia.

27.We assume that thesemeasures are implemented in part (or in some cases, with a delay) in theNewPolicies Scenario
(Table 7.3).
28. This type of measure raises the broader ques!on about the design of some of Russia’s energy efficiency measures,
whether they find the right balance between administra!vemeasures and financial incen!ves to encouragemore energy
efficient choices.
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In the New Policies Scenario, policy action is not strong enough to continue the decline
in energy use in the buildings sector experienced since 1991. Overall energy demand for
buildings (including residential and services) grows at 0.7% per year on average, pushed
higher by demand in the services sector, which expands at 1% per year, and by the assumed
increase in living space per capita. There is an improvement in the efficiency of energy use
in the residential sector: the average amount of energy required to heat a square metre of
floor space goes down from 0.023 toe in 2009 to 0.018 toe in 2035 (Figure 7.20). However,
the projected pace of this improvement still leaves Russia using 50%more energy to heat a
square metre of floor space in 2035 than Canada used in 2009.

Figure 7.20 ! Efficiency of energy consumption for space heating
in the residential sector, 2009-2035
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CHAPTER 8

H I G H L I G H T S

RUSSIAN RESOURCES AND SUPPLY POTENTIAL

Raising the next generation of super-resources?

" Russia has world-class energy resources sufficient to underpin its continuing role
as a major producer and exporter throughout the period to 2035 and beyond. Our
projections of fossil fuel supply are not limited by availability of resources, but rather
by the long time scales and technical challenges involved in developing new fields in
remote areas, while production from existing fields is declining.

" In the New Policies Scenario, oil production plateaus around 10.5 mb/d for the
coming five years before starting a slight decline that takes output to 9.7 mb/d in
2035. Oil exports decline from 7.5 mb/d in 2010 to 6.4 mb/d in 2035. There is an
important shift to new, higher-cost production areas in Eastern Siberia, the Caspian
and the Arctic. Natural gas liquids also play a growing role.

" We assume that the tax regime will provide sufficient incentives both for the
development of new production areas and for continued investment in the core
region of Western Siberia. However, if the prevailing effective tax rate in the
traditional producing regions were maintained, our projections for production (and
export) would be around 1.8 mb/d lower in 2035.

" Gas production increases from 637 bcm in 2010 to 860 bcm in 2035. Net gas
exports rise substantially from 190 bcm to close to 330 bcm in 2035. Production
from the Yamal peninsula becomes the new anchor for Russian gas supply, helping
to offset the expected declines in other parts of Western Siberia and to meet
demand growth, alongside output from the Barents Sea and Eastern Siberia.
A larger share of gas output is expected to come from companies other than
Gazprom, but both gas and oil production remain dominated by Russian state and
private companies.

" Coal production rises to 270 Mtce in the mid-2020s and then starts a slow decline.
Domestic demand for coal is flat over the period and export levels start to tail off in
the latter part of theOutlook period, as global coal demand plateaus and Russian coal
struggles to compete.

" Russia has large-scale plans to expand the role of nuclear power and hydropower.
Although our projections for new nuclear capacity are lower than these official plans,
output from nuclear plants still expands by two-thirds over the period to 2035, at a
rate of 2% per year. Large hydropower increases at 1% per year. The contribution of
non-hydro renewables increases at the fastest rate, but remains small relative both to
other fuels and to the large potential.
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Overview
Russia hasworld-class energy resources: 13%of theworld’s ultimately recoverable resources
of conventional oil, 26% of gas and 18% of coal (Figure 8.1), as well as clear potential to
increase its output from renewable sources of energy. Although often located in remote
regions with harsh climates, these resources underpin Russia’s continuing role as a major
energy producer and exporter throughout the projection period and beyond. Production is
not expected to be limited by access to capital (though this could be improved), but by the
long time scales and technical challenges involved in developing new fields in remote areas
at a time when production from existing fields will be declining.

Figure 8.1 " Russian share in global resources, production and export of
fossil fuels, 2010
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Notes: Only conventional oil and gas resources have been taken into account. If unconventional gas resources are
included, Russia’s share of gas resources drops to 22%. Data for production and exports is from 2010; the figure for
exports is a share of net exports from all WEO regions.
Source: IEA databases.

In the New Policies Scenario, Russian oil production plateaus around 10.5 million barrels per
day (mb/d) for the coming five years and then declines slowly to 9.7 mb/d in 2035 (Figure 8.2).
Net exports of crude and refined products are reduced as internal demand gradually increases,
particularly from the transport sector; this means that the high water mark for Russia’s net oil
exports is projectedprior to 2015.Over the projection period, the centre of gravity of Russian oil
production shifts further east, away from the traditional production areas in Western Siberia.
There is anaccompanying re-orientationofexport flows in favourof fast-growingAsianmarkets.

Gasproductionincreasesfrom637billioncubicmetres(bcm)peryearin2010to690bcmin2020
and860bcmin2035(Figure8.3).1Moderategrowth indomesticdemand,asRussiastarts touse
gasmoreefficiently, allows for an increase innet exports to close to330bcmper yearby2035.
The major change in exports over the projection period is the start of gas trade with China,
anticipated towards 2020, which increases rapidly after 2020 to reach 75 bcm per year in
2035. Exports to Russia’s long-standing export markets in Europe increase more slowly,
reaching around 235 bcm in 2035, compared with 200 bcm in 2010.2

1. For an explana!on of the way that IEA presents gas produc!on volumes from different countries, refer to Box 8.3.
2. Gazprom imports gas from the Caspian region, so the total volume of gas exported by Russia is higher than the figure
for net exports.
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Figure 8.2 " Russian oil balance in the New Policies Scenario
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Figure 8.3 " Russian gas balance in the New Policies Scenario
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Figure 8.4 " Russian coal balance in the New Policies Scenario
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Coal production rises to close to 270 million tonnes of coal equivalent (Mtce) in the mid-
2020s and then decreases slowly thereafter (Figure 8.4). Domestic coal demand remains
flat, as efficiency improvements in coal use offset the effects of economic growth. Although
exports have expanded strongly in recent years, the competitive position of Russian coal, both
on domestic and international markets, is held back by high transport costs. As European
demand for imported coal declines, so the focus for Russian coal export switches to the east;
China’s relative proximity to themainRussian coal reserves in Siberiamakes it themain export
destination. But, overall, Russia struggles to compete with other exporters as global demand
for coal decreases slowly after peaking in 2025 in the New Policies Scenario.

Alongside its wealth of fossil-fuel resources, Russia also has a major nuclear industry and
huge potential both for hydropower and for harnessing other renewable sources of energy.
The contribution of nuclear power and renewables is projected to increase steadily over the
projection period, with their combined share in Russia’s primary energy supply rising from
10% in 2009 to 15% in 2035. The largest increases come from nuclear power, which grows
at an average of 2% per year, and hydropower at 1% per year. However, the fastest rates
of growth come from non-hydro renewables, which rise from a very low base at an average
of 7% per year, with the increases heavily weighted towards the latter part of the projection
period, as supportmechanisms are put in place and technology costs come down (Figure 8.5).

Figure 8.5 " Russian nuclear and renewables output in the New
Policies Scenario
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The lion’s share of production fromnuclear power and renewables is consumeddomestically,
although there are projects underway or under consideration that have an eye to export
markets, such as hydropower projects near the Chinese border or the proposed nuclear
power plant in the Russian Baltic enclave of Kaliningrad. Future renewables-based electricity
and biomass projects could also be oriented towards export to the European Union, where
they could help to meet policy targets for increased use of renewable energy resources.
The primary actors in the Russian nuclear power industry are state-owned companies and
there has also been a consolidation of hydropower assets within the majority state-owned
Rushydro over recent years, although some hydropower plants are controlled by private
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Russian industrial groups (and there are also indications that the governmentmay reduce its
stake in Rushydro over the next few years). Growth in the renewables sector is expected to
open up opportunities both for new entrants and for the existing electricity utilities.

The main industry players in oil production are all Russian companies: two majority state-
owned companies, Rosneft and Gazprom (including its primarily-oil-producing subsidiary
GazpromNeft), and seven that are privately owned or publicly traded: Lukoil, TNK-BP,
SurgutNefteGaz, Tatneft, Bashneft, Russneft and Slavneft (controlled jointly by TNK-BP and
GazpromNeft). Together, these produce about 90% of the country’s oil (Figure 8.6). Smaller
private Russian oil companies and a sprinkling of international oil companies (ExxonMobil,
Shell, Total, Statoil, Wintershall, ENI3) contribute the rest under various arrangements
(production sharing agreements in the cases of ExxonMobil in Sakhalin-1 and Total in
Kharyaga; minority ownership, with or without operatorship, for the others). Even where
privately owned, the large Russian oil companies all retain strong ties with the government.
Long distance oil pipelines are a monopoly of state-owned Transneft.4

Figure 8.6 " Estimated Russian oil and gas production by type
of company, 2010
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Notes: TNK-BP is classified as Russian. Data are in million barrels of oil equivalent (Mboe) to allow for comparison by
energy content; the 10.5 Mboe/d of gas production is equivalent to 637 bcm per year.

There are about 80 gas producing companies in Russia (Henderson, 2010). Most are small
and regional in scope and gas production is dominated by Gazprom (80%). There are growing
contributions from private gas producer Novatek (6%) and from oil companies producing
associated gas (10%), with the rest being divided between foreign companies and small local
independents. Gazprom’s hold on the Russian gas industry is secured by its monopoly over
long-distance gas transport pipelines andgas exports, although its dominant position inRussian
production couldbe challenged toadegreeby the riseofNovatekandotherRussianproducers.

3. Wintershall and ENI (together with ENEL) are partners in gas fields with produc!on of condensate.
4. The only excep!on is the Caspian Pipeline Consor!um (CPC) pipeline that crosses from the northern Caspian to the
Russian Black Sea port of Novorossiysk. Transne" is a minority shareholder in this pipeline. Around 80% of CPC capacity
is used for transporta!on of Kazakhstan crude oil.
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We assume that the structure of the oil and gas industry remains dominated by Russian
state and private companies throughout the period. Despite intermittent signs from the
government of a desire to open the Russian oil and gas industry to foreign investment,
history suggests this is likely to be a slow process. A possible exception in the medium term
could be the participation of Chinese (and perhaps Indian) companies in Eastern Siberia and
the Far East, possibly as providers of loans rather than providers of equity. Previous efforts
by Chinese companies to secure roles in the Russian upstream have yielded moderate
results,5 but China’s growing role in the worldwide energy industry and its position as a
market for Russia’s eastern resourceswouldmake this a natural evolution, albeit a politically
sensitive one. Participation of western international companies is likely to be limitedmainly
to the Arctic or deep offshore resources, which are very capital intensive and require the
most recent technologies, as exemplified by the participation of Total and Statoil in the
Shtokman project, of Total and other foreign companies in the Yamal-LNG project and the
agreement between ExxonMobil and Rosneft for exploration in the deep waters of the
Black Sea and the Kara Sea in the Arctic. Participation by western companies in a large gas-
to-liquids (GTL) plant could also be a possibility. On the other hand, the provision of oilfield
services is likely to come increasingly from independent service companies, as the service
arms of previously vertically integrated oil and gas companies continue to be spun-off,
bringing increased competition and efficiency.

Russia’s coal industry was slower than the oil industry to restructure in response to the
post-Soviet downturn. But the sector has now been fully liberalised and production
increased steadily after 1999 until it was hit by the 2009 economic crisis. Of the ten major
producers with output greater than 10 Mtce per year, SUEK has emerged as the largest.
Several of the key players are part of large diversified groups, with activities including power
generation, steel production, mineral extraction andmetals fabrication, e.g.Mechel, Evraz,
Severstal, which tend to use their coal production within the group rather than market it.
SUEK is the number one exporter, with 30 Mtce out of about 80 Mtce total net exports in
2010. We assume that the industry will continue to rationalise.

Oil
Resources

We estimate proven reserves of oil in Russia to be about 77 billion barrels. This estimate
is close to the numbers quoted by the BP annual statistical review (BP, 2011) and by BGR
(BGR, 2010). It matches well with the sum of the numbers published by the main Russian
oil companies. As all the major Russian oil companies have their reserves credibly audited
(both according to the rules of the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the
recommendations of the Petroleum Resources Management System [PRMS]), this proven
reserves number is well established. Ultimately recoverable resources (URR) are less well
established. Based on the 2000 United States Geological Survey (USGS) assessment and

5. Sinopec has a joint-venture with Rosne" (Udmurtne") producing oil in the Volga-Ural basin, and China Na!onal
Petroleum Corpora!on has an explora!on joint-venture with Rosne" in Eastern Siberia (Vostok Energy). Also of note
is the Chinese loan for the construc!on of the Eastern Siberia-Pacific Ocean pipeline in exchange for preferen!al future
supply.
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subsequent updates,6 IEA analysis puts the level of ultimately recoverable resources at
around 480 billion barrels (crude and natural gas liquids), of which about 144 billion have
already been produced.

Due to Russia’s size and diversity, we have considered andmodelled themain resource-rich
areas of Russia individually in thisOutlook; these eight basins (the same for both oil and gas)
are shown in Figure 8.7. The bulk of these resources are in the historical producing regions
of Western Siberia and Volga-Urals, which together are estimated to hold almost 65% of
the total remaining recoverable conventional oil (Table 8.1). Two factorsmightmake this an
overstatement of the dominance of the traditional areas:

! Attributing too large a reserve growth to these regions; on the one hand they are very
mature; on the other hand, small increases in recovery rates in their huge historical fields
would yield large additional reserves.

! Fairly small resources estimates in the USGS study for the newer regions. Indeed
other sources give larger numbers for ultimately recoverable resources in Eastern
Siberia (Efimov, 2009), in the Sakhalin area, and in the Arctic offshore continental shelf
(Government of Russia, 2009; Kontorovich, 2010; Piskarev, 2009), including the Barents
Sea, the Kara Sea and the largely unexplored Laptev, East Siberian and Chukchi Seas. The
deep-offshore Black Seawas not assessed byUSGS, but is generally creditedwith 7 billion
barrels of recoverable resources.

Table 8.1 " Conventional oil resources in various Russian regions, end-2010
(billion barrels) (crude + NGLs)

Proven
reserves*

Ultimately
recoverable
resources

Cumulative
production

Remaining recoverable resources

Total Share Share per
ABCD**

Western Siberia 48 266 80 186 55% 55%

Volga Urals 16 81 51 29 9% 10%

Timan Pechora 4 28 5 22 7% 7%

Eastern Siberia 5 21 0 21 6% 14%

Sakhalin 2 9 1 7 2% 3%

Caspian 2 25 5 20 6% 5%

Barents Sea 0 18 0 18 5% 3%

Other offshore Arctic 0 30 0 30 9% 3%

Others 0 2 1 0 0% 0%

Total Russia 77 480 144 336 100% 100%

*Proven reserves are approximately broken down by basin based on company reports.**This column is an IEA estimate
based on the Russian (“ABCD”) classification system (Box 8.1) taking into account recovery factors and the probabilities
of the various categories to estimate a mean value.
Sources: USGS; data provided to the IEA by the US Geological Survey; IEA databases and analysis.

6. We have used: updates to USGS resource es!mates published since the 2000 assessment; cumula!ve produc!on as
per IEA databases; and some simplifying assump!ons on theworldwide distribu!onof the “reserves growth” component
of the USGS assessment.
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Figure 8.7 " Oil and gas basins in Russia
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Our USGS-based estimates have been compared to the “ABCD” resource estimates
published by the Russian government (Table 8.2) and, to the extent that the two systems
can be compared, the results are consistent (Box 8.1 details the Russian classification of oil
and gas resources and how it compares to other international systems).

Addition of the proven, probable and possible reserves of the main Russian oil companies
(as audited under the PRMS scheme) gives a total of about 150 billion barrels. This takes
into account only already licensed fields and does not include the vast regions that are
unlicensed and poorly explored, including most of the Arctic continental shelf. So the total
value for ultimately recoverable resources of 480 billion barrels, which forms the basis of our
projections for future production, is plausible.

Box 8.1 " Russian reserves system versus the Petroleum Resources
Management System

Although the reserves of Russian oil and gas companies are increasingly reported under
the Petroleum Resources Management System (PRMS) classification system or the US
Securities and Exchange Commission rules for reserves reporting, documents from
the Russian government and academic institutes generally use the Russian system of
reserves classification. This system uses alphabetical classes (A, B, C1, C2, D1, D2 and
D3) that reflect decreasing certainties for technically recoverable resources:
" “A” are reserves that have been fully ascertained through drilling and production.

" “B” are reserves that have been established through well-testing.

" “C1” are estimates for established fields, including parts that may not have been
drilled and tested yet, but for which geophysical information is available.

" “C2” represents preliminary estimates based on exploration.

" “D1” represent estimates of hydrocarbon potential, based on surface seismic.

" “D2” are possible resources in new areas, based on studies of regional geology.

" “D3” represent a prognosis for the hydrocarbon resources of new basins, based on
general geological considerations.

There is no unique correspondence between the Russian classification and the PRMS
one. But in general, industry experts assume that A, B and C1 reserves (“ABC1”) lie in
between proven and proven + probable; C2 and part of C1 correspond to probable
and possible reserves; while D1, D2 and D3 resources are closer to estimates of
undiscovered hydrocarbons. Further, the D1, D2 and D3 resources are normally
quoted as oil-in-place, rather than recoverable oil. C1 and C2 are typically technically
recoverable, not necessarily economically recoverable. A and B, as they are based
on an approved development plan, are normally both technically and economically
recoverable.7

7. For gas, it is tradi!onal in Russian assessments to assume a recovery factor of 100%, which is one of the reasons why
PRMS assessments give smaller values than “ABC1”.
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Table 8.2 " Conventional hydrocarbon resources in various Russian regions,
end-2009, according to the Russian system of classification

Oil
(billion barrels)

NGLs
(billion barrels)

Gas
(trillion cubic metres)

ABC1,C2 C3,D1,D2 ABC1,C2 C3,D1,D2 ABC1,C2 C3,D1,D2

Western Siberia 111 208 16 30 41 71

Volga Urals 28 23 0.6 0.9 0.9 2

Timan Pechora 15 31 0.5 3 0.7 4

Eastern Siberia 19 79 3 20 8 40

Sakhalin 3 15 0.7 4 1 8

Caspian 4 15 8 4 6 8

Barents Sea 3 9 0.5 12 5 12

Other offshore Arctic 0.1 28 0.0 11 4 18

Others 0.4 5 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.2

Total Russia 183 414 29 85 68 163

Notes: For oil, “ABC” reserves are considered state secrets, so there is uncertainty on the total and the regional values.
D resources are published by theMinistry of Natural Resources, as well as all categories for gas and gas-condensates. This
table summarises the key values by region, including IEA estimates for oil “ABC” numbers. C3, a previously used category
of undiscovered resources, has been merged into D1 in the latest version of the classification system, which comes into
full force in January 2012.

Production

More than 1 000 different fields produce oil or condensate in Russia, though about
35 major fields contribute 50% of total production. Production peaked during Soviet
times at around 11.5 million barrels per day (mb/d) in the 1980s and then went through
a trough, around 6 mb/d, in the mid-1990s, before recovering in the 2000s to exceed
10 mb/d in 2007. The Energy Strategy to 2030 (Government of Russia, 2009) foresees a
gradual increase in production over the coming decades, to between 530 and 555 million
tonnes in 2030 (around 11 mb/d). The General Scheme for Development of the Oil
Industry to 2020 (Ministry of Energy of the Russian Federation, 2011) is oriented more
towards keeping production constant, through a combination of fiscal incentives,
efficiency improvements and increases in exploration and drilling activities. We draw
from these strategy documents the assumption, underpinning our supply projections, that
policy (including fiscal policy) will be designed and adjusted through the projection period
with the aim of encouraging production around current levels, i.e. at or around 10 mb/d,
for as long as possible.

In the New Policies Scenario, we project that Russian oil production will stabilise around
10.5 mb/d for the next few years and then start a slight decline, while remaining above
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9.6 mb/d throughout the period to 2035 (Figure 8.2). This results from a balance between
decreases in old (Volga-Urals) or ageing (Western Siberia) fields, on the one hand, and
new field developments, often in remote areas. The slight overall decline comes despite a
significant projected increase in production of natural gas liquids (NGLs), which is discussed
more fully in the gas section of this chapter and Box 8.4.

The recent history of oil production in Russia has two main phases (Figure 8.8). The first
saw the resurgence of supply from Western Siberia, driven by the application of more
modern field management technologies, until around 2006. The second phase, over
the last five years, has seen production coming online in newer oil provinces – Timan
Pechora, Sakhalin and, more recently, Eastern Siberia – while production from Western
Siberia flattened out or even decreased. Of note is the remarkable resilience of production
from the Volga-Urals basin throughout the period – in spite of this basin having already
producedmore than 60% of its estimated recoverable resources in the seventy years since
production started. This is also due to the application of modern technology, a process
that started later than in Western Siberia.

Given its dominant position in Russian oil production, accounting for around two-thirds
of the total, the evolution of production in Western Siberia is a key element in any
projection of future oil production. The flattening of production there since 2006 might
indicate that all the easy wins from modern technology have been realised already.
At the same time, the large volume of remaining recoverable resources suggests that
production could be maintained or even increased, with suitable investment. Existing tax
holidays and other incentives generally favour investment in new fields in regions such as
Eastern Siberia, so a critical issue for Western Siberia – and therefore for Russian output
as a whole – is whether the fiscal system will be restructured in a way that promotes
investment in small fields that have not been developed so far or in enhanced recovery
at existing fields.

Figure 8.8 " Recent evolution of Russian oil production by region
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As noted, our projections for the various regions in the New Policies Scenario are based
on the view that Russian policy will adjust as necessary to encourage total production at
(or as close as possible to) current levels. For our modelling of Russian supply, this means
in practice an assumption that the tax regime will succeed in mobilising the necessary
investment to allow an appropriate level of exploitation of the oil resources in each region,
according to the economic possibilities. This is similar to the graduated approach that is
currently taken by the fiscal authorities to encourage new field developments in Eastern
Siberia, but would be an innovation in the traditional production areas of Western Siberia
and the Volga Urals (Box 8.2).

Box 8.2 " A balancing act of tax and economics891011

Investment in oil production in Russia, as elsewhere, is very sensitive to changes in
the fiscal regime. The current taxation system for oil fields has three main parts: a
Mineral Extraction Tax (MET) for each barrel produced;9 an export tax for each barrel
exported;10 and a corporate profit tax rate of 20%.11 As they stand, this makes it very
difficult to achieve profitability in new field development. A project with lifting costs
of $6/barrel, capital costs of $6/barrel and transport costs of $6/barrel has an internal
rate of return (IRR) of less than 5% (at an $80/barrel oil price for Urals blend). This is
insufficient to justify the investment, particularly given the political and logistical risks
in Russia. In this example, the effective tax rate for exported oil amounts to 84%.
This is why the Russian government has granted a number of tax exemptions or tax
holidays, until a certain level of production is reached, to some of the greenfield
projects in Eastern Siberia, the Yamal-Nenets region and also, from 2012, the Black
and Okhotsk Seas. This is a deliberate policy to promote the development of new
production areas and to support regional economic development. It is also possible to
apply for specific exemptions on a project-by-project basis. By adjusting the tax rate,
the Russian government is believed to be ready to allow the oil companies an IRR of
about 15%, if they can demonstrate that the economics are especially difficult.
This case-by-case approach has itsmerit but it leaves oil companies uncertain about the
stability of the tax regime. There has been, and continues to be, a lively debate among
the variousministries and companies about theneed to reform the tax system.Any such
reform would need to find the right balance between preserving state revenue levels
(given the importance of oil tax revenue to the state budget) and providing sufficient

8. This discussion focuses on oil, but similar issues exist also for gas projects, although the existing tax burden for gas
projects is significantly lighter (on an energy equivalent basis). Year-on-year tax increases for the gas industry are planned
in 2012, 2013 and 2014.
9. TheMET is calculated in $/barrel as 0.22*(P-15), where P is themarket price of theUral Blend in $/barrel. For example,
for a (Ural) oil price of $80/barrel, MET is $14.24/barrel. Older fields get a discount of 30% to 70% on MET, depending
on their degree of depletion.
10. Export taxes are calculated in $/barrel as 4+(0.65*(P-25)). For example, for an (Ural) oil price of $80/barrel, it
amounts to $39.75/barrel. A decrease of the 0.65 coefficient to 0.60 is under discussion, as part of what is called the
“60-66” rebalancing of export taxes between crude and refined products.
11. Profit tax is regionally determined: regional administrations can reduce it to a minimum of 15.5%.
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incentives for companies to invest in new projects (thereby promoting economic
development in new regions), while also safeguarding the incentive to reduce costs
through the application of new technologies.
Designing the tax system to provide sufficient incentives to at least maintain
production in the core region of Western Siberia will be essential, as a shortage
of investment there could lead to a rapid decline in total Russian oil production.
The currently prevailing effective tax rate in the traditional producing regions of
Western Siberia and Volga Urals is around 75% for exported oil. We estimate that, if
this rate were to be maintained throughout the projection period, total Russian oil
production (and exports) would drop by a further 1.8 mb/d in 2035. Although the tax
revenue would be about the same (with higher taxes offsetting lower production),
an accompanying significant loss of economic growth would be likely, given the
importance of the oil sector in Russia’s GDP.12

With this assumption about the fiscal regime, the projections for oil production in each of
the main basins (Table 8.3) track, to a degree, the proportionate distribution of remaining
regional resources, given in Table 8.1. Declines in the Volga Urals region are delayed, but
accelerate after 2020; the Timan-Pechora and Sakhalin regions remain at or close to plateau;
while Eastern Siberia and the Caspian basin realise their potential for significant production
increases. Crucially, production inWestern Siberia remains relatively buoyant, falling slightly
in the period to 2025, but rebounding towards the end of the projection period, helped
by the anticipated increase in NGLs production from the gas sector. The offshore Arctic
continental shelf also has large potential, but logistical challenges are assumed to prevent
it from becoming amajor production area until the closing years of the projection period. 12

Table 8.3 " Projections for oil* production by main basins (mb/d)

2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035

Western Siberia 6.75 6.33 5.87 5.80 5.98 6.19

Volga Urals 2.10 2.07 1.90 1.72 1.46 1.15

Timan Pechora 0.60 0.62 0.59 0.57 0.58 0.59

Eastern Siberia 0.43 0.72 0.76 0.75 0.74 0.72

Sakhalin 0.31 0.30 0.31 0.31 0.32 0.29

Caspian 0.23 0.27 0.34 0.35 0.38 0.41

Barents Sea 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.10 0.13

Other offshore Arctic 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01

Others 0.02 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.16 0.18

Total Russia 10.45 10.42 9.89 9.68 9.72 9.66

*Includes crude oil, NGLs, and unconventional oil.
Notes: “Others” include projections for additives (IEA, 2010a, Chapter 4 for a definition of additives) and GTL for all of
Russia, which explains its growth. 2010 data do not include additives, for lack of historical data.

12. For the purpose of this analysis of sensitivity to tax rates, we assumed GDP growth was unchanged.
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Looking atWestern Siberia inmore detail, production is stabilised at around 5.9mb/d in the
2020s. Prospects in this region depend on multiple fields (Figure 8.9), of which some of the
major producers are: 13

! Samotlor, a super-giant field opened in 1965, with original recoverable resources of
the order of 28 billion barrels. Production peaked in 1980 at more than 3 mb/d. It still
contains about 7 billion barrels of reserves and production has recently stabilised at
around 500 thousand barrels per day (kb/d), a level TNK-BP plans to maintain through
steady investment.

! Priobskoe, one of the “younger” giant fields in the region, with about 7 billion barrels of
reserves. It is divided in two parts by the Ob River. The left bank started production in
1988, the right bank in 1999. Production has been increasing in the last ten years to reach
about 800 kb/d, the largest producer in Russia.

! Krasnoleninskoe, actually a group of fields, with oil-in-place comparable to Priobskoe.
Although production started in the 1980s, it is a complex reservoir that is being developed
only recently on a large scale. It currently produces about 150 kb/d.

! Urengoy, better known for its gas production, is also a giant oil and condensate reservoir,
with about 1 billion barrels of oil reserves and 4 billion barrels of condensate. It currently
produces about 70 kb/d of condensate and less than 10 kb/d of crude.

! Lyantor and Federovskoe are examples of old, declining giants, with ultimately
recoverable resources in the order of 10 billion barrels. They still represent the best part
of Surgutneftegas’ decliningWestern Siberian production, with production of more than
150 kb/d each.

! Tevlinsko-russkinskoe, Povkhovskoe, Vateganskoe are also ageing giants, forming
the basis of Lukoil’s production in Western Siberia. With remaining reserves of about
2.5 billion barrels, they have recently declined by about 6% per year, to about 400 kb/d
in 2010. However Lukoil has indicated that this was partly due to limitations on electrical
power availability to lift the increasingly water-rich production, so production could
stabilise after additional investment.

! Uvat is an interesting case of a greenfield development, demonstrating that theWestern
Siberian basin still contains significant untapped resources.14 Located in the south of
the basin, far from the existing infrastructure, its development is only just starting.
Recoverable resources are estimated to be close to 2 billion barrels, with planned plateau
production around 150 kb/d. There are other fields in the same part of the basin that
could make use of the infrastructure developed for Uvat.

13. As much as possible, we follow Russian GOST (state standard) 7.79-2000 for the translitera!on of Russian field
names, except when there is a widely used name in English.
14. Another example of the poten!al for new large fields inWestern Siberia is the Gydan peninsula in the Yamal-Nenets
district, close to the border of the north of the Krasnoyarsk district.
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Figure 8.9 " Major oil fields and supply infrastructure in Russia
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In spite of its remarkable performance over the last ten years, production in the Volga-Urals
region is projected to start an inexorable decline after 2016, due to resource depletion. The
region features some old giants, such as:

! Arlanskoye in Bashkiria which, withmore than 8 000wells, produceswithmore than 93%
water content. With initial reserves of about 2 billion barrels, it is now largely depleted
and produces about 60 kb/d of oil.

! Romashkino in Tatarstan is the grandfather of Russian super-giant fields. Opened in 1948
with 18 billion barrels of estimated original recoverable resources, it still contains about
2 billion barrels of proven reserves. Tatneft has been maintaining steady production of
around 300 kb/d for a number of years.

The Timan Pechora basin contains many recently developed fields. They are generally of
medium size and we are projecting production to remain at around 0.6 mb/d to 2035. Of
note are:

! Prirazlomnoe, in the Pechora Sea (not to be confused with the onshore field of the
same name in Western Siberia). It is the first offshore development in the Russian Arctic
continental shelf and, as such, receives a lot of attention as a precursor of possible future
developments. It reuses thedecommissionedNorth-WestHuttonproductionplatform from
theNorth Sea. Production is expected to start in 2012 and to reach a plateau of 120 kb/d.

! Kharyaga, operated by Total under a production sharing agreement, with current
production of 25 kb/d and proven and probable reserves in excess of 1 billion barrels.

! The Trebs and Titov fields, together one of the last known super-giant fields to be
licensed. With proven and probable reserves estimated around 1 billion barrels,
these fields were licensed to Bashneft at the end of 2010. Development is planned in
partnership with Lukoil.

Figure 8.10 " Changes in Russian oil production by region in the New
Policies Scenario
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Production in Eastern Siberia is projected to make the largest contribution to incremental
Russian supply (Figure 8.10) during the period to 2035, with supply rising by more than
300 kb/d in the next five to eight years to reach a total of almost 0.8 mb/d. Production
then remains near this level throughout the projection period, with declines in the recently
developed fields being offset by gradual expansion of production from new fields farther
from existing infrastructure. Overall, Eastern Siberia has themost recently discovered fields:

! Vankor, with reserves estimated at 3 billion barrels, came on stream in 2009/2010
and has largely been responsible for the increase in Russian oil production since then.
It reached 250 kb/d in 2010 and 315 kb/d in July 2011. Plans to increase production
to 500 kb/d have not been fully confirmed and may depend on negotiations with the
government on the applicable tax regime. Although belonging administratively to
the Krasnoyarsk region, and therefore usually reported as an Eastern Siberian field,
Vankor is related geologically to the Western Siberian basin and located very close to the
Yamal-Nenets region, so it can tap into the transport infrastructure existing there. Rosneft
has constructed a new 500 kilometre (km) pipeline, linking Vankor to the Transneft
system (at Purpe), that creates the link between the Yamal-Nenets region and the Eastern
Siberia – Pacific Ocean (ESPO) pipeline and eastern markets. This enhanced access to
market removes a major obstacle to the development of other fields in the region.

! Verkhnechonskoe is in the Irkutsk region.15Withmore than 1 billion barrels of reserves, its
development was made possible by the construction of the ESPO pipeline, which passes
close to the field, ensuring easy transportation in an otherwise remote region. Currently
at 60 kb/d, production is being increased towards an expected peak of 150 kb/d.

! Talakanskoe, with 800 million barrels of reserves, is located close to Verkhnechonskoe
and therefore to the ESPO pipeline. It is a key element of the expansion of Surgutneftegas
into Eastern Siberia. Production, at 40 kb/d, is in the ramp-up phase.

Commercial production in the Russian sector of the Caspian Sea began in 2010. This area
is set to play a small but increasing role in Russia’s oil production, with output increasing
gradually from the current 230 kb/d to 400 kb/d in 2035 (including the onshore pre-Caspian
and North Caucasus parts of the basin):

! The Yuri Korchagin field is the first large offshore field to be developed in the Russian
sector of the Caspian. Operated by Lukoil, it contains more than 200 million barrels of
proven reserves and produced first oil in 2010.

! The Filanovskiy field, the largest offshore field discovered in the Russian Caspian Seawith
more than 1 billion barrels of recoverable resources, is the next planned offshore Caspian
development.

The main developments on Sakhalin Island are producing significant quantities of liquids
and there are substantial recoverable resources in the region. However, while a number of

15. Verkhnechonskoe, and a few similar fields in Eastern Siberia, is unusual in that it produces from pre-Cambrian rocks;
this feature, together with the absence of nearby source rock, had been used by proponents of the existence of abio!c
oil as evidence for their theory. However, more recent work has fully established the bio!c origin of the oil and confirmed
it migrated from source rocks located a significant distance away (Evere$, 2010).
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additional Sakhalin projects are under discussion (Sakhalin-3, -4, -5…), we project that high
costs will delay developments, with production essentially flat, near 300 kb/d, until 2035.

! Chayvo, Odoptu and Arkutun-Dagi are the three main oil producing fields, operated by
ExxonMobil as part of the Sakhalin-1 project.With proven reserves of 300million barrels,
Chayvo produced about 100 kb/d in 2010, a 50% decline compared to its peak in 2007.
This decrease does not necessarily indicate early onset of decline, as production is limited
by the absence of a gas export facility. Production from Odoptu, on the other hand, is
growing, compensating for the reduced production in Chayvo.

! Piltun-Astokhskoe and Lunskoye, part of Sakhalin-2, primarily a gas and liquefied
natural gas (LNG) project also contain large recoverable oil resources of the order of
700 million barrels. They currently produce about 150 kb/d of oil.

The Barents Sea is primarily a gas province but development of the Shtokman field, assumed
for the period after 2020, will provide a sizeable volume of NGLs.

Investment and costs

The levels of oil production that we project in the New Policies Scenario imply an overall
requirement for upstreamoil investment of $740 billion (in year-2010 dollars) in Russia over
the period from 2011 to 2035, or an average of over $29 billion per year. This investment
is needed to compensate for the decline in production from existing fields, since crude oil
output in 2035 from fields that were in production in 2010 drops from 9.8 mb/d to only
3 mb/d, a fall of 70% (Figure 8.11). On this basis, there is a need, over the Outlook period,
to add a total of 5 mb/d of conventional capacity, in order to meet the projected level of
total output. Around two-thirds of the crude oil produced in 2035 will come from fields that
have already been found, but a further one-third will need to come from new fields that
have yet to be proven or discovered. We anticipate that most of these new fields will be in
Siberia, both Eastern andWestern, in the Caspian region and, to a lesser extent, in the Timan
Pechora basin.

Figure 8.11 " Russian oil production by type in the New Policies Scenario
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Estimating decline rates at existing Russian oil fields is complicated by the fact that
production has been affected by many factors unrelated to geology over the last 20 years.
To start with, as noted in Box 8.2, production rates vary in response to changes in the tax
regime.Most old fields have also seen an increase in production in the period 2000 to 2010
due to application of new technologies (hydraulic fracturing, horizontal drilling and pump
optimisation) and the development of satellite fields, located around the main producing
zones, or of layers originally by-passed above or below the main production zones. The
swings in gas output linked to the 2009 economic downturn also affected NGL output and
therefore total liquids production. However, there are a few examples of fields showing a
clear decline trend, at a rate of about 5% to 6% per year, indicating the likely future trend
of the large fields in the traditional producing regions.16

Costs of production are low in the mature producing regions of Western Siberia and Volga-
Ural, with lifting costs (including marketing and other general costs) estimated to be of
the order of $4/barrel to $8/barrel. However they are on the increase, with the ageing
fields producing more and more water along with the oil, the growing costs of electricity
in the liberalised electricity market and the worldwide inflation in service costs. Greenfield
developments – whether in parts of Western Siberia away from the main producing
infrastructure or in new regions (Caspian, Eastern Siberia, Sakhalin, Timan-Pechora basin) –
have higher lifting costs, ranging from $6/barrel to $10/barrel due to their remoteness and
the limited infrastructure. Offshore developments, such as Sakhalin-1 and Prirazlomnoe
(due to start production at the end of 2011 in the Pechora Sea), have even higher lifting
costs, probably in the order of $15/barrel.

Capital costs for greenfield projects are in the range of $5/barrel to $10/barrel. Although
new developments in new regions could be expected to be much more capital intensive,
because of the requirement for new infrastructure, in practice the development of new
regions is likely to be undertaken step-by-step, reducing capital costs significantly: the first
projects will be those closest to existing infrastructure, with subsequent projects building on
the incremental advancesmade by previous ones. Capital costs in these cases are similar to
those needed tomaintain production in old fields, as exemplified by the investment budget
of TNK-BP in Samotlor: at $4.6 billion over five years to maintain production at around
500 kb/d, this works out at a capital cost of about $8/barrel. Offshore fields have higher
capital requirements, with Prirazlomnoe estimated to be on the order of $10/barrel to
$12/barrel. Because of the huge distances from most fields to market, transportation
costs also play a key role in the economics of oil (and gas) production, with $5/barrel to
$10/barrel being typical for most oil exports (with the lower part of the range applying to
Volga-Ural exports to Europe, and the upper range forWestern Siberia exports to China via
the ESPO pipeline).

Exports

In the New Policies Scenario, we project that oil exports (crude and refined products) will
decline slowly, from a peak of 7.7 mb/d in 2012, just slightly above the 2010 value, to

16. This is in linewith the findings of IEA (2008), which gives 5.5% as the post-plateau decline rate for onshore giant fields.
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6.4 mb/d in 2035, as crude production falls and domestic demand for transport fuel
continues to grow. Exports will continue to go through a variety of routes: existing
pipelines to Europe, shipments from northern, eastern and Black Sea ports, and
completion and extension of the ESPO pipeline to the Pacific Coast and China. We expect
continued expansion of westward oil flows through the Russian export terminals at
Primorsk and Ust-Luga on the Baltic Sea, in part to avoid transit through third countries;
but the major anticipated change over the projection period will be the expansion of
eastward connections to China and Asia-Pacific markets.

Russian oil exports to the east have been slower to develop than commercial logic
might suggest: it has taken time to reconcile commercial and state interests in a manner
capable of moving projects forward, both within Russia (where Yukos’ early leadership in
pipeline discussions with China was lost after the company’s bankruptcy) and between
Russia and the other main regional actors, China and Japan. China’s loan agreements in
2009 with Rosneft ($15 billion) and Transneft ($10 billion) facilitated decisions both on
the pipeline route and on volumes (since the loans were to be repaid in oil supply).

Phase I of the ESPO project, completed in December 2009, consisted of a 2 700 km
pipeline from Taishet to Skovorodino with a capacity of 600 kb/d. From January 2011,
pipeline deliveries of 300 kb/d began via a southward trunk line from Skovorodino to
Daqing in China; the remaining volumes are currently transported by rail to Kozmino
Bay on the Russian Pacific Coast. Phase II of the ESPO, already underway, will extend
the pipeline from Skovorodino to the coast, a further 2 100 km, and increase its overall
capacity to 1 mb/d. There is also the possibility of doubling the capacity of the spur
to China (to 600 kb/d). We assume that the expansion to 1 mb/d will be completed in
2013 and that a further expansion of the system will bring total capacity to 1.6 mb/d by
the early 2020s. This, together with the potential to further reinforce eastward export
routes later in the projection period in response to rising oil import demand in Asian
markets, will give Russia the opportunity to balance its exports between East and West
(see Chapter 9).

The split between the export of crude oil and of refined products will be determined
largely by fiscal policy. Over the last ten years, the Russian government has made
various attempts to promote exports of refined products at the expense of crude. The
favourable tax regime for product exports was originally intended to provide incentives
for much-needed modernisation of Russian refineries and thereby to capture more
value-added within Russia. Thus far, this policy has failed: although in 2010 around a
third of Russian exports were in the form of refined products, most were in the form of
low-end, low-value-added fuel oil, as Russian refineries were still not equipped to supply
high-end gasoline products. Anticipated changes in taxation in 2011,17 coupled with
more stringent gasoline specifications on the internal market, are intended to realise the
original objective.

17. Such as the much-discussed “60-66” rebalancing of export taxes which would see the marginal tax rate on crude oil
exports decreased from 65% to 60%, while that on exports of some refined products would be set at 66% of the export
tax on crude. At the !me of wri!ng, the la$er part has been adopted, while the former is s!ll awai!ng decision.
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Natural gas
Resources
Proven reserves of natural gas in Russia are generally quoted to be about 45 trillion cubic
metres (tcm).18 This matches well with the sum of the numbers published by the main
producing companies, using the “ABC1” reserves under the Russian classification system.
Under the PRMS, however, proven reserves are closer to 26 tcm. Gazprom, for example,
reports 33 tcm as “ABC1” reserves, but only 19 tcm as proven under PRMS. The lower PRMS
figure takes into account actual recovery factors in the large traditional fields and the fact
that the development of new large fields, such as Yamal or Shtokman, is still under study.

Table 8.4 " Conventional gas resources in various Russian regions,
end-2010 (tcm)

Proven
reserves*

Ultimately
recoverable
resources

Cumulative
production

Remaining recoverable resources

Total Share Share per
ABCD**

Western Siberia 22 59 18 41 39% 53%

Volga Urals 1 5 1 4 3% 1%

Timan Pechora 1 3 1 2 2% 2%

Eastern Siberia 1 7 0 7 7% 18%

Sakhalin 1 3 0 3 3% 3%

Caspian 1 7 1 6 6% 7%

Barents Sea 0 23 0 23 21% 7%

Other offshore Arctic 0 20 0 20 19% 9%

Others 0 1 0 1 1% 0%

Total Russia 26 127 21 106 100% 100%

*Proven reserves are approximately broken down by basin based on company reports. **This column is an IEA estimate
based on the Russian (“ABCD”) classification system (Box 8.1), taking into account recovery factors and the probabilities
of the various categories to estimate a mean value.
Sources: USGS; data provided to the IEA by the US Geological Survey; IEA databases and analysis.

Using a methodology similar to that in this chapter’s analysis of oil, based on USGS
publications, we estimate the level of ultimately recoverable resources at close
to 130 tcm, of which 21 tcm have already been produced. The breakdown of our estimated
figure for ultimately recoverable resources between the main basins (Table 8.4) shows the
predominance of Western Siberia, where all the largest Gazprom fields, either producing
(Urengoy, Yamburg, Zapolyarnoe) or under development (Yamal peninsula) are located, as
well as most of the gas associated with oil fields produced by oil companies. Although not
producing today, the Barents and Kara seas are considered very strong prospects.

As in the case of oil, the methodology based on the USGS assessment could be
overestimating reserve growth inWestern Siberia and underestimating the resources in the
poorly explored regions of Eastern Siberia and the Arctic offshore continental shelf (other

18. 45 tcm in BP, 2011; 48 tcm in O&GJ, 2010; 46 tcm in Cedigaz, 2011; 48 tcm in Government of Russia, 2009.
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than the Barents Sea). Overall, our USGS-based numbers are conservative compared with
the values under the Russian classification system, even taking the different definitions into
account (Table 8.2). The Russian “ABCD” numbers show, in particular, more resources than
our USGS-based analysis in absolute terms, as well as higher percentages for Western and
Eastern Siberia.19

Box 8.3 " What’s in a bcm?

A bcm (billion cubic metres) of natural gas is a commonly used measure of gas
production and trade, but what that “bcm” represents depends on how it is measured
and how much energy it contains. The IEA standard is to report gas volume as actual
physical volumes, measured at 15°C and at atmospheric pressure. This means that
a bcm of Russian gas, in terms of energy content, can have a different value from a
bcm of gas from another country. For example, an average Russian bcm (at 15°C)
contains 38.2 petajoules (PJ) of energy (according to the conversion factors used by IEA)
compared with 41.4 PJ for a bcm from Qatar. In the case of Russia, there is additional
scope for confusion because the Russian standard reports gas volumes measured at
20°C and atmospheric pressure, slightly different to the IEA.20

Negotiating a way through the multiple pitfalls of different calorific values and
conversion factors can be difficult and there are different ways of doing so.21 The
IEA approach is to keep the underlying balances for each country on an energy basis
(rather than a volume basis) and to maintain a database of the different energy
content of gas imports, exports, production and consumption for each country (IEA,
2010b). For the figures presented in bcm units in this Outlook, 1 bcm of Russian gas
equals 0.82 Mtoe; 1 bcm is also equivalent to 1.017 bcm reported according to the
Russian standard, allowing for the different temperatures at which the volumes are
measured.

Production

In the New Policies Scenario, total Russian gas production increases from 637 bcm in
2010 to 690 bcm in 2020, 820 bcm in 2030 and 860 bcm in 2035 (Box 8.3 explains the IEA
presentation of gas volumes). Production of 820 bcm in 2030 puts our projection around 6%
below the range targeted in the Russian Energy Strategy to 2030; this is due in part to our
lower projected demand numbers for the domesticmarket. As the indications for remaining

19. Some of the Russian data includes the Kara Sea in Western Siberia, accoun!ng for part of the larger number for
Western Siberia and the lower number for other offshore Arc!c.
20. A further complica!on is that the energy content of hydrocarbons can be reported on a gross calorific value basis
(GCV) or on a net calorific value basis (NCV); for gas, NCV is approximately equal to 90% of GCV. Russia reports on an NCV
basis; IEA uses GCV when repor!ng energy in joules, but NCV when repor!ng energy in Mtoe (to facilitate comparison
with other fuels).
21. Other organisa!ons, e.g. BP in their yearly sta!s!cal publica!on or Cedigaz, report volumes on an energy-equivalent
basis, i.e. they use a “standard” gas cubic metre with a gross calorific value of 41.87 megajoules (MJ)/m3 (BP) or
40 MJ/m3 (Cedigaz, 2011). This is the same approach as expressing oil produc!on in tonnes of oil equivalent, which is
actually an energy unit rather than a mass unit.
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recoverable resources suggest, Russian output continues to be concentrated in Western
Siberia. However, the overall share of this region in total Russian production is projected
to decline from around 90% in 2010 to 78% in 2035, due to rapid increases in output from
Eastern Siberia and the Barents Sea.

A breakdown of recent production by region (Figure 8.12) underlines the preeminent
position of Western Siberian fields in the overall Russian picture. Within Western Siberia,
three fields stand out: the stalwarts, Urengoy and Yamburg,22 which have provided the
backbone of Russian production for the past two decades, and Zapolyarnoe, which started
production in 2001. However, the contribution of other regions to the Russian gas balance is
growing, notably with the development of gas production and export from Sakhalin.

Figure 8.12 " Recent gas production trends by region
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In recent years, Russia has been able to satisfy domestic gas demand and its export
commitments through the development of smaller satellite fields in Western Siberia,
together with drawing on a steady increase in production by private companies, such as
Novatek, and oil companies’ associated gas output. Demand reduction, due to the economic
and financial crisis, eased pressure on supply and drastically reduced the need for large-scale
gas imports from Central Asia. But while relatively small supply increments have proved to
be sufficient tomeet Russia’s needs in the recent past, a swift rebound in global gas demand
and the need for Russia to compensate for production declines at the traditional Urengoy
and Yamburg fields (at a current rate of 50 bcm every four to five years) will impose a need
for new upstream development.

A strategic question for the Russian gas industry is the extent to which Russia will rely on
Gazprom and Gazprom-led mega-projects, such as Yamal and Shtokman, to meet these
future production needs; or, seen from another perspective, whether a larger share of
output could come from multiple smaller fields and from other Russian gas producers such
as Novatek and the Russian oil companies, who own some significant and under-exploited

22. These are two of the tradi!onal “big three” of Russian gas produc!on in West Siberia. The third is normally the
Medvezhe field. However, produc!on fromMedvezhe was less than 15 bcm in 2009, so the “big three” label is no longer
accurate (unless the third of the three is considered to be Zapolyarnoe).
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gas assets (Spotlight). Our assumption is that the structure of the Russian gas market will
change slowly over theprojectionperiod,withGazprom’s super-dominanceof gas production,
transportation and sales somewhat reduced over the projection period, but not dismantled.
Evenwith relativelymarginal improvements in access to transportation capacity andexchange-
based gas trading23 (and through joint gas marketing ventures with Gazprom), non-Gazprom
producers are expected toplay anexpanded supporting role in theoverall Russian gas balance,
displacing to a large extent the previous reliance on gas from Central Asia.

Our projection for gas supply by region (Table 8.5) shows a gradual increase in output from
Western Siberia, from 564 bcm in 2010 to about 665 bcm in 2035. Behind this figure there
is a change in the geographical focus of production within Western Siberia, away from the
Nadym-Pur-Taz region, the location of the largest concentration of producing fields. Declines
in the Nadym-Pur-Taz region have so far been offset, in part by the development of nearby
satellite fields and deeper horizons in the major fields, but mainly by the development
of Zapolyarnoe since the early 2000s (now at plateau, around 110 bcm per year). Over
the projection period, there is a gradual shift to the Yamal peninsula, thanks to the new
transport infrastructure built for the development of the Bovanenkovo super-giant field
there. Bovanenkovo is now expected to come on stream in 2012, with plateau production in
the first phase planned at 110 bcm per year, with other neighbouring fields following later.

Table 8.5 " Projections for gas production by main basins (bcm)

2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035

Western Siberia 564 604 604 630 646 665

Volga Urals 24 20 16 14 11 10

Timan Pechora 3 3 2 2 2 2

Eastern Siberia 5 7 24 61 67 77

Sakhalin 23 25 25 26 27 28

Caspian 17 18 17 17 17 17

Barents Sea 0 1 2 27 50 58

Other offshore Arctic 0 0 0 1 1 1

Others 1 1 1 1 1 1

Total Russia 637 679 692 779 822 858

The other large Yamal Peninsula project, the Yamal LNG plant proposed by Novatek, is
targeting production and liquefaction of 20 bcm per year by 2016, with gas produced from
the giant South Tambei and neighbouring fields. The economics of this project received a
major boost when production from Yamal gas fields earmarked for LNGwas exempted from
the Minerals Extraction Tax (Box 8.2) until cumulative gas output reaches 250 bcm (and
condensate output 20 million tonnes).

23. A pilot Russian gas exchange func!oned from 2006 to 2008; since then, there have been various dra" proposals to
reintroduce it on a permanent basis, but no decision as yet on its form or scope.
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S P O T L I G H T

The last of the mega-projects?

Two gasmega-projects are underway in Russia: the Yamal developmentwas launched
in 2008 and production is expected to start in 2012; the Shtokman project, though it
has experienced numerous delays, is assumed to start production at the end of the
current decade.24 By any reckoning, these two developments, particularly Yamal,
are set to play an important role in the Russian supply picture. Yet these projects
look less indispensable to the Russian supply outlook than they once did. The reason
for this change is the growing availability of other supply options, in particular from
non-Gazprom producers. An increased contribution from these producers is
anticipated in the government’s Energy Strategy, which foresees their share of output
rising to above 25% by 2030, from around 20% today. A detailed, asset-by-asset
analysis (Henderson, 2010) puts the potential for non-Gazpromgas production at even
higher levels, growing from about 150 bcm in 2010 tomore than 300 bcm in 2020 and
370 bcm in 2030 (close to 45% of total projected output). A part of this growth is
already provided for in committed company investment plans and it could be realised
in full with easier access to Gazprom pipelines and to the more lucrative parts of the
domestic market.
Growth of this magnitude would fulfil our entire projected Russian gas production
increase in the New Policies Scenario, leaving Gazprom with the task of keeping its
production about constant at today’s levels. In this case, development of the Yamal
peninsula and Shtokman field would still be needed to offset decline in current
Gazprom fields, but output, particularly for Shtokman, could be built up more slowly
than currently envisaged.
Reliance on a larger number of smaller projects with shorter lead times (alongside
a greater focus on the efficiency of domestic gas use) would be a coherent strategic
response by Russia to the uncertainties over the pace of gas demand growth in Europe.
To a degree, this is already reflected in Gazprom’s own plans: after Bovanenkovo (with
envisaged peak production of 110 bcmper year) and Shtokman (70 bcm to 90 bcmper
year), output from the next largest fields envisaged for development drops to 30 bcm
to 40 bcm per year.With infrastructure in place on the Yamal peninsula, Gazpromwill
have more flexibility to pace its investment in additional smaller fields in response to
market developments in Europe and elsewhere.
But this does not mean that we have seen the last of such mega-projects. Over
the projection period, demand from faster-growing markets outside Europe is a
more likely foundation for such major upstream developments: Gazprom is already
considering marketing Shtokman LNG to India; and Novatek is seeking markets for
Yamal LNG in the Asia-Pacific region. Another generation of Russian mega-projects,
albeit on a smaller scale to Yamal and Shtokman, is likely to emerge in East Siberia for
export to Asia.

24. At the !me of wri!ng, the development decision has not yet been taken by the partners in the project.
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According to our projections, developments inWestern Siberia play themost important role in
meeting overall increases in output, joined towards 2020 by new fields in other areas, such as
theoffshore Shtokmandevelopment in theBarents Sea. Plans for Shtokmanare still fluctuating,
primarily due to uncertainty over where and how the gas will be marketed. The earliest date
for first production is around 2017, but we assume that production begins at the end of the
decade. In our projections, output from the Barents Sea rises to close to 60 bcm in 2035. As
well as uncertainty over the start-date, there is also upside potential for this projection, since
preliminary plans fromGazprom forecast a plateau capacity from Shtokman of 70 bcm.

Two large fields in Eastern Siberia, Kovykta, with resources of the order of 2 tcm, and
Chayandin,withmore than 1 tcmof gas resources, are assumed to play a key role in feeding the
much-discussed gas pipeline to China. Kovykta’s ownership has been hotly contested in the last
few years, holding back its development. At the beginning of 2011, it was acquired by Gazprom
and could provide up to 40 bcm per year. A development challenge for many Eastern Siberian
gas fields, including Kovykta, is their high helium content. Although a valuable product with
growingworldwide shortages, it is hard to transport helium economically from the very remote
Eastern Siberian fields to themarket. As Russian regulations rightly prevent venting this valuable
resource, project developers are investigating a number of approaches, including underground
storage, to enable production to begin. Based on our assumption that Russia and Chinawill find
mutually acceptable terms for the start of gas trade,weproject that output fromEastern Siberia
increases from5bcm in 2010 tomore than 60 bcmby themid-2020s and to over 75 bcmby the
2035, providing the second-largest contribution, afterWestern Siberia, to overall supply growth
(Figure 8.13). Even without agreement on a pipeline to China, there would be opportunities
for sizeable growth in Eastern Siberian gas production, for export as LNG to Asian countries,
particularly Japan, Korea and, again, to China.

Further to the east, in the Sakhalin area, the Sakhalin-2 project includes the first LNG plant
in Russia, with a capacity of 14 bcm. This is a joint venture between Shell, Gazprom, Mitsui
andMitsubishi, developing the Lunskoe and Piltun-Astokhskoe fields. Expansion of the plant
by constructing another train of 7 bcm is under discussion, with gas possibly coming from
the Sakhalin-1 project or other gas fields in the Sakhalin area. As well as gas for export, a
part of Sakhalin output (and of that from Eastern Siberia) is earmarked for domestic use; the
government is promoting the construction of new transmission and distribution networks to
make gasmorewidely available for local industrial and residential use, initially in Vladivostok
(via the newly built connection to Sakhalin via Khabarovsk). Our projection is for a very slight
increase in overall gas production, which reaches 28 bcm per year in 2035.

The other major gas producing region in Russia is the Caspian basin, which is home to
another super-giant gas field, the Astrakhan field, with more than 3 tcm of recoverable
resources. Production, at about 10 bcmper year, is small for a field of this size, because of the
technical challenges and the additional costs created by the high hydrogen sulphide content.
Production could increase with progress in the technology needed for such very sour gas
fields. The region also features a couple ofmedium size offshore prospects in the Caspian Sea:
the Tsentralnoe field and the Khvalynskoe field. The Energy Strategy to 2030 (Government of
Russia, 2009) foresees that gas production fromoffshore Caspian Sea fieldswill rise gradually
to 21 bcm to 22 bcm per year by 2030; our projection is more conservative at 17 bcm.
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Figure 8.13 " Changes in Russian natural gas production by region
in the New Policies Scenario
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Box 8.4 " The curious case of the missing natural gas liquids…

A feature of Russia’s gas output, compared to other large producers such as Qatar,
is the relatively small content of natural gas liquids (NGLs). The explanation is that
traditional gas production from the fields situated onshore in Western Siberia
is mostly from the uppermost, “cenomanian” layer. This contains very dry gas,
almost pure methane. This is also the case for new projects, such as Bovanenkovo
and Shtokman, which will produce from the same layer. As this layer has been the
mainstay of Russian gas production for many years, Russia historically had relatively
little production of NGLs and so limited capacity in gas processing plants. In fact, NGLs
are poorly reported, with different numbers being reported by different sources. IEA
estimates put Russian production of NGLs in 2010 at about 650 kb/d, half of which is
field condensate and the other half gas plant liquids.
More recently, the deeper layers (“valenginian” and “Achimov”) of the traditional
fields, containing wetter gas, are being brought into production, with the potential of
producing more NGLs. New regions, such as Eastern Siberia and Sakhalin, also have
wetter gas. Reduction of flaring of associated gas, a naturally rich gas, contributes
further to production of NGLs. Investment in gas processing plants to recover the
NGLs has been slow, so only a small part of the ethane and about half of the butane
and propane is currently marketed. But further development of the gas processing
facilities is an important part of the strategy of the Ministry of Energy, with a dozen
new or refurbished plants planned for the next ten years, so we project increasing
recovery and use of NGLs throughout the period, leading to a doubling of NGLs
production by 2035. The oil price and tax regime is currently very favourable for NGLs
and has already prompted companies like Novatek to invest in gas processing facilities
and to export NGLs. This not onlymakes a very positive contribution to the economics
of their gas fields, but also provides access to exportmarkets, while they are restricted
to the domestic market for gas.
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Overall, Russian gas productionwill graduallymove north and east, with the Yamal peninsula,
the Barents Sea and Eastern Siberia accounting for one-third of production by 2035. In the
traditional regions of Western Siberia, the focus will be on deeper, less productive layers,
using the existing infrastructure wherever possible. There will be accompanying efforts to
monetise NGLs, the production of which is projected to double between 2010 and 2035,
reaching over 1.3 mb/d (Box 8.4).

Investment and costs

The projections in the New Policies Scenario imply total investment in the upstream gas
sector of over $730 billion (in year-2010 dollars) between 2011 and 2035. A major share of
this investment will be required in order to compensate for declining production at existing
fields. Decline rates cannot be easily estimated from the production data, not least because
varying the rate of production in the large fields ofWestern Siberia has been used byGazprom
as ameans of matching supply to demand (as demonstrated during the 2009 economic crisis
– although some of the oil companies also saw their access to Gazprom pipelines reduced
during this period). Overall, we estimate that Russia will need to bring on 640 bcm of new
capacity by 2035 in order to meet the projection for supply in the New Policies Scenario.

Costs vary significantly between traditional onshore Western Siberian projects and the
new greenfield projects requiring new infrastructure, such as Yamal, Shtokman or Kovykta.
Traditional projects have very low capital costs, of the order of $4 per thousand cubic
metres (kcm), as exemplified by some of the recent developments by Novatek, while the
new projects have capital costs as high as $30/kcm to $60/kcm. Similarly, operating costs
run from about $5/kcm for the traditional onshore projects up to $50/kcm for the future
Arctic LNG projects. Transportation costs probably vary between $10/kcm and $50/kcm,
although for pipeline transport, with Gazprom’s monopoly, costs are not necessarily closely
reflected in prices.

The tax regime for gas is currently more favourable than that for oil, with export tax being
no higher than 30% and the Mineral Extraction Tax (MET) being about ten times less than
that for oil, on an energy equivalent basis. However, the Russian government has already
announced significant increases in the MET for gas over the next few years, starting in
2012, and reform of the export tax is also on the agenda. Even with the current tax regime,
the new greenfield projects represent attractive investments only if they benefit from tax
breaks, which are considered on a project-by-project basis (as, for example, with Yamal
LNG). Projects in the traditional production areas have, in theory, attractive economics, but
these are tempered by the Gazprom pipeline and export monopoly, which means reduced
sales prices for other gas producers.

Exports are subject to a duty of 30%, paid on the realised export price. There are some
exemptions currently in place: for gas exported via the Blue Stream pipeline across the
Black Sea to Turkey; for some of the gas exports to neighbouring countries; and, thus far, for
all LNG export projects. The fact that LNG exports are zero-rated, while pipeline-oriented
projects generally are subject to 30% duty, is an important consideration for the Shtokman
project as the partners weigh the different options for marketing this gas.
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Flaring

The rate of utilisation of associated gas produced by oil companies has been steadily
improving, with the amount of gas produced (and not flared) by oil companies steadily
increasing, both in absolute terms and when considered relative to oil production. The
numbers reported for utilisation of associated gas vary between 50% and 95%, depending
on the companies, with an average around 75%, but some scepticism has been expressed
concerning these values. The state companies, Rosneft and GazpromNeft, accounting
together for more than half of the gas flared, have the worst reported performance.

Since 2002, the rise in the output of associated gas has been larger than the growth in
oil production, i.e. the ratio of associated gas production to oil production has increased
(Figure 8.14). This is consistent with the view that the amount of gas being flared has
decreased in recent years. Nonetheless, the regulatory authorities’ aim to reach a 95%
utilisation rate of associated gas by 2012 is unlikely to bemet and there are indications that
it might be achieved only in 2014.

Figure 8.14 " Production of associated gas, expressed in volumes
and as a ratio to oil production, 2002-2010
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The exact amount of gas being flared is uncertain, as more than 50% of the flares do not
have meters. Different ministries and officials give estimates ranging from 16 bcm to
more than 20 bcm in 2010. The Global Gas Flaring Reduction Partnership (GGFRP) gives
an estimate, based on satellite measurements, of 35 bcm in 2010 (GGFRP, 2010), but the
methodology and calibration for satellite measurements is still being refined. Indeed, the
GGFRP data shows a large reduction in flaring in Russia from 2009 to 2010, while Russian
statistics indicate an increase, due to the start of new fields in remote regions of Eastern
Siberia. Other estimates (PFC, 2007) provide figures of around 30 bcm (after adjustment to
take into account reductions in flaring since the time of the study).

To promote utilisation of associated gas, the government plans to increase 100 times from
its current (very low) value the fee paid by companies for flaring, and to apply an additional
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fee for flares that are not metered. However, improved access to Gazprom pipelines and
further gas price increases in the internal market would likely be a more effective way to
promote a reduction. If the 95% utilisation were to be achieved, and taking into account
the likely extent of current under-reporting, we estimate that additional volumes of up to
20 bcm per year of gas would become available.25

Transportation and storage

All production, processing, storage and distribution facilities are integrated in the unified
supply gas system, owned and operated by Gazprom. Twenty-five sub-surface gas storage
facilities, with a working storage capacity of 65 bcm, were in operation at the end of 2009.
Their maximum daily output was 0.62 bcm/d. Gazprom is investing in additional storage
capacity to match its expectation of growth in domestic demand: 87 bcm of working
storage capacity and 1 bcm/d of possible output are planned by 2030, together with further
development of the distribution system to deliver gas to regions that currently have limited
gas supply (particularly in the Russian Far East).

Prospects for natural gas export flows

Net gas exports increase by almost 75% from 190 bcm in 2010 to close to 330 bcm by 2035
(Figure 8.3). Total gas exports grow from around 215 bcm to 360 bcm over the same period,
with a modest rise in exports to Europe accompanied by a much faster projected rate of
increase in exports to Asia, as LNG and by pipeline.

Pipelines will continue to provide the route to market for the bulk of Russian exports
throughout the projection period (Figure 8.15). In addition to the existing pipelines
to Europe through Belarus and Ukraine, the Nord Stream pipeline through the Baltic
Sea will provide new capacity and increased flexibility in export routes. Nord Stream
Phase 1, with 27 bcm per year capacity, is due to come into operation at the end
of 2011. Its capacity is due to double in the second phase, expected in late 2012.
No firm decision on the proposed South Stream pipeline across the Black Sea is
yet known. If built according to the schedule envisaged by Gazprom and its project
partners, with first deliveries in 2015, South Stream’s 63 bcm of additional annual
transport capacity would change the pattern of Russian export flows considerably
(see Chapter 9). By partially substituting for the existing export channels, the pipeline
would reduce the perceived risks of transit through Ukraine, as well as the transit fees.
However, South Stream remains an expensive project; the preliminary capital cost
estimate of $22 billion (South Stream, 2011) is considerably more than the estimated
$3 billion cost of rehabilitating the Ukrainian pipeline system (and this estimate does
not include the additional infrastructure that would be required within Russia to bring
larger quantities of gas to the start of the South Stream pipeline on the Russian Black
Sea coast).

25. Savings of 17 bcm from reduced gas flaring are included in the calcula!on of poten!al energy savings available to
Russia in Chapter 7.
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Figure 8.15 " Major gas fields and supply infrastructure in Russia
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Construction of a new gas pipeline to China is dependent on agreement on the pricing of
future deliveries. The overall package of agreements to launch bilateral gas trade could
include Chinese loans or pre-payment for gas but is thought unlikely at this stage to include
Chinese participation in Russian upstream gas developments (as was the case for China’s
gas agreements with Turkmenistan). Two routes for a new pipeline are under discussion,
with the Altai, or Western, route being favoured by Russia in the first phase (Figure 8.15). A
second phase could involve a more eastern pipeline route, closer to markets in Manchuria
and northern China. Gas for China would come initially fromWestern Siberia, tying in to the
existing infrastructure there, and subsequently from new developments in Eastern Siberia,
such as the giant Kovykta field. If agreement on prices is reached in 2011, the pipeline could
start operation as soon as 2016. We project that Russian gas exports to China by pipeline
start towards 2020 and reach 75 bcm in 2035.

Russia is also aiming to diversify gas exports through the development of LNG export capacity.
This goal was articulated at a time when North America appeared to be a promising market,
but expectations in this direction have been undercut by the boom in North American
unconventional gas production and a consequentlymuch reduced import requirement.While
eastern projects (Sakhalin and Vladivostok) could serve growing Asian LNG import markets,
the market outlook for Arctic LNG projects (Yamal and Shtokman) is less clear, adding to
uncertainty over the timing of Russia’s emergence as a global LNG supplier.

In addition to the currently operating Sakhalin-2 plant, several new LNG projects have been
proposed, the main ones being:

! The addition of a third train to the Sakhalin-2 plant, with a capacity of 7 bcm per year.
This could possibly receive gas from the Sakhalin-1 fields, eliminating some of the oil
production bottlenecks there.

! The Vladivostok LNG plant, proposed by Gazprom,with a capacity of 14 bcmper year, to be
fed either from Eastern Siberian fields through a new pipeline, or with gas from Sakhalin.
A preliminary agreement, already reachedwith a consortium of Japanese companies, for a
feasibility study of this $7 billion project suggests that a target start date of 2017 is feasible.

! Novatek’s Yamal LNG project, with a capacity of 20 bcm per year. The project includes
plans to send LNG across the Northern route to Asian markets (Box 8.5). Completion is
proposed for 2016, although this date is expected to be pushed back.

! The Shtokman project in the Barents Sea would feature both pipeline deliveries and, in
a second step, an LNG plant of 10 bcm per year capacity. The tentative schedule for first
production is 2017, but a decision has not been confirmed yet. We anticipate that this
project will start at the end of the decade.

Although there are uncertainties surrounding all these projects and a likelihood of delays in
execution of the Arctic projects, given the harsh climate, we project a progressive expansion
of LNG capacity from the current 14 bcm per year to 33 bcm per year in 2020 and 70 bcm
per year in 2035. LNGwould represent about 20% of total Russian exports by the end of the
projection period. The required investment in LNG infrastructure is estimated at close to
$80 billion (in year-2010 dollars).
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Box 8.5 " The “Northern Route” to market

The “Northern Route” (or Northeast Passage) from the Atlantic to the Pacific across
the Russian Arctic seas has fascinated mariners and traders for centuries, though
it has never been more than a marginal route for global trade because of the very
harsh environment. The gradual reduction in Arctic ice cover, due to climate change,
is however likely to increase the number of ice-free sailing days in the summer and to
lessen the need to call on ice-breaking assistance. This has attracted the attention of
potential producers of LNG in Russia’s remote Arctic north, not least because demand
for imports in their initial target market, North America, appears to have evaporated.
A demonstration of this renewed interest was Novatek’s deliveries of condensate
fromMurmansk to China across the Russian Arctic in the summer of 2010 and again in
July 2011, the latter being one of the earliest ever summer shipments along this route.

If passable, the Northern Route provides by far the quickest sea route from Europe to
Northeast Asia: the Novatek shipments took around 22 days, half the time required
for the next best itinerary via the Suez canal. For LNG suppliers, the Northern Route
wouldmean a sea journey fromMurmansk to Chinese LNG terminals only around 30%
longer than the journey fromQatar. But this route is still a longway from reliable year-
round operation and its regular usewill involve significant additional expense: it would
require special ice-strengthened LNG carriers, presumably with lower capacities than
typical carriers because of size constraints to negotiate the narrow straits,26 and the
use of accompanying icebreakers (whose services also come at considerable cost),
if only for insurance purposes. Seasonal contracting would see the Asian market
favoured during the summermonths, when theNorthern Route is open, and sales into
Europe or the Atlantic basin at other times. To avoid interrupting production because
of transport unreliability, expensive additional storage would be required.

Unconventional resources
Because of the large conventional resources of oil and gas, unconventional resources
have received comparatively little attention in Russia and the extent of the existing
unconventional resources is generally poorly known. Nonetheless, Russia has considerable
potential in these areas; as technology improves and costs come down – mainly due to
investments in other regions of the world – so the opportunities for Russia to develop its
unconventional potential will grow.

Extra-heavy oil and bitumen

Bitumen and extra-heavy oil resources are known to be extensive in Russia, but there are
significant discrepancies between the published estimates. BGR gives 345 billion barrels

26. The size restrictions are a maximum draft of 12.5 metres (m) and maximum beam of 30m (Ragner, 2008); this
compares to 12m draft and 50m beam for a Q-Flex LNG carrier and a similar scale (12m and 53m) for a Q-Max.
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for recoverable resources (BGR, 2010), while Russian sources are more conservative, at
around 250 billion barrels, as discussed in the World Energy Outlook-2010 (IEA, 2010a).
Recent Russian government data is evenmore prudent, givingmore than 120 billion barrels,
around one-third in Tatarstan, half in Eastern Siberia and some around St. Petersburg. There
have been several pilot projects with steam-based thermal methods of recovery, such
as steam-assisted gravity drainage, both in Tatarstan (Tatneft) and in the Timan Pechora
region (Lukoil). However, large-scale developments are very much in their infancy. For
example, the General Scheme for Development of Oil Industry to 2020 calls for onlymodest
developments in Tatarstan, with a capacity of the order of 40 kb/d in the 2020s. As a result
we project output of close to 100 kb/d by 2035, though the resources suggest there is
potential for a significantly higher figure.

Kerogen shales

Kerogen shales, also known as oil shales, are poorly known in Russia. BGR and USGS
estimates (IEA, 2010a) for near-surface resources are around 290 billion barrels, though
the recoverable amount is not known. The better studied deposits are near the Baltic Sea
and in the Volga-Urals basin. Some deposits are also known in Eastern Siberia. The Baltic
deposits were historically exploited as solid fuel for power plants (as in nearby Estonia), but
were abandoned in favour of gas. There is currently no plan for exploitation of near-surface
kerogen shales in Russia.

Of note is the Bazhenov shale, the source rock underlying all theWestern Siberia reservoirs
(IEA, 2010a). Probably the most extensive shale formation in the world, it contains both
some light tight oil, similarly to the Bakken shale in the United States, and very large
remaining amounts of kerogenic matter. Technology to economically produce the latter,
which lies at a depth of 3 000 metres, would be a breakthrough, potentially extending
the life of the Western Siberian infrastructure by many years. We have not included any
production for kerogen shales in our projections to 2035.

Gas-to-liquids and coal-to-liquids

Gas-to-liquids (GTL) could be an attractive way for Russia to exploit gas fields located far
from pipelines, while also hedging against decoupling of gas and oil prices. Some projects
have been proposed, for example in the Yakutia region, to produce either diesel and
naphtha or methanol. However, no project seems to have passed the conceptual stage so
far. Taking into account possible technological developments in small-scale GTL (IEA, 2010a),
we project GTL production in Russia to start in the 2020s and to grow to close to 120 kb/d
in 2035. A large project based on Arctic gas, as an alternative or in addition to some of the
planned LNG plants, could be a viable way to extract value from some expensive Arctic gas
fields; such a development is not included in our projections.

Coal-to-liquids (CTL) is also potentially attractive, as Russia has large coal resources located
far from markets. There have been some reports of preliminary discussions about CTL
projects – China’s Shenhua group has expressed interest – but in the absence of specific
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information about project developments, we have not included any CTL production in our
projections to 2035.

Coalbed methane

Coalbed methane (CBM) exploitation is the most advanced among the unconventional
hydrocarbon resources in Russia. Pilot projects are already operated by Gazprom in the
Kemerovo region and there are concrete plans to move to large-scale production of 4 bcm
per year by 2016 and up to 20 bcm per year in the longer term. We project this interest will
continue, with production growing to 38 bcm per year by 2035. Recoverable resources are
estimated to be 17 tcm, ample to sustain this level of production.

Shale gas and tight gas

Shale gas resources in Russia are very poorly known, with the pioneering work of Rogner
still being the basis for most estimates (Rogner, 1997). IEA analysis estimates about 4 tcm
of recoverable shale gas in Russia (IEA, 2009). Russia’s shale formations are in regions that
are not as forbidding as the Arctic, such as the Volga Ural region, the Baltic region or even
theMoscow region, so this resourcewould seem to deservemore attention. Similarly, there
is a shortage of information about other sources of tight gas (gas contained in very low
permeability formations) in Russia; if such formations are defined as those requiring the use
of hydraulic fracturing technology to achieve economical production, we estimate current
tight gas production in Russia to be about 20 bcm per year. In the New Policies Scenario, we
project that production from gas shales and other tight gas formations will grow slowly, to
around 30 bcm per year in 2035.

Methane hydrates

Although the total amount of methane in hydrate deposits around the world is the object
of widely different estimates, there is no doubt that it is extremely large (IEA, 2009) and
that a substantial part of these resources is located in the Russian Arctic, both onshore
in permafrost and offshore on the continental platform of the Arctic seas. Although it is
often reported that the Messoyakha field in the north of Western Siberia produced gas
from methane hydrates, this appears to be somewhat by chance, with a conventional gas
reservoir happening to be recharged from above by depressurisation of methane hydrates.
Even this interpretation is not fully established.

Although the resources are extremely large, the lack of established technologies to produce
methane from hydrates and the large conventional gas resources available in the same
Russian Arctic regions, account for the absence of a concrete pilot production project in
Russia. In fact, methane hydrates present in permafrost are more often seen as a safety
hazard in northern drilling than a resource, quite apart frombeing a potential environmental
threat (Box 8.6). We do not project any production from methane hydrates during the
period of this Outlook.
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Box 8.6 " Methane hydrates and climate risks

Methane hydrates are not only potential gas resources; they are also a possible
major contributor to climate change. Global warming may trigger the dissociation
of methane hydrates, potentially releasing massive amounts of methane into the
atmosphere. Since methane has a greenhouse gas effect 25 times that of CO2 on a
mass basis over 100 years, such a release could trigger a catastrophic feedback loop.
The hydrates located in the Arctic are considered most at risk, in this sense, due to
the recent rapid warming in the Arctic and the shallow depth of the seas or low-lying
permafrost coastal areaswhere they are located. In particular the Eastern Siberian Sea
region is considered to be the most vulnerable. Recent, preliminary measurements
(Shakhova and Semiletov, 2010) suggestmethane hydrate dissociation rates far higher
than previously thought. Given the very large amount of methane thought to exist as
hydrates in the region, if such rates were confirmed, there could be a sudden surge
of interest in producing the methane before it is naturally released. For example, at
a long-term price of CO2 of $50 per tonne of CO2 equivalent, the value of preventing
methane release to the atmosphere would be a staggering $890/kcm ($25/MBtu).

Coal
Russiahasvast coal resources.Ultimately recoverable resourcesareestimated tobeof theorder
of 4 trillion tonnes, ranking third in the world after the United States and China. About two-
thirds of this amount is hard coal and the rest is brown coal. Proven reserves amount to about
160 billion tonnes under the PRMS classification (190 billion tonnes under the Russian “ABC1”
classification), ofwhich some70billion tonnesarehardcoal and the restbrowncoal (BGR,2010).

Although there are coal deposits in many regions of Russia, the Kuznets basin (Kuzbass) in
the Kemerovo region in Siberia alone accounts for 60% of production. The second-largest
basin is the Kansko-Achinsk, in the nearby southern part of the Krasnoyarsk region, with
about 15% of production, primarily lignite. The rest comes mostly from various parts of
Eastern Siberia and the Far East and, to a lesser extent, from the Timan-Pechora basin and
the Russian part of the Donetsk basin (Donbass), near the border with Ukraine. Many of
the coal basins suffer from a harsh climate and tend to be very remote, with limited coal
transport infrastructure. The dominance of the Kuzbass and Kansko-Achinsk basins results
both from their vast resources and from their location near the trans-Siberian railway, in the
south of Siberia. Remoteness is responsible for the vast resources of Siberia’s Tungusk basin
or the Lena basin being hardly exploited.

Production has steadily increased over the last ten years (Figure 8.16), except in 2009 when
the industry suffered as a result of the economic crisis. This pattern of increase has been
driven by increased exports rather than growth in domestic demand. Russia has become
the third-largest coal exporter in the world (after Australia and Indonesia). The main export
market has been the EuropeanUnion, which absorbsmore than 50%of Russia’s exports, but
our projections in the New Policies Scenario indicate that the focus will switch to the east,
to China in particular. This dovetails with the expectation in Russian strategy documents
that the main areas of growth in coal production will be in the east of the country, notably
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the Kansko-Achinsk basin and Eastern Siberia. In these circumstances, as in the oil and
gas sectors, increased Chinese involvement in the Russian coal sector would be logical:
alongside discussion of possible loans for coal sector development, there are already strong
indications of interest fromChinese companies in direct participation in ventures to develop
Russia’s coal resources. Coal imports to Russia have been steady at around 20Mtce per year.
They come primarily from Kazakhstan, as a number of power plants in Russia are linked to
their traditional supply source from Soviet times.

Figure 8.16 " Russian coal production and exports
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The Russian Energy Strategy sets some ambitious goals for increased coal production over
the coming decades, with output targets of between 315 Mtce and 375 Mtce by 2030,
depending on the scenario. The implementation of the Strategy detailed in the long-term
development programme for the coal sector similarly sets the lower range for future output
at 320 Mtce in 2030. Our projections are more conservative (Table 8.6), as transport costs
put a limitation on the ability of Russian coal to compete in export markets and internal
demand is gradually reduced by improved efficiency. We project coal production in Russia
to be about 250Mtce per year in 2035, after peaking just below 270Mtce in themid-2020s.

Table 8.6 " Coal production in Russia by type in the New Policies Scenario (Mtce)

2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035

Coking coal 58 61 62 60 59 58

Steam coal 126 158 162 167 161 154

Brown coal 35 38 38 39 37 36

Total 219 258 262 267 257 248

Net exports 77 94 96 96 88 80

Despite an existing policy objective to increase coal use in the domestic market, the share
of coal in Russian primary energy consumption has continued to fall, from 22% in 1990 to
19% in 2000 and 15% in 2009. Coal use in Russia has faced formidable competition in the
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shape of low-priced and readily available domestic gas supplies. As discussed in Chapter 7,
the price advantage of gas in the Russian domestic market is gradually being reduced as
gas prices increase. This creates an opportunity for coal to increase its share in the Russian
energy mix – particularly in the event that the expansion of nuclear power capacity does
not proceed as planned. However, while the mining costs of Russian coal are relatively low
by international standards, the distance from the main coal production areas in Siberia to
the main consumption centres in the European part of Russia is a constraint on pricing coal
competitively with gas in the domestic market – all the more so as the western-most Russian
reserves in the Pechora fields and the Donbass are being depleted quickly.27 There are also
logistical and, potentially, environmental issues to overcome before coal could be used more
widely to generate power and heat for the largest cities of Russia. This applies especially to
combined heat and power (CHP) plants, which tend to be located in residential areas.

The prospects for exports in the New Policies Scenario are determined by the shifting
supply/demand balances projected for the European and Chinesemarkets. Themain current
export destination is the EuropeanUnion: deliveries in this direction are expected to decline
as the European Union import requirement falls from the peak of over 190 Mtce, reached
in 2008, to 155 Mtce in 2020 and 110 Mtce in 2035. Net Chinese import demand (around
125 Mtce in 2010) increases over the current decade, reaching around 190 Mtce in 2018,
before tailing off to 80 Mtce in 2035, but is vulnerable to small changes in the Chinese
domestic supply and demand balance. The result for Russia is that total net exports rise to
around 100 Mtce in 2018, before decreasing to less than 80 Mtce in 2035 as China’s thirst
for imports declines.

The competitive position of Russian coal on international markets, as within Russia, is
affected by relatively high transportation costs, which account for a high proportion of
export costs. Russia is at the top of the international cash-cost curve for internationally
traded steam coal (see Figure 11.5 in Chapter 11), leaving it with the smallest margins on
international sales andmeaning that Russia is likely to be among the exporters first affected
by any downturn in international demand. A key strategic issue, identified in the Russian
authorities’ draft programme for the coal sector, is adequate rail and port capacity as well
as efficient management of the logistics. Charges at Russian ports, for example, can add up
to $10/tonne to costs, compared with typical charges of $2/tonne to $5/tonne elsewhere.

Nuclear
The Russian nuclear industry languished for many years in the wake of the nuclear
catastrophe at Chernobyl, but its fortunes have improved over the last decade, with
increased political support, new state funding for the domestic construction programme and
a greatly enhanced role for nuclear in Russia’s energy strategy. Rosatom – the state nuclear
energy corporation – and the Russian government have plans in place that would more
than double Russia’s nuclear capacity over the next two decades. To date, these plans have

27. See Box 7.4 in Chapter 7. A possible alterna!ve would be to locate coal-fired power plants closer to the reserves in
Siberia and then transmit electricity rather than transport coal. Thus far this has been held back by insufficient cross-
country transmission capacity, a constraint which is expected to be eased (but not removed) by new investment in the
electricity grid during the projec!on period.
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not been affected by any change of policy after the Fukushima accident and Russia has the
raw materials, and industrial and technological foundation to rebuild its nuclear industry.
However, thus far, implementation has been held back by high capital costs, financial
resource constraints and lengthy commissioning periods. We expect these constraints to
remain, at least in the period to 2020. Russia’s commitment to a number of international
nuclear projects is also likely to slow the pace of growth at home.

In the New Policies Scenario, Russian nuclear capacity rises from the current 24 gigawatts
(GW) to 31 GW in 2020 and 37 GW in 2035, an average increase of 1.7% per year over the
projection period (Figure 8.17). This is more than 25% below the lower end of the range
targeted in the Energy Strategy to 2030 and in other development plans for the electricity
and nuclear sectors. However, since electricity demand in the New Policies Scenario is also
considerably lower than the level anticipated by Russian strategy documents, the share of
nuclear power in overall electricity generation still increases, from the current 17% to 19%
in 2035 (and 18.6% in 2030, meeting the increase targeted by the Energy Strategy to 2030).
Nuclear power plays a more prominent role in the 450 Scenario, pushed by the assumed
introduction of a domestic emissions trading scheme after 2020. In this scenario, nuclear
capacity rises to 50 GW and electricity output to over 365 terawatt-hours (TWh) in 2035.

Figure 8.17 " Installed nuclear capacity and share of electricity generation
in the New Policies Scenario
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Note: The schedule for retirement of existing capacity is based on the assumption that all current plants receive a 15-year
extension to their original 30-year license period.

As of 2011, Russia has 32 nuclear reactors at ten power plants. All are operated by the state
nuclear power generation company, Rosenergoatom (part of Rosatom, the company with
second-largest nuclear generation capacity in the world, after EdF).28 Three reactors have

28. Of the reactors in opera!on, sixteen use VVER technology (a Soviet technology similar to the pressurised water
reactor technology in OECD countries), fi"een use RBMK technology (a Soviet graphite-moderated design, of the type
used in Chernobyl, and now considered obsolete) and there is one fast-breeder reactor. The standard genera!ng unit for
new-build reactors is an updated VVER design, providing 1 200 MWe.
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been commissioned in the last decade, Rostov-1 (also known as Volgodonsk-1) in 2001,
Kalinin-3 in 2004 and Rostov-2 in 2010. Two others started operation in the 1990s. All of the
rest (27 out of 32) were commissioned in the 1970s and 1980s, for an initial licence period of
thirty years. Rosatom has already granted, or is considering, the extension of the operating
lives of these reactors, normally by an additional fifteen years.

The output of Russia’s nuclear plants rose from 130 TWh in 2000 to 164 TWh in 2009,
primarily because of an increase in the load factor to close to 80% in 2009. Electricity
production from nuclear power is projected to reach 270 TWh in 2035. Given that
almost all of the existing units are scheduled for retirement by the end of the projection
period, this means a major acceleration in the commissioning of new reactors. Of the
additional capacity, 12 GW is expected to come from the completion of previously stalled
constructions; the rest would be new reactors, both at existing sites and at twelve new
power plants around Russia.29

Rapid development of Russia’s nuclear power generation capacity will be very
capital-intensive and costs could be pushed even higher if the Fukushima incident leads
to additional safety requirements. Our estimate of the total cost of the nuclear capacity
additions foreseen in the New Policies Scenario is $115 billion (in year-2010 dollars),
an average of $4.6 billion each year. This is broadly in line with figures announced by
Rosatom for 2010, in a total investment programme of 163 billion rubles ($5.2 billion),
of which around three-quarters was dedicated to new build. As of 2010, Rosatom was
building ten new reactors on six sites, as well as a floating nuclear power plant designed
for remote, Arctic locations.30

Along with consistently high levels of state financing, the nuclear expansion programme
will require sufficient and timely commitment from Russian industry, for example, to build
the huge pressure vessels housing the reactors. It will also require a high number and level
of nuclear specialists: as in other countries this is no small task, given that there were few
qualified young engineers attracted to the nuclear industry in the 1990s. The available
industrial and human resources will need to be sufficient not only for the domestic nuclear
programme, but also for a growing number of international projects. Atomstroyexport, also
part of Rosatom, has been an increasingly active competitor for business abroad: Russia
has nuclear power projects underway or in the planning stage in fifteen countries around
the world, with the firmest prospects in China (where two reactors were completed in
2006/2007 at Tianwan), India, Turkey, Belarus, Vietnam, Armenia and Ukraine. All of these
factors lead us to be cautious when assessing the prospects for a very swift increase in
Russian nuclear capacity in the domestic market.

29. Not all of the new capacity would be for the Russian market: the first of a project for two 1 200 MWe VVER units in
the Kaliningrad region of Russia, close to the Lithuanian border, is provisionally scheduled to start opera!on in 2016 and
is aiming to sell more than half of its power output to Germany, Poland and the Bal!c states.
30. The launch of the world’s first floa!ng nuclear power plant, the Akademik Lomonosov, equipped with two 35 MW
reactors, took place in 2010. It is planned to begin to provide power at an offshore Arc!c drilling site from 2012. Small
modular reactors are a new technology gaining considerable interest; however, there are ques!on marks about the
economics and poten!al risks of this type of small nuclear plant.
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Russia has significant uranium resources to support its ambitions for nuclear power: these
are estimated at 648 thousand tonnes (kt) of which 100 kt are proven reserves, around 4%
of the global total (BGR, 2010).31 The figure for proven reserves is 284 kt under the Russian
“ABC1” classification. Most of these are in the Sakha Republic in Russia’s Far East and along
the border with Mongolia, particularly in the Zabaikalsky region. Russia produced 3.6 kt in
2009, or 7% of global output. Unlike fossil fuels, mined production of uranium is less than
consumption, since commercial and military inventories account for around a quarter of
global supply; but increased uraniumdemand for nuclear power, both in Russia and abroad,
is expected to tighten the global balance.

The main current sources of Russian supply are in the Zabaikalsky region, but Russia has
plans to increase uranium production by exploiting the more remote reserves of the Sakha
Republic. The major project in this area is the huge Elkon development, where production
is expected to start around 2015 and to reach 5 kt by the mid-2020s, more than Russia’s
entire output today. Major challenges, as with many of the remaining deposits, are the
distance from existing infrastructure and a severe climate. Several foreign companies
from Europe, Japan, India and China participate in, or are interested in, joint projects for
uranium mining in Russia, in partnership with state-owned AtomRedMetZoloto (ARMZ).
ARMZ is also expanding its operations outside Russia, having taken a controlling stake
in Canada’s Uranium One (which operates several projects in Kazakhstan). Russia has
extensive conversion, enrichment and nuclear fuel fabrication capacity, providing fuel and
services both to Russian plants and to foreign nuclear operators. Russia has also created
the International Uranium Enrichment Centre in Angarsk, Siberia, a multilateral initiative
that aims to ensure guaranteed supplies of uranium products to member countries (aside
from Russia, these are currently Armenia, Kazakhstan and Ukraine) as an alternative to
development of their own enrichment capacities.32

Hydropower and other renewables
Russia has a well-established hydropower sector, developed largely during Soviet times.
However, Russia has far from exhausted its hydropower potential and it has not used
more than a fraction of the possibilities for other, non-hydro renewables. The current
contribution of renewable energy to the Russian energy balance is anchored in 48 GW of
installed hydropower capacity, which accounted for 18% of total electricity output in 2009
(Figure 8.18). The other main contribution comes from biomass, mostly firewood used for
heating in rural areas. The use of modern renewable technologies is marginal.

31. Unlike other energy resources, reserves and resources of uranium are categorised according to produc!on cost;
reserves figures from BGR are <$80/kg.
32. The ini!a!ve also now incorporates the idea of a “fuel bank”, under an agreement with the Interna!onal Atomic
Energy Agency, which establishes a reserve of uranium that would be available to na!ons that face supply disrup!ons
unrelated to technical or commercial reasons.
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Figure 8.18 " Share of renewable energy in Russian total primary energy
demand, electricity and heat production, 2009
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Russian hydropower, like the nuclear industry, is emerging from a period of dramatic
slowdown in activity in the 1990s that saw construction of many planned new plants
halted for lack of funding. As with the nuclear sector, the hydropower sector has some
ambitious plans for expansion in the coming decades, but there are uncertainties over how
quickly they will be realised. There was a tragic setback in 2009 when an accident at the
6 400 megawatt (MW) Sayano-Shushenskaya plant in Siberia destroyed three of the ten
turbines at Russia’s largest hydropower facility and damaged the rest.

In 2009, total production from Russia’s hydropower and pumped storage plants was slightly
below the post-1990 peak of 177 TWh, reached in 2007. The largest hydropower company
in Russia is the majority state-owned Rushydro; other assets belong to regional energy
companies and some are also linked to energy-intensive industries and industrial groups.
Output from the Krasnoyarsk HPP (6 GW), for example, goes almost entirely to the huge
Krasnoyarsk aluminium smelter.
We project that total production from hydropower will increase slowly over the initial part
of the projection period, but then more rapidly after 2020, to reach 218 TWh in 2035. Its
share in the overall electricity mix falls from 18% in 2009 but stays at around 15% after
2020. Total capacity increases from today’s 48 GW to 51 GW in 2020 and then to 61 GW in
2035. Additional capacity in the early part of the projection period comes mainly from the
completion of unfinished projects, many of which are in the North Caucasus region. Later
on, growth is expected in parts of European Russia (predominantly in the form of pumped
storage), but the main locations of capacity growth are anticipated to be Siberia and – to a
lesser extent – the Far East.
The investment challenge for hydropower in Russia is not related to a shortage of resources:
overall, Russia uses 20% of its economically exploitable hydropower potential.33 The largest

33. This figure for Russia is 852 TWh per year (WEC, 2010) and is defined as amount of the gross theore!cal capability
that can be exploited within the limits of current technology under present and expected local economic condi!ons.
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obstacle, as discussed for the coal sector, is the distance to market. Most of the remaining
hydropower potential is in Siberia, far from themain electricity consumption centres. Use of
Russia’s hydropower potential is expected to remain constrained by limited cross-country
transmission capacity, although investment in the electricity network eases this constraint
somewhat in the latter part of the projection period. An alternative solution to the problem
of limited local demand would be an expansion of cross-border electricity trade with China;
bilateral declarations and commercial interest have yet to be turned into specific initiatives,
with the main barrier being the lack of long-distance transmission capacity.

The sector also faces a major challenge with ageing equipment and infrastructure: of
510 functioning hydropower plants across the country, 72% are more than thirty years old
and 38% are already older than fifty years. Part of future investment must therefore go to
upgrading existing facilities, with a short-term imperative, for Rushydro, to reconstruct the
Sayano-Shushenskaya plant. Repair works at this plant are scheduled for completion by
2014, at an estimated total cost of 33 billion rubles ($1.2 billion).

Other renewables

Aside from large hydropower,modern renewables currently occupy only a small niche in the
Russian energy mix, a position well below their potential. In the New Policies Scenario, the
role of non-hydro renewables is expected to increase to 2035; their share of total primary
energy supply reaches 4% in 2035 from 1% in 2009, a very large increase in percentage
terms, but still constituting only a small part of Russia’s overall energy mix.
The use of renewables for power generation is confined at present to a small number of
local and regional projects, none of which have been built into the integrated network. The
cumulative capacity of small hydropower projects (defined as less than 25 MW) is around
250 MW. There are geothermal stations in the Far East (Kamchatka), providing another
80MWof capacity; and around 16MW from pilot projects for wind power. There is also an
experimental 1.7 MW tidal project in the Barents Sea that dates back to 1968. Traditional
biomass (firewood) is widely used for space heating in rural areas, providing 2% of Russia’s
heat supply,34 although this is not necessarily sustainable and the firewood is often burned
at low efficiencies.

A sharp increase in the uptake of renewable technologies is an objective set in a number
of Russian strategy documents.35 The most prominent of the various targets is to achieve
a 4.5% share for renewables (excluding large hydro) in electricity generation by 2020: this
was accompanied by intermediate targets for 2010 (1.5%, which has already been missed)
and 2015 (2.5%). Based on electricity demand projections, we estimate that the 2020 target
would require 55 TWh of electricity to come from renewables (excluding large hydro). This
implies the addition of nearly 15 GW of renewable electricity generation capacity over

34. Es!mates of the share of biomass in Russia’s heat produc!on are o"en higher, around 4%; use of firewood for fuel
is o"en under-reported in na!onal sta!s!cs.
35. Expanding the share of renewable energy is iden!fied as a priority in government documents: Energy Strategy to
2030 (Government of Russia, 2009); Concept of Long-term Social and Economic Development to 2020 (Government of
Russia, 2008); the Russian Climate Doctrine and related Ac!on Plan (Government of Russia, 2011); as well as the State
Programme on Energy Saving to 2020 (Government of Russia, 2010).
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the next nine years, or 1.6 GW per year.36 For comparison, China added over 37 GW of
renewables capacity in 2009 alone.

The investment required tomeet this target in 2020 is estimated at $26 billion (in year-2010
dollars), or $3 billion per year. For themoment, there are no supportive policies or incentives
in place to attract this sort of capital to the renewables sector. Various schemes are under
discussion but, against a background of concern about high end-user electricity prices,
the government appears reluctant for the moment to add higher costs into the wholesale
mix by agreeing to include a premium in tariffs for new renewables-based electricity. We
assume in the New Policies Scenario that support mechanisms will be put in place in Russia
by 2014 (see Chapter 7). With implementation of support schemes only from that date,
the 4.5% share of renewables in electricity generation is not achieved by the official target
date of 2020 (Figure 8.19). In the 450 Scenario, we assume amuchmore concerted effort to
promote low-carbon technologies, leading to their earlier and faster deployment.

Figure 8.19 " Share of renewables in power generation in Russia in the
New Policies Scenario (excluding large hydropower)
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There are opportunities for renewable energy in Russia that are less contingent on state
support. Chief among these is the provision of energy to isolated communities. Large
parts of Siberia and the Far East are very sparsely populated and are not connected to the
unified grid.37 Power often comes from small diesel generators and the supply of fuel to
these communities is very expensive – in some cases having to be brought in by helicopter.
Small-scale renewable technologies, with back-up from the existing generators, can be
a very competitive proposition in these areas and would not necessarily need financial
incentives.With improved access to financing on commercial terms, better information and
the removal of administrative and other barriers, there could be a significant expansion of
off-grid renewables, primarily wind, geothermal and biomass.

36. Our es!mate is based on the mix of renewable technologies that Russia is projected to have when electricity output
from renewables reaches 55 TWh per year (in 2028).
37. These are excluded fromwholesale trade (and all electricity is sold at regulated prices); support schemes designed for the
wholesalemarket – as currently under discussion –would in any case have no impact on renewables projects in isolated areas.
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The adoption of renewable technologies in Russia may be held back initially by the limited
industrial capacity to supply components or products (aside from small hydropower plants
and, to an extent, geothermal energy). The government is taking steps to address this issue,
but it will take time to develop a domestic manufacturing base in the renewables sector
(and, in the meantime, there are relatively few strong domestic voices –with the exception
of Rushydro – pushing for stronger policies). Nonetheless, with the progressive removal
of this constraint and the introduction of support schemes for the wholesale market, we
project more rapid growth for a range of renewable technologies. The opportunities for
small-scale hydropower are mainly in the North Caucasus and parts of Siberia; geothermal
potential is concentrated in the Far East and in the North Caucasus; and, although most of
Russia’s wind potential is along the northern and Pacific coasts, areas of very low population
density, there is the potential for increased generation of electricity from wind in the
southern part of European Russia (IEA, 2003, and Popel et al., 2010).

There are also extensive opportunities for Russia to use forestry residues and other biomass
for power and heat generation. Examples already exist in Russia of heat boilers that have
been switched to use biomass (wood pellets), but only 1 600 of the 66 000 residential heat
supply plants in Russia are fired by renewable sources (Ministry of Natural Resources and
the Environment of Russia, 2010). The areas with the richest sources of this raw material
are in the northwest and in Siberia. In northwest Russia, the estimated annual resource of
residues from the forestry industry is more than 30 million m3, based on actual production
from the timber industry (Gerasimov and Karjalainen, 2011). This is equivalent to over
5 Mtoe, or 60 TWh of energy, only a tiny proportion of which is used. In neighbouring
Finland, solid biomass use of 7 Mtoe provides almost 20% of primary energy supply; in
northwest Russia, the share of all renewables is around 2%.

There is scope to increase biomass use through co-firing or conversion of existing boilers and
biomass-based CHP could also contribute to meeting the Russian 4.5% renewables target.
In many eastern parts of the country, greater use of biomass for heat and combined heat
and power could be an efficient alternative to the gasification programme that is currently
planned. In western areas, there is also considerable scope to develop renewables projects
primarily with a view to exporting electricity to the European Union. In addition to possible
exports of the biomass itself, any electricity generated from renewable energy for export to
the European Union would contribute to meeting member country targets.38

38. The European Union Direc!ve 2009/28 on promo!on of renewables aims to encourage joint energy projects
between European Union members and third countries; electricity imported from new renewables projects in
neighbouring countries can count towards an European Union country’s renewables target. This would require, in many
cases, the expansion of cross-border interconnec!on capacity.
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CHAPTER 9

H I G H L I G H T S

IMPLICATIONS OF RUSSIA’S ENERGY
DEVELOPMENT

Who depends on whom?

! Although Russian energy use becomesmore efficient and reliance on oil and gas in the
national economy declines, the pace of these changes in the New Policies Scenario is
moremodest than Russia’s aspirations. The share of the oil and gas sectors in Russian
GDP decreases from an estimated 24% in 2011 to 20% in 2020 and 15% in 2035.
Faster implementation of energy efficiency measures could help to accelerate the
modernisation of the Russian economy and thereby reduce more quickly the risks to
the Russian economy from excessive reliance on the oil and gas sectors.

! Russia will need a cumulative investment of over $2.5 trillion (in year-2010 dollars)
to meet the supply requirements of the New Policies Scenario, with the largest share
of this in the gas sector (43%), followed by oil (31%) and then power (25%); average
annual investment needs are over $100 billion, 7% of Russia’s current GDP (MER).

! China becomes a major contributor to Russia’s revenues from the export of fossil
fuels, its share increasing from 2% to 20% over the Outlook period while that of the
European Union falls from 61% to less than half. Total revenues from the export of
fossil fuels rise from $255 billion in 2010 to $420 billion (in year-2010 dollars) in 2035.
The domestic gas market is an increasingly important source of value as domestic
natural gas prices are raised.

! At 9.7 mb/d of production in 2035, Russia is the largest non-OPEC oil producer and
the second-largest global producer, underlining its vital role in oil markets even as
oil exports decline over the projection period. New pipeline routes to both east and
west create a more diverse and flexible oil export system, as well as opportunities to
enhance Russia’s role as a transit country for Caspian oil.

! By 2035, Russia provides more than 30% of the gas imported both by the European
Union (over 170 bcm) and by China (75 bcm), underlining Russia’s central position
in Eurasian and global gas security. Although not at the levels of westward Russian
gas export to Europe, the Russia-China relationship is set to become one of the main
arteries of global gas trade.

! Russia benefits from greater diversity of gas export markets, which create a degree of
competition between Europe and Asia for positions in Russian supply. However, the
changing dynamics of global gas markets and pressure on traditional pricing models
for gas are creating competitive challenges for Russia as it moves to higher-cost
sources for incremental gas output and looks to expand its position in LNGmarkets.
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Energy and national economic development

Energy use in Russia is changing. A large part of Russia’s industrial and social infrastructure
– its factories, power plants, buildings, networks – needs to be rebuilt or replaced over the
coming decades: much of it is reaching the end of its useful life. Given the low efficiency of
the existing stock compared to the average technologies available on the market, all three
scenarios examined in thisOutlook (and almost any plausible scenario for Russian economic
development) bring an improvement in the overall efficiency of energy use. The speed
and depth of this change will depend on Russian policy choices. Driving these choices will
be Russia’s aspiration to create a more efficient, dynamic and broad-based economy, less
dependent on the oil and gas sectors (Box 9.1).

Box 9.1 ! Oil and gas in the Russian economy

It is often said that Russia relies too heavily on oil and gas, but it is surprisingly difficult
to pin down exactly how much these sectors contribute to the Russian economy.
There are some useful indirect indicators, for example the share of oil and gas in
Russia’s overall export earnings at around two-thirds (Figure 9.1), and the share of
oil and gas revenues in federal budget income at almost half.1 But there are different
figures on the size of the oil and gas sector in Russia’s gross domestic product (GDP).
According to the Federal State Statistics Service (Rosstat), oil and gas production and
related services represent a relatively small share of national output, around 6% to 8% as
indicated by data for 2004 to 2009. UnitedNations statistics likewise show that the entire
extractive sector, including oil and gas, accounts for 9% of Russian GDP. This compares to
the equivalent figure of over 20% inNorway and around 50% in Saudi Arabia.
Investigating why the figure for Russia is lower than for other oil and gas exporters,
different studies (World Bank, 2005, and Kuboniwa et al., 2005) have pointed to the
share of Russia’s oil and gas activity that is undertaken by trading companieswhich are
related to, but separate from, the production entities. These trading companies often
sell the oil and gas on domestic and international markets and, in the statistics, this
has the effect ofmoving profits and value-added from the oil and gas (manufacturing)
sector to the trade (services) sector.
The Russian Ministry of Economic Development has put the share of oil and gas in
Russian GDP at 18.7% for 2007 (Government of Russia, 2008) and Gurvich (2010)
has also reviewed the data to come up with higher estimates. For the purposes
of this Outlook, we calculated value-added from the oil and gas sector based on
revenue from domestic and foreign oil and gas sales, minus relevant production,
transportation and intermediate costs. We estimate that the oil (excluding refining)
and gas sectors provided 17% of GDP in 2007, 24% in 2008 and – after falling back in
2009 – 21% in 2010.

1. A 43% share of budget revenues in 2010 from the oil and gas sectors (3.6 trillion rubles out of 8.3 trillion) includes
mineral extrac!on tax, VAT and excise taxes, and export du!es.
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Figure 9.1 ! Structure of Russian exports by value, 2009
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Note: 2009 was an anomalous year in terms of the volume of exports, but in terms of the value structure of Russian
exports fossil fuels held a similar share of the total in 2007 (66%) and 2008 (69%).
Sources: Ministry of Natural Resources and the Environment of Russia; Central Bank of Russia.

Improvements in energy efficiency are critical to the modernisation of the Russian
economy (OECD, 2011): efficiency improvements in energy production and use would be
accompanied and sustained by a broader process of technological change and innovation,
as the Russian economy adjusts to the demand for more efficient equipment and related
energy services. Industries that produce tradable goods, and particularly those seeking
exportmarkets, benefit from lower production costs and increased competitiveness. Energy
savings by households and industry release resources that can be used for productive
investment. Energy efficiency also reduces the investment required for domestic energy
supply (or, alternatively, frees up additional resources for export), as well as improving
environmental outcomes.

The efficiency gains projected in the New Policies Scenario are relatively modest compared
with Russia’s potential, but some of these benefits are nonetheless visible and quantifiable
from the analysis conducted in Chapter 7.2 Cumulative spending on energy is $230 billion
less (in year-2010 dollars) than in the Current Policies Scenario (see Box 7.2); the investment
requirement in upstream oil, gas and coal is reduced by a total of $130 billion; emissions of
greenhouse gases andmajor air pollutants are significantly lower.

By improving Russia’s medium-term prospects for economic development, the resources
and income released by energy efficiency also help to address a second vulnerability facing
Russia, the dependence of the national economy on oil and gas (Box 9.1), underlined by the
large share of fossil fuels in the value of Russian exports (Figure 9.1). As brought home in
2009, the main risk of such high reliance on energy is the way that it ties Russian economic

2. Total primary energy demand in 2035 in the New Policies Scenario is 830 million tonnes of oil equivalent (Mtoe),
compared with over 900Mtoe in the Current Policies Scenario. However, Russia taps into a rela!vely small propor!on of
its poten!al efficiency gains in the New Policies Scenario. Our analysis in Chapter 7 suggests that poten!al savings from
increased energy efficiency, rela!ve to comparable OECD countries, are equal to 30% of Russian energy consump!on in
2008 and remain at 18% in 2035 in the New Policies Scenario.
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and fiscal fortunes to movements in international commodity prices. Russia was among the
countries worst affected by the global financial and economic crisis – in large part because
of the plunge in oil prices and sharp contraction of global energy demand.We estimate that
total Russian revenues from oil and gas exports fell by 40% in 2009 compared to the record
levels of 2008. The direct effect of the oil price shock was compounded by similar falls in the
prices of other important export commodities, such as basemetals, as well as a sharp swing
in capital flows as investors drew back from commodity plays and investments perceived as
high risk, including emerging market assets. As a result, Russia suffered a larger decline in
GDP (8%) than any other major economy in 2009 and, after budget surpluses in every year
since 2000, the budget deficit in 2009 was 6.3% of GDP. High reliance on the oil and gas
sectors also creates potential pitfalls for Russia that have been documented in the literature
on the “resource curse”, i.e. the risk that an abundance of natural resources can actually
hinder broader economic growth and human development in the longer term.3

Based on our GDP assumptions and projections for oil and gas production and export, we
project that the contribution of oil and gas to Russia’s GDP will decline gradually from the
estimated 2011 level of 24%, reaching 20% in 2020 and 15% in 2035 in the New Policies
Scenario (Figure 9.2). The relative contributions of oil and gas converge over the projection
period, with the share attributable to the gas sector growing from 5% in 2010 to a high point
of 7% in the mid-2020s, before settling back to 6% in 2035, while that of oil falls steadily
from a peak of 19% in 2011 to 9% in 2035. The pace of change projected in this Outlook is
significantly slower than the rate of change targeted by Russia, in part because of different
assumptions about GDP growth: the Concept for Social and Economic Development to 2020
(Government of Russia, 2008) envisages reducing the share of the oil and gas sector to 12.7%
as early as 2020.

Figure 9.2 ! Estimated share of oil and gas in Russian GDP
in the New Policies Scenario
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3. High resource export earnings can strengthen the exchange rate and discourage produc!on in other sectors of the
economy, although this risk is mi!gated in part in Russia through two funds (the Reserve Fund and the Na!onal Welfare
Fund), managed by theMinistry of Finance, which accumulate revenues fromoil and gas export du!eswhen oil revenues
exceed a certain threshold.
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Taken together, our assumption for Russia’s GDP growth, the gradual projected decrease
in the role of oil and gas in the economy and the moderate progress with energy efficiency
improvements examined in Chapter 7 imply some continuing risks to Russia’s national
economic development. In particular, the trajectory anticipated in this scenario suggests
that Russia could remain relatively exposed to external shocks, such as that in 2009, with
any fall in international commodity prices having a substantial impact on overall economic
activity.

S P O T L I G H T

What would higher GDP growth imply for the energy sector?

Russia’s existing strategy documents for the energy sector, including the Energy
Strategy to 2030, are based on a more optimistic set of GDP assumptions than those
used in thisOutlook. The differences are particularly evident in the period after 2015,
when growth is assumed to be in the 5% to 6% range (as in the “favourable” scenario
developed by the Ministry of Economic Development) before tailing off after 2025.
This compares to average rates of growth in WEO-2011 scenarios of 3% to 4% over
the same period.
To allow for more direct comparison, we ran a “high GDP” case in line with the
favourable scenario from the Ministry of Economic Development.4 We kept most
assumptions constant from the New Policies Scenario, but assumed a faster pace
of energy efficiency improvement – in line with the logic that moving Russia on
to a sustained trajectory of higher GDP growth will require a more far-reaching
modernisation of the Russian economy and, in turn, that energy efficiency is an
indispensable component of such a strategy. The main results include:
! Total primary energy demand rises to over 1 090 Mtoe in 2035, increasing by an

average of 2% per year compared with 1% in the New Policies Scenario. Electricity
demand reaches 1 870 terawatt-hours (TWh) in 2035, 75% higher than current
levels.

! Russia meets its target for a 40% improvement in energy intensity, relative to
a 2007 baseline, in 2023, considerably earlier than in the New Policies Scenario
(when it is met in 2028). This underlines that, if Russia is to get close to the
40% reduction target by 2020, it will need to combine high GDP growth and a
concerted effort to implement energy efficiency policies.

! While energy intensity targets are met earlier, Russia’s targets for reducing
greenhouse-gas emissions becomemore difficult to achieve as higher GDP growth
pushes up overall demand and emissions. CO2 emissions in 2020 are about
1 920 million tonnes (Mt), only 12% below 1990 levels, compared to 23% below in
the New Policies Scenario.

4. In this high-GDP analysis, average GDP growth in the period 2009 to 2035 was assumed to be 5.3% per year compared
with 3.6% in the regular scenarios.
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A steeper trajectory for GDP, as targeted by policy makers as part of a revised strategy for
social and economic development to 2020, would bring GDP projections back towards the
levels used to underpin the Energy Strategy to 2030 (Spotlight). For the energy sector, we
assume that high GDP growth in the medium term would require accelerated efforts to
implement energy efficiency policies and raise the technical efficiency of Russia’s capital
stock, as well as putting in place the market structures necessary to ensure efficient
investment, operation and end-use.5

Investment

Although one aim of the modernisation process is to diversify the Russian economy away
from oil and gas, the need for innovation and efficiency applies to these parts of the energy
industry as much as to the energy sector and the economy as a whole. With their very large
investment needs over the projection period, there is an opportunity for the oil, gas and
power sectors to play an important, even a leading, role in the technological transformation
of the Russian economy. Russia will need a total of over $2.5 trillion in cumulative
investment (all figures in year-2010 dollars) in order tomeet the energy supply requirements
of the New Policies Scenario over the period 2011 to 2035 (Figure 9.3).

Figure 9.3 ! Cumulative investment requirement in coal, oil, gas and power
supply in the New Policies Scenario, 2011-2035
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The largest share goes to the gas sector with over $1 trillion, of which $730 billion is in
the upstream (including delivery of the gas to the existing transmission infrastructure),
$250 billion is for maintaining the transmission and distribution network and $80 billion is

5. The link posited here between increased energy efficiency and high GDP growth means a difference in emphasis
compared with the Russian Energy Strategy to 2030: the Strategy’s “energy efficiency” scenario, which includes greater
efforts to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions, assumes a lower rate of GDP growth compared to the baseline (by one
year’s growth in the period to 2030). While we recognise that a transforma!on of energy produc!on and use at global
level, as required by the 450 Scenario, could reduce global GDP by the equivalent of one year’s growth to 2035, there are
strong counter-arguments – not least the significant poten!al costs to GDP from a changing climate. This is why GDP is
assumed not to change between the main scenarios analysed in this Outlook. In the Russian case, the downside risks to
GDP would appear to be highest in a business-as-usual scenario.
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in infrastructure for liquefied natural gas (LNG). The investment needs for the oil sector are
$790 billion, most of which is in the upstream. The power sector will need $615 billion, 60%
of this for generation and 40% for transmission and distribution. The investment needs of
the coal sector are relatively modest, but still amount to $24 billion. The average annual
investment required in the energy sector as a whole is over $100 billion, 7% of Russia’s
current GDP at market exchange rates (MER).

In the short term, the economic and financial crisis has given Russia some breathing space
for energy investment by holding back energy demand both at home and on itsmajor export
markets. Even so, the current level of investment is not so distant from the average level
required over the projection period. In the oil and gas sectors, for example, we estimate that
total investment in upstream and midstream oil and gas projects was around $50 billion in
2010, against our annual average requirement in the New Policies Scenario of more than
$70 billion for these sectors.6 Nonetheless, it will be a challenge to mobilise this level of
investment throughout the projection period. Success will depend not only on price levels
and the fiscal regime, but also on Russia’s choice of economic model for the next stage
in its development, in particular the extent to which this investment will be expected to
come from a limited number of state-owned or state-directed companies, rather than from
multiple market players, both state and private, operating in a broadly non-discriminatory
and competitive environment.

Revenues

Revenue from the energy sector will continue to be an important driver of growth and
source of national wealth, particularly in the near term. We estimate that annual revenue
from export sales of fossil fuels, including oil, gas and coal, will increase from $255 billion in
2010 to $420 billion in 2035 in theNewPolicies Scenario (in year-2010 dollars). Oil continues
to account for the largest share of export revenue, although this share falls from 79% to
65% over the projection period as export volumes fall. The share of gas increases from
17% to 33%, while that of coal remains relatively small. The most significant shift is in the
geographical sources of this revenue (Figure 9.4).While, in 2010, China accounted for a small
share of the overall figure (2%), by 2035 this increases to 20%. The European Union remains
the largest source of Russian fossil-fuel export earnings, but there is a reduction in its share
from 61% to 48% in 2035.

A second notable shift over the period to 2020 is the rising value of the domestic market
for natural gas, compared with export markets. This is due to the continuing process of gas
price reform from the mid-2000s that put Russia on a path to equalise the domestic price
paid by industry with the European export price (minus differential transportation costs
and export duty). Gazprom estimates that it lost up to $50 billion over the last decade on
price-restricted domestic sales, but reported a profit on domestic sales for the first time in
2009. Other natural gas producers in Russia, who are denied access to export markets, are
obliged to sell only on domestic markets.

6. See tables 3.7 and 3.8 in Chapter 3 for data on oil and gas industry investment in Russia.
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Figure 9.4 ! Sources of revenue from fossil fuel export sales, 2010 and 2035
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Note: Revenue is in year-2010 dollars.

We estimate that the domestic gas market produced around one-fifth of total Russian gas sales
revenue in 2000 and that this share rose to 40% in 2010. In our projections, this sharewill continue to
increase, asdomestic prices rise, to account forhalf of total gas sales revenue in2020beforedeclining
in the latterpartof theprojectionperiod (Figure9.5). Theshareof theEuropeanUnion in totalRussian
gas sales revenuehas fallen from60% in2000 tounder40% in2010.Although revenue fromgas sales
totheEuropeanUnionrises inreal termsovertheprojectionperiod,expressedasapercentageoftotal
revenue it continues to fall, to less than 30% in 2035, because of the value of domestic sales and then
the increasing importanceofRussianexports toChinaandotherAsianeconomies.

Figure 9.5 ! Estimated share of Russian gas sales revenue from domestic
and international gas sales in the New Policies Scenario
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Eurasian and global energy security

Russia’s weight in fossil-fuel resources, production and export give it a critical role in
ensuring the adequacy and reliability of global energy supply. As of 2011, it is the largest oil
producer and its role in oil markets would be underscored by any deferment of investment
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in the Middle East (see Chapter 3). Russia is also set to remain, throughout the projection
period, the largest global gas producer, the largest external gas supplier to the European
market and an increasingly important provider of gas – and, to some extent, also of coal – to
China and the Asia-Pacific region.

However, there is a range of risks, both short term and longer term that attach to Russia’s
position in the global energy economy. The perceived short-term risks concern, particularly,
the possibility of unexpected disruption to supply, whether caused by technical failures,
accidents or politics; the longer-term factors relate to the adequacy of investment to enable
Russian supply to keep up with demand. These risks are magnified, both for consumers and
producers, in cases where there is high dependence on a single supplier, route, or export
market, which is why diversity in these areas features strongly among policies designed to
promote energy security. Some key issues related to Russia’s contribution to global energy
security are: the incentives offered for investment in supply (see Chapter 8); the strength
and geographical sources of demand for Russian fossil-fuel exports; the reliability and
diversity of the routes to market for Russian oil and gas; Russia’s role in providing access to
the market for other oil and gas producers (notably in the Caspian region); and the share
of Russian energy (particularly natural gas) in individual export markets. As examined in
Chapter 7, the policy framework for the domestic market and the efficiency of domestic
consumption will also have a major impact on the availability of resources for export and in
reducing the risk of demand running ahead of deliverability.

Regional energy relationships and oil and gas transit

Russia has a complex set of energy relationships with neighbouring countries. There is some
evidence that ties across the former Soviet space are being normalised, as prices for Russian
gas exports converge towards the equivalent of international prices. Yet there remain
important open questions about future trade and transit flows. The first of these relates
to Russia’s gas relationship with Central Asia. Until 2009, large-scale Russian gas imports
from Central Asia – and from Turkmenistan in particular – were a significant component of
the Russian gas balance. But Russia now has a reduced need for gas imports, as a result of
the effects of the economic crisis, more efficient gas use on the domestic market and rising
production from non-Gazprom producers (see Chapter 8), while the commissioning of the
Turkmenistan-China pipeline in late 2009means that Central Asian gas is no longer available
to Russia at a steep discount to international prices, removing the attractive possibilities
for arbitrage trade. Under these circumstances, we assume that total Russian imports from
Central Asia will remain under 40 billion cubic metres (bcm) in the New Policies Scenario.7

A second question concerns Ukraine and its role in the transit of Russian gas exports to the
main European markets, after two disputes in 2006 and 2009 that led to interruptions in

7. As described in the WEO-2010 focus on the Caspian region (IEA, 2010), higher Russian import levels are likely only
if Central Asian gas is either available at a lower price or if there is a par!cular strategic decision to increase them, for
example an a#empt to forestall the development of alterna!ve export routes from Central Asia to Europe. It is also
possible that the call on Central Asian gas could rise in the event of a delay to major upstream developments in Russia,
such as the gas projects on the Yamal peninsula, but non-Gazprom produc!on within Russia would in all probability be
a cheaper way to fill any gap.
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gas deliveries to many parts of Europe. Despite some progress towards a more transparent,
commercial basis for gas supply and transit, political considerations continue to bear on
this relationship, as indicated by the gas supply agreement of April 2010, which provided
Ukrainewith temporary relief on the price of imported gas at the same time as an agreement
was signed extending Russian rights to base its Black Sea Fleet in Crimea. This apparently
irreducible element of politics, alongside the slowprogress beingmade byUkraine in tackling
the inefficiency of its own gas consumption (so as tomitigate its high dependency on Russian
gas imports) perpetuates the perception of risk associated with this route to market.

TheshareofRussia’sexport flows transitingUkrainehasdecreased fromover90% in the1990s to
around70%with the launchofnewpipelines throughBelarus (Yamal-Europe) in1999andacross
theBlack Sea toTurkey (Blue Stream) in 2003. This figurewill fall furtherwith the commissioning
ofNordStreamin2011/2012.TheplannedSouthStreampipelineacross theBlackSea represents
an additional threat to Ukraine’s role as a transit country (Figure 9.6). If South Stream were to
be built according to the schedule announced by the project sponsors then, with exports from
Russia to Europe as projected in the New Policies Scenario, there would be a major shift in the
pattern of gas flows, involving lower utilisation of the existing routes through Ukraine (and
therefore Slovakia and the Czech Republic) and possibly also through Belarus (and therefore
Poland). Thispicturecouldchange if gasdemand inEurope ishigher8and/or ifRussiawere togain
ahigher shareofEuropeangas imports. Forexample, if RussiahadashareofEuropeanUniongas
imports of 40% throughout the projection period, then exportswould be 20 bcmhigher in 2020
and 45 bcmhigher in 2035 than indicated in Figure 9.6.

Figure 9.6 ! Projected gas flows from Russia to Europe and potential growth
in gas-export pipeline capacity
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*The dates for commissioning of South Stream are the planned dates indicated by the project consortium and are not
IEA projections. **Projected gas flows are from the New Policies Scenario and include exports to the European Union, to
other OECD Europe and southeast European countries, but exclude Ukraine and Belarus.

Notes: Some of these future flows could also come via LNG. Pipeline capacities are assumed constant; this would require
consistent investment inmaintenance thatmay not happen in practice, particularly for any capacity that is not being used.

8. See, for example, the Low Nuclear Scenario (Chapter 12) and the Golden Age of Gas Scenario (IEA, 2011b).
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There is similar evidence in the oil sector of Russia’s desire tominimise its exposure to transit
routes. The commissioning of the Baltic Pipeline System to the terminal at Primorsk near
St. Petersburg in 2001 has reduced oil flows to non-Russian ports and changed the pattern
of flows along other transit pipelines. Primorsk has already become the largest export outlet
for Russian crude, taking the place of the Druzhba pipeline network to Central and Eastern
Europe and allowing Russia also to ease congestion in the Turkish Straits by diverting exports
away from the Black Sea port of Novorossiysk.

The expansion of the East Siberia Pacific Ocean (ESPO) pipeline to the east, together with the
completion of the second Baltic Pipeline System (BPS-2) to Ust-Luga, will give Russia a further
2.6millionbarrelsperday (mb/d)ofoil export capacity (130million tonnesperyear),withoutany
corresponding increase in export levels. As oil exports are projected to decline marginally over
thecomingdecades, the loomingexcesscapacity in theRussianpipelinenetworkhas implications
for Kazakhstan (Box 9.2) aswell as, potentially, for the role of Russian in internationalmarkets.

Box 9.2 ! The Russian route to market for Caspian oil

Despite the commissioning in the 2000s of new export routes from the Caspian region
to both the east (Kazakhstan-China) and the west (Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan), Russia still
provides the route to market for more than half of non-Russian oil exports from
the Caspian region, including more than three-quarters of the oil exported from
Kazakhstan, the region’s largest producer. The decision to expand the Caspian Pipeline
Consortium pipeline from the Kazakhstani port of Atyrau on the North Caspian coast
to the Russian Black Sea port of Novorossiysk will reinforce the predominance of
export routes through Russia in the period to 2015.
The trajectory for the expansion of Kazakhstan’s production beyond 2015 is unclear,
with the start date for the second phase of the Kashagan project a major uncertainty
(IEA, 2010). In the New Policies Scenario, we project that Kazakhstani output will rise
from 1.6 mb/d in 2010 to 2.3 mb/d in 2020 and 3.9 mb/d in 2035. The bulk of this will
be available for export and, along with an enlarged Kazakhstan-China pipeline, the
intention has been to provide for future export growth through a new large-capacity
trans-Caspian export route (known as the Kazakhstan Caspian Transportation System
or KCTS) that would see Kazakhstani oil arrive at Black Sea or Mediterranean ports
via the South Caucasus. However, though Kazakhstan is likely to be wary of too high
a level of dependence on any single transit country, Russia is expected to have ample
westbound capacity in its oil pipeline system by 2020 and could, if it wished, make
a competitive offer to transport incremental volumes of its Caspian neighbour’s oil.

Russia in global oil markets

The share of Russia in global oil production decreases over the projection period from 12%
in 2009 to 10% in 2035 in the New Policies Scenario (Figure 9.7). Nonetheless, at 9.7 mb/d
of production in 2035, Russia is still the largest non-OPEC producer and the second-largest
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global producer, behind only Saudi Arabia (13.9 mb/d). It remains well ahead of the next
largest producers, Iraq and the United States. As emphasised in Chapter 8, while there is
no shortage of resources in Russia to meet these levels of production, this projection is
sensitive to decisions on fiscal policy that will determine the attractiveness of the necessary
investments.

From the late 1990s until around 2005, Russia was the provider of the “incremental barrel”,
meaning that Russia contributed much of the production growth necessary to keep pace
with rising global demand. This will no longer be the case in the future, as exports decline
steadily from 7.5 mb/d in 2009 to 6.4 mb/d in 2035. Nonetheless, Russia retains a critical
role in the global oil balance as the largest non-OPEC producer and, moreover, a producer
with the resources and strategic goal to keep oil output at a consistently high level (Box 9.3).

Figure 9.7 ! Oil production in Russia and selected countries
in the New Policies Scenario
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Russia’s role in oil markets will also be shaped by theway that it gets oil tomarket. As noted,
Russia will have an increasing amount of spare capacity in its oil pipeline network through
the projection period and, in theory, this will give Russia more flexibility in managing its
oil export flows, overcoming to a degree the rigidity of its traditional pipeline choices. To
the extent that Russian exporters and traders have options available, this will increase
their bargaining power relative to their potential purchasers, particularly those dependent
on Russian deliveries by pipeline such as some refineries in Central and Eastern Europe.
Additional spare capacity could also facilitate differentiation between the quality of
different streams of crude oil passing through the Transneft system, allowing producers of
higher-quality crudes (including, potentially, producers in Kazakhstan) to capture more of
their value. This flexibility could offer Russia the possibility of adapting its export strategies
quickly, in response to changing market needs; but the scope for short-term flexibility may
not be great – Asian markets are projected to be the main source of global demand growth
but direct eastward routes to these markets will be constrained by the capacity of the East
Siberia-Pacific Ocean pipeline system.

Another issue for Russia is the balance between the export of crude oil and refined products.
Boosting the share of refined products has been a long-standing Russian policy goal, in line
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with the overall aim to decrease the share of raw materials in Russia’s export mix. Higher
fuel specifications on the domestic market and, in the longer term, a fiscal advantage
attached to the export of higher-grade refined products are expected to stimulate further
refinery investment in Russia. Export to China is likely to remain dominated by crude, but
increasing demand for imported products in other markets, notably diesel in Europe, could
stimulate additional product export from Russia. Europe has a structural shortage of diesel
output to meet increasing demand and Russia was the largest single supplier of Europe’s
net 1.1 mb/d imports in 2010. This import requirement is expected to increase to 1.4 mb/d
already in 2015 (IEA, 2011a).

Box 9.3 ! Russian role in co-operation among oil and gas producers

There have been occasions – most recently following the precipitous decline
in international oil prices in late 2008 – when Russia has expressed the wish to
co-ordinate production levels with OPEC members. However, Russia has no spare
oil production capacity and, even though the largest companies on the domestic
market are either state-owned or are subject to a degree of state direction, it is not
easy to see how Russia would acquire the flexibility in output levels that is, at least in
theory, required of OPEC members and their national oil companies. Russia’s large
revenue needs and the important role of the oil sector inmeeting themalso lessen the
likelihood of any willingness to restrain output.
In the natural gas sector, Russia has assumed a leading role among global gas
producers and was instrumental in the creation of the Gas Exporting Countries’
Forum (GECF), which became a fully-fledged international organisation in 2008. The
GECF is focusing on analytical issues and information-sharing and has no role inmarket
management that would justify a comparison with OPEC (despite the “Gas OPEC” tag
that has been attached to the organisation). Even if somemembers were to push the
Forum in this direction, it would be difficult for the GECF to co-ordinate cutbacks in
production, given volume commitments in long-term contracts and the relative ease
with which other fuels can substitute for gas. An alternative, about which Russian
officials have spoken in the past, is a role for the GECF in co-ordination of investment
programmes; but it is not yet clear how this could be managed and whether such
co-ordination, if indeed it were to take place, would occur among the group as awhole
or, more informally, between individual GECF members on a bilateral basis.

Russia in global gas markets

After briefly ceding its position as the largest producer of natural gas to the United States
in 2009, in the New Policies Scenario Russia consolidates its place as the leading global
producer and exporter of natural gas in the period to 2035. Between 2009 and 2035, the
increase in gas production in Russia is greater than that in any other country, accounting for
17% of global gas supply growth (Figure 9.8). Russia remains the largest global exporter of
natural gas in all scenarios; the volume of gas produced varies widely from 970 bcm in the
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Current Policies Scenario to 635 bcm in the 450 Scenario in 2035 because of the different
policies affecting global gas demand and greater or lesser efficiency of gas usewithin Russia.
Russia’s positionwould be enhanced further if gas demand in key globalmarkets were to be
higher than in theNewPolicies Scenario, as posited in the LowNuclear Case (see Chapter 12)
and also in the Golden Age of Gas Scenario (IEA, 2011b). Russia has considerable scope,
given a supportive market structure, to increase output from non-Gazprom producers, as
well as from Gazprom itself, and so would be in a position to take up a significant share of
incremental demand in both Europe and Asia in these “higher-gas” scenarios.

Figure 9.8 ! Gas production in selected countries in the New Policies
Scenario, 2009 and 2035
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Developments in the Russian gas industry have indirect impacts on gas markets around the
world, but the direct energy security implications are concentrated in those markets where
Russia is a supplier. Themain Eurasian gas trade flows, derived fromourmodelling results in
the New Policies Scenario, are shown in Table 9.1. Europe is set to remain the largest export
market for Russia, but Asianmarkets become increasingly important, with eastward exports
(mainly to China, Japan and Korea) projected to rise above 100 bcm in 2035, almost 30% of
Russia’s total gas exports.

China plays a critical role in the orientation of Eurasia’s gas export flows. From 4 bcm in 2010,
exports from Russia and producers in the Caspian region to China grow to account for 16% of
Eurasia’s total gas exports in 2020 –mainly due to exports fromTurkmenistan. This figure rises
to close to 30% in 2035, as exports from Russia and the Caspian region increase. This shift is a
natural response to China’s growing import needs: China is projected to account for over one-
third of the total growth in inter-regional gas trade over the projection period (see Chapter 4).

While our projections for production and export are lower in absolute terms than those
in Russian strategy documents, the thrust of the export trend does correspond to Russia’s
strategic priorities, namely, to maintain its position on the European market while decreasing
its proportional dependenceonEuropeancustomersby increasing the shareof its exports going
to Asia.
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Table 9.1 ! Main gas trade flows from Russia and the Caspian region
in the New Policies Scenario (bcm)

2010* 2020 2035

Caspian net exports 42 100 135
to China 3 37 57
to Europe via Southern Corridor 6 23 42
to Russia (a) 24 34 31

Russia net exports (b) 190 214 328
Total Russia exports (a+b) 214 248 359

to Europe 201 225 237
to China 1 13 75
to other OECD countries 12 10 35
to other non-OECD countries 0 0 12

Total Russia and Caspian to China 4 50 132
Total Russia and Caspian to Europe 207 248 279

Russia to EuropeanUnion 118 158 171
*Preliminary 2010 data.
Notes: Figures for the Caspian region include data for Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan; residual
exports from the Caspian region to Iran are not shown. Exports from Russia to other OECD countries are mainly to Japan
and Korea; exports to other non-OECD countries are mainly to India.

In the New Policies Scenario, Russia’s share of imports to the European Union market no
longer declines steadily, as it has over the last decade (from almost 50% in 2000 to 38%
in 2009 and 34% in 2010). Russia’s share remains at 35% in 2020, before falling gradually
to 32% in 2035 (Figure 9.9). Expressed as a share of EU total gas consumption, Russia’s
share recovers slightly from 23% in 2009 to 27% in 2020, remaining at this level until
2035. The share of Russian gas in the Chinese import mix is projected to grow quickly after
2015, reaching 10% in 2020 and 35% in 2035. This represents 15% of total Chinese gas
consumption in 2035.

Figure 9.9 ! Russian share of natural gas imports and consumption in the
European Union and China in the New Policies Scenario
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Although its share of imports into the European Union drops slightly by 2035, Russia’s increased
share of overall gas consumption in both the European Union and China highlights its central
position inglobalgassecurityand,especially, the importanceofGazprom,asthedominantexporter
ofRussiangas.Russia is set tohaveasignificantdegreeofmarketpower inEurope,whilebecoming
less reliant, proportionally, on revenue fromgas sales to Europe. Spare pipeline capacity on routes
toEuropewouldgiveRussia scope to re-direct export flows in response toagas supplyemergency
or other contingency, an energy security bonus for customers contemplating a hypothetical
shortageof gas supply, but a situationwhich also reinforces Russianmarket influence. To theeast,
alongside increased exports to Japan and Korea, gas supply fromRussia to China is set to become
oneofthemainarteriesofglobalgastrade,providingRussiawithdiversityofmarketsandrevenues,
and China access to the large and as yet underdeveloped gas resources of Eastern Siberia and the
Russian Far East. Somewill see thepicture presented in Table 9.1 as a healthy balance in gas trade
relationships across Eurasia; othersmay see it as presaging a degree of competition betweenAsia
andEurope forpositions inRussiangas supply, including investment (Box9.4).

Box 9.4 ! Europe versus Asia: competing for Russian gas?

As Russia opens up gas tradewith China it gains greater diversity of gas exportmarkets
and some strategic benefits, but the way in which this brings China into competition
with Europe for Russian gas can be overstated or misunderstood. Russia will continue
to supply themajority of its gas via pipelines, anchored by long-term supply contracts;
under these circumstances, the contractual scope for Gazprom to vary supplies by
destination is small. Moreover, in relation to switching supplies between Europe and
China, the physical scope for abrupt change is even narrower. With the exception of
the proposed 30 bcm Altai pipeline that would link existing fields in Western Siberia
to China, there is unlikely to be any scope for Gazprom to make discretionary choices
about the direction of pipeline exports between east and west.
Most of the fields earmarked for export to China are in Eastern Siberia and the Far East,
thousands of kilometres from the existing westbound infrastructure. These fields are
remote and, as noted in Chapter 8, will be expensive to develop. With this in mind,
Gazprom has reason to be concerned about its own bargaining position for, once
fixed infrastructure from these remote fields to China is in place, Gazprom’s options
and therefore its leverage are limited. This helps to explain Gazprom’s preference to
supply China initially fromWestern Siberia (via the so-called Western route, the Altai
pipeline): since it also supplies existing Europeanmarkets fromWestern Siberia, it can
keep pressure onChina to bid for this gas at a price closer to the European export price.
While geography and the structure of the gas trade make it unlikely that China and
Europe will compete for incremental Russian supply on a short-term basis, this is
not to say that there will be no competition over the longer term. But they will be
competing to influence the investment priorities and strategies of Russian companies,
primarily but not exclusively those of Gazprom. Political factors will influence some of
the Russian investment decisions, butmore significant will be the commercial factors:
the extent and reliability of demand, the price available on the respective markets
and, perhaps, reciprocal investment opportunities.
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At the same time, the position of Russia on the Chinese market is not yet secured, and
its position on the European market is not entirely secure. As noted, Gazprom’s share of
European Union gas imports has declined markedly to 34% in 2010, 16% below its import
share in 2000. Themost recent drop in this share, by 4% in 2010, was the result of a Gazprom
strategy to make minimal changes to its oil-indexed pricing formulas for gas export even as
they came under pressure from cheaper LNG in Europe. This may have optimised revenues
as oil-indexed prices rebounded during the year, but it meant that Gazprom progressively
lost market share to other suppliers with pricing formulas more sensitive to gas-to-gas
competition. Gas demand growth in Europe is becoming increasingly concentrated in the
power sector, calling into question the viability of an export strategy based on indexation
to a commodity – oil – that is no longer used for electricity generation in Europe.9 A similar
insistence on maximising export prices holds risks also in relation to supply into China,
where pricing remains the main stumbling block in negotiations over gas (even though it
seems clearer than in the past that Chinamay be ready to pay the prices necessary to ensure
development of East Siberian gas resources).

Developments within the European gas market will affect the degree of dependence of
some customers on Russian gas. As of 2010, thirteen countries rely on Russia for more than
80% of their total gas consumption and a total of seventeen receive more than 80% of their
gas imports from Russia.10 Some of these countries in central and southeastern Europe
have a realistic perspective to gain access to alternative pipeline supplies from the Caspian
region as well as, in some cases, LNG. This part of Europe – for example in Poland – could
see some development of unconventional gas production. The European Union has also
established a strategic priority to develop amore inter-connected European natural gas grid,
through inter-connector and reverse flow projects; this would also have a potential impact
in southeast Europe through the Energy Community Treaty that aims to integrate this region
into a broader European internal energy market. To the extent that these developments
provide viable alternatives to Russian supply, they will reduce reliance on Russian gas and
diminish Gazprom’s pricing power in Europe. In the longer term, seriously enhanced efforts
in Europe to de-carbonise its energy systemwould have a significant impact on the trajectory
of European demand for imported gas, compared with the New Policies Scenario.11

These uncertainties and competitive pressures are set to increase at a time when Russia
is obliged to move to higher-cost sources for incremental gas supply (as compared with
existing output from Western Siberia). Plans to increase its presence on the international
LNGmarket form one element of the Russian response and this is already paying dividends

9. Less than 3% of the electricity generated in OECD Europe comes from oil, this figure has halved over the period 2000
to 2009.
10. According to IEA data, countries relying on Russia formore than 80% of their gas consump!on in 2010were Armenia,
Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, Latvia, Lithuania, FYROM, Moldova, Serbia
and Slovak Republic; in addi!on to these, Croa!a, Romania, Poland and Ukraine also relied on Russia for more than 80%
of their gas imports.
11. In line with the objec!ve to decrease greenhouse-gas emissions by 80% in 2050, rela!ve to a 1990 baseline; this is
modelled in the 450 Scenario which shows a gradual decline in the European Union’s gas import requirement from the
early 2020s; European Union gas import demand in the 450 Scenario is 360 bcm in 2035, compared with 540 bcm in the
New Policies Scenario.
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in Asian markets with the start of LNG shipments from Sakhalin. But there are questions
about LNG export projects in the Russian Arctic, which are set to rely, at least in part, on
markets in the Atlantic basin. Given that the North Americanmarket is now not expected to
require imported gas, this raises the question of how future Russian LNG supply may affect
Russian pipeline deliveries to Europeanmarkets. Russian strategywill need to be responsive
to the changing dynamics of global gas markets.

Russia in global coal markets

Russian exports of coal have increased sharply since 2000. In the New Policies Scenario,
Russia’s overall contribution to global exports is expected to bemaintained – the projections
anticipate that Russian exports of hard coal will remainwithin a range of 75million tonnes of
coal equivalent (Mtce) to 100Mtce throughout the period to 2035, keeping Russia as one of
the main coal exporting countries behind only Indonesia, Australia and Colombia.

But the direction of Russia’s coal exports is expected to change. At present, more than 50%
of Russian coal exports go to the European Union; but the European requirement for coal
imports is projected to fall by almost 40%over the period to 2035, as demand for coal drops.
To a degree, the Chinese market presents a viable alternative export market for Russia but
here, too, the market opportunity narrows after 2020 in the New Policies Scenario (see
Chapters 10 and 11). Russia is a relatively high-cost supplier and faces increasingly strong
competition in Asian markets from other producers, primarily Indonesia and Australia but
increasingly also Mongolia (although Mongolia relies in part on Russian transit to reach
non-Chinese markets). In our projections, this constrains Russia’s contribution to the global
balance and exports decline slowly after 2020.

Environment and climate change

The dramatic economic decline in Russia in the early 1990s brought some environmental
benefits and emissions reductions, but at a huge social cost. Energy-related carbon-
dioxide (CO2) emissions fell by 35% between 1990 and 1997, but this was due entirely to a
collapse in Russian industrial output and fossil-fuel use. The rebound in economic activity
since 2000 has been less carbon intensive, such that, while GDP surpassed the 1990 figure
in 2007 (at market exchange rates), CO2 emissions in 2009 were still 30% below 1990
levels. Nonetheless, Russia remains the fourth-largest emitter of CO2 and one of the most
carbon-intensive economies in the world: the production of each unit of Russian GDP
releases three times more CO2 than the equivalent in the European Union. Expressed on a
per-capita basis, annual emissions are almost 11 tonnes of CO2 (tCO2) comparedwith around
7 tCO2 in the European Union (where GDP per capita is twice as large).

Russia has the opportunity over the coming decades to achieve significant additional
environmental improvements if policies are introduced to support more efficient energy
production and use, and the deployment of low-carbon technologies. The projections in
this Outlook show a wide range in the level of energy-related CO2 emissions, depending on
the scenario (Table 9.2). Higher fossil energy use pushes up emissions fastest in the Current
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Policies Scenario, so that they are close to the 1990 level by 2035. In the New Policies
Scenario, emissions growth is more moderate at 0.6% per year; and in the 450 Scenario,
emissions decline after 2015, pushed down bymore concerted efforts at energy saving and,
after 2020, by the assumed introduction of a domestic emissions trading scheme for power
generation and themost energy-intensive industrial sectors. The carbon intensity of Russia’s
GDP decreases in all scenarios, but most quickly in the 450 Scenario. In terms of emissions
per-capita, the 450 Scenario is the only scenario that registers a decline, from the current
11 tCO2 to 8 tCO2, while this figure rises to above 13 tCO2 per-capita in the New Policies
Scenario and to above 15 tCO2 in the Current Policies Scenario.

Table 9.2 ! Energy-related CO2 emissions in Russia by scenario (million tonnes)

1990 2009 2020 2035 2009-2035*

New Policies Scenario 2 179 1 517 1 687 1 787 0.6%

Current Policies Scenario 2 179 1 517 1 732 2 046 1.2%

450 Scenario 2 179 1 517 1 551 1 102 -1.2%

*Compound average annual growth rate.
Notes: Energy-related CO2 data from the Russian national inventory, reported to UNFCCC, differ from those of IEA. The
Russian data on emissions are up to 6% lower than IEA data for all years except 1990 and 1991, when they are around
10% higher; thus the Russian figure for 1990 is 2 287 million tonnes and for 2009 is 1 387 million tonnes.

Russia’s emission pledge for 2020, submitted to the UNFCCC following the Copenhagen
Accord, is a 15% to 25% reduction, relative to 1990. The target within this range
depends on the extent to which the role of Russia’s forests as a carbon sink will be
taken into account and whether all major emitters adopt legally binding obligations.12
The minimum target of a 15% reduction in 2020, applied to energy-related emissions,
sets a limit of 1 852 million tonnes of CO2 emitted in 2020: this is achieved with room to
spare in all three scenarios. A 25% reduction would set the limit at 1 634 million tonnes:
this would require additional policy efforts, since it is met only in the 450 Scenario.
Our analysis suggests that Russia could comfortably afford to adopt a limit at the more
ambitious end of the proposed range; indeed, it would need to be at or beyond
25% if it is to provide a meaningful stimulus to national policy in the period to 2020.

Moving Russia towards a lower-emissions trajectory will require much more concerted
efforts to improve energy efficiency and to deploy low-carbon fuels and technologies
(Figure 9.10). Improvements in energy efficiency contribute half of the cumulative
abatement in emissions in the transition to the 450 Scenario. Increased deployment of
renewables and power plants equipped with CCS technology, particularly after 2020,
accounts for the bulk of the remainder.

12. As a member of the G-8, Russia is also associated with the longer-term goal of achieving at least a 50% reduc!on in
global emissions by 2050 (2008 Hokkaido G-8 Summit) and the goal of developed countries to reduce emissions by 80%
or more by 2050 compared to 1990 or more recent years (2009 L ’Aquila G-8 Summit).
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Figure 9.10 ! Energy-related CO2 emissions abatement in Russia by source
in the 450 Scenario compared with the New Policies Scenario
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Anenvironmental scenario does not just bring benefits to the global climate through reductions
inCO2.Sulphurdioxide(SO2),nitrogenoxides(NOx)andparticulatematter (PM2.5)allhavenegative
effectsonhumanhealthandtheenvironment.Policiesaimedatdecreasingconsumptionof fossil
fuels and reducingemissionsofCO2alsohave theeffectof loweringemissionsof thesepollutants
(Table 9.3). In the New Policies Scenario, lower energy demand means that emissions of SO2
fall by more than 500 000 tonnes compared with the Current Policies Scenarios, a reduction
of 10%; emissions of NOx in 2035 are also 8% lower. In both of these cases, there is a decline in
the absolute volume of emissions, relative to 2009. The improvements are due to the assumed
implementationofmeasures tocontrol air pollution frompowergeneration, industrial processes
and transportation. However, thesemeasures are not stringent enough to produce a decline in
emissions of particulatematter, which remain flat in the New Policies Scenario while increasing
slightly relative to 2009 in the Current Policies Scenario. Emissions are even lower in the
450 Scenario, further improving air quality and reducing negative health impacts.

Table 9.3 ! Emissions of major air pollutants in Russia by scenario
(thousand tonnes)

New Policies Scenario Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

2009 2020 2035 2009 2020 2035 2009 2020 2035

Sulphur dioxide (SO2) 6 019 4 223 4 353 6 019 4 317 4 858 6 019 3 977 3 477

Nitrogen oxides (NOx) 4 797 3 653 3 348 4 797 3 718 3 636 4 797 3 442 2 732

Particulate matter (PM2.5) 1 301 1 305 1 302 1 301 1 327 1 387 1 301 1 281 1 214

Notes: Estimates are based on assumed implementation of a range of pollution control measures in place or under
consideration in Russia.13 The regulatory regime is not assumed to change by scenario; variations are due to differences
in the level and structure of energy use.
Source: IIASA, 2011.

13. Pollu!on control measures include: large combus!on plants are equipped with moderate control measures like
in-furnace control of SO2 emissions or combus!on modifica!on for NOx; measures for mobile sources are based on
Russian plans to implement European standards, i.e. Euro IV by 2015; controls on process sources from the non-ferrous
metals industry (important sources of SO2 and dust) have been assumed according to programmes presented by the
industry; medium-to-high efficiency electrosta!c precipitators are introduced to control emissions of PM2.5 from large
sta!onary combus!on and process sources.
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Comparing this Outlook with Russian scenarios
and objectives

Howdo the results of thisOutlook comparewith the scenarios and targets set out in Russian
strategy documents? Care is neededwhen comparing projections from various sources since
theymay have different underlying assumptions. But it is, nonetheless, instructive to look at
five key objectives for 2030 from Russian strategy documents alongside the corresponding
outputs from theWEO-2011 (Table 9.4).

Table 9.4 ! WEO-2011 projections (in 2030) compared with selected forecasts
from the Russian Energy Strategy to 2030

WEO-2011 Energy Strategy
to 2030
(range)New Policies

Scenario
Current Policies

Scenario
450

Scenario

Total primary energy demand (Mtoe) 799 849 708 963 - 1 096

Electricity demand (TWh) 1 351 1 514 1 219 1 740 - 2 164

Gas production (bcm) 822 888 657 870 - 925

Oil production (mb/d) 9.7 10.2 8.5 10.6 - 10.7

Coal production (Mtce) 257 309 132 282 - 381

CO2 emissions (Mt) 1 756 1 915 1 232 2 048 - 2 288

Notes: The range for electricity demand in the power sector development plan (General Scheme), as amended in 2010, is
lower, at 1 553 TWh to 1 860 TWh; electricity demand in this table and in the Spotlight is calculated as productionminus
net exports; the Energy Strategy’s figures for gas production are adjusted to the IEA standard bcm (Box 8.3).

The differences in total primary energy demand and electricity demand between Russian
scenarios and theWEO-2011 are driven largely by different assumptions about GDP growth.
If we adjust for this factor, our results approach the range included in the Energy Strategy
to 2030 (see Spotlight earlier in the chapter), though oil, gas and coal production in the New
Policies Scenarios are all below the lower end of the targets included in the Energy Strategy,
in part because of lower projections of domestic demand.

Higher official expectations in Russia about total primary energy demand and electricity
demand have important implications for energy policy and investment planning, in particular
in the electricity sector (see Chapter 7). Russian projections of electricity demand were
revised sharply downwards in 2010 in the wake of the economic crisis (note to Table 9.4)
and a correction made to the General Scheme for the sector. Nonetheless, pending the
introduction of a fullymarket-based approach to new investment in the power sector, there
is still a risk of imposed plans providing for levels of demand that may not materialise, with
consumers or taxpayers ultimately paying for capacity that is not efficiently timed, sized or
well located.
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PREFACE

Continuing the practice of shining a searchlight on different issues each year in theWEO,
Part C (Chapters 10 and 11) focuses on coal, the fuel which has accounted for nearly half
of additional global energy consumption over the decade to 2010. Chapter 10 deals with
demand and Chapter 11 with supply and investment. Recent developments in the sector
are reviewed and the prospects for coal in the three scenarios are presented.

Chapter 10 explains the forces which determine demand for coal and the extent
of competition between coal and other fuels in different markets. It looks at the
environmental aspects of coal use and developments in coal-based technology. It
concludes with a detailed regional analysis of the main coal-consuming areas of the
world.

Chapter 11 carries out a similar supply-side analysis, detailing global coal resources,
the cost of exploiting them by different mining techniques, production, and investment
prospects and international trade, again concluding with a series of country studies.

PART C
OUTLOOK FOR COAL MARKETS
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CHAPTER 10

H I G H L I G H T S

COAL DEMAND PROSPECTS

Treading water or full steam ahead?

" Coal accounted for nearly half of the increase in global energy use over the past decade.
Its prospects vary markedly across the three scenarios in this Outlook, demonstrating
the significance of government policies towards energy, according to the balance they
strike between social, economic and environmental effects. Much depends too on the
pace of investment into existing clean coal technologies and thedevelopment of carbon
capture and storage.

" In the New Policies Scenario, global coal use rises through to the early 2020s and then
remains broadly flat, above 5 850 Mtce, throughout the rest of the projection period;
one-quarter higher than in 2009. Coal continues to be the second-largest primary fuel
globally and the backbone of electricity generation. In the Current Policies Scenario,
demand carries on rising after 2020, increasing overall by nearly two-thirds to 2035. But
in the 450 Scenario, coal demand peaks before 2020 and then falls heavily, declining
around one-third between 2009 and 2035.

" China, responsible for nearly half of global coal use in 2009, holds the key to the future
of the coal market with an ambitious 12th Five-Year Plan to reduce energy and carbon
intensity through enhanced energy efficiency and diversifying the energy mix. In the
NewPolicies Scenario, China accounts formore thanhalf of global coal demand growth,
with its demand growing around one-third by 2020 and then declining slightly before
remaining broadly stable, above 2 800Mtce, through to 2035.

" India also plays an increasingly important role. Bymore thandoubling its coal use by 2035
in the New Policies Scenario, India displaces the United States as the world’s second-
largest coal consumer by 2025. Over 60% of the rise comes from the power sector,
reflecting the enormous latent demand for electricity in India: in 2009 about one-quarter
of the nation’s population still lacked access to electricity. Bringing electricity access to all
the world’s population by 2030, could entail more than half of the resultant increase in
on-grid generation capacity coming fromcoal, comparedwith theNewPolicies Scenario.

" Power generation remains the main driver of global coal demand over the projection
period, accounting for at least three-quarters of the increase in both the New and
Current Policies Scenarios. Stronger uptake of existing clean coal technologies and
carbon capture and storage, could boost the long-term prospects for coal use. If the
average efficiency of all coal-fired power plantswere to be five percentagepoints higher
than in theNewPolicies Scenario in 2035, such anacceleratedmoveaway from the least
efficient combustion technologieswould lower CO2 emissions from thepower sector by
8% and reduce local air pollution.
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Overview
Over the decade to 2010, coal accounted for close to half the global increase in fuel use
(Figure 10.1). The dip in consumption of coal during the global economic crisis was much
smaller than that in other fossil fuels (Box 10.1). Even in percentage terms, growth in coal
use over the decade outpaced growth in renewables, although this was a time of take-off for
many renewables (under the stimulus of widespread government support) and they started
from a low base. As a result, the importance of coal in the global energy mix is the highest
since 1971, the first year for which IEA statistics exist. Globally, coal is the most important
fuel after oil. According to preliminary estimates, coal use accounted for 28% of global
primary energy use in 2010, compared with 23% in 2000. Coal is the backbone of global
electricity generation, alone accounting for over 40% of electricity output in 2010. Even in
the OECD, coal fuelled more than one-third of electricity generation in 2010. In non-OECD
countries, where coal resources are often abundant and low cost, coal is themost important
fuel: it accounted for 35% of total primary energy use, 36% of total industry consumption
and nearly half of total electricity generation in 2010 (Box 10.2).

Figure 10.1 " Incremental world primary energy demand by fuel,
2000-2010
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Note: IEA estimates for 2010.

The coal demand prospects outlined in this chapter diverge markedly across our
three scenarios. This is because coal is a carbon-intensive fuel and the environmental
consequences of its use can be significant, especially if it is used inefficiently and without
effective emissions and waste control technologies. Government decisions reflecting their
judgements as to the balance between the relevant social, economic and environmental
considerations, particularly their success in encouraging the development and deployment
of clean coal technologies, are crucial to the future pattern of coal demand; and different
intensities of government intervention in energy markets are what characterise our
scenarios (see Annex B). One factor, however, is constant: non-OECD Asia, especially China
and India, dominate the global picture of future coal use, whatever its level (Figure 10.2).
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Box 10.1 " A decade of booming coal use

For all the talk about natural gas and renewables, coal unquestionably won the
energy race in the first decade of the 21st century. Global coal demand accelerated
strongly in the 2000s, following minimal growth in the 1990s. On average, between
2000 and 2010 (a year for which only preliminary estimates are available), primary
coal demand grew by 4.4% per year –well above the average of 2.7% for natural gas
and 1.1% for oil. In 2010, world coal demand was almost 55% higher than in 2000 –
a bigger increase in both volume and percentage terms than for any other fuel
category, including renewables. In energy terms, the increase in global coal demand
amounted to 1 750 million tonnes of coal equivalent, equal to 75% of China’s coal
demand in 2010. In other words, coal accounted for nearly half of the increase in
global primary energy demand during the past decade. Coal demand was relatively
robust during the global economic crisis: it declined by only 0.7% in 2009, as a result
of a 4% rate of growth in non-OECD countries, which offset a drop of nearly 10% in
the OECD. In contrast, world demand for oil and natural gas fell by 1.9% and 2.1%,
respectively.

In the New Policies Scenario, which assumes cautious implementation of the policy
commitments and plans that have been announced by countries around the world,
global coal use rises through to the early 2020s and then remains broadly flat to
2035, at above 5 850 million tonnes of coal equivalent (Mtce).1 By then, demand is
one-quarter higher than in 2009 and 17% higher than in 2010, based on preliminary
estimates for that year. The prospects are very different in our other two scenarios. In
the Current Policies Scenario, which assumes no change in government policies relative
to mid-2011, demand continues rising through to 2035, reaching a level nearly one-third
higher than in the New Policies Scenario. In the 450 Scenario, which assumes much
stronger policies to achieve the goal of limiting the long-term global temperature increase
to 2°C, coal demand peaks before 2020 and then falls sharply; by 2035, demand is nearly
45% lower than in the New Policies Scenario and back to the level of the early 2000s.
Should nuclear generation end up developing at a slower pace than we have assumed in
the New Policies Scenario, global demand could be nearly 300 Mtce higher in 2035 in that
scenario – a volume equivalent to over half of global inter-regional steam coal trade in
2009 (see Chapter 12). Similarly, if the United Nations “International Year of Sustainable
Energy for All” in 2012 should result in a successful commitment to bring electricity to all
the world’s people by 2030, more than half of the resultant increase in on-grid electricity
generation capacity is expected to be coal-fired, increasing global coal consumption
marginally in that year (see Chapter 13). On the other hand, stronger policies supporting
the use of natural gas and increased supplies from unconventional sources, as described
in the Golden Age of Gas Scenario, would lower coal demand by nearly 400 Mtce in 2035
compared with the New Policies Scenario (see Chapter 4).

1. A tonne of coal equivalent is defined as 7 million kilocalories, so 1 tonne of coal equivalent equals 0.7 tonnes of oil
equivalent.
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Figure 10.2 " World primary coal* demand by region and scenario
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*Includes hard coal (coking and steam coal), brown coal (sub-bituminous coal and lignite) and peat.

As noted, the overwhelming bulk of any future growth in coal demand will come from
non-OECD countries. Their share of world coal demand rises from 70% in 2009 to around
80% in all three scenarios as a consequence of faster population and economic growth
and the availability of significant low-cost local and regional coal resources, particularly in
non-OECD Asia (Table 10.1).

Box 10.2 " The shift to Asia

Over the last decade, more than 80% of the global increase in coal demand came from
China alone. The country’s share of global coal demand rose from 27% in 2000 to 47%
by 2010; its coal use more than doubling to 2 350 Mtce. This increase corresponds to
twice the coal consump!on in the United States in 2010, the world’s second-largest
consumer of coal. Even during the period 2008 to 2010, overshadowed by the global
economic crisis, China’s coal demand grew by around 80% of the total coal used in the
European Union in 2010. India accounted for a further 11% of the global coal demand
growth from 2000 to 2010, consolida!ng its posi!on as the world’s third-largest coal
consumer. Demand growth in OECD countries was much slower up to 2007 and then
fell for two consecu!ve years as a result of economic troubles; by 2010, demand was
6% below peak use in 2007, and nearly back to 2000 levels. In 2010, almost half of
OECD coal demand came from the United States, where prospects for future use are
threatened by expanding supplies of unconven!onal natural gas and renewables, and
!ghter air pollu!on restric!ons.

In the New and Current Policies Scenarios, China and India together account for well over
two-thirds of the projected increase in demand over the Outlook period (Figure 10.3). By
contrast, there is little prospect of long-term growth in coal demand in theOECD,where coal
demand comes undermuch greater pressure from natural gas and renewables as a result of
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the imposition of a carbon price and other government policies that improve the economics
of low-carbon energy sources. Even in the Current Policies Scenario, OECD consumption
reaches a plateau by 2020 and falls back close to the level of 2010 by 2035, while in the
450 Scenario OECD coal demand is 60% lower than 2010 by the end of the projection period.
In the 450 Scenario, China is the biggest contributor to the global fall in coal demand relative
to the New Policies Scenario, reflecting its dominant position in global coal use.

Table 10.1 " Coal demand by region and scenario (Mtce)

New Policies
Scenario

Current Policies
Scenario

450
Scenario

1980 2009 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035

OECD 1 380 1 476 1 494 1 146 1 609 1 588 1 400 623
United States 537 693 705 599 751 773 698 326
Europe 663 415 383 264 431 400 333 151
Japan 85 145 158 115 165 156 141 60

Non-OECD 1 179 3 229 4 339 4 713 4 699 6 154 3 908 2 685
China 446 2 179 2 863 2 820 3 069 3 709 2 596 1 535
India 75 399 619 883 699 1 148 531 521
Russia n.a. 136 166 168 173 203 150 96

World 2 560 4 705 5 833 5 859 6 308 7 742 5 309 3 309
Share of non-OECD 46% 69% 74% 80% 74% 79% 74% 81%
Share of China 17% 46% 49% 48% 49% 48% 49% 46%
Share of India 3% 8% 11% 15% 11% 15% 10% 16%

Figure 10.3 " Incremental world primary coal demand by region and scenario
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The power sector remains themain driver of global coal demand over the projection period
in all three scenarios. Power generation accounts, respectively, for just over 80% and around
75% of the increase in world coal demand in both the Current and New Policies Scenarios,
keeping the share of this sector in total coal demand around or above two-thirds
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(Table 10.2). In the 450 Scenario, the power sector accounts for almost all of the fall in
global coal demand, driving down the sector’s share to half. Coal use in industry and
transformation processes such as blast furnaces and coke ovens, by contrast, nearly peaks
in all three scenarios around 2020. The price differential between oil and coal prices fosters
increased use of coal as feedstock in coal-to-liquids plants (CTL) in all three scenarios,
overtaking that of the buildings sector, but this use nonetheless remains small relative to
power generation or industry.

Table 10.2 " World coal demand by sector and scenario (Mtce)

New Policies
Scenario

Current Policies
Scenario

450
Scenario

1980 2009 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035

Power generation 1 242 3 063 3 811 3 920 4 225 5 547 3 394 1 661

Industry 604 915 1 172 1 092 1 204 1 235 1 104 928

Transformation* 300 447 530 461 543 508 510 388

Coal-to-liquids 3 27 60 178 67 226 55 159

Buildings 339 178 178 129 186 143 164 99

Other 72 75 82 79 84 83 81 75

Total 2 560 4 705 5 833 5 859 6 308 7 742 5 309 3 309

Share of power generation 49% 65% 65% 67% 67% 72% 64% 50%

Share of industry 24% 19% 20% 19% 19% 16% 21% 28%

*Primarily blast furnace and coke oven transforma!on, and own use.

Understanding the drivers of coal demand

Current patterns of coal use are the result of a multitude of factors, most important of
which are the overall demand for energy in stationary uses (since coal is rarely directly
used in transport) and the level of economic activity driving that demand, the extent
of resource endowments and the cost of producing and delivering them to market, the
competitiveness of coal against other fuels, technological developments affecting the use
of coal and other energy sources, and the geopolitical, policy and regulatory environment.
The prospects for coal demand in each sector and region – and the different types of coal
demanded2 – depend, therefore, on how these different factors change (Table 10.3). The
coal demand projections for the three scenarios in this Outlook rest on assumptions about
each of these drivers. This section assesses how sensitive coal demand is to each factor and
how predictable they are, in order to shed light on the degree of uncertainty surrounding
the outlook.

2. In prac!ce, coal is very heterogeneous,with big differences in the characteris!cs across deposits. Specific quali!es of coal
referred to as coking coal, generally with low ash content and high calorific value, are required for the produc!on of coke
for steel produc!on. Awider range of types of anthracite and bituminous coal, generally referred to as steam coal, are used
in power genera!on and steam-raising in industry. Brown coal – sub-bituminous coal and lignite –which has a low calorific
value, is also used for power genera!on (see Box 11.1 for classifica!ons and defini!ons of coal types).
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Table 10.3 " Summary of the main drivers of coal demand by sector

Economic activity Price Policies Technology

Power
generation

Electricity demand is
strongly correlated
with industrial output,
commercial activity and
household incomes.

Competitiveness of
coal-fired plant is
sensitive to changes
in relative fuel prices
(especially for new
plants and relative to
natural gas).

Policies for low-carbon
technologies, including
carbon pricing and
air pollution, strongly
affect decisions to build
and operate coal-fired
plants.

Clean coal technologies,
including more efficient
plant, co-firing with
biomass and carbon
capture and storage
(CCS) could support
further growth.

Industry Industrial output,
especially iron, steel
and cement, is the main
underlying driver.

Iron and steel coal
demand is relatively
insensitive to prices; for
steam-raising, demand
is highly price sensitive
relative to natural gas
and oil.

Strongly influenced
by air pollution and
other environmental
regulations (slag and
ash disposal). Carbon
pricing can raise
industry production
costs significantly.

Some remaining
scope for efficiency
gains in iron and steel
and steam-raising;
CCS unlikely to be
commercially viable in
most cases for many
years.

Buildings Personal income
and cost determines
demand for space and
water heating.

Normally coal is only
used where the price is
competitive with other
fuels.

Local pollution
regulations and
subsidies are the main
factors.

Important technological
advances that would
boost demand are not
expected.

Coal-to-liquids
(CTL)

Indirect impact through
demand for mobility
and therefore liquid
fuels.

Viability of new projects
is highly sensitive
to the ratio of coal
to oil prices; can be
an attractive way to
monetise remote coal
deposits.

Policies on energy
security and use of CCS
with CTL will be vital.
Local water scarcity can
hamper development.

Technological advances
crucial, particularly
CCS; combined with
biomass, CCS could
achieve negative carbon
emissions.

Other uses Weak correlation. Feedstock demand for
coal in natural gas and
chemical production
(in some countries) is
highly price sensitive.

More stringent
environmental policies
would depress demand
in most applications.

Technological
cost reduction
breakthroughs in coal-
to-gas might boost
demand.

Economic activity

At the global level, coal demand is strongly correlated with economic activity: other things
being equal, faster economic growth normally results in faster growth in coal demand.
Therefore, uncertainty about the rate of growth in gross domestic product (GDP) in the
medium term is a major source of uncertainty for global coal demand. This is especially
true of the rate of economic growth in China, the world’s second-largest economy, which
accounted for close to half of global coal demand in 2010. The correlation between coal
demand and GDP is much stronger in some regions, depending on the importance of coal
in the fuel mix and other factors. The intensity of coal use in a given economy is measured
by the amount of coal consumed per unit of GDP at market exchange rates (MER). On this
measure, China and India have by far themost coal-intensive economies, with China in 2009
consuming five times as much coal per dollar of GDP as the world as a whole (Figure 10.4).
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Coal intensity in all regions is expected to fall significantly over the projection period, in
line with the long-term downward trend in energy intensity and stronger penetration of
low-carbon sources. In the New Policies Scenario, global average coal intensity is nearly
halved between 2009 and 2035. The economies of India and China remain much more coal
intensive than the rest of the world, though the gap narrows substantially.

Figure 10.4 " Primary coal intensity by region as a percentage of 2009 world
average in the New Policies Scenario
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Note: Calculated based on GDP expressed in year-2010 dollars (MER).

Globally, growth in electricity demand is highly correlated to GDP growth, with a coefficient
of close to one (i.e. every 1% increase in GDP is accompanied by a 1% increase in electricity
demand). Though high initially, the link between coal-fired power generation and GDP
is expected to weaken in the future as the role of other fuels and advanced technologies
expands. This is particularly the case in the 450 Scenario, where the share of coal in
power generation drops from 40% in 2009 to 15% in 2035, compared with 33% in the
New Policies Scenario.

The relationship between coal use andGDP growth is likely to remain strong in the industrial
sector, partly because of difficulties in finding commercially viable replacements for coking
coal in existing technologies in iron and steel production. The iron and steel sector accounts
for around 40% of total industrial coal use in 2009. Historically, iron and steel demand is
highly correlated with many factors – urbanisation, development of infrastructure and
growth of the heavy-industry sector –which results in a strong indirect correlation between
these factors and coal use, mainly coking coal. In the New Policies Scenario, a slowdown in
the rate of growth in global crude steel output, continuing efficiency gains (spurred in part by
higher prices) through technological improvement and fuel substitution towards electricity
and natural gas result in coal demand for iron and steel peaking around 2020 (Figure 10.5).
While the coal intensity of steel production worldwide is projected to drop by one-third by
2035 in the New Policies Scenario, technological innovation (e.g. using hydrogen and plastic
wastes) could further reduce coal use in iron and steel production and, therefore, lead to a
faster decoupling of industrial coal use from GDP.
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Figure 10.5 " World crude steel production, and iron and steel coal use
versus GDP in the New Policies Scenario
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Coal prices and inter-fuel competition

In principle, coal can be replaced by at least one other fuel in most applications (though
the ease with which this can happen varies), making the price of coal relative to other fuels
a vital determinant of the competitiveness of coal and, therefore, the share of coal in the
overall energymix in any givenmarket. In the short term, with a fixed stock of energy-related
equipment, fuel switching– to or fromcoal– canoccur only if unutilised capacity ormulti-firing
facilities are available. Data on fuel-switching capability is generally poor, but due to inherent
technological aspects, it is seen to be greatest in the power sector. For example, in the United
States, there is a significant amount of old, relatively inefficient coal-fired capacity (around
half of its coal-fired power generation capacity is subcritical and over 30 years old) that is held
in reserve, generally to meet peak load, but can be brought online at other times when coal
prices are low relative to other fuels, especially natural gas.

In the long term, opportunities for fuel-switching are greater as new equipment capable of
using different fuels can be installed. However,most often, power stations and industrial boilers
are built without multi-firing capabilities and it can be impractical or expensive to install such
equipment or tomodify the installation to use another fuel at a later stage. Decisions about the
type of capacity to be built may have long-term repercussions for coal use, particularly in the
case of power plants which have operating lives spanning many decades. Thus, the use of coal
at the end of the projection periodwill be influenced both by the delivered price of coal relative
to other fuels at that time, as well as the price that will prevail between now and then. A period
of relatively low coal prices followed by a steep increasewould result in significantly higher coal
demand in 2035 than if prices rise sharply in the near termand then remain high.

Coal price trends

Around 17% of global hard coal production was traded internationally in 2009. While the
price for a large proportion of coal output is relatively stable, internationally traded coal
prices tend to fluctuate over short periods (roughly in line with oil and natural gas prices),
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reflecting the dynamics of inter-fuel competition (supported by financial trading markets),
the importance of oil in coal mining operations and the cost of transporting coal over long
distances (see Chapter 11). Although coal prices weakened relative to both oil and natural
gas prices in the early part of the 2000s, they have strengthened since 2005 in response
to differences in market conditions. Because coal markets are regionalised, reflecting the
significant cost of transportation and inland bottlenecks in the coal supply chain, prices vary
markedly across countries and regions. They are at times related to local weather conditions.

The prices of internationally traded coal have fluctuated significantly in recent years, surging
to record highs in 2008. To a large extent, this movement was part of a broad surge in energy
and other commodity prices worldwide, which was driven by booming demand in China and
elsewhere; other factors, including a shortage of ships (which caused freight rates to surge),
rail transportation constraints in South Africa and Russia, and flooding in Australia, also played
a role. Prices fell back sharply in late 2008, due to the financial and economic crisis. They have
since rebounded strongly, reflecting continuing strong demand in China, which became a net
importer of coal for the first time in 2009, and renewed flooding in Queensland, Australia in
2010/2011, strikes in Colombia and increasing costs of production in all the major exporters.
For example, European steamcoal import prices peakedat $210per tonne in September 2008,
plunged to $60/tonne early in 2009 and then recovered to around $120/tonne by mid-2011.
Prices have increased even more in Asia, resulting in a shift in South African exports away
from Europe to Asia. Moreover, rapidly strengthening demand for seaborne coal imports has
tended to produce a relativelymore global market for both steam and coking coal.

Differentials between the prices of various qualities of coal, notably steam and coking coal
can also oscillate markedly. The price of internationally traded coking coal has tended to
increase relative to the steamcoal price in recent years. Inmid-2011, the price differential had
reached its highest level ever, both in absolute and relative terms. This reflected exceptionally
strong demand for coking coal for steel making, the relatively small volume of internationally
traded coking coal, the existence of fewer suppliers and the inherently higher energy content
compared to steamcoal.While thequality differential is expected topersist, supply constraints
are likely to diminish as investment shifts from steam to coking coal. As long as the differential
remains high, coking coal will retain preferential access to transportation infrastructure and
certain cross-category coals will bemore utilised formetallurgical purposes.

The prospects for international coal prices are uncertain. The most critical factor is the
outlook for imports into China, which could account for a large share of international coal
trade, even though such imports would remain a fairly small fraction of domestic demand.
Chinese import needs are sensitive to small variations between the very large volume of coal
domestically produced and the total volume required on the domestic market. A relatively
small shift in China’s supply and demand balance could lead to a sudden shift in import needs
and significant swings in international prices (see Spotlight in Chapter 2). Chinese utilities
with plants located on the coast are adept at arbitraging the domestic and international
markets and, over the longer term, policy decisions in China and other major consuming
countries, particularly India, will be central to the evolution of coal demand and, hence,
prices. In the New Policies Scenario, we assume that the average OECD steam coal import
price – a proxy for international prices – reaches $110/tonne (in year-2010 dollars) or just
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under $200/tonne in nominal terms by 2035 (Figure 10.6).3 Coal prices rise more quickly
in the Current Policies Scenario, as global coal demand and international trade grow more
strongly, but fall heavily in the 450 Scenario, as a result of far-reaching policy action to reduce
demand, which in consequence reducesmarkedly the volume of international coal traded.

Figure 10.6 " Average OECD steam coal import price by scenario
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In the New Policies Scenario, coal prices are assumed to increase by significantly less than oil and
naturalgasprices inpercentageterms,bothbecauseproductioncostsareexpectedto increase less
rapidly andbecause global coal demand levels off around2025 (Figure10.7). Adetailed analysis of
coal supply costs in each of themain exporting countries can be found in Chapter 11, whilemore
details on the fuel priceassumptions foreach scenario in thisOutlook canbe found inChapter1.

Figure 10.7 " Ratio of average OECD steam coal import price to average
regional natural gas and IEA crude oil import prices in the
New Policies Scenario
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3. While variousprice indices canbechosenasaproxy for interna!onalprices, theaverageOECDsteamcoal importprice reflects
a significant part of global trade that takes place both in the Atlan!c and Pacific Basinmarkets by encompassing such impor!ng
regions as Japan, Korea andEurope.
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Fuel choice in power genera!on

Fuel choice in power generation involves both short-termdecisions aboutwhich typeof plant to
run at any point in time given, a fixed set of generating assets, and periodic long-term decisions
about investment in new generating capacity. In competitivemarkets, short-term decisions are
largelya functionof theprevailingpricesandavailabilityofdifferent fuels,whichaccount formost
of theoperating costsofpowergeneration. Long-termdecisionsabout thechoiceof fuel fornew
capacityarebasedonabroader setof factorswhich togetherdetermine the full, or levelised, cost
of generation over thewhole operating lifetime of the plant. These factors include assumptions
about the future price of fuel inputs and about capacity factors (how often the plant runs)
together with assumptions about the capital costs, and non-fuel operating and maintenance
costs (includinganyactualorpotential penalties foremissions) foreach typeofplant. Thesecosts
are influenced by construction lead times, plant efficiencies and discount rates. Other relevant
factors,whicharenotdirectly financial but have clear financial implications, include thedifficulty
of obtaining planning permission, technical risks and operational versatility. Taken overall, at
low coal prices, subcritical coal-fired plants – the cheapest type of coal plant – typically have the
lowest levelisedcostof all thedifferentgeneratingoptions (Box10.3).Athigher coalprices,more
efficient supercritical or ultra-supercritical plantsmay have lower levelised costs than subcritical
plants, but theymay thennot be competitivewith other energy sources. In practice, the costs of
different generating options vary significantly across countries.

On an energy-content basis, coal prices have traditionally been much lower than the
equivalent prices of oil and natural gas and they are assumed to remain so in all three
scenarios in this Outlook. Consequently, coal-fired plants generally find themselves high up
in themerit order for dispatch from existing plants (though usually below renewables-based
or nuclear capacity, for which short-term marginal costs are generally extremely low as
fuel cost plays a negligible role or none at all). As a result, the utilisation rates for coal-fired
plants are normally high, despite their generally lower conversion efficiencies compared
with natural gas-fired plants (especially combined-cycle gas turbines [CCGTs]). But, when
it comes to new capacity, the relative attractiveness of a coal plant vis-à-vis a natural gas
plant is reduced by its typically higher construction costs, longer construction time and, for
the most part, lower operational flexibility (CCGTs are among the most flexible plants). As a
result, the levelised cost of coal-fired plants in some cases can be higher than that of other
fuels and technologies. A decision to build a coal-fired plant also has to take into account the
commercial and financial risk that carbon penalties or other tougher pollution controls may
be introduced at some point in the future, requiring costly retrofitting, and that incentives
may be given to alternative low-carbon technologies, affecting the cost advantage of coal
and potentially reducing the utilisation of the coal-fired plant later in its operating life.
For example, the existing EU Emissions Trading System and the currently envisaged more
stringent air pollution controls in the United States are discouraging investment in coal-fired
capacity andmay continue to do so for some time.

Coal-fired capacity accounted for one-third of all the generating capacity additions
worldwide over the period 1990 to 2010. Nearly 70% of these coal-fired capacity
additions were in China. The bulk of the coal-fired capacity that has been built over
the last two decades is subcritical – a large proportion of it in China (Figure 10.8).
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Box 10.3 " Coal-fired power generating technologies

Different types of coal-fired power generation technologies in operation today, or
under development, have markedly different characteristics and costs. The main
types are:
" Subcritical: Conventional boiler technology – the most commonly used in existing

coal-fired plants – in which water is heated to produce steam at a pressure
below the critical point of water (the point at which water reaches a pressure of
22.06 megapascals [absolute] and a temperature of 374°C). A water separator (or
drum) facility must be installed in order to separate water and steam. Thermal
efficiency is typically below 40% (gross terms and lower heating value).

" Supercritical: Steam is generated at a pressure above the critical point of water,
so no water-steam separation is required (except during start-up and shut-down).
Supercritical plants aremore efficient than subcritical plants (normally above 40%),
but generally have higher capital cost.

" Ultra-supercritical: Similar technology to supercritical generation, but operating at
an even higher temperature and pressure, achieving higher thermal efficiency (can
exceed 50%). Although there is no agreed definition, somemanufacturers classify
plants operating at a steam temperature in excess of 566°C as ultra-supercritical.

" Integrated gasification combined-cycle (IGCC): Involves the production of a flue
gas by partially combusting coal in air or oxygen at high pressure. Electricity is then
produced by burning the flue gas in a combined-cycle gas plant. Thermal efficiency
can exceed 50%.

In order to reduce carbon-dioxide (CO2) emissions from coal-fired power plants,
there is much development underway in the field of carbon capture and storage
(CCS). This technology involves the capture of CO2 produced in the power plant, its
transportation and long-term storage underground.

Sources: IEA (2010a); IEA (2010b).

But the shares of both supercritical and advanced technologies, such as ultra-supercritical
and IGCC, have grown, especially in the last five years. No commercial large-scale, integrated
coal-fired power stationswith carbon capture and storage (CCS) have yet been built, though
several demonstration plants are planned. In 2010, roughly three-quarters of coal-fired
capacity worldwide was subcritical, compared with close to 85% in 1990; another 20% was
supercritical and only 3%were advanced technologies.

In the Current and New Policies Scenarios, coal remains the backbone of power generation,
despite the projected share of coal in global power output falling from 40% in 2009 to 33%
in 2035 in the latter scenario. In the New Policies Scenario, coal-fired plants are expected
to account for around 27% of the total new additions to generating capacity worldwide
between 2011 and 2020, and around 22% between 2011 and 2035. Of the coal-fired
capacity additions, the share of more efficient plants is expected to continue to rise,
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driven by improvements in technology, growth in operational experience and rising coal
and carbon prices, which improve the competitiveness of more efficient technologies.
Between 2021 and 2035, just over 15% of new capacity is projected to be subcritical, while
the share of advanced coal-fired plants is projected to rise to 40% (Figure 10.9). Reflecting
the expected pace of development of CCS technology, coal plants fitted with CCS account
for 10% of total coal capacity additions over the same period, with half being built in OECD
countries (see Chapter 5).

Figure 10.8 " World coal-fired generating capacity by type and major region
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Figure 10.9 " New additions of coal-fired electricity generating capacity by
technology and region in the New Policies Scenario
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Theprojections describedabove, and those for theother scenarios, are derived fromadetailed
analysis of the levelised costs of all themain coal-fired generating technologies, together with
assumptions about government policies. The results by 2020 in the New Policies Scenario
for the three main coal-consuming countries – China, the United States and India – and for
selected key generating technologies are shown in Figure 10.10 (the detailed economic and
technical assumptions4 underlying this analysis can be found in Table 10.4). Based on these
assumptions, coal is the most competitive fuel option in China and India, while in the United
States, natural gas is much more competitive. The levelised costs of subcritical plants are,
in most cases, cheaper than supercritical plants, but decisions about which type of plant to
build will take account of expectations about higher coal prices in the future, which may tip
the balance in favour of supercritical, ultra-supercritical or even IGCC plants. The assumed
introductionof a shadowCO2price in theUnited States andaCO2price inChina (seeChapter 1)
reduces the competitiveness of coal-fired technologies, notably subcritical plants.

The type of coal-fired power generation technology that is deployed over the projection
period for a given output of coal-generated electricity makes a difference to the total
amount of coal inputs required and consequent emissions. If the average efficiency of all
coal-fired power plants were to be five percentage points higher than in the New Policies
Scenario in 2035, such an accelerated move away from the least efficient combustion
technologies would lower CO2 emissions from the power sector by 8% and reduce local
air pollution. Opting for more efficient technology for new power plants would require
relatively small additional investments, but improving efficiency levels at existing plants
would come at amuch higher cost.More efficient plants would also substantially reduce the
generation efficiency penalty related to future CCS retrofitting. In reality, the penetration
of the most efficient coal-fired power generation technologies is constrained by barriers
such as financing (less efficient plants are often the cheapest way of generating power),
the absence of adequate pricing of the external environmental costs of coal-fired power
(including CO2 emissions) and technical considerations (Spotlight).

4. The projec!ons of power genera!on by fuel and type of technology are very sensi!ve to the assump!onsmade about future
capital and opera!ng costs, opera!onal performance and financial parameters. Rela!vely small changes in these can have a
significantimpactontherela!vefinanciala$rac!venessofthedifferentcoal-firedtechnologiesandalterna!vemeansofgenera!on,
and, therefore, the shareof coal in total genera!onand thevolumeof coal consumed inpower sta!ons inabsolute terms.

What is impeding the deployment of more efficient
coal-fired generation?

The growth in CO2 emissions from coal-fired power genera!on can be curbed
by choosing the most efficient plant designs for new plants and by replacing old
plants with more efficient ones. CCS technology imposes an efficiency penalty and
addi!onal costs, making the underlying plant efficiency of the utmost importance.
Improving the efficiency of new coal-fired plants needs to be a high priority where
fleets are being rapidly expanded, notably in China and India.

S P O T L I G H T
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In prac!ce, however, power companies donot always opt for themost efficient plant
designs, because they are o"en rela!vely expensive on a levelised cost basis. The
thermal efficiency of an ultra-supercri!cal plant is typically up to 50% higher than
that of a conven!onal subcri!cal plant. But the capital and maintenance costs are
higher, which can make the subcri!cal plant the cheaper op!on at low coal prices,
where there is no penalty for CO2 emissions or when regulated electricity rates
result in losses for the producer. In China, recent data indicate that a typical ultra-
supercri!calplant todayhascapital costsonly15%higher thanthoseofasupercri!cal
plant, yet subcri!cal plants con!nue to make up a substan!al propor!on of new
coal-fired capacity, especially in non-OECD countries. In China, for example, 31%
of all the coal-fired capacity brought online in 2010 was subcri!cal. But the share
of supercri!cal and ultra-supercri!cal plants has been growing as the construc!on
cost differences diminish, delivered coal prices increase and policy signals that
encourage their deployment strengthen. Where coal is rela!vely expensive, ultra-
supercri!cal technology would normally be the op!on of choice. For example, in
Japan such plants now account for 28% of coal-fired capacity.

Other factors affect decisions about which technology to use for new plants,
including:

" Fuel quality: local coalmay have highmoisture or ash content, or other impurities,
such as chlorine.

" The technical capability and experience required to construct and operate such
plants.

" The longer planning and construction lead times of more complex plants.

" The size of the unit: larger plants tend to be more efficient than smaller ones.

" Ambient conditions, such as the availability of cold seawater, or indeed water
availability in any sense, which may mean less efficient air cooling may have to
be used.

Taken overall, the best-available technology may not be the cheapest or most
prac!cal solu!on. However, in an environment where coal prices are rising, policy
makers need to bewary of “locking-in” less efficient technology (see Chapter 6). The
presence of a carbon price provides a powerful incen!ve for u!li!es to opt for more
efficient plants and maximise the efficiency of exis!ng plants. The cost of avoiding
emissions through more efficient coal-fired genera!on can be low.

In the medium to longer term, newer technologies, such as IGCC, promise even
higher efficiency. But these advanced technologies require further development
to reduce costs before they can be deployed commercially on a large scale.
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Table 10.4 " Levelised electricity generating cost assumptions in the
New Policies Scenario, 2020

Coal Gas
CCGT

Nuclear
power

Wind
onshoreSUB SC USC IGCC Oxyfuel

with CCS
United States
Capacity factor 75% 75% 75% 75% 75% 55% 90% 28%

Thermal efficiency (gross, LHV) 39% 44% 49% 50% 40% 61% 33% 100%

Capital cost ($/kW) 1 800 2 100 2 300 2 600 4 000 900 4 600 1 750

Construction lead time (years) 5 5 5 5 5 3 7 1.5

Economic plant life (years) 30 30 30 30 30 25 35 20

Unit cost of fuel (various*) 55 55 55 55 55 7 3 -

Non-fuel O&M costs ($/kW) 45 63 69 91 120 23 104 26

China

Capacity factor 75% 75% 75% 75% 75% 60% 85% 25%

Thermal efficiency (gross, LHV) 37% 42% 48% 49% 39% 59% 33% 100%

Capital cost ($/kW) 600 700 800 1 100 1 700 550 2 000 1 500

Construction lead time (years) 4 4 4 4 4 3 6 1.5

Economic plant life (years) 30 30 30 30 30 25 35 20

Unit cost of fuel (various*) 70 70 70 70 70 11 3 -

Non-fuel O&M costs ($/kW) 21 28 32 50 68 18 70 23

India

Capacity factor 75% 75% 75% 75% 75% 65% 80% 23%

Thermal efficiency (gross, LHV) 34% 39% 44% 45% 35% 58% 33% 100%

Capital cost ($/kW) 1 200 1 500 1 700 1 900 2 975 700 2 800 1 550

Construction lead time (years) 5 5 5 5 5 3 7 1.5

Economic plant life (years) 30 30 30 30 30 25 35 20

Unit cost of fuel (various*) 60 60 60 60 60 11 3 -

Non-fuel O&M costs ($/kW) 42 60 68 86 119 25 105 23

*Natural gas in $/MBtu; coal in $/tonne; nuclear in $/MWh.

Notes: All costs are in year-2010 dollars. Unit fuel costs do not include CO2 prices. The weighted-average cost of
capital is 7% for China and India, and 8% for United States. Investment costs are overnight costs (see Chapter 5). For
coal and nuclear, capacity factors are es!mated averages for baseload opera!on, and mid-load opera!on for natural
gas. SUB = subcri!cal; SC = supercri!cal; USC = ultra-supercri!cal; IGCC = integrated gasifica!on combined-cycle.
O&M = opera!on and maintenance; LHV = lower hea!ng value.

The choice of power generation technology, and in particular the choice of coal-fired
technology in China, will be of enormous importance for global CO2 emissions from coal use.
Policy decisions determining the role of nuclear power and renewablesmay shape the residual
role for fossil-fuel based plants. When competing against natural gas for new capacity on a
purely commercial basis, the relative financial attractiveness of coal-fired generationwill hinge
critically on relative coal andnatural gas fuel prices, aswell the extent and cost of requirements
to install pollution-control equipment at coal plants, notably flue-gas desulphurisation (FGD).
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Figure 10.10 " Levelised electricity generating costs by component for selected
technologies and countries in the New Policies Scenario, 2020
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c) India
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Notes: The CO2 price in the United States is a shadow price, i.e. the price that investors assume will prevail on average over
the life!meof the plant. No actual CO2 price is assumed to be introduced in theUnited States in theNewPolicies Scenario.
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Fuel choice in industry

Coal has different uses in industry and can be substituted by other fuels with varying degrees
of ease. About 40% of all the coal used in industry at present is for iron and steel production;
non-metallic minerals production, such as cement and glass, account for one-quarter. Steel
is produced through a dozen or so processing steps, which can take various configurations,
depending on the product mix, available raw materials, energy supply and investment
capital (IEA, 2010b). In principle, any fossil fuel source can be used instead of coal to make
steel, but in practice coking coal is normally the preferred source (Figure 10.11), as it is most
easily and cheaply converted into the coke (almost pure carbon), which is needed to reduce
iron ore (most often in a blast furnace) and then into steel (in a basic oxygen furnace).
A wider range of coal types, including steam coal, can be used to process iron ore using
pulverised coal injection technology, which involves the injection of coal directly into the
blast furnace to provide the carbon for iron fabrication, displacing some of the coke required
for the process.

Figure 10.11 " World iron and steel sector energy consumption by type in
the New Policies Scenario
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The choice of steelmaking technology depends, among other things, on the relative prices of
coking and steam coal. Steel can be produced using less coal (or other sources of carbon) in
an electric-arc furnace, in which the feedstock includes a large proportion of scrap steel, or
be replaced by natural gas in the direct reduced iron process. In the New Policies Scenario,
coal remains the principal energy source for steelmakingworldwide, at over 70%, though the
shares of electricity and, especially natural gas, increase over the projection period (partly as
the availability of scrap steel increases and alternative production processes are adopted).

In the cement industry, any source of energy can be used tomake clinker – lumps or nodules
produced by sintering limestone and alumina-silicate at high temperatures – which is then
ground up to make cement. But coal is generally the preferred fuel where it is cheaper and
its use is less restricted by environmental regulations. Coal use for cement manufacturing
has been soaring in China and other emerging economies, driven by booming construction
of basic infrastructure. In the New Policies Scenario, while cement production continues to
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grow over the projection period, use of coal for cement and other non-metallic minerals
peaks around 2015, at 270 Mtce, and then declines throughout the rest of the projection
period, partly as a result of substitution by natural gas. In industry as a whole, the share of
coal in overall energy use drops from 28% in 2009 to 23% by 2035 in the same scenario, as
lighter, more highly specialised industrial activities, where coal is less suitable for process
energy needs and more stringent environmental regulations tip the balance in favour of
other forms of energy. Electricity overtakes coal’s contribution to industrial energy demand
by 2035.

Fuel choice in other uses

Coal is no longer widely used in buildings (services and residential sectors) for space and
water heating, forwhich the primary energy inputs inmost cases are natural gas, oil products
and electricity. Nonetheless, in some countries, notably China and India, a significant number
of poor households rely on the direct use of coal. In the New Policies Scenario, global coal
use in buildings is projected to level off within the next decade and then to decline, as rising
incomes, infrastructure development and health concerns encourage switching to cleaner
andmore practical fuels. By 2035, the share of coal in energy consumption in buildings drops
to 2%, from 4% in 2009.

Coal-to-liquids (CTL) plants have emerged as a new and potentially important market
for coal. CTL, a process involving the production of liquid hydrocarbons from coal, has a
long history. First used industrially in Germany during the Second World War, it was then
extensively applied in South Africa. Since 1955, Sasol’s plants, with a combined capacity in
2010 of 160 thousand barrels per day (kb/d), have produced more than 1.5 billion barrels
of synthetic liquid fuel. In these plants, the coal is gasified to create “syngas”, a mixture of
hydrogen and carbon monoxide. This is similar to the old “town gas” that was used before
natural gas becamewidely available (the same process of gasification is used in IGCC power
plants, albeit in different types of gasifiers). In a second step, the syngas is turned into a
liquid hydrocarbon, typically high quality diesel, using the Fischer-Tropsch (FT) technique,
with an iron or cobalt catalyst. An alternative “direct” route involves reacting coal with
hydrogen in the presence of suitable catalysts to produce liquid oil that can be used in a
standard refinery to produce commercial hydrocarbon products. This is the technology used
by Shenhua Group from China in its 24 kb/d plant in InnerMongolia, which is being brought
up to full production at present.

Around 20 CTL projects have been announced in the past five years, the majority in the
United States and China, with a few in Indonesia, India, Australia, Canada, and South
Africa. All of the announced projects are expected to incorporate CCS technology, but the
uncertainty surrounding the regulatory framework for CCS is thought to be a key reason for
the slow pace of development of these projects. Apart from water scarcity, future coal and
oil prices are another key factor for CTL projects: the higher the oil price relative to the coal
price, the better the economics of CTL production.

Because no large CTL plant has been built recently, there is a wide range of estimates for
the capital costs associated with CTL technology, from $80 000 to $120 000 per barrel per
day of capacity. Syngas/FT plants offer significant economies of scale, falling within this
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range of capital costs only for capacities above 50 kb/d. The capital costs of plant using
the methanol and direct routes are less dependent on size. The oil price required to make
CTL economic is in the range $60 to $100/barrel, depending on the location of the projects
(China being in the lower part of the range) and the cost and quality of the feedstock. These
prices include CCS, which typically adds only modestly to the cost and will probably be a
requirement in most cases, as CO2 emissions from CTL plants without CCS are very high
(IEA, 2010c). CTL is economic at the assumed oil price trajectories in all three scenarios.
In the New Policies Scenario, coal demand for CTL production rises from 27 Mtce in 2009
to 60 Mtce in 2020 and around 180 Mtce in 2035, with resultant oil production increasing
from 0.2 mb/d to 0.4 mb/d and 1.2 mb/d, respectively (Figure 10.12). There is also growing
interest in using coal as a feedstock for the production of petrochemicals and methanol,
which is increasingly used as a blend stock for gasoline in China and some other countries.

Figure 10.12 " Coal-to-liquids inputs by country in the New Policies Scenario
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Energy and environmental policies

Government energy policies can have a decisive influence over coal use. Its use may be
deliberately encouraged for economic or social reasons (to provide a market for local
production and support employment and regional development, or to keep down energy
costs to households and businesses) or for energy security reasons (to reduce reliance on
energy imports). Policies may be designed to encourage switching away from coal to more
environmentally benign or lower carbon sources, for example, air quality regulations or
carbon penalties (taxes or cap-and-trade schemes). The structure of energy taxation can
often favour the use of coal, relative to the other two fossil fuels. However, othermeasures,
such as subsidies for renewables, may skew the competitive playing field against coal and
other fossil fuels.

Environmental attitudes are especially important for coal use, as burning coal gives rise
to airborne emissions of various pollutants, CO2 and other greenhouse gases (though
specialised equipment can be installed to lower or eradicate such emissions). As the most
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carbon-intensive fossil fuel, coal is the leading source of CO2emissions globally, accounting
for 43% of all fuel-combustion-related CO2 emissions in 2009. In the New Policies Scenario,
global coal-related emissions climb by 20%, though their share of global emissions drops
to 41% (Table 10.5). All of the growth in coal-related CO2 emissions comes from non-OECD
countries; emissions in the OECD fall. By contrast, in the 450 Scenario, coal-related CO2
emissions fall by 57% globally. According to differences in policies and regulations, coal-
related emissions of local air pollutants show divergent trends. In the New Policies Scenario,
global emissions of nitrogen oxides and particulate matter grow only marginally through
the projection period, while emissions of sulphur dioxide (SO2) fall (see Chapter 2). Coal is
the leading source of SO2 emissions, but contributes much less than other fuels to NOx and
particulate emissions.

Table 10.5 " CO2 emissions from coal combustion by region and scenario
(gigatonnes)

New Policies
Scenario

Current Policies
Scenario

450
Scenario

1980 2009 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035

OECD 3.6 4.0 4.0 2.8 4.3 4.1 3.7 0.6

Non-OECD 3.0 8.5 11.4 12.1 12.4 16.1 10.2 4.8

World 6.6 12.5 15.4 14.9 16.7 20.2 13.9 5.4

Share of coal in world CO2 36% 43% 45% 41% 46% 47% 44% 25%

The differences in emissions and the amount of coal consumed between each scenario
result mainly from fuel-switching in power generation, and lower electricity use, which
reduces the need to burn coal in power stations (Figure 10.13). These two factors account
for more than three-quarters of the fall in coal use in 2035 in the 450 Scenario vis-à-vis the
NewPolicies Scenario. The other contributing factors are efficiency gains in the power sector
and in other end-use sectors as well as fuel-switching.

Figure 10.13 " Reduction in world primary coal demand by sector
and scenario
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In the 450 Scenario, OECD coal demand falls most, to less than half of the 2009 level. Coal
use would be even lower in that scenario were it not for increased deployment of CCS,
especially in the OECD countries; by 2035, roughly one-third of global coal is consumed in
power stations and industrial facilities equipped with CCS (mainly in China and the United
States), compared with only 2% in the New Policies Scenario (Figure 10.14).

Figure 10.14 " World primary coal demand by region and scenario
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In some countries, the government subsidises the consumption of coal, typically through
price controls that keep the price of coal below the level that would prevail in a competitive
market (Figure 10.15). However, consumption subsidies to coal worldwide are small and
diminishing, compared with those to oil products, natural gas and electricity, accounting
for only 0.7% of these subsidies (see Chapter 14). Coal consumption subsidies may be
linked to subsidies to production, where the aim is to protect output and jobs in indigenous
mining activities (see Chapter 11). The objective may also be to keep energy costs down to
improve the international competitiveness of domestic industry and the commercial sector,
or to protect the purchasing power of households for social reasons. In monetary terms,
China has the biggest coal consumption subsidies (measured as the differences between
actual prices and the full economic cost of supply)5, amounting to around $2 billion in 2010,
though the rate of subsidisation (measured as a percentage of the full economic price) is less
than 5%. In principle, the Chinese government lifted the remaining formal price controls on
coal in 2007, but intervention in coal pricing by the central and provincial governments does
still occur. For example, the National Development and ReformCommission imposed a price
freeze on coal sold by domestic producers in June 2010, as part of a package of measures
to tame inflation.

5. Reference prices used to calculate consump!on subsidies have been adjusted for coal quality differences, which affect
the market value of the fuel.
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Figure 10.15 " Coal consumption subsidies for selected countries, 2010
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Notes: Measured using the price gap approach (see Chapter 14). The rate of subsidisa!on is the subsidy expressed as a
percentage of the full economic price.

Technological innovation

Future choices of energy technology will be determined by a combination of economic and
policy factors. Those choices, particularly in producing power, will have a major effect on
coal consumption worldwide. Technological innovation could lead to large changes in the
operational and economic characteristics of the different coal-fired technologies and in
competing technologies,with potentially important consequences for coal demand, especially
in the longer term. Experience suggests that technological change is likely to accelerate,
increasing theuncertainty involved in investment decisions. Theprospects for advances in coal
technology, and their consequences, are discussed briefly by sector in this section.6

Coal-fired genera!ng technologies

Almost all coal-firedgeneration today is basedon thepulverised coal combustion (PCC)method,
which in aboiler creates steamand thenuses the steam todrive a turbine toproduceelectricity.
Most existing plants operate under subcritical steam conditions, with a maximum efficiency
of about 39%. However, an increasing share of new plants are capable of operating under
supercriticalorultra-supercritical conditions,withefficienciesofup to47%.Advances inmaterials
have paved the way for larger unit capacities, with single PCC units of 1 000 megawatts (MW)
now in commercial operation. Further developments in materials are underway, involving the
use of nickel-based super alloys, which should permit the use of steam temperatures of 700°C
andhigher in the next generation of coal plants, potentially boosting efficiencies to over 50%.

There is also potential for improving fluidised-bed combustion (FBC) technology, which is
currently used in niche applications, notably where flexibility is required to adapt to varying
fuel quality: FBC can be designed to work well with low-quality coals, biomass and general
waste. Since FBC plants operate at lower combustion temperatures than conventional

6. This sec!on draws on the findings of the 2010 edi!on of the IEA’s Energy Technology Perspec!ves (IEA, 2010b).
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PCC plants, they are said to reduce emissions of nitrogen oxides easily. They also offer the
potential for integrated in-bed sulphur reduction. Today, there are several hundred FBC
plants in operation, most of which are small. Manufacturers hope to be able to scale up
designs to offer units within the range of 500MW to 800MW.

Integrated gas combined-cycle (IGCC) technology, which fell out of favour in the late 1990s
because of problems with reliability and high costs, could make a come-back with design
improvements. IGCC plants have the potential to achieve levels of efficiency as high as those
of PCC plants. Today, only four plants are still in commercial operation – two in Europe and
two in the United States – with capacities of 250 MW to 300 MW each and efficiencies
of 40% to 43%. Future designs may achieve efficiencies of over 50%, possibly with the
addition of a water-gas shift reactor, whereby additional hydrogen can be produced and
carbon monoxide converted to CO2 for capture and storage. Given the high efficiency and
flexibility of an IGCC plant, significant effort is being devoted to the development of IGCC
technologies, particularly in China, the United States, Japan and Europe.

Carbon capture and storage

Carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology, if widely deployed, could potentially reconcile
the continued widespread use of coal with the need to reduce CO2 emissions. While the
technology exists to capture, transport and permanently store CO2 in geological formations,
it has yet to be deployed on a large scale in the power and industrial sectors and so costs
remain uncertain. The experience yet to be gained from the operation of large-scale
demonstration projects will be critical to the prospects for widespread deployment of CCS.
The demonstration phase, which is only just beginning, is likely to last for over a decade. At
the end of 2010, a total of 234 active or planned CCS projects had been identified across a
range of technologies, project types and sectors, but only eight projects (of which five are
considered full CCS projects, in that they demonstrate the capture, transport and permanent
storage of CO2 utilising sufficient measurement, monitoring and verification systems and
processes to demonstrate permanent storage) are currently operating – most of them at
demonstration-scale (GCCSI, 2011). The likelihood is that therewill be, at best, nomore than
a dozen large-scale demonstration plants in operation by 2020.

CCS raisesmany legal, regulatory and economic issues thatmust be resolved before it can be
widely deployed. Several initiatives have been taken by the IEA and other bodies, such as the
Global CCS Institute and the Carbon Sequestration Leadership Forum, to develop the policy
and regulatory framework to facilitate commercial deployment of CCS on a large scale, but
much remains to be done.

The main challenges to successful full-scale demonstration and commercial deployment of
CCS include (IEA, 2009):

! High construction costs (assuming an average project cost for a CCS plant of $3 800 per
kilowatt (kW), equates to around $2 billion for a 500 MW plant) and difficulties in
financing large-scale projects, particularly in the absence of any carbon penalty.

! Higher operating and maintenance costs and the reduced thermal efficiency of plants
fitted with CCS, relative to similar coal-fired power plants without CCS.
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! The development and financing of adequate CO2 transport infrastructure.

! Public acceptance, appropriate geological conditions and the development of legal and
regulatory frameworks to ensure safe and permanent CO2 storage.

At present, it is estimated that incorporating CCS into a power plant increases the levelised
cost of the electricity produced by between 39% and 64%, depending on the technology and
fuel source (IEA, 2011).7 This results from the cost of installing capture equipment and the
loss of thermal efficiency. For coal-fired power generation, the main capture technologies
currently available show little difference as yet in performance and cost. The average net
efficiency penalties for post- and oxy-combustion capture are ten percentage points, relative
to a PCC plant without capture, and eight percentage points for pre-combustion capture,
compared with an IGCC plant (IEA, 2011). Overall construction costs (excluding interest)
of power plants with carbon capture in OECD countries are estimated at $3 500/kW to
$4 200/kW, which is 60% higher than the cost without capture, based on a PCC plant (cost
figures vary substantially depending on the type of power plant and fuel used).8 This implies
an average cost per tonne of CO2 avoided of around $55. Depending on the application, the
overall costs of CCS can be higher in industry, where the scale is generally smaller. While
there are several cost estimates for CCS, there is an inherent uncertainty associated with
estimating the cost of a technology that is yet to be implemented at scale.

CCS technology is deployed on a limited scale in the New Policies Scenario, with its share of
coal-fired power generation rising from zero in 2009 to 3% in 2035 (1% of total generation).
Most of the projected generation from power plants fitted with CCS equipment is in OECD
countries and China, driven by successful government initiatives to build demonstration
facilities to prove the technology (Figure 10.16). By 2035, 65 gigawatts (GW) of CCS coal
plants (roughly equivalent to 40 to 80 full-sized plants) are commissioned, as well as 9 GW
of CCS natural gas-fired plants. The New Policies Scenario does not assume any operational
CCS in the industry sector during the Outlook period.

Stronger CO2 price signals than those in the NewPolicies Scenario and faster cost reductions
would be needed to stimulate wider adoption of CCS technology. In the 450 Scenario,
these factors are assumed to drive much faster deployment of CCS towards the end of the
projection period, including in industry. By 2035, just over 400 GWof coal-fired CCS capacity
is installed in the 450 Scenario, resulting in around 60% of all coal-fired power at that time
coming from plants fitted with CCS equipment, half of it in China. The feasibility of CCS
deployment at such scale and speed is put into question by regulatory, policy and technical
risks. If adoption of CCS is delayed by ten years compared with the 450 Scenario, mitigation
costs increase by 11% and unprecedented pressure is put on other low-carbon technologies;
supporting the economic case to invest now in proving the viability of CCS (see Chapter 6).

7. The unproven nature of CCS technology for power genera!on means that many of the data on opera!onal
performance and costs are based on feasibility studies and pilot projects.
8. In China, where there is significant poten!al for CCS due to the large share of coal in power genera!on, the cost of
installa!ons is likely to be significantly lower.
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Figure 10.16 " Coal-fired generating capacity equipped with CCS
by scenario, 2035
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Coal-based industrial and other technologies

There is considerable potential for industry to use coal more efficiently with technologies that
are already commercially available. For example, an estimated 22% of the energy used in iron
and steel production (almost all of which is coal) could be saved this way, and 26% in cement
production (IEA, 2010b). How quickly this potential is exploited depends on several factors,
including the pace of capital stock turnover, relative energy costs, rawmaterials availability, the
required rates of return on investment and regulation. In the longer term, additional significant
improvements in the efficiency of coal use in industry and in reducing the emissions intensity of
coal-based industrial processesarealsopossible. Theavailabilityof thenecessary technologywill
depend on successful research and development efforts.Widespread deployment of advanced
technologies could have a significant impact on total coal demand, whether up or down:
efficiencygainscould reducedemand,butbreakthroughs inCCS technologycouldboost coaluse.

In the iron and steel sector, there is still potential for innovation that could reduce coal
requirements – particularly in non-OECD countries, where modern techniques that keep
fuel costs to a minimum are less widely deployed. New smelting and top-gas recycling
processes are under development. Demonstration plants are already in operation and others
are planned. Other technologies under development include iron production using molten
oxide electrolysis and hydrogen smelting. Advances in natural gas-based direct reduction
of iron (DRI) production, which entails the complete replacement of coal, could make the
technologymorewidespread. In other industrial sectors, there is varying scope for incremental
advances, or even breakthroughs in existing technology to increase energy efficiency.

Other coal-based conversion technologies

CTL is a relativelymature technology, though incremental improvements in the efficiency and
cost reductions for the different processes are possible, including the capture and disposal of
the CO2 produced. Almost all of the new CTL projects that have been announced that involve
the indirect route incorporate CCS. Without it, CO2 emissions from CTL production are very
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significant. These emissions are different from those of a coal-fired power plant. The direct
CTL process involves converting coal into diesel or gasoline by adding hydrogen andmaking it
reactwith the coal to formhydrocarbon chains. CO2emissions arise primarily from generating
hydrogen. In the indirect route, it is intrinsic to the syngas generation process that the energy
comes fromthe coal itself. CO2,which is producedwith the syngas,must be separated fromthe
syngas prior to the FT (or methanol) process. So the bulk of the CO2 is, in any case, captured.
This is why CCS is a relatively inexpensive addition to indirect CTL production processes: only
compression, transport and storage need to be added and these are normally much less
expensive than capture. Estimates for the cost of adding CO2 purification to a CTL plant, as
required for sequestration, range from $3/barrel to $5/barrel of oil produced (IEA, 2010c).
Nonetheless, since CTLwith CCS has yet to be demonstrated commercially, the efficacy of the
technology and its cost are uncertain.

Another potential area of technological progress in CTL is in the use of underground coal
gasification (UCG) to produce the syngas, with a Fischer-Tropsch plant to transform the
syngas into liquid hydrocarbon. In principle, UCG can provide the syngas at much lower
capital costs and allows deeper, un-mineable, coal beds to be exploited. UCG has been
piloted in Australia, Canada, China, Spain and South Africa, with mixed success. The world’s
first UCG-based liquids production demonstration plant was commissioned by Linc Energy
in 2008 in Queensland, Australia and the company is planning a first commercial plant in
South Australia.Widespread success with UCG could pave the way formore CTL production
in countries rich in coal resources that are located far frommarkets.

Regional Analysis
In the New Policies Scenario, which is the focus of this section, global primary coal demand
rises through the early 2020s and then remains broadly flat throughout the rest of the
projection period.9 By 2035, global coal use is one-quarter higher than in 2009 and it remains
the second-largest fuel in the primary energymix and the backbone of electricity generation.

The next two-and-a-half decades see divergent trends in coal use across the main regions.
Primary coal demand in non-OECD countries, which already accounts for close to 70%
of world coal demand, continues to grow, albeit at a decelerating rate, reaching around
4 715Mtce in 2035 – an increase of 45% on 2009 levels (Table 10.6). Demand expands in all
non-OECD regions and just three countries – China, India and Indonesia – account for over
80% of this increase; China and India account for at least one-third each (Figure 10.17).

Over the projection period, China continues to account for nearly every second tonne of
coal consumed globally and, around 2025, India overtakes the United States as the world’s
second-largest consumer of coal. By contrast, OECD demand is projected to decline to just
under 1 150 Mtce, a drop of one-third, compared to peak consumption levels in 2007. Coal
use in OECD Europe and the United States falls themost in absolute terms – in total, by around
250Mtce between 2009 and 2035 – but theUnited States, though dropping to the third-largest
in theworld after China and India, remains by far the biggest coal consumer in the OECD.While

9. See Annex B for a summary of policies and measures assumed in the New Policies Scenario.
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coal demand rebounds in the short term, along with economic recovery and partly to alleviate
shortfalls related to reduction in nuclear output, long-term coal demand declines in all OECD
regions,mainly due to replacement by natural gas and renewables in power generation.

Table 10.6 " Primary coal demand by region in the New Policies Scenario (Mtce)

1980 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009-
2035*

OECD 1 380 1 476 1 567 1 494 1 406 1 280 1 146 -1.0%
Americas 573 743 798 763 738 690 636 -0.6%

United States 537 693 738 705 684 644 599 -0.6%
Europe 663 415 420 383 346 299 264 -1.7%

Asia Oceania 145 318 350 348 322 291 246 -1.0%

Japan 85 145 166 158 144 131 115 -0.9%
Non-OECD 1 179 3 229 4 067 4 339 4 457 4 576 4 713 1.5%
E. Europe/Eurasia 517 276 310 304 303 301 299 0.3%

Russia n.a. 136 164 166 171 169 168 0.8%
Asia 573 2 775 3 548 3 812 3 921 4 037 4 184 1.6%

China 446 2 179 2 749 2 863 2 839 2 823 2 820 1.0%
India 75 399 519 619 701 778 883 3.1%
Indonesia 0 44 67 87 107 127 146 4.8%

Middle East 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 1.9%

Africa 74 151 170 179 184 185 180 0.7%

South Africa 68 141 152 158 161 162 160 0.5%
Latin America 14 26 37 41 46 49 46 2.3%

Brazil 8 16 24 23 23 21 20 1.0%
World 2 560 4 705 5 634 5 833 5 863 5 856 5 859 0.8%
European Union n.a. 381 371 326 282 233 200 -2.5%

*Compound average annual growth rate.

Figure 10.17 " Incremental primary coal demand by region in the
New Policies Scenario
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China
China will remain far and away the largest coal consumer in the world. Based on
preliminary estimates for 2010, China accounted for nearly half of global coal use. Coal
demand in China amounted to around 2 350 Mtce in 2010 – equal, in energy terms, to
twice the oil consumption of the United States, the world’s biggest oil consumer. Chinese
coal consumption grew by 50% alone, between 2005 and 2010 to satisfy surging demand
in power generation and heavy industry; in volume terms, this increase was equivalent to
more than total coal demand in the United States in 2010.

In the New Policies Scenario, China’s coal demand is projected to grow by about 30% from
2009 to over 2 850 Mtce by 2020, and then decline slightly, before stabilising for the rest
of the projection period above 2 800 Mtce (Figure 10.18). The share of coal in China’s total
primary energy demand declines to around 50% by 2035, from just over 65% in 2009. The
power sector continues to drive demand and, towards the end of the projection period,
accounts for two-thirds of China’s total coal demand. The increase in power-sector coal
demand between 2020 and 2035 is largely offset by a fall in demand in industry, where coal
demand peaks before 2020. The share of coal in both sectors declines through 2035 and,
while coal still remains the principal source of energy for power generation, coal is overtaken
by electricity use in industry. These projections are highly sensitive to the underlying
assumptions about economic growth and industrial output, which are the primary drivers of
electricity demand and coal needs for both generation and industry. GDP growth is assumed
to decelerate through the projection period as the economymatures (see Chapter 1).

Figure 10.18 " Coal demand in China by sector in the New Policies Scenario
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As elsewhere, government policies will have a major influence on coal demand in China
(and, therefore, globally) in the longer term. For energy diversification and environmental
reasons, China has been targeting a large expansion of nuclear power, natural gas and
renewables, as well as major improvements in the efficiency of energy use. The 12th Five-
Year Plan for 2011 to 2015, which was adopted in March 2011, sets targets for reducing
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energy intensity and carbon intensity, which are in line with China’s Copenhagen pledge
(Box 2.2). The share of non-fossil-fuel consumption in the primary energy mix is to be
increased from 8.3% in 2010 to 11.4% by 2015. Nuclear, renewables and natural gas are
expected to be aggressively promoted. Many of the policies reflected in the 12th Five-
Year Plan are expected to be taken forward through more detailed targets. In some cases,
this Outlook anticipates such targets, based on credible reports at the time of writing, in
order to provide further depth to the analysis. The energy targets outlined by officials show
coal consumption reaching around 3.8 billion tonnes in 2015. Coal demand could turn out
to be higher if the targets aremissed or if the Chinese economy grows faster than assumed
in the plan. On the other hand, more ambitious targetsmight be set in future plans, leading
to lower coal use over the Outlook period.

Power sector

The recent surge in demand for coal for power generation mainly results from soaring
electricity demand, growth of which has averaged around 12% per year since 2000.
China’s electricity generation reached an estimated 4 220 terawatt-hours (TWh) in 2010,
up by almost 15% since 2009 and more than 200% since 2000. It has continued to grow
strongly, with output expected to reach above 4 500 TWh in 2011; when China will almost
certainly become the world’s biggest power producer, overtaking the United States.
China’s expansion of generating capacity has been impressive, more than doubling from
around 455 GW in 2005 to nearly 1 000 GW in 2010, with coal-fired plants contributing
more than 60% of the increase. Demand has grown so quickly that power shortages have
been common and seem likely to continue in the near future, especially in hotter months
when demand peaks. Part of the reason for the shortages is that electricity prices remain
under tight governmental control as a means of limiting inflation. However, coal prices
have been largely deregulated and have increased significantly since 2007. This has led to
power companies incurring losses, discouraging investment in new plants and worsening
shortages.

Growth in electricity consumption has come principally from the industrial sector, which
currently accounts for over half of total electricity use. Industrial electricity demand grew
very quickly to 2007, slowed substantially in 2008 as export-destined manufacturing
was affected by the global economic crisis, and has since resumed its strong growth. On
average, it grew by around 13% per year between 2000 and 2010. Urbanisation and a
nationwide programme of electrification have boosted power use in the buildings sector by
12% annually over the same period. Even so, annual per-capita use, at around 3 000 kWh,
remains low compared with the OECD, at 8 200 kWh. Electricity demand in all sectors will
continue to grow, though policy interventions could temper the pace of growth, particularly
in the industrial sector. In the New Policies Scenario, Chinese electricity demand in total is
projected to grow on average by 8% per year between 2009 and 2015, and then slow to an
average of 3% per year over the remainder of the projection period as economic growth
slows and electricity use becomes more efficient. By 2035, China’s total electricity demand
is nearly equal to that of the OECD in 2009.
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Coal is abundant, in absolute terms and relative to other fossil fuels, and low cost in most
regions of China, and will remain the backbone of the country’s power sector for some time
to come. However, mining costs have been rising; they now fall into an average range of
$55/tonne to $70/tonne for steam coal at the mine mouth. If users and utilities are located far
fromproducingareas, transport costs,whichmay includeboth rail andseaborne freight, canadd
substantially to this cost. In mid-2011, competing imported steam coal was trading at around
$120/tonnedelivered to coastal regions in China. Considering all of these factors, it appears that
even relativelyexpensivenatural gasat$10permillionBritish thermalunits (Mbtu) to$12/MBtu
maybecompetitive in some locations in someapplications in thepower sector (Figure10.19).At
present, coal prices are lowenough for coal to be generally competitivewith natural gas inmost
locations. But higher coal prices and tighter environmental regulations could increasingly favour
natural gas-fired capacity over coal. The share of natural gas in total generation increases froma
mere 2% in 2009 to 8% in 2035 in the New Policies Scenario. The rate of penetration of natural
gas in the Chinese power sectormakes a sizeable difference to fuel needs: an additional 10 GW
of coal-fired power replaced by natural gaswould save around 20Mtce, while requiring around
10billion cubicmetres (bcm) of additional natural gas supply.

Figure 10.19 " Breakeven price of coal versus natural gas for power
generation in China, 2020
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Note: Coal plant costs include flue-gas desulphurisa!on and NOX emission control equipment.

Taking all factors into account, the size of coal’s share in overall power generation use
in China is expected to decline substantially, as a result of diversification policies and
steady improvement in the thermal efficiency of the stock of coal-fired plants. In the
New Policies Scenario, around 330 GWof coal-fired generating capacity is added during the
current decade, accounting for 40% of total capacity additions in the period (Figure 10.20).
Of this coal-fired capacity, 90 GW is already under construction, around 70% of which
is relatively high efficiency supercritical or ultra-supercritical plant; the remaining is less
efficient, subcritical plants. Over the whole projection period, coal plants account for only
one-third of the total net increase in China’s generating capacity, as other technologies, such
as wind, hydro, natural gas and nuclear, gain prominence.
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Figure 10.20 " New additions of power-generating capacity in China by type
in the New Policies Scenario
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In the longer term, the importance of coal in China is expected to decline even though it will
undoubtedly remain the cornerstone of the electricity mix throughout the Outlook period
(Figure 10.21). In the New Policies Scenario, the share of coal in electricity generation drops
from 79% in 2009 to 65% in 2020 and 56% in 2035. However, coal consumption in the power
sector rises briskly, from1175Mtce in 2009 to around1700Mtce in 2020, and then growsmore
gradually to 1 850Mtce in 2035. The main reasons for the slowdown in coal needs for power is
slower electricity demand growth after 2020,more efficient coal-fired capacity additions and the
increased penetration of other fuels and technologies. Natural gas-fired generation increases
particularly rapidly: by 2035, it is fourteen-times higher than in 2009, contributing 8% to total
electricity generation. The shareof low-carbonpowergeneration inChina—nuclearpower, CCS-
fittedcoal-andnaturalgas-firedplants,hydropowerandother renewables—expandsrapidlyand
by 2035 these sources make up almost 40% of total generation, compared with around 20% in
2009.Asa resultof this shift andefficiencygains, thecarbon intensityofChina’spowergeneration
falls significantly, fromaround800 grammesof CO2per kWh in2009 to500 gCO2/kWh in2035.

Figure 10.21 " Electricity generation in China by type in the
New Policies Scenario
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Industry and other sectors

The recent rapid expansion of coal use in China’s non-power sectors is set to reverse
over the projection period (Figure 10.22). Coal demand in industry – the main non-power
sector – grew at an annual rate of 9% between 2000 and 2009. The bulk of industrial
coal use is in the steel and cement sectors. In the New Policies Scenario, industrial coal
demand slows markedly from 2015 and then begins to fall steadily by around 2020, at an
average rate just below 1.5% through 2035. This results from a combination of factors:
progressively slower growth in industrial production (notably steel), increasing energy
efficiency in industry and displacement of coal by electricity and natural gas. The share of
coal in total industrial energy consumption drops from around 60% in 2009 to just below
40% by 2035. Three-quarters of the growth in energy use in industry is met by electricity,
which increases its share of final demand in the sector to 44% by 2035; the sectoral
share of natural gas rises from 2% to 9%. The projected change in the industrial energy
fuel mix is driven by macroeconomic factors, notably a shift in the economy towards
lighter industry, inter-fuel competition, stricter environmental regulation and already
announced targets to decarbonise the economy. Natural gas increasingly displaces coal
in the production of process heat. The restructuring of the economy towards lighter
industry, including high-technology products and services, favours the use of electricity.

Figure 10.22 " Non-power generation coal demand in China by sector in the
New Policies Scenario
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Coal use in steel making, the single most important industrial sector, is set to drop
significantly in the longer term. Annual crude steel production in China almost quintupled
between 2000 and 2010, reaching around 630million tonnes. This is almost six times higher
than that of the second-largest producer, Japan. This led to an unprecedented increase
in the sub-sector’s need for coal: coal-based energy use in steel making (including blast
furnace and coke oven activity) increased from around 115 Mtce in 2000 to 385 Mtce in
2009, an average annual rate of growth of 14%. The share of coal in the steel industry’s
total energy consumption increased from 83% to 86% over the same period, mostly at
the expense of oil (the share of electricity also increased). Coking coal accounted for
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around 85% of the increase in coal use, which more than quadrupled between 2000 and
2009 to nearly 300 Mtce. In the New Policies Scenario, total coal demand in iron and steel
production is projected to increase by around 75 Mtce by 2015. Thereafter, the peaking
of China’s crude steel production around 2020 and the introduction of more efficient
techniques lead to a decline in coal consumption, averaging 2% per year from 2015 until
the end of the projection period. A similar pattern is expected in the cement and other
non-metallic minerals.

One new sub-sector that is expected to see significant growth in coal use is coal-to-liquids.
China recently brought on stream its first commercial CTL facility – the 24 kb/d Shenhua
Group plant in Inner Mongolia, which uses the direct CTL route. Several other projects,
including the joint-venture project between ExxonMobil and Jincheng Anthracite Mining
Group that uses the former’s coal-based methanol-to-gasoline technology, are in the
start-up phase. Coal use for CTL is expected to reach around 5 Mtce in 2015 and 50 Mtce
in 2035, as higher oil prices make new investments in this technology more profitable. This
sub-sector accounts for around 2% of China’s total primary coal demand by the end of the
Outlook period.

The use of coal in the buildings sector in China,mostly for space andwater heating, still made
up 15% of total final energy demand in buildings in 2009. In the New Policies Scenario, that
share declines to 5% by the end of the projection period, pushing coal consumption down
to about 50 Mtce from 100 Mtce in 2009. Natural gas, and especially, electricity for water
heating and other appliances account for most of the increase energy demand in buildings.

India

India – currently the third-largest coal user worldwide behind China and the United States
– is likely to see continued rapid expansion in coal demand in the absence of radical policy
change. Coal demand increased by about 80% between 2000 and 2010, reaching 420Mtce,
with growth accelerating to more than 7% per year on average since 2005, compared with
5% in the first half of the decade. Booming demand is being driven by rapid economic
growth, which is pushing up energy needs for power generation and in industry, where
coal – mainly domestically sourced – is the main fuel. In the New Policies Scenario, India
becomes the world’s second-largest consumer of coal by around 2025, with demand more
than doubling to 880Mtce by 2035 (Figure 10.23). Consequently, India is poised to become
the world’s biggest importer of coal soon after 2020, as rapid demand growth outstrips
domestic supply (see Chapter 11). The share of coal in India’s total primary energy demand
increases in parallel over the next decade, to nearly 46%, before decreasing to the level of
42% from 2009 towards the end of the projection period.

More than 60% of the projected rise in Indian coal demand in the New Policies Scenario
comes from the power sector, to meet surging demand. There is enormous latent
demand for electricity: across the country, an estimated 300 million people still lack
access to electricity; by 2030, this number is expected to fall to around 150 million in the
New Policies Scenario – a significant improvement, but still 10% of the population. Coal is
expected to remain the primary source of power generation, mainly because it is the most
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economically competitive generating option, inmost cases, for both existing plants and new
capacity. The power sector’s share of total coal use nonetheless dips, from 72% in 2009
to 67% in 2035, as demand in industry and other transformation processes grows even
faster. The rapid increase in industrial coal demand – averaging 4% per year between 2009
and 2035 – stems from a continuing boom in crude steel production, as well as from other
manufacturing and processing industries. Industry’s share of total coal demand rises from
16% in 2009 to 21% by 2035.

Figure 10.23 " Coal demand in India by sector in the New Policies Scenario
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In the New Policies Scenario, coal use in power generation in India grows from around
290Mtce in 2009 to 590Mtce in 2035. Electricity demand almost quadruples, as a result of
the rising population and economic growth. Around 2015, India becomes the world’s third-
largest consumer of electricity, behind China and the United States. Coal remains the main
source of electricity generation, although its share declines from around 70% in 2009 to 53%
in 2035. In absolute terms, coal-fired generation increases by over 1 100 TWhbetween 2009
and 2035 – an increase greater than that of any other energy source.

Net additions of coal-fired generating capacity total around 250 GW during the projection
period, accounting for 40% of the total additions, while combined capacity of natural gas,
hydro and nuclear expands by nearly 200 GW. Coal plants have dominated new build over
the past decade, with around 25 GW of capacity having been added. But coal capacity
will rise even faster in the next few years, as around 100 GW more is under construction
and about as much again is planned. Of the capacity being built, about 40 GW is known
to be supercritical or ultra-supercritical, which will increase sharply the share of those
technologies in overall coal capacity. Supercritical or ultra-supercritical plants account for
more than half of all the new coal capacity that is projected to be built in the second-half of
the projection period (Figure 10.24). India also has ambitious plans to add 20 GW of solar
photovoltaic capacity by 2022.
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Figure 10.24 " Coal-fired generating capacity in India by type in the
New Policies Scenario
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Delivering power to its vast population has always been a challenge for India. Although
output rose from around 290 TWh in 1990 to 900 TWh in 2009, this has not been enough to
provide electricity to the entire population. Despite governmental efforts, the grid has not
been extended to all key rural areas andmany dwellings in urban areas of informal housing
are still not connected to the grid. As a result, annual per-capita electricity consumption
is only around 620 kWh, compared with almost 3 000 kWh in China, where almost all the
population has access to electricity. Power shortages in India are endemic, largely due to
under-investment in generation and transmission. Technical and non-technical losses in
transmission and distribution are extremely high by international standards. The recent
involvement of the private sector in generation and distribution has improved the situation
somewhat, but there are still wide differences between different states.

Industry and other sectors

Total coal demand in the industrial sector in India is projected to increase almost three-fold,
from 65 Mtce in 2009 to almost 190 Mtce in 2035 in the New Policies Scenario – the result
mainly of strong demand from steel making, cement and other heavy industries. Iron and
steel accounted for 70% of total industrial coal use in 2009 and the sector is expected to
remain a primary user through the projection period. India is the fifth-largest steel producer
in theworld, just behind Russia. In 2010, steel production reached around 70 million tonnes
(Mt), an increase of 6% on 2009 and an average of 10% per year since 2000. The Indian iron
and steel industry is unique because of the high share of production that relies on feeding
direct reduction of iron into electric furnaces – about 40%. This technique offers several
advantages, including lower plant construction costs and the fact that it does not require the
use of high-quality coking coal (any kind of carbonaceous fuel can be used). This makes the
process especially attractive for India, which has very limited reserves of high-quality coking
coal. Nonetheless, Indian steel making is still comparatively energy inefficient. Around 40%
more energy is used per tonne of crude steel production in India compared with the world
average, but new technologies and polices are being introduced to close the gap. Total coal
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consumption in steel making, including the use of coal in blast furnaces and coke ovens,
is projected to grow by 4% per year on average, from around 45 Mtce in 2009 to nearly
140 Mtce in 2035. The other big industrial user of coal is the cement and other non-metallic
minerals sector, production from which has been growing rapidly in recent years. India,
with production of 220Mt in 2010, is now the second-largest cement producer in theworld,
after China. There is limited scope for saving energy in Indian cement production, because
of low clinker-cement ratios and the increasing use of dry-process kilns with pre-heaters. As
domestic cement demand remains strong, this will lead to increasing energy demand, most
of which is expected to be met by coal, as it is the cheapest energy source. Coal use in the
cement and non-metallic minerals sector is projected to double, to around 20Mtce in 2035.

The remaining industrial sub-sectors, as a group, see continuing growth in demand for coal
too, their total consumption reaching nearly 30 Mtce by the end of the projection period.
Coal use outside the power and industrial sectors, in buildings and agriculture, is relatively
small and is projected to remain broadly flat. The CTL sub-sector is one exception: higher oil
prices making investments in CTL worldwide more profitable, and in response to rising oil
imports, India is projected to consume around 20Mtce of coal in CTL by 2035, resulting in a
production of 125 kb/d of synthetic oil, 1.5% of India’s oil demand.

United States

Based on preliminary estimates for 2010, the United States was the world’s second-largest
coal-consumer, with consumption equal to 30% that of China. Coal accounts for around
one-fifth of the country’s primary energy use – a larger share than for most other OECD
countries, primarily due to abundant indigenous resources of relatively low-cost coal (the
country is a major producer and a net exporter of coal). In 2009, about 90% of coal demand
in the United States was in the power sector. However, environmental concerns, including
local air quality and greenhouse-gas emissions, are expected to severely constrain this use
of coal in the coming decades (Figure 10.25).

Figure 10.25 " Coal demand in the United States by sector in the
New Policies Scenario
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In the New Policies Scenario, coal demand rebounds from the level of 2009 in the
short-term, but never recovers to pre-recession levels, meaning that coal consumption in
theworld’s second-largest consumer peaked in 2005 at a level of nearly 800Mtce. Between
2015 and 2035 coal demand is projected to decline by 1% per year, reaching 600 Mtce by
2035 – 25% lower than in 2005.

The projected long-term decline in coal demand in the United States is explained mainly by
the dwindling use of coal for power generation, even though new coal-fired power stations
currently under construction will add about 8 GW of capacity (over end-2009 levels) by
the end of 2012 and additional stations are expected to be built before the end of the
current decade, some of them replacing older stations that will be mothballed or retired.
In many states, coal is currently the cheapest option for new baseload capacity, but the
cost advantage over natural gas is small. However, coal faces increasing public opposition,
as well as mounting air pollution restrictions, and, in the longer term, competition from
renewables-based generation and nuclear power, thanks to government support for those
alternatives, as well as from natural gas. The competitive position of coal is undermined, in
part, by the assumption in the New Policies Scenario that the power sector takes account
in its investment decisions of a shadow CO2 price of $15/tonne (in year-2010 dollars) as of
2015 and that the price reaches a level of $35/tonne by 2035.10 Growth in natural gas-fired
generation is supported by relatively low natural gas prices, compared with the rest of the
world (thanks to abundant resources of unconventional natural gas, especially from shale)
and low capital and non-fuel operating costs. Between 2009 and 2035, total generating
capacity increases for all fuels except coal without CCS, which falls by about 10%, and oil;
wind power capacity increases the most in absolute terms. Increased natural gas, nuclear
and renewables-based generation displaces coal generation and consequently lowers the
average load factor for coal-fired plants, which results in the share of coal in total power
generation in the United States dropping from 45% in 2009 to 35% in 2035 (Figure 10.26).
Coal use would be even lower if it were not for cumulative additions over the projection
period of 20 GW of plants fitted with CCS.

Traditional use of coal in industry, notably for steam generation and coke production for iron
and steel fabrication, also declines throughout the projection period, mainly as a result of
efficiency improvements that reduce the need for process steam and an expected decline
in smelting and increased use of electric-arc furnaces in steel making, which reduces coking
coal needs. In the New Policies Scenario, total industrial coal demand falls by 10% between
2009 and 2035, reaching just under 30 Mtce. Lower demand for coal in power generation
and in industry is partially offset by increased use of coal as a feedstock for liquids production
in CTL plants (in some cases, blended with biomass feedstock), especially towards the end
of the projection period. Around ten CTL plants have been proposed, though none has yet
been given the green light, mainly because of uncertainties about oil prices and penalties for
CO2 emissions. Up from zero in 2009, coal inputs to CTL plants are projected to reach around
25Mtce in 2035 and result in an output of 180 kb/d of oil products.

10. The CO2 price in the United States is a shadow price, i.e. the price that investors assume will prevail on average
over the life!me of the plant. No actual CO2 price is assumed to be introduced in the United States in the New Policies
Scenario.
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Figure 10.26 " Electricity generation in the United States by type in the
New Policies Scenario
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In the New Policies Scenario, primary coal consumption in non-OECDAsia outside China and
India more than doubles, from around 200 Mtce in 2009 to 480 Mtce 2035 – an average
annual rate of growth of 3.5%. Growing demand in the electricity and industrial sectors
drives this increase in coal use.

Indonesia is the biggest single contributor to this demand growth – it is already the largest
coal consumer in non-OECD Asia after China, India and Chinese Taipei – with consumption
in 2009 of around 45 Mtce. Demand in the world’s fourth most populated nation is
expected to grow strongly in the coming decades, driven by rapid economic growth and
underpinned by a large resource base: Indonesia is already the world’s largest steam
coal-exporter, the second-largest hard-coal exporter and the fifth-largest coal producer. The
government plans to give priority over export sales to meeting domestic coal needs. In the
New Policies Scenario, the country’s domestic demand triples to nearly 150 Mtce by 2035,
a rate of growth of 5% per year. This exceeds substantially the rate of growth in demand
of any major coal-consuming country or region, including India. By the end of the Outlook
period, Indonesia moves from being the fourteenth-largest coal consumer globally to the
sixth-largest, overtaking Japan. The power sector drivesmost of the growth in demand, with
coal-fired capacity more than quadrupling, to just over 50 GW by 2035.

Eastern Europe/Eurasia

Russia is the largest coal consumer in the Eastern Europe/Eurasia region, accounting for
around half of the region’s primary demand. Yet coal plays a relatively modest role in
Russia’s energy mix, meeting only 15% of its total primary energy needs and fuelling about
one-fifth of its electricity generation. Despite Russia’s ample indigenous resources, the
share of coal in total primary energy demand is expected to remain at around 2009 levels
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over the projection period, as the share of nuclear and renewables in the fuel mix increases.
In the New Policies Scenario, after rebounding to pre-recession consumption levels by
2015, demand remains fairly flat, at around 165 Mtce, throughout the projection period,
as energy efficiency gains temper excessive electricity growth and other fuels mainly cover
increased electricity demand. In absolute terms, coal use for power generation remains
broadly flat, and coal’s share in the generating mix decreases from 17% in 2009 to 16%
in 2035 (Figure 10.27). However, there is scope for significantly higher coal use for power
generation, if the programmeof building newnuclear reactors does not proceed as currently
planned (see Chapter 7).

Figure 10.27 " Electricity generation in Russia by type in the
New Policies Scenario
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The Caspian region, mainly Kazakhstan, is another big coal consumer in Eastern Europe/
Eurasia. Nearly two-thirds of the Caspian’s primary use of coal is in power generation. In the
New Policies Scenario, coal demand is expected to grow modestly overall, mainly because
incremental energy needs are principally met by increased use of natural gas. The planned
construction of additional nuclear power, which is assumed to be commissioned towards
the end of the projection period, also limits the scope for increased use of coal for power
generation. A significant portion of increased electricity demand could also be met by
reducing losses in transmission and distribution, which are very large (IEA, 2010c).

OECD Asia Oceania

Based on preliminary estimates for 2010, Japan – the world’s third-largest economy, the
largest coal importer and the fourth-largest coal user – accounted for almost half of coal
demand in the OECD Asia Oceania region. But this share drops in the New Policies Scenario
as a result of slow economic growth (in line with a declining population) and a
correspondingly modest rise in its electricity needs, as well as a major increase in power
supply from renewable sources and natural gas. Japan’s primary coal demand is projected to
drop by 20%, from 145Mtce in 2009 to about 115Mtce in 2035, a level last witnessed in the
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1990s. Demand declines in all sectors, including industry, but is most marked in the power
sector (already today Japan has one of themost efficient coal-fired power generations fleets
in theworld, partly due to its import dependency). The overall fall in coal use, is nonetheless,
much less marked thanwas projected in last year’sOutlook, mainly because of a downward
revision to our projections for nuclear power as a result of events at the Fukushima Daiichi
nuclear power plant (see Chapter 12). As a result, less coal-fired capacity is expected to be
retired and coal-fired plants achieve higher load factors, especially in the medium term,
because of the loss of baseload nuclear capacity.

In the rest of the OECD Asia Oceania region – Korea, Australia and New Zealand – coal
demand is also projected to decline in the New Policies Scenario. Their combined primary
demand drops from around 175Mtce in 2009 to 130Mtce in 2035, a fall of 25%. As in Japan,
falling demand in the power sector is the main reason for lower coal demand in Korea,
Australia and New Zealand. Increased use of nuclear power, renewables and natural gas
in power generation largely explains the projected 45% fall in coal demand in Korea, to
52Mtce by 2035.

Abundant resources of cheap and high quality coal have made Australia the world’s
ninth-largest coal consumer, just behind Korea. Some 76%of power generation is coal-fired,
using hard coal in New South Wales and Queensland and lignite in Victoria. Gas is more
important in other mainland states. In Queensland and New South Wales, coal production
for domestic power tends to be driven by export-focused operations: the coal is often low
cost, but lower quality as well, with higher ash and moisture, although usually low sulphur.
The domestic coal-fired plants that use this coal and Victorian lignite were built mostly in
the 1970s and 1980s, somuch of the capacity is subcritical; low coal prices have discouraged
investment to increase efficiency. Only around 10% of capacity is supercritical, all of it built
in the last decade. As a result of this high coal dependence in the power sector (and lack
of low-carbon options such as hydro and nuclear), Australia has relatively high per-capita
emissions of greenhouse gases. However domestic coal consumption is projected to decline
slowly over the projection period, as natural gas and renewable sources (especially wind)
increase their share. This change is underpinned by significant policy initiatives, responding
to growing public demand, including an expandedmandatory renewable energy target and
carbon pricing.

OECD Europe

Coal demand in Europehas beendeclining steadily in recent years, as a result of a combination
of factors: sluggish economic growth; the accompanying modest rise in electricity demand;
an expansion of natural gas and renewables-based generating capacity; the phase-out of
subsidies to indigenous coal production; the introduction of carbon pricing in the European
Union; and increasingly stringent local environmental regulations. These factors are set
to continue to depress coal demand over the Outlook period, though the rate of decline
will depend on the strength of government energy and environmental policies. In the
New Policies Scenario, Europe’s primary coal demand plunges by over one-third, from
around 415Mtce in 2009 to 265Mtce in 2035.Most of this decline results from reduced coal
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burning for power generation. Load factors at existing plants are set to fall, with increased
competition from other baseload and must-run plants, and few new coal plants are likely
to be built, given the strong preference for natural gas plants, the unfavourable economics
of coal (taking account of CO2 prices and support for renewables), the threat of heavier
carbon penalties in the future and more stringent environmental controls, and strong local
opposition to coal. Industrial coal use also falls – the result of declining production in heavy
industry, switching to natural gas and electricity and increased energy efficiency.

Africa

South Africa, a large coal resource holder and producer, currently accounts for over 90%
of Africa’s total coal consumption. It is expected to account for most of the growth in the
continent’s coal demand in the coming decades. In the New Policies Scenario, total primary
coal demand in South Africa grows slowly to a peak of around 165 Mtce by 2025 and then
falls back slightly. Coal use in the next few years will be boosted by the entry into service of
several new coal-fired power plants in South Africa, where rapidly rising electricity demand
has led to severe power shortages in parts of the country.

The use of coal for CTL production in South Africa is also set to rise in the longer term. The
country already has the two largest CTL plants in theworld, with a combined output capacity
of 160 kb/d. These plants account for about one-fifth of the country’s total primary coal
consumption. More capacity is expected to be added, boosting coal use in this sector to
around 35Mtce in 2035 – an increase of 40% on current levels.

Rest of the world

Coal demand in the rest of the world is very small: Canada, Latin America, Mexico and the
Middle East together making up less than 2% of world demand in 2009. While Canada,
Colombia and Venezuela are endowed with sizeable coal resources, the majority of their
future coal production is projected to be exported in the New Policies Scenario. Considering
also that Canada, Latin America, Mexico and the Middle East already rely heavily on
indigenous oil and natural gas resources, there is, accordingly, little projected coal demand
growth in these regions as a whole in the New Policies Scenario. By 2035, these regions still
account for less than 2% of world coal demand.
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CHAPTER 11

H I G H L I G H T S

COAL SUPPLY AND INVESTMENT PROSPECTS

The sweet and the sour of Asian trade

! Globally, coal is themost abundant fossil fuel, with reserves totalling 1 trillion tonnes,
or some 150 years of production in 2009 – in energy terms, around 3.2 and 2.5 times
larger than those of natural gas and oil, respectively. The coal resource base is much
larger and geographically diverse, and as market conditions change and technology
advances, more resources can become reserves.

! In the New Policies Scenario, the lion’s share of the nearly 20% growth in global coal
production between 2009 and 2035 occurs in non-OECD countries. China contributes
more than half of the increase in global supply to 2035; the bulk of the rest comes
from India and Indonesia. Australia is the only major OECD producer to increase
production to 2035; output in the United States falls around 2020, while European
output continues its historical decline.

! Rising prices of inputs to coal mining and the opening of more expensive mines since
2005 have driven up supply costs on a weighted-average basis by around 12% per year.
Yet, international coal prices have risenmuchmore, boosting operatingmargins and the
profitabilityof investments.Continueddepletionofeconomically attractive seamsand the
need to shift new investment to deposits that are less easy-to-mine and/ormore distant
from existing infrastructure is expected to drive supply costs further upwards, especially
if extraction rates keep rising rapidly. Increasingly stringent environmental, health and
safety legislation aswell as changing tax regimeswill also add to cost pressures.

! In the New Policies Scenario, inter-regional trade in hard coal grows rapidly to 2020,
with volumes stabilising thereafter. By 2035, 18% of world coal production is traded
inter-regionally and the pattern of trade continues to shift towards the Pacific Basin
markets. Australia and Indonesia command nearly 60% of inter-regional hard coal
trade in 2035, while new supplies fromMongolia andMozambique gain prominence.

! The international coal market will become increasingly sensitive to developments in
China, where marginal variations between very large volumes of coal production and
demand will determine China’s net trade position. Hard coal net imports would fall
to zero by 2015 (compared with our projection of around 185Mtce) if China’s output
rises by just 1.2% per year higher than in the New Policies Scenario.

! India is poised to become the world’s biggest importer of hard coal soon after 2020,
as rapid demand growth outstrips the rise in indigenous production and India’s inland
transport capacity. Projected imports reach nearly 300 Mtce in 2035 – about 35% of
India’s hard coal use and 30% of inter-regional trade in the New Policies Scenario.
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Overview of projections
The outlook for coal supply is intrinsically linked to the prospects for prices and sectoral coal
demand presented in Chapter 10; consequently, production by type varies markedly across
the three scenarios in this Outlook (Box 11.1). Compared to an average annual growth rate
of 2.3% between 1980 and 2009, global production grows by 0.7% on average per year to
2035 in the New Policies Scenario, but in the Current Policies Scenario it expands at more
than double the rate, 1.8%, while in the 450 Scenario it declines by 1.5%. Like demand, coal
production continues to be dominated by China and other non-OECD countries, especially
India and Indonesia, with their combined share of global production reaching around 80% in
all three scenarios, compared to 72% in 2009 (Table 11.1).

Box 11.1 ! Classification and definition of coal types

Coal is an organic sedimentary rock formed from vegetablematter, particularly during
the Carboniferous period, and consolidated in seams between strata of non-organic
rock. The IEA classifies coal as hard coal and brown coal, and also includes peat.
Hard coal: coalwith a gross calorific value greater than 5 700 kilocalorie per kilogramme
(kcal/kg) (23.9 gigajoules per tonne [GJ/tonne]) on an ash-free but moist basis and
with a mean random reflectance of vitrinite of at least 0.6. It includes anthracite and
bituminous coal. Hard coal is calculated as the sumof coking and steam coal:
! Coking coal: Hard coal with a quality that allows the production of coke suitable

to support a blast furnace charge (see footnote for the termmetallurgical coal1).

! Steam coal: All other hard coal not classified as coking coal. Also included are
recovered slurries,middlings and other low-grade coal products. Coal of this quality
is sometimes referred to as thermal coal.

Brown coal: non-agglomerating coal with a gross calorific value less than 5 700 kcal/kg
(23.9 GJ/tonne) containing more than 31% volatile matter on a dry mineral matter
free basis. Brown coal is the sum of sub-bituminous coal2 and lignite:
! Sub-bituminous coal: Non-agglomerating coal with a gross calorific value between

4 165 kcal/kg and 5 700 kcal/kg.

! Lignite: defined as non-agglomerating coal with a gross calorific value less than
4 165 kcal/kg.

Peat: a solid formed from the partial decomposition of dead vegetation under
conditions of high humidity and limited air access. It is available in two forms for use as
a fuel, sod peat andmilled peat. Milled peat is also made into briquettes for fuel use.

1. The terms coking and metallurgical for coal are, strictly, not synonymous. Metallurgical coal includes all types of coal
used in the metals sectors. Although coking coal accounts for most of this, it also includes some high-quality steam coal.
2. For the following countries, IEA includes sub-bituminous coal in steam coal: Australia, Belgium, Chile, Finland, France,
Iceland, Japan, Korea, Mexico, New Zealand, Portugal and the United States.
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Table 11.1 ! Coal* production by type and scenario (Mtce)3

New Policies
Scenario

Current Policies
Scenario

450
Scenario

1980 2009 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035

OECD 1 385 1 403 1 421 1 197 1 534 1 640 1 297 608
Steam coal 847 971 934 805 1 013 1 163 902 351
Coking coal 305 219 298 266 306 290 231 185
Brown coal 233 213 190 126 216 187 164 71
Non-OECD 1 195 3 525 4 412 4 662 4 774 6 102 4 012 2 701
Steam coal 868 2 866 3 649 3 945 3 985 5 274 3 319 2 139
Coking coal 196 505 556 483 570 537 547 444
Brown coal 131 155 207 234 218 292 145 118
World 2 579 4 928 5 833 5 859 6 308 7 742 5 309 3 309
Share of steam coal 66% 78% 79% 81% 79% 83% 80% 75%
Share of coking coal 19% 15% 15% 13% 14% 11% 15% 19%
Share of brown coal 14% 7% 7% 6% 7% 6% 6% 6%
*Includes hard coal (coking and steam coal), brown coal (sub-bituminous coal and lignite), and peat. See Box 11.1 for
classifications and definitions of coal types.

In the New Policies Scenario, production of steam coal grows faster than that of coking coal,
so the share of steam coal in global production rises by three percentage points to 81% in
2035. The share reaches 83% in the Current Policies Scenario, due to even stronger demand
from the power sector, but in the 450 Scenario the share drops three percentage points
below the 2009 level of 78% as coal-fired power generation declinesmuchmore than coking
coal use in industry. The share of brown coal, mainly utilised in the power sector, declines
slightly from the 2009 level of 7% in all three scenarios.3

Regardless of the scenario, China – which produced 45% of global coal output in 2009 –
remains the key producing country over the projection period, making the largest
contribution to the growth of global production in the Current and New Policies Scenarios,
and to the decline in the 450 Scenario; 44%, 58%, and 40% respectively (Figure 11.1). Chinese
coal production increased from2008 to 2009 by almost 6%,more than offsetting the drop in
production in the rest of the world as a whole due to the global economic crisis. In each of
the three scenarios, the othermain producers include India, Indonesia and Australia, though
they are driven by different objectives. India increases production to slow down the pace
of growing imports, Indonesian production expands to satisfy both growing domestic and
international demand, while Australian output changes, for themost part, in line with shifts
in international demand across the three scenarios.

The share of global hard coal output which is traded betweenWEO regions has more than
doubled since 1980 to 17% in 2009, as growing domestic needs in various parts of the
world could not be sufficiently (or, at times, economically) satisfied by local output. Across
the three scenarios, the volume of coal traded inter-regionally varies markedly, reflecting
the role of trade, economics and prices in balancing local needs (Table 11.2). In the New

3. A tonneof coal equivalent is definedas7million kilocalories, so1 tonneof coal equivalent equals 0.7 tonnesofoil equivalent.
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Policies Scenario, 18% of global hard coal production is inter-regionally traded in 2035 and
in the Current Policies Scenario 22%, driven primarily by rising imports into non-OECD Asia.
The global share declines to 15% in the 450 Scenario, as the need to import coal is reduced
because indigenous resources are generally able tomeetmore of the lower level of demand.
The opposite is true in the Current Policies Scenario and, by 2035, global trade in volumetric
terms is more than three-times as big as in the 450 Scenario. As coking coal resources
are less abundant than steam coal in key projected demand centres and there are fewer
alternatives for coking coal, the share of global coking coal output which is inter-regionally
traded increases in all three scenarios.

Figure 11.1 ! Incremental coal production by scenario and region, 2009-2035
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Box 11.2 ! WEO-2011 coal-supply modelling enhancements

For this year’sOutlook, the coal supplymodule in the IEA’sWorld EnergyModel (WEM)
has been improved to incorporate more detail at the level of coal type and country,
and to provide formodelling for awider range of factors, including resource availability,
production and transportation costs, international coal prices and infrastructure
bottlenecks. In our projections, the international coal prices assumed (and presented
for each scenario in Chapter 1) reflect our judgment as to the levels needed to bring
forward the investment required to ensure sufficient supply tomeet projected demand
and international trade. More details on the IEA’sWEM coal supply module, as well as
the assumptions andmethodologies used to project energy demand by fuel type in the
IEA’sWEM, can be found at www.worldenergyoutlook.org/model.asp.

Trade patterns are expected to continue gravitating towards Asia and away from Atlantic
Basin markets. Within Asia, China and India are set to increase their dominance of trade,
as the importance of Japan and the European Union diminishes. The international coal
market will remain very sensitive to developments in China, which became a net importer
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in 2009 (Figure 11.2). Marginal changes in its very high levels of production and demand
will determine China’s future net trade position, with profound implications for global
international trade (see Spotlight in Chapter 2).

Table 11.2 ! World inter-regional* hard coal trade by type and scenario (Mtce)

New Policies
Scenario

Current Policies
Scenario

450
Scenario

1980 2009 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035

Hard coal 173 753 1 056 1 017 1 212 1 571 721 480

Steam coal 64 560 740 720 878 1 232 491 261

Coking coal 109 192 316 298 334 339 231 220

Share of world production

Hard coal trade 8% 17% 19% 18% 21% 22% 14% 15%

Steam coal trade 4% 15% 16% 15% 18% 19% 12% 10%

Coking coal trade 22% 27% 37% 40% 38% 41% 30% 35%

*Total net exports for allWEO regions, not including trade withinWEO regions.

Figure 11.2 ! China’s coal trade balance, 2000-2011
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Understanding the drivers of coal supply
Future trends in coal supplywill be determinedby a combinationof factors related essentially
to resource endowment, the economics of production – the interaction between the cost of
supply (mining and transportation) and international prices – and policy considerations. Not
all coal resources can be produced profitably, due to high production costs, unfavourable
geology (poor quality, thin and deep deposits), infrastructure bottlenecks and long haulage
distances, or lack of affordable labour. Local opposition, safety and environmental hazards,
as well as emissions penalties can also affect the economic viability of mining, for example,
if fugitive methane emissions are included in emissions control schemes.
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Globally, a vast amount of coal remains in the ground but, over the past century,
easy-to-mine and high-quality coal deposits have often been extracted, driving investment
to less attractive deposits or locations further from existing transport infrastructure
or demand centres. On the other hand, international coal prices continue to rise and
technological improvements, such as longwall mining and coal-washing, have maintained
or boosted productivity so as to help keep unit costs down. The majority of coal produced
today still serves to meet domestic demand, because of the high cost of transportation
per unit of energy; only the highest quality coals, or those that can be mined very cheaply,
are traded internationally on a large scale. This is likely to remain the case over the coming
decades, especially for steam coal.

Resources and reserves

At the end of 2009, world coal reserves – the part of resources estimated to
be economically exploitable with current technology (Box 11.3) – amounted to
1 trillion tonnes, equivalent to 150 years of global coal output in 2009 (BGR, 2010). In
terms of energy content, these reserves are approximately 3.2 and 2.5 times larger than
those of natural gas and oil, respectively, and are more widely dispersed geographically.
Total coal resources are many times greater. Globally, coal resources beneath land are
estimated at around 21 trillion tonnes but, as market conditions change and technology
advances, more coal will be “proven” over time. Around 90 countries are known to have
coal resources, but 95% of the global endowment is concentrated in the regions of North
America, Asia-Pacific and Eastern Europe/Eurasia (Table 11.3). Nearly 40% are located
in the Asia-Pacific region alone, a region crucial for future coal demand, production and
trade prospects.

Table 11.3 ! Coal resources and reserves by region and type, end-2009
(billion tonnes)

Hard coal Brown coal Total

Reserves Resources Reserves Resources Reserves Resources

North America 232 6 652 33 1 486 265 8 138

Asia-Pacific 309 6 861 76 1 075 385 7 936

E. Europe/Eurasia 124 2 891 108 1 324 232 4 215

Europe 17 467 55 282 72 748

Africa 30 78 0 0 30 79

Latin America 9 28 5 20 15 48

Middle East 1 40 - - 1 40

World 723 17 017 278 4 187 1 001 21 204

Notes:World excludes Antarctica. Classifications and definitions of hard and brown coal can differ between BGR and IEA
due to different methodologies.
Source: BGR (2010).
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Just under three-quarters, or nearly 725 billion tonnes, of global coal reserves are hard
coal, more than half of which is found in just two countries: 31% in the United States and
25% in China. Hard coal production is much higher in China (it accounted for almost half of
the world’s output in 2009, compared with a 16% share for the United States), so China’s
hard coal reserves-to-production ratio is lower – at 70 years, compared with 250 years for
the United States. Most of the rest of the world’s hard coal reserves are in India, Russia and
Australia (Figure 11.3). Global brown coal reserves total just under 280 billion tonnes and
are distributed somewhat differently to those of hard coal, with four countries holding the
bulk: Russia, Germany (the world’s biggest brown coal producer in 2009), Australia and the
United States.

Box 11.3 ! Coal resources and reserves definitions

Conventions for classifying and defining fossil energy resources vary across fuels,
countries and international bodies. In the interest of consistency (and because of the
high reputation of the institution), the coal resource and reserve data presented in
this chapter come from the German Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural
Resources (BGR, 2010).
Resources include hydrocarbons in the ground “which are either proved but are
at present not economically recoverable, or which are not demonstrated, but
can be expected for geological reasons”. This concept of resources is equivalent
to the term “hydrocarbons in place” used to describe the total amount of oil and
natural gas in the ground, not “ultimately recoverable resources”, the measure of
long-termoil and natural gas production potential used in theOutlook. For this reason,
direct comparisons of the numbers given for coal and hydrocarbon resources can be
misleading.
Reserves are the portion of resources that is known in detail and can be recovered
economically, using current technologies. Accordingly, the amount of reserves
depends on current international prices, as well as the state of technological progress.
This concept of reserves for coal is equivalent to proven reserves of oil and natural gas
(see Chapters 3 and 4).

Similar to oil and natural gas, coal resources and reserve data will evolve over time as more
detailed appraisals aremade, and present data therefore provide only a partial indication of
where coal production growth is likely to occur. This will be determined less by the absolute
size of the coal resource or reserve base and more by, the geological characteristics of
the deposits (affecting the cost of mining and the quality of the coal produced), potential
environmental restrictions, the cost of transportation and relative economics. These vary
widely from one region to another. Nonetheless, globally, it is clear that the overall size of
the coal resource base will not be a constraint for many decades to come. The rising cost of
supply, however, coupled with a likely tightening of environmental regulations and other
policies affecting coal demand, might be.
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Figure 11.3 ! Coal reserves by country and type, end-2009
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Source: BGR (2010).

Cost trends and technology
Coal mining is a much less capital-intensive business than oil and natural gas extraction,
with operational costs making up most of the overall cost. In this section, though we make
reference to changing investment costs in the coal supply chain, we review coal cost trends
largely in terms of the free-on-board (FOB) cost per tonne.4 This is the cash cost to the
producer of their operations. Capital costs and profit are recovered through the margin
between FOB cash costs and the FOB price.

Within the category of capital expenditure, transport infrastructure can be a significant
part of total investment in the coal supply chain, with construction lead times for long-haul
domestic transport infrastructure often longer than the timescale for themine itself. To take
one example, investment in Australia averages $30 to $40 per tonne of annual incremental
port capacity and a similar amount is required for inland transport (depending on haulage
distances), compared with an average of $90 or $150/tonne per year for investment in coal
mining capacity (opencast and underground, respectively).

In FOB terms, cash costs for internationally traded steam coal have risen globally on a
weighted-average basis by around 12% per year since 2005 – a cumulative increase of
around 70%. Despite a small dip in 2009 in the wake of the economic crisis, all the main
steam coal exporters have seen significant rises in their supply costs, due to changes in the
input factors contributing to operational costs (Figure 11.4). Nonetheless, supply costs have

4. Free-on-board is a shipping term whereby the seller pays for the transporta!on of the goods to the port of shipment,
plus loading costs. The buyer pays the cost of marine freight transport, insurance, unloading and transporta!on from the
arrival port to the final des!na!on.
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generally risen much less than international coal prices, widening operational margins and
boosting the profitability of investments – especially for coking coal, whose international
price has risen the most.

Figure 11.4 ! Change in average FOB supply cash costs relative to 2005 for
internationally traded steam coal by selected country and
component
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As in the past, future coal supply costs will depend to a large extent on trends in the cost
of materials, equipment, labour and fuel, as these are major input factors into mining and
shipping operational costs (Meister, 2008). Also, foreign exchange rate effects can have a
major impact (outside the United States, a weaker dollar automatically increases the cost of
local inputs expressed in dollars). Inmature production regions, the depletion of economically
attractive seams and the need to shift investment towards less easy tomine coal deposits can
beexpected todriveupwardsoperatingmining costs (and capital costs), especially if extraction
rates keep rising rapidly. Moreover, moving production to new coal deposits, even those
with favourable geology and good coal quality (e.g. Mongolia, Mozambique), can increase
overall supply costs (including capital recovery) because of the lack of existing infrastructure
(or remoteness from it). In Australia, for example, the next batch of export mines to be
brought into production are in less developed or completely undeveloped basins, like Surat
or Galilee, where rail freight distances can be asmuch as 500 kilometres (km) (ABARES, 2011).
Increasingly stringent environmental, health and safety legislation may also add to cost
pressures. Rising costs formarginal sources of supplywould underpin future international coal
prices, within the limits of coal’s ability to compete with alternative fuels. Uncertainty about
the above factors and the risk that new government policies might curb the growth in coal
demand (with an especially marked impact on traded coal markets) could discourage mining
companies from investing in newmining capacity and transport infrastructure.

Mining
As in recent editions of the Outlook, we present here the results of analysis of the recently
prevailing FOB cash costs to key exporters of producing and transporting steam coal to
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local ports for onward shipment (Figure 11.5). Cash costs include the variable costs of
production, such as labour, materials, inland transportation and port handling fees, but
exclude the depreciation of capital assets and corporate overheads. The weighted-average
FOB cash cost of mining internationally traded steam coal in nominal terms reached an
estimated $56/tonne in 2010, up from $43/tonne in 2009. This cost increase was driven by
rising input prices at existing operations, but also higher operational costs at new mines.
Yet international FOB steam coal prices rose evenmore, to around $90/tonne on average in
2010, yielding healthy margins and providing a strong incentive for new investment.

Figure 11.5 ! Average FOB supply cash costs and prices for internationally
traded steam coal, 2010
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Costs vary markedly across countries but, as in 2009, Indonesia and Colombia had the
lowest FOB cash costs of all the main steam coal exporters in 2010. Indonesia, the world’s
largest steam coal exporter, is by a wide margin the cheapest producer of steam coal, with
some mines achieving FOB cash costs of $30/tonne or less. Higher cost mines in Indonesia
produce on average at $50/tonne FOB, but they still remain at the front of the global steam
coal supply cost curve, alongside Colombia, China and South Africa. Due to the dependence
of Indonesian mining companies on diesel fuel in their opencast truck-and-shovel and
inland barging operations, the removal of diesel subsidies in 2005, together with worsening
geological conditions and coal qualities, means that Indonesian mining costs have been
rising significantly. For example, some collieries have faced FOB cost increases of up to
$15/tonne, shiftingmore of Indonesia’s production up the global supply curve.

Supply costs in South Africa, Australia (New South Wales and Queensland) and the United
States have also increased significantly since 2009, mostly due to the rising costs of labour and
commodity inputs, such as explosives, chemicals, diesel fuel, electricity and tyres, as well as
exchange rate fluctuations. Environmental levies and taxes have also driven up costs. South
African steam coal now costs on average $50/tonne FOB to produce, while costs in Australia
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and the United States havemoved up to the $60 to $75 range. The United States, as the swing
supplier in the Atlantic Basin market, exports only when FOB prices exceed $75/tonne and
domestic coalpricesare lower (whichhas recentlybeen thecase,due tocompetition from lower
natural gas prices, spurred by the increase in unconventional natural gas output). Historically,
export-mining operations in the United States were mainly located in the Appalachians, but
geological conditions, coal qualities and productivity have been deteriorating, due to the
depletion of favourable coal deposits. Increasing amounts of coal originating from the Illinois
and Powder River basins in theUnited States are now finding their way onto the exportmarket.
Russian steam coal for export remains the most expensive, mainly due to the extremely long
inland transport distances to the Baltic and Pacific ports (between 4 000 and 6 000 km).

In the coking coal market, global demand has been strong coming out of the economic crisis,
due to rising steel production,mainly inAsia. Hard coking coal prices betweenAustralianmines
and Japanese steel mills were well above $300/tonne FOB during the first half of 2011, due
to major floods in Queensland, which affected coking coal supplies in particular. For similar
reasons to steam coal, despite rising supply costs, coking coal margins have increased sharply
to, on average, over $100/tonne in 2010 (Figure 11.6). In response, coking coal operations are
being expanded in the key exporting countries, Australia, theUnited States and Canada, while
brand newmines, notably inMongolia andMozambique, are being developed.

Figure 11.6 ! Average FOB supply cash costs and prices for internationally
traded coking coal, 2010
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The relative importance of each input factor in total supply cash costs varies greatly between
individualmines and countries, due to geological conditions andmining techniques (Box 11.4). The
mining method is particularly important. In general terms, underground mining uses less diesel
per tonne of coal mined, so countries with a large share of output from undergroundmines, such
as South Africa, the United States and Russia, have seen smaller increases in fuel costs, as their
production has been less exposed to rising international oil prices (Rademacher, 2011).
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Box 11.4 ! Coal mining techniques

Depending on the geological conditions of a deposit, coal can be eithermined through
underground or opencast methods.
Opencast mining is economically feasible only if coal seams are close to the surface
and fulfil certain other requirements. This method can recover 90% or more of the
coal in-situ and can be very low-cost, as labour costs are low due to use of large-
scale mining equipment. Typically, the overburden (rock and soil between the
surface and the coal seam) is fractured by explosives and then removed. Once the
coal seam is exposed, it can be drilled, fractured and then mined in three different
ways:
! Truck and shovel: large capacity electric-powered mining shovel and diesel-

powered hydraulic excavator are used to strip waste material and recover the
coal. A truck or conveyor belt then transports the coal to a preparation plant or
directly to the final point of use, typically a power station. This method is used in
almost all major coal-producing countries and it can be used in most opencast
mines regardless of geological characteristics; but it requires large amounts of
diesel fuel.

! Dragline: is more capital-intensive than truck and shovel and essentially involves
dragging a large bucket, suspended from a boom via wire ropes, over the
overburden or seam surface. A dragline usually operates on electricity and can
move at times more than 400 tonnes of material in one cycle.

! Bucket wheel-excavator: is among the largest machinery in the world and some
are capable of moving up to 240 000 tonnes of coal or waste rock per day. The
machine has a large, rotating wheel with a configuration of scoops that is fixed
to a boom and is capable of pivoting. This continuous mining method is mainly
employed in brown coal production in Germany, Russia and Australia, and the
coal is immediately transported, via conveyor belts, to a stacker or power plant.

Undergroundmining, which accounts for about 60%ofworld coal production, is used
where coal seams are too deep to be mined economically using opencast methods.
There are two principal undergroundmining methods:
! Room and pillar: involves cutting a network of chambers in the seam, while up to

40% to 50% of the seam remains as pillars to support the mine roof. This method
can be started up quickly and is less capital-intensive than longwall mining. On the
other hand, it requires more roof support materials and related equipment.

! Longwall: employs amechanical shearer that is able tomine coal from a seam face
up to 300 metres long. Self-advancing, hydraulically-powered shields temporarily
hold up the roof while coal is extracted, and later the roof is allowed to collapse.
Over 75% of the coal in the deposit can be extracted with this method, but capital
expenditure is high.

Source: IEA based onWorld Coal Association (2005).
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Underground mining methods (longwall, room and pillar) are comparatively more labour-
intensive than opencast methods (dragline, truck and shovel), where larger mining
equipment can be utilised (Figure 11.7). Underground mining also depends more on steel,
machinery and electricity. Unsurprisingly, explosives, tyres and diesel costs are significant
in truck and shovel operations, while draglines are less diesel intensive, but electricity is a
more important cost factor (Trüby and Paulus, 2011). Globally, prices for diesel, explosives,
tyres, steel andmachinery parts have increased dramatically since 2005. Consequently cash
costs for opencastmining operations have increased sharply, due to their very high exposure
to these input factors, notably in Indonesia, where mining is exclusively carried out using
the truck and shovel method. The production of explosives and chemicals requires oil and
natural gas as feedstock, so the future prices of these commodities will have an indirect, as
well as direct impact on coal mining costs.

Figure 11.7 ! Share of key input factors in coal mining costs by technique,
2009
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Coal mining productivity, measured as average production per employee per hour, has
declined substantially over the past five years in major producing countries, such as
Australia and the United States (Figure 11.8). While various factors (such as changes in
international coal prices or the size of the workforce) contribute to changes in productivity,
significant productivity deterioration can occur as existing coal deposits are exhausted,
seams become thinner andmining operations move deeper. As more overburden has to be
removed or trucks have to move coal over longer distances from the mine mouth, the cost
of mining increases. For example, productivity in opencast mines in the major Australian
mining state of Queensland fell, on average, by around 6% per year from 2003 to 2009,
as existing deposits became depleted; nonetheless, Australian mines are still among the
most productive in the world. During the same time period, productivity, on average, fell
by around 4% per year in the United States, with notable falls in Appalachian underground
mines – a region that has seen extensive coal mining since the 19th century.
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Figure 11.8 ! Coal mining productivity in Australia and the United States,
2004-2009
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Nevertheless, there is still scope for productivity gains in some key countries. For example,
the Chinese mining industry is currently undergoing consolidation, with the closure of
small, inefficient and dangerous provincial or community mines and the development of
several large-scale coal-power bases, which involve building coal-fired power plants next to
mining operations with higher productivity and safety standards (Rui, Morse and He, 2011).
Furthermore, technological improvementsmay help to offset increasingmining costs. These
include the introduction of larger and more efficient machinery (e.g. larger haul trucks,
larger capacity shovels and draglines), and innovativematerials-handling systems (e.g. in-pit
crushing and conveying systems).

Transport
Operational transport costs can make up a sizeable part of the total cost of supplying coal.
This includes inland transport and, in the case of internationally traded coal, coal terminal
fees and sea haulage rates for bulk carriers. In certain cases, there may be significant
additional costs associated with delivering the coal to final users once the coal is off-loaded
at its port of destination.

The importance of inland transportation depends on the distance to the final user or
export terminal. Typically, coal is moved by railway, truck or river barge, though conveyor
belts are sometimes used if the mine is located close to the port. Due to the availability
of river transport and/or the requirement to move coal over only short distances, coal
is cheap to transport in Indonesia and Colombia, around $4 to $8/tonne. Australia and
South Africa have inland transport costs of $8 to $15/tonne, as distances are longer, so
coal has to be moved by railway. In Russia, known for its long railway haulage distances
for domestic coal output, inland transport costs have almost doubled in the course of the
last five years, to around $35/tonne. Inland transport costs are expected to rise in many
countries, as mining operations move further inland, due to the depletion of deposits
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near the coast. Furthermore, bottlenecks in railway infrastructure have become a major
issue in recent years, not least in South Africa and Russia. For example, the railway line
linking the Russian Kuzbass mining region with the Pacific terminals is operating at near
full capacity (VDKI, 2010). In similar cases, expanding exports or domestic deliveries will
require substantial new investment in transportation infrastructure. Coal turnover at
export terminals comprises the second main link in the coal transport chain. While actual
handling costs are relatively low, $2 to $5/tonne, limitations to port throughput capacities
can become critical bottlenecks.

In recent years, utilisation of port infrastructure in several of the major exporting countries
has been high and in 2010 it increased in most cases (Figure 11.9). Australian ports have
recently been operating at close to capacity, with the queue to load coal averaging more
than 100 bulk carriers in 2010 (effective capacity in Australia was temporarily reduced by
capacity expansion works and weather-related incidents). By contrast, export terminals in
countries like Poland and the United States, that used to be major exporters but now have
less competitive supply costs, still have plenty of spare port capacity. Apart from supply
economics, another reason for the lowutilisation of ports in theUnited States is the difficulty
of effective co-ordination between rail operators and the port authorities responsible for
loading schedules, due to limited coal storage space, especially in eastern portswhich export
high volumes of coking coal, each type of which needs to be stored individually.

Figure 11.9 ! Coal export port utilisation rates for selected countries
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Sources: IEA analysis; McCloskey (2007-2011); DnB NOR (2011); ABARES (2011).

Port utilisation rates remain high in Indonesia and Australia, despite major port expansions
in recent years (Schiffer, 2011). Australia increased port capacity to a level of about
380million tonnes (Mt) per year in 2011 and 80Mt/year of capacity is expected to be added
over the next five years (ABARES, 2011). With other countries also planning to expand
coal export capacities, a total global expansion of around 240 Mt/year, or nearly 20%, is
envisaged by 2016 (Table 11.4). Port bottlenecks should ease if these capacities come online
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as scheduled, though lack of railway capacity can limit their use. For example, in South Africa
port capacitywas expanded significantly in 2009 and again in 2011 to 108Mt/year; however,
lack of railway capacity has kept effective export capacity to less than 70Mt.

Table 11.4 ! Coal export port capacities for selected countries (Mt/year)

2009 2010 2011 2009 to
2011 2013 2016 2011 to

2016

Australia 350 365 379 8% 448 459 21%

Indonesia 304 304 315 4% 337 366 16%

United States 121 121 129 6% 155 193 50%

South Africa 75 97 108 45% 108 108 -

Colombia 76 76 77 1% 88 104 35%

Russia: west 85 85 89 5% 89 89 -

Russia: east 45 46 47 4% 55 55 16%

Canada 35 39 41 17% 41 41 -

Vietnam 34 34 34 - 34 34 -

Poland 20 20 20 - 20 20 -

Mozambique 3 5 6 100% 6 16 167%

Venezuela 11 11 11 - 11 11 -

Total 1 158 1 203 1 256 8% 1 391 1 495 19%

Note: South Africa includes export capacity from the port of Maputo, in Mozambique.
Sources: IEA analysis; McCloskey (2007-2011); DnB NOR (2011); ABARES (2011).

On average, transport costs make up a much bigger share of the cost of supplying
internationally traded coal than is the case for oil. Dry bulk carriers are used to ship hard coal
over long distances and, occasionally, maritime shipping can be the biggest cost component
in the coal-supply chain. Shipping costs, which can be very volatile, have fallen recently as
a result of new vessels becoming available, yet they still account for a significant share of
the total cost of supply to somemarkets, for example to northwest Europe (Figure 11.10).

In 2008, bulk freight rates hit all-time highs, reaching up to $40/tonne and accounting
for up to 45% of total coal delivered costs on certain routes. This spike in freight rates
led to increased investment in new shipping capacity but, due to the lead times in
shipping construction, the new vessels have been coming online since 2009 and 2010,
just when freight demand stabilised. The result has been a collapse in freight rates.
For example, freight rates for the Australia to northwest Europe route have averaged
$18/tonne over the last two years, compared with around $40/tonne in 2007 and 2008
(McCloskey, 2007-2011). It is likely that there will continue to be ample spare shipping
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capacity in the next two to four years, keeping freight rates low (Figure 11.11). Ship order
books are still at very high levels, with almost 2 000 new Panamax and Capesize bulk carriers
due to be commissioned over the period to 2015.

Figure 11.10 ! Steam coal supply cash costs to northwest Europe by
component for selected exporters, 2007 and 2009
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Figure 11.11 ! Dry bulk carrier market evolution, 2011-2015
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Government policies

Governments intervene in energy markets in many different ways, with direct or knock-on
effects on both coal demand and supply. Energy and environmental policies, including those
aimed at mitigating climate change, mainly affect supply through changes in demand, but
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somemeasures directly affect supply, either positively (e.g. via subsidies to local production)
or negatively (e.g. restrictions on mining for local environmental reasons). Supply-side
government coal policies can be important in determining the costs and volumes of coal
produced and, therefore, market prices.

Generally, exploration or exploitation ofmineral resources requires a permit. The procedure
to gain the permit, together with the requirements on the exploration or exploitation of the
deposit, including royalties, can be critical in fostering or hampering mining activity. While
technology exists tominimise their environmental impact, noise, dust, water use, liquid and
solid wastes, and significant temporary (and, to a lesser extent, permanent) modifications
to the landscape may all inhibit mining operations. Local opposition and the stringency of
regulatory requirements relating to these externalities have a substantial impact on financial
risk, cost and, ultimately, investment in mining.

In a growing number of countries, including China, waste management from mining,
particularly reducing the risk of groundwater contamination, and requiring site-rehabilitation,
has improved enormously in recent decades and is expected to improve in the future. But
such essential improvements unquestionably increase costs. The extent and nature of the
environmental impact and the rigour of mineral resource permitting are closely linked in
practice. Mining is sometimes prohibited in areas that are protected for environmental
reasons. Access to land is also affected by the nature of the ownership ofmineral resources:
when a coal resource is owned by a private landowner, the incentive to lease the land (for
mineral exploitation) may be stronger, as the owner benefits directly.

Government policies on energy taxation generally also affect coal production. For example, a
carbon cap-and-trade schemenot only pushes up the effective price of coal to end-users, but
can also have a significant impact on production costs and supply, as diesel and electricity
(the prices of which are affected by the carbon price) are important cost components in coal
mining and transportation. The inclusion of fugitive emissions ofmethane from coalmines in
any carbon cap-and-trade schemewould have a highly significant impact on coal-production
costs. In general, mining regulation is expected to become progressively more stringent.

Some countries continue to support coal mining directly (Table 11.5). Usually this is
for reasons of local employment and regional development. Coal production is often a
labour-intensive industry (especially in developing countries), both through direct
employment in the mines and in auxiliary industries located nearby, such as transport,
equipment repair and material and equipment supply. In some regions, coal production
is overwhelmingly the main economic activity, lending the authorities to intervene to
support mining activities when costs are rising or market prices are falling. Energy security
is also sometimes cited as a rationale for subsidising indigenous coal production in order to
displace oil, natural gas or coal that would otherwise have to be imported. The rationale for
coal production subsidies – whether for social, regional or energy-policy reasons – is often
poorly defined and little overt attempt is made to measure this effectiveness.

Coal production can be supported in a variety of ways. Most commonly, subsidisation
takes the form of guaranteeing prices to mining companies and/or guaranteeing demand
(usually from local power stations). Other forms of financial support include royalty and tax
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exemptions and credits, grants for investment, cheap loans, preferential rail-transportation
tariffs (usually where the rail company is publicly owned) and the imposition of tariffs or
quotas on imported coal. Assistance may also be offered to retired miners (which does not
directly affect current production) and to cover the costs associated with land reclamation.

Table 11.5 ! Government support to coal production in OECD countries

Type of support

Germany The cost of producing hard coal in Germany (lignite mining is not subsidised) is normally far higher than the
price of imported coal; the difference is made up by a subsidy to Ruhrkohle AG (RAG), the dominant producer.
The cost of these subsidies peaked at $8.5 billion in 1996 and in 2011 was around $2 billion, even though
production had been declining for many years. In mid-2007, the federal government, the governments of the
states with mines, the unions and RAG agreed on a detailed road map to end all subsidies by 2018. Under the
deal, production is being gradually scaled back. Subsidies will continue to be paid jointly by the federal and
state governments until 2014, after which time the federal governmentwill pay all subsidies. Liability costs that
remain after the closure of the pits will primarily be paid out of a fundwhichwill be financed by the proceeds of
a public sale of shares in RAG. Another programme, in place since 2001, provides older coal miners with early
retirement payments until they become eligible for regular pension payments.

Korea Support to producers of anthracite coal has been in place for several decades, involving price support,
subsidies for acquiring capital equipment, subsidies for exploration and support of a more general nature.
The price-support component was repealed at the end of 2010. The government also provides support
to the production of anthracite briquettes, mainly by setting the price below cost (to protect low-income
households) and paying the difference to producers. Support is due to be phased out progressively and
terminated by the end of 2020, though a scheme to provide vouchers to subsidise consumption is expected
to be expanded to offset the impact of higher prices.

Poland Most of the costs currently associated with aiding the restructuring of the hard coal industry are associated
with historic liabilities. Since 2007, the costs of mine closures have been met by a dedicated fund,
established for this purpose by the remaining mining enterprises. Coal sales are not subsidised and state
aid is no longer given to support operating costs or to maintain access to already exploited coal reserves.

Spain Transfer payments are made by the government to private coal companies to compensate them for the
difference between their operating costs and the prices at which they sell their output to local power
plants (which are negotiated directly). Under the National Plan for Strategic Coal Reserves 2006-2012,
operating aid is to be reduced progressively and production is due to fall from 12.1 Mt in 2005 to 9.2 Mt in
2012. Aid is available to pay benefits to former miners, to cover the costs of mine closures, for alternative
industrialisation projects and for developing infrastructure in the affected mining regions.

Turkey The government subsidises directly hard coal mining by paying the difference between the price at which
TTK (themonopoly state-owned hard coal producer) sells the coal to power generators (linked to the import
price) and the actual cost of production. The government plans to phase out this subsidy with the planned
restructuring of TTK.

Source: OECD/IEA databases and analysis.

Information about government support to coal production is patchy, especially for
countries outside the OECD. A handful of OECD countries, mostly in Europe, still support
coal production, though the level of support has in most cases been declining for several
years. For example, Germany still has hard coal production subsidies, but is due to phase
them out completely by 2018. All support to coal production in Europe is subject to
European Union (EU) rules on state aid.
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Coal market and industry structure

International markets

International coal trade takes place largely within two distinct geographical zones: the
Atlantic and Pacific Basins. In the Atlantic Basin, Colombia, Russia and South Africa are the
main exporters of steam and coking coal, mostly to Europe, though South African coal also
moves eastwards, mainly to India. In the Pacific Basin, the main exporters are Australia
and Indonesia, supplying their traditional markets in Japan, Korea and Chinese Taipei, but
recently also China and India. Exceptions to these general export patterns do exist: some
Australian and Indonesian coal goes to Europe and the United States exports steam coal to
Europe and coking coal to other markets. Canada is also an exporter of coking coal in the
Pacific Basin and Mongolia is joining its ranks. Mozambique will soon be exporting coking
and steam coal in both the Atlantic and Pacific Basins. China and India have become active
players in the coal import market. India, which is facing the prospect of increasing import
needs in coming years, has established strong relations with Indonesia and South Africa in
particular. China’s position is more complex as import volumes depend heavily on arbitrage
opportunities between domestic and international prices.

The Atlantic Basinmarket for steam coal hasmatured and become highly liquid: paper trade
has grown rapidly over the last four years and in 2010 was thought to be around ten-times
as big as the physical market. There is a wide range of financial instruments for hedging and
managing risks. Liberalisation of electricitymarkets, a shift from long-term contracts to spot
index pricing and increased price volatility have helped to drive this development. Flexibility
on both the demand side (particularly concerning the types of coal used) and on the supply
side (including the ability to diversify coal quality through blending facilities) is likely to
increase in the future.

By contrast, the Pacific Basin has not seen the same increase in the sophistication of trading
practices, probably because of the continued preference on the part of Japanese and Korean
buyers for long-term contracts, for security-of-supply reasons, which are related to steel
production to support domestic manufacturing. The Pacific Basin has been dominated by
long-term contracts with annual price negotiations, with spot purchases accounting for only
a small share of total trade. The share of long-term contracts is thought to be from 85% to
90% in Japan, 80% to 85% in Chinese Taipei and 75% to 80% in Korea. India is moving from
spot pricing to an equal mix of spot and long-term contracts. The slow pace of electricity
market deregulation, aversion of some exporters to hedging and difficulties in establishing
reliable indices in the complex Chinese and Indianmarkets, have impeded the development
of amore liquidmarket. Nevertheless, there are signs that the situation is changing in some
parts of Asia, with paper and financial trading playing a growing role. For example, the first
Indonesian futures contract for steam coal was launched in 2010.

In the global coking coal market, trade has recently moved from mostly annual contracts
to quarterly contracts and pressure from the producers to move to monthly pricing is
growing. The existence of iron ore and coke derivatives and the launch of the first coking
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coal derivatives, which together allow hedging along the whole steel-value chain, are likely
to lead to a rapid change in the way coking coal is traded. It is unclear to what extent this
may be affected by any reduction in the differential between steam and coking coal prices
– a prospect that is looking increasingly likely, given recent large investments in new coking
coal mines.

Industry concentration

The structure of the coal industry worldwide has been undergoing radical change
over the past decade or so, involving increased merger and acquisition activity (both
internationally and within domestic industries) and increased diversification on the
part of the mining companies, both in terms of the types of commodities they mine
and the extent of overseas activities. In general, units within the industry have become
larger, while most of the big companies have become more international. In China and
some other developing countries, mining has been put on a more commercial footing,
with some liberalisation of domestic markets, greater private-sector involvement and
modernisation of operations.

Nonetheless, the coal industry remains far-less concentrated than other fuel industries. The
30 leading coal companies (whose share has risen slightly since 2008) accounted for around
40% of global production and global trade in 2010, far smaller shares than in the oil or
natural gas sectors. The share of the four big diversifiedmining companies (Anglo American,
BHP Billiton, Rio Tinto and Xstrata) in global production actually declined from 7% in 2008 to
5% in 2010, though this was mainly because the three-largest Chinese producers (Shenhua
Group, China Coal Group and Datong Coal Group) expanded their market share from 7% to
9%. The recent strong growth in output in China has resulted from the ongoing consolidation
of small-scale mining operations into larger, more efficient and safer mining complexes.

The concentration of global coal mining is likely to become more marked in the medium
term, partly as a continuation of recent trends (in line with global trends across most
industrial sectors) and because production growth is expected to come mainly from
countries where the industry is already dominated by a small number of large companies.
The trend towards concentration will be accelerated if prices and investment returns
remain high, as they will enhance the ability of big companies to seek out new acquisitions.
The increased financial and technical risk associated with greenfield mining and related
transport infrastructure will also tend to favour greater concentration, though joint-
venture operations can spread this risk. Nonetheless, there may be opportunities for small
companies to build market share where policies are put in place to increase production by
opening mining blocks to competition.

International trade in hard coal is more concentrated. The four big diversified mining
companies, together with Drummond and Peabody Energy in the United States, SUEK
and Kuzbassrazrezugol in Russia, and Bumi in Indonesia, accounted for nearly 40% of
inter-regional coal trade in 2010. The share of these companies was just under 45%
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in 2008. As Australia and Indonesia account for more than half of the world inter-regional
hard coal trade,mining companies in these countries naturally also account for a large share.
Like production, trade is likely to become evenmore concentrated in the future, though, as
demonstrated by the recent increasing importance of Indonesian mining companies, the
barriers to market entry by smaller players are not insurmountable.

Current investment trends5

Despite rising costs, investment in coal mining resumed its strong upward path in 2010,
following a temporary slowdown in growth in 2009 in the wake of the global financial and
economic crisis. The 30 leading coal companies worldwide, accounting for around 40% of
world coal production, invested a total of $16 billion in 2010 – an increase of $1.5 billion,
or 10%, on the 2009 level (Table 11.6). The jump in investment by these companies was
particularly marked in China and the United States, where their investment had stalled in
2009, due to financing difficulties and a slump in demand. On the assumption that the level
of investment per tonne of coal produced by the 30 leading coal companies was matched
by all other coal companies, world coal mining investment totalled about $40 billion in
2010. Recently, an increasing share of investments has been directed towards coking
coal operations, because of the widening differential between steam and coking coal
prices. Spending on acquisitions of coking coal companies (not included in our investment
estimates) has also increased.

The four big diversified mining companies – Anglo American, BHP Billiton, Rio Tinto and
Xstrata – invested a total of $4.6 billion in 2010, marginally higher than in 2009. Investment
by Xstrata increased sharply, with the development of six new coal mines, with a total
capacity of more than 31 Mt per year, which are due to enter production by 2013. This
increase was largely offset by a drop in capital expenditure by BHP Billiton. The combined
spending of the two big Chinese coal-mining companies (ShenhuaGroup and China National
Coal Group) surged by about 70% to $5.2 billion in 2010, driven by the continuing rapid
growth in Chinese coal demand. Consequently, their share in the total investments of
the 30 leading coal companies increased from just over one-fifth to one-third. In 2010,
investment by the leading Indonesian companies dropped, partly as a result of unusually
high capital expenditures in 2009; but it was still 85% higher than in 2007.

The 30 leading coal companies combined have a high reserves-to-production ratio,
averaging about 60 years. But the ratio differs widely among the companies; for instance
four companies, including the largest Chinese producer Shenhua Group, have a remaining
reserve lifetime of less than 25 years. The average reserve lifetime of the four big diversified
mining companies, at around 40 years, is relatively long. Eight companies have reserves
covering more than 50 years of production at current rates, three of which are based in the
United States. Companies like RWEPower in Germany and ChinaNational Coal Group report
very large coal reserves. However, reserve statements have to be treated with care due to
different classification systems and accounting standards between countries.

5. Investment figures presented in this sec!on exclude expenditure on mergers and acquisi!ons.
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Table 11.6 ! Key figures for the 30 leading coal companies

Name (corporate base) Production
(Mt)

R/P*
(Years)

Exports
(Mt)

Investment
($ million)

2010 2010 2008 2009 2010

Coal India (India) 431 50 n.a. 600 629 513

Shenhua Group (China) 352 21 n.a. 2 090 1 169 2 626

Peabody Energy (US) 198 41 19 264 261 557

Datong Coal Mining Group (China) 150 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Arch Coal (US) 146 27 6 497 323 315

China National Coal Group (China) 138 134 n.a. 1 142 1 874 2 564

BHP Billiton (UK-Australia) 104 61 63 938 2 438 1 534

Shanxi Coking Coal Group (China) 101 n.a. n.a. 1 132 1 732 628

RWE Power (Germany) 99 350 n.a. 331 459 241

Anglo American (UK-South Africa) 97 28 48 832 496 491

SUEK (Russia) 89 66 29 449 351 429

Cloud Peak Energy (US) 85 11 3 138 120 92

Xstrata (UK-Switzerland) 80 45 58 1 204 1 111 1 998

Alpha Natural Resources (US) 77 49 9 331 339 345

Rio Tinto (UK-Australia) 73 27 32 515 512 609

Consol Energy (US) 66 31 6 446 580 733

PT Bumi Resources (Indonesia) 59 31 53 567 484 287

Kuzbassrazrezugol (Russia) 50 n.a. 24 667 126 336

Banpu (Thailand) 43 49 n.a. 120 82 42

Sasol (South Africa) 43 n.a. n.a. 121 170 232

PT Adaro Indonesia (Indonesia) 42 20 n.a. 226 141 290

Kompania Węglowa (Poland) 40 n.a. n.a. 371 316 265

Massey Energy (US) 34 63 n.a. 737 275 n.a.

Drummond (US) 32 n.a. 32 n.a. n.a. n.a.

Patriot Coal (US) 28 58 n.a. 121 78 123

Mitsubishi Development (Japan) 28 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Alliance Resource Partners (US) 27 23 1 177 328 290

PT Kideco Jaya Agung (Indonesia) 24 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Teck Cominco (Canada) 23 32 n.a. 118 69 355

International Coal Group (US) 14 70 1 173 88 107

Total 2 775 60 384 14 304 14 551 16 002

*Reserves-to-production (R/P) ratios are based on the last year of available data for production and the sum of probable
and proven reserves. Includes IEA estimates on reserve data, which may not conform to the Australasian Joint Ore
Reserves Committee (JORC) standards.
Sources: Company reports and IEA analysis.
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Focus on the New Policies Scenario

Production prospects

In the New Policies Scenario, global coal production increases by nearly 20%, from about
4 930 million tonnes of coal equivalent (Mtce) in 2009 to a plateau of 5 860 Mtce in 2025,
before remaining broadly flat throughout the rest of the projection period (Table 11.7).
The majority of the net growth in world production occurs in non-OECD countries, while
production falls markedly in the OECD (particularly in Europe and the United States), at an
average rate of 0.6% per year. Non-OECD production over 2009 to 2035 expands by almost
1 150 Mtce, or 1.1% per year on average, with roughly 50% of the increase coming from
China and the bulk of the rest from India and Indonesia. Australia is the only major OECD
producer to see a rise in production (12% between 2009 and 2035), but growth is mainly
confined to the period to 2020.

Table 11.7 ! Coal production by region in the New Policies Scenario (Mtce)

1980 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009-2035*

OECD 1 385 1 403 1 462 1 421 1 358 1 281 1 197 -0.6%

Americas 673 810 856 833 799 750 697 -0.6%

United States 640 757 794 769 740 699 652 -0.6%

Europe 609 249 218 192 169 146 118 -2.8%

Asia Oceania 103 343 388 396 390 386 382 0.4%

Australia 74 338 382 391 384 381 377 0.4%

Non-OECD 1 195 3 525 4 172 4 412 4 505 4 575 4 662 1.1%

E. Europe/Eurasia 519 364 407 408 406 393 382 0.2%

Russia n.a. 219 258 262 267 257 248 0.5%

Asia 568 2 873 3 423 3 634 3 725 3 805 3 903 1.2%

China 444 2 197 2 563 2 675 2 691 2 710 2 739 0.9%

India 77 349 399 441 488 537 589 2.0%

Indonesia 0 238 338 380 406 415 429 2.3%

Middle East 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.9%

Africa 100 207 238 254 251 255 256 0.8%

South Africa 95 202 218 224 216 216 214 0.2%

Latin America 8 80 103 115 122 121 120 1.6%

Colombia 4 68 90 101 109 107 107 1.8%

World 2 579 4 928 5 634 5 833 5 863 5 856 5 859 0.7%

European Union n.a. 238 201 171 142 117 89 -3.7%

*Compound average annual growth rate.
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Trade prospects

In the New Policies Scenario, total hard coal trade between WEO regions is projected
to rise from about 750 Mtce in 2009 to a plateau of around 1 050 Mtce by 2020, before
falling back slightly to nearly 1 020 Mtce by 2035 (Table 11.8). The average annual value
of this hard coal trade over the period 2011 to 2035 amounts to about $140 billion
(in year-2010 dollars); although this appears large, it is far below the average annual value
of trade in oil ($1.9 trillion) and natural gas ($385 billion). Patterns of coal trade have been
shifting in recent years, with a growing share taken by non-OECD Asian imports, and this
trend is set to continue. Consequently, the centre of gravity in international coal trade
continues to move to the Pacific Basin market in the New Policies Scenario (Figure 11.12).

Table 11.8 ! Inter-regional* hard coal net trade by country in the
New Policies Scenario (Mtce)

2009 2020 2035

Mtce
Share

of primary
demand**

Mtce
Share

of primary
demand**

Mtce
Share

of primary
demand**

OECD -120 9% -72 6% 50 5%

Americas 38 5% 70 9% 61 9%

United States 32 4% 65 9% 53 8%

Europe -181 65% -191 72% -147 78%

Asia Oceania 23 7% 48 13% 136 37%

Australia 256 81% 310 83% 301 83%

Japan -144 100% -158 100% -115 100%

Non-OECD 178 5% 72 2% -50 1%

E. Europe/Eurasia 87 30% 103 31% 83 26%

Russia 77 42% 96 43% 80 38%

Asia -19 1% -178 5% -281 7%

China -88 4% -188 7% -81 3%

India -61 16% -178 30% -294 34%

Indonesia 191 100% 288 99% 278 94%

Middle East -1 43% -2 54% -2 55%

Africa 56 27% 75 29% 75 29%

South Africa 63 31% 66 29% 54 25%

Latin America 54 70% 74 66% 74 63%

Colombia 63 93% 95 94% 99 93%

World 753 17% 1 056 19% 1 017 18%

European Union -156 62% -155 69% -110 76%

*Total net exports for all WEO regions, not including trade within WEO regions. **Share of production in the case of
exporting regions.
Notes: Positive numbers denote exports; negative numbers imports. The difference betweenOECD and non-OECD figures
in 2009 are due to stock change.
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Figure 11.12 ! World inter-regional* hard coal net trade by major region
in the New Policies Scenario
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*Total net exports for allWEO regions, not including trade withinWEO regions.

Whereas Japan and the European Union have long been the world’s largest coal importers,
China and India are now emerging as equally important. In particular, India is set to rely
increasingly on imports, as its production fails to keep pacewith booming domestic demand.
India’s hard coal imports were around 60 Mtce in 2009 and by 2035 are projected to rise
five-fold to 300 Mtce – by far the largest volume of any single country (Figure 11.13).
International coal pricemovements will increasingly be driven by Indian and Chinese import
needs, which have already had a profound impact on the prices paid by coal-importing
OECD countries. Falling demand in the European Union drives down net imports by almost
50Mtce between 2009 and 2035, to 110Mtce; most of the change happens after 2020.

China is expected to become an increasingly important net importer in the medium
term, but in line with a projected slowdown in domestic demand growth and expected
improvements in domestic coal infrastructure, its trade in coal returns to balance by the
end of the projection period. However, this projection is very sensitive to projected rates of
demand and production growth, since trade is the difference between very large volumes
and, therefore, a modestly faster pace of demand growth or slightly slower output growth
would lead to much higher import requirements (and vice versa). Assuming all else was
equal, hard coal net imports would fall to zero by 2015 (compared with our projection of
around 185 Mtce) if China’s output rises by just 1.2% per year above our projection in the
New Policies Scenario.

Among the coal exporters, by far the biggest increase in volumes traded occurs in
Indonesia and Australia, although their growth is concentrated in the period to 2020. These
two countries, which together already accounted for about 60% of global hard coal trade in
2009, are projected to contribute nearly half of the increase in global inter-regional trade
to 2035 in the New Policies Scenario. Most of their exports go to India, China, Japan and
Korea. Exports from South Africa, the United States and Russian initially follow the growth
in global coal trade in the New Policies Scenario to 2020, before declining towards 2035 as
global trade decreases and competition from the lowest and/or largest exporters intensifies.
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Colombia, along with new entrants such as Mongolia and Mozambique, is projected
to contribute substantially to incremental growth in inter-regional trade, increasing
diversification of sources for importers (especially of coking coal in the case of Mongolia
andMozambique).

Figure 11.13 ! Major hard coal importers in the New Policies Scenario
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Investment outlook

In the New Policies Scenario, global cumulative investment requirements in the coal
industry over the period 2011 to 2035 amount to about $1.2 trillion (in year-2010 dollars),
or $47 billion per year. Around half of this capital expenditure is in the period to 2020 and
China alone accounts for over half of the cumulative investments over the projection period
(Figure 11.14). Nearly 95% of projected investment goes to mining, including existing and
new operations, and the rest to ports and shipping. While far from negligible, coal capital
expenditures, at only 3% of global energy-supply investment requirements, are small
relative to other sectors.

The average annual projected rate of global investment is around 15% higher than the
investment estimated to have been made in 2010. In effect, the diminishing need for new
capacity, as demand growth slows and saturates by the early 2020s in the New Policies
Scenario, is offset by the assumed rise in capital costs per unit of output. As seen above,
after a short period of respite following the onset of the global economic crisis, capital
expenditure in mining and transportation per unit of output is on the rise again. The global
weighted-average investment between 2008 and 2010 is estimated at $7.8/tonne of
annual mine capacity (in year-2010 dollars), though costs vary significantly across countries
and basins. We assume that investment unit costs in real terms will continue to rise over
the projection period due to continuing upward pressures on labour, steel, equipment,
materials and energy costs, albeit at a slower rate than in the recent past – the global
weighted-average investment is assumed to be $9.3/tonne of annual mine capacity over
the projection period.
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Figure 11.14 ! Cumulative coal-supply investment by region in the
New Policies Scenario, 2011-2035
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Mining

China has the second-largest coal reserves in the world, after the United States, with
around 180 billion tonnes of hard coal and 10 billion tonnes of brown coal. Reserves are
concentrated in the north-central and western provinces of the country, mainly in Shanxi,
Shaanxi, Inner Mongolia and Xinjiang. Based on preliminary data, China produced close
to 2 300 Mtce of coal in 2010, of which 83% was steam coal and 17% coking coal. Coal
production in China more than doubled between 2000 and 2010. The Chinese mining
industry is divided into large state-owned mining enterprises, provincial mining companies
and small-scale community operations. While most state-owned enterprises, like Shenhua
Group, have efficient and safe mining operations, where modern equipment is employed,
the smaller-scale operations at the provincial or community level are often less efficient
and less safe. Production from state-owned enterprises makes up around half of total
coal production, with the majority of the remainder coming from small-scale operators
(VDKI, 2010).

Due to the rapid exploitation of coal deposits in recent years, the Chinese coal-mining
industry faces two key challenges. First, existing operations aremoving deeper underground,
with more than 60% of coal reserves now found at depths greater than 1 000 metres
(Minchener, 2007). Underground mining already makes up 90% of total output and, with
greater depth, mining costs are increasing, further raising the costs of supply (which are
already increasing due to transportation distances). Second, new coal-mining operations
are moving westward into Inner Mongolia, Shaanxi and Xinjiang, as more eastern deposits,
closer to themainmarkets, are exhausted. The production targets that the government has
set for the Xinjiang are challenging: 1 billion tonnes by 2020, up from an estimated 75 Mt
in 2009. Achieving this will require the construction of a new railway line, dedicated to
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freight, to connect the coal-fields with the inland provinces of Gansu andQinghai. However,
transport costs to the coast will be very high, due to the long distances involved.

Between 2000 and 2009, the average cost of production of the major state-owned
enterprises in Shanxi province broadly tripled (Figure 11.15). The labour productivity of
newer coal-mining operations in China is similar to that in the Appalachian region of the
United States or in South Africa, thanks to the recent industry consolidation and efforts to
increasemechanisation, but, worsening geological conditions have outweighed productivity
gains in recent years. Levies and taxes have been introduced or increased, mostly aimed
at diminishing the environmental impact of mining, while the coal resource tax has also
contributed to higher costs.

Figure 11.15 ! Average coal production costs of major state-owned
enterprises in Shanxi province, 2000-2009
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Sources: Wang and Horii (2008); Tu (2010); IEA analysis.

The massive restructuring of the Chinese coal-mining industry that has been underway for
several years – aimed at consolidatingmining operations, increasing efficiency and improved
health and safety – has contributed to constraining growth in production, as small inefficient
mines have been shut down. As a result, production has failed to keep pace with demand,
causing imports to rise and exports to drop in the short term, though the restructuring is
expected to reinforce the ability of the industry to attain higher production in the longer
term. However, there are concerns about the adequacy of the incentives to invest, given
the pressure on the coal industry from power generators to hold down prices. Power
generators have incurred big financial losses recently as a result of the government capping
electricity prices (to combat inflation and protect household incomes) to levels that do not
cover the rising cost of coal. The government attempted to address this problem in the
11th Five-Year Plan by planning large “coal-power bases” – the development of combined
mining operations and coal-fired power plants at the same location. The electricity so
produced is to be transmitted via ultra-high-voltage direct current lines to demand centres.
This approach can reduce transport costs and also allows for larger, more efficient and safer
mining operations. Chinese officials hope that the distribution of business risk resulting
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from this growing integration of the power and coal sectors will reduce the conflict between
coal and power producers. Currently, fourteen coal-power bases are under development,
controlled by state-owned enterprises and the central government. Each will produce and
burn more than 100Mt of coal per year.

Inland transporta!on

The greater part of Chinese demand for coal and energy generally is concentrated along
the coast, mainly in the industrial centres around Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangdong
(Figure 11.16). Consequently, coal has to be hauled long distances from the western
coal-mining areas, sometimes exceeding 1 300 km. As a result, domestic transportation
makes up a significant part of the total cost of supply. It can cost around $35/tonne to
move coal from the central coal provinces to the coast at present (Table 11.9). Most of the
country’s coal-fired power stations are located near the coastal demand centres, as building
plants close to mines was previously hindered by a regulatory scheme that discouraged
electricity-grid operators from building transmission lines. The share of coal transported
by railway has rapidly dropped in recent years, but rail is still the dominant mode of
transportation, accounting for 44% of total coal production in 2009 (NBS, 2010). Because
of inland transportation constraints, growing volumes of domestic coal are shipped by sea
using bulk carriers, fromQinhuangdao and other ports in the north tomajor demand centres
in the south, and a smaller fraction of the coal produced is moved by road and river barges.

Table 11.9 ! Major railway-to-port coal routes in China

Distance
(km)

Costs ($/tonne) Capacity (Mt/year)

2006 2010 2006 2010

From Northern Shanxi/Shaanxi/Inner Mongolia to:
Qinhuangdao 650 16 26 193 193

Tianjin 500 13 20 90 108

Jintang 600 15 24 16 46

Hunaghua 600 15 24 90 90

From Central/Southeast Shanxi to:
Qingdao 900 23 36 15 15

From Southwest/Southeast Shanxi to:
Rizhao 900 23 36 27 45

Lianyungang 950 24 38 17 20

Sources: Tu (2010); Morse and He (2010); Paulus and Trüby (2011); IEA estimates and analysis.

In total, coastal freight amounts to around 500 Mt/year and is expected to increase in the
short term. Coal-transportation capacity has increased rapidly: the capacity of the three
major railway links connecting the western coal-bearing provinces with the northern coal
ports has grown from 550 Mt/year in 2005 to around 1 000 Mt/year in 2010. Even so, rail
bottlenecks have occurred and road transportation has been hindered by massive and
common traffic jams on the roads to eastern demand centres. Rising rail freight rates
have also driven up coal-supply costs: the railway network is under the control of a state
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monopoly, which is able to extract monopoly rents from coal producers. The government’s
policy of encouraging coal-power bases is expected to reduce the need for coastal transport,
relieve the pressure on the rail-transport system and limit themarket power of the state rail
company over future coal power projects.

Figure 11.16 ! Major coal production centres and transport routes in China,
2009
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demand centres of (more than 100Mt) have been included, except Xinjiang.
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Trade

China swung from being a net exporter to a net importer of coal in 2009, with a net import
balance of 88 Mtce. In 2010, net imports continued to climb to an estimated 126 Mtce,
making China the world’s second-largest coal importer after Japan. China continues to
export some coal, but imports are now much bigger. Exports have been controlled by
the government through export quotas since 2004, mainly because of concerns about
over-exploitation of domestic resources and the prospect of growing dependence on
imported coal. Only fourmining companies (China Coal Company,Minmetals, Shanxi Group
and ShenhuaGroup) hold export licenses. Export quotas are set on an annual basis and have
been reduced progressively from 80 Mt in total in 2005 to 38 Mt in 2011. The government
also levies a tax on coal imports, currently 17% of the FOB price. While subject to oscillation
and consequently arbitrage, transportation bottlenecks and high rail-freight tariffs for
coal moved from the northwest of China have led to an increase in domestic delivered
coal prices and reduced the competitiveness of Chinese production compared with
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imports (Figure 11.17). Average coal prices at Qinhuangdao, the main export terminal,
increased from $71/tonne in 2007 to $115/tonne in 2010, and were higher again in 2011.

Figure 11.17 ! China’s steam coal import volumes from selected countries
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Outlook

Our projections for China’s production reflect the expected trends in mining and transport
infrastructure outlined above and the underlying coal demand trends presented in
Chapter 10. Many of the policies contained in China’s 12th Five-Year Plan are expected to be
taken forward through more detailed targets. In some cases, this Outlook anticipates such
targets, based on credible reports at the time of writing, in order to provide further depth
to the analysis. The energy targets outlined by officials show coal consumption reaching
around 3.8 billion tonnes in 2015, whichwould call for average annual growth of production
of only around 5% from 2011 to 2015, compared with almost 10% between 2000 and
2010. In the New Policies Scenario, total coal production in China is projected to increase
by around 540 Mtce between 2009 and 2035, reaching 2 740 Mtce. Most of the increase
– about 90% – occurs by 2020, production growing at an annual rate of 1.8% from 2009 to
2020 (Figure 11.18). All of the increase to 2020 is in steam coal, which reaches a level of
nearly 2 300 Mtce. After 2020, coal production remains almost stable until the end of the
projection period, as industrial energy demand slows, with coal increasingly substituted by
natural gas and electricity, and other fuels (like natural gas, nuclear and renewables) become
more important in power generation. As a result of fuel substitution and due to saturation of
steel use, coking coal production peaks before 2020 and declines through theOutlook period
from 380Mtce in 2009 to around 300Mtce in 2035.

In the New Policies Scenario, Chinese net coal imports increase from around 90 Mtce
in 2009 to 185 Mtce by 2015 (Figure 11.19). Over this period, lower economic growth
rates, improved energy efficiency and a shift of focus away from coal towards natural gas,
renewables and nuclear energy gradually dampen coal demand growth and slow the growth
in coal imports. In addition, the opening up of new, highly cost-competitive coal mines in
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the west of China, together with increased transmission of electricity rather than transport
of coal should increase the competitiveness of domestic supply, compared to imports.
Between 2015 and the end of the projection period, net imports decline, though slowly, as a
result of stagnating domestic Chinese coal demand. By 2035, China’s net imports are around
3% of the nation’s demand – a level comparable to 2009.

Figure 11.18 ! Cumulative coal production in China by period and type in
the New Policies Scenario
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Figure 11.19 ! China’s hard coal net trade by type in the New
Policies Scenario
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Nevertheless, with the import levels projected in the medium term in the New Policies
Scenario, China would remain a crucial player in global coal trade, up to 2020. China’s share
of total inter-regional hard coal trade would remain just below 20%, China becoming the
world’s biggest importer in volume terms; later on, China would be overtaken by India. On
the other hand, Chinese net imports would still meet only around 7% of total Chinese coal
demand around 2020. As Chinese demand is so large, a relatively small variation in domestic
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coal demandor supplywould havemajor implications for internationalmarkets (see Spotlight
in Chapter 2). In this context, prices could be highly volatile, as short-term fluctuations in the
Chinese domestic market amplify pricemovements on the international market.

United States

Mining

Reserves of hard and brown coal in the United States amounted to 227 billion tonnes
and 31 billion tonnes respectively at end-2009 (BGR, 2010). Together, these reserves are
sufficient to maintain 2009 production levels for 265 years. The United States accounts for
around a quarter of the world’s coal reserves. Reserves are concentrated primarily east of
the Mississippi River, notably in Illinois, Kentucky and West Virginia, although output from
west of the Mississippi River now accounts for more than half of national output. All of the
sub-bituminous coal, which makes up 37% of the reserve base, is west of the Mississippi
River, mostly in Montana and Wyoming. Low-value lignite, which accounts for about 9% of
reserves, is located mostly in Montana, Texas and North Dakota. Anthracite, the highest-
quality coal, makes up only 1.5% of the reserve base and is found in significant quantities
only in northeastern Pennsylvania.

Environmental policies will be crucial to the prospects for coal production, through their
impact on access to resources and on the cost of complying with regulations aimed at
minimising the risks and damage associated with mining activities. Mining regulations are
likely to continue to get tighter. Regulation could also act to cut coal demand. Air pollution
regulations are expected to severely constrain the use of coal in the industry and power
sectors in this decade by leading to a substantial shutdown of old plants. Additionally, a
big concern on the part of the coal-mining industry is that action to curb the growth in
greenhouse-gas emissions, possibly through a cap-and-trade scheme, will limit the scope
for using coal or increase the cost of doing so. For these reasons, mining companies are
increasingly looking at the possibility of expanding export sales to compensate for any loss
of domestic sales. A number of projects underway are designed to expand US coal-export
capacity (subject to regulatory and legal constraints), such as the Asia-focused Gateway
Pacific Terminal being built inWashington state.

Outlook

Apart from rebounding in the short term from the dip due to the economic crisis, coal production
in the United States is projected to decline steadily through the projection period, from
757 Mtce in 2009 to just above 650 Mtce in 2035, an average rate of decline of 0.6% per year
(Figure 11.20). The main reason for this drop in production is the weak outlook for domestic
demand (see Chapter 10), resulting from strong competition from low-cost natural gas and
growing renewable energy sources in power generation, and the assumption that from 2015
investment decisions in the power sector will take into account a “shadow-price” for carbon.
The United States has large remaining resources of coal, but much of the resource is relatively
expensive to extract and transport to market, especially for areas east of the Mississippi.
However, due to strong global demand andhigh prices, there has been a rebound in exports over
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the past few years, especially of coking coal. In the New Policies Scenario, hard coal net exports
are projected to rise from32Mtce in 2009 to 53Mtce in 2035,withmost of the growth occurring
in the first decade of the projection period and consisting predominantly of coking coal.

Figure 11.20 ! Coal production in the United States in the New
Policies Scenario
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Much of the projected fall in production is likely to occur in the higher-cost Appalachian
region, which in 2009 accounted for around one-third of all the coal produced in the United
States. Appalachian coal isminedmainly from large undergroundmines andmost is supplied
tomarketswithin the region (mainly power stations), though growing volumes are exported.
The region, especially the central areas, has been extensively mined and production is
relatively costly. In addition, concerns about the environmental impact of the practice
of mountaintop mining in central Appalachia will probably constrain output; a freeze on
surface-mining permits was recently announced and a review of permitting is underway.

Production is expected to remain strong in the western United States, where coal is mined
primarily from very large opencast mines, with generally lower costs than those in the
Appalachian and the interior region – the other main producing area, located in Illinois.
Low-cost supplies of coal from the west will increasingly meet demand from coal-fired
power plants east of the Mississippi River and will supply most of the coal needed for the
new coal-to-liquids (CTL) plants that are expected to be built during the projection period.
Production in the interior region, which has been in decline in recent years, could be boosted
by investment in new mines to exploit the substantial reserves of mid- and high-sulphur
bituminous coal found in Illinois, Indiana and western Kentucky.

India

Mining

Although coal is widely used in every state in India, coal deposits are heavily concentrated,
with 80% of both reserves and resources located in just four states: Chattisgarh, Jharkand,
Orissa andWest Bengal. Roughly 95% of the country’s 77 billion tonnes of coal reserves are
hard coal (BGR, 2010). Indian hard coal is generally of poor quality, with high levels of ash
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and organic impurities, though the sulphur content is low. Even though Indian power plants
are designed to be able to handle coal with ash content in a range from 25% to 55%, the
high ash content causes technical problems and gives rise to higher operating costs at power
plants. As a result, coal-washing facilities are increasingly being installed. Calorific values are
generally low, in a range of 3 100 kcal/kg to 5 100 kcal/kg and averaging around 4 100 kcal/kg
(IEA-CCC, 2007). Only around 10% of domestic coking coal readily meets quality standards;
the remainder requires intensive washing to make it suitable for coke production.

Coal continues to play a central role in underpinning rapid economic development in India,
though the country increasingly has to import coal tomeet its booming energy needs. Indian
hard coal production jumped from around 200Mtce in 2000 to 330Mtce in 2010 (based on
preliminary data), growing at an average annual rate of 5%. Brown coal output has grown
from 8Mtce to 13Mtce over the past decade.

As in China, a mismatch between the geographical locations of coal supply and demand
requires coal to be transported over long distances.More than 50%of the coal traffic, including
imports into India, is moved by rail; another 20% is shipped by road and the rest is consumed
(mainly) inmine-mouth power plants. Rail shipments increased from 300Mt in 2005 to 400Mt
in 2009; government targets for production imply an increase to 700Mt by 2025.

The Indian coal industry is highly concentrated with several state-controlled mining
companies dominating the market. One state-owned company, Coal India, controls around
80% of total Indian coal output. Private companies account for less than 10%. Most coal
comes from opencast operations, as over 60% of coal resources are found at a depth of
less than 300 metres (Mills, 2007) and opencast mining is usually more efficient and less
capital intensive than underground mining. Indian mining companies have in recent years
increased the share of output fromopencast operations from less than 80% in the late 1990s
to almost 90% in 2009. Nonetheless, productivity is very low: the output per employee year
of Coal India was around 1 100 tonnes, compared with, on average, around 9 000 tonnes in
Australian opencast mines. New opencast mines are more difficult to develop, as many of
the reserves are in environmentally protected areas and permits can be difficult to obtain
from the various administrative authorities. There is also a lack of coal-washing capacity.
Further increases in production will hinge on the introduction of appropriate policies and
investment to address these concerns.

Trade

A growing share of Indian demand ismet by imports, as demand has outstripped production
for several years. Indian hard coal imports grew from 20 Mtce in 2000 to 75 Mtce in 2010.
Of this, roughly one-thirdwas coking coal. As domestic coal often has to be hauled over long
distances, domestic coal supplies are not always competitive with imported coal, even at
inland demand centres. This has increased the incentive to import. Indian coal imports are
very likely to increase further: in February 2010, the Indian coal ministry announced that,
in the fiscal year 2011/12, Indian hard coal imports could increase to 142 Mt, an increase
of around 70%, partly due to regulatory hurdles that are impeding growth of domestic
production.
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Indonesian and South African steam coals constitute the largest part of Indian steam coal
imports. Imported coal is also used for blending with low-quality domestic coal to bring it
up to acceptable standards. Some existing coal-fired plants depend exclusively on imported
coal. The limited amount of domestic coking coal reserves and their relatively poor coking
capabilities mean that India in 2009 imported almost half of its coking coal needs, mostly
sourced from Australia.

Outlook

In the New Policies Scenario, Indian hard coal production grows at an annual average rate
of 2%, rising from 340Mtce in 2009 to 570Mtce in 2035 (Figure 11.21). India’s share of total
world production increases steadily over the projection period and reaches 10% in 2035,
consolidating India’s position as the world’s third-largest coal producer. By 2035, India’s
total coal production is only 10% lower than the projected production level of the United
States, compared to about 55% lower in 2009. To maintain India’s production growth in
the near-term, it will be necessary to relieve domestic transport-infrastructure bottlenecks
and open up newmining capacity. The Planning Commission for the 11th Five-Year Plan has
already had to revise coal output projected for 2012 down from 420Mtce to 390Mtce and
the latest estimates suggest that even this new figuremight not bemet, with output in 2012
reaching only 370Mtce.

Figure 11.21 ! Coal production in India by type in the New Policies Scenario
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Despite continuing strong growth in demand in the Indian steel sector, coking coal
production is projected to grow at a moderate pace of 1.3% annually until 2035. This is
mostly due to the relatively limited resource base, particularly of good-quality coking coal.
Brown coal production is projected to grow more rapidly, at around 2.5% per year on
average over the projection period, but from a lower base, production almost doubles from
11 Mtce in 2009 to 20 Mtce in 2035. Nonetheless, the share of brown coal in total Indian
production still reaches only 3.5% in 2035.

In the New Policies Scenario, net imports of hard coal are projected to rise by more than
10% per year between 2009 and 2015, reaching 120 Mtce. Thereafter, imports rise at a
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slower pace, as domestic production picks up, transportation infrastructure expands and
demand growth moderates. They increase to just under 300 Mtce in 2035, growing at a
rate of around 4.5% per year from 2015 (Figure 11.22). Dependence on coking coal imports
increasesmost, reaching nearly 70% by 2035 (up from 47% in 2009). Overall dependence on
hard coal imports rises from around 15% to around 35% over the same period.

Figure 11.22 ! Hard coal net imports in India by type in the New
Policies Scenario
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Indonesia

Mining

Indonesia had 5.6 billion tonnes of hard coal reserves and 10.1 billion tonnes of brown
coal, at end-2009 (BGR, 2010). Most are found on the islands of Sumatra and Kalimantan.
Kalimantan is home to a large part of Indonesia’s coal reserves, which are mostly of
sub-bituminous or bituminous quality in the range of 5 100 to 6 100 kcal/kg. Indonesian
coals are usually low in ash and sulphur, but have a high moisture and volatile matter
content. Reserves in Sumatra are mostly low-quality lignite and sub-bituminous coals, with
a calorific value of less than 5 100 kcal/kg, making them expensive to transport. As a result,
coal is increasingly being upgraded by drying or is consumed at the mine-mouth in power
stations, which are linked by high-voltage transmission lines to the major demand centres.

Indonesia’s coal production has risen sharply over the last decade, from 65Mtce in 2000 to
282 Mtce in 2010 (based on preliminary data) – a remarkable average growth rate of 16%
per year.Most production is steam coal, but output in 2010 included 46Mtce of brown coal,
mainly used for domestic power generation. The government has given priority to boosting
coal production, partly to compensate for the decline in crude oil production (which led the
country to suspend its OPECmembership in 2008).

In recent decades, the Indonesian government operated a so-called “coal contracts of work”
(CCOW)mine-licensing system,whereby contract holderswere granted the right to exploit a
given coal deposit for 30 years in return for payment of a royalty of 13.5% of the price of the
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coal sold at themine-mouth. The contractorswere also obliged to offer Indonesian investors
at least 51% of the mining stock after a ten-year operating period (Baruya, 2009). In 2001,
this provision forced two foreign investors – Rio Tinto/BP and BHP Billiton – to cede shares.
At the beginning of 2009, a new Indonesian mining law was enacted which gives foreign
as well as Indonesian investors eight years to carry out exploration and another 23 years
to build and operate the mines. Foreign investors are no longer obliged to offer stock to
Indonesian investors. The general objective of the policy is to promotemining development
by simplifying licensing, improving the planning ofmining areas and clarifying responsibilities
between central, provincial and district authorities. The government has also established a
minimum floor price for coal as a means of increasing state revenues from royalties, which
might be otherwise be based on artificial transfer prices.

Trade

Indonesia, which became the world’s largest exporter of steam coal in 2006, exported
233 Mtce of steam coal in 2010, nearly 85% of its total coal production. Steam coal
production all goes to the export market. There is hardly any trade in brown coal, as it is
uneconomic to ship it far due to its low energy content. Themain destinations for Indonesian
exports are Korea, Japan and Taiwan. Exports to India and China have been growing very fast
since 2007, reaching 32Mtce and 40Mtce respectively in 2009.

Practically all of the hard coal that is exported comes from south and east Kalimantan.
A network of navigable rivers allows many mining operations to haul coal shipments via
river barges to offshore terminals, where coal is loaded onto larger bulk carriers. This system
avoids for themost part the need for domestic railway transport, which is common in other
major exporting countries, such as Australia and South Africa. This has helped Indonesian
producers to keep costs down and also to increase exports very quickly, as the supply chain
is not so constrained by domestic physical transport infrastructure where bottlenecks can
occur.

The Indonesian government plans tomeet rapidly-rising domestic power demand through a
massive expansion of coal-based power generation. Therefore, the government has decided
to give the domesticmarket priority over increasing exports. In order tomeet this objective,
the government has implemented a range of measures, such as setting a minimum
percentage of coal production that has to be sold to domestic customers. In addition, in
early 2011, the government announced its intention to ban exports of low-quality coal,
starting in 2014. This timeframe coincideswith the projected completion of about 7.2 GWof
coal-fired power generation capacity by 2014 (half of which will be brought online by 2012).

Outlook

In the New Policies Scenario, Indonesian production continues its rapid growth in the
short term, with 6% annual growth rate until 2015, when output reaches nearly 340 Mtce
(Figure 11.23). This projection takes into account new projects that have already been
launched bymining companies operating in Indonesia. After 2015, production growth slows
to 1.2% per year on average, as investors are forced to turn to the lower-quality remaining
coal deposits and as global steam coal trade reaches a plateau. These projections are
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about 15% lower than the production target set by the Indonesian government of around
460 Mtce by 2025. By 2035, brown coal production will make up 30% of total volumes –
10% higher than the share in 2009.

Figure 11.23 ! Coal production in Indonesia in the New Policies Scenario
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In the New Policies Scenario, the continuation of the recent surge in Indonesian coal
production underpins growth in exports of almost 4% per year until 2020, when they reach
around 290 Mtce. Thereafter, rising domestic demand and a plateau in global steam coal
trade result in exports remaining almost stable until the end of the projection period. This
projection is consistent with the government’s recent interventions to ensure that more
coal supplies aremade available to domestic power stations. Coal exports as a share of total
production fall from around 82% in 2009 to just over 65% in 2035. Nonetheless, Indonesia
remains the world’s largest exporter of steam coal throughout the projection period and
increases its share of this market from 34% in 2009 to nearly 40% in 2035.

Australia

Mining and transport

Coal is Australia’s largest fossil-energy resource, with reserves of hard coal at end-2009 of
44 billion tonnes, placing Australia in fifth position globally behind the United States, China,
India and Russia (BGR, 2010). Australia also has considerable hard coal resources, requiring
further exploration to prove up, totalling around 1 575 billion tonnes. Furthermore,
Australia’s resources of brown coal are the world’s seventh-largest. Much of the country’s
coal resource is of high quality (low ash and sulphur) and low cost, since it can be mined by
opencast operations (which account for around 80% of output in 2009) or efficient longwall
undergroundmining. Coal resources are also located close to demand centres and actual or
potential routes to export.

These resources already underpin a large coal-mining industry. Production totalled
355 Mtce in 2010 (based on preliminary estimates), made up of 188 Mtce (53%) of steam
coal, 148 Mtce (42%) of coking coal, and 19 Mtce (5%) of brown coal. At these production
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rates, total coal reserves would last around 200 years. Exploration spending directed at
expanding coal reserves is currently at record levels, most of it taking place in Queensland
and New South Wales. The last time comparable levels of exploration took place was in
the early 1980s, in response to a rapid increase in global coal demand, and they resulted
in a significant increase in Australia’s coal reserves, notably in the Bowen Basin in central
Queensland, which has gone on to become amajor export region.

The Australian coal industry is gearing up for a massive export-focused expansion over the
near tomedium term. Already coal output is expanding rapidly, with 20 newmines entering
production in 2008 to 2010, increasing annual output by some 54Mtce. This involved capital
spending of some $3.9 billion. Over the same period, spending on rail and port infrastructure
totalled $3.1 billion, boosting export capacity by around 80 Mt per year. In the period to
2015, plans are advanced to lift infrastructure capacity still further by between 100 Mt and
160Mt. There is little doubt that the coal resource can support this level of development and
themining sector is capable of raising the necessary capital and of increasing output to these
levels. However, in the past, matching and coordinating timely development of adequate
transport infrastructure has proved challenging.

The growth in Australia’s coal industry is taking place amid a general resources boom,
including natural gas for export as liquefied natural gas (LNG) (see Chapter 4) and ores such
as iron, nickel and copper. While such a cyclical boom is not unknown in Australia, this cycle
appears to be deeper, more widespread and longer-lasting than previous ones. Managing
the impact of such a large development on a small economy is proving difficult, as evidenced
by project delays and cost over-runs. These pressures may become particularly severe
where developments overlap. One such case is in the Gladstone area, where three large,
first-of-a-kind LNG plants, based on coalbed methane, are under construction and where
there is already a heavy concentration of construction activity, including expansion of the
coal port and other activities. Successfully completing such complex infrastructure projects
will require careful co-ordination across industry, state and federal governments, as well as
co-operative initiatives to increase the supply of skilled labour.

The issue of how best to obtain a suitable return to the community from coal-export
earnings, while continuing to encourage investment, has proven difficult. The federal
government attempted to introduce a secondary tax on mining profits in 2010, but
subsequently modified this to include only some iron-ore and coal mines. A second
challenging issue is addressing greenhouse gases through carbon pricing. The government
announced in July 2011 an ambitious proposal for an initial carbon tax, starting in 2012 at
23 Australian dollars per tonne, which would rise on an annual basis before being replaced
by an emissions trading scheme in 2015. Fugitive emissions from coal mining would be
included in the scheme – a first for a large coal-producing and exporting country. The
government has earmarked some $1.2 billion over five years in assistance for the most
emissions-intensive mines and $64 million to implement carbon-abatement technologies.
Carbon pricing would also have a major impact on the power sector and the proposal
includes several transition and compensatory measures to assist power generators and
other coal users to adjust to higher prices.
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Trade

In common with Indonesia, but unlike most other major coal-exporting countries, Australia
exports the bulk of the coal produced. Based on preliminary estimates, in 2010, nearly
80% of output was shipped abroad. Annual coal output has risen around 4% per year
since 2000, but domestic use by only 1%, resulting in over 60% of growth in exports in the
past decade. Australia’s total coal exports in 2009 amounted to 256 Mtce. Around 48%
of exports are coking coal, the rest is steam coal. Coking coal production is concentrated
in central Queensland’s Bowen Basin and exports are made via five ports, including Hay
Point and Gladstone; steam coal export is centred on the port of Newcastle in New South
Wales, with output from the Hunter Valley hinterland. Newcastle is the world’s largest coal
export-terminal, with annual capacity in 2010 around 115 Mt. Its capacity is set to increase
to 170Mt by 2013.

In the case of coking coal, Australia’s exports totalled 143 Mtce in 2010, putting the
country in a leading position in inter-regional world trade with over 50% of the market.
Exports go mainly to the Asia-Pacific region, including Japan, Korea, China, and India,
though some coal is exported elsewhere (for example, 22 Mtce were shipped to OECD
Europe in 2008). In the case of steam coal, Australia is less dominant, with exports of
140 Mtce in 2010 – around one-fifth of world steam coal trade. Nonetheless, Australia’s
exports of steam coal have nearly doubled since 2000 and (unlike coking coal) continued
growing strongly even during the recent global economic downturn, expanding by
some 18% between 2008 and 2009. Despite being the world’s second-largest steam
coal exporter behind Indonesia, Australia’s volumes meet only 3% of global steam coal
demand, since the majority of global steam coal continues to be consumed relatively
close to where it is produced, and only a small portion is internationally traded. The main
export destination for Australia’s steam coal is Japan, which accounted for more than 60%
of purchases in 2009. However, sales to other Asian markets, especially China and India,
have grown rapidly, more than 40% in 2009 over 2008.

Outlook

Growth in coal use early in the projection period, especially in non-OECD countries, is expected
to create significant opportunities for additional Australian exports of both coking and steam
coal. Demand from India, where coking coal resources are limited, and China is expected to
remain strong. Beyond 2015, the outlook for continuing growth in exports depends highly on
the long-term prospects for global coal demand. In the New Policies Scenario, Australia’s coal
production is projected to increase to a peak of about 390 Mtce around 2020, before slightly
declining to just under 380Mtce in 2035 (Figure 11.24). Exports follow a similar trend, peaking
at just over 310Mtce around 2020, before falling to 300Mtce in 2035.

Prospects for Australian coal exports are uncertain in the long term, hinging particularly
on demand and supply trends in China and India. There is considerable uncertainty
surrounding the extent to which both countries will moderate their coal demand growth
through greater energy efficiency and diversifying fuel use in their power sector. Similarly
there is uncertainty about how far their domestic coal industries will be able to keep pace
with demand and the extent to which coal imports will become a structural feature of
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their markets. Additionally, over the past few years, Chinese and Indian companies have
been making large-scale investments in existing or new coal mining operations in Australia,
pointing to a likely continued strong participation of their economies in the international
coal trademarket. India looks amore likely market for increasing Australian imports of both
coking and steam coal, especially given transport issues in the south of the country; but
China may be less certain. Australia’s coal exports to European countries seem likely to fall,
as the impact of carbon pricing, and renewable and energy efficiencymandates takes effect,
though early closures of nuclear plants may slow this decline.

Figure 11.24 ! Coal production in Australia in the New Policies Scenario
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South Africa

Coal has been the cornerstone of the South African economy, providing it with revenues,
employment, low-cost electricity and liquid fuels for decades. However, growing concerns
about greenhouse-gas emissions from coal use, if translated into firm action, will curb the
growth in demand and, therefore, the need to expand production capacity. South Africa
has not yet finalised its climate changemitigation policy, but it has pledged to cut emissions
below a business-as-usual baseline. In addition, bottlenecks in rail transportation are likely
to continue to constrain export sales.

South Africa’s coal reserves amount to 28 billion tonnes, equal to about 4% of the world
total: no data are available on resources (BGR, 2010). Some 96% of reserves are bituminous
coal, 2% anthracite and the balance coking coal. Total reserves are equal to around 110 years
of production levels in 2009. There are no significant brown coal resources. The bulk of the
reserves and the mines are in the Central Basin, which includes the Witbank, Highveld and
Ermelo coal-fields. Other coal reserves in the Limpopo Province are also being explored, with
a focus on coking coal.

A large proportion of the steam coal for export and domestic markets is produced from
eight mega-mines, each of which produce more than 12 Mtce per year; seven of them
are in the Central Basin. Five companies – Anglo-American, Exxaro, Sasol, BHP Billiton and
Xstrata – account for about 80% of total South African coal production. Production costs
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are on the low side, on average, as most coal seams are thick and close to the surface; a
quarter of South Africa’s bituminous coal is between 15 to 50 metres below the surface and
much of the remainder between 50 to 200 metres (Eberhard, 2011). Consequently, roughly
half of production comes from opencast mines. Labour productivity is low by international
standards, but this factor is outweighed by low wages. Ash content is generally high and
sulphur content is typically between 0.6% and 0.7%. Export-grade coal generally requires
washing to reduce ash content below15%. Average heating values are declining, as the better
quality reserves in the Central Basin are depleted. Steam coal used for domestic power and
synfuel production havemuch lower calorific values, and higher ash content and are supplied
mostly from screened run-of-mine production (although about a third of the coal supplied for
electricity production derives from themiddlings fraction from coal washing).

The Central Basin has been producing coal for many decades and, with the best seams now
depleted, production is expected to reach a peakwithin the next few years and then begin to
decline. This decline is likely to be offset by higher production from the northernWaterberg
coal-field, though significant investment in mining, processing and transport infrastructure
will be needed.

The main constraint on raising production for domestic uses and, especially, for export is
the country’s ageing rail infrastructure. Almost all exported coal is transported by rail along
a dedicated 580 km line from the Central Basin coal-fields to the Richards Bay terminal on
the east coast. The line is owned and operated by the state-owned rail monopoly, Transnet.
The line is fully utilised, though more efficient loading operations could, in principle,
raise capacity. Even so, any significant increase in supply from the Waterberg field would
require the construction of a new line close to 500 km in length, to link up with the existing
Central Basin-Richards Bay line. The existing Transnet freight network is capable of moving
only small quantities of Waterberg coal. As a result of these constraints, the Richards Bay
terminal, which can handle up to 91 Mt per year following an expansion in 2010, has been
operating at well below capacity. Coal exports through Richards Bay peaked at 69 Mt in
2005, but declined to 63 Mt in 2010 – less than 70% of capacity. Transnet has targeted an
increase in deliveries to 70 Mt in 2011. As a result of the constraints, South Africa’s global
ranking as a coal exporter has declined, from second behind Australia in 2000 to fifth in
2009, overtaken by Indonesia, Russia and Colombia.

In the longer term, South African coal production will be driven primarily by domestic
demand for coal for power generation. This will hinge on the type of capacity that will be
built by Eskom – the national power utility – to meet soaring electricity demand. Eskom
recently restarted three coal plants that had been shut for a decade, and two new plants
are under construction. In 2009, electricity generated from coal represented 94% of South
Africa’s total power output. In the New Policies Scenario, coal is projected to continue to
play a dominant role in the power generation mix, but its share gradually declines to make
way for new investments in natural gas-fired plants, nuclear power and renewables. Coal
production is projected to rise to a peak of around 230 Mtce around 2020 and then falls
back to 210 Mtce by 2035 (Figure 11.25). As the projected growth in demand exceeds that
of supply, South Africa’s coal exports gradually decline to around 55 Mtce in 2035 from
65Mtce in 2009.
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Figure 11.25 ! Coal production in South Africa in the New Policies Scenario
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Russia

Russia’s coal resources stood at 3.9 trillion tonnes, end-2009, ranking it third in the
world after the United States and China (BGR, 2010). Hard coal accounts for about
two-thirds and over 40% (70 billion tonnes) of Russia’s resources and reserves,
respectively. Increased export demand has driven a steady increase in Russia’s coal
production over the past decade and the country is now the world’s third-largest coal
exporter. The main export market has been the European Union, which absorbs around
60% of Russia’s exports, but there are signs that the focus for future exports may be
switching to the Pacific market – to China in particular (see Chapter 8 for a broader
analysis of the outlook for Russian coal supply).

The Russian Energy Strategy contains some ambitious targets for increases in coal
production over the coming decades, with output targets of between 315 and 375 Mtce
by 2030. Our projections are more conservative, as transport costs put a limitation on the
ability of Russian coal to compete in the export market and internal demand is gradually
reduced by improved efficiency. In the New Policies Scenario, coal production rises from
220 Mtce in 2009 to around 265 Mtce by the early 2020s, and then slowly declines to just
below 250 Mtce in 2035. Domestic demand for coal is fairly stagnant over the second-half
of the projection period and exports, after an initial increase to around 100 Mtce by 2020,
start to dwindle back to 2009 levels of around 80 Mtce, as global coal trade levels out and
Russian coal struggles to compete with other lower cost exporters.

Rest of the world

The countries covered in detail above accounted for almost 90% of world coal production
in 2010, based on preliminary data. Around 40% of the remaining production comes from
OECD Europe. Production there has been in steady decline for many years, with cuts in
subsidies and the closure of high-cost mines. At 240 Mtce in 2010, production was about
40% of its 1980 level and 25% lower than in 2000. In 2010, the two key main producers
were Poland and Germany, which together accounted for 60% of the region’s total
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coal output. Some European coal producers continue to subsidise their production for
social and energy-security reasons, though EU rules on state-aid require subsidies to be
phased out by 2018. Turkey also plans to phase out its coal subsidies. The biggest drop in
production is expected to occur in Germany, where a deal negotiated in 2007 provides for
all subsidies to current production to be phased out by 2018, which will result in most hard
coal mines being closed (brown coal mines are generally profitable). Mining operations in
some countries – notably Poland and the United Kingdom – are already cost-competitive
with imported coal or close to being so. In total, OECD Europe coal production is projected
to fall to around 190 Mtce in 2020 and 120 Mtce in 2035 – almost one-half of output
in 2009.

Colombia is currently the fifth-largest coal exporter worldwide, but has the potential to
become an evenmore important player. Even though coal deposits are plentiful andmining
costs are generally low, exports of around 60 Mtce have remained significantly below their
maximum potential during recent years, due to limitations in port capacity. Coal production
is mostly controlled by large, vertically-integrated global mining companies which own
production, rail and port capacity. Alongside South Africa, Colombia has been the dominant
supplier in the Atlantic Basin, exporting mostly steam coal to US and European power
generators. In the first half of 2010, Colombia exported around 6 Mtce to southeast Asia,
due to strong demand and favourable freight rates; but Colombia is not at present in an
competitive position to serve the growing Asianmarkets. The eastern route to Chinese ports
is almost double the length of the route South African coal shipments have to traverse. The
Pacific route is 4 500 miles shorter but, even disregarding high transit fees, the Panama
Canal has been a bottleneck. In the New Policies Scenario, Colombian coal exports sharply
increase from about 60 Mtce in 2009 to 85 Mtce in 2015 (Figure 11.26). This increase is
driven by comparatively low mining costs, strong private investment in mining and export
infrastructure and governmental interventions further to expand coal exports. Additionally,
Colombia’s transport disadvantage to supply Asian coal demand is expected to diminish:
the expansion of the Panama Canal is projected to be completed by 2014. This will allow
bulk carriers up to double the maximum current size to pass through the canal, allowing
coal to be shipped westwards at significantly lower cost. Also, China and Colombia agreed
in February 2011 to build a 220 km railway line to allow goods, including coal, to be moved
from the Colombian port city of Cartagena to the Pacific Ocean, providing an alternative
outlet for coal shipments. In the second-half of the New Policies Scenario, export growth
saturates in line with developments in global demand and by 2035 Colombia’s exports are
just below 100Mtce.

Venezuela is the other significant coal producer in Latin America. There are two major
mining operations:MinaNorte and PasoDiablo. The Venezuelanminingminister announced
in 2009 that the concessions granted forMinaNorte (which expires in 2011) and Paso Diablo
(which expires in 2013) will not be renewed. Granting of new concessions has been
suspended for environmental and political reasons, and the government will henceforth
work under operating contracts or joint ventures between the state and private partners.
Production is not projected to increase substantially in the New Policies Scenario, unless
there is a significant shift in policy and investment is stepped up.
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Figure 11.26 ! Hard coal net exports from selected smaller exporters
in the New Policies Scenario
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Mongolia has seen rapid growth in its brown and coking coal industry, with production
increasing more than seven-fold since 2000, to almost 20 Mtce in 2010 (based on
preliminary estimates). Production rose sharply, by 9 Mtce, in 2010 alone. The country has
large resources and, given its close proximity to strong Chinese demand, it could further
increase production, both for export and tomeet growing domestic needs,mainly for power
generation. The government has indicated that exports to China could reach 50Mt by 2015,
but such an expansion hinges on large investments in developing new mines and building
transportation infrastructure. Access to water, which is scarce in areas where the bulk of
resources are located, could be a major constraint. By 2035 Mongolian, coal production
is projected to reach 50 Mtce. Mongolia together, with Mozambique, become two new
important suppliers of coal (especially coking coal) to the international market.

Mozambique is a promising new player in international hard coal trade. Generally,
Mozambique, which enjoys favourable geology, is expected to produce relatively low cost
coal, of high quality (particularly coking coal). Three projects Benga, Moatize and Zambeze,
all located near Tete in the northwest of the country, are currently being developed. First
coal deliveries from the Benga and Moatize opencast mines are already scheduled for
2011/2012. These two projects together are planned to reach a capacity of more than
30Mt/yearwhen fully operational. Coal will be transported via the 665 km long Sena railway
line, which links the Tete coal fields to the port of Beira. This port is currently expanded
to handle 6 Mt/year and the government is planning a new terminal at Beira that should
be able to handle between 18 Mt/year to 24 Mt/year. From a freight cost perspective,
Mozambique is ideally located to serve coal demand in both, the Atlantic and Pacific Basin
markets, (especially India). With new operations reaching full capacity over the coming
decade,Mozambique’s coal exports increase steeply until 2020 in theNewPolicies Scenario.
With the projected slow-down in global coking coal demand thereafter, Mozambique’s
exports grow at a lower rate in the longer run. Yet, Mozambique’s export and production
growth rates remain among the highest in the world.
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PREFACE

Part D deals with three disparate issues, each of major significance.

Nuclear energy is going through a new period of reappraisal. Though the assumptions
embedded in the main scenarios of WEO-2011 already allow for declared revisions of
government policy in the wake of the accident at Japan’s Fukushima Daiichi nuclear
power plant, it pays to consider the implications if there were to be a much more
severe cut in the nuclear component of energy supply. That is the focus of Chapter
12. It examines in detail what a smaller role for nuclear power would mean, including
the implications for achieving the 450 Scenario, which depends on nuclear energy as a
component of low-carbon electricity generation.

Chapter 13 develops further an ongoing theme of theWEO since 2002 – bringingmodern
energy to all the world’s people, in terms of their access to electricity and modern
cooking facilities. Starting from what is already being done, the chapter evaluates the
scale of the remaining challenge, on the basis of the projections of the New Policies
Scenario, and the cost of achieving universal access by 2030. It then concentrates on
matching the investment needs of different aspects of the problem to the actual and
potential funding sources.

Chapter 14 looks at an entirely different aspect of energy funding – subsidies to fossil
fuels and renewables. The sums are much greater than those needed to alleviate energy
poverty, outlined in Chapter 13. Subsidies to fossil fuels often fail to meet their stated
purpose or could be applied much more effectively in different ways and there is a G-20
commitment to phase out inefficient fossil fuel subsidies. So the chapter examines
what is happening and how subsidy reform might best be implemented. Financing
renewable energy development is seen in a different light. Subsidies in this sector exist
to overcome technological and market barriers, with a view to their eventual phase-out
as the technology becomes established in the market. The extent of this support and its
prospective evolution is measured.

PART D
SPECIAL TOPICS
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CHAPTER 12

H I G H L I G H T S

THE IMPLICATIONS OF LESS NUCLEAR POWER

How would it affect energy markets
and climate trends?

" The Low Nuclear Case examines the implications for global energy balances of a much
smaller role for nuclear power. The lower nuclear component of electricity supply is not
a forecast, post Fukushima, but an assumption adopted for the purpose of illustrating a
global energy outlook in such a low nuclear world.

" In the Low Nuclear Case, the total amount of nuclear power capacity falls from
393GWat the endof 2010 to 335GW in2035, just over half the level in theNewPolicies
Scenario. The share of nuclear power in total generation drops from13% in 2010 to just
7% in 2035, with implications for energy security, diversity of the fuel mix, spending on
energy imports and energy-related CO2 emissions.

" In 2035, coal demand increases by 290Mtce comparedwith the New Policies Scenario,
over twice the level of Australia’s current steam coal exports. The increase in gas
demand of 130 bcm is equal to two-thirds of Russia’s natural gas exports in 2010. The
increase in renewables-based generationof about 550TWh is equal to almost five-times
the current generation from renewables in Germany.

" Energy import bills rise as higher coal and natural gas imports drive up international
energy prices. In 2035, net-importing regions collectively spend an additional
$90 billion, or 12%, on gas and coal imports over the New Policies Scenario.
Energy-related CO2 emissions rise with increased use of fossil fuels in the power sector,
ending up some 2.6% (0.9 Gt) higher in 2035 than in the New Policies Scenario.

" These aggregate numbers mask more significant impacts in countries with limited
indigenous energy resources that were projected to rely relatively heavily on nuclear
power, such as Belgium, France, Japan and Korea. Similarly, such a slowdown in the
growth of nuclear power would make it more challenging for emerging economies,
particularly China and India, to satisfy their rapidly growing electricity demand.

" The Low Nuclear 450 Case, a variant of the 450 Scenario, draws a plausible trajectory
which achieves the climate goal of limiting temperature increase to 2°C with a
lower nuclear component. Additional investment needs in 2011 to 2035 increase by
$1.5 trillion (or 10%), with renewables in particular being called upon to make a larger
contribution to abating CO2 emissions. Following this trajectorywould dependonheroic
achievements in the deployment of emerging low-carbon technologies, which have yet
to be proven. Countries that rely heavily on nuclear power would find it particularly
challenging and significantlymore costly tomeet their targeted levels of emissions.
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Why the Low Nuclear Case?
The devastating earthquake and resulting tsunami that struck Japan in March 2011 have
disrupted the country’s energy sector and had repercussions for energy markets around
the world. In Japan, many oil refineries as well as oil, gas and electricity distribution
networks were damaged. Several power plants in the northeast were shut down, while
others were damaged and could not be restarted quickly. The worst damage occurred at
the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant, located some 200 kilometres (km) northeast of
Tokyo (Box 12.1). In the hours and days that followed the earthquake and tsunami, four of
the plant’s six reactors were severely damaged, resulting in off-site releases of radioactivity.

Apart from the immediate andmedium-term effects on Japan’s ability tomeet its electricity
needs, the incident has raised new doubts about the safety risks associated with nuclear
energy, inevitably raising questions about the future role of nuclear power in the global
energy mix. Opposition to nuclear power in Japan has increased, casting doubt over the
existing plans to expand nuclear capacity. A few countries have already changed their
policies, either abandoning previous steps towards building new nuclear plants, as in Italy,
or accelerating or introducing timetables for the phase-out of nuclear plants, as in Germany
and Switzerland. These factors, alongside expectations of lower natural gas prices, have
led us to make a downward revision to the projected growth in nuclear power in the New
Policies Scenario compared withWEO-2010.

With efforts continuing to make the Fukushima plants safe and to appraise the full
implications of what occurred when the tsunami struck, any assessment of the long-term
consequences can only be provisional and policy conclusions should be confined only to
the actions necessary in the short term. Nonetheless, the prospects for nuclear power
are inevitably now much more uncertain. Additional countries may act to reduce their
dependence on nuclear power. Investors may demand higher risk premiums on lending
or require stronger guarantees and government incentives, making the financing of new
plants more challenging. Tighter safety regulations could push up the cost of new reactors
and necessitate unforeseen investment in the existing fleet. At a minimum, investment in
new nuclear capacity may be delayed. Some existing nuclear plants may have a shorter
operating lifespan either as a result of early retirement or increased reluctance on the part
of the authorities to grant life extensions. Greater public resistance to nuclear power can be
expected in countries that have been trying to revive dormant nuclear programmes or in
those trying to deploy nuclear power for the first time. These conditions are more likely to
arise in OECD countries, where existing plants are concentrated, but theymay also slow the
expansion of capacity in non-OECD countries.

In view of these uncertainties, we have prepared a special case – the Low Nuclear Case
– which does not attempt to predict international reactions, but to make them better
informed by analysing the possible implications for global energy balances of amuch smaller
role for nuclear power than that projected in any of the three scenarios presented in this
Outlook. This chapter looks first at the role of nuclear power in the energymix today. It then
reviews the immediate impact of Fukushima on global energymarkets and on nuclear policy
in particular, and considers how recent events may alter the economics of nuclear power.
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On the basis of a necessarily arbitrary assumption about the extent of the loss of nuclear
capacity, compared to that in the New Policies Scenario, the chapter then presents detailed
projections for the cost of energy, the diversity of the fuel mix and CO2 emissions in the Low
Nuclear Case, comparedwith theNewPolicies Scenario. The final section considerswhat the
LowNuclear Casewouldmean for the trajectory to be followed in order tomeet the climate
goal of limiting the average global temperature increase to 2° Celsius, as in our 450 Scenario,
making some preliminary comments on its feasibility.

Box 12.1 " The Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power station

On 11 March 2011, a magnitude-9.0 earthquake on the Richter scale – the most
powerful in Japan’s recorded history – occurred off the country’s northeast coast,
triggering a deadly tsunami. There were some 26 000 casualties, and many cities,
towns and villages were devastated. All eleven reactors that were operating in the
northeast region shut down as designed. However, themassive tsunami engulfed the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power station, prompting a series of events that led to a
failure of three of the plant’s six reactors and a leak of radioactive material.
The tsunami flooded the entire Fukushima Daiichi plant – which had already been
cut off from the external power grid by the earthquake – destroying the back-up
electricity system that powered pumps to cool the nuclear fuel rods. The reactor cores
in three of the units began to overheat and water began to evaporate, increasing
pressure and lowering the water level inside the reactor vessels, thereby exposing
the fuel rods and resulting in the production of hydrogen. The hydrogen subsequently
escaped from the reactors and primary containment vessels where it reacted with
oxygen, resulting in explosions that damaged the outer buildings. In a fourth unit that
had been in cold shutdown prior to the earthquake, the cooling system for the spent
fuel pool was damaged, also leading to a hydrogen explosion. These events led to off-
site releases of radioactivity.
Some 78 000 people living within a 20 km radius of the plant were evacuated and
those within 30 km were asked to stay indoors. Radiation levels in the vicinity of the
plant soared initially, but then declined. At the time of writing, efforts to cool the
crippled reactors and stem leakages of radioactivematerial were continuing. They are
scheduled to be brought to “cold shutdown” by early 2012.

The role of nuclear energy today
The development of nuclear power began almost 60 years ago with the commissioning of
the Obninsk Nuclear Power Plant nearMoscow in 1954 (Figure 12.1). This signalled the start
of a growth period for the global nuclear industry, with an average of seven reactors being
built annually up to 1965. Construction accelerated in the mid-1960s, reaching a peak of
37 construction start-ups in 1968 and 1970, and gained further momentum from the first
oil shock of 1973/1974, as countries sought to reduce dependence on oil-fired power. The
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nuclear industry then entered amajor downturn in the late 1970s, triggered by soaring costs
and delays, coupledwith safety concerns following the ThreeMile Island accident in 1979 in
the United States. This accident sparked public protest, slowed the regulatory process and
led many planned projects to be cancelled or suspended. In 1986, the Chernobyl nuclear
power plant accident in Ukraine – the most serious in the history of the industry – further
depressed activity and prompted several countries to impose restrictions on existing or new
nuclear power plants.

Figure 12.1 " Nuclear reactor construction starts, 1951-2011
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Outside Japan and Korea, there was little growth in nuclear capacity in the 1990s due to
concerns about public acceptance and safety, construction delays, higher than expected
construction costs at some nuclear plants and a return to lower fossil-fuel prices. However,
since the mid-2000s, global nuclear capacity had been on an upward trend, largely because
of rapid development in China, but also power uprates (a process which enables the power
output of a reactor to be increased) and life extensions at existing sites in OECD countries.
Construction began on 16 new plants in 2010, the largest number since 1980; all but one
were in non-OECD countries. This renewed interest in nuclear power stemmed from
the need to cost-effectively satisfy rapidly growing electricity demand in the emerging
economies, as well as efforts to achieve energy and environmental policy objectives,
including mitigating greenhouse-gas emissions and providing a secure, diversified and low-
cost electricity supply.

In 2010, nuclear power plants supplied 13% of the world’s electricity, down from a peak
of 18% in 1996. At the start of 2011, a total of 30 countries around the world operated
441 nuclear reactors, with a gross installed capacity of 393 gigawatts (GW) (374 GW net)
– 83% being in OECD countries. Another 17 countries have announced their intention to
build reactors. New construction is now overwhelmingly centred in non-OECD countries,
where 55 of 67 new reactors are being built (Table 12.1). China alone accounts for 63%
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of the construction starts in 2010, followed by Russia, with 13%. The average age of the
world’s, operating nuclear power plants was 26 years at the end of 2010 and has been
steadily increasing with the slowdown in new construction and as more reactors have been
given life extensions.1

Table 12.1 " Key nuclear power statistics by region, end-2010

Operational
reactors

Installed gross
capacity
(GW)

Average
fleet age
(years)

Share of total
generation

Reactors under
construction

OECD 343 326 27 21% 12

United States 104 106 31 19% 1

France 58 66 25 75% 1

Japan 54 49 25 27% 2

Germany 17 21 28 23% 0

Korea 21 19 17 31% 5

Canada 18 13 26 15% 0

United Kingdom 19 11 29 16% 0

Other 52 40 28 24% 3

Non-OECD 98 68 21 4% 55

Russia 32 24 28 15% 11

Ukraine 15 14 22 48% 2

China 13 11 8 2% 28

India 19 5 17 3% 6

Other 19 14 24 9% 8

World 441 393* 26 13% 67

*393 GW of gross capacity is equivalent to 374 GW of net capacity.
Sources: International Atomic Energy Agency Power Reactor Information System; IEA databases.

What might cause expansion of nuclear capacity
to slow?

Possible changes in policy concerning nuclear power

While the long-term implicationsof FukushimaDaiichi remain veryuncertain, it is clear that this
is a critical point for the industry as many governments are now reassessing their plans for the
use of nuclear power (Table 12.2). Risks associatedwith the safety of nuclear energy have been
brought to the fore andwithinweeks of the incidentmost countries with nuclear programmes
hadannounced comprehensive safety reviewsand somehad temporarily suspendedapprovals
for new projects. While most of these reviews were continuing at the time of writing, they are

1. The fleet is generally older in OECD regions (average 27 years) than in non-OECD regions (average 21 years) because
the la"er account for most of the reactors built in recent years.
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expected to lead at least to regulatory changes that slow plans for expansion and mandate
additional investment to improve safety at existing plants. Before the safety reviews have been
completed, some plants, deemed particularly at risk because of concerns about their age or
location, havebeenclosed.A fewcountries havedecided that theywill completely abandon the
use of nuclear energy. Some countries that were working towards introducing nuclear power
for the first time, or to revive dormant nuclear programmes, have announced that theywill no
longerdo soor thatplanswill bedelayed.On theotherhand, several countrieshave re-affirmed
the importance of nuclear power in their energy mix, including some that have firm plans to
substantially increase nuclear capacity in order to meet rising baseload demand or to reduce
their dependence on fossil-fuel imports and use.

Table 12.2 " Recent announcements by selected countries regarding
nuclear power

Capacity
(GW) Mid-2011

European Union 127 Announced plans to “stress test” all 143 plants in its 27 countries.

United States 106 Continues to support nuclear power while stressing safety as paramount concern.

France 66 Continues to support nuclear power while carrying out European Union stress test and looking to
increase the role of renewables.

Japan* 46 Announced a review of the existing plan for nuclear power to account for 53% of electricity output
by 2030.

Russia 24 Affirmed plan to double nuclear capacity by 2020; undertaking comprehensive safety review.

Korea 19 Affirmed plan to continue expansion of the nuclear industry and to conduct safety checks.

Germany** 13
Immediately shut reactors operational before 1980 and announced that all other reactors would
be closed by 2022, effectively reversing a decision taken in 2010 to delay a previous phase-out plan
agreed in 2001.

China 12 Temporarily suspended approval of new nuclear reactors, but affirmed 12th Five-Year Plan target
to start construction of an additional 40 GW of nuclear capacity in 2011 to 2015.

United Kingdom 11 Affirmed commitment to nuclear power by announcing plans to build eight new reactors by 2025.

India 5 Affirmed plans to boost nuclear capacity to 63 GW by 2032 and to review safety.

Czech Republic 4 Affirmed plans to build two new units at its Temelin nuclear power station.

Switzerland 3 Announced plans to close its five nuclear reactors by 2034.

Turkey 0 Affirmed no change to plans to commission the first of four planned reactors of 1.2-GW by 2018.

Italy 0 A referendum in June 2011 imposed a permanent ban on the reintroduction of a nuclear power
programme.

Poland 0 Affirmed plans to commission its first reactor by 2020.

Indonesia, Thailand 0 Delayed, or is considering delaying, their first nuclear power plant projects until after 2020.

Saudi Arabia, UAE,
Vietnam

0 Each affirmed no change to plans to build their first nuclear power plants.

*Incorporates the permanent shutdown of Fukushima Daiichi units 1-4. **Incorporates 9 GW of capacity closed in the
first half of 2011.
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How did Fukushima Daiichi impact Japanese
and global energy markets ?

The devastating earthquake and resulting tsunami that struck Japan in March
2011 led to the Fukushima Daiichi accident and resulted in the immediate loss of
9.7 GW of nuclear capacity, which was automatically shut down. It also led to the
temporary loss of 12 GW of coal-, gas- and oil-fired capacity. In total, this amounted
to about 8% of the country’s total power production capacity. In early-May 2011,
the 3.6 GW Hamaoka nuclear power plant was also temporarily shut down, until
safety measures could be implemented to protect the plant from tsunamis and
earthquakes. Efforts to bring the remaining plants (other than the Fukushima Daiichi
units 1-4, which are permanently shutdown) back online are continuing.
The shortfall in baseload nuclear power capacity necessitated additional oil- and
gas-fired generation, which increased Japan’s short-term reliance on fossil-fuel
imports. The incremental demand for oil in Japan’s power sector in 2011 is
estimated to be 230 thousand barrels per day, while demand for liquefied natural
gas (LNG) is expected to rise by 10 billion cubic metres (bcm).
The need for additional imports into Japan has been limited, since many factories
and other parts of the infrastructure were out of operation following the
earthquake and tsunami, thus removing a significant portion of energy demand. The
scarce availability of spare coal-, oil- and gas-fired capacity was a constraint and the
authorities stepped up efforts to encourage energy conservation and, in some cases,
rationed supplies to cope with shortages. Businesses and households in certain
regions have been encouraged to cut electricity consumption by as much as 15% in
order to reduce the strain on power grids.
The impact on global oil and gas was limited, as the volumes involved were not large
relative to global supplies: the increase in Japanese imports equalled only about
0.2% of global oil supply, and 0.4% of natural gas supply. International oil, gas and
coal prices increased in the immediate aftermath of the incident, but fell back later.
FukushimaDaiichi no doubt contributed to this upward pressure on energy prices, but
other factors – including strong demand growth in emerging economies and supply
problems, notably the loss of Libyan oil production – played a more major role.

In Japan, Fukushima Daiichi has thrown the long-term role of nuclear power into doubt.
In 2010, Japan was the world’s third-largest producer of electricity by nuclear power and
the government had ambitious plans to expand the nuclear component of the country’s
energy mix. The pre-crisis official target calls for nuclear to provide 53% of the country’s
total power supply by 2030 (up from about 27% in 2009) and, before Fukushima, planswere
in place to construct nine new reactors by 2020 and another five by 2030. Public resistance
has now hardened against these plans and the government has announced that it will
revise them. It has announced immediate measures to boost nuclear safety and plans to
undertake a stringent safety assessment at each reactor to check its capacity to withstand
extreme natural events. Only 11 of Japan’s 54 nuclear reactors were in operation as of mid-
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September 2011. All reactors are required to be shut down at least once every thirteen
months for regular safety inspections and there is a risk that the number online could fall
further if delays occur. The government has indicated that its long-term plans may include
deploying more renewable energy, stepping up measures to improve energy efficiency and
to encourage cleaner use of fossil fuels.

Outside Japan, the most significant impact of Fukushima Daiichi has been in Germany,
where 17 reactors were operating in 2010 with a total gross capacity of 21 GW, which
provided 23% of the country’s electricity. Within days of the accident, the government
ordered the suspension of operations at seven of its older nuclear plants, removing 7 GW
of capacity and it was also decided that another older plant, which had already been shut
down, should not be re-started. There followed a decision in May 2011 to completely
abandon nuclear power, in a step-by-step process that is to culminate in 2022, reversing a
decision taken in 2010 to deploy a previous phase-out programme. This makes Germany
the largest user of nuclear power to discontinue its use and close reactors before the end
of their economic life.

Responses in other countries have varied. Switzerland has announced its intention to
phase out nuclear power by 2034. In Italy, a referendum in June 2011 resulted in the
rejection of a proposal to lift the indefinite ban on nuclear power. And Thailand has
announced a three-year delay in plans to commission its first reactor, which is now due
to come online by 2023.

Elsewhere, several countries, while announcing plans to review safety regulations that may
delay the introduction or expansion of new capacity, have also re-affirmed their overall
commitment to nuclear power:

! In theUnited States, theworld’s biggest nuclear power producer, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission has launched a comprehensive review of the country’s nuclear facilities to
identify lessons that need to be applied as a result of the accident in Japan. The first part
of the safety review, aimed at identifying immediate changes needed to maintain safety
during emergencies such as earthquakes, hurricanes or power outages, was completed in
June 2011. The second part will examine other changes that may be needed.

! The European Union decided in March 2011 to conduct stress tests on all of its
143 reactors. The tests will cover “extraordinary triggering events, like earthquakes
and flooding, and the consequences of any other initiating events potentially leading
to multiple losses of safety functions requiring severe accident management.” The
results of the stress tests are expected in 2012, when individual member states
will have to decide how to respond should any reactors fail the tests. It is expected
that any such reactors will be shut down and decommissioned if upgrades prove to
be technically or economically impracticable. The European Union has also asked
neighbouring countries to commit to implementing the same stress tests on their own
nuclear plants.

! In France, the world’s second-largest nuclear-power producing country (and the most
nuclear dependent country with from 75% to 80% of its power generation from nuclear),
the Nuclear Safety Authority has been charged with carrying out safety assessments of
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the country’s 58 reactors. The government has confirmed its intention to increase the
share of renewables in the electricity generation mix. In July 2011, EdF announced that
its Generation III European Pressurised Reactor (EPR), being built in Flamanville, would
be delayed by two years, stemming in part from the need to carry out new safety tests.

! In the United Kingdom, an interim report by the country’s chief inspector of nuclear
installations concluded that there is no need to alter the operation of its nuclear plants or
change plans for adding new capacity. The final report will be published in third-quarter
2011. In June 2011, the government announced a list of eight sites deemed suitable for
new nuclear plants to be built by 2025.

! Russia has announced that it will not be altering its nuclear power expansion plans while
instructing Rosatom, the state-owned nuclear corporation, to review nuclear plant safety
(see Chapter 8 for our projections for nuclear power in Russia).

! China, which has the world’s most ambitious nuclear expansion plans, with 28 reactors
under construction in 2010, initially froze approvals of new projects and ordered safety
checks on existing plants and those under construction. In June 2011, all of China’s
operating nuclear reactors were reported to have passed their safety inspections.

! India, which is actively promoting the role of nuclear power in meeting its growing
electricity demand, has ordered emergency safety checks to be carried out on all nuclear
plants. India has signalled that therewill be no change to its target of quadrupling nuclear
capacity to 20 GW by 2020 and reaching 63 GW of installed capacity by 2032.

Possible changes to the economics of nuclear power

Electricity utilities choose between various types of plants – nuclear reactors, fossil-fuel
thermal power stations and renewable energy technologies – on the basis of the relative
lifetime costs at which they can generate electricity, evaluating this within their particular
portfolio of plants and taking into account relative risks. In general, the factors that influence
the lifetime costs include the required level of investment, financing costs, construction times,
expected utilisation rates, operational flexibilities, fuel costs, penalties for CO2 emissions and
the cost for plant decommissioning. The cost of generating electricity fromnewly built power
plants varies significantly across countries and regions according to the characteristics of
each market. Relative costs among the different technologies tend to fluctuate over time.
Worldwide, no single technology currently holds a consistent economic advantage:

! Nuclear plants are characterised by very large up-front investments, technical complexity,
and significant technical, market and regulatory risks, but have very low operating costs
and can deliver large amounts of baseload electricity while producing almost no CO2
emissions. Typical construction times are between five and eight years from first concrete
poured.

! Coal-fired plants have moderate capital cost and relatively low operating costs as coal
is typically cheaper on an energy equivalent basis, compared to other fossil fuels. The
competitiveness of coal plants is quickly reduced if a price on carbon is in place and starts
rising (see Chapter 10).
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! Gas-fired plants typically have the lowest capital costs, short construction times and
high operational flexibility; but, unless gas supplies are available at low cost, they have
high operating costs. Gas plants have the lowest CO2 emissions of all fossil-fuel based
technologies, typically half of those of coal-fired plants.

! The competitiveness of various renewables-based electricity generating technologies
typically depends on favourable local conditions, e.g.wind or solar availability, and policy
support. Certain technologies often have low load factors, which mean less electricity is
generated from a given capacity. Rising fossil-fuel and CO2 prices, technological advances
and economies of scale with wider deployment are expected tomake renewables-based
systems increasingly cost-competitive in coming decades.

Post-Fukushima Daiichi, the relative economics of nuclear power compared with other
generating technologiesmay deteriorate. Finance providersmay demand tougher financing
conditions, driving up the cost of capital, and some may decide to discontinue investing in
nuclear projects altogether. More stringent safety regulations may lengthen lead times for
construction and increase construction and operating costs, as could more vigorous action
by opponents of nuclear power.

In the New Policies Scenario, overnight costs of new nuclear power plants in OECD
countries range from $3 500 to $4 600 per kilowatt of capacity.2 The wide range in costs
reflects the importance of local conditions, including the structure of the industry. At the
lower end of these estimates, the overnight cost is almost five-times that of building a
natural gas plant. Moreover, financing costs, which are not included in overnight costs,
account for a significant share (sometimes as much as half) of the total cost of building a
nuclear plant. Financiers of nuclear plants demand interest rates sufficient to compensate
for the risk that the utility may not be able to repay loans in full, because of delays in
construction, abandonment of the project prior to completion or political or regulatory
factors that lead to higher costs or early closure. The cost of financing is often significantly
lower in emerging economies, as plants are usually built by publicly-owned utilities with
access to cheap government-backed finance. Such projects are usually centrally planned,
which may further reduce construction and operating risks. This is the case in China. In
the United States, the federal government recently offered loan guarantees for two new
reactors at Georgia Power’s Vogtle Plant.

The cost of building a nuclear power plant is sensitive to the construction time: the longer
the project takes to complete, the longer interest payments accrue without any offsetting
positive cash flow. The two evolutionary power reactors (EPRs) currently being built at
Taishan in China are expected to take around four years to build. By comparison, the
Flamanville reactor in France is expected to take some eight years. Construction delays,
which are common in newnuclear programmes orwhen building non-standard designs, can
greatly increase costs. In liberalised markets, it may not always be possible to recoup the
cost increases through higher tariffs.

2. The overnight cost is the cost thatwould be incurred if the plant could be built “overnight”, so excludes any financing costs.
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Our projections of future nuclear power plant construction are based primarily on
assumptions about the capital costs of new plants and the cost of capital. Electricity
generating costs are particularly sensitive to changes to these key parameters. For
example, relative to a base case nuclear plant that generates electricity at a LRMC of
$66/MWh, increasing the overnight capital cost by $1 000/kW, would push up the LRMC by
24% (Figure 12.2). Similarly, an increase of two percentage points in the cost of capital
would push up the LRMC by 19%. Cost increases of such amagnitude could certainly switch
investment to other forms of electricity generation, especially in liberalised markets.

Figure 12.2 " Sensitivity of long-run marginal cost of nuclear generation
to various parameters
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Source: IEA analysis.

Lifetime extensions often provide a means of maintaining nuclear power capacity at
relatively low cost. When first built, most of today’s nuclear power plants were expected
to operate for between 25 and 40 years. However, licence renewals to extend operating
lifetimes have become commonplace. For example, of the 104 reactors in the United
States, 66 have had their operating lives extended from the original 40 years to 60 years
(WNA, 2011). In France, three of the country’s reactors have received lifetime extensions
over the last decade, from 30 to 40 years, andmany are now seeking extensions to 50 years.
Experience of lifetime extensions in the emerging economies is more limited, as fewer
reactors have yet come to the end of their design life. Extending the life of a nuclear plant
or modifying it to increase output is usually more economic than building a new facility, as
the upfront capital costs have already been depreciated and output increases can often
be achieved at relatively low marginal cost, even though utilities typically have to make
significant investments to upgrade plant safety and replace worn equipment to secure
lifetime extensions. In the United States, for example, between 2000 and 2008 nuclear
output increased 5%, although no new reactors entered service. But such extensions may
become uneconomic if regulators make them contingent on very stringent conditions.
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Implications of the Low Nuclear Case for the global
energy landscape
It is still early to arrive at a definite judgment on the extent of any reduction in nuclear power
generation which might result from Fukushima Daiichi. The Low Nuclear Case attempts to
make no such judgment. Rather, it is intended to illustrate how the global energy landscape
would look with a lower component of nuclear supply. The assumptions about the extent
of the lost nuclear capacity are necessarily arbitrary. We have modelled the impact of the
following assumptions about nuclear power, keeping all other assumptions the same as in
the New Policies Scenario (Table 12.3):

! In OECD countries, no new reactors are built beyond those already under construction.

! In non-OECD countries, only 50% of the capacity additions projected in the New Policies
Scenario proceed as planned, although all those alreadyunder construction are completed.

! Reactors built prior to 1980 are retired after an average lifetime of 45 years (50 years in
the New Policies Scenario).

! Reactors built from 1980 onwards are retired after a lifetime of 50 years on average
(55 years in the New Policies Scenario).

Table 12.3 " Key projections for nuclear power in the New Policies Scenario
and the Low Nuclear Case

Low Nuclear Case New Policies Scenario

OECD Non-OECD World OECD Non-OECD World

Gross installed capacity (GW)
in 2010 326 68 393 326 68 393

in 2035 171 164 335 380 252 633

Share in electricity generation
in 2010 21% 4% 13% 21% 4% 13%

in 2035 9% 5% 7% 21% 8% 13%

Gross capacity under construction (GW)* 14 54 69 14 54 69

New additions in 2011-2035 (GW)** 6 84 91 111 167 277

Retirements in 2011-2035 (GW) 176 42 218 71 36 107

*At the start of 2011. **Includes new plants and uprates, but excludes capacity currently under construction.

Power sector

In the Low Nuclear Case, the total amount of nuclear power capacity drops from 393 GW in
2010 to 335 GW in 2035 – a fall of 15% – as a result of the slower rate of new construction
and a bigger wave of retirements (Figure 12.3). This contrasts with an increase to 633 GW
in the New Policies Scenario. In other words, nuclear capacity is little more than half that
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projected in the New Policies Scenario. The disparity begins to widen just after 2020 and
then accelerates. Consequently, the share of nuclear power in total power generation drops
from 13% in 2009 to 12% by 2020 and to 7% by 2035. Capacity grows by 97 GW, or over
140%, in non-OECD regions, but this is more than offset by the big fall in OECD regions of
155 GW, or almost 50%. Retirements of nuclear power capacity amount to 218 GW over
the Outlook period, equal to 55% of the currently installed capacity. Some 11% of existing
nuclear capacity in the OECD is retired by 2020 and over 50% by 2035. The fall in capacity,
compared with the New Policies Scenario, results in a corresponding fall in nuclear power
generation, from around 2 700 terawatt-hours (TWh) in 2009 to around 2 450 TWh in 2035
(compared with around 4 660 TWh in the New Policies Scenario).3

Figure 12.3 " Nuclear power capacity in the Low Nuclear Case
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The lower level of nuclear generating capacity in the Low Nuclear Case is offset by a
corresponding increase in the combined capacity of plants based on coal, natural gas and
renewable energy (Figure 12.4). Globally, in 2035 the share of coal-fired generation reaches
36%, compared with 33% in the New Policies Scenario (from 41% in 2009), while that of gas
reaches 24% compared with 22% in the New Policies Scenario (and 21% in 2009). These
figures reflect the installation of some 80 GW of additional coal-fired electricity generation
capacity and 122 GW of additional gas-fired electricity generation capacity. In keeping with
announcements made by some governments since Fukushima Daiichi, it is assumed that
more ambitious policies to promote renewables are implemented to offset part of the
shortfall in nuclear power. This results in the share of renewables in the generation mix
rising to 32% in 2035, compared with 31% in the New Policies Scenario (and 19% in 2009),
reflecting the installation of over 260 GW of additional capacity, leading to an increase of
about 550 TWh of renewables generation. The use of oil remains very small, with little
difference in 2035 compared with the New Policies Scenario.

3. For modelling purposes, we have assumed that global electricity demand is the same as in the New Policies Scenario
throughout theOutlook period. In reality, the increase in electricity prices that would result from a lower share of nuclear
power in the genera!on mix is likely to lead to slightly lower demand.
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S P O T L I G H T

Will Fukushima Daiichi affect the industry as severely
as Three Mile Island and Chernobyl?

In considering the long-term implications of Fukushima Daiichi, accidents at Three
Mile Island in 1979 and Chernobyl in 1986 are obvious points of reference. These
accidents profoundly affected the trajectory of nuclear power, derailing new
builds globally over the following decades. New construction starts fell from an
average of 26 per year in the 1970s to just 7 in the 1980s and 1990s. Will nuclear
power development after Fukushima Daiichi experience a similar slowdown?
The downturn for nuclear power following the ThreeMile Island and the Chernobyl
accidents can be partly attributed to the two accidents. Low energy prices
throughout much of the 1980s and 1990s also reduced the financial incentive to
accept the risks of the higher capital investment needed to build nuclear plants,
whereas the first oil price shock had provided considerable impetus for the
soaring level of construction in the 1970s. Moreover, the liberalisation of power
markets in many OECD countries transferred the financial risk associated with
energy sector investment from the public sector to private industry. Given the
prevailing market conditions and without government support, utilities generally
preferred lower-risk options (such as coal- and gas-fired plants), which have lower
upfront costs, take less time to build and recover costs more quickly, despite their
higher unit operating costs.
Today, the key drivers and players expected to underpin the growth in nuclear
power are significantly different. Emerging economies, led by China and India,
dominate future prospects. They need to utilise all options to meet their rapidly
growing electricity demand, and there is no indication that they are contemplating
ruling out nuclear power. The return of high energy prices and heightened
geopolitical risks in the Middle East and North Africa may increase the value of
generating solutions which are independent of large-scale and continuing fuel
imports, provided they are safe. Climate change is also a driving force behind
nuclear power development, since it is one of the few mature low-carbon
technologies that can be widely deployed in large increments. Bearing in mind the
stringency and comprehensiveness of the nuclear safety regulations and measures
implemented over the past three decades, it remains to be seen how far new
requirements, post Fukushima, might affect the economics of nuclear generation.
Nonetheless, in the aftermath of Fukushima Daiichi, trust in the nuclear industry
has suffered greatly and will take years to re-build. There have now been
three major nuclear incidents over the past three decades, the latest of which
occurred in one of the most advanced nuclear nations, albeit that the events at
Fukushima Daiichi were triggered by the combination of an exceptionally powerful
earthquake and tsunami in a zone exceptionally exposed to such risks.
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Figure 12.4 " Power generation by fuel in the New Policies Scenario
and Low Nuclear Case
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Overall investment needs in the power-generation sector increase slightly in the Low
Nuclear Case, as lower investment in nuclear plants is more than offset by increased
expenditure on coal-fired, gas-fired and, especially, renewables-based plants. Cumulative
global investment in nuclear plants over 2011 to 2035, in real 2010 dollars, falls by about
$675 billion (or 60%), compared with the New Policies Scenario, while investment in coal-
fired plants increases by about $170 billion (or 10%), gas-fired plants by about $104 billion
(or 11%) and in renewables-based capacity by about $500 billion (or 9%). The net increase
is about $110 billion (or 1%).

International fuel markets

With the projected increase in coal- and gas-fired electricity generation in the Low Nuclear
Case, global demand for both fuels inevitably increases over the Outlook period, compared
with developments in the New Policies Scenario. Demand for coal increases most, reaching
6 150million tonnes of coal equivalent (Mtce) in 2035, or 5% higher than in the New Policies
Scenario. This additional demand is equivalent to over twice Australia’s current steam
coal exports. Natural gas demand in 2035 is 3% higher, reaching almost 4 900 bcm. The
increase is equivalent to two-thirds of Russia’s natural gas exports in 2010. OECD countries,
where nuclear capacity declines the most, are responsible for about a 70% and 60% of the
additional demand for coal and gas, respectively.

Higher demand leads to in greater upward pressure on prices in international markets,
especially for natural gas. Coal prices are almost 2% higher in 2035 than in the New Policies
Scenario and gas prices are between 4% and 6% higher, depending on region. These higher
fossil-fuel prices put upward pressure on the overall cost of generation and electricity
prices increase as a result. Greater coal and natural gas-import requirements and higher
international energy prices push up spending on imported coal and gas. The additional
spending on imports, relative to the New Policies Scenario, rises over time, as the share
of nuclear power in the generation mix progressively falls. In 2035, aggregated across all
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net-importing countries, spending on gas imports is up by around $67 billion, or 11%, while
spending on coal imports is up by around $22 billion, or 17% (Figure 12.5). For countries
that rely heavily on nuclear power and have limited indigenous energy resources (such as
Belgium, France, Japan and Korea), the impact will bemore pronounced than the aggregate
numbers suggest.

Figure 12.5 " Global primary coal and gas demand and annual spending
on imports in the Low Nuclear Case
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The additional demand for natural gas and coal in the Low Nuclear Case has important
implications for energy security. Although the share of generation coming from renewables
increases, the diversity of the power-generation mix declines. The prospect of a limited
number of producing regions increasingly dominating global gas supply and trade would
raise concerns about the risk of supply disruptions as well as the risk that some countries
might seek to use their dominant market position to force prices even higher.

CO2 emissions

One of the major advantages of nuclear power compared with electricity generated from
fossil fuels is that it does not directly generate emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) or other
greenhouse gases.4 If the 13%of global electricity production that came fromnuclear power
plants in 2010 had instead been generated equally from natural gas and coal (based on
current average efficiency levels) we estimate that global CO2 emissions from the power
sector would have been 2.1 gigatonnes (Gt), or 17%, higher.

As a result of the increased use of fossil fuels in the Low Nuclear Case, energy-related CO2
emissions are higher than in the New Policies Scenario. At the global level, the increase in
energy-related CO2 emissions is roughly 2.6% in 2035. Cumulative CO2 emissions in the

4. There are some CO2 emissions linked to the use of fossil fuels in the nuclear fuel cycle, such as uranium mining and
enrichment, but these are at least an order of magnitude lower than the direct emissions from burning fossil fuels.
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period 2011 to 2035 are higher by 10.2 Gt, or 1.2%, adding to the rising concentration of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and making it harder and more expensive to combat
climate change. These aggregate numbers mask more dramatic increases in countries that
rely more heavily on nuclear power.

CO2 emissions from power plants reach 15.7 Gt in 2035 in the Low Nuclear Case,
0.9 Gt, or 6.2%, higher than in the New Policies Scenario (Figure 12.6). Compared with
the New Policies Scenario, 34% of the increase comes from power plants in non-OECD
countries.

Figure 12.6 " Energy-related CO2 emissions from the power sector in the
New Policies Scenario and the Low Nuclear Case
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Box 12.2 " Human capital and the nuclear industry

The development, maintenance and growth of a nuclear power programme
require a well-trained and experienced work force. Consequently, various
stakeholders – including governments, industry, academia and intergovernmental
organisations – invest significant resources into human resource management and
development.
One area of concern in recent years has been a looming shortage of people with the
necessary skills, due to the ongoing retirement ofworkers and the lownumber of new
entrants (IEA, 2010). In the United States, the nuclear industry work force numbered
120 000 people in 2009; approximately 40% of this work force will be eligible to
retire by 2015 and, in order to maintain the current numbers, the industry will need
to hire about 25 000 more workers by then (NEI, 2010). In Korea, where the nuclear
industry is expected to expand in the coming decade, the Ministry of Knowledge
Economy estimates that an additional 23 900 nuclear workers will be needed
by 2020.
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In order to address the possible skills shortage, governments and industry have taken
various initiatives to attract students to the nuclear industry, including increasing the
availability of training programmes on nuclear energy, offering financial scholarships
and providing internship opportunities to university and graduate students. In the
United States, for example, since 2007 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the US
Department of Energy and Center for Energy Workforce Development have funded
expansion of nuclear energy degree programmes through the Nuclear Uniform
Curriculum Program. Between 2003 and 2008, the number of students receiving B.S.
and M.S. degrees in the United States increased by 288 (or 173%) and 128 (or 97%)
respectively. The trend is expected to continue. Between 2008 and 2009 enrolment
in nuclear engineering programmes increased at both undergraduate and graduate
levels by around 15% and 5% respectively (ORISE, 2010).
The large-scale phase-out of nuclear power assumed in the Low Nuclear Case would
lead to a fewer opportunities to gain practical experience in all phases of the nuclear
programme. Such experience complements academic training and its absence would
result in a deterioration of technical skills. Given the design lifetime of nuclear reactors
(typically 40 years) and the expectationof life extensions (typically 20 years), the nuclear
work forcewill need to bemaintained for a long period of time. A combination of public
opposition to nuclear power and policy uncertainty about its future role in the energy
mix could discourage students from pursuing a career in the nuclear industry and could
result in a critical shortage.

Meeting the global climate goal with less nuclear
power generation

In the Low Nuclear Case, energy-related CO2 emissions grow faster than in the New
Policies Scenario, leading to likely global average temperature increases of over 3.5°C.
Our 450 Scenario, unlike our other scenarios does not project the outcome of a given set
of assumptions. Rather it describes a plausible path to the pre-determined objective of
realising a future in which government policies transform the energy system in such a way
as to meet the 2°C goal (see Chapter 6). But in that scenario, the role of nuclear power is
greater than in the New Policies Scenario andmuch greater than in the Low Nuclear Case.

If there is less nuclear power in the global energy mix, then other changes are essential if
the objective of limiting the long-term rise in the global average temperature to 2°C is to be
achieved:
! The share of renewables needs to be greater even than that projected in our

450 Scenario.
! Overall primary energy needs must be reduced further, through even greater

improvements in energy efficiency.
! Carbon capture and storage needs to be very widely deployed by 2035.
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In short, to the extent that energy demand in the 450 Scenario cannot be reduced to
offset any loss of nuclear supply, all the replacement supply must come from low-carbon
technologies, so that there is no net increase in global emissions. This will be extremely
challenging and costly.

The Low Nuclear 450 Case

In order to quantify the implications of less nuclear power being available tomeet the 2°Cgoal,
we have analysed another case, called the Low Nuclear 450 Case. Since the trajectory of
energy-related CO2 emissions in the 450 Scenario is, by definition, the one which must be
achieved to realise the climate change objective, energy-related emissions must be held to
that same overall trajectory in the new circumstances. This means that as the 450 Scenario
is modified to incorporate the assumptions on nuclear power used in the Low Nuclear Case,
much stronger government policy actions have to be imposed in order to cut demand further
and ensure yet wider deployment of other low-carbon technologies. Comparedwith the New
Policies Scenario, overall emissions in the Low Nuclear 450 Case are 2.4 Gt, or 7%, lower in
2020 and 15Gt, or 41%, lower in 2035 (Figure 12.7). Comparedwith the 450 Scenario, the use
of fossil fuels is somewhat higher, but emissions are the same, as the increase in demand for
fossil fuels is assumed to come solely from fossil-fuel-based power plants that are equipped
with carbon capture and storage (CCS). Increased reliance on renewables compared with the
450 Scenariomakeup thedifference.Overall CO2 emissions broadly follow the same trajectory
as in the450Scenario, however, their geographic distribution is slightly different: emissions are
slightly higher in the OECD countries and correspondingly lower in the non-OECD countries.

Figure 12.7 " World energy-related CO2 emissions abatement in the Low
Nuclear 450 Case relative to the New Policies Scenario
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In the Low Nuclear 450 Case, as in the 450 Scenario, energy efficiency measures are the
largest source of emissions abatement, accounting for about 47% of the cumulative
emissions savings over the period 2011 to 2035 and underlining the importance of very
vigorous policy action in this area. The shares of total abatement arising from renewables
in power generation and CCS, are substantially higher than in the 450 Scenario. Renewables
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account for 29% of abatement in 2035 – eight percentage points higher than in the
450 Scenario – and CCS for 25%, three percentage points higher. The wider deployment of
CCS allows for an 8% increase in primary coal use and a 3% increase in the use of natural gas
in 2035, comparedwith the 450 Scenario. Renewable energy use is 9% higher, while nuclear
power production is 63% lower.

In the Low Nuclear 450 Case, the transformation required in the power sector is even more
ambitious than in the 450 Scenario, due to the narrower portfolio of abatement options.
The share of fossil-fuel-fired power stations in total generation in 2035 drops to just 38%,
from 67% in 2009 (Figure 12.8). Total renewables-based capacity reaches 6 000 GW in 2035,
over 970 GW, or one-fifth, more than in the 450 Scenario. By 2035, the capacity of plants
equippedwith CCS exceeds 820GW, an increase ofmore than 210GW, or a third,more than
in the 450 Scenario. In practice, it is by nomeans certain that these projections could actually
be realised, as it is still unclear that low-carbon technologies can be deployed on this scale
(the implications formeeting the 2°C climate goal of slower CCS deployment than that in the
New Policies Scenario are discussed in Chapter 6).

Figure 12.8 " Share of world power generation by source in the 450 Scenario
and Low Nuclear 450 Case
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With reduced abatement coming from nuclear power, the cost of achieving the same
cumulative emissions as the 450 Scenario increases by some $1.5 trillion in real 2010 dollars,
compared with the 450 Scenario (or 10%) over the period 2011 to 2035 (Figure 12.9).
Countries that were expected to rely heavily on nuclear power as a source of CO2abatement
would find the financial (and practical) burden particularly heavy.

Of the additional investment required in the LowNuclear 450 Case, only 10% (or $150 billion)
is incurred before 2020, the remaining 90% (or $1.3 trillion) arising over the last fifteen years
of the projection period, reflecting the profile of fewer additions and additional retirements
of nuclear power plants. The power sector absorbs the vast bulk of the net incremental
investment ($1.2 trillion). This figure provides for incremental investment of $2.1 trillion
for generation from renewables, which need greater nameplate generating capacity than
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other generating options because of variable resource availability (see Chapter 5). The cost
of the new generating capacity is partially offset by a decrease in incremental investment of
$1.3 trillion for generation from nuclear.

Figure 12.9 " Incremental energy-related investment in the
Low Nuclear 450 Case relative to the 450 Scenario
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CHAPTER 13

H I G H L I G H T S

ENERGY FOR ALL

Financing access for the poor

" Modern energy services are crucial to human well-being and to a country’s economic
development; and yet over 1.3 billion people are without access to electricity and
2.7billionpeople arewithout clean cooking facilities.More than95%of thesepeople are
either in sub-Saharan Africa or developing Asia and 84% are in rural areas.

" In 2009, we estimate that $9.1 billion was invested globally in extending access to
modern energy services, supplying 20 million more people with electricity access and
7 million people with advanced biomass cookstoves. In the New Policies Scenario, our
central scenario, $296 billion is invested in energy access between 2010 and 2030 –
an average of $14 billion per year, 56% higher than the level in 2009. But, this is not
nearly enough: it still leaves 1.0 billion people without electricity (more than 60%
of this is in sub-Saharan Africa) and, despite progress, population growth means that
2.7 billion people will remain without clean cooking facilities in 2030. To provide
universal modern energy access by 2030, cumulative investment of $1 trillion is
required – an average of $48 billion per year, more than five-times the level in 2009.

" The$9.1billion invested inextendingenergyaccess in2009was sourced frommultilateral
organisations (34%), domestic government finance (30%), private investors (22%) and
bilateral aid (14%). To provide the $48 billion per year required for universal access,
we estimate that around $18 billion per year is needed from multilateral and bilateral
development sources, $15billionper year fromthegovernmentsof developing countries
and $15 billion per year from the broad range of actors that form the private sector.

" Private sector investment needs to grow themost, but significant barriers must first be
overcome. Public authorities must provide a supportive investment climate, such as by
implementing strong governance and regulatory reforms. The public sector, including
donors, needs also to use its tools to leverage private sector investment where the
commercial case is marginal. At present, energy access funding tends to be directed
primarily toward large-scale electricity infrastructure. This does not always reach the
poorest households. Access to funding at a local level is essential to support initiatives
that cater effectively for local needs, building local financial and technical capacity and
stimulating sectoral development.

" Achieving universal access by 2030would increase global electricity generation by 2.5%.
Demand for fossil fuels would grow by 0.8% and CO2 emissions go up by 0.7%, both
figures being trivial in relation to concerns about energy security or climate change.
The prize would be a major contribution to social and economic development, and
helping to avoid the premature death of 1.5 million people per year.
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Introduction
Energy is a critical enabler. Every advanced economy has required secure access to modern
sources of energy to underpin its development and growing prosperity. While many
developed countries may be focused on domestic energy security or decarbonising their
energy mix, many other countries are still seeking to secure enough energy to meet basic
human needs. In developing countries, access to affordable and reliable energy services is
fundamental to reducing poverty and improving health, increasing productivity, enhancing
competitiveness and promoting economic growth. Despite the importance of thesematters,
billions of people continue to be without basic modern energy services, lacking reliable
access to either electricity or clean cooking facilities. This situation is expected to change
only a little by 2030 unless more vigorous action is taken.

Developing countries that import oil are today facing prices in excess of $100 a barrel when, at a
comparable stage of economic development, many OECD countries faced an average oil price of
around$22abarrel (in 2010dollars). In little over adecade, thebill of oil-importing less developed
countries1 hasquadrupled tohit an estimated$100billion in 2011, or 5.5%of their gross domestic
product (GDP) (Figure 13.1).Oil-import bills in sub-SaharanAfrica increasedby$2.2billion in 2010,
more than one-third higher than the increase in Official Development Assistance (ODA) over the
year.2 In contrast, oil exporters in sub-Saharan Africa, such as Nigeria and Angola, are benefitting
from the oil price boomand tackling energy poverty is, financially at least, within theirmeans.We
estimate that the capital cost of providing modern energy services to all deprived households in
the ten-largest oil and gas exporting countries of sub-SaharanAfrica3would be around $30 billion,
equivalent toaround0.7%of thosegovernments’ cumulative take fromoil andgasexports.

Figure 13.1 " Oil-import bills in net-importing less developed countries
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*Estimated, assuming an average oil price of $100 per barrel.
Notes: Calculated as the value of net imports at prevailing average international prices. Oil-import bills as a share of GDP
are at market exchange rates in 2010 dollars.

1. The group includes India and the oil-impor!ng countries within the United Na!on’s classifica!on of least developed
countries (available at www.unohrlls.org). This group has a combined popula!on of 1.8 billion people and accounts for
65% of those lacking access to modern energy.
2. Data available from the OECD/DCD-DAC database at www.oecd.org.
3. These countries include: Angola, Cameroon, Chad, Democra!c Republic of Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon,
Ivory Coast, Mozambique, Nigeria and Sudan.
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International concern about the issue of energy access is growing.While the United Nations
MillenniumDevelopment Goals4 (MDGs) do not include specific targets in relation to access
to electricity or to clean cooking facilities, the United Nations has declared 2012 to be the
“International Year of Sustainable Energy for All”. Other strategic platforms to discuss the
link between energy access, climate change and development include the “Energy for All
Conference” in Oslo, Norway in October 2011 and the COP17 in Durban, South Africa in
December 2011. These issues are also expected to be addressed at the United Nations
Conference on Sustainable Development (UNCSD) in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in June 2012. That
conference will aim to secure renewed political commitment to sustainable development,
to assess progress to date and to address new and emerging challenges. It will bring to
centre-stage in the international debate the need to reconcile environment, development
and poverty eradication issues such as energy access.

The World Energy Outlook (WEO) has focused attention on modern energy access for a
decade, providing the international community with quantitative, objective analysis. This
year our analysis tackles the critical issue of financing the delivery of universal modern
energy access.5, 6 The chapter begins by providing updated estimates of the number of
people lacking access to electricity and clean cooking facilities, by country. It offers, to
the best of our knowledge, for the first time in energy literature, an estimate of the total
amount of investment taking place globally to provide access to modern energy services
and provides details on the sources of financing. The chapter then examines what level
of modern energy access might be achieved by 2030, in relation to the projections in the
New Policies Scenario, our central scenario, and the level of investment involved (the
New Policies Scenario takes account of both existing government policies and cautious
implementation of declared policy intentions). While the Outlook period forWEO-2011 is
2009 to 2035, analysis in this chapter is based exceptionally on the period 2009 to 2030.
This period has been adopted to be consistent with the key goal proposed by the United
Nations Secretary-General of ensuring universal energy access by 2030 (AGECC, 2010).
Since the level of projected investment in the New Policies Scenario is not nearly enough
to achieve universal access to modern energy services by 2030, we then estimate the
level of additional investment that would be required to meet this goal – as defined in
our Energy for All Case.7 The chapter then examines the main sources of financing, and
the types of financing instruments that appear to be the most in need of scaling-up in
order to achieve the Energy for All Case (Figure 13.2). This is derived from a bottom-up
analysis of the most likely technology solutions in each region, given resource availability,
and government policies and measures. Throughout, we have drawn on experience from
existing programmes using different financing and business models to provide modern
energy access.

4. See www.un.org/millenniumgoals for more informa!on.
5. This chapter benefi$ed from a workshop held by the IEA in Paris on 13 May 2011, and was presented for the first
!me to a mee!ng of government leaders and interna!onal ins!tu!ons hosted by the government of Norway in Oslo on
10-11 October 2011.
6. Due to the focus of this chapter on financing, some elements of WEO analysis on energy access, such as the
Energy Development Index (EDI), are not included here but have been updated and will be made available online at
www.worldenergyoutlook.org.
7. Referred to in WEO-2010 as the Universal Modern Energy Access Case. See Box 13.1 for the defini!on of modern
energy access used in this analysis.
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Figure 13.2 " Financing modern energy access

Technology solutions

Electricity: on-grid,

isolated off-grid, mini-grid

Cooking: liquefied petroleum

gas (LPG), biogas,

advanced cookstoves

Financing instruments

Grants

Equity

Loans

Insurance

Subsidies

Guarantees

Financing sources

Multilateral organisations

Bilateral Official Development

Assistance (ODA)

Developing country

governments

Private sector

Current status of modern energy access

We estimate that in 2009, 1.3 billion people did not have access to electricity, around
20% of the global population, and that almost 2.7 billion people relied on the traditional
use of biomass for cooking, around 40% of the global population (Table 13.1).8 This
updated estimate reflects revised country-level data, where available. More than 95%
of the people lacking access to modern energy services (Box 13.1 includes our definition
of modern energy access) are in either sub-Saharan Africa or developing Asia and 84%
live in rural areas. Sub-Saharan Africa accounts for only 12% of the global population, but
almost 45% of those without access to electricity. Over 1.9 billion people in developing
Asia still rely on the traditional use of biomass for cooking, with around 840 million of
these in India and more than 100 million each in Bangladesh, Indonesia and Pakistan.
In sub-Saharan Africa, Nigeria also has over 100 million people without access to clean
cooking facilities.

Despite these sobering statistics, some countries have made notable progress in recent
years in improving access to electricity and reducing the number of people relying on
the traditional use of biomass for cooking. In India, the most recent data show that
expenditure on electricity was reported by 67% of the rural population and 94% of
the urban population in 2009 (Government of India, 2011), up from 56% and 93%
respectively when surveyed in 2006 (Government of India, 2008).9 In Vietnam, the
electrification rate (the share of the population with access to electricity) has increased
in the last 35 years from below 5% to 98%. Bangladesh and Sri Lanka have seen progress
on access to both electricity and clean cooking facilities, but more so on increased
electrification. Angola and Congo both have seen the share of the population with
access to modern energy services expand considerably in the last five years, mainly in
urban areas.

8. While throughout this analysis we focus on the number of people relying on the tradi!onal use of biomass for
cooking, it is important to note that some 0.4 billion people, mostly in China, rely on coal. Coal is a highly pollu!ng fuel
when used in tradi!onal stoves and has serious health implica!ons (United Na!ons Development Programme andWorld
Health Organiza!on, 2009).
9. See www.mospi.nic.in.
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Table 13.1 " People without access to modern energy services by region,
2009 (million)

People without access
to electricity

Share of
population

People relying on the traditional
use of biomass for cooking

Share of
population

Africa 587 58% 657 65%
Nigeria 76 49% 104 67%
Ethiopia 69 83% 77 93%
DR of Congo 59 89% 62 94%
Tanzania 38 86% 41 94%
Kenya 33 84% 33 83%
Other sub-Saharan Africa 310 68% 335 74%

North Africa 2 1% 4 3%

Developing Asia 675 19% 1 921 54%

India 289 25% 836 72%
Bangladesh 96 59% 143 88%
Indonesia 82 36% 124 54%
Pakistan 64 38% 122 72%
Myanmar 44 87% 48 95%
Rest of developing Asia 102 6% 648 36%

Latin America 31 7% 85 19%
Middle East 21 11% n.a. n.a.
Developing countries 1 314 25% 2 662 51%

World* 1 317 19% 2 662 39%

*Includes countries in the OECD and Eastern Europe/Eurasia.

Box 13.1 " Defining modern energy access10

There is no universally-agreed and universally-adopted definition of modern energy
access. For our analysis, we define modern energy access as “a household having
reliable and affordable access to clean cooking facilities, a first connection to electricity
and then an increasing level of electricity consumption over time to reach the regional
average”.10 By defining access to modern energy services at the household level, it
is recognised that some other categories are excluded, such as electricity access to
businesses and public buildings that are crucial to economic and social development,
i.e. schools and hospitals.

Access to electricity involves more than a first supply connection to the household;
our definition of access also involves consumption of a specified minimum level of
electricity, the amount varies based on whether the household is in a rural or an
urban area. The initial threshold level of electricity consumption for rural households
is assumed to be 250 kilowatt-hours (kWh) per year and for urban households it is

10. We assume an average of five people per household.
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500 kWh per year.11 In rural areas, this level of consumption could, for example,
provide for the use of a floor fan, a mobile telephone and two compact fluorescent
light bulbs for about five hours per day. In urban areas, consumption might also
include an efficient refrigerator, a second mobile telephone per household and
another appliance, such as a small television or a computer.

Once initial connection to electricity has been achieved, the level of consumption is
assumed to rise gradually over time, attaining the average regional consumption level
after five years. This definition of electricity access includes an initial period of growing
consumptionasadeliberateattempt to reflect the fact that eradicationof energypoverty
is a long-termendeavour. In our analysis, the average level of electricity consumptionper
capita across all those households newly connected over the period is 800 kWh in 2030.
This is comparablewith levels currently seen inmuch of developing Asia.

This definition of energy access also includes provision of cooking facilities which can
be used without harm to the health of those in the household and which are more
environmentally sustainable and energy efficient than the average biomass cookstove
currently used in developing countries. This definition refers primarily to biogas
systems, liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) stoves and advanced biomass cookstoves that
have considerably lower emissions and higher efficiencies than traditional three-stone
fires for cooking. In our analysis, we assume that LPG stoves and advanced biomass
cookstoves require replacement every five years, while a biogas digester is assumed
to last 20 years. Related infrastructure, distribution and fuel costs are not included in
our estimates of investment costs.

Current status of investment in modern energy access11

For the billions of people currently deprived, the lack of access to modern forms of energy
tends to go hand-in-handwith a lack of provision of cleanwater, sanitation and healthcare. It
also represents amajor barrier to economic development and prosperity. The importance of
modern energy access is being recognised increasingly by many organisations that provide
development funding. We estimate that capital investment of $9.1 billion was undertaken
globally in 2009 (Box 13.2 describes our methodology) to provide 20 million people with
access to electricity and 7 million people with advanced biomass cookstoves ($70 million of
the total). An incomplete set of past observations suggests that this is the highest level of
investment ever devoted to energy access.12

11. Theassumed threshold levels for electricity consump!onare consistentwithpreviousWEOanalyses.However,we recognise
that different levels are some!mes adopted in other published analysis. Sanchez (2010), for example, assumes 120 kWh per
person (600 kWh per household, assuming five people per household). As another point of reference, the observed electricity
consump!on in India in 2009 was 96 kWh per person in rural areas and 288 kWh in urban areas on average over all people
connected to electricity, implying a lower consump!on for those that have been connectedmore recently (Government of India,
2011).
12. There are currently no comprehensive data available, and those that do exist employ varying methodologies. Our
es!mate is constructed from a variety of sources and includes some necessary assump!ons. It is to be hoped that this
shortcoming in the data receives greater a$en!on in future.
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Box 13.2 " Measuring investment in modern energy access

Our estimate of investment in modern energy access is based on the latest data
available and has several components. The estimate is of the capital investment
made to provide household access to electricity (both the cost of the provision of first
connection and the capital cost to sustain an escalating supply over time) and the cost
of providing clean cooking facilities to those who currently lack them. Operating costs,
such as fuel costs andmaintenance costs, are not included. Broader technical assistance,
such as policy and institutional development advice, is also not included. In the case of
on-grid and mini-grid solutions for electricity access, the estimate does not include the
investment required in supportive infrastructure, such as roads.
Our estimate is based on an average of high and low estimates of investment data from
several sources:
" Bilateral Official Development Assistance (ODA) – In line with the Multilateral

Development Banks’ Clean Energy Investment Framework methodology,13 our
estimate of total ODA for energy access includes the investment flows for electricity
generation, transmission and distribution in countries eligible for International
Development Association (IDA) funding, i.e. the poorest countries. We have also
included financing for off-grid generation and transmission for those countries
eligible for International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) funding
(countries which, while not among the poorest, still have difficulty accessing
commercial credit markets).

" Multilateral organisations (development banks,14 funds, etc.) – This estimate is based
on the organisations’ own data when available,15 or the same methodology as ODA
where data is not available.

" Domestic governments in developing countries – This estimate includes investments
made both directly by the governments and through state-owned utilities. It includes
investment independently conducted by the governments as well as government
investment leveraged through multilateral funding. In IDA countries, it is estimated
that for every $1 spent in aid on energy access, it is matched by an additional equal
amount fromeither the private sector or developing country governments. Countries
eligible for IDA funding account for 82% of the total population lacking access to
electricity, so the same leverage factor has been applied to all countries.

" Private sector – The broad range of private sector actors makes this the most
challenging category forwhich to produce a comprehensive estimate. In constructing
this estimate, which is based on data on private sector investment in infrastructure,
including public-private partnerships (PPP), sourced from the World Bank PPI
database,16 we have assumed that the private sector component of PPP-funded
projects is around 50% and that between 5% and 20% of the total investment goes
towards energy access, depending on the region.

13. See www.worldenergy.org/documents/g8report.pdf.
14. Mul!lateral Development Banks are a channel for funds from bilateral sources and from bond markets.
15. Publicly available sources supplemented with bilateral dialogue.
16. See www.ppi.worldbank.org.
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We estimate that bilateral ODA accounted for 14% of total investment in extending energy
access in 2009, only slightly more than 1% of total bilateral ODA in the same year (Figure 13.3).
Multilateral organisations, such as international development banks and funds, accounted
for more than $3 billion of such investment in energy access, around 34% of the total. This
was just over 3% of total multilateral aid in the same year. An estimated 30% of investment in
energy access was sourced from domestic governments in developing countries. This included
investments made directly by the governments and through state-owned utilities. The private
sector is estimated to have accounted for 22% of the total investment in energy access. In
the case of investment in energy access by domestic governments and the private sector, the
share of total investment directed to energy access is estimated to be less than 1% of the gross
fixed capital formation in these countries in 2009. While sources of investment are referred to
separatelyhere, inpractice twoormoreoftenoperate in conjunction todeliver anenergyaccess
project. Blending funds from different sources can bring important benefits, such as reducing
funding risks and securing buy-in from project participants. Multilateral development banks
generallyenter intopartnershipswithdevelopingcountrygovernmentsand/or theprivate sector
to deliver projects, such as theAsianDevelopment Bank’s biogas programme inVietnam.

Figure 13.3 " Investment in energy access by source, 2009
Total: $9.1 billion

14%

34%

30%

22% Bilateral Official
Development Assistance

Mul_lateral organisa_ons

Developing country
governments

Private sector finance

Outlook for energy access and investment
in the New Policies Scenario
In the New Policies Scenario, our central scenario, we project that total cumulative
investment in extending access to modern energy is $296 billion from 2010 to 2030, an
average of $14 billion per year.17 The projected annual average investment required is
therefore 56% higher in the New Policies Scenario than the level observed in 2009. All
sources of finance increase their investment in absolute terms to meet this requirement
in the New Policies Scenario. Domestic finance in developing countries and multilateral
developing banks are the largest sources of finance. But private sector finance is close
behind and actually sees the most growth.

17. We focus primarily on the average level of investment per year over the projec!on period, as a be$er illustra!on of
ongoing investment ac!vity than the cumula!ve total.
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In the New Policies Scenario, around 550 million additional people gain access to electricity
and 860 million are provided with clean cooking facilities from 2010 to 2030. The increase
in access to modern energy services is driven largely by rapid economic growth in several
developing countries, accompanied by rapid urbanisation in some cases, but population
growth acts as a countervailing force. For example, in the case of China, the 12th Five-Year
Plan (covering the period 2011 to 2015) provides for rapid urbanisation, with plans to create
45million newurban jobs and an expectation that the urbanisation ratewill increase to 52%
by 2015, the date by which the country also expects to achieve full electrification.

In several countries, national targets to increase electricity access succeed in delivering
improvements over the projection period, but only on a limited scale: many such targets
will not be achieved unless robust national strategies and implementation programmes are
put in place. Access to clean cooking facilities has in the past often received less government
attention than electricity access, with the result that there are fewer related programmes and
targets in place at a national level. At an international level, an important step forward was
taken in September 2010 when the UN Foundation launched the “Global Alliance for Clean
Cookstoves”. The Alliance seeks to overcome market barriers that impede the production,
deployment and use of clean cookstoves in the developing world, so as to achieve the goal of
100million households adopting clean and efficient stoves and fuels by 2020.18

Access to electricity
In the New Policies Scenario, around $275 billion of investment goes toward providing
electricity access from 2010 to 2030. This represents annual average investment of
$13 billion to connect around 26 million people per year. The capital-intensive nature of
electricity generation, transmission and distribution means that this investment accounts for
over 90% of total investment to deliver modern energy services over the projection period.
Theaverage annual level of investment in electricity access increases by almost 45%, compared
with thatobserved in2009.While the shareof theglobal population lacking access toelectricity
declines from 19% in 2009 to 12% in 2030, 1.0 billion people are still without electricity by the
end of the period (Table 13.2). The proportion of those without access to electricity in rural
areas was around five-times higher than in urban areas in 2009, and this disparity widens to
be around six-times higher in 2030. There are examples of progress in increasing rates of rural
electrification, such as in Angola and Botswana, but this is often froma lowbase.

Annual investment to increase on-grid electricity access averages $7 billion in the New
Policies Scenario. The main sources of investment for on-grid access are domestic
government finance and the private sector. Almost 55% of total private sector investment
is estimated to be in on-grid solutions. Over 40% of the investment made by multilateral
development banks is also estimated to be in on-grid solutions. Investment in mini-grid
and off-grid electricity generation together averages around $6 billion annually in the New
Policies Scenario.19 Private sector investment represents a significantly smaller share of the
total for such projects, reflecting the obstacles to developing commercially viable projects.

18. See www.cleancookstoves.org.
19. Mini-grids provide centralised genera!on at a local level. They operate at a village or district network level, with
loads of up to 500 kW. Isolated off-grid solu!ons include small capacity systems, such as solar home systems,micro-hydro
systems, wind home systems and biogas digester systems.
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Table 13.2 " People without access to electricity by region in the New
Policies Scenario (million)

2009 2030

Rural Urban Share of population Rural Urban Share of population

Africa 466 121 58% 539 107 42%

Sub-Saharan Africa 465 121 69% 538 107 49%

Developing Asia 595 81 19% 327 49 9%

China 8 0 1% 0 0 0%
India 268 21 25% 145 9 10%
Rest of developing Asia 319 60 36% 181 40 16%

Latin America 26 4 7% 8 2 2%

Middle East 19 2 11% 5 0 2%
Developing countries 1 106 208 25% 879 157 16%

World* 1 109 208 19% 879 157 12%

*Includes countries in the OECD and Eastern Europe/Eurasia.

At a regional level, the number of people without access to electricity in sub-Saharan
Africa increases by 10%, from 585 million in 2009 to 645 million in 2030, as the rate of
population growth outpaces the rate of connections. The number of people without
access to electricity in sub-Saharan Africa overtakes the number in developing Asia soon
after 2015. This increase occurs in spite of pockets of progress, such as the government
electrification programme in South Africa, which has provided 4 million households with
access to electricity since it was launched in 1990 and aims to achieve complete access
nationally by 2020. Table 13.3 provides examples of national electrification programmes.
While the adoption of national targets and programmes for modern energy access is
important, in practice it has been relatively commonplace for initial ambitions to be
downgraded subsequently.

The number of people without access to electricity in developing Asia is projected
to decrease by almost 45%, from 675 million people in 2009 to 375 million in 2030.
Around 270 million people in rural areas are given access to electricity but, despite
this, the rural population still constitutes the great majority of those lacking access in
2030. China has provided 500 million people in rural areas with electricity access since
1990 and is expected to achieve universal electrification by 2015. In India, the Rajiv
Gandhi Grameen Vidyutikaran Yojana Programme is making progress towards a goal of
electrifying over 100 000 villages and providing free electricity connections to more than
17 million rural households living below the national poverty line. Our projections show
India reaching a 98% electrification rate in urban areas and 84% in rural areas in 2030. In the
rest of developing Asia, the average electrification rate reaches almost 93%. The difference
in trajectory between developing Asia and sub-Saharan Africa is clear, with an improving
situation in the former and a worsening one in the latter. In developing Asia, India accounts
for much of the increased access to electricity, while in sub-Saharan Africa a more mixed
story within the region does not, in aggregate, overcome the deteriorating picture, driven
primarily by population growth.
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Table 13.3 " Major programmes and targets for improving access to electricity in selected countries

Programme name Description Financing arrangements

Bangladesh Master Plan for Electrification – National Energy
Policy of Bangladesh 1996-2004

Electricity for all by 2020. Loans and grants from donors are passed on, under a subsidiary
agreement, to the Rural Electrification Board. Domestic
government funds cover all local costs of construction.

Brazil Light for All Launched in 2003, extended in 2011 to 2014. So far the
programme has connected more than 2.4 million households
and it aims for full electrification.

Funded largely by the extension of a Global Reversion Reserve
tax incorporated into electricity rates.
The scheme also benefits from an investment partnership of
federal government, state agencies and energy distributors.

Ghana National Electrification Scheme – Energy Plan
2006-2020

Electricity access for all by 2020. Funded through grants and loans by donors and $9 million per
year in domestic government budgetary support.

India Rajiv Gandhi Grameen Vidyutikaran Yojana Electrify 100 000 villages and provide free electricity
connections to 17.5 million households below the poverty line
by March 2012.

Total funds of $5.6 billion disbursed between 2005 and 2011.
A government subsidy of up to 90% of capital expenditure is
provided through the Rural Electrification Corporation. Those
below the poverty line receive a 100% subsidy for connection.

Indonesia Rural electrification programmes – National
Energy Management

Electricity access for 95% of the population by 2025. Investment costs are covered by cross subsidies by the state-
owned power utility (PNL) and other costs are funded by donors.

Nepal Rural Electrification Program – National 3-Year
Interim Plan

Electricity access for 100% of the population by 2027. A Rural Electrification Board administers specific funds for
electrification of rural areas.

Philippines Philippines Energy Plan, 2004-2013 Electrification of 90% of households by 2017. Funded by grants and loans from a National Electrification Fund
and PPPs.

South Africa Integrated National Electrification Programme Electricity access for 100% of the population by 2020. Government funding disbursed by the Department of Energy to
Eskom (state-owned utility) and municipalities.

Zambia Rural Electrification Master Plan Electricity access for 78% in urban areas and 15% in rural areas
by 2015.

The government has created a Rural Electrification Fund that is
administered by the Rural Electrification Authority.

© OECD/IEA, 2011
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Outside Asia and Africa, there are at present smaller, but significant, numbers of people
without access to electricity in Latin America, but near-universal access is achieved there
by 2030 in the New Policies Scenario. In Brazil, Luz para Todos (light for all) is a government
programme, operated by a majority state-owned power utility company, and executed by
electricity concessionaires and co-operatives. The project promotes renewable energy as
the most practical solution in remote areas, with the government providing funding to help
cover the costs for renewable energy projects in these areas.

Access to clean cooking facilities

In the New Policies Scenario, $21 billion is invested in total from 2010 to 2030 to provide
860 million people with clean cooking facilities. This is equivalent to an average annual
investment of $1 billion to provide facilities to an average of 41 million people per year.
After an initial increase, the number of people without clean cooking facilities drops back to
2.7 billion, the level of 2009, in 2030 (Table 13.4). The proportion of people globally without
clean cooking facilities declines from 39% in 2009 to 33% in 2030.

Table 13.4 " People without clean cooking facilities by region in the New
Policies Scenario (million)

2009 2030

Rural Urban Share of population Rural Urban Share of population

Africa 480 177 65% 641 270 58%

Sub-Saharan Africa 476 177 78% 638 270 67%

Developing Asia 1 680 240 54% 1 532 198 41%

China 377 46 32% 236 25 19%

India 749 87 72% 719 59 53%

Rest of developing Asia 554 107 63% 576 114 52%

Latin America 61 24 19% 57 17 14%

Middle East n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Developing countries 2 221 441 51% 2 230 485 43%

World* 2 221 441 39% 2 230 485 33%

*Includes countries in the OECD and Eastern Europe/Eurasia.

Over the projection period, almost 60% of the investment in clean cooking facilities is
expected to bemade in biogas solutions, with advanced cookstoves and LPG solutions each
accounting for around 20%.20 Private sector operators in parts of Asia have already made

20. Advanced biomass cookstoves, with significantly lower emissions and higher efficiencies than the tradi!onal
three-stone fires, are assumed to cost $50. An LPG stove and canister is assumed to cost $60. In the analysis, we assume
that LPG stoves and advanced biomass cookstoves require replacement every five years, but only the cost of the first
stove and half of the cost of the second stove is included in our investment projec!ons. This is intended to reflect a
path towards such investment becoming self-sustaining. The assumed cost of an average-sized biogas digester varies by
region. Based on 2010 data provided by SNV, the Netherlands Development Organisa!on, the cost is $437 for India, $473
in China, $660 in Indonesia, $526 in other developing Asia, $702 in La!n America and $924 in sub-Saharan Africa. Related
infrastructure, distribu!on and fuel costs are not included in the investment costs.
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significant progress in establishing profitable markets for biogas solutions. In 2010, China
led the market with 5 million biogas plants installed, while the next three largest Asian
markets (India, Nepal and Vietnam) had another 0.2 million units collectively (SNV, 2011).
In the case of LPG stoves, multilateral development banks and governments are often
the source of the initial capital investment, but the private sector may subsequently be
involved in fuel distribution. Advanced biomass cookstoves receive relatively more funding
from bilateral and multilateral donors. Much of this goes to indirect subsidies intended to
establish local, self-sustaining cookstovemarkets and to increase the demand for advanced
cookstoves. Examples of how such funds are applied include the training of stove builders
and information campaigns on the health and other benefits of more efficient stoves.
Expenditure of this kind is not included in our calculation of the estimated investment cost
of access.

In the New Policies Scenario, the number of people in sub-Saharan Africa without clean
cooking facilities increases by nearly 40%, to reach more than 900 million by 2030, despite
a fall in the proportion of population without access. Almost 65% of the increase in number
occurs in rural areas. By 2030, one-third of the people without clean cooking facilities
globally are in sub-Saharan Africa, up from one-quarter in 2009.

In developing Asia, the number of people without access to clean cooking facilities declines
from 1.9 billion in 2009 to around 1.7 billion in 2030. In the New Policies Scenario, the
number of people without clean cooking facilities in India peaks before 2015 and then
declines, but India still has nearly 780 million people lacking them in 2030. India previously
had the “National Programme for Improved Chulhas” (1985 to 2002), and has recently
launched the National Biomass Cookstoves Initiative (NCI) to develop and deploy next-
generation cleaner biomass cookstoves to households. The government is piloting the
demonstration of 100 000 cookstoves during 2011 and 2012 – providing financial assistance
for up to 50% of the cost of the stoves – and this will be used to formulate a deployment
strategy for India’s next five year plan (2012 to 2017).

The number of people without clean cooking facilities in China maintains a declining trend
and stands at around 260 million in 2030. China, like India, builds on previous national
programmes, such as the National Improved Stove Program, to distribute cookstoves to
rural areas. Together, China and India account for all of the fall in the number of people
lacking clean cooking facilities in the region. Across the rest of developing Asia, the number
of people without access increases by 4.5% to reach 690million.

Investment needed to achieve modern energy
access for all
The remainder of this analysis focuses on the investment required to achieve the goal of
universal access to electricity and clean cooking facilities by 2030 – referred to here as
the Energy for All Case – and the methods of financing that may be the most appropriate
to support this. We have calculated the cost of achieving this goal to be $1 trillion (in
year-2010 dollars). This estimate includes the $296 billion reflected in the New Policies
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Scenario. Achieving modern energy access for all by 2030 would therefore require more
than three-times the expected level of investment in the New Policies Scenario, growing
from$14 billion per year to $48 billion per year (Figure 13.4).21 Thismeans that an additional
$34 billion is needed every year, over and above investment already reflected in the New
Policies Scenario. The total required is more than five-times the estimated level of actual
investment in 2009. Nonetheless, the total investment required is a small share of global
investment in energy infrastructure, around 3% of the total.

Figure 13.4 " Average annual investment in modern energy access
by scenario
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Investment in electricity access

In the Energy for All Case, the additional investment required to achieve universal access to
electricity is estimated to be around $640 billion between 2010 and 2030 (Table 13.5).22 To
arrive at this estimate, it was first necessary to assess the required combination of on-grid,
mini-grid and isolated off-grid solutions. To identify the most suitable technology option
for providing electricity access in each region, the Energy for All Case takes into account
regional costs and consumer density, resulting in the key determining variable of regional
cost per megawatt-hour (MWh). When delivered through an established grid, the cost per
MWh is cheaper than that of mini-grids or off-grid solutions, but the cost of extending the
grid to sparsely populated, remote ormountainous areas can be very high and long distance
transmission systems can have high technical losses. This results in grid extension being the

21. The es!mated addi!onal investment required is derived from analysis tomatch themost likely technical solu!ons in
each region, given resource availability and government policies and measures, with financing instruments and sources
of financing.
22. For illustra!ve purposes, if we instead adopted the assumed minimum consump!on threshold of 120 kWh per
person in Sanchez (2010), together with our own assump!on of five people per household, i.e. a threshold electricity
consump!on level of 600 kWh per household, this would increase the addi!onal investment required in the Energy for
All Case by 4%, taking the total addi!onal investment required to $665 billion to 2030.
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most suitable option for all urban zones and for around 30% of rural areas, but not proving
to be cost effective inmore remote rural areas. Therefore, 70% of rural areas are connected
either with mini-grids (65% of this share) or with small, stand-alone off-grid solutions (the
remaining 35%). These stand-alone systems have no transmission and distribution costs, but
higher costs perMWh.Mini-grids, providing centralised generation at a local level and using
a village level network, are a competitive solution in rural areas, and can allow for future
demand growth, such as that from income-generating activities.

Table 13.5 " Additional investment required to achieve universal access to
electricity in the Energy for All Case compared with the New
Policies Scenario ($2010 billion)

2010-2020 2021-2030 Total, 2010-2030

Africa 119 271 390

Sub-Saharan Africa 118 271 389

Developing Asia 119 122 241

India 62 73 135

Rest of developing Asia 58 49 107

Latin America 3 3 6

Developing countries* 243 398 641

World 243 398 641

* IncludesMiddle East countries.

More than 60% of the additional investment required is in sub-Saharan Africa, with the
region needing the equivalent of an extra $19 billion per year to achieve universal electricity
access by 2030. There is greater dependency here on mini-grid and isolated off-grid
solutions, particularly in countries such as Ethiopia, Nigeria and Tanzania, where a relatively
higher proportion of those lacking electricity are in rural areas. Developing Asia accounts for
38% of the additional investment required to achieve universal electricity access. Achieving
universal access to electricity by 2030 requires total incremental electricity output of
around 840 terawatt-hours (TWh), and additional power generating capacity of around
220 gigawatts (GW) (Box 13.3 discusses the potential role of hydropower).

In the Energy for All Case, mini-grid and off-grid solutions account for the greater part of
the additional investment, $20 billion annually. The annual level of investment is expected
to increase over time, reaching $55 billion per year towards 2030 (Figure 13.5). This growth
over time reflects the escalating number of additional connections being made annually in
the Energy for All Case, going from 25million people per year early in the projection period
to more than 80 million by 2030, and the increasing shift in focus to mini-grid and off-grid
connections. It also reflects the gradually increasing level of capital cost associated with the
higher level of consumption expected from those households that are connected earlier in
the period.
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Figure 13.5 " Average annual investment in access to electricity by type
and number of people connected in the Energy for All Case
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Box 13.3 " What is the role of hydropower in increasing energy access?

Renewables play a large role in the Energy for All Case. As a mature, reliable
technology that can supply electricity at competitive costs, hydropower is one
part of the solution to providing universal access to electricity. It has a place in
large on-grid projects and in isolated grids for rural electrification. The global
technical potential for hydropower generation is estimated at 14 500 TWh, more
than four-times current production (IJHD, 2010), and most of the undeveloped
potential is in Africa and in Asia, where 92% and 80% of reserves respectively are
untapped.
Water basins can act as a catalyst for economic and social development by providing
two essential enablers for development: energy and water. Large hydropower
projects can have important multiplier effects; creating additional indirect benefits
for every dollar of value generated (IPCC, 2011). However, they may have adverse
environmental impacts and induce involuntary population displacement if not
designed carefully.
The Nam Theun 2 hydropower plant in Laos is an example of a project that has
advanced economic and social goals successfully. While managing to achieve
this, there are still lessons to be learned in terms of how governments, private
developers and multilateral development banks partner to deliver projects more
simply and efficiently. Small-scale, hydropower-based rural electrification in China
has had some success. Over 45 000 small hydropower plants (SHPs), representing
55 GW, have been built and are producing 160 TWh per year. While many of
these plants form part of China’s centralised electricity networks, SHPs constitute
one-third of total hydropower capacity and provide services to more than
300 million people (Liu and Hu, 2010).
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In the Energy for All Case, hydropower on-grid accounts for 14% of additional
generation, while SHPs account for 8% of off-grid additional generation. Overall,
additional investment in hydropower amounts to just above $80 billion over the
period 2010 to 2030. Successfully raising this investmentwill depend onmitigating the
risks related to high upfront costs and lengthy lead times for planning, permitting and
construction. Projects that provide broader development benefits and arrangements
to tackle planning approval and regulatory risks are important to achieve the required
level of investment for hydropower development.

Investment in access to clean cooking facilities

In the Energy for All Case, $74 billion of additional investment is required to provide
universal access to clean cooking facilities by 2030, representing nearly four-times the
level of the New Policies Scenario. Of this total, sub-Saharan Africa is estimated to need
$22 billion. While the largest share of additional investment in the region is for biogas
systems, a significant proportion (around 24%) is needed to provide advanced biomass
cookstoves to 395 million people in rural areas. Developing Asia accounts for almost
two-thirds of the total additional investment required for clean cooking facilities, the largest
element ($26 billion) being for biogas systems, principally in China and India (Figure 13.6).

Figure 13.6 " Average annual investment in access to clean cooking facilities
by type and region, 2010-2030
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We estimate that to provide over 250 million households worldwide with advanced
biomass cookstoves an additional cumulative investment of $17 billion will be needed to
2030 (Figure 13.7). Additional investment of $37 billion is required in biogas systems over
the projection period, providing access to around 70 million households.23 An estimated

23. Infrastructure, distribu!on and fuel costs for biogas systems are not included in the investment costs. Due to an
assumed 20-year lifecycle, we assume one biogas system per household in the period 2010 to 2030, thus replacement
costs are not included (see footnote 20 for cost assump!ons for each technology).
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Figure 13.7 " Average annual investment required by region and technology in the Energy for All Case, 2010-2030
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additional investment of $20 billion for LPG stoves over the projection period provides clean
cooking facilities to nearly 240million households. Advanced biomass cookstoves and biogas
systems represent a relatively greater share of the solution in rural areas, while LPG stoves
play a much greater role in urban and peri-urban areas.

Broader implications of achieving modern energy
access for all
Achieving the Energy for All Case requires an increase in global electricity generation of 2.5%
(around 840 TWh) compared with the New Policies Scenario in 2030, requiring additional
electricity generating capacity of around 220 GW. Of the additional electricity needed in
2030, around 45% is expected to be generated and delivered through extensions to national
grids, 36% bymini-grid solutions and the remaining 20% by isolated off-grid solutions.More
than 60% of the additional on-grid generation comes from fossil fuel sources and coal alone
accounts for more than half of the total on-grid additions. In the case of mini-grid and off-
grid generation, more than 90% is provided by renewables (Figure 13.8).

Figure 13.8 ! Additional electricity generation by grid solution and fuel in the
Energy for All Case compared with the New Policies Scenario, 2030
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* Coal accounts for more than 80% of the additional on-grid electricity generated from fossil fuels.

Achieving the Energy for All Case is projected to increase global demand for energy by
179million tonnes of oil equivalent (Mtoe), an increase of 1.1% in 2030, compared with the
New Policies Scenario (Table 13.6). Fossil fuels account for around 97Mtoe, over half of the
increase in energy demand in 2030. While an additional 0.88 million barrels per day (mb/d)
of LPG is estimated to be required for LPG cookstoves in 2030, this is expected to be available
largely as a by-product of increased production of natural gas liquids (NGLs) and refining
crude oil. Coal demand increases by almost 60 million tonnes of coal equivalent (Mtce) in
2030, around the current production level of Colombia. Ample coal reserves are available
globally to provide this additional fuel to the market (see Chapter 11). Other renewables,
mostly solar andwind, enjoy the largest proportional increase in demand in 2030, providing
additional deployment opportunities beyond those in the New Policies Scenario.
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Table 13.6 " Additional energy demand in the Energy for All Case compared
with the New Policies Scenario, 2020 and 2030

Additional demand (Mtoe) Change versus the New Policies Scenario

2020 2030 2020 2030

Coal 10 42 0.2% 1.0%

Oil 25 48 0.6% 1.1%

Gas 1 7 0.0% 0.2%

Nuclear 3 3 0.3% 0.2%

Hydro 6 8 1.5% 1.7%

Biomass and waste 8 31 0.5% 1.8%

Other renewables 12 41 4.0% 7.8%

Total 64 179 0.4% 1.1%

In 2030, CO2 emissions in the Energy for All Case are 239 million tonnes (Mt) higher than
in the New Policies Scenario, an increase of only 0.7% (Figure 13.9). Despite this increase,
emissions per capita in those countries achieving universal access are still less than one-fifth
of the OECD average in 2030. The small size of this increase in emissions is attributable to
the low level of energy per-capita consumed by the people provided with modern energy
access and to the relatively high proportion of renewable solutions adopted, particularly in
rural and peri-urban households. The diversity of factors involved means that the estimate
of the total impact on greenhouse-gas emissions of achieving universal access to modern
cooking facilities needs to be treated with caution. However, it is widely accepted that
advanced stoves and greater conversion efficiency would result in a reduction in emissions
and thereby reduce our projection.

Figure 13.9 " Additional global energy demand and CO2 emissions in the
Energy for All Case compared with the New Policies Scenario,
2030
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As well as the economic development benefits, the Energy for All Case, if realised, would
have a significant impact on the health of those currently cooking with biomass as fuel in
basic, inefficient and highly-polluting traditional stoves. Based onWorld Health Organization
(WHO) projections, linked to our projections of the traditional use of biomass in cooking,24
the number of people who die prematurely each year from the indoor use of biomass could
be expected to increase to over 1.5million in theNewPolicies Scenario in 2030. The adoption
of clean cooking facilities is expected to prevent themajority of deaths attributable to indoor
air pollution.25 The number of premature deaths per year attributable to indoor air pollution
is higher than what the WHO projects for deaths from malaria and HIV/AIDS combined in
2030 (Figure 13.10). In addition to avoiding exposure to smoke inhalation, modern energy
services can help improve health in otherways, such as refrigeration (improving food quality
and storing medicines) andmodern forms of communication (supporting health education,
training and awareness).26

Figure 13.10 " Premature annual deaths from household air pollution and
selected diseases in the New Policies Scenario
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Financing to achieve modern energy access for all
The size of the increase in investment that is required in the Energy for All Case is significant.
We focus here on how the investment required to achieve the objectives of the Energy for
All Case can best be financed. Whatever the possible sources, it is important to recognise

24. Es!mates for premature deaths are based on WEO-2010 projec!ons for biomass use and on Mathers and Loncar
(2006); WHO (2008); Smith et al., (2004); andWHO (2004).
25. Evidence of fewer child deaths from Acute Lower Respiratory Infec!on can be expected soon a"er reduc!ons in
solid fuel air pollu!on. Evidence of averted deaths from chronic obstruc!ve pulmonary disease would be observed over
a period of up to 30 years a"er adop!on of clean cookstoves, due to the long and variable !me-scales associated with
the disease.
26. See WEO-2006 and WEO-2010 for a detailed discussion of the harmful effects of current cooking fuels and
technologies on health, the environment and gender equality; and for a broader discussion on the link between energy
and the Millennium Developing Goals (IEA, 2006 and IEA, 2010).
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that sufficient finance will not be forthcoming in the absence of strong governance and
regulatory reform. Technical assistance in these areas from multilateral and bilateral
organisations and non-governmental organisations (NGOs) will be essential. While such
assistance is often important in influencing the success of energy access projects, the cost
of its provision is difficult to quantify and the purpose and benefits are rarely confined only
to the eradication of energy poverty. Moreover, the most appropriate potential sources
of finance depend, in part, on the technical and social characteristics of the solutions best
suited to each element of the requirement (on-grid, mini-grid, off-grid). A bottom-up
analysis on this basis has been undertaken to suggest which financing instruments
(e.g. loans, grants) and sources of financing (domestic government, multilateral or bilateral
development funding, or the private sector) might be most appropriate.

As elaborated below, there will be demand for a significant increase in financing from
all major existing sources (Figure 13.11). We estimate that investment from multilateral
development banks and bilateral ODA collectively needs to average around $18 billion
per year from 2010 to 2030, more than three-times the level projected in the New Policies
Scenario. Such a scale up in financing from these sourceswould require a significant increase
in underlying funds and a reordering of development priorities. In addition, average annual
investment of almost $15 billion is required from governments in developing countries,
including state-owned utilities. Developing country governments are expected to provide
most of the finance required for mini-grid solutions and for the penetration of LPG for
cooking, tailoring the financing instruments used according to the ability of households to
afford the associated level of operating expenditure.

Figure 13.11 " Average annual investment in modern energy access by
source of financing and scenario
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Investment of around $15 billion per year, on average, is required from the diverse range of
actors that collectively constitute the private sector. The private sector accounts for almost
35% of the total investment needed to expand on-grid connections and around 40% of the
investment needed to provide households with biogas systems for cooking. It is expected to
focus particularly on higher energy expenditure households, due to their greater capacity
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to pay. In these areas, the share of private sector investment is expected to increase over
the period, as structural barriers are overcome, permitting more rapid expansion and
for its potential to be increasingly realised. By contrast, a breakthrough is still required in
developing commercially-viable business models for providing modern energy services
to the rural poor on a significant scale. Until such models are developed, private sector
investment is not expected to contribute substantially in this area, meaning that the public
sector plays the dominant role.

In examining financing for access to both electricity and clean cooking facilities, we draw a
distinction between lower and higher household energy expenditure. For electricity, this is
based on the classification used by the International Finance Corporation (IFC) in its report
on Energy Access BusinessModels (IFC, forthcoming). It is estimated that around half of the
270 million households currently lacking access to electricity spend up to $5.50 per month
on traditional energy for lighting services:27 we refer to these as lower energy expenditure
households and those above this threshold as higher energy expenditure households. For
financing clean cooking facilities, a similar distinction, based on IFC energy expenditure
thresholds, does not provemeaningful for our purposes.28 Instead, we adopt a classification
based on the international poverty line of receiving income of $1.25 per day: those living
under the poverty line are classified as lower income and those above the poverty line as
higher income.29

Electricity access – financing on-grid electrification

In the Energy for All Case, on-grid electrification requires additional annual investment of
$11 billion. This is $4 billion per year higher than projected in the New Policies Scenario and
provides access to electricity to an additional 20million people per year. Table 13.7 shows a
breakdown of the additional annual investment required for universal access to electricity,
together with an indication of what the main and supplementary sources of finance are
anticipated to be in each area.

We estimate that around 60% of the additional investment required relates to higher
energy expenditure households. For this category, private investors may be expected to
bid for a concession or to enter into a public-private partnership (PPP) with a local utility
to extend the grid and provide universal access in an agreed area.30 It may be important
to include electricity generation, often the financially more attractive element, together
with transmission and distribution, as it can be difficult to generate interest in the latter
separately. Such concessionaire grid extensions have taken place in Argentina, Chile,
Guatemala and Uganda (World Bank, 2009a). Private investors may also be able to source

27. Ligh!ng services includes kerosene, candles and disposable ba$eries.
28. Available informa!on on household expenditure thresholds for cooking fuels results in 95% being placed in one
category, therefore resul!ng in li$le differen!a!on.
29. See www.worldbank.org.
30. Public-private partnerships are contractual arrangements typified by joint working between the public and private
sector. In the broadest sense, they can cover all types of collabora!on across the interface between the public and private
sectors to deliver policies, services and infrastructure.
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loans from international or local banks on the basis of the financial attractiveness of the
project, backed bymultilateral development bank guarantees. Attracting private investment
to such projects depends crucially on investors being able to charge tariffs that generate a
reasonable return. In some instances, a state-owned utilitymandated by the government to
provide universal access may be able to attract private sector loans at competitive rates to
supplement internal financing. In other instances, a utility (in private or public ownership)
may not be sufficiently creditworthy to raise finance commercially, andmay require support,
such as through a partial risk guarantee.

Table 13.7 " Additional financing for electricity access in the Energy for All
Case compared with the New Policies Scenario31, 2010-2030

Additional
annual

investment
($ billion)

People gaining
access annually

(million)

Level
of household

energy
expenditure

Main source
of financing

Other sources
of financing

On-grid 11.0 20

Higher Private sector Developing country
utilities

Lower Government budget Developing country
utilities

Mini-grid 12.2 19

Higher Government budget,
private sector

Multilateral and bilateral
guarantees

Lower Government budget Multilateral and bilateral
concessional loans

Off-grid 7.4 10

Higher
Multilateral and
bilateral guarantees
and concessional loans

Private sector,
government budget

Lower
Multilateral and
bilateral concessional
loans and grants

Government budget

In providing on-grid electrification for lower energy expenditure households, there is a
stronger case for explicit public sector funding, such as targeted government subsidies or
an equity investment.32 For example, in the case of Vietnam’s successful rural electrification
programme, significant cost sharing by local government and the communities being
electrified was an important element of the financing model. Cross-subsidisation between
higher energy expenditure households or business customers and those with lower energy
expenditure may also be pursued (though not desirable on a long-term basis), such as the
state-owned utility Eskom has done in South Africa.

31. See www.worldenergyoutlook.org/development.asp for more on the methodology related to this table.
32. An equity investment is one in which the investor receives an ownership stake in a project, giving en!tlement to a
share of the profits (a"er all associated debts have been paid), but also liability to bear part of any residual losses.
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Electricity access – financing mini-grid electrification

In the Energy for All Case, mini-grid electrification requires additional annual investment
of $12 billion per year. This area requires the largest increase in financing, relative to the
New Policies Scenario, withmore than $8 billion per year in additional investment required,
on average, to connect an additional 19 million people annually.

Often financed initially by government programmes, mini-grids (diesel and small-hydro)
have played an important role in rural electrification in China, Sri Lanka and Mali (World
Bank, 2008). Under a Global Environment Fund (GEF) Strategic Energy Programme forWest
Africa, renewable energy powered mini-grids are being established in eight countries.33
Hybridmini-grids, integrating renewable generation with back-up capacity, have expanded
rapidly in Thailand (Phuangpornpitak et al., 2005), and are becoming competitive compared
with 100% diesel-based generation (ARE, 2011a). In Laos, a successful public-private
partnership, has been established to fund a hybrid (hydro, solar PV and diesel) mini-grid,
serving more than 100 rural households. In the project, public partners fund the capital
assets, while the private local energy provider finances the operating costs (ARE, 2011b).

The most appropriate type of technical and financing solution for mini-grid projects can
vary significantly. In some cases, mini-grid projects can be run on a cost-recovery basis
with a guaranteed margin, and therefore attract private sector finance on commercial
terms (particularly diesel systems). In the case of more marginal projects, output-based
subsidies may be used to support private sector activity in the sector. For many high energy
expenditure households, an auction for concessions, combinedwith output-based subsidies,
can keep subsidies low while giving concessionaires incentives to complete promised
connections. In such cases, electricity providers bid for the value of subsidies that they
require (referred to as “viability gap funding”) or for the number of electricity connections
theywill make during a specified period at a pre-determined rate of subsidy per connection.
Ideally, such auctions are technology-neutral, as in Senegal’s recent programme, allowing
providers to determine themost cost-effective solution. Loans or grants to the government
frommultilateral and bilateral sources could provide financing to support the initial auction
and subsidy costs, as the International Development Association (IDA) and GEF grants did in
Senegal (GPOBA, 2007). Such sourcesmay also help support end-user financing programmes
which offer assistance to cover the connection charges through the concessionaire or local
banking system. For example, the IDA andGEF helped Ethiopia’s Electric Power Corporation
offer credit to rural customers (GPOBA, 2009).

An important form of financing for mini-grid electrification for low energy expenditure
households is expected to be government-initiated co-operatives and public-private
partnerships.34 Bangladesh and Nepal provide examples of such co-operatives (Yadoo and

33. See www.un-energy.org.
34. Many forms of business co-opera!ves exist but, in general, the term refers to a company that is owned by a group
of individuals who also consume the goods and services it produces and/or are its employees. A u!lity co-opera!ve is
tasked with the genera!on and/or transmission and distribu!on of electricity.
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Cruickshank, 2010). There is a relatively high assumed capital subsidy from the government
in this model, typically with support in the form of concessional loans frommultilateral and
bilateral donors.

Electricity access – financing off-grid electrification

Isolated off-grid electricity solutions require additional investment of $7 billion per year
to 2030. This represents an increase of $5 billion per year, compared to the New Policies
Scenario, in order to provide electricity access to an additional 10 million people per
year. In general, off-grid connections are less attractive to the private sector and require
different technical solutions and related financing. In the Energy for All Case, the main
financing model for off-grid electrification of high energy expenditure households involves
enhancing the capacity of dealers in solar home systems and lanterns to offer financing to
end-users. Examples of thismay be found in the Philippines (UNEP, 2007) and Kenya (Yadoo
and Cruickshank, 2010). Government and concessional funds could also be used directly
to support microfinancing35 networks or local banks that, in turn, provide loans down the
chain to end-users, as has happened, for example, in UNEP’s India Solar Loan Programme
(UNEP, 2007) and in several African countries under the Rural Energy Foundation, which
is supported by the government of the Netherlands (Morris et al., 2007). In some cases,
where microfinance is not available, local agricultural co-operatives might be a channel for
funds. Government and concessional funds could also be used for output-based subsidies
in some countries. Different sources of financing can play complementary roles in different
stages of a programme or project to deliver energy access. For example, a programme for
small hydro systems in rural areas in Nepal received over 90% of its funding from public
sources at the beginning, much of which was dedicated to capacity development. The share
of public financing gradually declined to about 50% at a later stage, suggesting that public
investments in developing national and local capacities subsequently attracted private
financing (UNDP, AEPC, Practical Action, 2010).

Off-grid electrification of low energy expenditure households is the most challenging area
in which to raise finance. A potentially attractive solution for many such cases is sustainable
solar marketing packages, pioneered by the World Bank and GEF in the Philippines and
later introduced in Zambia and Tanzania. They are based on a service contract to install and
maintain solar photovoltaic systems to key public service customers, such as schools, clinics
and public buildings. Such contracts include an exclusive right to provide such services also
to households and commercial customers, and provide a subsidy for each non-public system
installed in the concession area. As for many other solutions, the development of end-user
financing is also important. The first phase of the “Lighting Africa” programme by the IFC
andWorld Bank saw the most basic needs met through solar home systems (SHS) provided
on a fee-for-service basis.While donor-basedmodels remain, and SHS are still an important
and growing segment, the lighting market is now entering a new phase that is being led

35. The termmicrofinance typically refers to the provision of financial services to low income people that lack access to
such services from mainstream providers, either due to the small sums involved or because they are on terms that are
not considered commercially a$rac!ve. The stated inten!on of microfinance organisa!ons is o"en to provide access to
financial services as a means of poverty allevia!on.
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by entrepreneurs providing solar portable lights. The scale of these operations is currently
small, and the cost can still be a barrier, but the technology is improving at a rapid rate and
business models are maturing (IFC andWorld Bank, 2010).

Clean cooking facilities – financing LPG stoves

In the Energy for All Case, of the additional $3.5 billion per year in investment needed to
achieve universal access to clean cooking facilities, $0.9 billion is required for LPG stoves
to supply an additional 55 million people per year with a first stove and financing for 50%
of the first replacement after five years (Table 13.8). Households supplied with LPG stoves
are concentrated in urban and peri-urban areas or may be in areas with high levels of
deforestation. As in most countries where LPG stoves have been successfully introduced,
such as Kenya, Gabon and Senegal, the government has a role to play in market creation,
such as developing common standards and the distribution infrastructure. This will require
a certain amount of investment on the part of the government, which may be financed in
part by concessional loans from multilateral and bilateral institutions. Besides investment
in supporting public infrastructure, such as roads, the government may need to ensure
that loans are available for entrepreneurs wishing to invest in LPG distribution. This could
be done through a guarantee programme for a line of credit made available through
participating local banks, possibly ultimately supported by amultilateral development bank.

Table 13.8 " Additional financing for clean cooking facilities in the Energy for
All Case compared with the New Policies Scenario, 2010-2030

Additional
annual

investment
($ billion)

People gaining
access annually

(million)

Level
of household

energy
expenditure

Main source
of financing

Other sources
of financing

LPG 0.9 55

Higher Government budget,
private sector

Multilateral and bilateral
development banks,
microfinance

Lower
Government budget,
multilateral and bilateral
development banks

Private sector

Biogas systems 1.8 15

Higher Private sector
Microfinance, government
budget, multilateral and
bilateral development banks

Lower
Government budget,
multilateral and bilateral
development banks

Private sector, microfinance

Advanced
biomass
cookstoves

0.8 59

Higher Private sector
Government budget,
multilateral and bilateral
development banks

Lower
Government budget,
multilateral and bilateral
development banks

Private sector
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Higher income households are assumed either to purchase their LPG stove and first cylinder
directly from their own resources or to obtain credit from banks ormicrofinance institutions
to do so. For example, access to credit through microfinance institutions has helped to
promote a relatively rapid uptake of LPG in Kenya (UNDP, 2009). In many countries, urban
and peri-urban areas are those where most LPG penetration is expected and also those
that aremore likely to be served bymicrofinance institutions. However, somemicrofinance
institutions may initially require a partial credit guarantee provided by the public sector
to generate confidence in lending to a new market. Lower income households receiving
LPG stoves in the Energy for All Case are expected to benefit from a loan or subsidy that
covers the initial cost of the stove and the deposit on the first cylinder. This loan or subsidy
is assumed to be funded in part by the government and in part by multilateral and bilateral
donors. Experience in Senegal has shown that LPG sometimes requires subsidies to be
maintained for a period in order to keep costs below themonthly amounts that households
previously spent on competing wood fuel or charcoal. Indonesia has undertaken a
programme to distribute free mini-LPG kits to more than 50 million households and small
businesses in an attempt to phase out the use of kerosene for cooking (and reduce the fiscal
burden of the existing kerosene subsidy). Analysis of the programme indicates that a capital
investment of $1.15 billion will result in a subsidy saving of $2.94 billion in the same year
(Budya and Yasir Arofat, 2011).

Clean cooking facilities – financing biogas systems

In the Energy for All Case, additional annual investment of $1.8 billion is required in biogas
systems over the projection period. This is an increase in investment of $1.2 billion annually,
compared with the New Policies Scenario, and provides an additional 15 million people each
year with a biogas system for cooking. In the Energy for All Case, an output-based subsidy
programme for trained and certified installation companies is assumed to cover about 30%
of the cost of a biogas digester. In 2010, a subsidy of 26% of the total cost was available for a
home biogas plant of an average size in Bangladesh and Nepal, while in China subsidy levels
have been as high as 69% of total costs (SNV, 2011). A subsidymay be provided to the builder
via a rural development agency or equivalent after verification of successful installation. In
return for receiving the subsidy, the installer can be obliged to guarantee the unit for several
years. Assistance frommultilateral and bilateral donors orNGOs can help train biogas digester
builders, as theNetherlandsDevelopmentOrganisation (SNV) has done in several of countries.

Both higher and lower income households may require a loan to cover part of the cost of
a biogas system. For example, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) has worked with the
Netherlands’ SNV to add a credit component to a biogas programme in Vietnam (ADB, 2009).
The Biogas Partnership in Nepal has on-lent donor and government funds to over 80 local
banks and microfinance institutions to provide end-user financing (UNDP, 2009 and Ashden
Awards, 2006). This programme involved support for the development of local, private sector
biogas manufacturing capacity, as well as training and certification facilities to ensure that
quality standardsweremaintained. Between35%and50%of the capital costswere subsidised
through grants from international donors, such as the German development finance
institution, KfW. Loan capital was available for the remaining capital investment.
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The government, through a national development bank or rural energy agency, may need
to supportmicrofinance institutions or rural agricultural credit co-operatives to expand their
coverage and lending to rural areas. This can be done by offering grants, or by temporarily
offering partial credit guarantees or loans at below-market interest rates that enable
on-lending, until financial institutions are confident to operate in the new market. In some
cases, lower income households may also lower the unit price by contributing their labour,
which can be around 30% of the cost (Ashden Awards, 2010).

Clean cooking facilities – financing advanced cookstoves

In the Energy for All Case, additional annual financing of $0.8 billion is required in advanced
biomass cookstoves. This is an increase of $0.6 billion per year, compared with the New
Policies Scenario, and serves to provide a first advanced cookstove to an additional
60 million people per year and financing for 50% of the first replacement after five years.
While advanced cookstoves can help cut wood fuel use substantially, the economic
arguments alone may not be compelling for many households, especially if wood fuel
is considered “free” and the time of the persons collecting it – typically women and
girls – is not sufficiently valued. Comprehensive public information and demonstration
campaigns to explain the health and other benefits are therefore likely to be required to
increase household acceptance. In addition, funding will be required to ensure adequate
quality control of cookstoves.36 Such campaigns are expected to be funded with grants,
either from the government or multilateral and bilateral development partners, and will
benefit from international support through initiatives such as The Global Alliance for Clean
Cookstoves. Public information and demonstration campaigns have successfully led to
market transformation in Uganda, Mali and Madagascar among others (AFD, 2011). In
Sri Lanka, an estimated 6 million advanced cookstoves have been sold over the last ten
years using innovative business models, such as “try before you buy”. The programme
has been supported by several international donors and the government of Sri Lanka
(IEA, 2011).

Of the additional investment in the Energy for All Case, an estimated 70% is directed to lower
income households. For these, the provision of credit to help purchase advanced cookstoves
may be appropriate in some cases, as successfully implemented by Grameen Shakti in
Bangladesh (Ashden Awards, 2008). Unfortunately, use of microcredit may be problematic
for advanced stoves, particularly because of the high transaction costs compared with the
purchase price and the traditional focus of microcredit on income-generating activities
(Marrey and Bellanca, 2010). As an alternative, the government may help develop dealer
financing through certified cookstove builders, e.g. using a partial credit guarantee with
funds provided by the government or by multilateral and bilateral development partners.
Experience in some countries has shown that large subsidies (and especially give-aways) can
actually undermine themarket for advanced stoves and create expectations of a subsidy for
replacement stoves (AFD, 2011).

36. Funding for quality control is not included in our es!mates of the required investment costs.
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Sources of financing and barriers to scaling up
This section considers themain sources of financing in more detail, and the types of projects
and instruments to which they are, or may become, most effectively committed. These
sources are summarised under the main categories: multilateral and bilateral development
sources, developing country government sources and private sector sources. It is recognised
that there are instances in which these categories may overlap or change over time. For
example, countries currently focused on investing in energy access domestically may also
invest in other countries. Rapidly industrialising countries, such as China and India, may be
such cases. Within each broad category, several different types of organisations may offer
one or more types of financing instrument to improve energy access. Table 13.9 shows
different financing instruments and a summary of the sources thatmight typically offer them.

Table 13.9 " Sources of financing and the financing instruments
they provide
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Multilateral development
banks ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Bilateral development
agencies ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Export-import banks /
guarantee agencies ✓ ✓ ✓

Developing-country
governments ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

State-owned utilities ✓ ✓ ✓

National development
banks ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Rural energy agencies/
funds ✓ ✓ ✓

Foundations ✓ ✓ ✓

Microfinance ✓

Local banks ✓

International banks ✓ ✓ ✓

Investment funds ✓ ✓

Private investors ✓ ✓ ✓
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Multilateral and bilateral development sources

Multilateral development sources include theWorld BankGroup,37 the regional development
banks38 and major multilateral funds, such as the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries Fund for International Development (OFID) and the Scaling-up Renewable Energy
Program for Low-Income Countries (SREP) (Box 13.4 considers the International Energy
and Climate Partnership – Energy+). Bilateral sources are primarily official development
assistance provided by the 24 OECD countries that are members of the OECD Development
Assistance Committee (DAC). These OECD member countries account for the bulk of
global development aid (99% of total ODA in 2010), including that provided via multilateral
sources, but this situation continues to evolve. The major financing instruments used by
these sources for energy access projects are grants, concessional loans and investment
guarantees.39 Carbon financing is another instrument that has begun to be utilised for
energy access projects.

Credits from the International Development Association (IDA) have been the main
instrument employed by the World Bank Group for energy access projects, followed by
grants, including from special funds such as the GEF and the Carbon Funds. However,
obtaining grants can require long proposal preparation periods and the need to satisfy
multiple criteria. The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) also
provides concessional loans to medium-income governments, which are typically applied
to large electricity infrastructure projects. The IFC is able to lend to the private sector and
organise loan syndications that give international banks greater confidence to invest in
projects in developing countries. It also lends to local financial institutions for on-lending
to small and medium businesses, and is increasingly creating guarantee products that
help develop the capacity of the local banking sector and making equity investments. The
UN Development Programme (UNDP) and UN Environment Programme (UNEP) have been
particularly active in helping develop schemes for end-user finance.

Political risk insurers, such as the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA), and
bilateral programmes such as Norway’s Guarantee Institution for Export Credit (GIEK),
have a mission to promote foreign direct investment in developing countries by insuring
private investors against risks such as breach of contract, non-fulfilment of government
financial obligations and civil disturbances. Obtaining such risk insurance can have leveraging
effects, making it easier for projects to obtain commercial finance, or to do so at lower cost.
Financing frommostmultilateral and bilateral development sources is usually accompanied
by technical assistance, such as policy and institutional development advice to ensure the
efficient use of the provided funds. Such investment in technical assistance can be important
in ensuring that an adequate number of private projects enter the financing pipeline.

37. World Bank Group includes the World Bank, Interna!onal Development Associa!on, Interna!onal Bank for
Reconstruc!on and Development, Interna!onal Finance Corpora!on andMul!lateral Investment Guarantee Agency.
38. Regional development banks include the Asian Development Bank, African Development Bank and Inter-American
Development Bank.
39. Bilateral development sources offer many of the same financing products as mul!laterals sources.
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Potential barriers to scaling up the financing instruments provided by multilateral and
bilateral sources for energy access include: the significant amount of regulatory and financial
sector reforms that may be necessary to enable some countries to absorb increases in
development (and other) financing; the need to satisfy multiple criteria in order to apply
much of the available development assistance to energy access projects, particularly those
related to renewable sources and climate change; and, the reordering of development
priorities thatmay be required of organisations (and the governments behind them) in order
to increase the share of energy-access projects within their portfolios.

Box 13.4 " International Energy and Climate Partnership – Energy+

The International Energy and Climate Partnership – Energy+, an initiative that aims
to increase access to energy and decrease or avoid greenhouse-gas emissions by
supporting efforts to scale up investments in renewable energy and energy efficiency,
is a pertinent example of the increasing international recognition of the importance of
providingmodern energy access to the poor. It focuses on the inter-related challenges
of access to modern energy services and climate change, recognising that both issues
require a serious increase in capital financing. The initiative seeks to engage with
developing countries to support large-scale transformative change to energy access
and to avoid or reduce energy sector greenhouse-gas emissions. It seeks to apply a
results-based sector level approach and to leverage private capital and carbonmarket
financing. The Energy+ Partnership aims to co-operate with governments and to
leverage private sector investment, to develop commercially viable renewable energy
and energy efficiency business opportunities to meet the challenge of increasing
access to energy in a sustainable manner. The intention is to facilitate increased
market readiness by creating the necessary technical, policy and institutional
frameworks. The government of Norway has initiated dialoguewith possible partners
to develop the initiative.

Carbon financing

Carbon finance offers a possible source of income for energy access projects that also help
reduce greenhouse-gas emissions. The revenue is raised through the sale of carbon credits
within the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) and voluntary mechanisms. The value of
carbon credits produced from new CDM projects reached around $7 billion per year prior
to the global financial and economic crisis. However, low income regions so far have made
little use of carbon finance mechanisms to mobilise capital for investment in energy access.
Up to June 2011, only 15 CDMprojects, or 0.2% of the total, have been designed to increase
or improve energy access for households.40

The potential for projects to serve both energy access and climate change purposes in
sub-Saharan Africa is estimated to be large, nearly 1 200 TWh (150 GW) of electricity

40. Data available at UNEP RISOE CDM Pipeline Analysis and Database at www.uneprisoe.org.
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generation at an investment cost of $200 billion. In total, these projects could possibly
generate $98 billion in CDM revenue at a carbon offset price of $10 per tonne of CO2
(World Bank, 2011).

Substantial obstacles must first be overcome. Getting any project approved for CDM is at
present oftena long, uncertain andexpensiveprocess.Upfront costs are incurred todetermine
the emissions baseline and to get the project assessed, registered, monitored and certified.
These high transaction costs mean that CDM is not currently practical for small projects. The
CDM Executive Board has taken steps to simplify the requirements for small-scale projects
and for projects in the least developed countries and it is hoped that these and other ongoing
initiatives, such as standardised project baselines, will facilitate the application of the CDM
for energy access projects. The increasing development of programmatic CDM should help
reduce transaction costs by consolidating the small carbon savings of individual access
projects. National governments in developing countries can act to reap the benefits from
such candidates, as recent projects have shown for advanced cookstoves in Togo, Zambia and
Rwanda, and for household lighting in Bangladesh and Senegal. Rural electrification agencies
or national development banks can act under government direction as co-ordinating and
managing entities for bundling energy access projects.

Consensus is building on the importance of using carbon finance to support the
development agenda in poor countries. EU legislation provides that carbon credits fromnew
projects registered after 2012 can only be used in the EU Emissions Trading System if the
projects are located in the least developed countries. Such steps provide a more bankable
basis for raising capital. To get capital flowing into energy access projects backed by carbon
finance in low income countries, it remains for national governments fully to empower the
relevant national authority to simplify the regulatory requirements and to create the secure
commercial environment necessary to win investor confidence. A recent report by the
UN Secretary-General’s High-level Advisory Group on Climate Financing (AGF)41 recognised
carbon offset development as a stimulant for private sector investment. Building private
sector understanding of the process of using carbon finance and confidence in it is an
important objective for all parties.

Developing country government sources

Important sources and forms of finance from within developing countries include the
balance sheet of state-owned utilities, subsidies provided by the government, grants and
loans offered by developing country national development banks, and specialised national
institutions and funds, such as rural energy agencies. In many developed countries, grid
expansion is financed from the internally generated funds of private or state-owned utilities.
This option is not available where state-owned utilities in developing countries often
operate at a loss or rely on state subsidies for capital investment and, sometimes, operating

41. TheUNSecretary-General established aHigh-level AdvisoryGrouponClimate Change Financing on 12 February 2010
for a dura!on of ten months. This Group studied poten!al sources of revenue that can enable achievement of the level
of climate change financing that was promised during the United Na!ons Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen in
December 2009. See www.un.org/climatechnage/agf.
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expenditures. Government utilities are nonetheless often a conduit for government funds
in practice. While some are able to borrow on the international or local market, based on a
government guarantee or good financial track record, many others are not.

Failure by government entities to pay for utility services and politically-imposed limitations
on utilities’ ability to enforce payment through disconnection are additional important
barriers to balance sheet financing by state-owned utilities. Pre-payment meters, which
gained widespread use in South Africa’s electrification programme over the past decade,
have helped power companies in many developing countries address the non-payment
issue, although the capital costs of such metering programmes can be a barrier.

Subsidies can be provided from the government budget, sometimes supported by donor
funds (Chapter 14 examines developments in energy subsidies). It is important that subsidies
are used sparingly and are precisely targeted at those unable to pay and at the item they
may have difficulty paying for, usually the connection fee. Unfortunately, many government
subsidies in the energy sector are not well targeted (Figure 13.12). A typical example is
the provision of consumption subsidies, including “lifeline” tariffs that provide the first
20 to 50 kWh of electricity at below cost to all customers regardless of income. Not only
does this waste scarce funds that could be better targeted at poor people, but it foregoes an
opportunity to collect cross subsidies from those customers who could afford to pay more.
Cross subsidies from customer groups that paymore for their power than the cost to supply
them can be an initial source of funds to help provide energy access to the poor, but are not
an efficient long-term solution.

Figure 13.12 " Fossil-fuel subsidies in selected countries, 2010
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Many developing countries have established development banks to help channel
government and donor finance to priority sectors that are not receiving sufficient private
investment. National development banks are useful entry points for multilateral and
bilateral development institutions seeking to use their lending to the energy-sector,
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including to end-users, to generate complementary funding from other sources. Some
have on-lending and credit guarantee programmes with the local banking sector that
might be adapted to lending for energy access projects. National development banks may
sometimes be able to serve as an official guarantor for lending programmes supportedwith
donor financing. In recent years, several developing country governments have established
agencies specifically to fund and facilitate rural electrification. Some also promote modern
cooking facilities, renewables and energy efficiency. Use of rural energy agencies has been
particularly prevalent in Africa, including in Mali, Tanzania, Zambia, Senegal and Uganda,
though they exist in several Asian countries too, including Cambodia and Nepal.

There are many reasons why domestic governments have difficulty in attracting or
repaying financing for energy access. The most notable is poor governance and regulatory
frameworks. The absence of good governance increases risk, so discouraging potential
investors. The issue must be tackled.

Private sector sources

Private sector financing sources for energy access investments include international banks,
local banks and microfinance institutions, as well as international and domestic project
developers, concessionaires and contractors. Private finance may also come from specialist
risk capital providers, such as venture capital funds, private equity funds and pension
funds. The main forms of instruments favoured by private sources include equity, debt and
mezzanine finance.42 An increasingly important instrument, offered through local banks, is
the extension of credit to end-users, often with guarantees arranged in partnership with
multilateral development banks.

Private investors, enjoying a choice of where to place their money, across countries and
across sectors, respond to tradeoffs between risk and reward. Important issues to tackle
when seeking to increase private sector investment therefore include the provision of a
competitive rate of return that incentivises private sector performance while representing
value for money to the public sector, and the clear allocation to the most appropriate party
of responsibility for risk. Existing experience reveals that justifying the business case is not
always easy, and many private sector participants in energy access projects are doing so on
the grounds of broader benefits to the company, such as corporate social responsibility.
Despite the challenges, there is significant innovation taking place with several models,
products and services in a pilot stage of development. Many potential private sector
participants currently view a PPP-type model to be among the most attractive. In instances
where the business case for private sector investment is marginal, but there are clear
public benefits, government support to enhance or guarantee investment returns may be
appropriate.

Countries that are seen to be particularly risky, in terms of macroeconomic, political or
regulatory stability, either have to assumemore of the risks themselves, by offering credible

42. Mezzanine finance is a hybrid of debt and equity financing. Mezzanine financing is basically debt capital that gives
the lender the right to convert to an ownership or equity interest in the company under certain pre-agreed condi!ons.
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guarantees, or seek to have these risks covered by some form of insurance. A strong track
record of introducing and implementing robust and equitable government policies can
reduce the need for financing guarantees. Important factors for private investors in the
power sector typically include (Lamech and Saeed, 2003):

! A legal framework that defines the rights and obligations of private investors.

! Consumer payment discipline and enforcement.

! Credit enhancement or guarantee from the government or a multilateral agency.

! Independent regulatory processes, free from arbitrary government interference.

International commercial banks have an established record of financing projects in the
energy sector in emerging markets, predominantly in power generation. Pricing finance at
market rates according to perceived risk, they offer debt financing, mezzanine finance and,
in some cases, equity. They can lend to project developers directly or to a special purpose
vehicle set up to conduct the project. Commercial bank financing terms can be less onerous
if certain risks are covered by guarantees from amultilateral development bank or the host
government.

Local financial institutions in many developing countries are unable or unwilling to provide
credit to rural energy projects or to the end-users of such projects. The World Bank, UNDP
and UNEP, among others, have been involved in pilot projects to create links between
local banks and renewable energy service providers and help them design suitable credit
instruments. Understanding households’ existing energy expenditures is one important
step towards unlocking end-user finance: poor people often are able to afford the full price
of modern energy because it costs less than the traditional forms it replaces, e.g. kerosene
lamps and dry cell batteries, but may be unable to overcome the important hurdle of the
initial capital cost.

Microfinance has been used as part of several programmes to tackle the problem of
end-user financing for energy access, particularly in India and Bangladesh. It has been
found to be particularly useful for grid connection fees and LPG stoves. The scale of the
transaction is important. Microfinance has proved more problematic in relation to large
solar home systems, where the loan size and consequent payment period can be greater
than microfinance institutions are used to handling, or in relation to wood-burning stoves,
where the transaction costs can be large relative to the loan amounts involved.Microfinance
institutions are often part of networks, which act as wholesale lenders to them: these
networksmay be able to develop guaranteed lines of credit and related technical assistance
from larger organisations. However, microfinance institutions and associated networks are
often less prevalent in rural areas, in particular in parts of sub-Saharan Africa.

The main obstacle to obtaining greater private sector financing, apart from uncertain
investment and regulatory environments and political risks inmany developing countries, is
the lack of a strong business case for tackling theworst cases of energy deprivation, because
of the inability of users to pay. This issue needs to be squarely faced, through some form
of public sector support, if there is to be a breakthrough to universal access to modern
energy. In addition, local financial institutions and microfinance institutions find it difficult
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to be sufficiently expert regarding new technologies and may underestimate the potential
credit-worthiness of poor households, based on the large amount they already pay formore
traditional sources of energy.

Implications for policy

Modern energy services are crucial to economic and social development; yet escalating
global energy prices are pushing this fundamental building block further out of reach of
thosemost in need. Evenwith the projected level of investment inmodern energy access of
$14 billion per year in the New Policies Scenario, the absolute numbers of people without
access to modern energy in 2030 will be scarcely changed (though the proportion of the
global population so deprived will have fallen). In sub-Saharan Africa, the numbers without
modern energy access will have actually increased. Neither the policies adopted today nor
the plausible new policies allowed for in the New Policies Scenario will do nearly enough to
achieve universal access to modern energy services by 2030.

Global energy access is a necessary prerequisite of global energy security. The barriers to
achieving modern energy access are surmountable, as many countries have proven. What
actions does this analysis suggest that are essential to transform the situation? There are
five:

! Adopt a clear and consistent statement that modern energy access is a political priority
and that policies and funding will be reoriented accordingly. National governments need
to adopt a specific, staged energy access target, allocate funds to its achievement and
define their strategy, implementing measures and the monitoring arrangements to be
adopted, with provision for regular public reporting.

! Mobilise additional investment in universal access, above the $14 billion per year
assumed in the New Policies Scenario, of $34 billion per year. The sum is large, but is
equivalent to around 3% of global energy infrastructure investment over the period.

! Draw on all sources and forms of investment finance to reflect the varying risks and
returns of the particular solutions adapted to the differing circumstances of those
without access to modern energy. To realise the considerable potential for stepping up
the proportional involvement of the private sector, national governments need to adopt
strong governance and regulatory frameworks and invest in internal capacity building.
Multilateral and bilateral institutions need to use their funds, where possible, to leverage
greater private sector involvement and encourage the development of replicable
business models.

! Concentrate an important part of multilateral and bilateral direct funding on those
difficult areas of access which do not initially offer an adequate commercial return.
Provision of end-user finance is required to overcome the barrier of the initial capital
cost of gaining access to modern energy services. Operating through local banks and
microfinance arrangements, directly or through guarantees, can support the creation of
local networks and the necessary capacity in energy sector activity.
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! While theWorld Energy Outlook has sought to shed light in this area, it is important that
energy access programmes and projects make provision for the collection of robust,
regular and comprehensive data to quantify the outstanding challenge and monitor
progress towards its elimination. In many ways, providing energy access is an objective
well suited to development frameworks such as output-based financing, but accurate
data needs to be collected to measure progress.
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CHAPTER 14

H I G H L I G H T S

DEVELOPMENTS IN ENERGY SUBSIDIES

The good, the bad and the ugly?

! Energy subsidies have long been utilised by governments to advance particular political,
economic, social and environmental goals, or to address problems in the way that
markets operate. When they are well-designed, subsidies to renewables and low-
carbon energy technologies can bring long-term economic and environmental benefits.
However, the costs of subsidies to fossil fuels generally outweigh the benefits.

! Fossil-fuel consumption subsidies amounted to $409 billion in 2010, with subsidies to oil
products representing almost half of the total. Persistently high oil prices havemade the
cost of subsidies unsustainable in many countries and prompted some governments to
act. In a global survey, we have identified 37 economies where subsidies exist, with at
least 15 of those having taken steps to phase them out since the start of 2010. Without
further reform, the cost of fossil-fuel consumption subsidies is set to reach $660billion in
2020, or 0.7% of global GDP (MER).

! Relative to a baseline in which rates of subsidisation remain unchanged, if fossil-fuel
subsidies were completely phased out by 2020, oil demand savings in 2035 would be
equal to 4.4mb/d.Moreover, global primary energy demandwould be cut by nearly 5%
and CO2 emissions by 5.8% (2.6 Gt).

! Only 8% of the $409 billion spent on fossil-fuel subsidies in 2010 was distributed to the
poorest 20% of the population, demonstrating that they are an inefficient means of
assisting the poor; other direct forms ofwelfare support would costmuch less.

! Renewable energy subsidies grew to $66 billion in 2010, in line with rising production
of biofuels and electricity from renewable sources. To meet even existing targets for
renewable energy production will involve continuing subsidies. In 2035, subsidies are
expected to reach almost $250 billion per year in theNewPolicies Scenario.

! Unit subsidy costs for renewable energy are expected to decline, due to cost reductions
coupled with rising wholesale prices for electricity and transport fuels. Nonetheless, in
all three scenarios most renewable energy sources need to be subsidised in order to
compete in themarket. In theNewPolicies Scenario, onshorewindbecomes competitive
around2020 in theEuropeanUnionand2030 inChina, butnot in theUnitedStatesby the
end of theOutlook period.

! By encouraging deployment, renewable-energy subsidies can help cut greenhouse-gas
emissions. By 2035, greater use of renewables reduces CO2 emissions by 3.4 Gt in the
New Policies Scenario, compared with the average emissions factor in 2009. Benefits in
the 450 Scenario relative to the New Policies Scenario are even greater: additional CO2
emissions savings of 3.5 Gt and fossil-fuel import-bill savings of $350 billion.
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Overview of energy subsidies
Energy subsidies (Box 14.1 provides a definition) have long been used by governments
to advance particular political, economic, social and environmental goals, or to address
problems in thewaymarkets operate. It is clear that they are costly. Subsidies that artificially
reduce end-user prices for fossil fuels amounted to $409 billion in 2010,while subsidies given
to renewable energy amounted to $66 billion (Table 14.1).1 Beyond assessing quantitatively
the extent of subsidies to both fossil fuels and renewables, this chapter explores their impact
on energy, economic and environmental trends, updating and extending the analyses of
previous World Energy Outlooks (WEOs). The chapter does not attempt to deal with all
forms of energy subsidies, for example, to nuclear energy; it is most comprehensive in
discussing fossil-fuel consumption subsidies (rather than production subsidies, due to data
limitations) and subsidies to renewable energy producers.

Table 14.1 ! Estimated energy subsidies, 2007-2010 ($ billion, nominal)

2007 2008 2009 2010

Fossil fuels (consumption) 342 554 300 409
Oil 186 285 122 193
Gas 74 135 85 91
Coal 0 4 5 3
Electricity* 81 130 88 122

Renewable energy 39 44 60 66
Biofuels 13 18 21 22
Electricity 26 26 39 44

*Fossil-fuel consumption subsidies designated as “electricity” represent subsidies that result from the under-pricing of
electricity generated only by fossil fuels, i.e. factoring out the component of electricity price subsidies attributable to
nuclear and renewable energy.

Fossil-fuel subsidies are often employed to promote economic development or alleviate energy
poverty, buthaveproven tobean inefficientmeansof fulfilling theseobjectives, insteadcreating
market distortions that encourage wasteful consumption and can lead to unintended negative
consequences. Moreover, rising international oil prices made their total cost insupportable to
many oil-importing countries in 2010. Volatile energymarkets and the prospect of higher fossil-
fuel pricesmean that fossil-fuel subsidies threaten tobeagrowing liability to statebudgets in the
future. This prospect has created a strong impetus for reform, strengthenedbyother associated
benefits, includingenergysavings, lowercarbon-dioxide (CO2) emissionsand improvedeconomic
efficiency. But fossil-fuel subsidy reform is notoriously difficult as the short-term costs imposed
on certain groups of society can be very burdensome and induce fierce political opposition. In
the case of fossil-fuel consumption subsidies, rising international fuel prices have frequently
outpaced the rate at which domestic fuel prices have risen and presented governments with
difficult choices aboutwhether to proceedwith reformplans or protect consumers. If removing
these subsidieswere easy, it would probaly already have happened.

1. Although not addressed in this study, nuclear power is also a recipient of subsidies, which are distributed mainly via
mechanisms that assist producers. These include loan guarantees, tax incen#ves, limita#on of u#li#es’ financial liability
in the event of an accident and grants for research and development.
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G-20 and APEC leaders in 2009 and 2010 committed to rationalise and phase out over
the medium term inefficient fossil-fuel subsidies (both to producers and consumers) that
encourage wasteful consumption. With respect to fossil-fuel consumption subsidies,
progress has beenmixed.While several countries have successfully brought end-user prices
closer to market levels, some of the factors mentioned above have worked against reform.
In many countries, the global economic downturn has weakened households’ finances and
increased reliance on subsidies. Several emerging economies in Asia have been grappling
with high rates of inflation and have been wary of superimposing sudden hikes in energy
prices. In parts of theMiddle East and North Africa – a region where fossil-fuel subsidies are
substantial – political and social unrest has delayed, and in some cases reversed, plans to
reform energy pricing.

Box 14.1 ! What is an energy subsidy?

The IEA defines an energy subsidy as any government action directed primarily at
the energy sector that lowers the cost of energy production, raises the price received
by energy producers or lowers the price paid by energy consumers. This broad
definition capturesmany diverse forms of support, direct and indirect. Some are easily
recognised, such as arrangements that make fuel available to consumers at prices
below international levels. Othersmay be less so, such as feed-in tariffs that guarantee
a premium to power producers for electricity generated from solar panels: the
consumer sees no price benefit (and pays a higher average unit price for electricity),
but the producer is enabled to draw on amore costly supply. Related types of subsidy
arise from support policies that impose mandates on energy supply, such as portfolio
standards which oblige utilities to buy a certain volume of renewable generation and
implicitly raise the market price for renewables.
Energy subsidies are frequently differentiated according to whether they confer
a benefit to consumers or producers. Consumption subsidies benefit consumers
by lowering the prices they pay for energy. They are more prevalent in non-OECD
countries. Production subsidies typically benefit producers by raising the price they
receive, in order to encourage an expansion of domestic energy supply. They remain
an important form of subsidisation in developed and developing countries alike.
Subsidies can be further distinguished according to the form of energy they support,
for example fossil fuels, renewable energy or nuclear power. Many countries have
already or are currently moving to phase out fossil-fuel subsidies on the grounds
that they are economically costly to taxpayers and encourage wasteful consumption,
which also has the effect of worsening damage to the environment through higher
emissions of greenhouse gases and other air pollutants. At the same time, many
countries have been introducing subsidies to renewable energy technologies –
some of which are still in the early stages of their development – to improve their
competitiveness and unlock their potential to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions and
to improve energy security in the longer term. Unless well-designed and properly
targeted, all types of energy subsidies can lead to an inefficient allocation of resources
andmarket distortions by encouraging excessive production or consumption.
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The deployment of renewable energy often involves some degree of government
intervention (included, here, in our definition of subsidy) because, for many regions and
technologies, energy derived from renewable sources remainsmore costly than energy from
fossil fuels. As a result, most renewable electricity and biofuels production capacity built in
recent years has received, or is receiving, some form of subsidy, through direct payments or
government mandates. Renewable-energy subsidies are often used to encourage the pace
and scale of deployment (most are directed toward producers) and, thereby, to accelerate
unit-cost reductions through economies of scale and learning-by-doing. The objective is
to improve the future competitiveness of renewable energy compared with conventional
alternatives. Without such support, many forms of renewable energy are projected to
remain uncompetitive throughout the Outlook period.
Renewable-energy subsidies have also expanded considerably in recent years as
governments have sought to offset the economic distortions present in market pricing,
which fails to put an adequate value on the costs of an insecure and insufficiently diverse
energy supply, or on the costs of local pollution and emissions of climate-change-inducing
greenhouse gases. There are important distinctions that explain moves by governments to
increase renewable-energy subsidies, while phasing out fossil-fuel subsidies. Renewable-
energy subsidies are intended to aid the deployment of sustainable technologies in order
to provide long-lasting energy security and environmental benefits. By contrast, fossil-fuel
subsidies, though they may have some near-term benefits, are generally poorly targeted,
encourage wasteful consumption and prolong dependence on fuels that are likely to cost
more in the future. Most renewable-energy subsidies are intended to make renewable
energy ultimately competitive with conventional alternatives, at which point they would be
phased out, whereas fossil-fuel subsidies usually have no expiration date.

Fossil-fuel subsidies
Fossil fuels are the recipient of many forms of subsidy, provided through various direct
and indirect channels. The most common include tax advantages, direct financial transfers,
cheap credit, transfer of risk from the private sector to the government, regulation and trade
instruments. The rationale for subsidies to fossil-fuel consumption is typically either social
or political, such as alleviating energy poverty, redistributing national resource wealth, or
promoting national or regional economic development by conferring an advantage on domestic
energy-consuming industries, often to protect jobs. Subsidies to fossil-fuel production are
motivated by somewhat different goals that include boosting domestic production,maintaining
employment, technology development and social adjustment in declining sectors (Box 14.2).

Both fossil-fuel consumption and production subsidies, by encouraging excessive energy
use, lead to an inefficient allocation of resources and market distortions. While they may
have well-intentioned objectives, fossil-fuel subsidies have, in practice, usually proved to be
an unsuccessful or inefficient means of achieving their stated goals and they invariably have
unintended consequences. This is particularly evident in those energy-importing countries
that purchase energy at world prices and sell it domestically at lower, regulated prices, where
the unsustainable financial burdenof fossil-fuel consumption subsidies has becomeapressing
reason for reform. In energy-exporting nations, high consumption subsidies can erode export
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availability and foreign currency earnings. In both, consumption subsidies limit financial
resources available for investment in the energy sector, discourage efficient energy use,
encourage fuel adulteration and smuggling and lead to increasedenvironmental degradation.2

Box 14.2 ! Support to fossil-fuel production in OECD countries

The measures that directly or indirectly support the production of fossil fuels in OECD
countries vary significantly, dependingon the fuel that benefits fromsuchmeasures.Not
all OECD countries produce significant quantities of fossil fuels. Among those that do,
some extract crude oil and natural gas, while othersmine coal. Some do both, owing to
aparticular set of geographical and geological conditions.Not surprisingly, this variety of
situations is reflected in the equally diverse array of policies in place in OECD countries.
The OECD has recently produced an inventory of those budgetary transfers and tax
expenditures that provide support to the production or use of fossil fuels in a selected
number of OECD countries (24 countries accounting for about 95%of theOECD’s total
primary energy supply). This inventory now includes over 250 such measures, which
are tracked over time. The OECD estimates that total support to the production and
use of fossil fuels has ranged between $45 billion and $75 billion per year over the
period 2005 to 2010.
Support to the production of coal is the most visible form of support in OECD
countries. It is also the largest. The OECD estimates that coal (including hard coal,
lignite and peat) attracted close to 39% of total fossil-fuel producer support in 2010.
The importance of coal in total support is largely explained by the need in Europe
to use budgetary transfers and price support to allow a gradual restructuring of the
coal-mining industry in a socially acceptable manner. Coal also receives support in
other countries, such as Australia, Canada, Korea and the United States, but at a lower
level. It is provided most notably through tax expenditure and funding for research
and development.
The OECD Secretariat has estimated that petroleum and natural gas accounted
for about 30% each of total producer support in 2010. Crude oil and natural
gas production are supported mainly through tax breaks, typically in the form
of advantageous income-tax deductions, such as depletion allowances and the
accelerated depreciation of capital expenses. Royalty reductions or credits are also
commonly used to encourage extraction at high-cost ormarginal wells. These features
of countries’ tax and royalty regimes are often complex and less transparent than
direct expenditures, making country comparisons difficult since the tax expenditure
associated with these policies have to be estimated by reference to country-specific
baselines. Some of thosemeasures relate to aspects of the tax regime that are specific
to the resource sector, making the extent of support obscure.

Source: OECD (2011).

2. SeeWEO-2010 for amore detailed discussion of the effects of fossil-fuel subsidies and the ra#onale for reform (IEA, 2010).
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Measuring fossil-fuel consumption subsidies

Es!ma!on methodology

The IEA estimates subsidies to fossil fuels that are consumed directly by end-users or
consumed as inputs to electricity generation. The price-gap approach, the most commonly
applied methodology for quantifying consumption subsidies, is used for this analysis. It
compares average end-use prices paid by consumers with reference prices that correspond
to the full cost of supply.3 The price gap is the amount by which an end-use price falls short
of the reference price and its existence indicates the presence of a subsidy (Figure 14.1). The
methodology is sensitive to the calculation of reference prices. For oil products, natural gas
and coal, reference prices are the sumof the internationalmarket price, adjusted for quality
differences where applicable, the costs of freight and insurance and internal distribution,
and any value-added tax.4 Electricity reference prices are based on the average annual cost
of production, which depends on themake up of generating capacity, the unsubsidised cost
of fossil-fuel inputs, and transmission and distribution costs. No other costs, such as for
investment, are taken into account.

Figure 14.1 ! Illustration of the price-gap methodology: average reference
and retail prices of oil products
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Notes: The sum of international price, freight and insurance, internal distribution and value-added tax bar indicates the total
referenceprice.Gasolineanddiesel pricesare for the transport sector; liquefiedpetroleumgas (LPG)pricesare forhouseholds.

Estimates using the price-gap approach capture only interventions that result in final
prices below those that would prevail in a competitive market. While consumer price
subsidies account for the vast majority of subsidies to fossil fuels, there are numerous
other subsidies which are not captured by the price-gap approach. It does not, for example,
capture subsidised research and development. The estimates capture the cost of cross

3. Full details of the price-gap methodology used by the IEA in this analysis are available at
www.worldenergyoutlook.org/subsidies.asp.
4. Some countries, such as India, rely on rela#vely low-quality domes#c coal but also import high-quality coal. In such cases,
quality differencesmust be taken into account when determining reference prices, as they affect themarket value of a fuel.
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subsidies, which may subsidise particular regions, technologies or types of consumers by
imposing higher prices on another part of the economy (this offsetting component is not
included). Supply-oriented subsidies that do not result in a lower price to end-users or
power generators are not picked up by our estimates because of the difficulty in identifying
and measuring them. Energy production subsidies have been conservatively estimated to
be at least $100 billion per year (GSI, 2010). Our estimates, which cover only consumption
subsidies, should be considered a lower bound for the total economic cost of fossil-fuel
subsidies and their impact on energy markets.

For countries that export a given product but charge less for it in the domestic markets, the
domestic subsidies are implicit; they have no direct budgetary impact so as long as the price
covers the cost of production. The subsidy, in this case, is the opportunity cost of pricing
domestic energy below international market levels, i.e. the rent that could be recovered if
consumers paid world prices, adjusting for differences in variables such as transportation
costs. For importers, subsidies measured via the price-gap approach may be explicit,
representing budget expenditures arising from the domestic sale of imported energy at
subsidised prices, ormay sometimes be implicit.Many countries, Indonesia for example, rely
extensively on domestically produced fuels, but supplement domestic supply by importing
the remainder. In such cases, subsidy estimates represent a combination of opportunity
costs and direct expenditures.

Es!mated costs

Fossil-fuel consumption subsidies worldwide are estimated to have totalled $409 billion in
2010, about $100 billion higher than in 2009 (Figure 14.2). Subsidies were still well below the
level of 2008, when they reached more than $550 billion. This estimate is based on a global
survey that identified 37 economies as subsidising fossil-fuel consumption; collectively, this
group accounted for more than half of global fossil-fuel consumption in 2010 and includes
all of the major economies that subsidise end-use prices. Oil products attracted the largest
subsidies, totalling $193 billion (or 47% of the total), followed by natural gas at $91 billion.
Fossil-fuel subsidies resulting fromtheunder-pricingof electricitywerealso significant, reaching
$122 billion. Subsidies to coal end-use consumptionwere comparatively small at $3 billion.

Figure 14.2 ! Global economic cost of fossil-fuel consumption subsidies by fuel
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Changes in international fuel prices are chiefly responsible for differences in subsidy
costs from year to year. The increase in the global amount of subsidy in 2010 closely
tracked the sharp rise in international fuel prices. The average IEA crude-oil import price
increased by 28% between 2009 and 2010; natural gas import prices rose modestly.
Higher international prices in 2010 negated or reversed the gains that would have
occurred in some countries from imposed pricing adjustments, had prices not risen. The
series of estimates from 2007 to 2010 demonstrates clearly the risk to which governments
are exposed by regulated domestic prices in international energy markets subject to
unpredictable price fluctuations. For net-importing countries, fossil-fuel consumption
subsidies become particularly difficult to reduce during periods of rising prices, high
inflation, uncertain economic growth prospects and fiscal tightening, just when the
burden is becoming insupportable. Subsidy estimates can also fluctuate according to
changes in exchange rates and demand patterns. The estimate of fossil-fuel consumption
subsidies in 2010 would have been higher in the absence of efforts to raise end-user prices
towards more competitive levels, thereby limiting the increase in the price gaps for some
products.

Fossil-fuel subsidies remain most prevalent in the Middle East, amounting in 2010 to
$166 billion, or 41% of the global total. At $81 billion, Iran’s subsidies were the highest
of any country, although this figure is expected to fall significantly in the coming years
if the sweeping energy-pricing reforms that commenced in late 2010 are implemented
successfully and prove durable (Figure 14.3). Two leading oil and gas exporters – Saudi
Arabia and Russia – had the next-highest subsidies in 2010, at $44 billion and $39 billion.
Russian subsidies to gas and electricity remain large, despite continuing reformmeasures
(see Chapter 7). Of the importing countries, the cost of subsidies was highest in India at
$22 billion, followed by China at $21 billion. A total of nine member economies of the
G-20 were identified as having fossil-fuel consumption subsidies, collectively amounting
to $160 billion. In the 21 member economies from the Asia-Pacific region that constitute
the Asia-Pacific Economic Co-operation (APEC), ten economies were identified that had
fossil-fuel consumption subsidies totalling $105 billion in 2010.

The economic cost of subsidies can bemore completely understoodwhen viewed by other
measures, such as by percentage of gross domestic product (GDP) or on a per-capita basis
(Figure 14.4). In Turkmenistan, for instance, extremely low prices for natural gas mean
that subsidies were equivalent to nearly 20% of the country’s economic output in 2010.
At 10% of GDP or more, subsidies also weigh heavily on the economies of Iran, Iraq and
Uzbekistan. In per-capita terms, subsidies tend to be highest in resource-rich countries of
the Persian Gulf, ranging from over $350 per person in Iraq to nearly $2 800 in Kuwait.
This high level of subsidies is presently paid for in these countries by high revenues from
oil and gas exports during the previous years. While the magnitude of fossil-fuel subsidies
is large in China and India, they are considerably smaller when viewed as a share of their
economic output or relative to their large populations. In China’s case, subsidies are
comparatively low, at 0.4% of GDP and about $16 per person. The same is true for India,
which has subsidies that amount to 1.4% of GDP and $18 per person.
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Figure 14.3 ! Economic cost of fossil-fuel consumption subsidies by fuel
for top twenty-five economies, 2010
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For the 37 economies that were identified as having subsidies, fossil fuels were
subsidised at a weighted-average rate of 23%, meaning that their consumers paid
roughly 77% of competitive international market reference prices for products
(Figure 14.5). The rate of subsidisation was highest among oil and gas exporters in
the Middle East, North Africa and parts of Central Asia, many of which set the price
of domestic fuels above the cost of indigenous production but well below those that
would prevail in the international market. These have fallen in some cases, such as
Russia, where pricing reforms are underway to improve the incentives for investment
and efficiency. Natural gas and fossil-fuel-based electricity were subsidised at average
rates of 53% and 20% in 2010. In addition to the foregone revenues that state-owned
companies may face from the under-pricing of energy products to consumers, those in
the electricity and natural gas sectors sometimes bear losses from the under-collection
of bills, which occurs when consumers cannot afford even subsidised energy prices or
there is theft. The subsidisation rate for oil products in the economies studied was about
21% in 2010, although some products, such as kerosene and liquefied petroleum gas
(LPG), were more heavily subsidised.
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Figure 14.4 ! Fossil-fuel consumption subsidies per capita and as a
percentage of total GDP in selected economies, 2010
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Figure 14.5 ! Rates of subsidisation for fossil-fuel consumption subsidies, 2010
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Fossil-fuel consumption subsidies are more prevalent in net-exporting countries, where
they largely represent opportunity costs. For net exporters of oil and gas, subsidies to those
fuels totalled $331 billion in 2010, compared with $78 billion in net-importing countries
(Figure 14.6). Since 2007, about 80% of the estimated subsidies, on average, have occurred
in net exporters of oil and gas. When international fuel prices have dropped, as between
2008 and 2009, subsidies have declined by more in percentage terms in net-importing
countries. Many subsidies in net-importing countries are either reduced substantially or
eliminated as the gap between reference prices and regulated domestic prices is closed. In
some cases, governments seized this opportunity to liberalise prices or raise prices closer
to international market levels as lower costs were easier to pass through to consumers. As
end-user prices in net-exporting countries are sometimes only enough to cover production
costs, falling international prices do not have as large an impact on shrinking the price
gap. Rising international fuel prices exert fiscal pressure on net-importing countries that
absorb the higher cost of subsidies in their budget, offering strong incentive for reform. In
net-exporting countries, however, this incentive is not as strong as they simultaneously have
the benefit of higher export revenues (despite the growing opportunity costs).

Figure 14.6 ! Fossil-fuel consumption subsidies by net oil and gas importer
and exporter, 2007-2010
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Fossil-fuel subsidies and the poor

One common justification for fossil-fuel subsidies is that they are needed to help the poor
gain or maintain access to energy services essential to basic living standards. While making
electricity and clean cooking facilities available to the poor is of vital importance (see
Chapter 13), studies have found that fossil-fuel subsidies as presently constituted tend to
be regressive, disproportionately benefitting higher income groups that can afford higher
levels of fuel consumption (Arze del Granado et al., 2010). Poor households may not have
access to subsidised energy directly, lacking a connection to electricity or natural gas and
owning no vehicle. Low-income households in any case generally spend less in absolute
terms on energy than their higher-income counterparts. Without precise targeting, fossil-
fuel subsidies are often an inefficient means of assisting the poor.
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In practice, the poor capture only a small share of all the subsidies to fossil fuels.
We estimate that out of the $409 billion spent on fossil-fuel consumption subsidies
in 2010, only $35 billion, or 8% of the total, reached the poorest income group (the
bottom 20%).5 This finding is based on a survey of 11 of the 37 economies identified
as having fossil-fuel consumption subsidies and does not take into account subsidies
specifically provided to extend access to basic energy services. The eleven economies,
which were selected on the basis of data availability for those that have low levels of
modern energy access, and have an aggregate population of 3.4 billion, the share of
total fossil-fuel consumption subsidies reaching the poorest income group ranged from
about 2% to 11% (Figure 14.7). Among the countries surveyed, the share was lowest
for South Africa.

Figure 14.7 ! Share of fossil-fuel subsidies received by the lowest
20% income group in selected economies, 2010
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Compared to other fuels, subsidies to kerosene tend to be best targeted on the poor,
despite its tendency to be sold in the black market. In 2010, nearly 15% of the kerosene
subsidies in the countries analysed reached the lowest income group; subsidies to LPG,
gasoline and diesel benefitted the poor least, with only 5% to 6% going to the lowest
group (Figure 14.8). Despite the utility of LPG as a clean cooking fuel, the up-front cost
for infrastructure connections and the practice of selling LPG in larger quantities than
kerosene make this fuel less affordable for the poor, elevating the barrier to their gaining
initial access (Shenoy, 2010). Subsidies to electricity and natural gas were in the middle
of the range, with shares of 9% and 10% disbursed to the lowest group. These results
demonstrate that subsidising fossil fuels is, in practice, an inefficient method of providing
assistance to the poor. They also highlight the opportunity for subsidy reform, as the same
level of financial support could be distributed more efficiently to low-income households
at a lower cost. In general, social welfare programmes are a more effective and less
distortionary way of helping the poor than energy subsidies.

5. More informa#on on the methodology can be found at www.worldenergyoutlook.org/subsidies.asp.
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Figure 14.8 ! Share of fossil-fuel subsidies received by the lowest
20% income group by fuel in surveyed economies, 2010
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Note: Countries surveyedwere Angola, Bangladesh, China, India, Indonesia, Pakistan, Philippines, South Africa, Sri Lanka,
Thailand and Vietnam.

Implications of phasing out fossil-fuel consumption subsidies

Fossil-fuel consumption subsidies induce consumers and producers to trade energy
products at prices below their true opportunity cost, thereby encouraging additional and
often wasteful consumption of finite resources with adverse economic and environmental
consequences. Over time, these subsidies can lead to the creation of energy-intensive
industries that are unable to compete globally on an unsubsidised basis.

This analysis quantifies the economic and environmental gains that could be obtained
from removing fossil-fuel consumption subsidies: energy savings, lower CO2 emissions
and reduced fiscal burdens. It is based on simulations using the IEA’s World Energy Model
(WEM), assuming the phase-out of all fossil-energy subsidies gradually over the period 2012
to 2020. This timeframe is consistent with the “medium term” as discussed in international
forums such as the G-20 and APEC. Because the economic value of subsidies fluctuates from
year-to-year, initial subsidisation rates are averaged over themost recent three-year period
(2008 to 2010). Savings from eliminating subsidies are presented relative to a baseline case
in which average subsidy rates remain unchanged, although the timeframe is extended to
2035 since additional benefits are realised even after the phase-out of subsidies is complete.
The analysis is intended to illustrate potential gains and should not be interpreted as a
prediction; it is unlikely that all subsidies will, in reality, be removed so quickly.

Our analysis shows that, if fossil-fuel consumption subsidies were completely phased out
by 2020, global energy demand would be reduced by 3.9%, or about 600 million tonnes oil
equivalent (Mtoe) by that year, and 4.8% or some 900 Mtoe by 2035 (Figure 14.9). In the
New Policies Scenario, in which recently announced commitments and plans are assumed
to be fully implemented, we project that about three-quarters of this potential would be
achieved by 2020.6 The energy savings from subsidy reform result from the higher prices

6. The New Policies Scenario includes other policy measures, in addi#on to some phase-out of fossil-fuel subsidies,
which contribute to achieving these savings.
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that would follow from subsidy removal, incentivising energy conservation and efficiency
measures. The responsiveness of demand to higher prices varies by country, according to
subsidisation levels and the price elasticity of demand.7

Figure 14.9 ! Impact of fossil-fuel consumption subsidy phase-out on global
fossil-energy demand and CO2 emissions
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Note: Savings from the progressive phase-out of all subsidies by 2020 are compared with a baseline in which subsidy
rates remain unchanged.

Subsidy phase-out would measurably trim global oil demand, by about 3.7 million barrels
per day (mb/d) by 20208 and 4.4mb/d, or 4%, by 2035. These cuts stempredominately from
the transport sector. Demand for transport fuels is relatively inelastic in the short term, but
higher prices (and expectations of such) contribute to greater conservation and the uptake
ofmore efficient vehicles long after the phase-out of subsidies has been completed. Natural
gas demand would be cut by 330 billion cubic metres (bcm) in 2020 and 510 bcm, or 9.9%
in 2035; the corresponding reduction in coal demand is almost 230 million tonnes of coal
equivalent (Mtce) in 2020 and 410Mtce, or 5.3%, in 2035.

Curbing the growth in energy demand via subsidy reform has several important energy-
security implications. In net-importing countries, lower energy demand would reduce
import dependence and thereby spending on imports. For net-exporting countries,
removing subsidies would boost export availability and earnings. For all countries, it would
also improve the competitiveness of renewable energy in relation to conventional fuels and
technologies, further diversifying the energymix. Lower energy demandwould also alleviate
upward pressure on international energy prices, yet the elimination of subsidieswouldmake

7. The price elas#city of demand is the principal determinant of energy and emissions savings from subsidy reform,
reflec#ng the extent to which consump#on is responsive to higher prices. Es#mated elas#ci#es vary according to the
specific region, fuel and uses analysed, but generally increase over #me as consumers have opportuni#es to purchase
more energy-efficient equipment and change behaviour.
8. This is less than the oil savings in 2020 (4.7 mb/d) es#mated inWEO-2010 because the projec#on period is one year
shorter and subsidisa#on rates at the beginning of the phase-out period were reduced in several countries that have
undertaken reforms.
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consumers more responsive to price changes, which should contribute to less volatility in
international energy markets.

By encouraging higher levels of consumption and waste, subsidies exacerbate the harmful
environmental effects of fossil-fuel use and impede development of cleaner energy
technologies. Potential CO2 savings from subsidy phase-out directly reflect the fossil-energy
savings. We estimate that energy-related CO2 emissions would be cut by 1.7 gigatonnes
(Gt), or 4.7%, in 2020 and 2.6 Gt, or 5.8%, in 2035, relative to the prospects if subsidy rates
remain unchanged (Figure 14.9). Cumulative CO2 emissions over the Outlook period would
be lower by 41 Gt. Although not modelled here, other environmental co-benefits would
arise from subsidy phase-out. In particular, slower demand growth for fossil-fuels would
reduce emissions of other air pollutants, such as sulphur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx)
and particulates, which cause human health and environmental problems.

High and volatile international energy prices in recent years, and the expectation that these
conditions will persist, have forced many governments to reconsider the affordability of
fossil-fuel subsidies. Without further subsidy reform, we estimate that the total cost of
fossil-fuel consumption subsidies would reach $660 billion (in year-2010 dollars) in 2020
(0.7% of projected global GDP [MER]), up about 60% from the average level observed over
the period 2007 to 2010. As in the case of the historical estimates, this figure represents a
mix of implicit and explicit subsidies to fossil-fuel consumption.

Implementing fossil-fuel subsidy reform

Governments face difficult challenges in reforming inefficient fossil-fuel subsidies. Each
country must consider its specific circumstances, the types of subsidies that need reform
and their intended purpose and effectiveness pursuing economic, political or social goals.
Past reforms have had varying levels of success. Many have achieved positive and lasting
change; but some have been planned and implemented poorly, or have succumbed to back-
sliding, i.e. governments successfully institute reforms only to reintroduce subsidies later.
The risk of adverse consequences if subsidy reform is not carefully planned for and executed
is real. Previous experiences have illustrated several barriers to implementing fossil-fuels
subsidy reform and strategies that can help guide future efforts (Figure 14.10).

Inadequate information about existing subsidies is frequently an impediment to reform.
Before taking a decision about reform, governments must precisely identify energy
subsidies, including their beneficiaries, and quantify their costs and benefits, in order to
determine which subsidies are wasteful or inefficient. If subsidies are failing to serve their
defined objectives or are leading to unintended adverse consequences (for example, fuel
adulteration and smuggling), the need for remedial action will be clear. Nonetheless,
removing subsidies without understanding and providing for the consequences may hurt
vulnerable low-income groups that depend on subsidies for access to basic energy services.
Making more information on fossil-fuel subsidies available to the general public can help
build support for reform. Disclosure may include data on overall costs and benefits as well
as on price levels, price composition and price changes (Wagner, 2010).
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S P O T L I G H T

Are the G-20 and APEC commitments being met?

In September 2009, G-20 leaders, gathered at the Pittsburgh Summit, committed
to “rationalize and phase out over the medium term inefficient fossil fuel subsidies
that encourage wasteful consumption”. In November 2009, APEC leaders meeting in
Singapore made a similar pledge, thereby broadening the international commitment
to reform. At the request of the G-20, the IEA, the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD), the Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) and the World Bank have been collaborating on a
series of reports aimed at guiding policy makers through the implementation of
fossil-fuel subsidy reform. The latest report in the series (IEA/OECD/OPEC/World
Bank, 2011) was submitted to the 2011 G-20 Summit in Cannes and is available at
www.worldenergyoutlook.org/subsidies.asp.
Since making these commitments, many G-20 and APEC member economies have
publicly identified inefficient fossil-fuel consumption and production subsidies and
outlined plans for their removal. These include regulated prices of refined petroleum
products that are below international levels, financial support to coal industries and
preferential tax provisions related to fossil-fuel production.9 While this represents an
encouraging start, much work remains to be done in order to realise the full extent of
benefits from subsidy reform.
Based on our analysis of fossil-fuel consumption subsidies, some members of the
G-20 and APEC retain price subsidies that appear to be inefficient, encouragewasteful
consumption and are regressive, but are not earmarked for phase-out or better
targeting. Of the nine G-20 members identified by the IEA as having price subsidies
that benefit consumers, seven have disclosed plans for their phase-out, but only some
have been able to raise energy prices and close the price gap. Moreover, members
have failed to identify many existing fossil-fuel production subsidies, an equally
important part of the group’s commitment to reform. APEC member economies
(those not also in the G-20) have not as yet collectively submitted lists of inefficient
fossil-fuel subsidies. Much remains to be done to fulfil the commitments made in
these international forums, both in terms of defining the fossil-fuel subsidies to be
phased out and following through with durable and well-designed reform efforts.

Thepolitics of reforming subsidies are challenging. Subsidies createentrenched interests among
domestic industries advantaged by cheap energy inputs and those income groups that are
accustomed to receiving this form of economic support. Such stakeholders can be expected
to resist subsidy phase-out, particularly in the absence of clear plans to compensate losers or
make the transition gradual. Resistance to fossil-fuel subsidy reform can be particularly strong
in major fossil-fuel-exporting countries, where people may feel entitled to benefit directly

9. The list of reforms proposed by G-20 members is available at:
www.g20.org/Documents2010/expert/Annexes_of_Report_to_Leaders_G20_Inefficient_Fossil_Fuel_Subsidies.pdf.
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from their nation’s resource wealth. Although not always necessary, subsidy reform has a
better chance of success if supported by key interest groups, sometimes achieved through
consultationwith stakeholders as reform strategies take shape.

Figure 14.10 ! Summary of common barriers to fossil-fuel subsidy reform
and strategies for successful implementation

•

•

Collect subsidy data and make it publicly available.

Understand the incidence of subsidies and potential impacts of reform.

•

•

Develop capacity to gather information and administer reforms transparently.

Utilise the technical expertise of independent organisations.

•

•

Better target subsidies to provide access to basic energy services.

Complement phase out with social assistance programmes.

• Allow time for a transition for affected industries.

• Seize opportune moments for reform, low fuel prices or low inflation.i.e.

•

•

Employ a comprehensive strategy for communicating reform plans.

Consult with stakeholders and consider compensating losers.
Stakeholder resistance

Economic considerations

Institutional capacity

Information gaps

Impacts on the poor

While the removal of fossil-fuel subsidies generally improves long-term economic
competitiveness and fiscal balances, fears of negative economic consequences in the
short term can be expected. The phase-out of subsidies must be carried out in a way that
allows both energy and other industries time to adjust, so as to safeguard the communities
affected. Energy-price controls are often an important tool for controlling inflation and
their removal may sometimes be accompanied by other macroeconomic policies to reduce
inflationary pressures. Once reforms have been implemented, mounting pressure from
short-term economic concerns has sometimes led to back-sliding. This risk can bemitigated
if governments dissociate themselves from price-setting, such as when energy prices are
liberalised or automatic pricing mechanisms are established.

Even where there is interest in pursuing subsidy reform, certain institutional and
administrative capacity, and even physical infrastructure, is required for governments
to act effectively. It is important to have institutions that are capable of accurate and
timely collection of data about the existing subsidies, their distribution and the need for
compensation (where necessary) following reform. Governments are well-placed to gather
this far-reaching information, although other organisations may have integral technical
expertise that can aid in this effort. Targeted compensation is typically more effective
where the necessary administrative capacity exists to reach the intended groups and
distribute benefits reliably and without fraud. Where subsidies are re-targeted to the poor
via direct financial transfers, those eligible to receive supportmay not be registeredwith the
government or may lack the means for receiving support, such as having a bank account.
Creating new infrastructuremay sometimes be an important element in subsidy reform. For
example, the availability of public transportation reduces the need for personal vehicles and
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lessens the burden of the rising cost of transport fuels, although its provision is usually only
readily practicable in population centres.

Box 14.3 ! Recent experiences implementing subsidy reform

Iran implemented sweeping reforms to energy subsidies in December 2010 in a
bid to lessen the burden on its central budget and reverse deep inefficiencies in
its energy sector and the larger economy. Prior to the reform, energy prices were
often subsidised by over 90%. Under the reform programme, the prices of regular
gasoline increased by 300%, premium gasoline by 230%, and diesel and gas oil by
840%. To date, these higher prices have been maintained, despite the population
having been previously accustomed to low energy prices and the limited success
(with the exception of its use of smart cards for gasoline rationing) of previous
reform attempts. To counter the public sense of entitlement to low energy prices and
build a case for reform, subsidies were identified and their onerous costs publicised
before changes were made. Although details were lacking, the intent to undertake
a five-year programme to phase out energy subsidies (that included compensation
to consumers) was communicated frequently. To encourage public acceptance and
diminish the economic impact of price increases for households, cash payments were
made to every citizen prior to the effective date and nearly 90% of the population
continue to receivemonthly payments. Furthermore, key capabilities were developed
to facilitate reform, such as establishing bank accounts for heads of households to
receive government compensation payments. Time will tell whether the reforms will
be permanent, and certain aspects of the programme can be criticised (for example,
the lack of discrimination in compensation payments), but its experience thus far
reflects serious intent.
In El Salvador, the price of LPG cylinders was previously subsidised, benefitting
consumers who could afford to buy larger quantities rather than low-income families.
The government raised the price of LPG cylinders tomarket levels in 2011 andbegan to
provide offsetting payments to the poor through electricity bills. This is an interesting
example of targeting assistance to the poor by linking to another household service;
the delivery method is not perfect as it fails to offer payments to multiple families on
a single connection or those without a connection to the electricity grid.
Inequitable distribution of subsidies and the scale of the associated financial liabilities,
particularly as international oil prices have risen, provided a strong impetus for reform
in Indonesia (Tumiwa et al., 2011). The government accordingly announced in its
Medium-Term Plan in 2010 that it would reduce spending on energy subsidies by 40%
by 2013 and eliminate subsidies by 2014. Actual implementationmeasures have been
slowed by macroeconomic concerns and lack of public acceptance. Fuel subsidies to
private vehicles were to have been phased out, but the programme was postponed
in early 2011 because of worries about rising inflation. It will be important for the
government to communicate actively the potential benefits to both individuals and
the economy (such as improved competitiveness and freeing government revenues
for capital investment and social assistance programmes).
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Recent developments in fossil-fuel subsidies

The burden of fossil-fuel subsidies on public finances in many countries has provided a
strong motive for reform, but progress towards phase-out has been uncertain. Of the
37 economies identified in the global survey as having fossil-fuel consumption subsidies, at
least 15 have either implemented reforms or announced related plans since the beginning of
2010. Falling prices during the 2008/2009 recession offered awindowof opportunity to align
regulated domestic prices and international prices. This was seized by several governments,
but the obstacles to reform have mounted with the return of higher prices. There are
recent examples of progress, but some have struggled to follow-through on subsidy reform
(Table 14.2).

Table 14.2 ! Recent developments in fossil-fuel consumption subsidy policies
in selected economies

Recent developments

Angola Increased gasoline and diesel prices by 50% and 38% in September 2010. Plans to reduce fuel subsidies by 20%
per year until eliminated.

Argentina Held gasoline prices steady for part of 2011 to shield citizens from the impacts of rising international prices,
despite previous efforts to end fuel subsidies.

Bolivia Reversed decision to reduce subsidies to gasoline, diesel and jet fuel in January 2011 due to mounting political
pressure, strikes and demonstrations.

El Salvador Reformed LPG subsidies in April 2011, instead using targeted cash payments for households consuming less
than 300 kWh of electricity per month.

India Plans to eliminate cooking gas and kerosene subsidies in a phased manner beginning in April 2012, replacing
with direct cash support to the poor. In June 2011, raised domestic prices for gasoil, LPG and kerosene (by 9%,
14% and 20%, respectively).

Indonesia Plans to reduce spending on energy subsidies by 40% by 2013 and fully eliminate fuel subsidies by 2014, but
postponed a restriction of subsidised fuel for private cars in February 2011.

Iran Significantly reduced energy subsidies in December 2010 as the start of a five-year programme to bring the
prices of oil products, natural gas and electricity in line with international market levels. Cash payments are
being made to ease the impact of higher fuel prices.

Jordan Announced an expansion of subsidies in January 2011 by reducing kerosene and gasoline prices.

Malaysia Cut subsidies to gasoline, diesel and LPG in July 2010 as part of a gradual reform programme. However, total
subsidy bill is expected to double in 2011.

Nigeria Has held gasoline and kerosene prices fixed in 2011 as international prices rose, expanding the subsidy bill.

Pakistan Raised gasoline, diesel and electricity prices in 2011, but price increases have not kept pace with international
prices. Plans are to reduce the electricity subsidy by 23% this year and gradually phase it out.

Qatar Increased petrol, diesel and kerosene prices by 25% in January 2011.

Syria Announced an expansion of subsidies in 2011: increasing heating oil allowances for public-sector workers in
and lowering diesel prices.

Ukraine Raised gas prices for households and electricity generation plants by 50% in August 2010 and announced plans
to raise them by 30% in 2011.
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While the return of higher oil prices in 2010 and 2011 reminded governments of the heavy
economic liability associated with subsidised prices, many have not been able even to keep
domestic prices increasing in line with the rise in international prices. The cost of subsidies
is expected to grow in 2011 in Pakistan, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates, despite their
having raised oil product prices to some extent. The increased prices in Qatar and theUnited
Arab Emirates are notable, particularly because both are fossil-energy exporters. Argentina,
Malaysia, Morocco, Nigeria, Thailand and Venezuela have frozen prices at times in order
to shield citizens from higher prices, thereby increasing subsidies. Political instability has
made subsidy reform more challenging across the Middle East and North Africa and, since
late 2010, strikes, protests and demonstrations have persuaded several governments to
reverse efforts to reduce fuel subsidies. In some cases, such as in Bolivia, public opposition
has stemmed from poorly executed reform.

Renewable-energy subsidies

The development and deployment of renewable energy often involves government
intervention and subsidies. This occurs because, for many regions and technologies,
energy derived from renewable sources is, and is projected to remain throughout the
Outlook period, more costly than energy from fossil fuels. On the other hand, some forms
of renewable energy are already economic in certain locations and need no subsidy to
compete, particularly hydropower and geothermal. By facilitating deployment and thereby
faster learning, subsidies are intended to lower the cost of renewable energy technologies
in general and improve their future competitiveness.

Important distinctions underlie moves by governments to increase renewable-energy
subsidies while phasing out fossil-fuel subsidies. Basically, renewable-energy subsidies are
intended to help lower to competitive levels the cost of sustainable technologies that can
provide durable energy security and environmental benefits, though the extent of these
benefits is not universal for the various types of renewables and depend on their uses and
the regions in which they are deployed. Although fossil-fuel subsidiesmay also deliver some
near-term benefits (such as energy access), consumer subsidies to fossil fuels are generally
poorly targeted, encouragewasteful consumption and prolong dependence on fuels that are
likely to costmore in the future. Reflecting this difference,most renewable-energy subsidies
are time-limited, the aim being to end the need for the subsidy. Fossil-fuel subsidies, on the
other hand, usually have no expiration date.

The majority of subsidies to renewables-based electricity and biofuels are producer subsidies
that raise the price received by renewable energy producers for their output. Unlike fossil-fuel
subsidies, these typically increase the cost of energy services to consumers. Renewable-energy
subsidies take a variety of forms, direct and indirect (Table 14.3). Some mechanisms involve
overt financial transfers, including tax credits for investment andproductionor premiumsover
market prices to cover higher production costs. Other interventions, such asmandates, quotas
and portfolio obligations, involve less visible transfers, but nonetheless support the uptake of
renewables at higher cost to society than conventional alternatives. All of these mechanisms
fall within the broad definition of energy subsidies adopted by the IEA (Box 14.1).
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Table 14.3 ! Common mechanisms for subsidising renewable energy

Description Examples

Trade instruments Tariffs and quotas. Tariffs on imported ethanol.

Regulations Demand guarantees and mandated
deployment rates.

Mandates to blend biofuels with conventional oil-
based fuels; renewable electricity standards to reach
specified levels of renewables-based electricity supply.

Tax breaks Direct reductions in tax liability. Tax credits for renewable energy production (PTCs) and
investment (ITCs).

Credit Low-interest or preferential rates
on loans to producers.

Loan guarantees to finance renewable energy projects.

Direct financial transfers Premiums received by producers
on top of the market price.

Feed-in tariffs granted to operators for feeding renewable
electricity into the grid.

Note: The list is not exhaustive and is meant to illustrate only the most prevalent mechanisms.

The economic cost of renewable-energy subsidies is borne predominantly by
governments and consumers, often in combination. Taxpayers fund support when
governments subsidise renewables, for example, using tax credits. Consumers can also
fund subsidies, for example, through a levy on electricity prices to fund feed-in tariffs
or in cases where the private sector passes through additional costs as a charge on all
consumers. Supplymandates, quotas and portfolio obligations that apply proportionately
to all suppliers often result in a pass-through of additional costs to consumers. There
are occasional instances when these costs cannot be passed through and the burden is
absorbed by the private sector, such as when end-use prices are regulated. Renewable
energy may involve other associated costs that weigh against potential gains. These
include the need for additional flexible electricity-generating capacity and transmission
and distribution infrastructure investment to integrate variable resources and the life-
cycle impacts of biomass production.10

Subsidisation may not be the most cost-effective means of making renewable energy
more competitive or to meet broader policy objectives. Internalising the cost of certain
externalities, for example by instituting more widespread or higher CO2 prices, may
represent amore economically efficient approach, although there are political hurdles to be
overcome. While there have been successes in accelerating the deployment of renewable
energy technologies and lowering their costs, constant attention is needed to evaluate the
economic efficiency and the effectiveness of the policies being deployed. Choice of the
ideal mechanism (or, more often, mechanisms) depends in part on national circumstances.
In general, policies should provide a framework of incentives that take account of the
maturity of the technology and foster a smooth transition towardsmass-market integration,
progressively employing market forces (IEA, 2008).

10. Chapter 5 of this report includes a more detailed discussion of integra#on costs for renewable energy in the power
sector.WEO-2010 addressed the issue of sustainability of biomass produc#on.
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Measuring renewable-energy subsidies

Es!ma!on methodology

The methodology employed here for calculating the total cost of renewable-energy
subsidies is broadly similar to the approach used to estimate fossil-fuel subsidies: price
gaps are identified, based on the difference between the price paid per unit of renewable
energy and the market value (or reference price) of substitutable fuels or technologies.11
We have estimated the costs of subsidies to renewables-based electricity generation and
biofuels (renewables-based transport fuels) and made projections of the level of subsidies
that would be required to support the required growth of renewables in each of the three
scenarios.12 In this manner, our estimates capture most of the subsidies to renewables.
The absolute level of renewable-energy subsidies depends on the unit costs of the subsidy
needed tomake renewables competitive, the quantities subsidised and the reference price.
Unit subsidy costs of renewables are expected to fall gradually over time thanks to ongoing
research and development and learning-by-doing, coupled with rising fuel and wholesale
electricity prices, and higher andmore widespread CO2 prices (Figure 14.11).

Figure 14.11 ! Illustration of the drivers of unit subsidy costs for renewable
energy
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For renewables-based electricity, subsidies are quantified for 27 countries that presently
make up about 90% of global electricity generation from biomass, wind, solar photovoltaics
(PV) in buildings and geothermal energy. Unit costs derived from these estimates are then
applied to the renewables-based generation in the remaining countries to arrive at a global
aggregate.13 For historic years, subsidies to renewable electricity are based on the policies in
place in each country. They are measured by calculating the difference between the actual

11. A detailed methodology can be found at www.worldenergyoutlook.org/subsidies.asp.
12. Other types of renewable energy –mainly biomass used in buildings – are generally not subsidised.
13. Exis#ng small hydropower is not included, but projected new capacity is included. Large hydropower is not included,
as it is assumed that it does not, in most cases, need or receive support.
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prices paid to generators of renewables-based electricity and wholesale electricity prices,
applying that increment across the total volume of renewables-based electricity supplied
under the support policy. To estimate future subsidies, the additional net economic cost of
renewables-based output is calculated. The methodology is similar to that used for historic
years, whereby the price paid to generators is assumed to match the cost of production
for each technology over time, taking account of any cost reductions from learning. In our
analysis, the total subsidy for renewables-based electricity technologies falls to zero when
the cost of capacity built in previous years – often at higher costs – has been fully repaid, or
when wholesale prices have risen to higher levels.

The cost of subsidies to biofuels (mainly ethanol and biodiesel) is assessed for 20 countries,
which together account for about 90% of total global biofuels consumption. This figure is
then scaled up to account for the remaining countries to arrive at a global estimate. To
measure subsidies to biofuels up to 2010, we havemultiplied the value of the tax advantage
granted to biofuels relative to the oil-based alternatives (gasoline and diesel) by the volume
of biofuels supplied. Where blending mandates exist, implicit subsidies are quantified by
accounting for tax reductions and differences between the prices of ethanol and biodiesel
and oil-based substitutes on an ex-tax energy-equivalent basis. To estimate the cost of
subsidies over the Outlook period, ex-tax biofuel prices were compared with gasoline and
diesel prices before taxes, and the difference was multiplied by the amount of biofuels
consumed. Reference prices for biofuels are calculated using biofuels conversion costs and
efficiencies and biomass feedstock prices, projected out to 2035. Where biofuels prices
reach parity with projected fossil-fuel costs over the Outlook period, subsidies are assumed
to be eliminated.

The subsidy estimates in this analysis represent the monetary value of most forms of
government intervention that support the deployment and application of renewable energy,
irrespective of whether the cost is finally carried by the government (and taxpayer) or the
consumer. However, some subsidies are not captured, including funding for research and
development, grants and loan guarantees. Furthermore, this analysis does not take into
account several additional costs associated with renewable energy deployment, such as
the costs of integration and additional flexible capacity to support renewable electricity
generation (see Chapter 5) or the higher costs for agricultural products.

Es!mated costs of renewable-energy subsidies

Total renewable-energy subsidies worldwide are estimated to have been $66 billion in 2010,
a 10% increase over 2009. Of the 2010 total, $44 billion went to renewables-based electricity
and $22 billion went to biofuels. In the New Policies Scenario, we project total subsidies to
renewable energy in 2035 to increase to nearly $250 billion (in year-2010 dollars) (Figure 14.12).

Renewable-energy subsidies in 2010 were highest in the European Union, at $35 billion,
almost double the amount in the United States. Together the two regions account for
almost 80% of the global total. Subsidies to renewable energy during theOutlook period are
projected to growmost in the United States, reaching $70 billion in 2035. This rise is driven
primarily by the existing biofuels blending mandates and production targets, the latter of
which aim to increase volumes of biofuels supply through 2022. Renewable-energy subsidies
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grow considerably in non-OECD countries towards the end of the Outlook period, as they
deploy large amounts of renewables-based electricity (along with fossil-fuel generation) to
meet burgeoning demand (Figure 14.13).

Figure 14.12 ! Global subsidies to renewables-based electricity and biofuels
by technology and fuel in the New Policies Scenario
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Figure 14.13 ! Global subsidies to renewables-based electricity and biofuels
by region in the New Policies Scenario
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The higher level of renewables deployment in the 450 Scenario would entail $5.8 trillion in
total subsidies over the Outlook period – $1 trillion more than in the New Policies Scenario.
Renewable-energy subsidies grow at comparable rates in the two scenarios until 2020,
but accelerate rapidly thereafter in the 450 Scenario, since a substantially higher level of
renewables deployment is then needed to achieve deep cuts in CO2 emissions. Subsidies
average some $190 billion per year between 2020 and 2035 in the 450 Scenario, around 28%
more than in the New Policies Scenario.

Es!mated costs of renewable-electricity subsidies

Subsidies to renewables-based electricity – wind, solar PV in buildings, geothermal and
biomass-based technologies – totalled $44 billion in 2010, an increase of 12% over 2009.
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This rise was driven by a 22% increase in non-hydro renewables capacity, with wind and
solar PV making up more than 90% of the additions. Renewable-electricity subsidies in
2010 were tempered by higher wholesale prices, which effectively narrowed the gap with
production costs and lowered unit subsidy costs. Additionally, much of the renewable-
electricity capacity deployed throughout the year actually generated little output. Total
subsidies to wind were highest in absolute terms, at $18 billion, receiving, on average,
$53 per megawatt-hour (MWh) of output. Solar PV, which produces electricity at a higher
cost, benefitted from $425/MWh on average. As a result, solar PV received 28% of total
renewable-electricity subsidies in 2010, despite accounting for only 4% of subsidised
renewable electricity generation.

In the New Policies Scenario, renewable-electricity subsidies increase to nearly $180 billion
in 2035, because of increased deployment and more widespread and stronger support
policies. These subsidies help boost global renewables-based capacity by around 2 350 GW
between today and 2035, allowing generation to nearly triple, increasing by 7 000 terawatt-
hours (TWh). The share of subsidies received by each different technology shifts over the
next 25 years, reflecting the respective stages of their development and the timing of
commercial deployment. For example, unit subsidy costs for wind power fall as it becomes
more competitive, causing total subsidies to wind to decline considerably after 2030, even
though a significant amount of new capacity comes online. The cumulative extra cost of
renewables-based electricity in theNewPolicies Scenario is estimated to be $3.3 trillion over
theOutlook period, roughly $750 billion higher than the inWEO-2010 (Box 14.4).

Subsidy costs per unit of output for renewables-based electricity shrink during the Outlook
period in all three scenarios, as their production costs decline andwholesale electricity prices
increase. Nonetheless, many renewable technologies still rely on government intervention
to support their deployment by 2035. Their cost varies widely according to location, as the
quality of renewable resources is site specific and investment costs differ from country to
country.14 For wind power, for example, critical factors affecting production costs are the
strength and consistency of the wind resource and proximity to existing transmission lines,
roads and demand centres. Wholesale electricity prices also vary significantly by region,
according to themix of power generation, the cost of fossil fuels and the policy environment.
Wholesale electricity prices are set to increase during the Outlook period because of
higher fuel prices and more widespread and higher carbon pricing. These effects are most
pronounced in the 450 Scenario.

Wind and solar PV technologies experience the strongest growth in output in absolute
terms over the Outlook period in the New Policies Scenario, accounting for more than
30% of the total global gross additions to generating capacity and one-fifth of incremental
generation from 2009 to 2035. Onshore wind and solar PV in buildings in three regions –
China, the European Union and the United States – account for two-thirds of the increase
in generation. The best sites, i.e. with the best resources and lowest costs, are normally

14. Comparing average produc#on costs of renewable technologies andwholesale electricity prices does not capture all
the characteris#cs that affect the compe##veness of different genera#ng technologies, including public acceptance and
availability at peak load. The genera#on costs in this sec#on take into account the average costs of the capacity deployed
throughout the Outlook rather than for the best sites only.
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exploited earlier, but there are exceptions. In the European Union, for example, the best
sites for solar energy are in the southern countries, such as Spain and Italy, yetmost capacity
is now being built in Germany.

Box 14.4 ! Why is our estimate of renewables-based electricity subsidies
higher in this year’s Outlook?

Our estimate of cumulative renewables-based electricity subsidies in the NewPolicies
Scenario in this year’s Outlook is 30% higher than we estimated last year. There are
twomain reasons for this increase:
! Projected wholesale electricity prices are lower, because of the assumption of

lower natural-gas prices and postponed implementation of emissions trading
schemes in several countries. Both delay the point at which certain renewable
energy technologies become competitive. Even when they do, electricity from
capacity installed before that date continues to be subsidised until the end of its
economic lifetime (typically 20 to 25 years).

! Wind and solar PV capacity additions accelerated in 2010, accompanied by new
policies to support further deployment. This acceleration has been included in the
latest projections, increasing the amount of subsidised generation throughout the
Outlook period and, therefore, the overall cost of the subsidy.

We have also revised our methodology for calculating subsidies to solar PV in
the buildings sector, which has led to some increase in the estimate. Previously,
production costs were compared to end-user prices, but this year subsidies have
been calculated with respect to the wholesale electricity price, like other forms of
renewable electricity generation. The wholesale price is considered to be a more
appropriate reference for quantifying subsidies to solar PV in buildings for two
main reasons. First, the difference between the wholesale price and the end-user
price is made up of several additional costs that are not affected by the presence
of distributed generation, such as metering, billing and the other costs of operating
the electricity system. End-user prices also include the cost of transmission and
distribution, and although distributed generation, such as solar PV, can reduce the
need for some network investment, it does not usually reduce it significantly. Second,
end-user prices inmany regions include the cost of support to renewable technologies
and it would not be appropriate to include this in the calculation of the subsidy
required by solar photovoltaic technology.

In the New Policies Scenario, production costs for onshore wind in China decline by about
10% over the Outlook period. With wholesale electricity prices expected to rise, we project
that onshore wind becomes competitive – and unit subsidy costs are eliminated – by
around 2030; in the European Union, onshore wind becomes competitive around 2020
(Figure 14.14a). Onshore wind does not become competitive in the United States by 2035,
as wholesale electricity prices are lower than previously expected (due to the increased
availability of natural gas) and because of the lack of a price for CO2. Production costs
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fall more quickly in the 450 Scenario and wholesale electricity prices are higher, bringing
forward the dates at which the unit subsidy cost for onshore wind becomes zero.

Figure 14.14 ! Renewable electricity production cost relative to wholesale
prices for selected technologies and regions in the New
Policies Scenario
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Notes: The cost of production is the average long-runmarginal cost at deployed sites over theOutlook period; integration
costs are excluded.Wholesale electricity prices are taken as the average projected for the respective regions in the New
Policies Scenario.

Despite steady declines, high production costs prevent solar PV in buildings from becoming
competitive in both the New Policies or 450 Scenario in all three regions. In the European
Union, where deployment of solar PV is highest between 2010 and 2035 (and wholesale
electricity prices are among the most expensive), average production costs drop by about
60% over the Outlook period in the New Policies Scenario (Figure 14.14b). By 2035, unit
subsidy costs for solar PV in the European Union are around $75/MWh. In China, unit
subsidy costs for solar PV are $40/MWh in 2035: production costs in China are considerably
lower than in the European Union, as are wholesale electricity prices. Unit subsidy costs
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in the United States decline by about 80% in the New Policies Scenario, falling to about
$75/MWh in 2035. In the 450 Scenario, unit support costs for solar PV come down
moderately for theUnited States (to about $65/MWh in 2035) and are onlymarginally lower
in the other two regions, as more deployment shifts to lower-quality sites.

Es!mated costs of biofuels subsidies

Subsidies to biofuels increased by 6% in 2010 compared with 2009, to $22 billion. This was
primarily the result of higher biofuels supply that was brought forward by existing blending
mandates and, in some countries, was eligible for tax reductions.While cost reductions over
the Outlook period improve the competitiveness of conventional biofuels against gasoline
and diesel, rising biofuels use (from 1.3 million barrels of oil equivalent [mboe/d] today to
4.4 mboe/d in 2035) results in an increase in the total cost of biofuels subsidies in the New
Policies Scenario, reaching $67 billion per year in 2035. Conventional biofuels attract the vast
majority of total biofuels subsidies through 2030 while the volumes of advanced biofuels
consumed are still small. By 2035, advanced biofuels receive $10 billion in subsidies, or a
15% share of total biofuels subsidies. The cumulative cost of biofuels subsidies between
2011 and 2035 amounts to $1.4 trillion.

With the exception of Brazil, conventional biofuels are generally not cost-competitive with
conventional oil-based gasoline, diesel and kerosene-based jet fuel and their deployment is
therefore often supported by blendingmandates or other policies. The costs of conventional
biofuels today vary greatly by region. Sugar cane in Brazil, for example, is generally a
cheap feedstock compared with the commonly used corn or sugar beet, even if prices
have increased considerably over the past two years as a result of strong El Niño weather
phenomena and low cane renewal rates (F.O. Lichts, 2011). Because sugar cane conversion
costs are low, sugar cane ethanol can be competitive with gasoline, depending on the
prevailing sugar prices. By contrast, biodiesel is often produced using vegetable or palm oil,
which are high-quality and high-cost feedstocks.

The future competitiveness of conventional biofuels depends critically on the pace at which
technology costs can be reduced, and future feedstock prices. For the former, modest
cost reductions are generally possible through technology improvements and economies
of scale. As to feedstock costs, the increasing use of conventional biofuels is likely to put
upward pressure on prices, due to the competition with other land uses such as food crop
production. In addition, rising international oil prices will increase the price of fertilisers and
transportation costs. Overall, increasing biomass feedstock prices will offset part of the cost
reductions achieved in the case of conventional biofuels, so the cost reductions achieved in
the New Policies and 450 Scenarios are modest.

Advanced biofuels potentially offer a way to reduce the problems of environmental
sustainability, cost competitiveness and land-use competition that are associatedwithmany
conventional biofuels (IEA, 2010). Today, advanced biofuels are not available on a large
scale. In the New Policies Scenario, advanced biofuels are assumed to be readily available to
themarket by 2020, even though developing and deploying advanced biofuels is challenging
and will require a large investment in research and development. Like any new technology,
advanced biofuels offer potential cost reductions through technological improvements and
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economies of scale, so that average costs in 2035 are projected to be reduced by 23% in
the New Policies Scenario (Figure 14.15). They fall even further in the 450 Scenario, by 29%,
where advanced biofuels make up nearly 70% of all biofuels use by 2035 (compared with
only 20% in the New Policies Scenario). Consequently, unit subsidy costs in the 450 Scenario
drop by 57% between 2020 and 2035.

Figure 14.15 ! Indicative biofuels production costs and spot oil
product prices
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Implications for CO2 emissions and import bills

By supporting the deployment of renewables and lowering their costs over time, renewable-
energy subsidies can support both energy and environmental policy goals, such as
lowering energy import dependency, diversifying energy supplies, reducing greenhouse-gas
emissions and mitigating local pollution. In the New Policies Scenario, subsidies underpin
a rapid expansion of renewable energy, as renewable electricity generation reaches
5 900 TWh (excluding large hydro) and biofuels production 4.4 mb/d in 2035. The share
of total renewables in the global energy mix increases from 13% to 18% over the Outlook
period. This expansion results in considerable CO2 emissions savings. In 2035, renewables
utilisation yield CO2 emissions savings from the power sector (excluding large hydro) of
around 2.9 Gt comparedwith the emissions that would be generated for the projected level
of electricity generation were there no change in the mix of fuels and technologies (see
Chapter 5). Biofuels use for transport corresponds to 0.5 Gt of CO2 emissions savings in 2035,
bringing total savings in the two sectors to 3.4 Gt.15

15. In IEA sta#s#cs, CO2 emissions from biofuels (and biomass more generally) are not included in the data for CO2
emissions from fuel combus#on. This is to avoid the double-coun#ng of biomass CO2 emissions that are assumed to have
been released as soon as the biomass is harvested, in line with the 1996 IPCC Guidelines, and are accounted for under
land use, land-use change and forestry (LULUCF). Consequently, emissions savings to offset biomass consump#on, such
as forest re-planta#on, are also reported under LULUCF.
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As depicted in the 450 Scenario, more ambitious deployment of renewable energy
establishes a more sustainable pathway, which limits the average global temperature
increase to 2°C and offers several energy security benefits. In this scenario, government
efforts to accelerate renewables deployment are intensified, with cumulative subsidies
between 2011 and 2035 amounting to $5.8 trillion, $1 trillion higher than in theNewPolicies
Scenario. In 2035, subsidies in the 450 Scenario reach almost $350 billion per year, about
$100 billion higher than in the New Policies Scenario. The additional cost of subsidies in
the 450 Scenario would be significantly higher if it were not for the assumption of more
widespread and higher pricing of CO2 (see Chapter 6). Greater displacement of fossil fuels
by renewable energy in the power sector (excluding large hydro) and transport sector leads
to additional CO2 emissions reductions of 3.5 Gt in 2035, compared with the New Policies
Scenario. Accelerated deployment of renewable energy in the 450 Scenario also reduces
imports, lowering import bills by some $350 billion in total (Figure 14.16). About two-thirds
of import bill savings result from lower fossil fuel consumption, predominately coal and
natural gas, by electricity generators. The remainder of the import bill savings stem from the
displacement of oil by biofuels in the transport sector.

Figure 14.16 ! CO2 emissions and import bill savings due to renewables
subsidies in 2035 in the 450 Scenario relative to the New
Policies Scenario
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Notes: Import bill savings do not necessarily represent a net cost saving. For example, import bill savings from the
displacement of oil by biofuels are roughly matched by the costs paid by consumers for biofuels at market prices similar
to their oil-based equivalent. Biofuels subsidies, where they exist, are an additional cost.

For some countries, the immediate environmental gains frommitigating local pollution are
a key factor in their decision to subsidise renewables deployment. In place of fossil-fuels,
renewable energy can help cut emissions of sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and particulate
matter that cause acid rain, soil acidification, ground-level ozone formation and smog. The
substitution of fossil fuels by renewable energy can provide other potential benefits that
may serve as rationale for government intervention, such as lower adaptation costs from
the effects of climate change and benefits for rural development.
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Impact of renewable-energy subsidies on end-user electricity prices

In many parts of the world, consumers and businesses have been struggling to cope with
higher electricity prices in recent years. The impact of renewable-electricity subsidies on
residential bills is marginal compared with the impact of rising international coal and natural
gas prices and investment in newgenerating, transmission anddistribution capacity. However,
in some cases, rising end-user prices can be attributed to mandated increases in the share
of renewables-based electricity. Renewable-energy subsidies raise the price that producers
receive for their output to cover their higher costs. This additional cost is often passed through
to consumers. The impact of renewable-energy subsidies on retail electricity prices varies
depending on how support mechanisms are designed, the cost of competing non-renewable
fuels, the cost of renewable electricity technologies and their volumedeployedover the years.
Not all formsof support to renewable energy are reflected in end-user prices, as somearepaid
for by governments. In a few cases, the cost of subsidies is absorbed by state-owned utilities,
for instancewhenmandates are applied and end-user prices are regulated.

Figure 14.17 ! Cost of renewables-based electricity subsidies as a percentage of
average end-user electricity price in the New Policies Scenario
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Notes: In some countries, notably in the European Union, most of the subsidy is in the form of feed-in tariffs, the cost of
which is recovered in final prices to end-users. Elsewhere, end-users may not pay for these costs directly, such as in the
United States where subsidies are in the form of tax credits.

For the United States, the European Union, Japan and China, the cost of renewable-energy
subsidies does not exceed (on average) $12/MWh, or 1.2 US cents/kWh, over the projection
period in the New Policies Scenario.16 As a percentage of the electricity price, renewable-
energy subsidies are largest in the United States, peaking at over 7% in 2030 (Figure 14.17).
In the European Union, renewable-energy subsidies as a percentage of electricity prices
lessen after 2020, as an increasing carbon price pushes up the wholesale electricity price,
resulting in a reduced subsidy need. The share of subsidies in end-user prices are generally

16. These es#mates are calculated by dividing the annual total renewable support for a country or region by the average
end-user electricity price. They are not a calcula#on of the impact of renewable-energy subsidies on the end-user
electricity price.
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lowest in Japan, due partly to electricity prices that are more than double those in the
United States and China. Renewable-energy subsidies remain at or below 3% of the average
end-user electricity price over time in China, as renewable energy capacity and the electricity
price both increase rapidly.

Recent developments in renewable-energy subsidies

Historical figures in this Outlook demonstrate that the financial cost of renewable-energy
subsidies has grown considerably in recent years. This has been largely due to the expansion
of policies that support renewable energy, including in developing countries. By early 2011,
at least 118 countries had some type of policy target or renewable-energy support policy
at the national level, up from 55 countries in 2005 (REN21, 2011). Policies that support
renewable energy and involve subsidies can also be seen at the state, provincial and local
levels. Several countries have made notable recent policy changes (Table 14.4).

Table 14.4 ! Recent developments in renewable-energy subsidies in selected
economies

Description of recent developments

Australia Initiated a gradual reduction in tax credits for small-scale solar PV systems, with 20% reductions each year
from 2010 to 2013. The state of Queensland has delayed implementation of a 5% biodiesel blending mandate.

Brazil Plans to triple its capacity of wind, biomass and small hydropower to 27 GW in 2020 by providing $44.5 billion
in public investment.

China Updated guidelines for the “Golden Sun” programme in 2011; eligible solar PV installations are to receive
$1.40 or $1.24/watt of polysilicon-based or thin-film modules.

France Adjusted the feed-in tariff system for solar PV, designating different rates for building-integrated systems and
by installation size.

Germany Reduced feed-in tariffs for solar PV by 13% for installations coming online between July and October 2010, and
16% thereafter. Introduced a premium for renewable energy producers to deliver electricity at peak demand
periods. Proposed to dramatically increase geothermal feed-in tariffs in 2012.

India Established the National Solar Mission targeting 20 GW of solar PV and 2 GW of solar lanterns by 2022.
Implemented feed-in tariffs for solar PV and solar thermal to help achieve these goals.

Italy Announced gradual reductions in feed-in-tariffs for solar plants starting in June 2011 though to 2013 with
intent to cap subsidies to solar developers by the end of 2016.

Spain Lowered feed-in tariffs for wind by 35% and reduced solar PV load-hour payments from January 2011. This
applies to new and existing installations.

Turkey Adopted a new feed-in tariff policy, expanding beyond wind power to solar, geothermal, hydro and biomass
plants, with the goal of 600 MW of new capacity per year through 2013, with additional incentives for
domestically produced components.

Uganda Implemented feed-in tariffs for wind, solar, geothermal, biomass, hydro and other renewable-energy plants in
2011 with capacity caps, valid for a period of 20 years.

United Kingdom Announced that feed-in tariffs for solar plants larger than 50 kW will be cut following higher than expected
deployment of large solar projects.

United States The volumetric ethanol excise tax credit is due to expire at the end of 2011 unless extended again. Production
tax credits were extended through the end of 2012 and 2013 for different sources of renewable electricity.
Numerous loan guarantees were provided to renewable-energy projects in 2011.
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While renewable-energy subsidies have been growing strongly, the uncertain outlook for
the global economy and the weak state of public finances is beginning to bring pressure
to bear on the maintenance of some subsidies, particularly in OECD countries. Whereas
many countries in Asia, Europe and North America directed part of their stimulus packages
towards renewable energy, in the wake of the 2008/2009 recession, in a bid to boost jobs
and economic growth while also addressing climate-change concerns, most of the funds
have now been spent. Some renewable-energy subsidies have already been adjusted
and scaled back because of cost reductions from technological improvements or reduced
manufacturing costs, meaning that unit-subsidy rates (for example, feed-in tariffs for
solar power) have declined more quickly than expected. In other cases, renewable-energy
subsidy schemes have been adjusted because flaws became apparent in policy design or
implementation. This has revealed some subsidies to be overly generous, unnecessarily
pushing up electricity prices and having other unintendedmarket consequences.
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ANNEX A

Annex A - Tables for scenario projections

TABLES FOR SCENARIO PROJECTIONS

General note to the tables
The tables detail projections for energy demand, gross electricity generation and electrical
capacity, and carbon-dioxide (CO2) emissions from fuel combustion in the Current Policies,
New Policies and 450 Scenarios. The following countries and regions are covered: World,
OECD1, OECD Americas, the United States, OECD Europe, the European Union, OECD Asia
Oceania, Japan, non-OECD, Eastern Europe/Eurasia, Russia, non-OECDAsia, China, India, the
Middle East, Africa, Latin America and Brazil. The definitions for regions, fuels and sectors
can be found in Annex C. By convention, in the table headings CPS and 450 refers to Current
Policies and 450 Scenarios respectively.

Data for energy demand, gross electricity generation and CO2 emissions from fuel
combustion up to 2009 are based on IEA statistics, published in Energy Balances of OECD
Countries, Energy Balances of Non-OECD Countries and CO2 Emissions from Fuel Combustion.
Historical data for electrical capacity is supplemented from the Platts World Electric Power
Plants Database (December 2010 version) and the International Atomic Energy Agency PRIS
database.

Both in the text of this book and in the tables, rounding may lead to minor differences
between totals and the sum of their individual components. Growth rates are calculated on
a compound average annual basis and are marked “n.a.” when the base year is zero or the
value exceeds 200%. Nil values are marked “-”.

Definitional note to the tables
Total primary energy demand (TPED) is equivalent to power generation plus other energy
sector excluding electricity and heat, plus total final consumption (TFC) excluding electricity
and heat. TPED does not include ambient heat from heat pumps or electricity trade.
Sectors comprising TFC include industry, transport, buildings (residential and services) and
other (agriculture and non-energy use). Projected electrical capacity is the net result of
existing capacity plus additions less retirements. Total CO2 includes emissions from other
energy sector in addition to the power generation and TFC sectors shown in the tables. CO2
emissions and energy demand from international marine and aviation bunkers are included
only at the world transport level. CO2 emissions do not include emissions from industrial
waste and non-renewable municipal waste.

1. Since the lastOutlook, the regional groupings have been updated to incorporate the accession of Chile, Estonia, Israel
and Slovenia to the OECD; see Annex C for full details of the new groupings.
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
TPED 8 785 12 132 13 913 14 769 15 469 16 206 16 961 100 100 1.3
Coal 2 233 3 294 3 944 4 083 4 104 4 099 4 101 27 24 0.8
Oil 3 226 3 987 4 322 4 384 4 453 4 546 4 645 33 27 0.6
Gas 1 671 2 539 2 945 3 214 3 442 3 698 3 928 21 23 1.7
Nuclear 526 703 796 929 1 036 1 128 1 212 6 7 2.1
Hydro 184 280 334 377 418 450 475 2 3 2.1
Biomass and waste 908 1 230 1 375 1 495 1 622 1 761 1 911 10 11 1.7
Other renewables 36 99 197 287 394 524 690 1 4 7.8
Power generation 2 988 4 572 5 342 5 850 6 276 6 712 7 171 100 100 1.7
Coal 1 228 2 144 2 557 2 667 2 705 2 722 2 744 47 38 1.0
Oil 377 267 219 189 161 140 135 6 2 !2.6
Gas 581 1 003 1 139 1 253 1 361 1 486 1 591 22 22 1.8
Nuclear 526 703 796 929 1 036 1 128 1 212 15 17 2.1
Hydro 184 280 334 377 418 450 475 6 7 2.1
Biomass and waste 60 94 130 187 255 335 429 2 6 6.0
Other renewables 32 82 168 248 341 451 586 2 8 7.9
Other energy sector 897 1 263 1 423 1 490 1 534 1 584 1 629 100 100 1.0
Electricity 182 284 333 365 393 421 448 22 27 1.8
TFC 6 292 8 329 9 610 10 177 10 645 11 134 11 629 100 100 1.3
Coal 769 818 990 1 002 976 943 910 10 8 0.4
Oil 2 607 3 461 3 853 3 958 4 073 4 206 4 325 42 37 0.9
Gas 943 1 267 1 490 1 617 1 715 1 816 1 923 15 17 1.6
Electricity 835 1 440 1 790 2 033 2 242 2 453 2 670 17 23 2.4
Heat 333 253 283 292 294 295 295 3 3 0.6
Biomass and waste 801 1 072 1 175 1 234 1 291 1 347 1 402 13 12 1.0
Other renewables 4 17 30 40 53 73 104 0 1 7.1
Industry 1 809 2 279 2 858 3 089 3 205 3 298 3 388 100 100 1.5
Coal 473 640 804 820 804 784 765 28 23 0.7
Oil 329 320 352 352 349 341 332 14 10 0.1
Gas 359 442 564 636 673 706 736 19 22 2.0
Electricity 379 580 781 898 979 1 048 1 118 25 33 2.6
Heat 151 110 127 131 127 124 121 5 4 0.4
Biomass and waste 116 186 228 252 272 294 315 8 9 2.0
Other renewables 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 2.9
Transport 1 579 2 283 2 615 2 734 2 880 3 066 3 257 100 100 1.4
Oil 1 483 2 135 2 415 2 499 2 602 2 735 2 863 94 88 1.1
Of which: Bunkers 199 329 351 376 398 424 454 14 14 1.2

Electricity 21 23 31 36 41 49 58 1 2 3.6
Biofuels 6 52 84 107 135 167 202 2 6 5.4
Other fuels 69 73 85 92 101 115 134 3 4 2.3
Buildings 2 254 2 844 3 108 3 282 3 449 3 622 3 804 100 100 1.1
Coal 241 125 132 124 115 103 90 4 2 !1.2
Oil 329 327 341 338 332 324 313 12 8 !0.2
Gas 431 612 674 716 759 803 850 22 22 1.3
Electricity 404 796 926 1 042 1 157 1 284 1 414 28 37 2.2
Heat 172 140 152 158 164 168 170 5 4 0.8
Biomass and waste 673 828 855 867 873 873 870 29 23 0.2
Other renewables 4 17 28 37 49 68 97 1 3 7.0
Other 651 923 1 029 1 072 1 111 1 148 1 180 100 100 0.9

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%)

World: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 545

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

TPED 15 124 17 173 18 302 14 185 14 561 14 870 100 100 1.6 0.8
Coal 4 416 5 060 5 419 3 716 2 606 2 316 30 16 1.9 !1.3
Oil 4 482 4 808 4 992 4 182 3 905 3 671 27 25 0.9 !0.3
Gas 3 247 3 848 4 206 3 030 3 237 3 208 23 22 2.0 0.9
Nuclear 908 1 024 1 054 973 1 452 1 664 6 11 1.6 3.4
Hydro 366 419 442 391 488 520 2 3 1.8 2.4
Biomass and waste 1 449 1 617 1 707 1 554 2 055 2 329 9 16 1.3 2.5
Other renewables 256 397 481 339 817 1 161 3 8 6.3 9.9
Power generation 6 070 7 297 8 002 5 553 5 815 6 149 100 100 2.2 1.1
Coal 2 957 3 547 3 883 2 376 1 400 1 163 49 19 2.3 !2.3
Oil 201 157 152 171 105 95 2 2 !2.1 !3.9
Gas 1 247 1 535 1 729 1 144 1 217 1 130 22 18 2.1 0.5
Nuclear 908 1 024 1 054 973 1 452 1 664 13 27 1.6 3.4
Hydro 366 419 442 391 488 520 6 8 1.8 2.4
Biomass and waste 172 273 332 206 434 576 4 9 5.0 7.2
Other renewables 219 341 410 293 720 1 002 5 16 6.4 10.1
Other energy sector 1 522 1 685 1 766 1 428 1 408 1 386 100 100 1.3 0.4
Electricity 375 452 493 348 373 386 28 28 2.1 1.2
TFC 10 348 11 619 12 303 9 841 10 259 10 400 100 100 1.5 0.9
Coal 1 031 1 031 1 023 944 825 771 8 7 0.9 !0.2
Oil 4 043 4 455 4 663 3 781 3 618 3 421 38 33 1.2 !0.0
Gas 1 651 1 895 2 033 1 560 1 676 1 740 17 17 1.8 1.2
Electricity 2 082 2 598 2 893 1 960 2 241 2 386 24 23 2.7 2.0
Heat 301 318 325 275 259 250 3 2 1.0 !0.0
Biomass and waste 1 204 1 267 1 296 1 275 1 542 1 672 11 16 0.7 1.7
Other renewables 36 56 71 46 98 160 1 2 5.6 8.9
Industry 3 153 3 511 3 695 2 981 3 074 3 090 100 100 1.9 1.2
Coal 843 860 865 773 686 650 23 21 1.2 0.1
Oil 361 366 365 344 332 316 10 10 0.5 !0.0
Gas 655 752 802 624 678 695 22 22 2.3 1.8
Electricity 920 1 129 1 243 861 956 989 34 32 3.0 2.1
Heat 135 137 137 125 115 110 4 4 0.9 0.0
Biomass and waste 239 266 282 252 303 326 8 11 1.6 2.2
Other renewables 1 1 1 1 2 3 0 0 2.9 7.7
Transport 2 776 3 218 3 466 2 628 2 746 2 744 100 100 1.6 0.7
Oil 2 553 2 924 3 124 2 367 2 248 2 090 90 76 1.5 !0.1
Of which: Bunkers 375 432 468 364 380 388 14 14 1.4 0.6
Electricity 35 46 53 39 79 133 2 5 3.2 6.9
Biofuels 97 135 159 127 294 370 5 13 4.4 7.9
Other fuels 92 113 130 94 125 150 4 5 2.2 2.8
Buildings 3 331 3 720 3 935 3 166 3 309 3 409 100 100 1.3 0.7
Coal 130 112 100 115 85 69 3 2 !0.8 !2.3
Oil 347 342 337 314 265 239 9 7 0.1 !1.2
Gas 729 835 896 672 690 705 23 21 1.5 0.5
Electricity 1 068 1 346 1 508 1 003 1 137 1 189 38 35 2.5 1.6
Heat 163 177 184 146 140 136 5 4 1.1 !0.1
Biomass and waste 859 854 844 873 901 920 21 27 0.1 0.4
Other renewables 34 53 67 43 91 150 2 4 5.5 8.8
Other 1 088 1 171 1 208 1 066 1 130 1 157 100 100 1.0 0.9

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario
2035

CAAGR (%)
2009!2035

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%)

World: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total generation 11 819 20 043 24 674 27 881 30 640 33 417 36 250 100 100 2.3
Coal 4 425 8 118 10 104 10 860 11 253 11 616 12 035 41 33 1.5
Oil 1 337 1 027 833 713 620 547 533 5 1 !2.5
Gas 1 727 4 299 5 280 6 020 6 676 7 376 7 923 21 22 2.4
Nuclear 2 013 2 697 3 062 3 576 3 984 4 337 4 658 13 13 2.1
Hydro 2 144 3 252 3 887 4 380 4 861 5 231 5 518 16 15 2.1
Biomass and waste 131 288 425 635 879 1 165 1 497 1 4 6.5
Wind 4 273 835 1 282 1 724 2 182 2 703 1 7 9.2
Geothermal 36 67 96 131 174 221 271 0 1 5.5
Solar PV 0 20 126 230 369 551 741 0 2 14.9
CSP 1 1 24 52 92 167 307 0 1 25.5
Marine 1 1 1 2 9 23 63 0 0 20.2

CAAGR (%)

2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total capacity 4 957 6 196 6 941 7 594 8 293 9 038 100 100 2.3
Coal 1 581 1 975 2 133 2 211 2 289 2 353 32 26 1.5
Oil 431 430 356 303 266 255 9 3 !2.0
Gas 1 298 1 602 1 749 1 868 2 016 2 185 26 24 2.0
Nuclear 393 431 495 546 591 633 8 7 1.8
Hydro 1 007 1 152 1 297 1 439 1 548 1 629 20 18 1.9
Biomass and waste 53 75 109 148 193 244 1 3 6.0
Wind 159 397 582 752 921 1 102 3 12 7.7
Geothermal 11 15 20 27 33 41 0 0 5.0
Solar PV 22 112 184 272 385 499 0 6 12.7
CSP 1 7 14 25 45 81 0 1 20.9
Marine 0 0 1 2 6 17 0 0 17.3

CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total CO2 20 936 28 844 33 135 34 407 35 045 35 709 36 367 100 100 0.9
Coal 8 314 12 455 14 938 15 423 15 339 15 129 14 949 43 41 0.7
Oil 8 818 10 629 11 524 11 699 11 917 12 226 12 554 37 35 0.6
Gas 3 803 5 760 6 673 7 284 7 789 8 354 8 865 20 24 1.7
Power generation 7 485 11 760 13 570 14 146 14 382 14 556 14 757 100 100 0.9
Coal 4 929 8 562 10 205 10 613 10 689 10 639 10 617 73 72 0.8
Oil 1 199 845 695 598 510 443 426 7 3 !2.6
Gas 1 357 2 353 2 671 2 936 3 184 3 473 3 714 20 25 1.8
TFC 12 446 15 618 17 948 18 559 18 948 19 380 19 791 100 100 0.9
Coal 3 247 3 619 4 398 4 445 4 311 4 150 3 990 23 20 0.4
Oil 7 064 9 142 10 190 10 461 10 761 11 125 11 454 59 58 0.9
Transport 4 396 6 358 7 192 7 447 7 756 8 154 8 539 41 43 1.1
Of which: Bunkers 614 1 016 1 083 1 160 1 227 1 307 1 395 7 7 1.2
Gas 2 136 2 857 3 360 3 653 3 876 4 104 4 346 18 22 1.6

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%)

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%)

Shares (%)Electricity generation (TWh)

World: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 547

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total generation 28 569 35 468 39 368 26 835 30 393 32 224 100 100 2.6 1.8
Coal 12 040 15 110 16 932 9 648 5 943 4 797 43 15 2.9 !2.0
Oil 750 603 591 644 394 360 2 1 !2.1 !4.0
Gas 5 967 7 631 8 653 5 543 6 226 5 608 22 17 2.7 1.0
Nuclear 3 495 3 938 4 053 3 741 5 582 6 396 10 20 1.6 3.4
Hydro 4 254 4 875 5 144 4 547 5 676 6 052 13 19 1.8 2.4
Biomass and waste 579 944 1 150 701 1 515 2 025 3 6 5.5 7.8
Wind 1 130 1 717 2 005 1 486 3 336 4 320 5 13 8.0 11.2
Geothermal 120 174 200 148 311 407 1 1 4.3 7.2
Solar PV 195 360 435 279 903 1 332 1 4 12.5 17.5
CSP 37 101 166 96 471 845 0 3 22.5 30.5
Marine 2 14 39 3 35 82 0 0 18.0 21.4

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total capacity 6 955 8 346 9 126 6 923 8 544 9 484 100 100 2.4 2.5
Coal 2 276 2 762 3 030 1 927 1 438 1 268 33 13 2.5 !0.8
Oil 358 273 264 348 236 213 3 2 !1.9 !2.7
Gas 1 767 2 108 2 333 1 727 2 014 2 111 26 22 2.3 1.9
Nuclear 485 539 549 519 758 865 6 9 1.3 3.1
Hydro 1 257 1 434 1 509 1 349 1 690 1 803 17 19 1.6 2.3
Biomass and waste 100 157 189 120 250 329 2 3 5.0 7.3
Wind 521 749 852 661 1 349 1 685 9 18 6.7 9.5
Geothermal 19 27 31 23 47 60 0 1 3.9 6.6
Solar PV 161 268 314 220 625 901 3 10 10.7 15.3
CSP 10 27 44 27 127 226 0 2 18.1 25.7
Marine 1 4 11 1 9 23 0 0 15.2 18.5

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total CO2 36 067 40 665 43 320 31 885 24 784 21 574 100 100 1.6 !1.1
Coal 16 725 18 938 20 182 13 917 7 575 5 356 47 25 1.9 !3.2
Oil 11 983 13 036 13 638 11 118 10 289 9 616 31 45 1.0 !0.4
Gas 7 360 8 691 9 500 6 850 6 921 6 603 22 31 1.9 0.5
Power generation 15 331 18 117 19 836 12 582 6 968 4 758 100 100 2.0 !3.4
Coal 11 772 14 026 15 309 9 371 4 054 2 254 77 47 2.3 !5.0
Oil 636 498 481 542 332 302 2 6 !2.1 !3.9
Gas 2 924 3 594 4 046 2 668 2 582 2 203 20 46 2.1 !0.3
TFC 18 993 20 663 21 516 17 686 16 281 15 346 100 100 1.2 !0.1
Coal 4 569 4 529 4 474 4 203 3 245 2 843 21 19 0.8 !0.9
Oil 10 693 11 847 12 441 9 961 9 384 8 769 58 57 1.2 !0.2
Transport 7 605 8 718 9 315 7 057 6 714 6 252 43 41 1.5 !0.1
Of which: Bunkers 1 158 1 332 1 440 1 126 1 176 1 201 7 8 1.4 0.6
Gas 3 730 4 286 4 602 3 522 3 653 3 733 21 24 1.8 1.0

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Electricity generation (TWh)

Electrical capacity (GW)

CO2 emissions (Mt)

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

CAAGR (%)
2009!2035

Shares (%)

2035
Shares (%) CAAGR (%)

2009!2035

2035

2035

Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2009!2035

World: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
TPED 4 521 5 236 5 549 5 575 5 598 5 640 5 681 100 100 0.3
Coal 1 080 1 033 1 097 1 046 984 896 802 20 14 !1.0
Oil 1 870 1 958 1 946 1 856 1 768 1 700 1 640 37 29 !0.7
Gas 843 1 248 1 362 1 404 1 438 1 486 1 516 24 27 0.7
Nuclear 451 585 610 635 662 691 722 11 13 0.8
Hydro 102 114 122 127 131 134 137 2 2 0.7
Biomass and waste 146 242 305 357 415 477 542 5 10 3.1
Other renewables 29 56 107 152 200 255 322 1 6 6.9
Power generation 1 719 2 175 2 322 2 370 2 422 2 473 2 503 100 100 0.5
Coal 759 846 870 823 767 686 593 39 24 !1.4
Oil 154 75 51 35 26 24 23 3 1 !4.5
Gas 176 434 479 501 521 556 575 20 23 1.1
Nuclear 451 585 610 635 662 691 722 27 29 0.8
Hydro 102 114 122 127 131 134 137 5 5 0.7
Biomass and waste 53 74 94 115 138 162 185 3 7 3.6
Other renewables 25 48 94 134 176 220 268 2 11 6.8
Other energy sector 398 447 453 451 449 446 444 100 100 !0.0
Electricity 105 123 129 130 132 133 132 27 30 0.3
TFC 3 110 3 581 3 837 3 866 3 884 3 919 3 962 100 100 0.4
Coal 236 115 137 132 125 118 111 3 3 !0.1
Oil 1 593 1 752 1 782 1 719 1 649 1 593 1 545 49 39 !0.5
Gas 589 709 774 787 797 804 810 20 20 0.5
Electricity 552 771 857 902 943 982 1 012 22 26 1.1
Heat 43 59 65 67 70 72 73 2 2 0.8
Biomass and waste 94 167 210 242 276 315 356 5 9 3.0
Other renewables 4 8 12 17 24 36 54 0 1 7.5
Industry 830 773 896 909 908 901 889 100 100 0.5
Coal 161 90 111 107 102 97 91 12 10 0.0
Oil 169 114 112 106 101 95 88 15 10 !1.0
Gas 226 236 277 279 277 274 268 31 30 0.5
Electricity 222 239 285 294 297 297 295 31 33 0.8
Heat 15 24 26 26 25 25 24 3 3 0.0
Biomass and waste 37 69 86 96 104 114 123 9 14 2.3
Other renewables 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 2.8
Transport 941 1 172 1 220 1 188 1 152 1 136 1 135 100 100 !0.1
Oil 914 1 106 1 131 1 083 1 027 987 958 94 84 !0.5
Electricity 8 10 12 13 15 17 20 1 2 2.8
Biofuels 0 35 55 68 83 101 120 3 11 4.8
Other fuels 19 21 23 24 27 31 38 2 3 2.3
Buildings 986 1 225 1 293 1 344 1 399 1 456 1 514 100 100 0.8
Coal 71 21 23 21 20 18 17 2 1 !0.8
Oil 209 166 160 154 147 139 130 14 9 !1.0
Gas 304 420 441 450 458 465 470 34 31 0.4
Electricity 316 514 552 586 623 660 690 42 46 1.1
Heat 27 35 39 41 44 47 49 3 3 1.3
Biomass and waste 56 61 68 76 85 97 110 5 7 2.3
Other renewables 4 8 11 15 22 32 49 1 3 7.3
Other 353 411 428 425 426 425 423 100 100 0.1

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%)

OECD: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 549

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

TPED 5 657 5 837 5 946 5 416 5 221 5 196 100 100 0.5 !0.0
Coal 1 126 1 132 1 111 980 498 436 19 8 0.3 !3.3
Oil 1 895 1 793 1 761 1 773 1 411 1 209 30 23 !0.4 !1.8
Gas 1 411 1 516 1 587 1 315 1 322 1 216 27 23 0.9 !0.1
Nuclear 620 636 642 647 828 900 11 17 0.4 1.7
Hydro 126 131 133 129 140 145 2 3 0.6 0.9
Biomass and waste 340 422 468 397 638 760 8 15 2.6 4.5
Other renewables 139 208 245 174 383 530 4 10 5.8 9.0
Power generation 2 409 2 580 2 655 2 300 2 289 2 355 100 100 0.8 0.3
Coal 895 902 876 772 317 263 33 11 0.1 !4.4
Oil 37 26 25 30 17 15 1 1 !4.2 !5.9
Gas 499 558 605 447 472 379 23 16 1.3 !0.5
Nuclear 620 636 642 647 828 900 24 38 0.4 1.7
Hydro 126 131 133 129 140 145 5 6 0.6 0.9
Biomass and waste 109 148 167 119 184 219 6 9 3.2 4.2
Other renewables 123 180 208 154 331 434 8 18 5.8 8.8
Other energy sector 459 466 472 434 400 379 100 100 0.2 !0.6
Electricity 132 139 140 127 123 121 30 32 0.5 !0.1
TFC 3 916 4 028 4 107 3 767 3 658 3 608 100 100 0.5 0.0
Coal 138 129 124 122 99 89 3 2 0.3 !1.0
Oil 1 755 1 682 1 662 1 645 1 325 1 143 40 32 !0.2 !1.6
Gas 795 828 847 757 733 725 21 20 0.7 0.1
Electricity 912 1 011 1 059 883 934 958 26 27 1.2 0.8
Heat 69 75 78 63 61 58 2 2 1.1 !0.0
Biomass and waste 231 274 300 277 454 540 7 15 2.3 4.6
Other renewables 16 28 37 20 53 95 1 3 6.0 9.9
Industry 916 927 927 884 859 836 100 100 0.7 0.3
Coal 112 106 102 99 83 76 11 9 0.5 !0.7
Oil 109 100 95 104 94 86 10 10 !0.7 !1.1
Gas 282 283 283 273 260 251 30 30 0.7 0.2
Electricity 298 312 317 286 280 272 34 33 1.1 0.5
Heat 26 26 26 25 23 22 3 3 0.3 !0.3
Biomass and waste 89 99 105 97 119 129 11 15 1.6 2.4
Other renewables 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 2.8 3.1
Transport 1 212 1 190 1 203 1 158 1 028 961 100 100 0.1 !0.8
Oil 1 109 1 060 1 055 1 037 783 638 88 66 !0.2 !2.1
Electricity 13 16 17 14 36 68 1 7 2.3 7.9
Biofuels 66 85 97 79 172 207 8 22 4.0 7.0
Other fuels 24 29 34 28 38 48 3 5 1.8 3.2
Buildings 1 357 1 481 1 549 1 298 1 345 1 387 100 100 0.9 0.5
Coal 22 19 19 19 13 10 1 1 !0.4 !2.9
Oil 156 144 136 139 102 83 9 6 !0.8 !2.6
Gas 455 482 497 424 404 395 32 29 0.6 !0.2
Electricity 593 674 716 575 611 611 46 44 1.3 0.7
Heat 43 49 52 37 37 36 3 3 1.5 0.1
Biomass and waste 73 87 95 86 129 162 6 12 1.7 3.8
Other renewables 15 25 34 18 49 90 2 6 5.9 9.9
Other 432 431 428 426 426 424 100 100 0.2 0.1

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

OECD: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total generation 7 629 10 394 11 455 11 997 12 504 12 959 13 304 100 100 1.0
Coal 3 093 3 620 3 785 3 673 3 504 3 210 2 882 35 22 !0.9
Oil 697 324 223 149 117 105 101 3 1 !4.4
Gas 770 2 361 2 662 2 827 2 966 3 139 3 182 23 24 1.2
Nuclear 1 729 2 242 2 352 2 445 2 551 2 663 2 779 22 21 0.8
Hydro 1 182 1 321 1 424 1 476 1 522 1 561 1 592 13 12 0.7
Biomass and waste 124 239 315 398 489 582 675 2 5 4.1
Wind 4 223 524 770 994 1 217 1 465 2 11 7.5
Geothermal 29 42 56 72 91 108 124 0 1 4.3
Solar PV 0 20 94 152 211 270 326 0 2 11.4
CSP 1 1 19 33 51 80 117 0 1 20.9
Marine 1 1 1 2 9 23 61 0 0 20.0

CAAGR (%)

2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total capacity 2 614 3 000 3 149 3 291 3 446 3 595 100 100 1.2
Coal 638 701 688 665 621 548 24 15 !0.6
Oil 218 199 135 101 86 82 8 2 !3.7
Gas 787 894 937 967 1 014 1 067 30 30 1.2
Nuclear 327 332 341 352 366 380 13 11 0.6
Hydro 454 472 489 504 517 527 17 15 0.6
Biomass and waste 41 52 64 78 92 106 2 3 3.8
Wind 120 246 344 424 498 575 5 16 6.2
Geothermal 7 9 11 14 16 19 0 1 3.7
Solar PV 22 89 131 170 207 243 1 7 9.7
CSP 1 5 9 14 21 31 0 1 16.6
Marine 0 0 1 2 6 17 0 0 17.2

CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total CO2 11 117 11 951 12 399 12 023 11 554 11 064 10 535 100 100 !0.5
Coal 4 155 3 971 4 201 3 980 3 681 3 269 2 824 33 27 !1.3
Oil 5 035 5 097 5 050 4 802 4 555 4 372 4 220 43 40 !0.7
Gas 1 928 2 883 3 149 3 242 3 317 3 424 3 491 24 33 0.7
Power generation 3 964 4 663 4 797 4 590 4 347 4 038 3 660 100 100 !0.9
Coal 3 066 3 407 3 508 3 305 3 044 2 666 2 252 73 62 !1.6
Oil 487 237 164 111 84 75 71 5 2 !4.5
Gas 411 1 018 1 125 1 175 1 219 1 296 1 337 22 37 1.1
TFC 6 559 6 632 6 950 6 777 6 562 6 379 6 224 100 100 !0.2
Coal 1 025 493 595 573 544 512 482 7 8 !0.1
Oil 4 185 4 503 4 569 4 386 4 177 4 011 3 869 68 62 !0.6
Transport 2 681 3 259 3 334 3 194 3 028 2 911 2 826 49 45 !0.5
Gas 1 349 1 636 1 786 1 818 1 840 1 857 1 872 25 30 0.5

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%)

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%)

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%)

OECD: New Policies Scenario
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A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total generation 12 143 13 371 13 939 11 743 12 286 12 541 100 100 1.1 0.7
Coal 4 005 4 246 4 262 3 433 1 441 1 161 31 9 0.6 !4.3
Oil 158 112 108 127 72 66 1 1 !4.1 !5.9
Gas 2 830 3 138 3 343 2 572 2 746 2 057 24 16 1.3 !0.5
Nuclear 2 389 2 450 2 472 2 495 3 189 3 463 18 28 0.4 1.7
Hydro 1 461 1 525 1 547 1 505 1 632 1 683 11 13 0.6 0.9
Biomass and waste 371 523 600 412 664 801 4 6 3.6 4.8
Wind 696 999 1 140 891 1 745 2 165 8 17 6.5 9.1
Geothermal 70 93 100 77 139 174 1 1 3.4 5.6
Solar PV 135 212 243 176 397 533 2 4 10.2 13.6
CSP 26 60 88 51 228 362 1 3 19.6 26.3
Marine 2 13 37 3 34 76 0 1 17.7 21.1

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total capacity 3 127 3 383 3 512 3 184 3 628 3 912 100 100 1.1 1.6
Coal 717 707 676 637 364 282 19 7 0.2 !3.1
Oil 135 87 84 131 73 64 2 2 !3.6 !4.6
Gas 943 1 033 1 099 934 1 040 1 072 31 27 1.3 1.2
Nuclear 334 339 337 349 435 468 10 12 0.1 1.4
Hydro 484 504 511 499 542 561 15 14 0.5 0.8
Biomass and waste 60 83 94 67 105 126 3 3 3.3 4.4
Wind 316 426 472 391 681 807 13 21 5.4 7.6
Geothermal 11 14 15 12 21 26 0 1 2.9 5.0
Solar PV 119 169 189 149 297 391 5 10 8.7 11.8
CSP 7 16 24 14 60 95 1 2 15.3 21.6
Marine 1 3 10 1 9 21 0 1 15.0 18.2

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total CO2 12 467 12 381 12 336 11 284 7 386 5 958 100 100 0.1 !2.6
Coal 4 297 4 234 4 085 3 679 1 034 552 33 9 0.1 !7.3
Oil 4 911 4 651 4 589 4 576 3 532 2 965 37 50 !0.4 !2.1
Gas 3 258 3 497 3 662 3 029 2 819 2 441 30 41 0.9 !0.6
Power generation 4 884 4 969 4 945 4 190 1 589 853 100 100 0.2 !6.3
Coal 3 594 3 582 3 452 3 052 600 194 70 23 0.1 !10.4
Oil 118 81 78 96 55 50 2 6 !4.2 !5.8
Gas 1 171 1 306 1 415 1 041 934 610 29 71 1.3 !2.0
TFC 6 915 6 738 6 705 6 468 5 226 4 573 100 100 0.0 !1.4
Coal 597 556 536 531 352 279 8 6 0.3 !2.2
Oil 4 481 4 268 4 211 4 189 3 244 2 713 63 59 !0.3 !1.9
Transport 3 269 3 127 3 113 3 059 2 309 1 883 46 41 !0.2 !2.1
Gas 1 836 1 914 1 958 1 748 1 629 1 581 29 35 0.7 !0.1

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

OECD: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
TPED 2 260 2 620 2 780 2 787 2 803 2 835 2 864 100 100 0.3
Coal 490 520 558 534 517 483 445 20 16 !0.6
Oil 920 1 003 1 021 974 923 894 866 38 30 !0.6
Gas 517 664 698 719 738 760 779 25 27 0.6
Nuclear 180 243 260 272 283 293 297 9 10 0.8
Hydro 52 59 63 64 66 68 69 2 2 0.6
Biomass and waste 82 109 138 161 192 228 265 4 9 3.5
Other renewables 19 23 42 62 84 110 143 1 5 7.3
Power generation 853 1 047 1 123 1 151 1 188 1 216 1 229 100 100 0.6
Coal 421 469 500 479 464 433 392 45 32 !0.7
Oil 47 27 17 13 9 8 7 3 1 !5.0
Gas 95 205 215 228 240 255 266 20 22 1.0
Nuclear 180 243 260 272 283 293 297 23 24 0.8
Hydro 52 59 63 64 66 68 69 6 6 0.6
Biomass and waste 41 23 29 37 48 62 76 2 6 4.8
Other renewables 18 21 39 57 77 98 121 2 10 7.0
Other energy sector 191 235 233 233 234 236 239 100 100 0.1
Electricity 56 62 65 67 68 69 70 26 29 0.5
TFC 1 547 1 788 1 917 1 920 1 922 1 946 1 975 100 100 0.4
Coal 61 28 33 31 29 27 25 2 1 !0.4
Oil 809 910 948 911 870 846 825 51 42 !0.4
Gas 361 380 402 403 405 407 409 21 21 0.3
Electricity 272 375 415 438 461 483 500 21 25 1.1
Heat 3 7 8 7 7 6 5 0 0 !1.2
Biomass and waste 41 86 110 124 143 166 188 5 10 3.1
Other renewables 0 2 3 5 7 12 22 0 1 10.1
Industry 361 345 400 405 403 398 390 100 100 0.5
Coal 51 26 31 29 28 26 24 7 6 !0.3
Oil 60 41 43 41 39 37 35 12 9 !0.6
Gas 138 138 157 156 154 150 145 40 37 0.2
Electricity 94 95 113 117 117 117 115 27 29 0.7
Heat 1 6 6 6 6 5 5 2 1 !0.8
Biomass and waste 17 39 50 55 59 63 66 11 17 2.0
Other renewables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.9
Transport 562 690 731 706 685 687 697 100 100 0.0
Oil 543 649 676 644 608 591 580 94 83 !0.4
Electricity 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 0 0 4.4
Biofuels ! 23 34 42 54 69 85 3 12 5.2
Other fuels 18 17 18 19 21 24 29 3 4 2.0
Buildings 460 572 591 611 635 661 689 100 100 0.7
Coal 10 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 !2.7
Oil 64 57 52 48 43 39 33 10 5 !2.0
Gas 184 209 210 211 213 216 218 37 32 0.2
Electricity 176 278 298 318 340 361 380 49 55 1.2
Heat 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 !3.7
Biomass and waste 24 24 25 27 30 33 37 4 5 1.7
Other renewables 0 2 3 4 6 11 20 0 3 10.0
Other 164 181 196 198 200 200 199 100 100 0.4

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%)

OECD Americas: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 553

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

TPED 2 833 2 919 2 980 2 724 2 613 2 608 100 100 0.5 !0.0
Coal 568 577 583 527 242 239 20 9 0.4 !3.0
Oil 994 937 919 932 732 621 31 24 !0.3 !1.8
Gas 724 770 795 667 722 660 27 25 0.7 !0.0
Nuclear 270 279 283 277 350 368 10 14 0.6 1.6
Hydro 64 67 68 65 68 70 2 3 0.5 0.6
Biomass and waste 156 201 226 182 317 383 8 15 2.9 5.0
Other renewables 57 88 105 73 181 266 4 10 6.1 9.9
Power generation 1 174 1 261 1 300 1 131 1 122 1 164 100 100 0.8 0.4
Coal 510 520 518 476 201 197 40 17 0.4 !3.3
Oil 14 8 7 11 6 6 1 0 !5.0 !5.8
Gas 227 252 267 196 266 214 21 18 1.0 0.2
Nuclear 270 279 283 277 350 368 22 32 0.6 1.6
Hydro 64 67 68 65 68 70 5 6 0.5 0.6
Biomass and waste 37 57 68 38 68 86 5 7 4.3 5.3
Other renewables 53 78 89 67 162 223 7 19 5.7 9.5
Other energy sector 237 245 252 224 211 202 100 100 0.3 !0.6
Electricity 68 72 73 65 64 63 29 31 0.7 0.1
TFC 1 944 1 987 2 025 1 876 1 813 1 786 100 100 0.5 !0.0
Coal 33 31 30 28 20 18 1 1 0.3 !1.7
Oil 931 888 879 874 693 593 43 33 !0.1 !1.6
Gas 408 415 421 388 365 357 21 20 0.4 !0.2
Electricity 442 492 515 430 460 474 25 27 1.2 0.9
Heat 8 7 6 7 6 5 0 0 !0.7 !1.4
Biomass and waste 119 144 158 144 249 297 8 17 2.4 4.9
Other renewables 5 10 16 6 20 42 1 2 8.9 13.0
Industry 407 408 405 392 372 358 100 100 0.6 0.1
Coal 31 29 28 26 20 17 7 5 0.3 !1.5
Oil 43 40 39 40 37 34 10 9 !0.2 !0.7
Gas 158 156 154 152 138 131 38 37 0.4 !0.2
Electricity 118 122 123 113 109 104 30 29 1.0 0.4
Heat 6 6 6 6 5 5 1 1 !0.2 !1.0
Biomass and waste 51 55 57 55 64 66 14 19 1.4 2.1
Other renewables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.9 0.9
Transport 723 710 722 692 621 586 100 100 0.2 !0.6
Oil 661 629 627 619 464 381 87 65 !0.1 !2.0
Electricity 2 2 3 2 13 32 0 6 3.3 13.8
Biofuels 41 57 67 50 117 141 9 24 4.2 7.2
Other fuels 19 22 25 21 27 32 3 5 1.4 2.4
Buildings 616 669 700 594 619 643 100 100 0.8 0.4
Coal 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 !0.3 !8.7
Oil 48 41 36 43 26 18 5 3 !1.7 !4.4
Gas 214 221 226 198 184 179 32 28 0.3 !0.6
Electricity 320 365 387 312 337 335 55 52 1.3 0.7
Heat 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 !3.6 !4.0
Biomass and waste 27 31 34 33 52 70 5 11 1.4 4.3
Other renewables 4 9 15 5 18 40 2 6 9.0 13.1
Other 198 199 198 199 200 200 100 100 0.4 0.4

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

OECD Americas: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total generation 3 819 5 090 5 584 5 881 6 169 6 432 6 636 100 100 1.0
Coal 1 796 2 029 2 193 2 172 2 141 2 057 1 931 40 29 !0.2
Oil 211 117 76 58 44 39 34 2 1 !4.7
Gas 406 1 130 1 226 1 323 1 411 1 506 1 575 22 24 1.3
Nuclear 687 931 998 1 047 1 089 1 125 1 142 18 17 0.8
Hydro 602 691 730 749 769 788 802 14 12 0.6
Biomass and waste 91 86 111 149 197 256 317 2 5 5.1
Wind 3 79 191 284 372 464 576 2 9 7.9
Geothermal 21 24 33 43 55 67 77 0 1 4.6
Solar PV 0 2 19 39 62 88 118 0 2 17.4
CSP 1 1 8 16 25 37 55 0 1 17.6
Marine 0 0 0 0 2 5 8 0 0 23.8

CAAGR (%)

2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total capacity 1 289 1 396 1 466 1 531 1 598 1 660 100 100 1.0
Coal 354 372 390 390 369 330 27 20 !0.3
Oil 93 84 54 37 31 27 7 2 !4.7
Gas 467 486 499 514 538 569 36 34 0.8
Nuclear 121 128 134 140 144 146 9 9 0.7
Hydro 193 199 205 211 216 220 15 13 0.5
Biomass and waste 16 20 26 33 42 51 1 3 4.6
Wind 39 85 121 152 182 216 3 13 6.8
Geothermal 4 5 7 8 10 12 0 1 4.0
Solar PV 2 13 26 40 56 73 0 4 15.4
CSP 0 2 4 6 9 14 0 1 14.0
Marine 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 19.3

CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total CO2 5 578 6 152 6 418 6 233 6 050 5 865 5 650 100 100 !0.3
Coal 1 920 1 967 2 116 2 021 1 941 1 786 1 596 32 28 !0.8
Oil 2 469 2 655 2 691 2 558 2 416 2 337 2 272 43 40 !0.6
Gas 1 189 1 530 1 611 1 653 1 693 1 742 1 782 25 32 0.6
Power generation 2 019 2 415 2 526 2 449 2 395 2 277 2 113 100 100 !0.5
Coal 1 647 1 845 1 965 1 874 1 806 1 659 1 476 76 70 !0.9
Oil 150 90 57 43 32 27 23 4 1 !5.0
Gas 222 480 503 532 558 590 613 20 29 0.9
TFC 3 213 3 361 3 521 3 406 3 277 3 202 3 141 100 100 !0.3
Coal 269 115 138 131 123 114 105 3 3 !0.3
Oil 2 115 2 369 2 456 2 344 2 220 2 149 2 091 70 67 !0.5
Transport 1 585 1 899 1 980 1 885 1 781 1 732 1 698 56 54 !0.4
Gas 829 877 928 931 935 939 945 26 30 0.3

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%)

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%)

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%)

OECD Americas: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 555

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total generation 5 931 6 556 6 847 5 763 6 102 6 252 100 100 1.1 0.8
Coal 2 301 2 458 2 513 2 138 939 882 37 14 0.8 !3.2
Oil 61 38 33 50 30 27 0 0 !4.7 !5.5
Gas 1 305 1 466 1 547 1 148 1 605 1 236 23 20 1.2 0.3
Nuclear 1 037 1 074 1 089 1 066 1 346 1 414 16 23 0.6 1.6
Hydro 745 775 785 752 795 814 11 13 0.5 0.6
Biomass and waste 143 231 279 153 283 360 4 6 4.6 5.7
Wind 251 365 421 338 717 938 6 15 6.6 10.0
Geothermal 42 57 60 46 87 111 1 2 3.6 6.1
Solar PV 33 60 74 46 144 213 1 3 15.4 20.1
CSP 12 27 39 27 152 249 1 4 16.1 24.6
Marine 0 3 6 0 5 8 0 0 22.2 23.5

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total capacity 1 457 1 569 1 622 1 460 1 627 1 771 100 100 0.9 1.2
Coal 403 409 393 352 180 150 24 8 0.4 !3.2
Oil 54 31 28 52 28 23 2 1 !4.5 !5.2
Gas 497 536 567 504 579 594 35 34 0.7 0.9
Nuclear 133 138 139 137 172 180 9 10 0.5 1.5
Hydro 204 212 215 206 218 223 13 13 0.4 0.6
Biomass and waste 25 38 45 26 46 58 3 3 4.1 5.2
Wind 109 149 166 139 263 331 10 19 5.7 8.6
Geothermal 7 9 9 7 13 16 1 1 3.1 5.4
Solar PV 22 39 47 29 88 130 3 7 13.5 18.0
CSP 3 7 10 7 39 64 1 4 12.6 20.8
Marine 0 1 1 0 1 2 0 0 17.7 19.1

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total CO2 6 438 6 405 6 414 5 950 3 759 3 017 100 100 0.2 !2.7
Coal 2 153 2 169 2 146 1 975 361 164 33 5 0.3 !9.1
Oil 2 622 2 472 2 443 2 445 1 870 1 562 38 52 !0.3 !2.0
Gas 1 663 1 765 1 824 1 530 1 529 1 291 28 43 0.7 !0.7
Power generation 2 572 2 639 2 650 2 334 818 430 100 100 0.4 !6.4
Coal 1 997 2 025 2 005 1 843 277 95 76 22 0.3 !10.8
Oil 45 27 23 37 21 19 1 4 !5.1 !5.8
Gas 530 587 622 454 520 316 23 74 1.0 !1.6
TFC 3 481 3 363 3 347 3 257 2 601 2 267 100 100 !0.0 !1.5
Coal 139 129 124 117 72 57 4 2 0.3 !2.7
Oil 2 401 2 275 2 251 2 245 1 718 1 431 67 63 !0.2 !1.9
Transport 1 936 1 842 1 837 1 811 1 360 1 116 55 49 !0.1 !2.0
Gas 941 959 972 895 810 780 29 34 0.4 !0.5

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

OECD Americas: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
TPED 1 915 2 160 2 285 2 264 2 257 2 262 2 265 100 100 0.2
Coal 460 485 517 493 479 451 419 22 19 !0.6
Oil 757 801 817 768 717 684 653 37 29 !0.8
Gas 438 534 558 562 568 577 583 25 26 0.3
Nuclear 159 216 230 241 249 255 257 10 11 0.7
Hydro 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 1 1 0.4
Biomass and waste 62 84 108 128 155 186 218 4 10 3.7
Other renewables 14 16 31 47 64 84 109 1 5 7.6
Power generation 750 898 957 972 997 1 012 1 013 100 100 0.5
Coal 396 440 464 444 432 407 372 49 37 !0.6
Oil 27 11 8 5 3 3 3 1 0 !4.9
Gas 90 173 178 183 188 197 203 19 20 0.6
Nuclear 159 216 230 241 249 255 257 24 25 0.7
Hydro 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 3 3 0.4
Biomass and waste 40 19 24 32 41 51 62 2 6 4.6
Other renewables 14 15 29 43 58 73 90 2 9 7.2
Other energy sector 150 173 170 163 157 151 148 100 100 !0.6
Electricity 49 48 49 50 51 51 51 28 35 0.3
TFC 1 294 1 463 1 562 1 551 1 542 1 553 1 569 100 100 0.3
Coal 56 24 28 27 25 23 20 2 1 !0.5
Oil 683 741 766 727 684 656 633 51 40 !0.6
Gas 303 312 331 330 330 329 330 21 21 0.2
Electricity 226 313 343 360 378 394 405 21 26 1.0
Heat 2 7 7 7 6 5 5 0 0 !1.4
Biomass and waste 23 65 84 97 114 135 156 4 10 3.4
Other renewables 0 2 3 4 6 11 19 0 1 10.0
Industry 284 259 301 301 296 288 279 100 100 0.3
Coal 46 22 27 25 23 22 20 8 7 !0.4
Oil 44 27 28 26 24 22 20 11 7 !1.2
Gas 110 106 123 121 118 114 108 41 39 0.1
Electricity 75 69 81 81 80 77 74 27 27 0.3
Heat ! 5 6 5 5 5 4 2 2 !0.9
Biomass and waste 9 30 37 42 46 49 52 11 19 2.2
Other renewables ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.7
Transport 488 578 610 583 560 559 564 100 100 !0.1
Oil 472 540 560 526 489 470 455 94 81 !0.7
Electricity 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 0 0 5.2
Biofuels ! 22 33 40 51 66 82 4 15 5.2
Other fuels 15 15 16 16 18 21 25 3 4 2.1
Buildings 389 482 497 511 529 549 570 100 100 0.7
Coal 10 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 !2.7
Oil 48 38 33 28 23 18 13 8 2 !4.0
Gas 164 183 184 183 184 186 187 38 33 0.1
Electricity 152 244 262 278 296 314 329 51 58 1.2
Heat 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 !4.4
Biomass and waste 14 13 13 15 17 19 22 3 4 2.1
Other renewables 0 1 2 4 6 10 18 0 3 10.2
Other 133 144 155 157 157 157 155 100 100 0.3

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%)

United States: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 557

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

TPED 2 304 2 327 2 354 2 215 2 076 2 066 100 100 0.3 !0.2
Coal 526 534 541 488 219 228 23 11 0.4 !2.9
Oil 786 719 695 740 563 469 30 23 !0.5 !2.0
Gas 562 573 578 520 560 495 25 24 0.3 !0.3
Nuclear 238 243 244 244 306 324 10 16 0.5 1.6
Hydro 25 26 26 25 26 27 1 1 0.4 0.5
Biomass and waste 124 165 188 143 256 308 8 15 3.2 5.1
Other renewables 44 68 82 56 146 216 3 10 6.4 10.5
Power generation 991 1 048 1 070 956 924 957 100 100 0.7 0.2
Coal 474 483 483 443 183 191 45 20 0.4 !3.2
Oil 5 4 3 4 3 3 0 0 !4.7 !5.2
Gas 178 185 188 157 223 169 18 18 0.3 !0.1
Nuclear 238 243 244 244 306 324 23 34 0.5 1.6
Hydro 25 26 26 25 26 27 2 3 0.4 0.5
Biomass and waste 32 49 59 32 55 67 6 7 4.4 4.9
Other renewables 40 59 67 51 129 177 6 19 6.0 10.1
Other energy sector 166 158 158 157 135 125 100 100 !0.4 !1.3
Electricity 51 53 54 49 47 46 34 37 0.4 !0.2
TFC 1 573 1 583 1 604 1 515 1 446 1 419 100 100 0.4 !0.1
Coal 28 26 25 23 17 14 2 1 0.2 !2.0
Oil 744 692 677 700 539 455 42 32 !0.3 !1.9
Gas 334 336 338 316 292 284 21 20 0.3 !0.4
Electricity 363 399 415 354 375 382 26 27 1.1 0.8
Heat 7 6 5 6 5 4 0 0 !0.9 !1.6
Biomass and waste 93 116 129 111 202 241 8 17 2.7 5.2
Other renewables 4 9 15 5 17 38 1 3 9.0 13.0
Industry 302 295 289 289 267 252 100 100 0.4 !0.1
Coal 27 25 24 22 16 14 8 6 0.3 !1.7
Oil 27 24 23 25 22 20 8 8 !0.7 !1.3
Gas 122 118 115 117 103 96 40 38 0.3 !0.4
Electricity 82 81 79 78 71 66 27 26 0.5 !0.2
Heat 6 5 5 5 5 4 2 2 !0.4 !1.1
Biomass and waste 38 42 43 41 50 53 15 21 1.5 2.2
Other renewables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.7 0.7
Transport 599 578 582 572 506 476 100 100 0.0 !0.7
Oil 542 502 495 508 371 300 85 63 !0.3 !2.2
Electricity 1 1 2 1 10 26 0 5 3.6 15.1
Biofuels 40 55 65 44 102 121 11 25 4.2 6.7
Other fuels 16 19 21 18 24 28 4 6 1.4 2.6
Buildings 515 555 578 497 516 535 100 100 0.7 0.4
Coal 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 !0.3 !9.2
Oil 28 19 15 25 11 4 3 1 !3.6 !8.7
Gas 186 190 193 171 157 151 33 28 0.2 !0.7
Electricity 280 316 334 274 294 290 58 54 1.2 0.7
Heat 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 !4.3 !4.7
Biomass and waste 14 18 20 20 37 52 3 10 1.8 5.6
Other renewables 4 9 15 4 17 38 3 7 9.2 13.2
Other 156 156 155 157 157 156 100 100 0.3 0.3

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

United States: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total generation 3 203 4 165 4 544 4 756 4 967 5 157 5 292 100 100 0.9
Coal 1 700 1 893 2 026 2 009 1 992 1 936 1 837 45 35 !0.1
Oil 131 50 38 23 17 16 15 1 0 !4.6
Gas 382 950 1 011 1 059 1 102 1 156 1 195 23 23 0.9
Nuclear 612 830 883 927 957 980 990 20 19 0.7
Hydro 273 276 278 287 295 301 306 7 6 0.4
Biomass and waste 86 72 94 128 170 217 266 2 5 5.1
Wind 3 74 165 242 315 388 472 2 9 7.4
Geothermal 16 17 23 31 40 48 55 0 1 4.6
Solar PV 0 2 18 38 58 81 106 0 2 17.2
CSP 1 1 8 14 20 30 45 0 1 16.7
Marine ! ! 0 0 1 3 5 ! 0 n.a.

CAAGR (%)

2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total capacity 1 083 1 162 1 213 1 260 1 307 1 342 100 100 0.8
Coal 333 347 366 367 349 314 31 23 !0.2
Oil 69 61 33 22 19 17 6 1 !5.2
Gas 422 431 434 437 450 468 39 35 0.4
Nuclear 106 112 117 121 123 124 10 9 0.6
Hydro 101 104 107 110 112 114 9 8 0.5
Biomass and waste 12 15 21 27 34 42 1 3 5.0
Wind 35 73 102 127 151 176 3 13 6.4
Geothermal 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 1 3.9
Solar PV 2 13 25 37 50 64 0 5 15.1
CSP 0 2 4 5 8 11 0 1 13.1
Marine ! 0 0 0 1 1 ! 0 n.a.

CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total CO2 4 850 5 168 5 379 5 159 4 962 4 765 4 539 100 100 !0.5
Coal 1 797 1 832 1 953 1 864 1 795 1 664 1 498 35 33 !0.8
Oil 2 042 2 101 2 133 1 995 1 855 1 771 1 700 41 37 !0.8
Gas 1 011 1 235 1 292 1 300 1 312 1 329 1 341 24 30 0.3
Power generation 1 848 2 171 2 268 2 181 2 132 2 025 1 875 100 100 !0.6
Coal 1 550 1 729 1 824 1 738 1 681 1 559 1 399 80 75 !0.8
Oil 88 39 29 16 12 11 11 2 1 !4.9
Gas 210 403 415 426 439 455 465 19 25 0.6
TFC 2 730 2 739 2 862 2 734 2 596 2 507 2 433 100 100 !0.5
Coal 245 97 118 111 102 94 85 4 3 !0.5
Oil 1 788 1 920 1 976 1 858 1 729 1 650 1 584 70 65 !0.7
Transport 1 376 1 580 1 639 1 539 1 432 1 375 1 331 58 55 !0.7
Gas 697 723 768 765 764 763 765 26 31 0.2

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%)

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%)

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%)

United States: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 559

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total generation 4 794 5 233 5 427 4 667 4 878 4 956 100 100 1.0 0.7
Coal 2 133 2 281 2 344 1 985 853 853 43 17 0.8 !3.0
Oil 24 17 16 20 15 14 0 0 !4.4 !4.9
Gas 1 024 1 072 1 089 912 1 347 975 20 20 0.5 0.1
Nuclear 917 934 937 938 1 176 1 244 17 25 0.5 1.6
Hydro 285 298 303 288 304 310 6 6 0.4 0.5
Biomass and waste 123 204 246 131 234 292 5 6 4.8 5.5
Wind 215 302 339 295 612 763 6 15 6.0 9.4
Geothermal 31 43 44 32 64 82 1 2 3.8 6.2
Solar PV 31 57 70 43 129 187 1 4 15.4 19.8
CSP 12 25 35 23 141 232 1 5 15.6 24.3
Marine 0 2 4 0 3 5 0 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total capacity 1 207 1 283 1 314 1 205 1 317 1 415 100 100 0.7 1.0
Coal 379 384 369 328 162 137 28 10 0.4 !3.4
Oil 33 20 18 31 16 14 1 1 !5.0 !6.0
Gas 431 445 461 441 495 497 35 35 0.3 0.6
Nuclear 116 118 118 118 148 156 9 11 0.4 1.5
Hydro 107 111 113 108 113 115 9 8 0.4 0.5
Biomass and waste 20 32 39 21 37 46 3 3 4.7 5.4
Wind 92 123 135 120 223 267 10 19 5.3 8.1
Geothermal 5 7 7 5 10 12 1 1 3.2 5.4
Solar PV 21 37 44 27 77 111 3 8 13.5 17.6
CSP 3 6 9 6 36 59 1 4 12.1 20.5
Marine 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total CO2 5 339 5 206 5 162 4 946 2 896 2 257 100 100 !0.0 !3.1
Coal 1 990 2 000 1 986 1 829 292 147 38 7 0.3 !9.2
Oil 2 050 1 883 1 839 1 918 1 422 1 167 36 52 !0.5 !2.2
Gas 1 300 1 322 1 336 1 199 1 182 944 26 42 0.3 !1.0
Power generation 2 290 2 321 2 316 2 095 663 327 100 100 0.2 !7.0
Coal 1 856 1 879 1 868 1 718 223 91 81 28 0.3 !10.7
Oil 17 12 11 14 10 10 0 3 !4.7 !5.2
Gas 416 430 437 363 429 226 19 69 0.3 !2.2
TFC 2 799 2 642 2 601 2 618 2 030 1 746 100 100 !0.2 !1.7
Coal 118 108 103 98 59 45 4 3 0.2 !2.9
Oil 1 908 1 755 1 715 1 788 1 321 1 080 66 62 !0.4 !2.2
Transport 1 586 1 469 1 448 1 488 1 085 880 56 50 !0.3 !2.2
Gas 774 778 783 732 650 621 30 36 0.3 !0.6

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

United States: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
TPED 1 630 1 766 1 863 1 876 1 882 1 890 1 904 100 100 0.3
Coal 452 290 294 268 242 209 185 16 10 !1.7
Oil 615 617 596 572 548 523 503 35 26 !0.8
Gas 260 441 495 515 528 547 551 25 29 0.9
Nuclear 205 230 230 226 222 224 228 13 12 !0.0
Hydro 38 44 48 50 52 54 55 3 3 0.8
Biomass and waste 54 117 147 172 195 217 240 7 13 2.8
Other renewables 5 26 53 73 94 117 143 1 8 6.7
Power generation 626 739 775 785 794 809 823 100 100 0.4
Coal 278 219 204 181 159 130 110 30 13 !2.6
Oil 51 25 17 12 9 7 7 3 1 !5.0
Gas 41 154 173 185 194 210 213 21 26 1.3
Nuclear 205 230 230 226 222 224 228 31 28 !0.0
Hydro 38 44 48 50 52 54 55 6 7 0.8
Biomass and waste 9 45 58 68 78 85 92 6 11 2.8
Other renewables 3 21 45 63 81 99 119 3 14 6.9
Other energy sector 151 143 148 144 140 136 131 100 100 !0.4
Electricity 39 44 44 43 44 44 43 30 33 !0.1
TFC 1 131 1 241 1 330 1 354 1 373 1 386 1 403 100 100 0.5
Coal 126 49 57 55 52 48 46 4 3 !0.2
Oil 523 547 540 522 504 482 464 44 33 !0.6
Gas 201 263 298 307 313 316 318 21 23 0.7
Electricity 193 259 287 302 317 330 341 21 24 1.1
Heat 40 47 52 55 58 60 62 4 4 1.1
Biomass and waste 45 71 89 104 117 131 147 6 11 2.8
Other renewables 2 5 8 10 13 18 24 0 2 6.0
Industry 324 275 321 326 328 328 326 100 100 0.7
Coal 71 28 36 34 33 31 29 10 9 0.1
Oil 59 38 36 34 32 29 26 14 8 !1.4
Gas 78 76 95 96 96 95 93 28 29 0.8
Electricity 88 95 111 115 117 118 118 34 36 0.9
Heat 14 15 17 17 17 17 17 6 5 0.3
Biomass and waste 14 22 27 30 34 37 42 8 13 2.5
Other renewables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.8
Transport 268 343 351 350 341 330 325 100 100 !0.2
Oil 262 322 321 313 300 284 274 94 84 !0.6
Electricity 5 6 8 8 9 10 12 2 4 2.4
Biofuels 0 12 20 25 29 31 33 3 10 4.1
Other fuels 1 2 3 3 4 5 6 1 2 3.7
Buildings 406 484 518 544 570 595 619 100 100 1.0
Coal 51 18 19 18 17 15 15 4 2 !0.7
Oil 97 71 69 67 64 62 58 15 9 !0.8
Gas 105 170 185 192 198 201 203 35 33 0.7
Electricity 96 153 163 174 186 197 207 32 33 1.2
Heat 24 31 35 38 40 43 45 6 7 1.4
Biomass and waste 30 35 40 46 52 60 68 7 11 2.6
Other renewables 2 5 7 10 13 17 23 1 4 5.9
Other 133 140 139 134 133 133 132 100 100 !0.2

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%)

OECD Europe: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 561

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

TPED 1 897 1 960 1 995 1 804 1 759 1 746 100 100 0.5 !0.0
Coal 302 299 280 233 133 106 14 6 !0.1 !3.8
Oil 587 564 558 545 440 380 28 22 !0.4 !1.9
Gas 514 563 600 479 430 395 30 23 1.2 !0.4
Nuclear 215 189 178 228 274 296 9 17 !1.0 1.0
Hydro 50 52 53 52 57 59 3 3 0.7 1.1
Biomass and waste 164 196 213 186 270 313 11 18 2.3 3.9
Other renewables 67 97 114 81 155 198 6 11 5.8 8.1
Power generation 793 843 866 746 750 768 100 100 0.6 0.1
Coal 213 218 202 151 64 44 23 6 !0.3 !6.0
Oil 13 8 8 11 6 6 1 1 !4.2 !5.6
Gas 182 215 243 164 119 89 28 12 1.8 !2.1
Nuclear 215 189 178 228 274 296 21 39 !1.0 1.0
Hydro 50 52 53 52 57 59 6 8 0.7 1.1
Biomass and waste 64 78 85 70 98 111 10 15 2.5 3.5
Other renewables 57 83 97 70 131 162 11 21 6.1 8.2
Other energy sector 146 141 138 139 122 113 100 100 !0.1 !0.9
Electricity 44 46 46 42 40 40 33 35 0.2 !0.4
TFC 1 372 1 434 1 470 1 313 1 295 1 280 100 100 0.7 0.1
Coal 56 51 49 50 41 36 3 3 0.0 !1.1
Oil 536 519 515 498 405 350 35 27 !0.2 !1.7
Gas 310 328 338 293 291 287 23 22 1.0 0.3
Electricity 306 342 359 294 312 322 24 25 1.3 0.8
Heat 56 63 66 51 50 48 4 4 1.3 0.1
Biomass and waste 100 117 128 115 172 201 9 16 2.3 4.1
Other renewables 9 14 17 11 24 36 1 3 4.5 7.6
Industry 328 334 336 319 317 312 100 100 0.8 0.5
Coal 35 32 31 33 28 26 9 8 0.3 !0.4
Oil 34 30 27 33 28 25 8 8 !1.3 !1.6
Gas 96 97 97 93 93 90 29 29 0.9 0.7
Electricity 116 123 125 112 111 109 37 35 1.1 0.5
Heat 17 17 18 16 16 15 5 5 0.5 0.0
Biomass and waste 29 34 38 31 40 46 11 15 2.1 2.9
Other renewables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.8 8.5
Transport 354 354 360 339 302 280 100 100 0.2 !0.8
Oil 319 313 315 298 231 191 87 68 !0.1 !2.0
Electricity 8 10 11 9 15 23 3 8 2.0 5.1
Biofuels 24 27 29 28 48 55 8 19 3.5 6.0
Other fuels 3 4 5 4 7 11 1 4 3.4 6.6
Buildings 549 605 635 522 544 557 100 100 1.1 0.5
Coal 18 16 16 16 11 9 2 2 !0.5 !2.7
Oil 67 63 60 61 46 37 9 7 !0.6 !2.4
Gas 194 211 220 182 177 172 35 31 1.0 0.0
Electricity 177 204 218 169 182 186 34 33 1.4 0.8
Heat 39 45 48 34 34 33 8 6 1.7 0.2
Biomass and waste 44 53 58 50 72 86 9 15 1.9 3.5
Other renewables 9 13 16 11 23 34 3 6 4.4 7.5
Other 141 140 139 134 132 132 100 100 !0.0 !0.2

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

OECD Europe: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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562 World Energy Outlook 2011 - ANNEXES

CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total generation 2 683 3 508 3 835 4 003 4 178 4 335 4 450 100 100 0.9
Coal 1 040 897 853 764 697 575 498 26 11 !2.2
Oil 216 94 62 43 32 27 26 3 1 !4.8
Gas 168 831 911 966 1 023 1 094 1 057 24 24 0.9
Nuclear 787 884 883 866 850 859 874 25 20 !0.0
Hydro 446 515 556 584 606 622 636 15 14 0.8
Biomass and waste 21 127 171 207 241 267 291 4 7 3.2
Wind 1 135 310 449 567 675 784 4 18 7.0
Geothermal 4 11 14 17 21 25 29 0 1 4.0
Solar PV 0 14 64 90 116 139 156 0 4 9.7
CSP ! 0 9 14 22 36 51 0 1 34.7
Marine 1 0 1 2 5 14 47 0 1 19.1

CAAGR (%)

2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total capacity 900 1 130 1 180 1 233 1 294 1 356 100 100 1.6
Coal 179 220 189 169 150 123 20 9 !1.4
Oil 67 64 48 37 31 30 7 2 !3.0
Gas 206 264 272 286 303 320 23 24 1.7
Nuclear 138 131 126 121 122 124 15 9 !0.4
Hydro 193 204 213 220 226 231 21 17 0.7
Biomass and waste 21 26 32 37 41 44 2 3 3.0
Wind 76 151 209 252 289 324 8 24 5.7
Geothermal 2 2 3 3 4 4 0 0 3.2
Solar PV 17 64 84 101 115 127 2 9 8.2
CSP 0 3 4 6 10 15 0 1 20.4
Marine 0 0 1 1 4 13 0 1 16.5

CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total CO2 3 964 3 778 3 841 3 712 3 555 3 374 3 229 100 100 !0.6
Coal 1 713 1 132 1 130 1 019 899 749 651 30 20 !2.1
Oil 1 674 1 638 1 579 1 515 1 445 1 371 1 314 43 41 !0.8
Gas 578 1 008 1 132 1 179 1 211 1 254 1 264 27 39 0.9
Power generation 1 398 1 337 1 301 1 210 1 113 1 011 931 100 100 !1.4
Coal 1 139 896 841 740 634 500 415 67 45 !2.9
Oil 164 80 55 38 27 23 21 6 2 !5.0
Gas 95 361 405 432 451 488 495 27 53 1.2
TFC 2 389 2 258 2 362 2 329 2 275 2 201 2 141 100 100 !0.2
Coal 535 208 249 239 226 212 201 9 9 !0.1
Oil 1 394 1 443 1 426 1 382 1 326 1 260 1 207 64 56 !0.7
Transport 775 965 961 936 897 850 820 43 38 !0.6
Gas 460 607 687 708 722 730 734 27 34 0.7

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%)

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%)

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%)

OECD Europe: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 563

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total generation 4 056 4 499 4 700 3 899 4 082 4 193 100 100 1.1 0.7
Coal 925 1 010 982 647 262 179 21 4 0.4 !6.0
Oil 45 31 32 37 23 20 1 0 !4.1 !5.7
Gas 974 1 138 1 259 887 612 379 27 9 1.6 !3.0
Nuclear 824 727 681 877 1 050 1 137 14 27 !1.0 1.0
Hydro 576 606 616 600 658 683 13 16 0.7 1.1
Biomass and waste 192 242 264 217 311 358 6 9 2.8 4.1
Wind 409 568 642 495 862 1 021 14 24 6.2 8.1
Geothermal 16 21 24 18 31 38 1 1 3.2 5.0
Solar PV 83 118 130 99 182 231 3 6 8.9 11.4
CSP 12 29 42 21 64 87 1 2 33.7 37.5
Marine 1 8 28 2 25 61 1 1 16.8 20.3

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total capacity 1 163 1 257 1 313 1 215 1 429 1 534 100 100 1.5 2.1
Coal 199 180 166 180 120 81 13 5 !0.3 !3.0
Oil 48 30 30 48 27 24 2 2 !3.1 !3.9
Gas 277 317 347 275 303 319 26 21 2.0 1.7
Nuclear 121 105 96 129 150 160 7 10 !1.4 0.6
Hydro 210 220 223 218 239 248 17 16 0.6 1.0
Biomass and waste 29 37 40 33 48 55 3 4 2.6 3.8
Wind 194 255 279 231 363 410 21 27 5.1 6.7
Geothermal 3 3 4 3 5 6 0 0 2.6 4.2
Solar PV 78 100 108 91 150 189 8 12 7.5 9.8
CSP 3 8 12 6 18 25 1 2 19.4 22.8
Marine 0 2 8 1 7 17 1 1 14.3 17.7

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total CO2 3 881 3 905 3 899 3 407 2 398 1 996 100 100 0.1 !2.4
Coal 1 156 1 127 1 049 871 339 221 27 11 !0.3 !6.1
Oil 1 548 1 484 1 468 1 441 1 128 950 38 48 !0.4 !2.1
Gas 1 177 1 294 1 382 1 096 930 824 35 41 1.2 !0.8
Power generation 1 337 1 398 1 395 1 026 423 251 100 100 0.2 !6.2
Coal 872 871 803 611 154 69 58 28 !0.4 !9.4
Oil 41 27 26 35 20 18 2 7 !4.2 !5.6
Gas 425 500 566 380 249 164 41 65 1.7 !3.0
TFC 2 369 2 340 2 338 2 215 1 832 1 616 100 100 0.1 !1.3
Coal 244 220 211 222 151 120 9 7 0.1 !2.1
Oil 1 411 1 362 1 347 1 316 1 034 869 58 54 !0.3 !1.9
Transport 955 937 941 893 692 570 40 35 !0.1 !2.0
Gas 714 758 780 677 646 627 33 39 1.0 0.1

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

OECD Europe: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
TPED 1 633 1 654 1 731 1 734 1 727 1 724 1 731 100 100 0.2
Coal 455 267 260 228 198 163 140 16 8 !2.5
Oil 601 575 551 524 497 469 446 35 26 !1.0
Gas 295 416 468 485 498 513 515 25 30 0.8
Nuclear 207 233 230 231 227 230 237 14 14 0.1
Hydro 25 28 30 31 32 33 34 2 2 0.7
Biomass and waste 46 115 146 171 193 214 236 7 14 2.8
Other renewables 3 20 45 64 83 103 125 1 7 7.4
Power generation 644 698 725 730 731 741 754 100 100 0.3
Coal 286 210 191 162 135 105 85 30 11 !3.4
Oil 61 26 18 12 9 7 7 4 1 !5.1
Gas 54 139 158 169 177 192 194 20 26 1.3
Nuclear 207 233 230 231 227 230 237 33 31 0.1
Hydro 25 28 30 31 32 33 34 4 4 0.7
Biomass and waste 8 44 56 66 75 82 88 6 12 2.7
Other renewables 3 18 41 59 76 92 110 3 15 7.3
Other energy sector 150 133 134 129 125 120 115 100 100 !0.6
Electricity 39 41 40 39 39 38 37 31 33 !0.3
TFC 1 124 1 155 1 230 1 247 1 258 1 262 1 271 100 100 0.4
Coal 123 36 40 38 34 31 29 3 2 !0.9
Oil 500 505 496 477 455 430 408 44 32 !0.8
Gas 224 258 291 299 305 307 308 22 24 0.7
Electricity 185 234 256 268 279 290 298 20 23 0.9
Heat 54 49 54 57 59 62 64 4 5 1.0
Biomass and waste 38 71 90 105 117 131 147 6 12 2.9
Other renewables 1 2 3 5 7 10 15 0 1 7.8
Industry 341 255 295 298 297 295 292 100 100 0.5
Coal 69 23 27 26 24 22 20 9 7 !0.5
Oil 57 36 34 32 30 27 24 14 8 !1.5
Gas 97 74 92 93 93 92 90 29 31 0.7
Electricity 85 85 98 101 102 101 101 33 34 0.7
Heat 19 15 16 16 16 16 16 6 5 0.2
Biomass and waste 14 22 27 30 33 37 42 9 14 2.5
Other renewables ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.6
Transport 258 322 331 329 317 301 292 100 100 !0.4
Oil 252 302 301 291 275 256 241 94 83 !0.9
Electricity 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 2 4 2.3
Biofuels 0 12 20 26 29 31 33 4 11 4.0
Other fuels 1 2 3 3 4 5 6 1 2 3.9
Buildings 394 451 478 501 525 547 569 100 100 0.9
Coal 50 11 11 10 8 7 7 3 1 !1.9
Oil 89 64 61 60 58 55 52 14 9 !0.8
Gas 107 166 179 186 191 193 195 37 34 0.6
Electricity 90 139 147 155 165 176 183 31 32 1.1
Heat 33 34 37 40 43 46 48 7 8 1.4
Biomass and waste 23 35 40 46 53 60 69 8 12 2.6
Other renewables 1 2 3 5 7 10 15 0 3 7.8
Other 132 127 125 119 119 118 118 100 100 !0.3

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%)

European Union: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 565

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

TPED 1 754 1 791 1 818 1 670 1 618 1 606 100 100 0.4 !0.1
Coal 257 243 221 200 114 92 12 6 !0.7 !4.0
Oil 541 512 503 500 395 336 28 21 !0.5 !2.0
Gas 486 530 566 450 402 367 31 23 1.2 !0.5
Nuclear 219 197 188 233 273 296 10 18 !0.8 0.9
Hydro 31 32 33 32 35 36 2 2 0.6 1.0
Biomass and waste 162 193 209 184 265 306 12 19 2.3 3.8
Other renewables 58 84 99 71 135 172 5 11 6.4 8.7
Power generation 734 770 788 695 697 717 100 100 0.5 0.1
Coal 190 183 165 138 63 47 21 7 !0.9 !5.6
Oil 13 8 8 12 7 6 1 1 !4.5 !5.5
Gas 166 197 225 147 108 80 29 11 1.9 !2.1
Nuclear 219 197 188 233 273 296 24 41 !0.8 0.9
Hydro 31 32 33 32 35 36 4 5 0.6 1.0
Biomass and waste 62 75 81 69 94 107 10 15 2.4 3.5
Other renewables 53 76 89 65 118 145 11 20 6.4 8.5
Other energy sector 131 125 122 124 108 99 100 100 !0.3 !1.1
Electricity 40 41 40 38 36 35 33 35 !0.0 !0.5
TFC 1 266 1 311 1 339 1 210 1 182 1 165 100 100 0.6 0.0
Coal 39 32 30 35 26 22 2 2 !0.7 !1.9
Oil 491 469 461 455 361 307 34 26 !0.3 !1.9
Gas 302 320 328 286 281 276 25 24 0.9 0.3
Electricity 271 300 314 261 275 284 23 24 1.1 0.7
Heat 58 65 68 52 51 50 5 4 1.3 0.1
Biomass and waste 100 117 128 115 171 199 10 17 2.3 4.1
Other renewables 5 8 10 6 16 27 1 2 6.0 10.1
Industry 299 300 301 291 285 280 100 100 0.6 0.4
Coal 26 22 20 24 20 18 7 6 !0.5 !0.9
Oil 32 28 25 31 26 23 8 8 !1.4 !1.8
Gas 94 94 94 90 89 87 31 31 0.9 0.6
Electricity 101 106 108 97 95 93 36 33 0.9 0.4
Heat 16 16 17 16 15 14 5 5 0.4 !0.1
Biomass and waste 29 34 38 31 40 46 13 16 2.1 2.8
Other renewables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.6 5.3
Transport 333 326 328 319 278 254 100 100 0.1 !0.9
Oil 298 287 284 278 208 168 87 66 !0.2 !2.2
Electricity 8 9 10 8 14 21 3 8 1.9 4.9
Biofuels 24 26 28 28 48 54 8 21 3.3 6.0
Other fuels 3 4 5 4 7 11 2 4 3.6 6.2
Buildings 507 559 587 481 502 514 100 100 1.0 0.5
Coal 10 8 8 8 4 3 1 0 !1.5 !5.6
Oil 61 57 55 55 42 34 9 7 !0.6 !2.4
Gas 188 203 211 175 169 163 36 32 0.9 !0.1
Electricity 158 181 192 151 163 167 33 33 1.3 0.7
Heat 41 48 51 36 36 35 9 7 1.7 0.2
Biomass and waste 45 54 60 50 72 86 10 17 2.1 3.5
Other renewables 5 8 10 6 16 26 2 5 6.0 10.1
Other 127 125 124 119 118 117 100 100 !0.1 !0.3

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

European Union: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total generation 2 568 3 170 3 439 3 566 3 700 3 820 3 904 100 100 0.8
Coal 1 050 849 783 667 581 454 373 27 10 !3.1
Oil 221 96 63 42 30 26 24 3 1 !5.2
Gas 191 726 800 848 903 965 920 23 24 0.9
Nuclear 795 894 883 885 872 882 907 28 23 0.1
Hydro 286 328 353 365 375 384 393 10 10 0.7
Biomass and waste 20 124 167 201 233 257 279 4 7 3.2
Wind 1 133 306 440 551 646 737 4 19 6.8
Geothermal 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 0 1 5.2
Solar PV 0 14 64 89 114 137 153 0 4 9.6
CSP ! 0 9 14 22 36 51 0 1 34.7
Marine 1 0 1 2 5 14 47 0 1 19.1

CAAGR (%)

2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total capacity 834 1 049 1 090 1 132 1 180 1 230 100 100 1.5
Coal 177 215 180 158 137 108 21 9 !1.9
Oil 66 61 45 33 27 26 8 2 !3.6
Gas 193 246 252 263 277 292 23 24 1.6
Nuclear 139 131 129 124 125 129 17 10 !0.3
Hydro 146 151 156 161 165 169 17 14 0.6
Biomass and waste 20 26 31 36 39 43 2 3 2.9
Wind 75 150 207 248 280 307 9 25 5.6
Geothermal 1 1 2 2 3 3 0 0 4.3
Solar PV 17 64 83 100 114 126 2 10 8.1
CSP 0 3 4 6 10 15 0 1 20.4
Marine 0 0 1 1 4 13 0 1 16.5

CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total CO2 4 035 3 529 3 542 3 377 3 186 2 981 2 827 100 100 !0.8
Coal 1 735 1 045 1 005 868 728 571 480 30 17 !2.9
Oil 1 643 1 533 1 469 1 399 1 320 1 236 1 167 43 41 !1.0
Gas 658 950 1 068 1 109 1 138 1 174 1 180 27 42 0.8
Power generation 1 491 1 270 1 215 1 096 978 864 789 100 100 !1.8
Coal 1 170 861 788 663 538 397 318 68 40 !3.8
Oil 195 83 58 39 27 23 21 7 3 !5.1
Gas 127 326 369 394 412 444 449 26 57 1.2
TFC 2 372 2 093 2 172 2 133 2 066 1 981 1 909 100 100 !0.4
Coal 527 159 182 171 156 141 131 8 7 !0.7
Oil 1 332 1 340 1 320 1 272 1 208 1 132 1 068 64 56 !0.9
Transport 744 905 902 873 824 766 723 43 38 !0.9
Gas 513 594 670 689 702 708 710 28 37 0.7

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%)

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%)

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%)

European Union: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 567

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total generation 3 610 3 960 4 119 3 471 3 613 3 707 100 100 1.0 0.6
Coal 808 839 787 579 249 183 19 5 !0.3 !5.7
Oil 45 30 29 39 23 20 1 1 !4.5 !5.8
Gas 862 1 016 1 133 764 529 307 28 8 1.7 !3.3
Nuclear 840 757 722 893 1 045 1 136 18 31 !0.8 0.9
Hydro 362 375 379 372 404 422 9 11 0.6 1.0
Biomass and waste 187 233 254 211 297 339 6 9 2.8 3.9
Wind 400 541 601 481 781 905 15 24 6.0 7.7
Geothermal 10 15 17 12 24 29 0 1 4.3 6.6
Solar PV 82 117 128 97 175 223 3 6 8.9 11.2
CSP 12 29 42 20 61 82 1 2 33.7 37.2
Marine 1 9 28 2 25 61 1 2 16.8 20.3

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total capacity 1 072 1 143 1 188 1 123 1 291 1 380 100 100 1.4 2.0
Coal 188 161 142 174 118 83 12 6 !0.8 !2.9
Oil 45 26 26 45 23 20 2 1 !3.6 !4.5
Gas 257 293 323 256 274 286 27 21 2.0 1.5
Nuclear 124 109 101 131 150 161 9 12 !1.2 0.5
Hydro 155 161 162 160 174 182 14 13 0.4 0.9
Biomass and waste 29 36 39 32 45 52 3 4 2.5 3.7
Wind 192 246 265 226 333 369 22 27 5.0 6.3
Geothermal 2 2 3 2 4 4 0 0 3.5 5.5
Solar PV 77 99 107 90 146 183 9 13 7.5 9.7
CSP 3 8 12 6 17 24 1 2 19.4 22.6
Marine 0 2 8 1 7 17 1 1 14.3 17.7

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total CO2 3 533 3 469 3 434 3 107 2 162 1 796 100 100 !0.1 !2.6
Coal 987 901 808 749 269 175 24 10 !1.0 !6.6
Oil 1 435 1 351 1 325 1 333 1 017 842 39 47 !0.6 !2.3
Gas 1 110 1 217 1 301 1 025 877 778 38 43 1.2 !0.8
Power generation 1 209 1 208 1 189 936 400 259 100 100 !0.3 !5.9
Coal 778 723 641 558 145 81 54 31 !1.1 !8.7
Oil 42 27 25 37 22 19 2 7 !4.5 !5.5
Gas 389 458 523 342 233 159 44 61 1.8 !2.7
TFC 2 173 2 120 2 107 2 028 1 644 1 432 100 100 0.0 !1.4
Coal 175 146 137 159 94 67 6 5 !0.6 !3.2
Oil 1 302 1 238 1 213 1 212 928 765 58 53 !0.4 !2.1
Transport 894 858 852 833 624 503 40 35 !0.2 !2.2
Gas 696 736 756 658 623 600 36 42 0.9 0.0

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

European Union: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
TPED 631 850 906 912 913 914 912 100 100 0.3
Coal 138 223 245 243 225 204 172 26 19 !1.0
Oil 335 338 329 310 297 284 271 40 30 !0.8
Gas 66 144 168 170 172 179 186 17 20 1.0
Nuclear 66 111 120 136 157 174 197 13 22 2.2
Hydro 11 10 12 12 13 13 13 1 1 1.2
Biomass and waste 10 16 19 24 28 33 37 2 4 3.2
Other renewables 4 7 12 16 22 28 36 1 4 6.2
Power generation 241 389 424 434 440 448 451 100 100 0.6
Coal 60 159 166 164 144 123 91 41 20 !2.1
Oil 56 22 17 10 8 8 9 6 2 !3.6
Gas 40 74 91 88 87 91 95 19 21 1.0
Nuclear 66 111 120 136 157 174 197 29 44 2.2
Hydro 11 10 12 12 13 13 13 3 3 1.2
Biomass and waste 3 7 8 10 12 15 17 2 4 3.7
Other renewables 3 6 10 14 18 23 28 2 6 5.9
Other energy sector 57 68 73 74 75 74 74 100 100 0.3
Electricity 11 18 20 20 20 20 19 26 26 0.4
TFC 431 552 590 591 589 587 584 100 100 0.2
Coal 49 39 47 46 44 42 40 7 7 0.1
Oil 261 295 295 286 276 266 255 53 44 !0.6
Gas 26 65 74 77 79 81 83 12 14 1.0
Electricity 86 137 155 161 165 169 171 25 29 0.9
Heat 0 5 5 5 5 6 6 1 1 0.6
Biomass and waste 7 10 11 14 16 18 20 2 3 2.8
Other renewables 2 1 2 3 4 5 8 0 1 7.6
Industry 145 152 174 177 177 176 173 100 100 0.5
Coal 39 36 44 43 42 40 38 24 22 0.2
Oil 51 34 33 31 30 28 26 22 15 !1.0
Gas 11 22 25 27 28 29 30 14 17 1.2
Electricity 40 50 60 62 63 63 62 33 36 0.9
Heat ! 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 !0.2
Biomass and waste 5 7 9 10 12 13 15 5 9 2.7
Other renewables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.8
Transport 110 139 139 132 125 119 113 100 100 !0.8
Oil 109 135 134 126 119 112 104 97 92 !1.0
Electricity 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 2 4 2.8
Biofuels ! 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 2.4
Other fuels 0 1 2 2 2 3 3 1 3 3.5
Buildings 120 170 184 189 194 199 206 100 100 0.7
Coal 10 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 !0.9
Oil 47 38 39 39 39 39 39 23 19 0.0
Gas 15 40 45 46 47 48 49 24 24 0.7
Electricity 44 84 91 95 98 101 104 50 50 0.8
Heat 0 2 2 3 3 3 3 1 2 1.3
Biomass and waste 2 2 2 3 3 4 5 1 2 3.1
Other renewables 1 1 1 2 3 4 6 1 3 7.4
Other 56 91 93 93 93 92 92 100 100 0.0

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%)

OECD Asia Oceania: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 569

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

TPED 927 959 971 888 849 843 100 100 0.5 !0.0
Coal 256 256 249 220 123 92 26 11 0.4 !3.3
Oil 314 292 283 296 239 209 29 25 !0.7 !1.8
Gas 174 183 191 168 170 161 20 19 1.1 0.4
Nuclear 135 167 181 142 204 236 19 28 1.9 2.9
Hydro 12 12 13 13 15 16 1 2 0.9 1.9
Biomass and waste 21 26 29 29 50 63 3 8 2.1 5.3
Other renewables 15 23 26 20 47 66 3 8 4.9 8.7
Power generation 442 475 489 423 417 423 100 100 0.9 0.3
Coal 172 164 155 145 51 22 32 5 !0.1 !7.3
Oil 11 9 9 8 4 4 2 1 !3.3 !6.3
Gas 90 91 95 87 87 75 19 18 1.0 0.1
Nuclear 135 167 181 142 204 236 37 56 1.9 2.9
Hydro 12 12 13 13 15 16 3 4 0.9 1.9
Biomass and waste 9 12 14 11 17 21 3 5 3.0 4.6
Other renewables 13 19 22 17 38 48 4 11 4.9 8.2
Other energy sector 77 80 81 72 67 64 100 100 0.7 !0.2
Electricity 21 21 21 20 19 18 26 28 0.7 0.1
TFC 599 608 612 577 551 541 100 100 0.4 !0.1
Coal 49 47 46 44 38 35 8 6 0.7 !0.4
Oil 289 275 268 273 227 200 44 37 !0.4 !1.5
Gas 78 85 89 76 78 80 14 15 1.2 0.8
Electricity 165 178 185 159 162 162 30 30 1.2 0.7
Heat 5 6 6 5 5 5 1 1 0.6 0.2
Biomass and waste 12 13 14 18 33 42 2 8 1.4 5.7
Other renewables 2 4 4 3 9 17 1 3 5.1 10.8
Industry 181 185 185 174 170 167 100 100 0.8 0.3
Coal 46 44 43 41 35 33 23 20 0.7 !0.4
Oil 32 30 28 31 29 27 15 16 !0.7 !0.9
Gas 27 30 32 27 29 30 17 18 1.4 1.2
Electricity 64 68 69 61 60 58 37 35 1.3 0.6
Heat 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 1 !0.2 !0.6
Biomass and waste 9 10 11 11 14 16 6 10 1.3 3.0
Other renewables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.8 1.8
Transport 134 125 122 128 106 94 100 100 !0.5 !1.5
Oil 129 118 114 121 87 67 93 71 !0.6 !2.7
Electricity 3 3 4 3 8 13 3 13 2.3 7.1
Biofuels 1 1 1 1 7 11 1 11 1.5 12.9
Other fuels 2 3 4 3 4 4 3 5 3.6 4.4
Buildings 192 206 214 182 182 187 100 100 0.9 0.4
Coal 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0.3 !1.3
Oil 40 40 40 35 30 28 19 15 0.2 !1.2
Gas 47 50 52 44 43 44 24 24 1.0 0.3
Electricity 96 105 110 93 93 90 52 48 1.1 0.3
Heat 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 1.5 0.9
Biomass and waste 2 3 3 3 5 6 2 3 1.8 4.5
Other renewables 2 3 3 2 8 15 2 8 5.0 11.4
Other 93 92 91 93 93 92 100 100 0.0 0.1

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

OECD Asia Oceania: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total generation 1 127 1 797 2 036 2 113 2 157 2 192 2 219 100 100 0.8
Coal 257 695 738 737 666 577 453 39 20 !1.6
Oil 270 114 85 48 41 40 41 6 2 !3.9
Gas 197 400 526 537 532 540 550 22 25 1.2
Nuclear 255 428 471 532 612 678 763 24 34 2.3
Hydro 133 114 139 143 147 151 154 6 7 1.2
Biomass and waste 12 25 33 42 50 59 67 1 3 3.8
Wind ! 9 22 37 55 79 105 0 5 9.9
Geothermal 4 8 10 12 14 16 18 0 1 3.3
Solar PV 0 4 11 22 33 43 52 0 2 10.8
CSP ! 0 1 3 4 7 10 0 0 35.3
Marine ! ! 0 1 2 3 5 ! 0 n.a.

CAAGR (%)

2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total capacity 426 474 503 526 553 579 100 100 1.2
Coal 104 110 109 106 102 94 25 16 !0.4
Oil 57 51 32 27 25 25 13 4 !3.1
Gas 115 143 166 168 174 178 27 31 1.7
Nuclear 69 73 80 91 99 110 16 19 1.8
Hydro 67 69 71 73 75 77 16 13 0.5
Biomass and waste 4 6 7 8 10 11 1 2 3.5
Wind 5 9 14 20 27 35 1 6 8.1
Geothermal 1 2 2 2 2 3 0 0 3.2
Solar PV 3 11 21 29 36 43 1 7 10.3
CSP 0 0 1 1 2 3 0 0 32.5
Marine ! 0 0 0 1 1 ! 0 n.a.

CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total CO2 1 574 2 021 2 140 2 078 1 949 1 825 1 655 100 100 !0.8
Coal 521 872 955 940 841 733 577 43 35 !1.6
Oil 892 805 780 728 695 664 633 40 38 !0.9
Gas 161 344 406 410 413 429 445 17 27 1.0
Power generation 548 911 970 931 839 750 617 100 100 !1.5
Coal 280 666 702 691 604 507 362 73 59 !2.3
Oil 174 67 51 30 26 25 27 7 4 !3.5
Gas 94 178 217 211 209 218 228 20 37 1.0
TFC 958 1 013 1 068 1 041 1 010 977 942 100 100 !0.3
Coal 221 171 209 203 195 186 176 17 19 0.1
Oil 676 691 687 660 632 602 572 68 61 !0.7
Transport 321 396 394 372 351 329 307 39 33 !1.0
Gas 61 151 172 179 183 188 194 15 21 1.0

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%)

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%)

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%)

OECD Asia Oceania: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 571

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total generation 2 156 2 317 2 391 2 081 2 102 2 096 100 100 1.1 0.6
Coal 779 778 767 648 239 101 32 5 0.4 !7.2
Oil 52 42 43 40 20 19 2 1 !3.7 !6.6
Gas 552 534 537 537 528 443 22 21 1.1 0.4
Nuclear 528 650 702 552 793 912 29 44 1.9 3.0
Hydro 140 144 146 154 179 186 6 9 0.9 1.9
Biomass and waste 36 50 56 43 69 83 2 4 3.1 4.7
Wind 36 66 77 59 166 206 3 10 8.6 12.8
Geothermal 11 14 16 13 21 24 1 1 2.7 4.5
Solar PV 19 34 39 31 71 89 2 4 9.6 13.1
CSP 2 5 7 3 13 26 0 1 33.3 40.1
Marine 0 1 3 1 4 7 0 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total capacity 506 556 577 510 572 607 100 100 1.2 1.4
Coal 114 118 117 105 64 51 20 8 0.4 !2.7
Oil 32 26 26 31 19 17 5 3 !3.0 !4.5
Gas 169 181 186 154 157 160 32 26 1.9 1.3
Nuclear 80 96 102 83 114 128 18 21 1.5 2.4
Hydro 70 72 73 75 86 89 13 15 0.3 1.1
Biomass and waste 6 8 9 7 11 13 2 2 2.8 4.3
Wind 13 23 26 22 55 66 5 11 6.9 10.8
Geothermal 2 2 2 2 3 4 0 1 2.6 4.5
Solar PV 19 30 33 29 59 71 6 12 9.3 12.5
CSP 1 1 2 1 3 6 0 1 30.5 37.2
Marine 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total CO2 2 148 2 071 2 024 1 927 1 229 945 100 100 0.0 !2.9
Coal 989 938 889 834 334 167 44 18 0.1 !6.2
Oil 741 696 678 690 535 453 33 48 !0.7 !2.2
Gas 418 438 457 403 360 325 23 34 1.1 !0.2
Power generation 974 932 900 829 347 172 100 100 !0.0 !6.2
Coal 726 686 644 598 169 30 72 17 !0.1 !11.3
Oil 32 27 28 25 13 13 3 7 !3.3 !6.2
Gas 217 218 227 207 165 129 25 75 1.0 !1.2
TFC 1 065 1 035 1 020 996 793 690 100 100 0.0 !1.5
Coal 215 207 201 192 129 103 20 15 0.6 !1.9
Oil 670 631 613 628 491 413 60 60 !0.5 !2.0
Transport 378 348 335 355 257 197 33 29 !0.6 !2.6
Gas 181 197 206 176 173 173 20 25 1.2 0.5

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

OECD Asia Oceania: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
TPED 439 472 498 490 485 481 478 100 100 0.0
Coal 77 101 116 111 101 91 81 21 17 !0.9
Oil 250 200 190 174 165 157 149 42 31 !1.1
Gas 44 81 98 101 101 103 104 17 22 1.0
Nuclear 53 73 73 78 88 95 104 15 22 1.4
Hydro 8 6 8 8 8 8 8 1 2 1.0
Biomass and waste 5 7 8 10 12 13 14 1 3 3.1
Other renewables 3 4 5 7 10 13 17 1 3 6.0
Power generation 174 214 230 229 233 238 243 100 100 0.5
Coal 25 58 63 59 51 44 36 27 15 !1.8
Oil 51 17 13 7 6 6 7 8 3 !3.5
Gas 33 52 63 65 63 64 64 24 26 0.8
Nuclear 53 73 73 78 88 95 104 34 43 1.4
Hydro 8 6 8 8 8 8 8 3 3 1.0
Biomass and waste 2 4 6 7 8 9 10 2 4 3.6
Other renewables 1 3 4 6 8 11 13 1 5 5.9
Other energy sector 38 35 37 36 34 32 30 100 100 !0.6
Electricity 7 9 10 10 10 10 10 26 33 0.3
TFC 300 314 332 329 324 318 314 100 100 0.0
Coal 32 26 33 32 31 29 28 8 9 0.3
Oil 184 172 167 159 152 144 136 55 43 !0.9
Gas 15 32 38 40 41 42 43 10 14 1.1
Electricity 64 80 90 93 95 96 98 26 31 0.8
Heat 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1.8
Biomass and waste 3 2 2 3 3 4 4 1 1 2.1
Other renewables 1 1 1 1 2 2 4 0 1 6.5
Industry 103 82 96 96 94 92 89 100 100 0.3
Coal 31 25 31 31 30 28 27 30 30 0.3
Oil 37 24 23 22 20 19 18 29 20 !1.2
Gas 4 7 10 11 11 12 13 9 14 2.1
Electricity 29 23 30 30 30 29 28 28 31 0.7
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Biomass and waste 3 2 2 3 3 3 4 3 4 1.8
Other renewables ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Transport 72 76 73 68 63 57 52 100 100 !1.4
Oil 70 74 71 65 60 54 48 98 92 !1.6
Electricity 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 6 2.6
Biofuels ! ! ! ! 0 0 0 ! 0 n.a.
Other fuels ! ! 0 0 0 0 1 ! 1 n.a.
Buildings 84 112 120 123 126 129 133 100 100 0.7
Coal 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1.7
Oil 36 30 31 31 31 32 32 27 24 0.2
Gas 11 25 28 29 29 29 29 22 22 0.7
Electricity 34 55 59 61 63 65 67 50 50 0.7
Heat 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1.8
Biomass and waste 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.1
Other renewables 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 1 2 6.7
Other 41 44 43 42 41 40 39 100 100 !0.4

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%)

Japan: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 573

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

TPED 496 502 505 474 448 442 100 100 0.3 !0.2
Coal 116 113 109 98 55 42 22 10 0.3 !3.3
Oil 177 163 157 165 132 117 31 26 !0.9 !2.1
Gas 102 103 106 99 88 77 21 17 1.1 !0.2
Nuclear 78 94 100 81 119 137 20 31 1.2 2.5
Hydro 8 8 8 8 9 10 2 2 0.9 1.6
Biomass and waste 8 11 12 12 19 22 2 5 2.3 4.7
Other renewables 7 10 12 10 26 38 2 8 4.6 9.4
Power generation 233 251 259 223 226 229 100 100 0.7 0.3
Coal 62 62 60 50 13 4 23 2 0.1 !9.7
Oil 7 7 7 5 2 2 3 1 !3.2 !7.7
Gas 65 64 65 63 51 39 25 17 0.8 !1.1
Nuclear 78 94 100 81 119 137 39 60 1.2 2.5
Hydro 8 8 8 8 9 10 3 4 0.9 1.6
Biomass and waste 6 8 9 7 10 11 4 5 3.1 3.8
Other renewables 6 9 10 9 21 25 4 11 4.7 8.6
Other energy sector 37 34 32 34 28 25 100 100 !0.3 !1.3
Electricity 11 11 10 10 10 9 32 36 0.5 !0.0
TFC 332 329 328 319 297 289 100 100 0.2 !0.3
Coal 33 32 31 30 26 24 9 8 0.7 !0.3
Oil 161 149 144 152 124 110 44 38 !0.7 !1.7
Gas 40 43 44 39 40 41 14 14 1.2 0.9
Electricity 94 101 104 92 92 91 32 31 1.0 0.5
Heat 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1.9 1.3
Biomass and waste 2 2 3 4 9 11 1 4 0.3 6.0
Other renewables 1 2 2 2 6 12 1 4 3.8 11.7
Industry 97 96 95 93 88 85 100 100 0.5 0.1
Coal 32 31 30 29 25 23 31 27 0.7 !0.3
Oil 22 20 19 21 20 18 20 22 !1.0 !1.1
Gas 10 12 13 11 13 14 14 16 2.2 2.3
Electricity 31 31 31 29 27 26 32 31 1.1 0.5
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Biomass and waste 2 2 2 3 4 4 3 5 0.3 2.0
Other renewables ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Transport 69 61 57 66 52 45 100 100 !1.1 !2.0
Oil 66 58 54 63 44 34 94 76 !1.2 !3.0
Electricity 2 3 3 2 5 8 5 17 2.0 6.1
Biofuels ! ! ! ! 2 2 ! 5 n.a. n.a.
Other fuels 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 2 n.a. n.a.
Buildings 125 133 137 118 117 120 100 100 0.8 0.3
Coal 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.9 1.3
Oil 32 33 33 27 24 23 24 19 0.4 !1.1
Gas 29 30 31 27 26 26 22 22 0.8 0.3
Electricity 62 67 70 60 60 57 51 47 0.9 0.1
Heat 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.9 1.3
Biomass and waste 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2.2 14.0
Other renewables 1 1 2 2 5 12 1 10 4.1 12.2
Other 42 40 39 42 40 40 100 100 !0.4 !0.4

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Japan: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total generation 836 1 041 1 174 1 207 1 225 1 241 1 255 100 100 0.7
Coal 117 279 308 290 256 223 185 27 15 !1.6
Oil 248 92 71 37 32 31 33 9 3 !3.8
Gas 167 285 369 407 401 396 382 27 30 1.1
Nuclear 202 280 287 308 346 373 408 27 33 1.5
Hydro 89 75 89 91 94 96 99 7 8 1.0
Biomass and waste 11 21 28 34 39 43 47 2 4 3.1
Wind ! 3 10 18 28 41 56 0 4 12.0
Geothermal 2 3 3 4 4 5 6 0 0 2.7
Solar PV 0 3 9 18 26 32 37 0 3 10.5
CSP ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! 0 1 2 ! 0 n.a.

CAAGR (%)

2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total capacity 274 300 316 327 340 351 100 100 1.0
Coal 46 48 46 43 42 39 17 11 !0.7
Oil 50 45 26 23 21 21 18 6 !3.2
Gas 72 91 112 112 114 114 26 32 1.8
Nuclear 50 49 51 57 60 65 18 18 1.0
Hydro 47 48 49 50 52 53 17 15 0.4
Biomass and waste 4 5 6 6 7 8 1 2 2.8
Wind 2 4 7 11 15 20 1 6 9.1
Geothermal 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 2.7
Solar PV 3 9 17 24 28 31 1 9 10.0
CSP ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Marine ! ! ! 0 0 1 ! 0 n.a.

CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total CO2 1 063 1 088 1 160 1 101 1 037 981 918 100 100 !0.7
Coal 293 392 450 426 386 348 305 36 33 !1.0
Oil 655 492 464 422 399 376 355 45 39 !1.2
Gas 115 204 246 253 251 257 258 19 28 0.9
Power generation 363 431 470 435 396 368 332 100 100 !1.0
Coal 128 255 277 258 224 193 157 59 47 !1.8
Oil 157 49 39 20 18 18 20 11 6 !3.4
Gas 78 127 153 157 153 156 155 29 47 0.8
TFC 655 616 648 627 604 578 553 100 100 !0.4
Coal 150 121 153 149 144 138 131 20 24 0.3
Oil 470 420 406 385 365 343 321 68 58 !1.0
Transport 208 219 209 192 176 159 142 36 26 !1.6
Gas 35 75 90 94 95 98 100 12 18 1.1

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%)

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%)

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%)

Japan: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 575

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total generation 1 223 1 295 1 329 1 187 1 184 1 164 100 100 0.9 0.4
Coal 309 315 313 244 66 18 24 2 0.4 !10.1
Oil 41 34 36 29 11 12 3 1 !3.6 !7.6
Gas 409 382 376 400 323 234 28 20 1.1 !0.8
Nuclear 308 368 392 319 466 535 29 46 1.3 2.5
Hydro 91 94 96 96 109 114 7 10 0.9 1.6
Biomass and waste 29 37 42 35 46 51 3 4 2.6 3.4
Wind 17 33 39 35 100 123 3 11 10.4 15.4
Geothermal 4 4 5 4 9 11 0 1 1.8 5.2
Solar PV 16 27 30 26 53 61 2 5 9.7 12.7
CSP ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Marine ! 0 1 ! 1 4 0 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total capacity 317 343 353 320 348 364 100 100 1.0 1.1
Coal 48 49 48 44 20 17 14 5 0.2 !3.8
Oil 27 22 22 25 15 14 6 4 !3.0 !4.9
Gas 114 118 119 102 94 90 34 25 2.0 0.9
Nuclear 51 59 62 53 72 81 18 22 0.8 1.9
Hydro 49 51 52 51 57 59 15 16 0.3 0.8
Biomass and waste 5 6 7 6 7 8 2 2 2.2 3.1
Wind 7 13 14 14 34 41 4 11 7.8 12.2
Geothermal 1 1 1 1 2 2 0 1 1.9 5.0
Solar PV 16 25 27 25 46 52 8 14 9.4 12.1
CSP ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Marine ! 0 0 ! 0 1 0 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total CO2 1 132 1 088 1 069 1 019 660 521 100 100 !0.1 !2.8
Coal 448 437 425 375 155 93 40 18 0.3 !5.4
Oil 431 395 381 398 303 260 36 50 !1.0 !2.4
Gas 254 256 263 246 202 169 25 32 1.0 !0.7
Power generation 454 444 441 385 162 86 100 100 0.1 !6.0
Coal 274 270 263 217 47 4 60 5 0.1 !14.8
Oil 22 20 22 15 6 6 5 7 !3.1 !7.6
Gas 158 154 157 153 110 75 36 88 0.8 !2.0
TFC 638 607 592 596 467 408 100 100 !0.2 !1.6
Coal 154 148 144 139 93 74 24 18 0.7 !1.9
Oil 390 360 344 366 285 243 58 60 !0.8 !2.1
Transport 196 170 158 186 131 100 27 25 !1.2 !3.0
Gas 93 100 104 91 89 91 17 22 1.2 0.7

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Japan: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
TPED 4 065 6 567 8 013 8 818 9 472 10 141 10 826 100 100 1.9
Coal 1 153 2 260 2 847 3 038 3 120 3 203 3 299 34 30 1.5
Oil 1 157 1 700 2 025 2 153 2 287 2 421 2 551 26 24 1.6
Gas 828 1 291 1 583 1 810 2 004 2 213 2 412 20 22 2.4
Nuclear 74 119 185 295 374 437 490 2 5 5.6
Hydro 83 166 212 250 287 316 338 3 3 2.8
Biomass and waste 762 988 1 070 1 137 1 207 1 283 1 368 15 13 1.3
Other renewables 8 43 91 136 194 268 368 1 3 8.7
Power generation 1 269 2 397 3 020 3 480 3 854 4 239 4 667 100 100 2.6
Coal 469 1 298 1 686 1 844 1 938 2 036 2 150 54 46 2.0
Oil 223 192 168 154 135 116 112 8 2 !2.1
Gas 405 569 660 752 839 930 1 016 24 22 2.3
Nuclear 74 119 185 295 374 437 490 5 10 5.6
Hydro 83 166 212 250 287 316 338 7 7 2.8
Biomass and waste 7 19 36 72 116 174 244 1 5 10.2
Other renewables 8 33 73 113 165 231 318 1 7 9.0
Other energy sector 498 816 970 1 039 1 086 1 139 1 185 100 100 1.4
Electricity 76 161 204 234 261 288 316 20 27 2.6
TFC 2 984 4 419 5 422 5 935 6 362 6 790 7 213 100 100 1.9
Coal 533 703 854 871 851 825 799 16 11 0.5
Oil 815 1 381 1 720 1 863 2 025 2 189 2 327 31 32 2.0
Gas 354 558 716 830 919 1 012 1 112 13 15 2.7
Electricity 283 669 933 1 132 1 298 1 471 1 658 15 23 3.6
Heat 291 194 218 225 225 223 222 4 3 0.5
Biomass and waste 707 905 965 993 1 015 1 032 1 044 20 14 0.6
Other renewables 0 9 17 22 29 37 50 0 1 6.8
Industry 979 1 506 1 962 2 181 2 297 2 397 2 498 100 100 2.0
Coal 313 550 694 714 702 687 674 37 27 0.8
Oil 160 207 240 246 248 247 244 14 10 0.6
Gas 134 206 287 356 396 432 467 14 19 3.2
Electricity 157 340 497 604 681 751 823 23 33 3.5
Heat 136 86 101 105 102 99 97 6 4 0.5
Biomass and waste 79 117 142 156 168 180 192 8 8 1.9
Other renewables ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.3
Transport 440 783 1 043 1 170 1 329 1 505 1 667 100 100 2.9
Oil 370 701 933 1 040 1 177 1 323 1 451 89 87 2.8
Electricity 13 14 19 23 27 32 39 2 2 4.1
Biofuels 6 16 29 39 52 66 81 2 5 6.4
Other fuels 50 53 62 67 74 84 96 7 6 2.3
Buildings 1 267 1 619 1 815 1 938 2 050 2 166 2 290 100 100 1.3
Coal 170 104 109 103 96 85 73 6 3 !1.3
Oil 121 161 181 183 185 185 184 10 8 0.5
Gas 126 192 234 266 301 338 380 12 17 2.7
Electricity 88 281 374 456 534 624 724 17 32 3.7
Heat 145 105 113 117 119 121 121 6 5 0.6
Biomass and waste 617 767 788 791 788 777 760 47 33 !0.0
Other renewables 0 9 17 22 28 36 48 1 2 6.8
Other 298 512 602 647 686 722 757 100 100 1.5

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%)

Non-OECD: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 577

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

TPED 9 091 10 903 11 887 8 404 8 941 9 254 100 100 2.3 1.3
Coal 3 289 3 929 4 308 2 736 2 108 1 880 36 20 2.5 !0.7
Oil 2 212 2 582 2 763 2 045 2 114 2 074 23 22 1.9 0.8
Gas 1 836 2 332 2 619 1 715 1 916 1 991 22 22 2.8 1.7
Nuclear 288 388 413 325 624 764 3 8 4.9 7.4
Hydro 240 288 309 262 348 376 3 4 2.4 3.2
Biomass and waste 1 109 1 194 1 239 1 157 1 398 1 537 10 17 0.9 1.7
Other renewables 117 190 236 164 434 632 2 7 6.8 10.9
Power generation 3 662 4 717 5 348 3 253 3 526 3 795 100 100 3.1 1.8
Coal 2 062 2 645 3 007 1 604 1 083 900 56 24 3.3 !1.4
Oil 164 132 128 141 88 80 2 2 !1.6 !3.3
Gas 748 977 1 124 696 745 751 21 20 2.7 1.1
Nuclear 288 388 413 325 624 764 8 20 4.9 7.4
Hydro 240 288 309 262 348 376 6 10 2.4 3.2
Biomass and waste 63 126 165 87 250 356 3 9 8.6 11.9
Other renewables 97 161 202 139 389 568 4 15 7.2 11.5
Other energy sector 1 063 1 219 1 294 994 1 007 1 007 100 100 1.8 0.8
Electricity 243 314 353 221 250 265 27 26 3.1 1.9
TFC 6 057 7 158 7 727 5 710 6 202 6 372 100 100 2.2 1.4
Coal 894 902 898 823 726 682 12 11 0.9 !0.1
Oil 1 913 2 340 2 533 1 772 1 913 1 891 33 30 2.4 1.2
Gas 856 1 067 1 186 803 943 1 016 15 16 2.9 2.3
Electricity 1 170 1 587 1 834 1 077 1 307 1 428 24 22 4.0 3.0
Heat 232 243 247 212 198 191 3 3 0.9 !0.0
Biomass and waste 974 992 996 998 1 069 1 100 13 17 0.4 0.8
Other renewables 20 28 34 25 45 64 0 1 5.2 7.8
Industry 2 237 2 584 2 768 2 096 2 214 2 253 100 100 2.4 1.6
Coal 731 755 763 674 603 574 28 25 1.3 0.2
Oil 253 266 271 240 238 230 10 10 1.0 0.4
Gas 373 469 519 351 418 444 19 20 3.6 3.0
Electricity 622 816 927 575 677 718 33 32 3.9 2.9
Heat 108 111 111 100 92 88 4 4 1.0 0.1
Biomass and waste 150 167 177 155 184 198 6 9 1.6 2.0
Other renewables 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 3.3 13.4
Transport 1 189 1 595 1 794 1 106 1 319 1 363 100 100 3.2 2.2
Oil 1 068 1 432 1 600 966 1 085 1 064 89 78 3.2 1.6
Electricity 22 31 36 25 43 65 2 5 3.8 6.2
Biofuels 31 49 61 48 103 131 3 10 5.2 8.4
Other fuels 67 84 96 67 87 103 5 8 2.3 2.6
Buildings 1 974 2 239 2 385 1 867 1 964 2 022 100 100 1.5 0.9
Coal 108 93 82 96 72 59 3 3 !0.9 !2.1
Oil 192 199 200 175 163 156 8 8 0.8 !0.1
Gas 274 353 399 248 286 309 17 15 2.9 1.9
Electricity 475 672 793 428 526 578 33 29 4.1 2.8
Heat 120 129 132 109 103 100 6 5 0.9 !0.2
Biomass and waste 786 767 749 788 772 759 31 38 !0.1 !0.0
Other renewables 20 27 32 24 42 60 1 3 5.1 7.7
Other 656 740 780 641 704 734 100 100 1.6 1.4

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Non-OECD: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total generation 4 190 9 649 13 219 15 884 18 136 20 457 22 946 100 100 3.4
Coal 1 332 4 498 6 320 7 187 7 749 8 406 9 153 47 40 2.8
Oil 640 703 610 564 503 442 433 7 2 !1.8
Gas 957 1 938 2 618 3 194 3 710 4 237 4 741 20 21 3.5
Nuclear 283 454 710 1 130 1 433 1 674 1 879 5 8 5.6
Hydro 962 1 931 2 463 2 904 3 339 3 670 3 926 20 17 2.8
Biomass and waste 7 49 110 238 390 583 822 1 4 11.4
Wind 0 50 311 513 730 965 1 237 1 5 13.1
Geothermal 8 25 40 58 83 112 146 0 1 7.1
Solar PV 0 1 32 78 157 281 415 0 2 28.4
CSP ! ! 5 19 40 87 191 ! 1 n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! 0 1 2 ! 0 n.a.

CAAGR (%)

2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total capacity 2 342 3 195 3 791 4 303 4 848 5 443 100 100 3.3
Coal 943 1 274 1 445 1 546 1 668 1 805 40 33 2.5
Oil 213 230 221 201 180 173 9 3 !0.8
Gas 511 708 812 901 1 002 1 118 22 21 3.1
Nuclear 66 99 154 194 226 252 3 5 5.3
Hydro 553 680 808 936 1 031 1 102 24 20 2.7
Biomass and waste 12 23 45 70 101 138 1 3 9.7
Wind 39 151 238 328 422 527 2 10 10.5
Geothermal 4 6 9 13 17 22 0 0 6.8
Solar PV 1 23 53 103 177 257 0 5 26.9
CSP ! 1 5 11 23 49 ! 1 n.a.
Marine ! ! ! 0 0 1 ! 0 n.a.

CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total CO2 9 205 15 876 19 652 21 224 22 264 23 338 24 438 100 100 1.7
Coal 4 160 8 483 10 737 11 443 11 658 11 860 12 125 53 50 1.4
Oil 3 170 4 515 5 391 5 738 6 134 6 548 6 939 28 28 1.7
Gas 1 876 2 878 3 524 4 043 4 472 4 930 5 374 18 22 2.4
Power generation 3 521 7 097 8 773 9 556 10 035 10 518 11 097 100 100 1.7
Coal 1 863 5 155 6 697 7 308 7 645 7 973 8 364 73 75 1.9
Oil 712 608 531 487 425 368 355 9 3 !2.0
Gas 946 1 334 1 545 1 761 1 965 2 177 2 377 19 21 2.2
TFC 5 273 7 970 9 914 10 622 11 159 11 694 12 172 100 100 1.6
Coal 2 222 3 126 3 802 3 872 3 767 3 638 3 508 39 29 0.4
Oil 2 265 3 623 4 538 4 916 5 356 5 808 6 190 45 51 2.1
Transport 1 101 2 083 2 774 3 094 3 500 3 936 4 318 26 35 2.8
Gas 786 1 221 1 574 1 835 2 036 2 248 2 474 15 20 2.8

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%)

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%)

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%)

Non-OECD: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 579

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total generation 16 426 22 097 25 429 15 092 18 107 19 683 100 100 3.8 2.8
Coal 8 035 10 864 12 670 6 215 4 503 3 636 50 18 4.1 !0.8
Oil 593 491 483 517 322 294 2 1 !1.4 !3.3
Gas 3 136 4 493 5 310 2 970 3 480 3 551 21 18 4.0 2.4
Nuclear 1 105 1 488 1 582 1 246 2 393 2 932 6 15 4.9 7.4
Hydro 2 793 3 350 3 597 3 042 4 044 4 369 14 22 2.4 3.2
Biomass and waste 208 422 550 289 851 1 224 2 6 9.7 13.1
Wind 435 718 865 594 1 591 2 155 3 11 11.6 15.6
Geothermal 50 81 100 71 172 234 0 1 5.6 9.0
Solar PV 60 148 192 103 506 798 1 4 24.7 31.7
CSP 11 41 77 45 243 484 0 2 n.a. n.a.
Marine ! 1 2 0 2 6 0 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total capacity 3 829 4 963 5 614 3 739 4 916 5 571 100 100 3.4 3.4
Coal 1 560 2 054 2 354 1 289 1 075 986 42 18 3.6 0.2
Oil 223 186 181 217 163 149 3 3 !0.6 !1.4
Gas 824 1 075 1 234 793 974 1 039 22 19 3.5 2.8
Nuclear 151 200 212 170 322 396 4 7 4.6 7.1
Hydro 773 929 997 850 1 148 1 242 18 22 2.3 3.2
Biomass and waste 40 74 94 54 145 203 2 4 8.1 11.3
Wind 205 322 380 270 668 878 7 16 9.1 12.7
Geothermal 8 12 15 11 26 34 0 1 5.3 8.6
Solar PV 42 99 125 70 328 510 2 9 23.4 30.3
CSP 3 11 20 13 67 131 0 2 n.a. n.a.
Marine ! 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total CO2 22 442 26 951 29 543 19 476 16 222 14 416 100 100 2.4 !0.4
Coal 12 428 14 704 16 097 10 237 6 541 4 804 54 33 2.5 !2.2
Oil 5 913 7 053 7 609 5 417 5 580 5 450 26 38 2.0 0.7
Gas 4 101 5 195 5 838 3 822 4 101 4 162 20 29 2.8 1.4
Power generation 10 447 13 148 14 890 8 392 5 379 3 905 100 100 2.9 !2.3
Coal 8 177 10 444 11 857 6 319 3 454 2 060 80 53 3.3 !3.5
Oil 517 417 403 446 277 252 3 6 !1.6 !3.3
Gas 1 753 2 288 2 630 1 627 1 647 1 593 18 41 2.6 0.7
TFC 10 920 12 593 13 371 10 093 9 880 9 572 100 100 2.0 0.7
Coal 3 972 3 973 3 938 3 673 2 892 2 564 29 27 0.9 !0.8
Oil 5 054 6 247 6 789 4 646 4 964 4 856 51 51 2.4 1.1
Transport 3 177 4 259 4 761 2 872 3 229 3 169 36 33 3.2 1.6
Gas 1 894 2 373 2 644 1 774 2 024 2 152 20 22 3.0 2.2

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Non-OECD: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
TPED 1 543 1 051 1 163 1 211 1 263 1 314 1 371 100 100 1.0
Coal 367 193 217 213 212 211 209 18 15 0.3
Oil 474 223 241 247 251 253 258 21 19 0.6
Gas 602 516 574 595 627 655 683 49 50 1.1
Nuclear 59 75 81 99 105 112 118 7 9 1.8
Hydro 23 25 26 27 29 30 32 2 2 0.9
Biomass and waste 17 18 21 24 28 34 45 2 3 3.7
Other renewables 0 1 3 7 11 17 25 0 2 15.2
Power generation 743 519 562 582 603 623 646 100 100 0.8
Coal 197 128 142 135 133 130 126 25 19 !0.1
Oil 127 21 17 15 12 10 9 4 1 !2.9
Gas 333 264 287 292 304 310 315 51 49 0.7
Nuclear 59 75 81 99 105 112 118 15 18 1.8
Hydro 23 25 26 27 29 30 32 5 5 0.9
Biomass and waste 4 5 6 7 9 14 22 1 3 5.5
Other renewables 0 0 3 6 11 17 24 0 4 16.5
Other energy sector 200 165 189 192 196 199 204 100 100 0.8
Electricity 35 37 41 42 43 45 46 22 23 0.8
TFC 1 073 675 747 787 826 865 905 100 100 1.1
Coal 114 39 40 42 42 43 43 6 5 0.4
Oil 281 169 187 196 205 214 223 25 25 1.1
Gas 261 216 246 259 274 291 310 32 34 1.4
Electricity 127 99 117 126 135 144 151 15 17 1.6
Heat 277 138 143 147 150 152 154 21 17 0.4
Biomass and waste 13 12 14 17 19 21 23 2 3 2.4
Other renewables ! 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7.1
Industry 394 195 220 233 243 252 262 100 100 1.2
Coal 56 28 29 31 31 32 32 14 12 0.5
Oil 51 21 22 23 23 24 26 11 10 0.8
Gas 85 49 61 65 69 72 76 25 29 1.7
Electricity 75 44 56 61 64 67 69 23 26 1.7
Heat 125 50 50 52 53 54 55 26 21 0.4
Biomass and waste 0 1 2 2 3 3 4 1 1 4.2
Other renewables ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
Transport 171 134 160 169 179 189 200 100 100 1.6
Oil 122 92 105 111 119 125 131 68 66 1.4
Electricity 12 9 11 12 13 14 16 7 8 2.2
Biofuels 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 2 5.9
Other fuels 37 33 43 44 45 48 50 24 25 1.7
Buildings 387 259 278 290 305 317 329 100 100 0.9
Coal 56 9 9 9 9 9 8 3 3 !0.1
Oil 39 15 17 17 16 15 15 6 4 !0.0
Gas 111 98 106 113 121 129 137 38 42 1.3
Electricity 26 42 45 48 51 55 57 16 17 1.2
Heat 142 85 90 92 94 95 95 33 29 0.4
Biomass and waste 12 10 11 12 13 14 15 4 5 1.7
Other renewables ! 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7.0
Other 121 87 90 94 100 106 114 100 100 1.0

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%)

E. Europe/Eurasia: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 581

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

TPED 1 240 1 388 1 478 1 156 1 185 1 209 100 100 1.3 0.5
Coal 223 239 255 195 160 142 17 12 1.1 !1.2
Oil 252 262 270 238 230 223 18 18 0.7 0.0
Gas 611 704 760 551 531 516 51 43 1.5 0.0
Nuclear 98 111 114 109 139 159 8 13 1.6 2.9
Hydro 27 30 32 30 39 41 2 3 0.9 1.9
Biomass and waste 22 29 34 26 57 81 2 7 2.5 6.1
Other renewables 6 11 14 8 27 46 1 4 12.5 17.9
Power generation 599 672 720 554 560 575 100 100 1.3 0.4
Coal 144 155 166 120 87 67 23 12 1.0 !2.4
Oil 17 12 11 14 9 8 2 1 !2.3 !3.4
Gas 300 342 370 265 228 203 51 35 1.3 !1.0
Nuclear 98 111 114 109 139 159 16 28 1.6 2.9
Hydro 27 30 32 30 39 41 4 7 0.9 1.9
Biomass and waste 7 11 14 8 32 51 2 9 3.8 9.1
Other renewables 6 11 13 7 27 45 2 8 13.8 19.4
Other energy sector 195 210 219 185 178 175 100 100 1.1 0.2
Electricity 44 49 53 40 40 40 24 23 1.4 0.3
TFC 805 908 968 751 783 797 100 100 1.4 0.6
Coal 43 46 47 40 39 39 5 5 0.8 0.0
Oil 199 221 234 188 192 190 24 24 1.3 0.4
Gas 267 304 326 244 259 268 34 34 1.6 0.8
Electricity 132 161 176 122 133 138 18 17 2.2 1.3
Heat 149 159 164 139 134 132 17 17 0.7 !0.2
Biomass and waste 15 18 19 18 25 30 2 4 1.7 3.4
Other renewables 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 4.9 7.9
Industry 239 269 287 222 231 234 100 100 1.5 0.7
Coal 31 33 33 30 29 29 12 12 0.7 0.1
Oil 23 25 27 22 23 24 9 10 0.9 0.4
Gas 70 79 84 61 66 67 29 29 2.1 1.2
Electricity 63 76 83 58 60 60 29 26 2.4 1.2
Heat 51 54 56 49 50 50 20 21 0.4 !0.0
Biomass and waste 2 3 3 3 4 5 1 2 3.2 5.1
Other renewables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
Transport 169 192 205 162 168 169 100 100 1.6 0.9
Oil 113 129 139 106 107 103 68 61 1.6 0.4
Electricity 12 14 15 13 16 19 7 11 2.1 3.0
Biofuels 1 1 1 2 4 5 1 3 3.0 8.2
Other fuels 44 47 49 41 41 41 24 24 1.6 0.9
Buildings 300 338 359 275 280 283 100 100 1.3 0.3
Coal 10 10 11 8 8 7 3 3 0.8 !0.6
Oil 17 17 16 16 14 13 5 4 0.4 !0.6
Gas 116 134 145 106 111 114 41 40 1.5 0.6
Electricity 51 62 68 46 49 50 19 18 1.9 0.7
Heat 95 101 104 86 81 79 29 28 0.8 !0.3
Biomass and waste 11 13 14 13 16 19 4 7 1.3 2.4
Other renewables 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 5.0 7.8
Other 96 110 118 92 104 111 100 100 1.2 1.0

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

E. Europe/Eurasia: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total generation 1 894 1 608 1 857 1 982 2 102 2 214 2 323 100 100 1.4
Coal 429 375 440 420 409 398 383 23 16 0.1
Oil 271 39 26 21 14 10 9 2 0 !5.7
Gas 702 611 759 810 885 929 952 38 41 1.7
Nuclear 226 287 309 377 402 430 453 18 19 1.8
Hydro 266 292 304 317 332 350 371 18 16 0.9
Biomass and waste 0 3 7 12 20 36 65 0 3 12.6
Wind ! 1 10 18 27 43 64 0 3 20.0
Geothermal 0 0 3 5 10 15 21 0 1 15.8
Solar PV ! 0 1 2 3 4 6 0 0 29.6
CSP ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! 0 0 0 ! 0 n.a.

CAAGR (%)

2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total capacity 410 438 450 462 476 497 100 100 0.7
Coal 103 105 98 94 87 81 25 16 !0.9
Oil 25 23 18 12 8 7 6 1 !4.7
Gas 147 164 170 179 186 189 36 38 1.0
Nuclear 42 45 54 57 60 62 10 12 1.5
Hydro 90 94 98 102 107 112 22 23 0.9
Biomass and waste 1 2 2 4 6 11 0 2 9.3
Wind 0 4 7 11 17 25 0 5 16.8
Geothermal 0 0 1 2 2 3 0 1 14.6
Solar PV 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 23.9
CSP ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Marine ! ! ! 0 0 0 ! 0 n.a.

CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total CO2 3 997 2 476 2 705 2 749 2 827 2 883 2 945 100 100 0.7
Coal 1 336 769 821 802 796 783 769 31 26 0.0
Oil 1 257 550 593 610 624 638 656 22 22 0.7
Gas 1 404 1 158 1 291 1 337 1 407 1 462 1 519 47 52 1.1
Power generation 1 982 1 222 1 322 1 299 1 309 1 299 1 290 100 100 0.2
Coal 799 535 592 563 554 539 521 44 40 !0.1
Oil 405 66 57 50 40 34 31 5 2 !2.9
Gas 778 620 673 686 715 727 738 51 57 0.7
TFC 1 901 1 124 1 241 1 302 1 362 1 421 1 485 100 100 1.1
Coal 526 217 214 223 226 228 231 19 16 0.3
Oil 784 427 477 500 523 541 561 38 38 1.1
Transport 361 270 308 328 350 368 386 24 26 1.4
Gas 591 480 549 579 614 651 692 43 47 1.4

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%)

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%)

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%)

E. Europe/Eurasia: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 583

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total generation 2 069 2 465 2 695 1 913 2 038 2 095 100 100 2.0 1.0
Coal 462 509 558 368 254 165 21 8 1.5 !3.1
Oil 22 11 9 20 8 6 0 0 !5.3 !6.9
Gas 860 1 095 1 223 716 577 456 45 22 2.7 !1.1
Nuclear 376 426 435 416 532 608 16 29 1.6 2.9
Hydro 316 352 373 348 452 475 14 23 0.9 1.9
Biomass and waste 12 29 39 17 98 166 1 8 10.4 16.7
Wind 15 30 43 20 88 171 2 8 18.1 24.6
Geothermal 5 9 10 6 21 34 0 2 12.7 18.0
Solar PV 2 3 4 3 7 11 0 1 27.4 32.8
CSP ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Marine ! 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total capacity 467 514 543 448 503 560 100 100 1.1 1.2
Coal 103 101 103 90 60 55 19 10 !0.0 !2.4
Oil 18 8 7 18 8 7 1 1 !4.9 !4.8
Gas 185 218 232 159 164 161 43 29 1.8 0.4
Nuclear 53 59 59 59 74 84 11 15 1.3 2.6
Hydro 97 107 112 106 135 141 21 25 0.9 1.8
Biomass and waste 2 5 7 3 17 27 1 5 7.3 13.2
Wind 7 13 17 8 35 69 3 12 15.1 21.4
Geothermal 1 2 2 1 3 5 0 1 12.0 16.6
Solar PV 1 3 3 3 6 10 1 2 21.7 27.2
CSP ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Marine ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total CO2 2 841 3 134 3 337 2 549 2 184 1 995 100 100 1.2 !0.8
Coal 843 895 946 730 504 397 28 20 0.8 !2.5
Oil 624 669 698 584 562 541 21 27 0.9 !0.1
Gas 1 374 1 570 1 692 1 235 1 119 1 056 51 53 1.5 !0.4
Power generation 1 360 1 479 1 585 1 167 831 665 100 100 1.0 !2.3
Coal 601 639 682 499 311 219 43 33 0.9 !3.4
Oil 56 40 36 47 30 28 2 4 !2.3 !3.3
Gas 703 801 867 621 489 418 55 63 1.3 !1.5
TFC 1 332 1 484 1 571 1 239 1 209 1 186 100 100 1.3 0.2
Coal 227 240 247 216 178 163 16 14 0.5 !1.1
Oil 508 564 595 478 474 457 38 39 1.3 0.3
Transport 332 381 408 312 316 304 26 26 1.6 0.4
Gas 597 680 730 545 557 565 46 48 1.6 0.6

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

E. Europe/Eurasia: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
TPED 880 648 719 744 771 799 833 100 100 1.0
Coal 191 95 115 116 119 119 117 15 14 0.8
Oil 264 138 148 150 151 150 153 21 18 0.4
Gas 367 350 384 393 407 422 435 54 52 0.8
Nuclear 31 43 49 57 61 67 71 7 9 2.0
Hydro 14 15 15 15 16 18 19 2 2 0.9
Biomass and waste 12 6 6 7 9 12 19 1 2 4.2
Other renewables 0 0 2 4 8 12 18 0 2 15.7
Power generation 444 344 376 390 404 418 435 100 100 0.9
Coal 105 64 78 79 82 82 81 19 19 0.9
Oil 62 13 12 11 9 7 7 4 2 !2.4
Gas 228 204 217 219 222 223 224 59 52 0.4
Nuclear 31 43 49 57 61 67 71 13 16 2.0
Hydro 14 15 15 15 16 18 19 4 4 0.9
Biomass and waste 4 4 4 4 6 9 15 1 4 5.4
Other renewables 0 0 2 4 8 12 18 0 4 15.7
Other energy sector 127 101 120 121 123 125 128 100 100 0.9
Electricity 21 25 28 28 30 31 32 25 25 1.0
TFC 625 423 460 478 498 517 538 100 100 0.9
Coal 55 18 18 18 18 17 17 4 3 !0.4
Oil 145 106 112 116 120 123 128 25 24 0.7
Gas 143 129 146 153 161 170 181 30 34 1.3
Electricity 71 59 70 75 80 85 90 14 17 1.6
Heat 203 109 112 114 116 118 118 26 22 0.3
Biomass and waste 8 2 2 3 3 3 3 1 1 1.4
Other renewables ! ! 0 0 0 0 0 ! 0 n.a.
Industry 209 124 134 140 145 151 158 100 100 0.9
Coal 15 14 13 13 13 13 13 11 8 !0.2
Oil 25 16 14 14 15 15 16 12 10 0.1
Gas 30 29 35 36 38 41 43 24 27 1.5
Electricity 41 27 34 37 39 41 43 22 27 1.9
Heat 98 39 38 38 39 41 42 31 27 0.3
Biomass and waste ! 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 4.0
Other renewables ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Transport 116 90 107 111 116 120 127 100 100 1.3
Oil 73 55 61 64 67 69 72 61 57 1.0
Electricity 9 7 9 9 10 11 13 8 10 2.4
Biofuels ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Other fuels 34 28 37 38 39 40 42 31 33 1.7
Buildings 228 147 160 166 172 175 178 100 100 0.7
Coal 40 4 5 4 4 4 3 3 2 !1.3
Oil 12 6 8 7 7 6 5 4 3 !0.7
Gas 57 44 49 53 57 60 64 30 36 1.4
Electricity 15 24 25 27 29 30 31 16 17 1.0
Heat 98 67 71 73 74 74 73 45 41 0.3
Biomass and waste 7 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 0.3
Other renewables ! ! 0 0 0 0 0 ! 0 n.a.
Other 72 61 60 62 65 70 75 100 100 0.8

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%)

Russia: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 585

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

TPED 759 849 908 706 708 722 100 100 1.3 0.4
Coal 121 134 142 105 77 67 16 9 1.5 !1.3
Oil 151 153 158 145 138 136 17 19 0.5 !0.1
Gas 403 460 497 361 334 318 55 44 1.4 !0.4
Nuclear 57 66 70 65 84 96 8 13 1.9 3.1
Hydro 16 18 19 17 23 24 2 3 1.0 1.8
Biomass and waste 7 11 13 9 31 48 1 7 2.8 8.1
Other renewables 4 7 9 5 20 33 1 5 12.6 18.5
Power generation 399 451 486 368 370 381 100 100 1.3 0.4
Coal 83 95 103 68 46 38 21 10 1.8 !2.0
Oil 11 7 7 11 7 7 1 2 !2.4 !2.5
Gas 224 249 268 198 164 144 55 38 1.1 !1.3
Nuclear 57 66 70 65 84 96 14 25 1.9 3.1
Hydro 16 18 19 17 23 24 4 6 1.0 1.8
Biomass and waste 5 8 10 5 25 40 2 11 3.5 9.3
Other renewables 4 7 9 5 20 33 2 9 12.6 18.5
Other energy sector 123 132 138 116 109 106 100 100 1.2 0.2
Electricity 29 34 37 27 27 27 27 26 1.6 0.4
TFC 489 547 583 454 460 464 100 100 1.2 0.4
Coal 18 19 19 17 14 13 3 3 0.1 !1.2
Oil 117 126 133 111 112 111 23 24 0.9 0.2
Gas 157 180 193 143 148 153 33 33 1.6 0.7
Electricity 78 96 107 72 78 80 18 17 2.3 1.2
Heat 115 123 127 107 102 99 22 21 0.6 !0.4
Biomass and waste 3 3 4 3 6 7 1 2 1.6 4.6
Other renewables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n.a. n.a.
Industry 144 164 176 134 138 140 100 100 1.4 0.4
Coal 13 13 13 13 11 10 8 7 !0.1 !1.0
Oil 14 16 17 14 14 15 10 10 0.4 !0.2
Gas 40 47 50 35 37 39 28 28 2.1 1.1
Electricity 38 47 52 35 37 37 29 27 2.6 1.3
Heat 38 41 43 37 37 37 24 27 0.4 !0.2
Biomass and waste 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 3.8 6.1
Other renewables ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Transport 111 121 128 106 107 108 100 100 1.4 0.7
Oil 64 70 75 61 60 58 58 53 1.2 0.2
Electricity 9 11 12 10 13 15 10 14 2.3 3.1
Biofuels ! ! ! ! 1 2 ! 1 n.a. n.a.
Other fuels 38 40 41 35 33 33 32 31 1.5 0.7
Buildings 171 191 201 154 147 143 100 100 1.2 !0.1
Coal 5 5 5 4 3 3 2 2 0.4 !2.1
Oil 8 7 6 7 5 4 3 3 0.0 !1.5
Gas 54 63 69 48 49 49 34 34 1.7 0.4
Electricity 29 35 38 25 25 25 19 17 1.8 0.1
Heat 75 79 81 67 62 59 40 41 0.7 !0.5
Biomass and waste 2 2 2 2 3 4 1 3 1.1 3.2
Other renewables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n.a. n.a.
Other 63 71 77 60 68 74 100 100 0.9 0.7

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Russia: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total generation 1 082 990 1 148 1 219 1 295 1 368 1 443 100 100 1.5
Coal 157 164 218 221 230 226 225 17 16 1.2
Oil 129 16 13 11 7 3 2 2 0 !8.4
Gas 512 469 551 572 601 624 631 47 44 1.1
Nuclear 118 164 186 217 234 255 273 17 19 2.0
Hydro 166 174 169 179 191 205 218 18 15 0.9
Biomass and waste 0 3 4 7 12 23 46 0 3 11.6
Wind ! 0 4 8 12 20 30 0 2 41.0
Geothermal 0 0 2 4 8 12 17 0 1 14.9
Solar PV ! ! 0 0 1 1 1 ! 0 n.a.
CSP ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.

CAAGR (%)

2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total capacity 225 243 249 257 265 277 100 100 0.8
Coal 47 50 48 47 43 41 21 15 !0.5
Oil 6 6 5 3 2 1 3 0 !7.3
Gas 101 107 108 110 113 113 45 41 0.5
Nuclear 23 27 31 33 35 37 10 13 1.8
Hydro 48 49 51 54 58 61 21 22 1.0
Biomass and waste 1 1 2 2 4 8 0 3 8.4
Wind 0 1 3 4 7 11 0 4 28.4
Geothermal 0 0 1 1 2 3 0 1 13.7
Solar PV ! 0 1 1 1 2 ! 1 n.a.
CSP ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.

CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total CO2 2 179 1 517 1 655 1 687 1 730 1 756 1 787 100 100 0.6
Coal 687 405 444 451 464 461 457 27 26 0.5
Oil 625 327 348 352 353 354 362 22 20 0.4
Gas 866 785 863 884 914 941 968 52 54 0.8
Power generation 1 162 799 879 885 900 896 894 100 100 0.4
Coal 432 278 331 336 350 349 346 35 39 0.8
Oil 198 41 39 36 30 24 22 5 2 !2.3
Gas 532 480 509 513 520 524 525 60 59 0.3
TFC 960 652 701 726 750 774 804 100 100 0.8
Coal 253 121 108 109 108 107 105 19 13 !0.5
Oil 389 251 272 278 285 291 300 39 37 0.7
Transport 217 162 180 187 196 203 212 25 26 1.0
Gas 318 280 322 338 357 377 399 43 50 1.4

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%)

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%)

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%)

Russia: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 587

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total generation 1 269 1 532 1 692 1 171 1 237 1 272 100 100 2.1 1.0
Coal 240 282 315 187 111 83 19 6 2.5 !2.6
Oil 9 2 1 10 2 1 0 0 !9.1 !8.8
Gas 604 748 834 507 383 283 49 22 2.2 !1.9
Nuclear 217 254 266 246 323 366 16 29 1.9 3.1
Hydro 181 210 226 196 270 279 13 22 1.0 1.8
Biomass and waste 7 18 25 10 77 132 1 10 9.1 16.2
Wind 6 10 15 9 52 96 1 8 37.2 47.4
Geothermal 4 8 9 5 17 28 1 2 11.9 17.1
Solar PV 0 0 1 1 2 3 0 0 n.a. n.a.
CSP ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! 0 0 ! 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total capacity 261 290 308 246 279 306 100 100 1.2 1.2
Coal 51 51 55 42 23 20 18 7 0.6 !3.2
Oil 5 2 1 5 2 1 0 0 !7.6 !7.4
Gas 117 134 140 101 96 91 46 30 1.3 !0.4
Nuclear 31 35 36 35 45 50 12 16 1.7 3.0
Hydro 52 59 63 56 75 78 21 25 1.1 1.9
Biomass and waste 2 3 4 2 13 22 1 7 6.1 12.7
Wind 2 4 6 3 20 37 2 12 25.2 34.4
Geothermal 1 1 1 1 3 4 0 1 11.1 15.8
Solar PV 0 1 1 1 2 4 0 1 n.a. n.a.
CSP ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! 0 0 ! 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total CO2 1 732 1 915 2 046 1 551 1 232 1 102 100 100 1.2 !1.2
Coal 470 525 561 401 230 172 27 16 1.3 !3.2
Oil 355 364 379 338 314 302 19 27 0.6 !0.3
Gas 907 1 026 1 106 811 688 627 54 57 1.3 !0.9
Power generation 914 1 015 1 093 788 520 412 100 100 1.2 !2.5
Coal 354 407 441 290 154 109 40 26 1.8 !3.5
Oil 36 24 23 35 23 22 2 5 !2.3 !2.5
Gas 525 584 629 464 343 282 58 68 1.0 !2.0
TFC 740 811 857 689 638 617 100 100 1.1 !0.2
Coal 111 113 114 106 72 59 13 10 !0.2 !2.7
Oil 281 300 315 267 255 245 37 40 0.9 !0.1
Transport 188 207 220 179 175 170 26 27 1.2 0.2
Gas 349 398 428 316 312 313 50 51 1.6 0.4

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Russia: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
TPED 1 591 3 724 4 761 5 341 5 775 6 226 6 711 100 100 2.3
Coal 697 1 942 2 484 2 669 2 744 2 826 2 929 52 44 1.6
Oil 311 794 991 1 083 1 188 1 307 1 416 21 21 2.2
Gas 71 293 437 565 657 761 877 8 13 4.3
Nuclear 10 35 92 177 239 283 325 1 5 9.0
Hydro 24 74 108 135 161 178 188 2 3 3.7
Biomass and waste 471 549 575 603 634 670 712 15 11 1.0
Other renewables 7 37 76 110 151 201 264 1 4 7.8
Power generation 331 1 413 1 937 2 311 2 599 2 897 3 236 100 100 3.2
Coal 229 1 101 1 462 1 621 1 714 1 816 1 939 78 60 2.2
Oil 45 47 33 27 22 20 19 3 1 !3.5
Gas 16 122 163 213 253 303 365 9 11 4.3
Nuclear 10 35 92 177 239 283 325 2 10 9.0
Hydro 24 74 108 135 161 178 188 5 6 3.7
Biomass and waste 0 6 18 47 83 126 177 0 5 14.2
Other renewables 7 29 62 92 128 171 224 2 7 8.2
Other energy sector 162 412 500 537 559 584 610 100 100 1.5
Electricity 24 83 115 138 159 180 201 20 33 3.5
TFC 1 223 2 451 3 137 3 492 3 761 4 037 4 319 100 100 2.2
Coal 393 636 778 793 773 747 721 26 17 0.5
Oil 240 686 893 992 1 105 1 229 1 340 28 31 2.6
Gas 32 129 218 294 345 397 452 5 10 4.9
Electricity 85 404 613 771 898 1 030 1 174 17 27 4.2
Heat 14 55 74 78 75 71 68 2 2 0.8
Biomass and waste 460 532 546 545 541 533 524 22 12 !0.1
Other renewables 0 8 14 19 24 30 40 0 1 6.2
Industry 397 978 1 338 1 512 1 594 1 661 1 731 100 100 2.2
Coal 236 502 640 657 645 630 617 51 36 0.8
Oil 54 100 119 121 122 121 118 10 7 0.7
Gas 9 55 102 155 181 202 222 6 13 5.6
Electricity 51 237 369 461 527 587 649 24 37 4.0
Heat 11 36 51 54 50 46 42 4 2 0.6
Biomass and waste 36 48 58 64 70 76 82 5 5 2.0
Other renewables ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.3
Transport 114 331 480 566 676 806 933 100 100 4.1
Oil 100 315 458 536 635 750 858 95 92 3.9
Electricity 1 4 7 10 13 17 22 1 2 6.6
Biofuels ! 2 7 11 16 22 31 1 3 10.7
Other fuels 12 10 8 10 12 17 23 3 2 3.3
Buildings 600 863 983 1 051 1 108 1 169 1 239 100 100 1.4
Coal 111 87 92 86 79 69 57 10 5 !1.6
Oil 33 91 101 101 102 101 99 11 8 0.3
Gas 5 36 63 83 103 126 152 4 12 5.8
Electricity 24 140 208 267 321 384 454 16 37 4.6
Heat 3 19 23 24 25 26 26 2 2 1.1
Biomass and waste 423 482 482 471 455 435 412 56 33 !0.6
Other renewables 0 8 14 18 23 29 39 1 3 6.3
Other 112 279 336 363 383 401 416 100 100 1.5

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%)

Non-OECD Asia: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 589

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

TPED 5 543 6 785 7 478 5 081 5 411 5 653 100 100 2.7 1.6
Coal 2 901 3 498 3 855 2 392 1 815 1 621 52 29 2.7 !0.7
Oil 1 111 1 375 1 510 1 040 1 158 1 180 20 21 2.5 1.5
Gas 554 765 896 560 747 849 12 15 4.4 4.2
Nuclear 171 245 266 197 430 532 4 9 8.1 11.1
Hydro 127 153 164 143 198 214 2 4 3.1 4.2
Biomass and waste 585 607 620 617 743 819 8 14 0.5 1.6
Other renewables 94 141 168 132 319 439 2 8 6.0 9.9
Power generation 2 456 3 289 3 782 2 143 2 333 2 531 100 100 3.9 2.3
Coal 1 822 2 381 2 727 1 401 933 784 72 31 3.5 !1.3
Oil 32 26 24 25 17 15 1 1 !2.6 !4.2
Gas 187 278 346 207 296 350 9 14 4.1 4.2
Nuclear 171 245 266 197 430 532 7 21 8.1 11.1
Hydro 127 153 164 143 198 214 4 8 3.1 4.2
Biomass and waste 40 87 115 59 178 250 3 10 12.3 15.7
Other renewables 77 118 141 111 281 386 4 15 6.3 10.5
Other energy sector 553 633 675 513 514 516 100 100 1.9 0.9
Electricity 144 196 225 129 152 163 33 32 3.9 2.6
TFC 3 571 4 268 4 641 3 366 3 686 3 822 100 100 2.5 1.7
Coal 814 820 814 748 655 613 18 16 1.0 !0.1
Oil 1 015 1 295 1 435 951 1 085 1 111 31 29 2.9 1.9
Gas 309 426 491 297 393 442 11 12 5.3 4.8
Electricity 798 1 111 1 298 728 898 986 28 26 4.6 3.5
Heat 83 84 83 74 64 60 2 2 1.6 0.3
Biomass and waste 534 509 495 547 554 558 11 15 !0.3 0.2
Other renewables 17 23 27 21 37 53 1 1 4.6 7.3
Industry 1 554 1 803 1 934 1 452 1 530 1 555 100 100 2.7 1.8
Coal 674 695 702 619 552 524 36 34 1.3 0.2
Oil 123 125 126 117 116 112 7 7 0.9 0.4
Gas 165 223 252 164 216 234 13 15 6.1 5.8
Electricity 475 636 728 437 524 560 38 36 4.4 3.4
Heat 58 57 55 51 42 38 3 2 1.7 0.2
Biomass and waste 59 66 70 64 77 85 4 5 1.4 2.2
Other renewables 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 3.3 13.4
Transport 580 852 1 001 543 720 792 100 100 4.3 3.4
Oil 550 799 930 505 626 655 93 83 4.3 2.9
Electricity 10 16 20 11 23 38 2 5 6.3 8.9
Biofuels 10 19 26 15 45 62 3 8 10.0 13.8
Other fuels 10 19 25 11 25 37 3 5 3.6 5.2
Buildings 1 071 1 203 1 279 1 010 1 042 1 067 100 100 1.5 0.8
Coal 90 74 63 80 57 44 5 4 !1.3 !2.6
Oil 107 111 110 97 87 82 9 8 0.7 !0.4
Gas 87 131 156 75 100 116 12 11 5.9 4.6
Electricity 280 414 498 247 310 344 39 32 5.0 3.5
Heat 25 27 27 22 22 21 2 2 1.3 0.3
Biomass and waste 465 424 398 468 431 411 31 38 !0.7 !0.6
Other renewables 16 22 26 21 35 49 2 5 4.6 7.2
Other 367 409 428 362 394 408 100 100 1.7 1.5

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Non-OECD Asia: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total generation 1 271 5 660 8 459 10 565 12 286 14 055 15 977 100 100 4.1
Coal 729 3 852 5 547 6 398 6 953 7 616 8 386 68 52 3.0
Oil 163 158 103 86 72 65 64 3 0 !3.4
Gas 58 578 808 1 103 1 350 1 641 1 989 10 12 4.9
Nuclear 39 133 352 678 916 1 086 1 248 2 8 9.0
Hydro 274 859 1 250 1 568 1 871 2 065 2 181 15 14 3.7
Biomass and waste 0 14 55 160 282 428 601 0 4 15.6
Wind 0 46 284 463 650 835 1 021 1 6 12.7
Geothermal 7 20 30 42 58 76 96 0 1 6.3
Solar PV 0 1 25 58 116 207 305 0 2 27.2
CSP ! ! 4 8 16 35 84 ! 1 n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! 0 1 2 ! 0 n.a.

CAAGR (%)

2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total capacity 1 360 2 004 2 493 2 913 3 350 3 797 100 100 4.0
Coal 794 1 112 1 283 1 383 1 508 1 646 58 43 2.8
Oil 66 67 62 57 54 50 5 1 !1.0
Gas 151 219 280 336 404 486 11 13 4.6
Nuclear 19 48 90 122 145 166 1 4 8.8
Hydro 284 382 481 577 640 677 21 18 3.4
Biomass and waste 6 14 32 52 75 103 0 3 11.7
Wind 37 139 218 296 370 442 3 12 10.0
Geothermal 3 5 6 9 11 14 0 0 6.0
Solar PV 0 18 40 77 133 192 0 5 25.8
CSP ! 1 2 4 9 21 ! 1 n.a.
Marine ! ! ! 0 0 1 ! 0 n.a.

CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total CO2 3 527 9 990 12 950 14 195 14 938 15 771 16 687 100 100 2.0
Coal 2 540 7 321 9 438 10 131 10 353 10 586 10 900 73 65 1.5
Oil 858 2 025 2 544 2 799 3 108 3 466 3 799 20 23 2.4
Gas 130 644 968 1 265 1 478 1 718 1 989 6 12 4.4
Power generation 1 078 4 781 6 263 6 976 7 398 7 869 8 452 100 100 2.2
Coal 897 4 347 5 776 6 390 6 735 7 097 7 539 91 89 2.1
Oil 144 150 105 87 70 63 60 3 1 !3.5
Gas 37 284 382 498 593 709 853 6 10 4.3
TFC 2 298 4 818 6 217 6 714 7 036 7 376 7 689 100 100 1.8
Coal 1 583 2 793 3 445 3 502 3 394 3 264 3 133 58 41 0.4
Oil 656 1 748 2 297 2 559 2 873 3 224 3 541 36 46 2.8
Transport 300 939 1 365 1 598 1 893 2 237 2 558 19 33 3.9
Gas 60 277 475 653 768 888 1 015 6 13 5.1

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%)

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%)

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%)

Non-OECD Asia: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 591

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total generation 10 948 15 193 17 704 9 959 12 198 13 351 100 100 4.5 3.4
Coal 7 172 9 873 11 586 5 498 3 971 3 264 65 24 4.3 !0.6
Oil 99 80 75 82 58 55 0 0 !2.8 !4.0
Gas 940 1 436 1 796 1 079 1 664 1 999 10 15 4.5 4.9
Nuclear 656 942 1 020 756 1 651 2 040 6 15 8.1 11.1
Hydro 1 475 1 785 1 903 1 659 2 307 2 491 11 19 3.1 4.2
Biomass and waste 138 296 386 202 613 867 2 6 13.7 17.3
Wind 387 622 732 537 1 313 1 638 4 12 11.3 14.8
Geothermal 35 53 64 53 119 155 0 1 4.7 8.2
Solar PV 43 97 121 74 390 598 1 4 22.8 30.5
CSP 3 10 18 18 110 243 0 2 n.a. n.a.
Marine ! 1 2 ! 1 3 0 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total capacity 2 509 3 396 3 886 2 444 3 327 3 726 100 100 4.1 4.0
Coal 1 388 1 866 2 153 1 138 952 863 55 23 3.9 0.3
Oil 63 56 52 62 53 48 1 1 !0.9 !1.2
Gas 270 388 469 282 414 466 12 13 4.5 4.4
Nuclear 87 125 135 101 220 274 3 7 7.9 10.9
Hydro 451 548 585 510 721 781 15 21 2.8 4.0
Biomass and waste 28 53 68 39 106 146 2 4 9.9 13.2
Wind 186 284 328 247 556 668 8 18 8.7 11.7
Geothermal 5 8 10 8 18 23 0 1 4.4 7.9
Solar PV 31 67 81 52 259 394 2 11 21.7 29.3
CSP 1 2 4 5 29 62 0 2 n.a. n.a.
Marine ! 0 1 ! 0 1 0 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total CO2 15 165 18 617 20 651 12 945 10 388 9 111 100 100 2.8 !0.4
Coal 11 041 13 209 14 525 9 025 5 756 4 238 70 47 2.7 !2.1
Oil 2 885 3 682 4 097 2 669 3 000 3 064 20 34 2.7 1.6
Gas 1 239 1 726 2 029 1 251 1 633 1 809 10 20 4.5 4.1
Power generation 7 733 10 101 11 600 6 051 3 702 2 579 100 100 3.5 !2.3
Coal 7 192 9 369 10 713 5 487 2 988 1 787 92 69 3.5 !3.4
Oil 103 83 77 81 54 50 1 2 !2.6 !4.1
Gas 437 649 810 483 660 742 7 29 4.1 3.8
TFC 6 909 7 951 8 457 6 411 6 229 6 082 100 100 2.2 0.9
Coal 3 595 3 580 3 537 3 315 2 595 2 292 42 38 0.9 !0.8
Oil 2 628 3 415 3 817 2 438 2 777 2 836 45 47 3.0 1.9
Transport 1 641 2 383 2 774 1 505 1 868 1 956 33 32 4.3 2.9
Gas 687 956 1 103 658 856 955 13 16 5.5 4.9

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Non-OECD Asia: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
TPED 872 2 271 3 002 3 345 3 522 3 687 3 835 100 100 2.0
Coal 534 1 525 1 925 2 004 1 988 1 976 1 974 67 51 1.0
Oil 113 383 533 586 638 686 703 17 18 2.4
Gas 13 78 165 251 306 363 420 3 11 6.7
Nuclear ! 18 63 142 188 221 249 1 6 10.6
Hydro 11 53 78 96 109 115 118 2 3 3.1
Biomass and waste 200 204 202 210 216 224 238 9 6 0.6
Other renewables 0 10 36 56 78 102 134 0 3 10.3
Power generation 181 920 1 319 1 568 1 719 1 867 2 022 100 100 3.1
Coal 153 822 1 093 1 182 1 213 1 249 1 294 89 64 1.8
Oil 16 7 8 7 6 5 5 1 0 !1.5
Gas 1 16 44 72 97 127 157 2 8 9.3
Nuclear ! 18 63 142 188 221 249 2 12 10.6
Hydro 11 53 78 96 109 115 118 6 6 3.1
Biomass and waste ! 1 9 30 50 72 98 0 5 18.2
Other renewables 0 2 23 39 57 77 101 0 5 15.3
Other energy sector 94 295 352 367 365 362 360 100 100 0.8
Electricity 12 54 74 85 93 101 108 18 30 2.7
TFC 668 1 441 1 914 2 122 2 233 2 328 2 400 100 100 2.0
Coal 316 519 621 610 573 532 491 36 20 !0.2
Oil 86 340 484 539 595 646 669 24 28 2.6
Gas 9 50 104 160 189 215 241 3 10 6.2
Electricity 43 267 425 539 616 687 761 19 32 4.1
Heat 13 55 73 77 74 70 67 4 3 0.8
Biomass and waste 200 202 193 180 166 152 140 14 6 !1.4
Other renewables 0 8 13 17 20 25 32 1 1 5.6
Industry 242 682 939 1 042 1 066 1 073 1 081 100 100 1.8
Coal 178 406 505 497 469 440 411 59 38 0.0
Oil 21 49 60 59 59 57 54 7 5 0.4
Gas 3 16 42 80 91 97 101 2 9 7.4
Electricity 30 175 282 352 397 435 473 26 44 3.9
Heat 11 36 51 53 49 45 42 5 4 0.6
Biomass and waste ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Other renewables ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.3
Transport 38 163 276 331 393 457 496 100 100 4.4
Oil 28 155 268 318 374 430 458 95 92 4.3
Electricity 1 3 5 7 10 14 18 2 4 7.4
Biofuels ! 1 2 5 8 12 16 1 3 10.5
Other fuels 10 4 0 1 1 2 3 2 1 !0.2
Buildings 316 443 521 559 579 599 621 100 100 1.3
Coal 96 68 69 63 55 45 33 15 5 !2.7
Oil 7 46 52 51 48 44 39 10 6 !0.6
Gas 2 25 49 65 81 98 116 6 19 6.0
Electricity 9 77 125 165 193 223 253 17 41 4.7
Heat 2 19 22 24 24 24 25 4 4 1.0
Biomass and waste 200 201 191 175 158 140 123 45 20 !1.9
Other renewables 0 8 13 16 20 25 32 2 5 5.6
Other 71 153 178 190 195 199 201 100 100 1.0

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%)

China: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 593

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

TPED 3 465 4 068 4 361 3 186 3 148 3 152 100 100 2.5 1.3
Coal 2 149 2 431 2 596 1 817 1 283 1 074 60 34 2.1 !1.3
Oil 595 717 751 563 607 588 17 19 2.6 1.7
Gas 248 365 431 260 377 434 10 14 6.8 6.8
Nuclear 135 188 201 159 323 396 5 13 9.7 12.6
Hydro 93 107 112 99 117 121 3 4 2.9 3.2
Biomass and waste 199 188 186 223 278 310 4 10 !0.4 1.6
Other renewables 47 71 84 65 162 229 2 7 8.4 12.6
Power generation 1 658 2 140 2 403 1 463 1 485 1 543 100 100 3.8 2.0
Coal 1 305 1 627 1 816 1 039 667 527 76 34 3.1 !1.7
Oil 8 6 6 6 4 4 0 0 !0.9 !2.5
Gas 60 108 139 75 137 169 6 11 8.8 9.6
Nuclear 135 188 201 159 323 396 8 26 9.7 12.6
Hydro 93 107 112 99 117 121 5 8 2.9 3.2
Biomass and waste 26 51 66 39 105 140 3 9 16.4 19.8
Other renewables 32 52 62 46 132 186 3 12 13.2 18.1
Other energy sector 379 401 413 352 310 291 100 100 1.3 !0.1
Electricity 89 112 124 80 83 82 30 28 3.3 1.7
TFC 2 169 2 485 2 621 2 043 2 099 2 090 100 100 2.3 1.4
Coal 623 581 552 575 453 397 21 19 0.2 !1.0
Oil 548 680 721 517 568 554 28 27 2.9 1.9
Gas 169 235 269 167 220 244 10 12 6.7 6.3
Electricity 559 750 857 510 591 624 33 30 4.6 3.3
Heat 82 83 81 73 63 58 3 3 1.5 0.2
Biomass and waste 173 136 120 184 173 170 5 8 !2.0 !0.7
Other renewables 15 19 22 19 31 43 1 2 3.9 6.7
Industry 1 076 1 189 1 245 1 003 977 949 100 100 2.3 1.3
Coal 507 483 466 468 371 329 37 35 0.5 !0.8
Oil 60 59 57 58 57 52 5 6 0.6 0.2
Gas 86 113 125 92 119 125 10 13 8.3 8.2
Electricity 364 478 541 334 386 403 43 42 4.4 3.3
Heat 57 57 55 51 42 38 4 4 1.7 0.2
Biomass and waste ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Other renewables 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 3.3 13.4
Transport 335 480 534 318 418 442 100 100 4.7 3.9
Oil 324 456 501 300 361 357 94 81 4.6 3.3
Electricity 7 13 17 9 18 29 3 7 7.1 9.5
Biofuels 4 9 12 8 30 40 2 9 9.2 14.3
Other fuels 1 2 4 1 8 15 1 3 0.3 5.6
Buildings 566 612 634 534 512 507 100 100 1.4 0.5
Coal 66 49 37 58 37 25 6 5 !2.3 !3.8
Oil 52 46 42 49 37 32 7 6 !0.3 !1.4
Gas 68 102 119 59 74 84 19 17 6.1 4.7
Electricity 173 243 282 153 172 177 44 35 5.1 3.3
Heat 24 26 26 22 21 20 4 4 1.2 0.2
Biomass and waste 169 127 107 176 143 129 17 25 !2.4 !1.7
Other renewables 15 19 21 18 29 41 3 8 4.0 6.6
Other 191 204 208 188 192 192 100 100 1.2 0.9

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

China: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total generation 650 3 735 5 812 7 264 8 249 9 169 10 100 100 100 3.9
Coal 471 2 941 4 156 4 704 4 976 5 281 5 631 79 56 2.5
Oil 49 17 18 15 12 12 11 0 0 !1.5
Gas 3 62 204 355 499 673 843 2 8 10.6
Nuclear ! 70 241 544 721 850 956 2 9 10.6
Hydro 127 616 909 1 112 1 266 1 337 1 375 16 14 3.1
Biomass and waste ! 2 30 109 178 250 339 0 3 21.1
Wind 0 27 237 388 526 642 735 1 7 13.6
Geothermal ! 0 1 3 6 10 14 0 0 19.1
Solar PV 0 0 14 29 54 89 127 0 1 25.9
CSP ! ! 3 6 11 26 67 ! 1 n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! 0 1 1 ! 0 n.a.

CAAGR (%)

2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total capacity 931 1 379 1 728 1 970 2 179 2 378 100 100 3.7
Coal 650 859 984 1 044 1 099 1 159 70 49 2.3
Oil 15 15 14 12 12 12 2 1 !0.9
Gas 33 73 107 135 169 204 4 9 7.2
Nuclear 9 32 71 94 111 125 1 5 10.7
Hydro 197 270 330 376 397 408 21 17 2.8
Biomass and waste 1 6 20 32 44 58 0 2 17.1
Wind 26 114 180 236 280 312 3 13 10.1
Geothermal 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 18.1
Solar PV 0 10 20 36 58 81 0 3 24.0
CSP ! 1 2 3 6 16 ! 1 n.a.
Marine ! ! ! 0 0 0 ! 0 n.a.

CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total CO2 2 244 6 877 9 065 9 727 9 920 10 113 10 253 100 100 1.5
Coal 1 914 5 751 7 332 7 638 7 547 7 456 7 398 84 72 1.0
Oil 305 958 1 366 1 522 1 681 1 833 1 900 14 19 2.7
Gas 26 169 367 566 693 824 955 2 9 6.9
Power generation 652 3 324 4 467 4 872 5 027 5 200 5 404 100 100 1.9
Coal 598 3 262 4 336 4 679 4 779 4 884 5 021 98 93 1.7
Oil 52 25 27 24 20 19 17 1 0 !1.6
Gas 2 36 103 168 227 298 367 1 7 9.3
TFC 1 507 3 289 4 280 4 516 4 562 4 578 4 510 100 100 1.2
Coal 1 265 2 315 2 790 2 741 2 562 2 369 2 174 70 48 !0.2
Oil 225 863 1 257 1 411 1 571 1 722 1 789 26 40 2.8
Transport 83 463 798 949 1 115 1 279 1 365 14 30 4.2
Gas 17 110 233 364 429 487 548 3 12 6.4

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%)

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%)

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%)

China: New Policies Scenario
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A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total generation 7 537 10 023 11 407 6 858 7 840 8 216 100 100 4.4 3.1
Coal 5 194 6 766 7 749 4 079 2 808 2 127 68 26 3.8 !1.2
Oil 16 13 11 14 10 9 0 0 !1.4 !2.4
Gas 286 541 704 379 763 962 6 12 9.8 11.1
Nuclear 520 723 772 611 1 238 1 519 7 18 9.7 12.6
Hydro 1 079 1 249 1 302 1 146 1 364 1 402 11 17 2.9 3.2
Biomass and waste 95 183 231 138 366 491 2 6 19.3 22.8
Wind 318 492 560 441 977 1 168 5 14 12.4 15.6
Geothermal 2 5 7 3 14 22 0 0 15.8 21.0
Solar PV 23 43 53 35 222 340 0 4 21.7 30.7
CSP 3 8 16 13 77 175 0 2 n.a. n.a.
Marine ! 1 2 ! 0 1 0 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total capacity 1 764 2 294 2 563 1 687 2 120 2 280 100 100 4.0 3.5
Coal 1 072 1 364 1 532 886 711 616 60 27 3.4 !0.2
Oil 15 13 12 14 12 11 0 0 !0.8 !1.3
Gas 103 164 201 113 184 206 8 9 7.2 7.3
Nuclear 68 94 101 80 161 198 4 9 9.8 12.6
Hydro 320 370 386 340 405 416 15 18 2.6 2.9
Biomass and waste 18 32 40 25 63 83 2 4 15.5 18.8
Wind 151 223 249 201 411 476 10 21 9.1 11.9
Geothermal 0 1 1 0 2 3 0 0 15.2 19.8
Solar PV 17 30 36 25 151 230 1 10 20.2 29.0
CSP 1 2 4 3 19 41 0 2 n.a. n.a.
Marine ! 0 0 ! 0 0 0 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total CO2 10 314 12 014 12 897 8 921 6 398 4 979 100 100 2.4 !1.2
Coal 8 207 9 254 9 862 6 882 3 994 2 539 76 51 2.1 !3.1
Oil 1 549 1 931 2 053 1 453 1 590 1 548 16 31 3.0 1.9
Gas 558 829 981 585 814 893 8 18 7.0 6.6
Power generation 5 339 6 699 7 507 4 278 2 329 1 243 100 100 3.2 !3.7
Coal 5 172 6 423 7 161 4 082 2 019 899 95 72 3.1 !4.8
Oil 26 22 20 22 15 13 0 1 !0.9 !2.6
Gas 140 253 327 174 295 331 4 27 8.8 8.9
TFC 4 622 4 946 5 004 4 319 3 788 3 469 100 100 1.6 0.2
Coal 2 803 2 594 2 453 2 596 1 823 1 504 49 43 0.2 !1.6
Oil 1 436 1 816 1 938 1 345 1 482 1 440 39 42 3.2 2.0
Transport 964 1 358 1 493 894 1 076 1 065 30 31 4.6 3.3
Gas 384 536 613 378 482 524 12 15 6.8 6.2

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

China: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
TPED 319 669 810 945 1 092 1 256 1 464 100 100 3.1
Coal 106 280 363 434 490 544 618 42 42 3.1
Oil 61 159 178 202 237 288 356 24 24 3.1
Gas 11 49 63 82 100 124 154 7 11 4.5
Nuclear 2 5 12 17 29 38 48 1 3 9.2
Hydro 6 9 13 18 25 29 30 1 2 4.7
Biomass and waste 133 165 176 184 195 208 220 25 15 1.1
Other renewables 0 2 5 9 16 25 36 0 2 12.2
Power generation 73 253 317 392 471 553 657 100 100 3.7
Coal 58 203 248 292 327 360 412 80 63 2.8
Oil 4 11 9 7 5 5 4 4 1 !3.6
Gas 3 23 28 44 56 72 91 9 14 5.4
Nuclear 2 5 12 17 29 38 48 2 7 9.2
Hydro 6 9 13 18 25 29 30 4 5 4.7
Biomass and waste ! 1 3 7 15 26 38 0 6 14.4
Other renewables 0 2 5 8 14 23 33 1 5 12.5
Other energy sector 20 59 79 98 118 140 166 100 100 4.1
Electricity 7 18 27 36 46 57 69 30 42 5.4
TFC 252 435 528 604 690 794 923 100 100 2.9
Coal 42 60 89 107 119 131 143 14 16 3.4
Oil 53 129 149 176 214 264 331 30 36 3.7
Gas 6 21 29 31 35 42 51 5 6 3.5
Electricity 18 60 88 113 141 173 212 14 23 4.9
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Biomass and waste 133 164 173 177 180 181 182 38 20 0.4
Other renewables 0 0 1 1 1 2 4 0 0 10.6
Industry 70 132 183 219 251 285 321 100 100 3.5
Coal 29 45 72 91 103 116 130 34 40 4.1
Oil 10 23 28 30 32 33 34 18 11 1.4
Gas 0 7 9 9 12 15 18 5 6 4.0
Electricity 9 28 42 56 69 85 102 21 32 5.1
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Biomass and waste 23 29 31 33 35 37 38 22 12 1.1
Other renewables ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Transport 27 51 57 74 104 147 211 100 100 5.6
Oil 24 48 52 68 95 134 192 94 91 5.4
Electricity 0 1 2 2 2 2 3 2 1 3.5
Biofuels ! 0 1 2 3 5 8 0 4 16.1
Other fuels 2 2 2 3 4 6 9 4 4 6.1
Buildings 137 195 214 227 242 257 276 100 100 1.3
Coal 11 15 16 16 16 15 14 7 5 !0.2
Oil 11 24 27 29 32 36 40 12 14 2.0
Gas 0 0 1 1 2 4 5 0 2 23.3
Electricity 4 21 29 38 48 62 78 11 28 5.2
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Biomass and waste 111 136 141 142 142 140 136 69 49 0.0
Other renewables 0 0 1 1 1 2 3 0 1 9.9
Other 17 56 74 85 94 104 114 100 100 2.8

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%)

India: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 597

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

TPED 1 000 1 372 1 622 877 1 078 1 223 100 100 3.5 2.3
Coal 489 680 804 372 349 365 50 30 4.1 1.0
Oil 214 312 388 196 254 289 24 24 3.5 2.3
Gas 77 118 146 75 122 145 9 12 4.3 4.3
Nuclear 17 33 41 20 66 90 3 7 8.5 11.9
Hydro 14 20 23 20 40 48 1 4 3.6 6.6
Biomass and waste 181 196 205 183 211 230 13 19 0.8 1.3
Other renewables 7 13 16 12 36 57 1 5 8.7 14.2
Power generation 432 633 767 342 420 495 100 100 4.4 2.6
Coal 343 481 578 238 174 169 75 34 4.1 !0.7
Oil 10 9 8 6 3 3 1 1 !1.2 !4.8
Gas 35 61 78 38 70 83 10 17 4.8 5.0
Nuclear 17 33 41 20 66 90 5 18 8.5 11.9
Hydro 14 20 23 20 40 48 3 10 3.6 6.6
Biomass and waste 5 18 26 9 32 50 3 10 12.8 15.6
Other renewables 7 11 14 11 33 52 2 11 8.7 14.5
Other energy sector 100 147 175 92 127 147 100 100 4.3 3.6
Electricity 38 61 75 33 49 59 43 40 5.7 4.7
TFC 621 833 977 581 733 822 100 100 3.2 2.5
Coal 110 143 160 100 124 136 16 17 3.8 3.2
Oil 185 284 358 171 234 269 37 33 4.0 2.9
Gas 34 46 56 30 41 50 6 6 3.8 3.3
Electricity 115 180 223 104 152 182 23 22 5.1 4.3
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Biomass and waste 176 178 178 174 179 180 18 22 0.3 0.4
Other renewables 1 2 2 1 3 4 0 1 8.9 11.3
Industry 222 295 335 206 268 301 100 100 3.6 3.2
Coal 93 127 146 86 112 126 43 42 4.6 4.0
Oil 30 34 35 28 31 32 10 11 1.5 1.2
Gas 11 16 19 9 13 16 6 5 4.2 3.6
Electricity 56 85 103 52 75 88 31 29 5.1 4.5
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Biomass and waste 31 32 33 32 37 39 10 13 0.5 1.2
Other renewables ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Transport 81 164 234 74 129 166 100 100 6.0 4.6
Oil 74 150 213 67 111 138 91 84 5.9 4.1
Electricity 2 2 2 2 4 6 1 3 3.3 6.7
Biofuels 2 5 8 2 7 11 3 7 15.9 17.6
Other fuels 3 7 10 3 7 10 4 6 6.6 6.5
Buildings 233 269 292 217 233 242 100 100 1.6 0.8
Coal 17 16 15 15 12 10 5 4 !0.0 !1.3
Oil 31 40 46 27 31 34 16 14 2.5 1.3
Gas 1 4 6 1 3 4 2 2 23.9 22.5
Electricity 40 67 86 34 50 60 29 25 5.6 4.1
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Biomass and waste 143 141 138 140 134 130 47 54 0.1 !0.2
Other renewables 1 1 2 1 2 4 1 1 8.6 10.5
Other 85 106 117 84 103 113 100 100 2.9 2.7

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

India: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total generation 289 899 1 319 1 723 2 162 2 671 3 264 100 100 5.1
Coal 192 617 898 1 080 1 231 1 431 1 716 69 53 4.0
Oil 10 26 24 19 14 13 12 3 0 !2.9
Gas 10 111 148 243 319 418 536 12 16 6.2
Nuclear 6 19 44 65 110 145 184 2 6 9.2
Hydro 72 107 147 208 290 338 352 12 11 4.7
Biomass and waste ! 2 7 19 47 83 122 0 4 17.2
Wind 0 18 41 63 98 139 183 2 6 9.3
Geothermal ! ! 0 0 1 1 2 ! 0 n.a.
Solar PV ! 0 9 23 49 94 140 0 4 39.0
CSP ! ! 1 2 5 9 15 ! 0 n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! 0 0 1 ! 0 n.a.

CAAGR (%)

2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total capacity 176 303 390 498 636 779 100 100 5.9
Coal 92 174 201 221 267 325 52 42 5.0
Oil 7 8 8 8 8 7 4 1 !0.0
Gas 20 34 50 67 85 108 11 14 6.7
Nuclear 4 7 10 17 22 28 2 4 7.6
Hydro 39 49 68 95 111 115 22 15 4.2
Biomass and waste 2 3 4 9 14 20 1 3 9.6
Wind 11 23 33 49 67 85 6 11 8.2
Geothermal ! 0 0 0 0 0 ! 0 n.a.
Solar PV 0 7 15 31 58 85 0 11 27.9
CSP ! 0 1 1 3 4 ! 1 n.a.
Marine ! ! ! 0 0 0 ! 0 n.a.

CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total CO2 593 1 548 1 924 2 286 2 618 3 004 3 535 100 100 3.2
Coal 406 1 043 1 347 1 599 1 789 1 969 2 227 67 63 3.0
Oil 166 401 443 508 610 758 961 26 27 3.4
Gas 21 105 134 179 219 277 347 7 10 4.7
Power generation 245 873 1 056 1 256 1 414 1 578 1 824 100 100 2.9
Coal 226 785 961 1 131 1 268 1 396 1 598 90 88 2.8
Oil 11 33 29 23 15 14 13 4 1 !3.6
Gas 8 54 66 102 130 168 212 6 12 5.4
TFC 330 625 808 958 1 122 1 327 1 594 100 100 3.7
Coal 175 255 382 459 512 562 617 41 39 3.5
Oil 146 330 373 440 542 681 871 53 55 3.8
Transport 74 145 156 204 285 404 577 23 36 5.4
Gas 9 40 54 59 68 85 106 6 7 3.8

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%)

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%)

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%)

India: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 599

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total generation 1 769 2 796 3 449 1 586 2 335 2 790 100 100 5.3 4.4
Coal 1 229 1 878 2 312 910 754 731 67 26 5.2 0.7
Oil 25 23 22 16 10 9 1 0 !0.7 !4.0
Gas 192 351 460 212 429 512 13 18 5.6 6.1
Nuclear 67 126 156 75 253 346 5 12 8.5 11.9
Hydro 168 235 267 234 466 558 8 20 3.6 6.6
Biomass and waste 15 56 82 27 104 163 2 6 15.3 18.5
Wind 58 87 99 78 178 242 3 9 6.8 10.5
Geothermal 0 1 1 1 2 5 0 0 n.a. n.a.
Solar PV 15 40 50 28 108 159 1 6 33.5 39.6
CSP 0 0 1 5 31 65 0 2 n.a. n.a.
Marine ! 0 1 ! 0 1 0 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total capacity 362 574 699 380 629 763 100 100 5.5 5.8
Coal 200 313 386 168 164 166 55 22 5.7 2.3
Oil 8 8 7 8 7 7 1 1 !0.0 !0.4
Gas 45 80 102 50 97 115 15 15 6.5 6.9
Nuclear 10 19 23 12 38 51 3 7 6.8 10.2
Hydro 55 77 88 77 153 184 13 24 3.1 6.1
Biomass and waste 4 10 14 6 18 27 2 3 7.9 10.7
Wind 30 42 47 39 77 96 7 13 5.7 8.7
Geothermal 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 n.a. n.a.
Solar PV 10 26 32 19 66 96 5 13 23.2 28.6
CSP 0 0 0 1 9 21 0 3 n.a. n.a.
Marine ! 0 0 ! 0 0 0 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total CO2 2 523 3 581 4 320 2 012 2 040 2 159 100 100 4.0 1.3
Coal 1 812 2 485 2 933 1 362 1 121 1 093 68 51 4.1 0.2
Oil 545 836 1 061 487 652 750 25 35 3.8 2.4
Gas 166 260 327 163 267 317 8 15 4.5 4.4
Power generation 1 444 2 034 2 446 1 028 798 771 100 100 4.0 !0.5
Coal 1 331 1 865 2 239 921 627 575 92 75 4.1 !1.2
Oil 31 27 24 19 10 9 1 1 !1.2 !4.8
Gas 82 142 183 88 161 187 7 24 4.8 4.9
TFC 1 004 1 443 1 750 914 1 153 1 287 100 100 4.0 2.8
Coal 471 608 681 432 484 506 39 39 3.9 2.7
Oil 467 742 954 425 586 678 55 53 4.2 2.8
Transport 222 451 641 201 335 417 37 32 5.9 4.1
Gas 66 93 115 57 82 102 7 8 4.1 3.7

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

India: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
TPED 208 589 705 775 856 936 1 000 100 100 2.1
Coal 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 1.9
Oil 133 299 360 383 407 418 428 51 43 1.4
Gas 72 287 336 376 425 483 520 49 52 2.3
Nuclear ! ! 2 5 8 11 13 ! 1 n.a.
Hydro 1 1 3 3 4 4 5 0 0 5.6
Biomass and waste 0 1 1 2 4 6 10 0 1 10.7
Other renewables 0 0 2 4 6 12 23 0 2 21.0
Power generation 60 194 207 233 264 298 328 100 100 2.0
Coal 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 5.8
Oil 27 79 79 78 73 65 65 41 20 !0.8
Gas 32 113 122 144 172 204 218 58 66 2.5
Nuclear ! ! 2 5 8 11 13 ! 4 n.a.
Hydro 1 1 3 3 4 4 5 1 1 5.6
Biomass and waste ! 0 1 1 2 5 8 0 2 37.3
Other renewables 0 0 0 2 4 9 19 0 6 30.2
Other energy sector 21 67 86 99 110 126 139 100 100 2.9
Electricity 4 13 16 19 22 24 27 19 19 2.8
TFC 147 393 494 540 594 641 678 100 100 2.1
Coal 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 2.2
Oil 102 214 276 296 323 342 350 55 52 1.9
Gas 29 126 149 163 176 189 204 32 30 1.9
Electricity 15 52 66 78 90 104 118 13 17 3.2
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Biomass and waste 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 4.2
Other renewables 0 0 1 2 2 3 4 0 1 13.9
Industry 43 110 133 143 150 157 163 100 100 1.5
Coal 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 2.3
Oil 20 41 48 50 50 48 47 37 29 0.5
Gas 20 58 70 76 82 87 92 53 56 1.8
Electricity 3 10 13 16 19 21 24 9 15 3.2
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Biomass and waste 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.4
Other renewables ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.3
Transport 47 111 153 168 193 210 219 100 100 2.7
Oil 47 107 149 164 187 204 211 97 96 2.6
Electricity ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.9
Biofuels ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Other fuels ! 3 4 5 5 7 8 3 4 3.6
Buildings 33 100 118 132 146 162 178 100 100 2.2
Coal ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Oil 17 21 23 23 23 23 22 21 12 0.1
Gas 3 40 44 48 53 57 63 40 35 1.7
Electricity 12 39 49 58 67 78 88 38 50 3.2
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Biomass and waste 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 5.3
Other renewables 0 0 1 2 2 3 4 0 2 14.0
Other 23 72 90 97 104 111 118 100 100 2.0

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%)

Middle East: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 601

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

TPED 804 1 014 1 105 729 813 822 100 100 2.5 1.3
Coal 2 3 3 2 2 2 0 0 3.1 1.7
Oil 396 470 490 360 360 330 44 40 1.9 0.4
Gas 393 515 580 347 390 394 52 48 2.7 1.2
Nuclear 5 11 11 5 16 23 1 3 n.a. n.a.
Hydro 3 4 4 3 5 5 0 1 5.5 5.7
Biomass and waste 2 4 6 5 15 22 1 3 8.4 14.2
Other renewables 3 8 11 5 25 46 1 6 17.8 24.3
Power generation 245 313 351 215 249 278 100 100 2.3 1.4
Coal 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 8.9 4.1
Oil 77 70 71 70 46 41 20 15 !0.4 !2.5
Gas 156 219 251 131 155 157 72 56 3.1 1.3
Nuclear 5 11 11 5 16 23 3 8 n.a. n.a.
Hydro 3 4 4 3 5 5 1 2 5.5 5.7
Biomass and waste 1 3 4 1 6 10 1 3 33.7 38.6
Other renewables 2 5 9 3 21 42 3 15 26.5 34.3
Other energy sector 101 136 155 91 105 108 100 100 3.3 1.9
Electricity 19 26 29 18 22 24 19 22 3.2 2.4
TFC 557 702 757 513 574 568 100 100 2.6 1.4
Coal 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 2.9 2.8
Oil 309 389 407 282 303 276 54 49 2.5 1.0
Gas 166 198 217 152 164 168 29 30 2.1 1.1
Electricity 80 111 129 73 94 107 17 19 3.6 2.9
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Biomass and waste 1 1 2 4 9 12 0 2 4.1 12.2
Other renewables 2 2 3 2 3 4 0 1 11.9 14.2
Industry 149 174 187 138 144 144 100 100 2.1 1.0
Coal 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 3.0 2.9
Oil 53 57 58 52 51 49 31 34 1.3 0.6
Gas 78 94 102 70 72 72 54 50 2.2 0.8
Electricity 16 23 27 15 20 22 14 15 3.7 2.9
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Biomass and waste 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.4 2.4
Other renewables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.3 3.3
Transport 174 242 256 158 185 163 100 100 3.3 1.5
Oil 169 236 249 150 168 141 97 86 3.3 1.0
Electricity 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 3 0.6 21.9
Biofuels ! ! ! 3 8 10 ! 6 n.a. n.a.
Other fuels 4 6 7 5 8 8 3 5 2.9 3.5
Buildings 135 170 190 123 142 153 100 100 2.5 1.6
Coal ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Oil 24 24 23 22 20 19 12 12 0.4 !0.5
Gas 50 60 67 45 50 53 35 35 2.0 1.1
Electricity 59 82 96 54 68 75 50 49 3.6 2.6
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Biomass and waste 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 5.1 5.7
Other renewables 2 2 3 2 3 4 1 3 12.0 14.2
Other 100 116 124 94 104 108 100 100 2.1 1.6

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Middle East: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total generation 219 743 947 1 115 1 293 1 483 1 669 100 100 3.2
Coal ! 0 1 2 3 2 2 0 0 7.3
Oil 101 300 302 302 290 265 267 40 16 !0.5
Gas 106 430 598 732 881 1 036 1 126 58 67 3.8
Nuclear ! ! 7 18 31 41 52 ! 3 n.a.
Hydro 12 13 32 40 47 51 54 2 3 5.6
Biomass and waste ! 0 2 4 8 16 26 0 2 37.1
Wind 0 0 3 6 13 27 56 0 3 23.5
Geothermal ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Solar PV ! ! 2 6 12 24 38 ! 2 n.a.
CSP ! ! ! 4 9 20 50 ! 3 n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.

CAAGR (%)

2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total capacity 205 295 327 347 369 414 100 100 2.7
Coal 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2.2
Oil 65 79 81 78 70 68 32 17 0.2
Gas 127 197 216 226 237 251 62 61 2.7
Nuclear ! 1 2 4 6 7 ! 2 n.a.
Hydro 12 15 20 23 25 26 6 6 2.8
Biomass and waste 0 0 1 1 2 4 0 1 21.5
Wind 0 1 2 5 11 22 0 5 23.4
Geothermal ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Solar PV ! 1 3 6 13 20 ! 5 n.a.
CSP ! ! 1 3 6 15 ! 4 n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.

CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total CO2 557 1 510 1 778 1 925 2 089 2 238 2 333 100 100 1.7
Coal 1 4 5 8 9 9 9 0 0 3.5
Oil 392 856 1 026 1 081 1 144 1 168 1 186 57 51 1.3
Gas 163 650 746 836 936 1 061 1 139 43 49 2.2
Power generation 159 513 534 584 637 685 717 100 100 1.3
Coal 0 1 2 4 6 5 5 0 1 5.6
Oil 85 247 246 243 230 204 203 48 28 !0.8
Gas 74 265 286 336 401 476 509 52 71 2.5
TFC 346 843 1 058 1 142 1 244 1 321 1 371 100 100 1.9
Coal 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 2.1
Oil 281 566 731 785 858 906 924 67 67 1.9
Transport 141 318 441 485 555 604 624 38 46 2.6
Gas 64 275 325 355 384 413 444 33 32 1.9

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%)

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%)

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%)

Middle East: New Policies Scenario
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A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total generation 1 142 1 584 1 829 1 047 1 337 1 514 100 100 3.5 2.8
Coal 2 4 5 2 1 1 0 0 10.5 5.1
Oil 302 288 294 272 182 165 16 11 !0.1 !2.3
Gas 766 1 150 1 357 684 853 853 74 56 4.5 2.7
Nuclear 18 41 41 18 62 88 2 6 n.a. n.a.
Hydro 38 50 52 40 53 55 3 4 5.5 5.7
Biomass and waste 4 9 13 5 19 32 1 2 33.5 38.3
Wind 6 15 23 8 76 139 1 9 19.3 27.9
Geothermal ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Solar PV 4 14 19 8 37 69 1 5 n.a. n.a.
CSP 3 14 24 10 54 112 1 7 n.a. n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! ! 0 ! 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total capacity 326 383 427 327 408 485 100 100 2.9 3.4
Coal 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 4.8 !0.1
Oil 82 74 74 79 58 51 17 11 0.5 !0.9
Gas 217 260 294 215 247 262 69 54 3.3 2.8
Nuclear 2 6 6 2 8 12 1 2 n.a. n.a.
Hydro 18 24 25 19 25 26 6 5 2.8 2.9
Biomass and waste 1 1 2 1 3 5 0 1 18.4 22.6
Wind 2 6 9 3 32 58 2 12 19.0 28.0
Geothermal ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Solar PV 2 8 10 4 19 36 2 7 n.a. n.a.
CSP 1 4 7 3 16 34 2 7 n.a. n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! ! 0 ! 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total CO2 1 996 2 464 2 659 1 795 1 822 1 714 100 100 2.2 0.5
Coal 8 12 15 10 8 8 1 0 5.6 2.8
Oil 1 112 1 320 1 372 1 013 987 884 52 52 1.8 0.1
Gas 875 1 131 1 271 771 828 822 48 48 2.6 0.9
Power generation 612 740 819 533 495 478 100 100 1.8 !0.3
Coal 4 8 11 7 4 3 1 1 8.7 3.9
Oil 242 220 222 219 143 129 27 27 !0.4 !2.5
Gas 365 512 587 307 348 346 72 72 3.1 1.0
TFC 1 181 1 474 1 563 1 078 1 139 1 055 100 100 2.4 0.9
Coal 2 3 3 2 3 3 0 0 2.9 2.5
Oil 817 1 038 1 085 744 794 708 69 67 2.5 0.9
Transport 501 699 738 444 496 417 47 39 3.3 1.0
Gas 362 434 474 331 343 344 30 33 2.1 0.9

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Middle East: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
TPED 391 665 739 790 835 878 915 100 100 1.2
Coal 74 106 119 125 129 130 126 16 14 0.7
Oil 89 151 167 171 173 173 178 23 19 0.6
Gas 30 83 94 109 119 129 136 13 15 1.9
Nuclear 2 3 3 3 8 14 15 1 2 6.1
Hydro 5 8 10 13 16 19 23 1 3 3.9
Biomass and waste 190 312 342 362 379 394 407 47 45 1.0
Other renewables 0 1 3 6 12 19 30 0 3 12.5
Power generation 69 138 157 178 198 216 233 100 100 2.0
Coal 39 63 72 77 78 76 73 46 31 0.5
Oil 11 20 18 16 13 10 9 14 4 !2.8
Gas 11 41 48 58 65 68 70 30 30 2.0
Nuclear 2 3 3 3 8 14 15 2 7 6.1
Hydro 5 8 10 13 16 19 23 6 10 3.9
Biomass and waste 0 1 3 5 7 11 15 0 7 13.1
Other renewables 0 1 3 6 11 18 28 1 12 12.5
Other energy sector 60 91 98 102 105 109 111 100 100 0.8
Electricity 6 10 12 13 15 16 17 11 15 1.9
TFC 289 491 550 587 619 650 680 100 100 1.3
Coal 20 19 23 23 23 23 22 4 3 0.6
Oil 70 122 142 150 158 166 174 25 26 1.4
Gas 9 28 29 32 34 37 41 6 6 1.5
Electricity 21 45 54 63 72 82 92 9 14 2.8
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Biomass and waste 169 277 302 318 330 341 349 56 51 0.9
Other renewables 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 13.4
Industry 60 84 99 105 109 115 121 100 100 1.4
Coal 14 10 13 13 13 13 13 12 11 0.9
Oil 14 12 13 14 14 14 14 15 12 0.5
Gas 5 14 15 17 18 20 22 16 18 1.7
Electricity 12 20 23 26 27 29 30 23 25 1.7
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Biomass and waste 16 28 34 36 37 39 41 33 34 1.5
Other renewables ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Transport 36 79 93 99 106 112 117 100 100 1.5
Oil 36 77 91 96 103 108 113 98 96 1.5
Electricity 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2.0
Biofuels ! ! 1 1 1 1 1 ! 1 n.a.
Other fuels 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2.2
Buildings 178 302 331 352 372 390 407 100 100 1.1
Coal 3 8 8 8 8 8 8 3 2 !0.0
Oil 13 17 21 23 24 25 27 6 7 1.7
Gas 1 6 6 7 7 8 9 2 2 1.5
Electricity 8 23 28 34 41 49 57 8 14 3.6
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Biomass and waste 152 248 267 280 291 300 305 82 75 0.8
Other renewables 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 11.1
Other 15 26 28 30 32 33 35 100 100 1.2

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%)

Africa: New Policies Scenario
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A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

TPED 799 897 945 765 815 838 100 100 1.4 0.9
Coal 132 148 154 120 105 91 16 11 1.4 !0.6
Oil 173 177 184 157 138 131 19 16 0.8 !0.5
Gas 112 137 147 100 99 90 16 11 2.2 0.3
Nuclear 3 8 9 3 21 33 1 4 3.8 9.2
Hydro 12 18 21 13 20 24 2 3 3.6 4.1
Biomass and waste 361 394 408 363 397 412 43 49 1.0 1.1
Other renewables 6 14 22 8 35 58 2 7 11.2 15.5
Power generation 185 225 250 171 197 214 100 100 2.3 1.7
Coal 83 91 97 73 56 43 39 20 1.7 !1.5
Oil 17 11 10 16 10 9 4 4 !2.5 !2.9
Gas 61 75 79 51 43 29 32 14 2.5 !1.3
Nuclear 3 8 9 3 21 33 4 15 3.8 9.2
Hydro 12 18 21 13 20 24 8 11 3.6 4.1
Biomass and waste 3 9 14 6 14 20 5 9 12.7 14.3
Other renewables 5 13 21 8 34 56 8 26 11.2 15.5
Other energy sector 103 112 115 100 103 103 100 100 0.9 0.5
Electricity 14 17 18 13 15 15 16 15 2.2 1.5
TFC 591 661 696 570 606 622 100 100 1.4 0.9
Coal 23 23 23 22 20 19 3 3 0.7 !0.1
Oil 152 171 181 137 131 127 26 20 1.5 0.1
Gas 32 38 42 31 36 40 6 6 1.6 1.4
Electricity 65 86 98 62 77 85 14 14 3.1 2.5
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Biomass and waste 318 343 351 318 341 349 50 56 0.9 0.9
Other renewables 0 1 1 0 1 2 0 0 11.7 14.8
Industry 106 118 125 102 107 111 100 100 1.5 1.1
Coal 13 13 13 13 11 10 11 9 1.0 !0.2
Oil 14 15 16 12 11 11 13 10 0.9 !0.5
Gas 17 19 21 16 18 20 17 18 1.7 1.5
Electricity 27 31 33 25 27 28 27 26 2.1 1.4
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Biomass and waste 36 39 41 36 39 41 33 37 1.5 1.6
Other renewables ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Transport 99 113 120 90 86 82 100 100 1.6 0.2
Oil 97 110 117 85 78 71 97 87 1.6 !0.3
Electricity 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1.4 5.3
Biofuels 0 0 0 2 5 6 0 7 n.a. n.a.
Other fuels 1 2 2 2 2 3 2 4 2.4 3.8
Buildings 355 396 414 348 380 394 100 100 1.2 1.0
Coal 8 8 8 8 7 7 2 2 0.1 !0.3
Oil 23 26 28 22 24 25 7 6 1.9 1.5
Gas 7 9 10 6 8 9 2 2 1.8 1.3
Electricity 35 51 60 33 45 51 14 13 3.8 3.2
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Biomass and waste 281 302 308 278 296 300 74 76 0.8 0.7
Other renewables 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 9.4 13.0
Other 30 34 36 30 33 35 100 100 1.3 1.2

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Africa: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total generation 316 630 762 885 999 1 124 1 259 100 100 2.7
Coal 165 250 291 321 328 330 327 40 26 1.0
Oil 41 79 73 67 55 45 41 13 3 !2.5
Gas 45 186 245 294 329 355 380 29 30 2.8
Nuclear 8 13 13 13 32 53 59 2 5 6.1
Hydro 56 98 120 148 183 222 266 16 21 3.9
Biomass and waste 0 1 7 15 24 36 50 0 4 17.4
Wind ! 2 6 10 16 25 41 0 3 13.1
Geothermal 0 1 2 4 7 10 14 0 1 9.3
Solar PV ! 0 2 6 13 24 38 0 3 32.3
CSP ! ! 1 6 13 24 45 ! 4 n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.

CAAGR (%)

2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total capacity 141 185 210 238 272 313 100 100 3.1
Coal 41 48 55 59 62 68 29 22 1.9
Oil 24 28 27 23 20 18 17 6 !1.1
Gas 47 69 74 80 86 91 33 29 2.6
Nuclear 2 2 2 4 7 8 1 3 5.8
Hydro 25 31 39 47 57 68 18 22 4.0
Biomass and waste 1 2 3 5 6 8 1 3 9.0
Wind 1 3 5 7 11 17 1 6 12.7
Geothermal 0 0 1 1 2 2 0 1 10.0
Solar PV 0 2 4 8 14 21 0 7 32.7
CSP ! 0 2 3 6 11 ! 4 n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.

CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total CO2 545 928 1 054 1 127 1 154 1 165 1 170 100 100 0.9
Coal 235 322 369 392 384 365 337 35 29 0.2
Oil 248 426 481 500 513 527 545 46 47 1.0
Gas 62 179 203 234 257 274 288 19 25 1.8
Power generation 212 405 449 487 485 464 438 100 100 0.3
Coal 152 246 279 299 292 272 246 61 56 !0.0
Oil 35 62 57 51 41 33 30 15 7 !2.8
Gas 25 97 113 136 151 159 163 24 37 2.0
TFC 302 485 558 589 616 644 672 100 100 1.3
Coal 83 76 90 91 91 90 89 16 13 0.6
Oil 201 349 405 428 451 473 493 72 73 1.3
Transport 105 230 270 287 305 322 337 47 50 1.5
Gas 18 60 63 69 74 81 90 12 13 1.6

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%)

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%)

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%)

Africa: New Policies Scenario
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Annex A - Tables for scenario projections 607

A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total generation 912 1 181 1 341 863 1 051 1 157 100 100 3.0 2.4
Coal 345 402 440 307 246 181 33 16 2.2 !1.2
Oil 70 48 44 67 44 40 3 3 !2.2 !2.6
Gas 307 402 439 265 236 177 33 15 3.4 !0.2
Nuclear 13 32 34 13 81 126 3 11 3.8 9.2
Hydro 142 206 245 154 232 277 18 24 3.6 4.1
Biomass and waste 10 30 45 18 45 66 3 6 16.9 18.7
Wind 10 21 28 12 48 97 2 8 11.5 16.9
Geothermal 4 8 11 4 14 22 1 2 8.5 11.2
Solar PV 6 18 27 10 39 61 2 5 30.6 34.8
CSP 4 15 28 14 66 109 2 9 n.a. n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! 0 0 ! 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total capacity 214 282 323 216 298 369 100 100 3.3 3.8
Coal 59 74 85 53 55 61 26 17 2.8 1.5
Oil 27 20 18 27 20 18 6 5 !1.0 !1.0
Gas 78 100 109 74 81 81 34 22 3.3 2.1
Nuclear 2 4 5 2 11 17 1 5 3.5 8.8
Hydro 37 53 63 40 60 72 19 19 3.6 4.2
Biomass and waste 2 5 8 4 8 11 2 3 8.6 10.1
Wind 5 9 12 5 21 42 4 11 11.1 16.6
Geothermal 1 1 2 1 2 3 1 1 9.7 11.8
Solar PV 4 11 16 6 22 34 5 9 31.2 35.2
CSP 1 4 7 4 19 30 2 8 n.a. n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! 0 0 ! 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total CO2 1 165 1 284 1 352 1 045 818 675 100 100 1.5 !1.2
Coal 415 448 468 372 198 98 35 15 1.4 !4.5
Oil 508 545 570 458 418 400 42 59 1.1 !0.2
Gas 241 292 313 215 202 177 23 26 2.2 !0.0
Power generation 517 563 591 453 249 118 100 100 1.5 !4.6
Coal 321 353 374 283 123 29 63 24 1.6 !7.9
Oil 54 35 32 51 32 29 5 25 !2.5 !2.9
Gas 142 175 185 119 94 61 31 51 2.5 !1.8
TFC 595 661 697 543 520 508 100 100 1.4 0.2
Coal 92 92 91 88 74 68 13 13 0.7 !0.4
Oil 434 487 515 388 368 353 74 69 1.5 0.0
Transport 288 328 347 253 230 212 50 42 1.6 !0.3
Gas 69 82 91 67 78 87 13 17 1.6 1.4

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Africa: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
TPED 333 538 644 700 743 787 829 100 100 1.7
Coal 15 18 26 28 32 34 32 3 4 2.3
Oil 150 233 266 268 268 269 271 43 33 0.6
Gas 52 112 142 166 176 186 197 21 24 2.2
Nuclear 2 6 7 11 14 17 18 1 2 4.6
Hydro 30 58 65 71 78 84 91 11 11 1.8
Biomass and waste 82 109 131 146 162 178 194 20 23 2.2
Other renewables 1 3 6 9 13 19 26 1 3 8.6
Power generation 66 134 157 175 190 206 225 100 100 2.0
Coal 3 5 10 11 13 13 12 4 5 3.0
Oil 14 26 22 18 14 11 10 20 5 !3.6
Gas 14 29 38 45 45 46 49 22 22 2.0
Nuclear 2 6 7 11 14 17 18 4 8 4.6
Hydro 30 58 65 71 78 84 91 43 40 1.8
Biomass and waste 2 8 9 12 15 18 23 6 10 4.2
Other renewables 1 3 5 8 11 17 23 2 10 8.6
Other energy sector 56 81 97 110 116 120 122 100 100 1.6
Electricity 8 18 20 22 23 24 25 22 21 1.4
TFC 253 410 493 530 562 598 630 100 100 1.7
Coal 7 9 12 12 12 12 12 2 2 1.1
Oil 122 189 223 229 233 238 240 46 38 0.9
Gas 24 59 74 82 89 98 106 14 17 2.2
Electricity 35 69 83 93 102 112 123 17 19 2.2
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Biomass and waste 65 83 101 112 124 136 146 20 23 2.2
Other renewables ! 0 1 1 2 2 3 0 1 8.4
Industry 85 139 172 188 201 212 221 100 100 1.8
Coal 6 9 11 12 12 12 11 6 5 1.0
Oil 20 32 37 39 39 40 39 23 18 0.8
Gas 15 30 39 43 47 51 55 22 25 2.4
Electricity 16 29 36 41 44 47 50 21 23 2.1
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Biomass and waste 27 40 49 54 58 62 65 28 29 1.9
Other renewables ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Transport 71 128 158 166 175 187 198 100 100 1.7
Oil 65 109 131 133 133 136 138 85 70 0.9
Electricity 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3.3
Biofuels 6 13 21 26 33 40 46 10 23 4.9
Other fuels 0 5 6 7 9 11 12 4 6 3.3
Buildings 70 94 105 113 120 128 137 100 100 1.4
Coal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.1
Oil 17 17 19 20 20 21 21 18 16 0.9
Gas 6 12 14 15 16 18 19 12 14 2.0
Electricity 17 38 44 49 54 60 66 41 48 2.1
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Biomass and waste 29 27 28 28 28 27 27 28 19 !0.0
Other renewables ! 0 1 1 2 2 3 0 2 8.4
Other 27 49 58 63 67 71 74 100 100 1.6

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%)

Latin America: New Policies Scenario
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A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

TPED 705 820 881 672 718 731 100 100 1.9 1.2
Coal 31 41 41 26 26 24 5 3 3.3 1.2
Oil 279 297 309 250 226 210 35 29 1.1 !0.4
Gas 166 212 237 156 149 141 27 19 2.9 0.9
Nuclear 11 12 13 11 17 18 2 2 3.5 4.7
Hydro 71 82 88 72 86 92 10 13 1.6 1.8
Biomass and waste 138 160 171 146 185 203 19 28 1.8 2.4
Other renewables 8 16 21 11 29 43 2 6 7.7 10.6
Power generation 177 217 245 171 187 197 100 100 2.3 1.5
Coal 12 16 17 9 7 6 7 3 4.5 0.1
Oil 20 13 12 15 6 5 5 3 !3.0 !6.0
Gas 45 64 78 42 24 11 32 6 3.9 !3.5
Nuclear 11 12 13 11 17 18 5 9 3.5 4.7
Hydro 71 82 88 72 86 92 36 47 1.6 1.8
Biomass and waste 11 15 18 12 21 26 7 13 3.4 4.7
Other renewables 7 14 19 9 26 39 8 20 7.8 10.8
Other energy sector 112 127 131 105 107 106 100 100 1.9 1.0
Electricity 22 25 27 21 22 23 21 22 1.7 1.0
TFC 533 619 665 509 551 563 100 100 1.9 1.2
Coal 13 13 14 12 11 11 2 2 1.6 0.8
Oil 238 264 276 214 202 187 41 33 1.5 !0.0
Gas 82 100 111 79 91 98 17 17 2.4 2.0
Electricity 94 119 133 91 105 112 20 20 2.5 1.9
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Biomass and waste 105 121 129 112 139 151 19 27 1.7 2.3
Other renewables 1 2 3 1 2 4 0 1 7.3 9.0
Industry 189 220 235 182 203 209 100 100 2.0 1.6
Coal 12 13 13 11 11 11 6 5 1.6 0.8
Oil 40 43 45 37 37 36 19 17 1.3 0.4
Gas 43 54 60 41 46 50 25 24 2.7 2.0
Electricity 41 50 55 39 45 47 23 23 2.5 1.9
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Biomass and waste 53 60 63 53 63 66 27 32 1.8 2.0
Other renewables ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Transport 167 196 213 153 160 157 100 100 2.0 0.8
Oil 139 157 166 120 107 94 78 60 1.6 !0.6
Electricity 0 0 1 1 1 2 0 1 3.1 7.9
Biofuels 20 28 34 26 41 48 16 31 3.6 5.0
Other fuels 7 11 12 8 11 13 6 8 3.3 3.5
Buildings 113 132 143 111 120 125 100 100 1.6 1.1
Coal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.3 1.9
Oil 20 22 23 19 18 18 16 14 1.1 0.1
Gas 15 18 20 15 17 18 14 14 2.2 1.7
Electricity 50 63 71 48 54 57 49 46 2.4 1.6
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Biomass and waste 28 27 27 28 28 28 19 22 !0.0 0.2
Other renewables 1 2 3 1 2 4 2 3 7.3 9.0
Other 63 71 75 62 69 72 100 100 1.7 1.5

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Latin America: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total generation 489 1 009 1 194 1 337 1 456 1 581 1 717 100 100 2.1
Coal 9 20 41 46 57 60 55 2 3 3.9
Oil 64 127 106 87 71 57 53 13 3 !3.3
Gas 45 135 208 254 265 276 294 13 17 3.1
Nuclear 10 21 28 44 54 64 68 2 4 4.6
Hydro 354 669 757 830 905 980 1 054 66 61 1.8
Biomass and waste 7 32 38 46 56 68 81 3 5 3.7
Wind ! 2 9 16 24 37 55 0 3 14.0
Geothermal 1 3 5 7 9 12 16 0 1 6.5
Solar PV ! 0 2 7 13 21 28 0 2 40.6
CSP ! ! ! ! 2 7 12 ! 1 n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.

CAAGR (%)

2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total capacity 227 273 311 344 380 422 100 100 2.4
Coal 4 7 8 10 11 10 2 2 3.2
Oil 33 34 34 32 28 29 14 7 !0.5
Gas 40 60 72 79 89 100 17 24 3.6
Nuclear 3 4 6 7 9 9 1 2 4.5
Hydro 142 157 172 187 203 218 62 52 1.7
Biomass and waste 5 6 7 8 10 12 2 3 3.8
Wind 1 4 6 9 14 20 0 5 12.6
Geothermal 1 1 1 1 2 2 0 1 5.7
Solar PV 0 2 5 9 14 18 0 4 74.2
CSP ! ! ! 1 2 3 ! 1 n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.

CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total CO2 578 972 1 165 1 229 1 255 1 281 1 303 100 100 1.1
Coal 47 67 104 110 116 117 110 7 8 1.9
Oil 415 658 746 749 745 749 753 68 58 0.5
Gas 116 247 316 370 394 415 440 25 34 2.2
Power generation 90 176 205 211 207 200 199 100 100 0.5
Coal 15 26 48 51 58 59 53 15 27 2.8
Oil 44 82 67 55 44 35 32 47 16 !3.6
Gas 32 68 90 105 105 107 114 39 57 2.0
TFC 426 700 841 876 900 932 956 100 100 1.2
Coal 29 39 52 53 53 53 52 6 5 1.1
Oil 342 532 629 644 651 664 670 76 70 0.9
Transport 193 326 390 396 397 406 412 47 43 0.9
Gas 54 129 161 179 196 215 233 18 24 2.3

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%)

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%)

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%)

Latin America: New Policies Scenario
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A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total generation 1 354 1 674 1 859 1 310 1 483 1 567 100 100 2.4 1.7
Coal 54 77 81 39 31 25 4 2 5.5 0.9
Oil 99 64 60 77 31 27 3 2 !2.9 !5.8
Gas 264 410 495 226 150 65 27 4 5.1 !2.7
Nuclear 42 47 51 43 67 70 3 4 3.5 4.7
Hydro 823 957 1 023 841 1 000 1 072 55 68 1.6 1.8
Biomass and waste 44 58 67 47 76 92 4 6 2.9 4.2
Wind 16 31 40 17 65 110 2 7 12.5 17.0
Geothermal 7 11 14 7 17 23 1 1 6.1 8.1
Solar PV 5 16 21 8 34 60 1 4 39.1 44.7
CSP ! 3 7 4 13 20 0 1 n.a. n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! 0 2 ! 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total capacity 312 389 434 304 379 431 100 100 2.5 2.5
Coal 10 13 13 8 7 7 3 2 4.5 1.7
Oil 34 29 29 31 25 25 7 6 !0.5 !1.1
Gas 75 109 130 63 68 69 30 16 4.7 2.2
Nuclear 6 7 7 6 9 9 2 2 3.5 4.7
Hydro 170 198 212 174 207 222 49 52 1.6 1.7
Biomass and waste 7 9 10 7 11 14 2 3 3.1 4.3
Wind 6 11 14 7 24 41 3 9 11.1 15.7
Geothermal 1 2 2 1 2 3 0 1 5.3 7.2
Solar PV 4 11 15 6 21 36 3 8 72.6 78.8
CSP ! 1 2 1 3 5 0 1 n.a. n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! 0 0 ! 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total CO2 1 275 1 451 1 545 1 143 1 010 921 100 100 1.8 !0.2
Coal 121 140 143 101 75 63 9 7 2.9 !0.3
Oil 783 837 871 693 614 560 56 61 1.1 !0.6
Gas 372 475 532 349 320 298 34 32 3.0 0.7
Power generation 226 265 296 189 102 64 100 100 2.0 !3.8
Coal 59 75 76 44 28 21 26 33 4.3 !0.8
Oil 63 39 37 48 18 16 12 26 !3.0 !6.0
Gas 104 150 183 97 56 26 62 42 3.9 !3.6
TFC 903 1 023 1 083 822 784 741 100 100 1.7 0.2
Coal 56 59 60 52 43 38 6 5 1.7 !0.1
Oil 668 742 777 598 552 503 72 68 1.5 !0.2
Transport 415 468 494 357 319 280 46 38 1.6 !0.6
Gas 179 221 246 173 189 201 23 27 2.5 1.7

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Latin America: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
TPED 138 237 300 336 364 393 421 100 100 2.2
Coal 10 11 16 16 16 15 14 5 3 1.0
Oil 59 95 113 116 115 116 116 40 28 0.8
Gas 3 17 34 50 59 66 76 7 18 5.9
Nuclear 1 3 4 6 9 11 12 1 3 5.1
Hydro 18 34 37 40 42 45 47 14 11 1.3
Biomass and waste 48 76 95 106 121 135 147 32 35 2.6
Other renewables ! 1 1 2 3 5 7 0 2 10.8
Power generation 22 50 65 75 83 93 104 100 100 2.9
Coal 1 3 6 5 5 4 4 5 4 1.5
Oil 1 3 3 2 2 2 2 6 2 !2.1
Gas 0 2 9 13 14 16 21 5 20 8.5
Nuclear 1 3 4 6 9 11 12 7 12 5.1
Hydro 18 34 37 40 42 45 47 68 46 1.3
Biomass and waste 1 4 6 7 9 11 12 9 12 4.2
Other renewables ! 0 1 1 2 3 5 0 5 16.3
Other energy sector 26 40 51 62 67 68 69 100 100 2.1
Electricity 3 9 10 11 12 12 13 21 19 1.8
TFC 112 191 237 259 279 303 326 100 100 2.1
Coal 4 5 6 6 7 7 7 3 2 1.3
Oil 53 86 103 106 106 107 108 45 33 0.9
Gas 2 10 15 18 23 28 34 5 10 5.0
Electricity 18 35 43 48 53 58 65 18 20 2.4
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Biomass and waste 34 55 70 79 90 102 112 29 34 2.7
Other renewables ! 0 1 1 1 1 2 0 1 5.9
Industry 40 71 91 102 113 123 133 100 100 2.4
Coal 4 5 6 6 6 6 6 7 5 1.3
Oil 8 12 15 15 15 16 16 17 12 1.0
Gas 1 7 11 14 17 21 25 10 19 5.2
Electricity 10 16 20 23 25 27 30 23 22 2.4
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Biomass and waste 17 31 39 44 49 52 56 44 42 2.2
Other renewables ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Transport 33 63 80 85 91 98 106 100 100 2.0
Oil 27 48 59 60 59 59 59 76 55 0.8
Electricity 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.4
Biofuels 6 13 19 22 29 36 42 21 40 4.6
Other fuels 0 2 2 2 3 4 5 3 5 3.9
Buildings 23 34 37 40 43 47 50 100 100 1.6
Coal 0 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Oil 6 7 7 7 8 8 8 21 17 0.7
Gas 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 5.1
Electricity 8 17 21 23 25 28 32 52 63 2.3
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Biomass and waste 9 8 8 8 8 8 7 25 15 !0.5
Other renewables ! 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 4 5.9
Other 16 24 29 31 33 35 37 100 100 1.8

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%)

Brazil: New Policies Scenario
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A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

TPED 337 403 434 323 354 365 100 100 2.4 1.7
Coal 18 18 17 15 11 10 4 3 1.7 !0.5
Oil 119 130 134 108 93 84 31 23 1.3 !0.5
Gas 52 81 95 45 48 49 22 13 6.8 4.2
Nuclear 6 8 9 6 12 13 2 3 3.9 5.2
Hydro 39 44 46 40 46 48 11 13 1.2 1.4
Biomass and waste 101 119 127 106 139 153 29 42 2.0 2.7
Other renewables 2 4 5 2 6 9 1 3 9.6 11.9
Power generation 75 97 111 73 83 88 100 100 3.1 2.2
Coal 6 6 5 5 1 1 5 1 2.8 !4.7
Oil 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 !1.4 !4.2
Gas 14 26 35 11 7 5 31 5 10.6 2.3
Nuclear 6 8 9 6 12 13 8 14 3.9 5.2
Hydro 39 44 46 40 46 48 42 55 1.2 1.4
Biomass and waste 7 8 9 8 12 14 8 15 3.1 4.6
Other renewables 1 3 4 1 5 7 4 9 14.9 17.8
Other energy sector 63 72 72 58 60 59 100 100 2.3 1.5
Electricity 11 13 14 11 11 12 20 20 2.0 1.2
TFC 259 308 334 250 277 289 100 100 2.2 1.6
Coal 7 7 8 6 6 6 2 2 1.8 0.6
Oil 109 120 125 99 86 77 37 27 1.5 !0.4
Gas 19 29 36 18 25 30 11 10 5.2 4.5
Electricity 48 61 68 47 54 58 20 20 2.6 2.0
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Biomass and waste 75 90 96 79 104 116 29 40 2.1 2.9
Other renewables 1 1 2 1 1 2 0 1 5.4 6.1
Industry 103 125 137 100 119 126 100 100 2.5 2.2
Coal 6 7 7 6 6 5 5 4 1.8 0.6
Oil 16 17 18 15 15 14 13 11 1.5 0.6
Gas 14 22 27 14 19 22 20 18 5.4 4.7
Electricity 23 28 31 22 26 28 23 22 2.6 2.1
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Biomass and waste 44 51 54 44 53 56 39 45 2.1 2.3
Other renewables ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Transport 84 99 107 78 81 82 100 100 2.1 1.1
Oil 62 69 72 54 41 33 68 41 1.6 !1.3
Electricity 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 4.2 7.7
Biofuels 19 26 29 22 37 44 28 53 3.1 4.7
Other fuels 2 4 5 2 3 4 5 5 4.0 3.3
Buildings 41 48 53 40 42 44 100 100 1.8 1.0
Coal ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Oil 7 8 9 7 6 6 16 13 0.9 !0.8
Gas 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 3 5.3 4.4
Electricity 23 30 34 23 25 27 64 61 2.6 1.6
Heat ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Biomass and waste 8 8 7 8 8 8 14 19 !0.4 0.1
Other renewables 1 1 2 1 1 2 3 4 5.4 6.1
Other 31 36 37 31 35 37 100 100 1.8 1.7

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Energy demand (Mtoe) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Brazil: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total generation 223 466 573 647 709 781 866 100 100 2.4
Coal 5 10 25 23 22 19 17 2 2 2.2
Oil 5 15 12 10 9 8 9 3 1 !1.9
Gas 1 13 59 85 94 107 136 3 16 9.4
Nuclear 2 13 15 25 33 43 47 3 5 5.1
Hydro 207 391 427 460 492 523 552 84 64 1.3
Biomass and waste 4 23 29 34 40 45 50 5 6 3.0
Wind ! 1 5 8 13 20 31 0 4 13.1
Geothermal ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Solar PV ! ! 1 4 8 13 18 ! 2 n.a.
CSP ! ! ! ! 0 3 6 ! 1 n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.

CAAGR (%)

2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total capacity 108 130 150 169 191 216 100 100 2.7
Coal 2 4 4 4 4 4 2 2 2.0
Oil 6 7 8 8 8 8 5 4 1.4
Gas 9 18 25 31 37 48 8 22 6.7
Nuclear 2 2 3 4 6 6 2 3 4.7
Hydro 86 93 100 107 113 119 80 55 1.3
Biomass and waste 3 4 4 5 6 7 3 3 3.4
Wind 1 2 3 5 7 11 1 5 11.9
Geothermal ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.
Solar PV ! 1 3 5 9 12 ! 6 n.a.
CSP ! ! ! 0 1 1 ! 1 n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a.

CAAGR (%)

1990 2009 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2009 2035 2009!2035
Total CO2 194 338 452 493 510 525 545 100 100 1.9
Coal 29 38 63 61 60 56 53 11 10 1.3
Oil 159 261 310 316 315 317 318 77 58 0.8
Gas 6 39 79 115 135 152 174 12 32 5.9
Power generation 12 30 62 65 65 66 74 100 100 3.5
Coal 8 14 32 29 26 23 20 47 27 1.4
Oil 4 10 8 6 5 5 6 33 8 !2.1
Gas 0 6 22 30 33 38 48 19 65 8.5
TFC 167 280 346 363 372 387 401 100 100 1.4
Coal 18 21 27 29 30 30 30 8 7 1.3
Oil 144 237 284 292 291 293 294 85 73 0.8
Transport 81 143 176 180 176 176 176 51 44 0.8
Gas 4 22 34 42 52 64 78 8 19 5.0

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%)

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%)

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%)

Brazil: New Policies Scenario
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A

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total generation 651 817 917 637 727 772 100 100 2.6 2.0
Coal 28 26 25 20 5 3 3 0 3.6 !4.0
Oil 10 10 11 8 5 5 1 1 !1.2 !3.9
Gas 92 174 230 70 46 28 25 4 11.6 2.9
Nuclear 24 31 35 25 45 48 4 6 3.9 5.2
Hydro 455 510 536 464 530 559 59 72 1.2 1.4
Biomass and waste 32 38 40 35 49 55 4 7 2.2 3.4
Wind 8 16 20 9 24 41 2 5 11.3 14.4
Geothermal ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Solar PV 3 10 14 5 16 24 2 3 n.a. n.a.
CSP ! 2 4 1 6 9 0 1 n.a. n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! 0 1 ! 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total capacity 150 192 218 145 176 194 100 100 2.7 2.3
Coal 5 4 4 4 3 3 2 1 2.6 0.8
Oil 8 8 8 7 6 6 4 3 1.5 0.1
Gas 26 47 61 19 19 19 28 10 7.7 3.0
Nuclear 3 4 5 3 6 6 2 3 3.7 4.9
Hydro 99 111 116 101 115 121 53 62 1.2 1.3
Biomass and waste 4 5 5 4 6 7 2 4 2.4 3.8
Wind 3 6 7 3 9 15 3 8 10.0 13.0
Geothermal ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! n.a. n.a.
Solar PV 2 7 10 3 11 15 5 8 n.a. n.a.
CSP ! 0 1 0 1 2 0 1 n.a. n.a.
Marine ! ! ! ! 0 0 ! 0 n.a. n.a.

2020 2030 2035 2020 2030 2035
CPS 450 CPS 450

Total CO2 516 611 657 453 380 343 100 100 2.6 0.1
Coal 68 68 66 57 31 26 10 8 2.1 !1.5
Oil 327 358 373 293 243 212 57 62 1.4 !0.8
Gas 121 184 217 103 106 105 33 31 6.8 3.9
Power generation 74 98 117 56 26 18 100 100 5.4 !2.0
Coal 34 31 28 26 6 4 24 22 2.7 !4.8
Oil 6 6 7 5 3 3 6 18 !1.4 !4.2
Gas 33 61 81 25 17 11 70 60 10.6 2.3
TFC 375 431 461 339 300 277 100 100 1.9 !0.0
Coal 30 33 34 28 22 19 7 7 1.8 !0.4
Oil 302 332 346 271 225 195 75 70 1.5 !0.7
Transport 188 207 216 162 123 100 47 36 1.6 !1.3
Gas 43 66 82 41 54 63 18 23 5.2 4.1

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

CO2 emissions (Mt) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Current Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Electrical capacity (GW) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Electricity generation (TWh) Shares (%) CAAGR (%)
2035 2009!2035

Brazil: Current Policies and 450 Scenarios
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Annex B - Policies and measures by scenario 617

ANNEX B

POLICIES AND MEASURES BY SCENARIO

TheWorld Energy Outlook-2011 presents projections for three scenarios. The Current Policies
Scenario includesall policies inplaceandsupported throughenactedmeasuresasofmid-2011.A
number of the policy commitments andplans thatwere included in theNewPolicies Scenario in
WEO-2010 have since been enacted, so are now included in the Current Policies Scenario in this
Outlook. Someof the policiesmodelled under the Current Policies Scenario include:

! China’s 12th Five-Year Plan for the period 2011 to 2015;

! a new scheme that enables trading of renewable energy certificates and a new
programme of support for alternative fuel vehicles in India;

! new European Union (EU) directives covering the energy performance of buildings and
emissions standards for light-commercial vehicles;

! new appliance standards in the United States;

! early retirement of all nuclear plants in Germany by the end of 2022;

! no lifetime extension for existing nuclear plants and no new ones in Switzerland;

! and an emissions trading scheme (ETS) in New Zealand from 2010.

The New Policies Scenario is based on broad policy commitments and plans that have
been announced by countries around the world to address energy security, climate change
and local pollution, and other pressing energy-related challenges, even where the specific
measures to implement these commitments have yet to be announced. More specifically,
the New Policies Scenario takes into account all policies and measures included in the
Current Policies Scenario, as well as the following:

! Cautious implementation of recently announced commitments and plans, including the
Cancun Agreements.

! Continuation of an ETS in Europe and New Zealand; introduction of CO2 pricing through
taxes/ETS in Australia from mid-2012, in Korea from 2015 and in China from 2020.
Shadow price of carbon adopted from 2015 in Canada, Japan and the United States,
influencing solely new investment decisions in power generation. Access to international
offset credits is assumed for all countries participating in an ETS.

! Phase-out of fossil-fuel consumption subsidies in all net-importing regions by 2020 (and,
as in the Current Policies Scenario, in net-exporting regions where specific policies have
already been introduced).
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! Extension by five years of the nuclear plant lifetimes assumed in the Current Policies
Scenario, in those countries that have confirmed their intention to continue or expand
the use of nuclear energy, accounting for about 50% of the plants currently in operation.

! Extended support for renewables-based electricity-generation technologies and biofuels
for transport.

! Heavy-duty vehicle fuel efficiency standards in the United States; light-commercial
vehicle and passenger light-duty vehicle (PLDV) emissions per kilometre targets in the
European Union; PLDV fuel efficiency standards in India and China.

! For 2020 to 2035, additional measures that maintain the pace of the global decline
in carbon intensity – measured as emissions per dollar of gross domestic product, in
purchasing power parity terms – established in the period 2009 to 2020.

The 450 Scenario sets out an energy pathway that is consistent with a 50% chance of
meeting the goal of limiting the increase in average global temperature to 2°C compared
with pre-industrial levels. For the period to 2020, the 450 Scenario assumes more vigorous
policy action to implement fully the Cancun Agreements than is assumed in the NewPolicies
Scenario (which assumes cautious implementation). After 2020, OECD countries and
other major economies are assumed to set economy-wide emissions targets for 2035 and
beyond that collectively ensure an emissions trajectory consistent with stabilisation of the
greenhouse-gas concentration at 450 parts per million. In addition, the 450 Scenario also
includes the following specific policies:

! Implementation of the high-end of the range of the commitments arising from the
Cancun Agreements, where they are expressed as ranges.

! Strengthening of the ETS in Europe, and staggered introduction of CO2 pricing through
taxes or ETS, at latest by 2025 in all OECD countries and, from 2020, in China (with
higher CO2 pricing than the New Policies Scenario), Russia, Brazil and South Africa.
Access to international offset credits is assumed for all countries participating in an ETS.

! International sectoral agreements for the iron and steel, and the cement industries.

! International agreements on fuel-economy standards for PLDVs, aviation and shipping.

! National policies and measures, such as efficiency standards for buildings and labelling
of appliances.

! The complete phase-out of fossil-fuel consumption subsidies in all net-importing regions
by 2020 (at the latest) and in all net-exporting regions by 2035 (at the latest), except for the
Middle Eastwhere it is assumed that the average subsidisation rate declines to 20%by 2035.

! Extension by five years of the nuclear plant lifetimes assumed in the New Policies
Scenario, in those countries that have confirmed their intention to continue or expand
the use of nuclear energy, accounting for about 75% of the plants currently in operation.

! Further strengthening (compared to the New Policies Scenario) of support for
renewables-based electricity-generation technologies and biofuels for transport.
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B

The specific policies adopted for different sectors by selected countries and regions for
the Current Policies, New Policies and 450 Scenarios are outlined below. The policies are
cumulative. That is, measures listed under the New Policies Scenario supplement those
under the Current Policies Scenario andmeasures listed under the 450 Scenario supplement
those under the New Policies Scenario.
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Table B.1 " Power sector policies and measures as modelled by scenario in selected regions

Current Policies Scenario New Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

OECD

United States – State-level support for renewables.
– American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (2009): tax
credits for renewable and other clean energy sources,
prolonged over the entire projection period.

– Lifetimes of US nuclear plants extended beyond
60 years.

– Shadow price of carbon adopted for investment
decisions from 2015.

– EPA regulations including Maximum Achievable Control
Technology (MACT) for mercury and other pollutants.

– Extension of support for nuclear, including loan
guarantees.

– Funding for CCS (demonstration-scale).

– Shadow price for investment decisions from 2015 to
2019; CO2 pricing implemented from 2020.

– Extended support to renewables, nuclear and CCS.

Japan – Support for renewable generation.
– Decommissioning of units 1-4 and no construction of
new units at the Fukushima Daiichi site.

– Strategic Energy Plan1:
– Increasing share of renewable energy to 10% by 2020;
– Shift to more advanced coal power generation
technologies.

– Shadow price of carbon adopted for investment
decisions from 2015.

– Shadow price for investment decisions from 2015 to
2019; CO2 pricing implemented from 2020.

– Strategic Energy Plan1:
– Share of low-carbon electricity generation to increase
by 2020 and expand further by 2030;

– Expansion of renewables support;
– Introduction of CCS to coal-fired power generation.

European Union – Climate and Energy Package:
– Emissions Trading System;
– Support for renewables sufficient to reach 20% share of
energy demand in 2020;

– Financial support for CCS, including use of credits from
the ETS New Entrants’ Reserve;

– Early retirement of all nuclear plants in Germany by the
end of 2022.

– Extended support to renewable-based electricity-
generation technologies.

– Emissions Trading System strengthened in line with
the 2050 roadmap.

– Reinforcement of government support in favour of
renewables.

– Expanded support measures for CCS.

Notes: CCS = carbon capture and storage; FiT = feed-in tariffs.

1. Following the Great East Japan Earthquake, Japan is undertaking a full review of its Strategic Energy Plan with results expected in 2012.
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Table B.1 " Power sector policies and measures as modelled by scenario in selected regions (continued)

Current Policies Scenario New Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Non-OECD

Russia – Competitive wholesale electricity market. – State support to the nuclear and hydropower sectors;
a support mechanism for non-hydro renewables
introduced from 2014.

– CO2 pricing implemented from 2020.
– Stronger support for nuclear power and renewables.

China – Implementation of measures in 12th Five-Year Plan; solar
additions of 5 GW by 2015; wind additions of 70 GW by
2015 and start construction of 120 GW of hydropower
by 2015. Delays in nuclear capacity additions resulting
from the temporary suspension of approval for new
projects.

– A 15% share of non-fossil energy in total energy supply
by 2020.

– CO2 pricing implemented from 2020.
– Nuclear capacity target of 70 to 80 GW by 2020.
– 100 GW installed wind capacity by 2015, 150 GW
installed wind capacity by 2020.

– Subsidies for building-integrated photovoltaic (PV)
projects.

– Solar FiT for utility-scale solar PV plants.
– Local pollution reduction goals.

– Higher CO2 pricing.
– Enhanced support for renewables.
– Continued support to nuclear capacity additions post
2020.

– Deployment of CCS from around 2020.

India – Renewable Energy Certificate trade for all eligible grid-
connected renewable-based electricity-generation
technologies.

– Achievement of the national solar mission phase one
and phase two targets (an additional 4 GW by 2017).

– Increased use of supercritical coal technology.

– Various renewable energy support policies and targets,
including small hydro.

– Achievement of the national solar mission target of
20 GW of solar PV capacity by 2022.

– Renewables (excluding large hydro) to reach 15% of
installed capacity by 2020.

– Support to renewables, nuclear and efficient coal.
– Deployment of CCS from around 2020.

Brazil – Increase of wind, biomass, solar and hydro (small and
large) capacity.

– Enhanced deployment of renewables technologies. – CO2 pricing implemented from 2020.
– Further increases of generation from renewable sources.

© OECD/IEA, 2011
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Table B.2 " Transport sector policies and measures as modelled by scenario in selected regions

- Current Policies Scenario New Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

OECD OECD

United States – CAFE standards: 35.5 miles-per-gallon for PLDVs by
2016, and further strengthening thereafter.

– Renewable Fuel Standard.

– New heavy-duty vehicle standards for each
model year from 2014 to 2018.

– Renewable Fuel Standard.
– Support to natural gas in road freight.
– Increase of ethanol blending mandates.

On-road emission targets for
PLDVs in 2035

Light-commercial vehicles

Medium- and heavy-freight
traffic

Aviation

Other sectors such as
maritime and rail

Fuels

Alternative clean fuels

65 g CO2/km

Full technology spill-over fromPLDVs.

20% more efficient by 2035 than
in NPS.

45% efficiency improvements by
2035 (compared to 2010) and
support for the use of biofuels.

National policies and measures.

Retail fuel prices kept at a level
similar to Current Policies Scenario.

Enhanced support to alternative fuels.

Japan – Top Runner Program: improvement in fuel efficiency
of PLDVs by 23.5% by 2015 compared to 2004.

– Promotion of demand-side measures such as
intelligent transport systems and modal shifts.

– Fiscal incentives for hybrid and electric vehicles.

– Promotion of modal shift.
– Target shares of new car sales according to
Next Generation Vehicle Strategy 2010:

2020 2030

Conventional
ICE vehicles 50%-80% 30%-50%

Hybrid vehicles 20%-30% 30%-40%

Electric vehicles
and plug-in hybrids 15%-20% 20%-30%

Fuel cell vehicles <1% <3%

Clean diesel vehicles <5% 5%-10%

European
Union

– Climate and Energy Package: renewable energy to
reach 10% share of transport energy demand in
2020.

– Emissions Trading System to include aviation from
2012.

– Climate and Energy Package: CO2 emission standards
for PLDVs by 2020 (120 to 130 g CO2/km).

– Support to biofuels.

– Emissions Trading System.
–More stringent emission target for PLDVs
(95 g CO2/km by 2020), and further
strengthening post 2020.

– Emission target for light-commercial
vehicles (135 g CO2/km by 2020), and further
strengthening post 2020.

– Road map on transport: CO2-free city
logistics in major urban centres by 2030.

– Enhanced support to alternative fuels.

© OECD/IEA, 2011
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Table B.2 " Transport sector policies and measures as modelled by scenario in selected regions (continued)

- Current Policies Scenario New Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Non-OECD Non-OECD

China – Subsidies for hybrid and electric vehicles.
– Promotion for fuel efficient cars.
– Ethanol blending mandates 10% in selected
provinces.

– Fuel economy standard for PLDVs
(7 litres/100 km) by 2015, and further
strengthening post 2015.

– Extended subsidies on the purchase
of alternative vehicles.

– Increased biofuels blending.

On-road emission targets
for PLDVs in 2035

Light-commercial vehicles

Medium- and
heavy-freight vehicles

Aviation

Other sectors such as
maritime and rail

Fuels

Alternative clean fuels

100 g CO2/km

Full technology spill-over from PLDVs.

20% more efficient by 2035 than
in NPS.

45% efficiency improvements by
2035 (compared to 2010) and
support for the use of biofuels.

National policies and measures.

Retail fuel prices kept at a level
similar to Current Policies Scenario.

Enhanced support for alternative
fuels.

India – Support for alternative fuel vehicles. – Extended support for alternative fuel
vehicles.

– Proposed auto fuel efficiency standards.
– Increased utilisation of natural gas in road
transport.

Brazil – Ethanol targets in road transport 20% to 25%. – Increase of ethanol blending mandates.

Notes: CAFE = corporate average fuel economy; PLDVs = passenger light-duty vehicles; ICE = internal combustion engines.
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Table B.3 " Industry sector policies and measures as modelled by scenario in selected regions

Current Policies Scenario New Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

OECD OECD

United States – Support for high-energy efficiency technologies. – Tax reduction and funding for efficient technologies.
– R&D in low-carbon technologies.

– CO2 pricing introduced from 2025, at the latest, in all
countries.

– International sectoral agreements with targets for iron,
steel and cement industries.

– Enhanced energy efficiency standards.
– Policies to support the introduction of CCS in industry.

Japan – Long-Term Outlook on Energy Supply and Demand (2009),
including reforms in steel manufacturing and chemical
industry technology.

–Maintenance and strengthening of top-end/low-carbon
efficiency standards by:
– Higher efficiency combined heat and power systems;
– Promotion of state-of-the-art technology and faster
replacement of aging equipments;

– Fuel switching to gas.
EuropeanUnion – Emissions Trading System. – Directive on energy end-use efficiency and energy efficiency,

including the development of:
– Inverters for electric motors;
– High-efficiency co-generation;
–Mechanical vapour compression;
– Innovations in industrial processes.

© OECD/IEA, 2011
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Table B.3 " Industry sector policies and measures as modelled by scenario in selected regions (continued)

Current Policies Scenario New Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Non-OECD Non-OECD

Russia – Competitive wholesale electricity market price for
industry.

– Improvements in energy efficiency.
– Industrial gas prices reach the equivalent of export prices
(minus taxes and transportation) in 2020.

– Elaboration of comprehensive federal and regional
legislation on energy savings.

– CO2 pricing introduced as of 2020 in Russia, China, Brazil
and South Africa.

–Wider hosting of international offset projects.
– International sectoral agreements with targets for iron,
steel and cement industries.

– Enhanced energy-efficiency standards.
– Policies to support the introduction of CCS in industry.China – Priority given to gas use to 2015 (12th Five-Year plan).

– Scrapping of small, energy-inefficient plants.
– CO2 pricing implemented from 2020.
– Contain the expansion of energy-intensive industries.
– Enhanced use of Energy Service Companies and energy
performance contracting.

India – National Mission for Enhanced Energy Efficiency, targeting
a 5% reduction in energy use by 2015 (compared to 2010).

– Further implementation of National Mission for Enhanced
Energy Efficiency recommendations including:
– Enhancement of cost-effective improvements in energy
efficiency in energy-intensive large industries and
facilities, through certification of energy savings that
could be traded;

– Creation of mechanisms that would help finance
demand-side management programmes by capturing
future energy savings;

– Development of fiscal instruments to promote energy
efficiency.

Brazil – Encourage investment and R&D in energy efficiency. –More use of charcoal in iron production to substitute for
coal.

– Implementation of measures included in the 2010 energy
efficiency state programme.

Note: R&D = research and develpment.
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Table B.4 " Buildings sector policies and measures as modelled by scenario in selected regions

Current Policies Scenario New Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

OECD

United States – AHAM-ACEEE Multi-Product Standards Agreement.
– American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (2009): Funding
energy efficiency and renewables.

– Energy Star: Federal Tax Credits for Consumer Energy
Efficiency; new appliance efficiency standards.

– Energy Improvement and Extension Act of 2008.

– Extensions to 2025 of tax credit for energy-efficient
equipment (including furnaces, boilers, air conditioners,
air and ground source heat pumps, water heaters and
windows), and for solar PV and solar thermal water
heaters.

– Budget proposals 2011: institute programmes to make
commercial buildings 20% more efficient by 2020; tax
credit for renewable energy deployment.

–More stringent mandatory building codes by 2020.
– Extension of energy-efficiency grants to end of projection
period.

– Zero-energy buildings initiative.

Japan – Long-Term Outlook on Energy Supply and Demand (2009):
Energy savings using demand-side management.

– Basic Energy Plan 2010: Promotion of energy efficient
appliances and equipment.

– Strategic Energy Plan:2
– Environmental Efficiency (CASBEE) for all buildings by 2030;
– High-efficiency lighting: 100% of purchases by 2020;
100% in use by 2030;

– Deployment of high-efficiency heating, cooling and water
heating systems;

– Net zero-energy buildings by 2030 for new construction;
– Increased introduction of gas and renewable energy;

– Net zero-energy buildings by 2025 for new construction.
–Mandatory standards for high-efficiency heating, cooling
and water heating systems.

European Union – Energy Performance of Buildings Directive.
– New EU-US Energy Star Agreement: energy labelling of
appliances.

– Nearly zero-energy buildings standards mandatory for new
public buildings in the EU after 2018 and all new homes
and offices from 2020.

– Zero-carbon footprint for all new buildings as of 2018.
– Enhanced energy efficiency in all existing buildings.

Notes: AHAM = Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers; ACEEE = American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy; CASBEE = Comprehensive Assessment System for Built Environment
Efficiency.

2. Following the Great East Japan Earthquake, Japan is undertaking a full review of its Strategic Energy Plan with results expected in 2012.
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Table B.4 " Buildings sector policies and measures as modelled by scenario in selected regions (continued)

Current Policies Scenario New Policies Scenario 450 Scenario

Non-OECD

Russia – Implementation of 2009 energy efficiency legislation. – Gradual above-inflation increase in residential electricity
and gas prices.

– New building codes, meter installations and refurbishment
programmes, leading to efficiency gains in space heating
(relative to Current Policies Scenario).

– Efficiency standards for appliances.

– Faster liberalisation of gas and electricity prices.
– Extension and reinforcement of all measures included in
the 2010 energy efficiency state programme; mandatory
building codes by 2030 and phase out inefficient lighting
equipment and appliances by 2030.

China – Civil Construction Energy Conservation Design Standard.
–Minimum Energy Performance Standards for selected
devices.

– Civil Construction Energy Conservation Design Standard:
heating energy consumption per unit area of existing
buildings to be reduced by 65% in cold and very cold
regions; 50% in hot-in-summer and cold-in-winter regions
compared to 1980/1981 level; new buildings to have 65%
improvement in all regions.

– Energy Price Policy (reform heating price to be based on
actual consumption, rather than on living area supplied).

–Mandatory energy efficiency labels for refrigerators and
air conditioners.

–More stringent implementation of Civil Construction
Energy Conservation Design Standard.

–Mandatory energy efficiency labels for all appliances and
also for building shell.

India –Measures under national solar mission. –Mandatory minimum efficiency requirements and labelling
requirements for all equipment and appliances by 2035.

– Phase out of incandescent light bulbs by 2025.

–Mandatory energy conservation standards and labelling
requirements for all equipment and appliances by 2030.

– Increased penetration of energy-efficient lighting.

© OECD/IEA, 2011
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ANNEX C

UNITS, DEFINITIONS, REGIONAL AND COUNTRY
GROUPINGS, ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

This annex provides general information on terminology used throughout WEO-2011
including: units and general conversion factors; definitions on fuels, processes and sectors;
regional and country groupings; and, abbreviations and acronyms.

Units
Area Ha hectare

GHa giga-hectare (1 hectare x 109)

km2 square kilometre

Coal Mtce million tonnes of coal equivalent

Emissions ppm parts per million (by volume)

Gt CO2-eq gigatonneof carbon-dioxideequivalent (using100-year
global warming potentials for different greenhouse
gases)

kg CO2-eq kilogramme of carbon-dioxide equivalent

g CO2/km grammes of carbon dioxide per kilometre

g CO2/kWh grammes of carbon dioxide per kilowatt-hour

Energy Mtce million tonnes of coal equivalent (equals 0.7 Mtoe)

boe barrel of oil equivalent

Mboe million barrels of oil equivalent

toe tonne of oil equivalent

Mtoe million tonnes of oil equivalent

MBtu million British thermal units

kcal kilocalorie (1 calorie x 103)

Gcal gigacalorie (1 calorie x 109)

MJ megajoule (1 joule x 106)

GJ gigajoule (1 joule x 109)

TJ terajoule (1 joule x 1012)

PJ petajoule (1 joule x 1015)

kWh kilowatt-hour

MWh megawatt-hour
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GWh gigawatt-hour

TWh terawatt-hour

Gas mcm million cubic metres

bcm billion cubic metres

tcm trillion cubic metres

scf standard cubic foot

Mass kg kilogramme (1 000 kg = 1 tonne)

kt kilotonne (1 tonne x 103)

Mt million tonnes (1 tonne x 106)

Gt gigatonne (1 tonne x 109)

Monetary $ million 1 US dollar x 106

$ billion 1 US dollar x 109

$ trillion 1 US dollar x 1012

Oil b/d barrels per day

kb/d thousand barrels per day

mb/d million barrels per day

mpg miles per gallon

Power W watt (1 joule per second)

kW kilowatt (1Watt x 103)

MW megawatt (1Watt x 106)

GW gigawatt (1Watt x 109)

GWth gigawatt thermal (1Watt x 109)

TW terawatt (1Watt x 1012)

General conversion factors for energy
Convert tooo: TJ Gcal Mtoe MBtu GWh

From: multiply by:

TJ 1 238.8 2.388 x 10-5 947.8 0.2778

Gcal 4.1868 x 10-3 1 10-7 3.968 1.163 x 10-3

Mtoe 4.1868 x 104 107 1 3.968 x 107 11 630

MBtu 1.0551 x 10-3 0.252 2.52 x 10-8 1 2.931 x 10-4

GWh 3.6 860 8.6 x 10-5 3 412 1
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Definitions

Advanced biofuels

Advanced biofuels comprise different emerging and novel conversion technologies that are
currently in the research and development, pilot or demonstration phase. This definition
differs from the one used for “Advanced Biofuels” in the US legislation, which is based on a
minimum 50% lifecycle greenhouse-gas reduction and which, therefore, includes sugar cane
ethanol.

Advanced biomass cookstoves

Advanced biomass cookstoves are biomass gasifier-operated cooking stoves that run on
solid biomass, such as wood chips and briquettes. These cooking devices have significantly
lower emissions and higher efficiencies than the traditional biomass cookstoves (three-stone
fires) currently used largely in developing countries.

Agriculture

Agriculture includes all energy used on farms, in forestry and for fishing.

Biodiesel

Biodiesel is a diesel-equivalent, processed fuelmade from the transesterification (a chemical
process which removes the glycerine from the oil) of both vegetable oils and animal fats.

Biofuels

Biofuels are fuels derived from biomass or waste feedstocks and include ethanol and
biodiesel. They can be classified as conventional and advanced biofuels according to the
technologies used to produce them and their respective maturity.

Biogas

Biogas is amixture ofmethane and CO2 produced by bacterial degradation of organicmatter
and used as a fuel.

Biomass and waste

Biomassandwaste includes solidbiomass, gasand liquidsderived frombiomass, industrialwaste
and the renewable part ofmunicipalwaste. Includes both traditional andmodern biomass.

Biomass-to-liquids

Biomass-to-liquids (BTL) refers to a process featuring biomass gasification into syngas (a
mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide) followed by synthesis of liquid products (such
as diesel, naphtha or gasoline) from the syngas using Fischer-Tropsch catalytic synthesis or
a methanol-to-gasoline reaction path. The process is similar to those used in coal-to-liquids
or gas-to-liquids.
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Brown coal

Brown coal includes lignite and sub-bituminous coal where lignite is defined as
non-agglomerating coal with a gross calorific value less than 4 165 kilocalories per
kilogramme (kcal/kg) and sub-bituminous coal is defined as non-agglomerating coal with a
gross calorific value between 4 165 kcal/kg and 5 700 kcal/kg.

Buildings

Buildings includes energy used in residential, commercial and institutional buildings. Building
energy use includes space heating and cooling, water heating, lighting, appliances and
cooking equipment.

Bunkers

Bunkers includes both international marine bunkers and international aviation bunkers.

Capacity credit

Capacity credit refers to the proportion of capacity that can be reliably expected to generate
electricity during times of peak demand in the grid to which it is connected.

Clean coal technologies

Clean coal technologies (CCTs) are designed to enhance the efficiency and the environmental
acceptability of coal extraction, preparation and use.

Coal

Coal includes both primary coal (including hard coal and brown coal) and derived fuels
(including patent fuel, brown-coal briquettes, coke-oven coke, gas coke, gas-works gas,
coke-oven gas, blast-furnace gas and oxygen steel furnace gas). Peat is also included.

Coalbed methane

Coalbedmethane (CBM), found in coal seams, is a source of unconventional natural gas.

Coal-to-liquids

Coal-to-liquids (CTL) refers to the transformation of coal into liquid hydrocarbons. It can be
achieved through either coal gasification into syngas (a mixture of hydrogen and carbon
monoxide), combined with Fischer-Tropsch or methanol-to-gasoline synthesis to produce
liquid fuels, or through the less developed direct-coal liquefaction technologies inwhich coal
is directly reacted with hydrogen.
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Coking coal

Coking coal is a type of hard coal that can be used in the production of coke, which is capable
of supporting a blast furnace charge.

Condensates

Condensates are liquid hydrocarbonmixtures recovered from associated or non-associated
gas reservoirs. They are composed of C5 and higher carbon number hydrocarbons and
normally have an API gravity between 50° and 85°.

Conventional biofuels

Conventional biofuels include well-established technologies that are producing biofuels
on a commercial scale today. These biofuels are commonly referred to as first-generation
and include sugar cane ethanol, starch-based ethanol, biodiesel, Fatty Acid Methyl Esther
(FAME) and Straight Vegetable Oil (SVO). Typical feedstocks used in thesemature processes
include sugar cane and sugar beet, starch bearing grains, like corn and wheat, and oil crops,
like canola and palm, and in some cases animal fats.

Electricity generation

Electricity generation is defined as the total amount of electricity generated by power only
or combined heat and power plants including generation required for own use. This is also
referred to as gross generation.

Ethanol

Although ethanol can be produced from a variety of fuels, in this book, ethanol refers to
bio-ethanol only. Ethanol is produced from fermenting any biomass high in carbohydrates.
Today, ethanol is made from starches and sugars, but second generation technologies will
allow it to bemade from cellulose and hemicellulose, the fibrousmaterial thatmakes up the
bulk of most plant matter.

Gas

Gas includes natural gas, both associated and non-associated with petroleum deposits, but
excludes natural gas liquids.

Gas-to-liquids

Gas-to-liquids (GTL) refers to a process featuring reaction ofmethanewith oxygen or steam
to produce syngas (a mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide) followed by synthesis of
liquid products (such as diesel and naphtha) from the syngas using Fischer-Tropsch catalytic
synthesis. The process is similar to those used in coal-to-liquids or biomass-to-liquids.
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Hard coal

Hard coal is coal of gross calorific value greater than 5 700 kilocalories per kilogramme on an
ash-free butmoist basis. Hard coal can be further disaggregated into anthracite, coking coal
and other bituminous coal.

Heat energy

Heat energy is obtained from the combustionof fuels, nuclear reactors, geothermal reservoirs,
capture of sunlight, exothermic chemical processes and heat pumpswhich can extract it from
ambient air and liquids. It may be used for heating or cooling, or converted into mechanical
energy for transport vehicles or electricity generation. Commercial heat sold is reportedunder
total final consumptionwith the fuel inputs allocated under power generation.

Heavy petroleum products

Heavy petroleum products include heavy fuel oil.

Hydropower

Hydropower refers to the energy content of the electricity produced in hydropower plants,
assuming 100% efficiency. It excludes output from pumped storage and marine (tide and
wave) plants.

Industry

Industry includes fuel used within the manufacturing and construction industries. Key
industry sectors include iron and steel, chemical and petrochemical, non-metallic minerals,
and pulp and paper. Use by industries for the transformation of energy into another form or
for the production of fuels is excluded and reported separately under other energy sector.
Consumption of fuels for the transport of goods is reported as part of the transport sector.

International aviation bunkers

International aviation bunkers includes the deliveries of aviation fuels to aircraft for
international aviation. Fuels used by airlines for their road vehicles are excluded. The
domestic/international split is determined on the basis of departure and landing locations
and not by the nationality of the airline. For many countries this incorrectly excludes fuels
used by domestically owned carriers for their international departures.

International marine bunkers

International marine bunkers covers those quantities delivered to ships of all flags that are
engaged in international navigation. The international navigation may take place at sea, on
inland lakes andwaterways, and in coastalwaters. Consumptionby ships engaged in domestic
navigation is excluded. The domestic/international split is determined on the basis of port of
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departure and port of arrival, and not by the flag or nationality of the ship. Consumption by
fishing vessels and by military forces is also excluded and included in residential, services and
agriculture.

Light petroleum products

Light petroleum products include liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), naphtha and gasoline.

Lower heating value

Lower heating value is the heat liberated by the complete combustion of a unit of fuel when
the water produced is assumed to remain as a vapour and the heat is not recovered.

Middle distillates

Middle distillates include jet fuel, diesel and heating oil.

Modern biomass

Modern biomass includes all biomass with the exception of traditional biomass.

Modern renewables

Modern renewables includes all types of renewables with the exception of traditional
biomass.

Natural decline rate

Natural decline rate is the base production decline rate of an oil or gas field without
intervention to enhance production.

Natural gas liquids

Natural gas liquids (NGLs) are the liquid or liquefied hydrocarbons produced in the
manufacture, purification and stabilisation of natural gas. These are those portions of
natural gas which are recovered as liquids in separators, field facilities, or gas processing
plants. NGLs include but are not limited to ethane, propane, butane, pentane, natural
gasoline and condensates.

Non-energy use

Non-energy use refers to fuels used for chemical feedstocks and non-energy products.
Examples of non-energy products include lubricants, paraffin waxes, coal tars and oils as
timber preservatives.
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Nuclear

Nuclear refers to the primary heat equivalent of the electricity produced by a nuclear plant
with an average thermal efficiency of 33%.

Observed decline rate

Observed decline rate is the production decline rate of an oil or gas field after all measures
have been taken tomaximise production. It is the aggregation of all the production increases
and declines of new andmature oil or gas fields in a particular region.

Oil

Oil includes crude oil, condensates, natural gas liquids, refinery feedstocks and additives,
other hydrocarbons (including emulsified oils, synthetic crude oil, mineral oils extracted
from bituminousminerals such as oil shale, bituminous sand and oils from coal liquefaction)
and petroleum products (refinery gas, ethane, LPG, aviation gasoline, motor gasoline, jet
fuels, kerosene, gas/diesel oil, heavy fuel oil, naphtha, white spirit, lubricants, bitumen,
paraffin waxes and petroleum coke).

Other energy sector

Other energy sector covers the use of energy by transformation industries and the energy
losses in converting primary energy into a form that can be used in the final consuming
sectors. It includes losses by gas works, petroleum refineries, coal and gas transformation
and liquefaction. It also includes energy used in coal mines, in oil and gas extraction and in
electricity and heat production. Transfers and statistical differences are also included in this
category

Power generation

Power generation refers to fuel use in electricity plants, heat plants and combined heat and
power (CHP) plants. Both main activity producer plants and small plants that produce fuel
for their own use (autoproducers) are included.

Renewables

Renewable includes biomass and waste, geothermal, hydropower, solar PV, concentrating
solar power (CSP), wind and marine (tide and wave) energy for electricity and heat
generation.

Total final consumption

Total final consumption (TFC) is the sum of consumption by the different end-use sectors.
TFC is broken down into energy demand in the following sectors: industry (including
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manufacturing and mining), transport, buildings (including residential and services) and
other (including agriculture and non-energy use). It excludes international marine and
aviation bunkers, except at world level where it is included in the transport sector.

Total primary energy demand

Total primary energy demand (TPED) represents domestic demand only and is broken down
into power generation, other energy sector and total final consumption.

Traditional biomass

Traditional biomass refers to the use of fuelwood, charcoal, animal dung and agricultural
residues in stoves with very low efficiencies.

Transport

Transport refers to fuels and electricity used in the transport of goods or persons within the
national territory irrespective of the economic sector within which the activity occurs. This
includes fuel and electricity delivered to vehicles using public roads or for use in rail vehicles;
fuel delivered to vessels for domestic navigation; fuel delivered to aircraft for domestic
aviation; and energy consumed in the delivery of fuels through pipelines. Fuel delivered
to international marine and aviation bunkers is presented only at the world level and is
excluded from the transport sector at the domestic level.

Regional and country groupings

Africa

Algeria, Angola, Benin, Botswana, Cameroon, Congo, Democratic Republic of Congo, Côte
d’Ivoire, Egypt, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana, Kenya, Libya, Morocco, Mozambique,
Namibia, Nigeria, Senegal, South Africa, Sudan, United Republic of Tanzania, Togo, Tunisia,
Zambia, Zimbabwe and other African countries (Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cape Verde, Central
African Republic, Chad, Comoros, Djibouti, Equatorial Guinea, Gambia, Guinea, Guinea-
Bissau, Lesotho, Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Mauritius, Niger, Reunion,
Rwanda, Sao Tome and Principe, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Swaziland and Uganda).

Annex I Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change

Australia, Austria, Belarus, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark,
Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Latvia,
Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Monaco, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russian Federation, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine, United Kingdom and United States.
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ASEAN

Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos,Malaysia,Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore,
Thailand and Vietnam.

Caspian

Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and
Uzbekistan.

China

Refers to the People’s Republic of China, including Hong Kong.

Developing countries

Non-OECD Asia, Middle East, Africa and Latin America regional groupings.

Eastern Europe/Eurasia

Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Georgia,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Latvia, Lithuania, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia,
Republic of Moldova, Romania, Russian Federation, Serbia1, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan,
Ukraine and Uzbekistan. For statistical reasons, this region also includes Cyprus, Gibraltar
andMalta.

European Union

Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg,Malta, Netherlands,
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and United Kingdom.

G-8

Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Russian Federation, United Kingdom and United
States.

G-20

G-8 countries and Argentina, Australia, Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, Mexico, Saudi Arabia,
South Africa, Korea, Turkey and the European Union.

1. Serbia includes Montenegro un!l 2004 and Kosovo un!l 1999.
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Latin America

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Netherlands Antilles, Nicaragua, Panama,
Paraguay, Peru, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay, Venezuela and other Latin American countries
(Antigua and Barbuda, Aruba, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Bermuda, British Virgin Islands,
Cayman Islands,. Dominica, Falkland Islands, French Guyana, Grenada, Guadeloupe, Guyana,
Martinique, Montserrat, St. Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Pierre et Miquelon, St. Vincent
and the Grenadines, Suriname and Turks and Caicos Islands).

Middle East

Bahrain, Islamic Republic of Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia,
Syrian Arab Republic, United Arab Emirates and Yemen. It includes the neutral zone between
Saudi Arabia and Iraq.

Non-OECD Asia

Bangladesh, Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, China, Chinese Taipei, India, Indonesia,
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Malaysia, Mongolia, Myanmar, Nepal, Pakistan,
Philippines, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Vietnam and other non-OECD Asian countries
(Afghanistan, Bhutan, Cook Islands, East Timor, Fiji, French Polynesia, Kiribati, Laos,
Macau, Maldives, New Caledonia, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga
and Vanuatu).

North Africa

Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Morocco and Tunisia.

OECD2

Includes OECD Europe, OECD Americas and OECD Asia Oceania regional groupings.

OECD Americas

Canada, Chile, Mexico and United States.

OECD Asia Oceania

Includes OECD Asia, comprising Japan and Korea, and OECD Oceania, comprising Australia
and New Zealand.

2. Chile, Estonia, Israel and Slovenia joined the OECD in 2010, and in the WEO-2011, unlike previous edi!ons, these
countries are included in the OECD.
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OECD Europe

Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovak
Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey and United Kingdom. For statistical
reasons, this region also includes Israel.

OPEC

Algeria, Angola, Ecuador, Islamic Republic of Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Nigeria, Qatar, Saudi
Arabia, United Arab Emirates and Venezuela.

Other Asia

Non-OECD Asia regional grouping excluding China and India.

Sub-Saharan Africa

Africa regional grouping excluding the North African regional grouping and South Africa.

Abbreviations and Acronyms

APEC Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation

API American Petroleum Institute

ASEAN Association of Southeast Asian Nations

BTL biomass-to-liquids

CAAGR compound average annual growth rate

CAFE corporate average fuel economy (standards in the United States)

CBM coalbed methane

CER Certified Emission Reduction

CCGT combined-cycle gas turbine

CCS carbon capture and storage

CDM Clean DevelopmentMechanism (under the Kyoto Protocol)

CFL compact fluorescent lamp

CH4 methane

CHP combined heat and power; the term co-generation is sometimes used

CMM coal mine methane
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CNG compressed natural gas

CO carbonmonoxide

CO2 carbon dioxide

CO2-eq carbon-dioxide equivalent

COP Conference of Parties (UNFCCC)

CPC Caspian Pipeline Consortium

CSP concentrating solar power

CSS cyclic steam stimulation

CTL coal-to-liquids

CV calorific value

E&P exploration and production

EDI Energy Development Index

EOR enhanced oil recovery

EPA Environmental Protection Agency (United States)

ESCO energy service company

EU European Union

EUA European Union allowances

EU ETS European Union Emissions Trading System

EV electric vehicle

FAO Food and Agriculture Organization (United Nations)

FDI foreign direct investment

FFV flex-fuel vehicle

FOB free on board

GCV gross calorific value

GDP gross domestic product

GHG greenhouse gases

GTL gas-to-liquids

HDI Human Development Index

HDV heavy-duty vehicles

HIV/AIDS human immunodeficiency virus/acquired immune deficiency syndrome

IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency
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ICE internal combustion engine

IGCC integrated gasification combined-cycle

IMF International Monetary Fund

IOC international oil company

IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

IPP independent power producer

LCV light-commercial vehicle

LDV light-duty vehicle

LHV lower heating value

LNG liquefied natural gas

LPG liquefied petroleum gas

LRMC long-run marginal cost

LULUCF land use, land-use change and forestry

MER market exchange rate

MDGs Millennium Development Goals

MEPS minimum energy performance standards

N2O nitrous oxide

NCV net calorific value

NEA Nuclear Energy Agency (an agency within the OECD)

NGL natural gas liquids

NGV natural gas vehicle

NOC national oil company

NOx nitrogen oxides

OCGT open-cycle gas turbine

OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

OPEC Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries

PHEV plug-in hybrid electric vehicle

PLDV passenger light-duty vehicle

PM particulate matter

PM2.5 particulate matter with a diameter of 2.5 micrometres or less

PPP purchasing power parity
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PSA production-sharing agreement

PV photovoltaic

RD&D research, development and demonstration

RDD&D research, development, demonstration and deployment

SAGD steam-assisted gravity drainage

SCO synthetic crude oil

SO2 sulphur dioxide

SRMC short-run marginal cost

T&D transmission and distribution

TFC total final consumption

TPED total primary energy demand

TPES total primary energy supply

UAE United Arab Emirates

UCG underground coal gasification

UN United Nations

UNDP United Nations Development Programme

UNEP United Nations Environment Programme

UNFCCC United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change

UNIDO United Nations Industrial Development Organization

US United States

USC ultra-supercritical

USGS United States Geological Survey

WEO World Energy Outlook

WEM World EnergyModel

WHO World Health Organization

WTI West Texas Intermediate

WTO World Trade Organization

WTW well-to-wheel
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